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Preface 

The cases of ln)' women diems fonn the spine of this collection. Their 
lives, wha, I learned from ,hem, grounded the theory and pracrice of these 
past three decades. From statutory law in the l 970s, to constitutionaJ law 
in the 1980s, to international law in the 199<ls and beyond, they were the 
dose context of this work. 

Starting in the mid-1970s, many women who had been sexually harassed 
at work and in school, including Ronni Alexander, Pamela Price, and 
Mechelle Vinson, worked with me. Sexual hamssment law took root be
cause of them. 

Beginning in 1980, in collaboration with the writer Andrea Dworkin, 
survivors of sexual abuse through pornography became the work's center 
of gr-•vity. Linda Bonnan (prc,•iously Linda Marchiano), coerced as "Linda 
Lovelace" inro the pornography fi lm Deep Thl'04t, was my colleague until 
she died in 2002. The estate of Dorothy Stratten, who was murdered by 
her pimp-husband after she was used in Playboy, and the survh~ng families 
of Kristin French and Leslie Mahaffey, who were murdered in Ontario, 
Canada, by Paul Bernardo after he made pornography violating them, 
fought for women's lives beyond the grave. Representing dead women 
taught me how much live ones give to my capacity to go on. 

Starting early in the I 990s, as lessons from the struggles against sexual 
harassmenr and pon,ography were aJ>plied to the Violence Against Women 
Act, new ones were learned representing Bosnian Muslim and Croatian 
women seeking justice for Serbian genocidal sexual atrocities committed 
against them, and my focus shifted 10 the international arena. The concerns 
of that period mark the pieces in this book indelibly, as does extended 
involvement in conscinnional equality litigation in Canada. The resulting 
essays on comparative and international law and politics will be published 
in a companion coUection to follow, \Vome11's \'(lor/d, Men's States. 

Urgency 10 respond to the injuries in specific women's lives, no precon-
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ceived theories, propelled the arc trnced here. Their needs and requests, 
over entrenched, well.funded, at times violent opposition, summoned the 
combative and comemplative, analytical and argurnemative, embattled and 
elegiac voice you hear in these writings, most of which were spoken first. 
Looking back, it was rhe critical location of these women's experiences in 
fundamental divisions of social power that positioned them, hence our legal 
initiatives framed in those terms, on a kading edge of change in this period. 

ln addition to the debts acknowledged in each piece, Martha Nuss
baum's early reading of the manuscript was extremely helpful. Joan Davis 
contributed an accessible index. The technical work of John Stoltenberg 
and Charlotte Croson, aided by Lori Warson and Arona Akbar, was in
valuable. Pat and Twiss Butler, Kem Harvei•, Nancy Ruth, Lindsay Waters, 
and the University of Michigan Law School, especialli• its phenomenal law 
librarians, backed me up in ways that counted over the long haul. For your 
generous help and belief in this work, I cannot thank you c'llough. To the 
survivors, 1 thank you for your trust in me. 

This volume is in honor of my father, who wrote men's laws, and in 
memory of my mother, who lived a woman's life. 

Catharine A. MacKinnon 
June 25, 2004 
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Introduction: Realizing Law 

I lhink Qudges) ha,s, failed adequatdy to recogni>e their du1y of weighing 
consjdt:l"'.i.tions of social adv~.nui.g(:. Tut: duty is inevitable, and tbc rcsu1t 
o( the often proclaimed judicial aversion to deal with such consjde.ratjons 

is s.imply to lta\-'C chc very ground and foundation of jl,dgmcms inan:icu
lacc. and often unconscious . . , . [They need t0] sec th:n rc.tll>• they [arc] 
rnkin.g sides upon debatable o.nd often burning questions. So much for the 
foJlacy of logical form. 

- Oli\-et Wendel] Holmes• 

Over the last thirty years, the lives of women, newly visible as such, cast 
a bright critical light on laws m nstructed by men. Women's insistcnc-e that 
law respond ro them, roo, has exposed the sex of those 1.he law empowers 
as male, in the main, and the gender of laws, even the law itself, as mas
culine. Sex inequality was found built into mainstream sex equality law's 
oscillation between denying that the sexes are human equals and pre
tending that they are social equals.' Sexual abuse, found commonplace and 
effecti,>cly widely condoned by laws against it, began to be understood as 
a systemic form of sex discrimination.' Pornography was unmasked as a 
practice of misogyny masquerading as a constitutional entitlement co 
freedom of expression.• Prostitution was exposed as a violation of the 
human rights of the prostiruted misconceived as a c-rime chey committed.' 
The rad sm and sexism of law and society emerged as often mutually con• 
sLicuting.• The essays in this volume, impelled by public moments' and 
collective movements, reOect and refract thnc blaze of light. 

During the same period, the women's movement in the United St•tes
without which nothing in this book would exist- went at once mainstream 
and underground. ln the process, injuries co one-half the human race, 

Frt.ml 11. t.tlk :11 H:1n·11.rd Liw Sc..iM.d, NO\'embcr 20, 20CX), <kfofflng ·[)i,;puting M~1le St.wer• 
eignty, • infru :tt 206. 
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fonnerly submerged from public ,;ew and excluded from legal systems, 
began to surface and be recognized as political issues and legal claims. 
Sexual harassment was established as sex discrimination,• framing public 
conAagrations• as well AS privare dispures.'0 Anempts ro make mainstream 
sex equality law into a useful tool against the subordination of women 
persisted." The harms of pornography were spoken in public, recasting 
what 10 do about them in less moral and more real terms." As proposed 
civil rights remedies for injuries inBicred in and through pomography were 
debated, rhe pomography issue redefined women's politics.'' The expend
ability of those used by the pornography industry was the new bottom line, 
dividing the politics of abolishing male dominanl-e from doing better under 
it. Congress, in passing the Violence Against Women Act (VA \'(IA), rec
ognized rape and battering as gender.motivated violence.'" The crime of 
rape, with international law in the lead, began to be defined in terms more 
commensurate with women's experience of sexual violation.'' The outlines 
of the practical possibilities for changing the fonns as well AS the content 
of law's tenacious gender bias began to be seen. 14 

The essays in this volume, with the public engagement that produced 
them, took pan in these changes. As this work progressed, revealing time 
and again men's power over women as fundamental, a subscamive theory 
of sex equality. grounded o n particular women's ex1>eriences, contexma). 
ized by data showing that they were far from alone, was taking shape in 
the world and in my mind. That thl'Ory is: sex inequality is a hierarchy 
1har is substantively sexual at base and merges especially crucially ,,;th 
inequalities of race and class. '7 A theory of sex equality must thus encom• 
pass sexual violation, although no equality theory had before." By contrast 
with existing theories, and through the heavy weather encountered, it be
came d ear that 001 only was this theory new in its focus on substance and 
in content; its method of constitutional imerprernrion, and its jurispruden• 
rial notion of the relation between life and law, even its ,;sion of law itself, 
were departures as well. This collection, arranged chronologically within 
large themes, shows thot theory being bom.'' 

"Formalism• in legal interpretation is frequently berated and repudiated, 
but substance in the sense of the substantive division, organization, and 
distribution of social power is not commonly the focus of legal theorizing, 
whether by legal academics or judicial actors. '!his book takes up that 
challenge on the subjecr of law affecting women and men as such. The 
resulting substantive d1t.-ory is not tcxtualist but is text-based. It is not 
doctrinal but analyzes doctrine and has doctrinal implications. It is not 
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srrucn,ral in 1he 1echnical sense, legally or philosophically, bu, is anemive 
10 both. I t is not historicist in ,he sense of arguing something should be 
as it is because it has long been that way, but it is deeply aware of history. 
It is neither abstract in the sense of being disconnected from reality nor 
originalis1. It is principled in its own way and critiClllly respectful of con
stitutional values. 

Substance, on this theory, centers on society's divisions of power. If it is 
perhaps evident that power divisions drive cases where inequality is in
volved, where is inequality not involved? This general theory of inequality is 
that inequalities are particular. To have a substantive theory of an inequality 
requires having an explanatory analysis of its particular content, function, 
and driving dynamics: what makes it go and why it exists. If society sys
tematically divides women from men, poor from rich, people of color from 
white, gay from straight, young and old from adult, human from nonhuman 
animals (among others, not necessarily in that order), to pursue equality 
on these grounds, one needs to know, in fact, what racism is really about, 
where homophobia comes from. why humans treat nonhuman animals as 
lesser beings,"' why children are kepi so socially powerless and elder adults 
have Jess power than middle-aged adults, why the rich get richer and want 
to, and all the interconnections between the forces so set in motion. Sub
stance, in other words, is not an abstraction. 

From the crossroads of the substance of women's lives with men's laws, 
with sexually abuS<.-d women in its crosshairs, a general theory o f law, 
including of constimrional imerprecarion, formed in mm. Law is substa_n. 
tive first, everything else it is and claims 10 be second. Surely ,his is true 
in equality cases, arguably so in other cases that affect the distribution of 
power in society as well. Most do. One of law's main functions is 10 or
ganize social power among groups. Most legal conflicts, whatever else is at 
stake, involve social ranking and distribute social resources and rreasure 
for the living of life; most have dimensions of, or effects on, "who gets 
whac, when, and how. "2 1 

In this view, the consequences of each legal provision or incerprernrion 
for organized divisions of social power, for stra,ilications of advantage 
and disadvantage., animate, and may be seen ultimately 10 define and de
tennine, legal struggles. In strongest fonn, what a case does in the world 
of these social systemic realities is what it is, in reality, about, both for 
,hose who decide it and for ,hose who decide what was decided. This 
substance can take the form of political party, as where the power of the 
presidency was at scake,22 or of gendered sexual power, where sexual 
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powe.r-2) or sexual freedom24 is ar issue. \'<'hen cases raising such issues are 
litigated as abstract legal questions of election law, federalism, or due pro
cess privacy, their substance is obscured and evaded, not controLied or 
elim inated . 

To illustrate, Um'ted States v. Morriso11's adjudication of the constitu
tionality of the Violence Against Women Act (VA \Y/ A), substanti\•ely in
terpreted, is about male dominance in physical relations between the 
sexes, specifically about the state's position on and in the exercise of phys
ical force by men over and against women. Interpreting the doctrine of 
federalism to hold that intimate violence was necessarily under state not 
federal jurisdiction provided abstract cover for finding the VA WA un
constitutional." In a subsequent case concerning federal legislative power 
raising almost identical formal issues, buc substancively giving men more 
resources in the family, another traditional preserve of states under U.S. 
doctrine of federalism, a statute was found constitutional.26 Being for or 
against white supremacy, and how strongly, can similarly be seen to un
derlie positions for or against affirmative action21 and the regulation of 
cross-burning.'8 

Nonns of judicial self-restraint prescribe that substantive views are not 
supposed 10 dictate or even be involved in juridical outcomes. So the re
lation between reality's substance and legal abstraction's air provides the 
torque, undertow, tension, interest in deciding cases and commenting on 
them. \flomen':r Lives, NI.en's Laws gives those underlying realities first• 
order analytic place. Tc at once argues for a substantive ,heory of equality 
in equality cases and takes a substantive equality•sensitive approach to 
reading other cases and law in these terms, whether those questions are 
presented on the surface or not. If what is learned about men's laws 
from their confrontation with women's lives is not confined to a ghe[(O 
of legal scholarship on women, far more than sex equality cases are illu
minared.19 

lt is an illusion, I think, that law is not on some level substantive first
from the social epistemology of the reality conceptions that power per
mits, to the strucmres of logic considered to define the reasonable, co the 
doctrinal dictates that frame the questions asked, to the results of cases 
and their extended consequences. Facts, relief, and context are substan• 
tive. On this reading, doctrines like abstract equality or speech absolutism 
are epiphenomena] smokescreens for outcomes that are in fact, con• 
sciously or not, predicated on the substance of historica) experience or 
group idencilication or power interest. The fact that linle scholarly com
mentary is devoted to analyzing opinions in such substantive terms (with 
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exceptions) only demonstrates the excem to which the illusion is suc
cessful and shared. 

Such an analysis is often thought 10 be nonlegal (not co mention infe
rior). On the contrary. it goes 10 the essence of the law. This does not 
make ic simple. Sometimes, a case is decided the way it is because a judge 
is substantively worried about another case or group or sphere of life that, 
because precedent and doctrine interact, will be affected down the line. 
The U.S. Supreme Coon's obsession with hypocheticals at oral argumem 
can be understood in chis light. The underlying dynamic remains substan
tive; it is just some other substance. Imagine how this makes the litigants 
feel. 

Fomlalism can be undeniably powerful for those who make effectively 
final decisions at lower levels of a legal system constrained from the cop. 
It docs sometimes rnatte.r very much into what bottle the wine is poured. 
But form remains, as Holmc.,-s observed, a much-overused excuse, even a 
mask, for substance, even as it is a guise substance takes. Where there is 
latitude for interprecation. and usually there is, most purported commit• 
rnent to form is a commitment on some level to substance in disguise or 
one step removed. 

The theory built and exempUfied here is its own species of legal re
alism-one not 1>reviously been applied co women and men as such. Built 
through systematic attention to cui bo110, it stands opposed to the "neutral 
principles of m nstitutional law">• that have Ix= so influential in defining 
principle and method in that field. The basic idea of neutral principalism 
is that who one substantively is or what is substantively at stake in cons□• 
tutional interpretation should not matter to who wins. Substantively. "ncu• 
tral principles" began in a rejection of the Supreme Court dl-cision in 
Brown v. Board of Education chm invaLldated official segregmion of schools 
on the basis of race.'' By submerging substance-the people and facts and 
outcome in Brown-in abstractions, where none of those can matter, neu• 
cralhy, far from being neuu-al in the simple seose of favoring neither side, 
has made outcomes more manipulable by powerful subsrnncive interests 
that can not be exposed or countered by che less powerful, except by 
indirect me.ans that have no legitimated role in the process.>2 

Critique of the approach taken here is usually reduced 10 a charge of 
bias or naked pursuit of interest or aUegation of bad faith or attribution 
of conspiracy. It is not a theory of morive in the individual psychological 
sense but of social system and consequence. It certainly is what lawyers 
talk when they talk strategy, the disreputable underside of legal incerpre• 
rnrion. Anyone who has ever practiced law knows thoc the real issues of a 
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case-its guc, how it plays on the s1ree1-are one thing; the legal issues, 
imo which these real issues must somehow be shoehorned, are commonly 
another. Rarely do the two coincide; often they do not even overlap. Legal 
theory, in my opinion, should analyze the legal issues in terms of the real 
issues, and strive to move law so that the real issues are the lega) issues. 
Legal scholarship should accordingly analyze the real life behind the legal 
curLains and how the back story and Lhe window dressing interacl. Apart 
from being more democratic and honest, this could help women a lot, and 
01her members of socially disadvantaged groups as well. 

Because confronting reality directly is not abstract, this approach has 
not qualified as a legal theory worthy of the name. In received Theories of 
constitutional i111erpretation, to theorize is 10 abstrac1. Reality gets one dirty 
and involved, and calking abom ii requires knowing something about ,he 
world, which is harder than knowing something about the law of that 
aspect of the world. Theory is formal; substance is finger-pointing, politics. 
However, 10 rerurn the favor, subscamively speaking, noc only are "neucral 
prindples" substantive in actuality, chey are also oxymoronic, even self. 
canceling. Some judges and legal commemators seem genuinely to believe 
they are called upon 10 apply tl1eir minds neutrally to abscract legal ques• 
tions. While che anempc may rein in their biases 10 some extenc, ic more 
surely conceals them, even from themselves, and permits unconscious com• 
mitments on substance, which tend to favor the status quo and established 
intcrt-sts, to control. No wonder legal change is so intractable. Besides, 
whac is principled abouc not permining real effeets on real people in real 
life 10 ma11er to law? By these lighcs, principle is ultimately substantive, 
the more so if its substance is express, its group grounds showing and 
democr-Jtically t-ontestable." Subscancive principles of conscitutional law, 
embraced as nonns as well as inevirnbilities, would enhance judicial crans
parency as weH as realism. 

Consider free speech doctrine, addressed in part two of this book. AJ. 
chough the subscance of "speech" was once che class politics of commu• 
nism and leftisc dissent, in recem times ic has become largely code for 
sexuality and money, often s1a1,ding in for gender and class. O n my ob
servation, positions on issues of free speech coday arc largely predictable 
based on the life experiences and identifications thac result in the fears, 
hopes, loyalties, and sensitivities chac decermine one's sex and class and 
sometimes other group politics, such ~lS religion. Those views, not positions 
on ovcrbreadth or artistic versus commercial speech, determine predispo• 
sitions on Firsc Amendmem questions, shaping the heuristic and casting 
the templace in terms of which che faces of cases are made meaningful and 
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de1ermining outcomes. Thus, rhe Firs1 Amendmen1 is usu•lly inrerpreted 
so men can have their pornography-sometimes due co their attachmem 
10 it; sometimes due to their view of its abstmct connection to other things 
10 which they are subsrnntively a1rached; sometimes because, given por
nography►s pervasiveness, its unavailabi1ity is unthinkable; and so on.,_. Por• 
nography in the concrete controls law's "speech" in the abstract, not the 
other way around. Y ct discourse 011 the subject, from scholarship to liti
gation, remains overwhelmingly couched in free speech's abstmctions, 
often elnborared through unreal hypothe1icals, as welcomed as pornog
raphy's realities are shunned. 

Privacy, another abstract doctrine, is regularly code for sexuality, which 
mobilizes sex and gender as a power division be[ween women and men, 
including lesbian women and gay men." Views on the realities of homo
sexuality and abortion determine views on privacy, not the other way 
around. O n a substantive reading, judicial opinions in abortion cases turn 
on (surprise) views of abortion, which on a sex equali1y reading derive in 
tum from views on the substantive realities of the relative status and ueat• 
ment of women and men with a stop en route at '"the fetus, " ll> producing 
what is talked about as •privacy.• Views on sodomy laws similarly re1lec1 
experiences and emotions and conclusions predicated on who people know 
and love and identify w ith. ~Privacy'" becomes the second-order derivacive 
abstract vehicle for that substance. The point of this discussion is simply 
to identify which is the tail and which is the dog, and to observe that legal 
analysis often has 1hem reversed or feels consrrained co pre1end 1ha1 it 
does." 

O ne source of resistance to openly facing this way law is made sub rosa, 
hence 10 this way of reading and writing legal opinions, stems from the 
experience of che Loch11er'8 era. In the early part of the rwentieth cen1ury, 
the U.S. Supreme Court struck down as unconstin 1Cional provision after 
legislative provision passed to protect working people from excesses of 
capitalism. Common wisdom holds that, if substance is allowed 10 drive 
outcomes, as occurred in ,hat line of cases, the wrong substance may win; 
so the lesson teamed was 10 preclude subs1ancive decisionmaking and avoid 
substance at all costs. Missed is that the legislation was not invalidated in 
the name of its substance, unbridled capitalism, but in the name of a legal 
abstraction, freedom of contract. Abstract doctrines embody substantive 
assumptions and tile outcomes, buc form in i1self did not then, and does 
not now, ultimately dictate those outcomes. It docs and did put their real 
determinants, which were and remain substantive, off the table, out of 
view, and sometimes om of reach. l n substance, Loch11er and its progeny 
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advanced the class interests of upper economic classes at the expense of 
lower ones. \Xfhat was wrong with these cases, in the view advanced here, 
was not their substantivity but their substance. What was problematic was 
not that substantive decisions were made. Ineluctably, they are. What was 
wrong was that abstractions obscured both the substance of the decisions 
and the fact that the decisions were substantive. 

That substance drhies outcomt-s and moves people is inevitable. There 
really is no way around it. 1his is why it is so essential that it be accessible 
10 law and legitimate in legal discussion, available to be grappled with by 
theorists as well as practitioners on all sides: on the table. The only question 
is whether it will be engaged out front or behind the scenes, in court and 
in the press or at lunch and in chambers and corridors where only those 
with legal power can get at it and no one else can engage with it. Tt has 
to be conceded that the abstraction dodge has not restrained judicial 
power. The pretense of fonnal constraints has triangulatc-d dialogue and 
made the exercise of legal power less transparent and accountable. 

Much the same can be said of activist versus passivist institutional no• 
tions of judicial role and of related norms of positive and negative consti• 
tutional rights. The real issue is what substantive ends the action or inac
tion will produce, and who is accordingly afraid of whom and why. 
Passivisrs become notoriously activist when something that gready maners 
to them in substance can be achieved, even as discussion of that substance 
by Lltigants- thosc directly effected- is prohibited in the course of the 
legal confrontations in which it will be decided. 

The related concen-1 that substantive disputes are ipso facto unresolvable 
has a similar answer. They are being resolved. Why formal abstract disputes 
are considered resolvable-or, more to the substanth1e point, what is re• 
solved when they are addressed-is the better question, seldom asked. If 
one is attentive to r.he consequences, it is no easier to decide whether the 
fe tus is a form of human life than whether abortion is a privacy right. In 
reaLlty, to decide the latter is to decide the fonner, under systemic nonns 
that effectively let the judge make up his own mind without briefs or 
argument. The essays in this book proceed on the notion chat real conflicts 
can only be resolved, and are only resolved, on real ground. The rest is 
sleepwalking and gasLlghting, smoke and mirrors. 

At this poim, the substance that detennines legal judgments is buried 
benemh such a deep layer of the instirutional ideology of its impem,issi
bility that it is not just unarticulated and inaccessible, it is largely beyond 
the consciousness of most legal actors and interpreters, even the moot 
candid and self-reflective. It is seen as insulting and reductive, hitting 
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be.low rhe belt, t0 point out. But substantive commianents and prioriries, 
which come from walking through life, with the resulting intuitions and 
sensitivities and rellexes, can no more be controlled or eliminated from 
legal thinking than objecti,;ty in the sense of J>0in1-of.,;ewlessness can be 
achieved." They can either be denied or they can be made conscious, 
visible, transparent, informed, and accessible, hence open to evidence and 
argument and accountable to the public. If it was openly conceded that 
law qua law is on some level necessarily a substantive pursuic, as women's 
engagemenr with ir shows, not mechanistic or sdenrific or abstract or fi. 
nally formal, its functionaries and decision makers could less easily hide 
and legitimate what they do and its levers of power could be more widely 
shared. The point is not to trade covert for overt licencing of personal bias 
and hidden for blatant eviscerarion of precedent as part of the rule of law. 
The point is to permit opinions and precedents to be confronted account• 
ably on the level on which they are actually determined.'° 

Unlike many interpretive theories, the one that runs through this volume 
truly is a theory of interpretation. It does not dictate outcomes, although 
facing disagreements on their substance rather than by posturing for ab, 
stract authority or dealing from a formally stacked deck may help reverse 
existing patterns of privilege. But the nonnative and interpretive dime,1-
sions are kept separate. TI·un an argument is substantive does nor neces• 
sarily mean that it will or should win, only that this is what will, openly, 
be decided. The purpose is not to end discussion but to begin the real one 
in public. 

For example, interpretively, the VA\YJA civil remedy, by permitting 
women to sue men civilly for assaulting them, substantively intervened in 
the distribution of social power between women and men as institution
alized under law. The VA \YI A was thus found unconstitutional not because, 
as the Supreme Court contended, the ties of gender-based violence to 
commerce were insufficient, or because, as some have thought, the Court 
did not see the dear analogies to race that the case posed." It was inval
idated because federalism instin1tionalizes male dominance and the VA \Y/ A 
provision deinscimtionali.zcd it. This is to critic-ize the Morrison opinion for 
deploying male dominance in substance in the form of the suuctural doc, 
trine of federalism. Substantively, the decision could be defended, for ex
ample, by defending male dominance's place in structuring state power. If 
avoiding such substance for talk of federalism made it easier to invalidate 
the provision, and confronting its substance would make invalidating it 
harder by making taking the VA \YI A civil reinedy away from women look 
like what it was, surely this is not the theory's fault. 
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Tn orher words, legal imerprerntion, for rechnical equaliry cases as well 
as for cases that affect equality in the world, really is about "whose ox is 
gored."" Under law, reality is on the side of the unequal in an w1equal 
world with equaliry rules. This presents a problem only for those who wish 
co maintain inequality in realicy while purponing co embrace it on prin. 
ciple. The only question is whether that realiry will be excluded and de
njcd, so fought over at a remove, or will be admitted, theorized, evidenced, 
and argued over, so the same oxen may not be gored forever. At least, this 
is a convicrion that has grown in the period encompassed by this collection, 
as the burning questions of women's lives brought whose laws these really 
are ever further into the open. 



part one 

equality re-envisioned 

SECTION A. • WOMEN' S LI VES UNDER MEN' S LAWS 



1 
Unthinking ERA Thinking 

As June 30, 1982, drew to a dose and the Equal Rights Amendment ex
pired unrarified, American women did not riot in the streets. They did 
wipe the asses of children and put them to bed, lurk on street corners 
warily until a car circled and slowed and they got in, finish typing the last 
page of transcription for the following day, begin the night shift sewing 
plastic handbags or cleaning downtown offices, fight for ,heir lives as fist 
met face and lay their lives down as penis sliced in and out and in and 
out, scurry across the street with their eyes down to avoid the man coming 
the other way, and give up on covering June's bills. Not noticing as the 
shadows disappeared over TVs in memal hospitals and IVs in nursing 
homes, they removed their mascara, locked their doors if they had d,em, 
set their alann clocks, and let the day go, largely unmarked. A few went 
co well-behaved demonsrrations, largely unreported . Tn the noise and in 
the silence, some picked up pens and wrote. 

\xrhy an explicit guarantee of women's equality was rejected as part of 
the constituting document of the United States is a good question, one it 
takes some courage 10 ask. The answers are bound to be as unnerving, 
challenging, even anguishing as they are crucial and urgent for law and 
politics. The ERA came to mean the equality of the sexes to those who 
sought it, to those who abhorred it, and to those who found saying it in 
law some-.vhai obvious if not yet redundant. Tt is hard for women co face 
che face chat we live in a counuy rhat rejects our equa1ity. In Canada, when 
women's demands for good sex equality guarantees in the proposed 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms were not met, and a national convocation 
of women to discuss women's rights under the proposed Chaner was 
threatened with cancellmion, Canadian women spontaneously rebelled na• 
tionwidc. Not only was the mc..-eting held; not o nly were the sex provisions 
left meaningful; but an additional provision guaranteeing the Chaner's 
rights "equally co male and female persons" was added.' Granted, culnire 

Book ~·iew, Jane M:msbri~--e. Wh>' W" LJJ111h.t, £RA (1986}. fiNt published, 5-1 Univers.,1,, of 
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and process differ. S,ill, one wonders why American women, a majority of 
whom were said to have wanted it,1 let ERA go so quietly. 

Jane Mansbridge's Why We Lost the ERA is less an aJlalysis of this loss 
than an example of the kind of thinking thm produced ii. This book is 
not a searching criticism o f the approach to law, gender. and politics th.at 
foiled 10 mobilize the masses of women in favor of a legal guarantee of 
their own equality; it assumes it. It is not an indicuncnt of a legal regime 
thac is scacked to require that the sexes already be equal before sex equality 
can be R,uarameed ,o women by Jaw. It is not an inquiry imo ,he way r.hose 
disempowered by the structure and content of a system designed to ex• 
d ude them have difficulty making it work for them. Nor is the book an 
autopsy of crushed hopes or a rallying call against a despair that grows ar 
once more rationaJ and more luxurious daily. Tt is not even a case study 
of how a system that sddom recognizes women's existence, denigrates 
women's needs as women,' and is hostile to women's perspectivcs4 goes 
about rejecting a law to guarantee women's rights. Rather, it is a wake, an 
almost relieved if mordant celebraiion of an inert fact: after a long and 
tonnented life, old ERA is dead. "It is beyond harm now." Now, we can 
think about ii. Academics seem to prefer t:heir subjects as dead as possible.' 

According ro Mansbridge, the ERA lost because its proponents did nor 
play che conventional political game conventionally enough. Feminists did 
not undermine or abandon our position consistendy or loud]y enough to 
assuage the fo.ars of the opposition. did not cave in on sex equality enough, 
bm instead kept giving the impression cha, guarameeing sex equality would 
encourage or even mandate real sociaJ change: "[l]egislators in wave.ring 
states became convinced that the ERA might, in fact, produce important 
substantive changes- and the necessary votl-s were lost.• The leadership 
of the ratification movement is accordingly faulted for lacking that all
American virtue, unprincipled pragma,ism. As Mansbridge pu<s i,, " they 
preferred being right to winning.• The volunteer activists, the lifeblood of 
the effort, are faulted, by contrast, for wanting 10 will at all costs, for having 
such an emotional stake in recognition of women's full citizenship by ,heir 
government that it was •wonh almost any sacrifice." Mansbridge. who was 
one of them, portrays the volunteers as pathetic and childish for being 
wounded by expressions of misogyny; the.ir commitment is presented as 
fanacical, their solidarity likened to that of a religious cult. 11,eir problem 
was thnt ,hey •care[d] even more abou, winning 1han abou, being righi.• 
It is my experience that when women fail to sell women out- when the 
opposition fails to get you 10 commit suicide before they murder you, so 
ro speak-it is said that your fai lure 10 submit is a reason you deserve ro 
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be destroyed. Too, when you are commirted enough to women 10 be 
willing to do what it takes to win-a posture once given some dignity by 
men under the phrase "by any means necessary" -people say that you care 
abou, winning too much. h seems chat women who want to win somerhi.ng 
that is right should care \lery passionately neither about winning nor abouc 
being right. \Vhat in politics is there to care about more? It is worth noting 
that Mansbridge's book does sincerely intend to be a sympathetic insider's 
nccounc of the ratification movement." 

In many ways, Why We Lost the ERA is 10 the ERA effort what the 
ERA effort was to sex equality. Both are conventional about law and pol• 
itics. Both assume that polities as usual sets the real ground rules for pol
itics for women. At the core of borh i.s the same SI range resignation garbed 
as realism: both wear like a tighr undergarmem the assumption that most 
Americans do not really want sex equality and that this view cannot be 
changed,' so that to get an equal rights law, something sort of has to be 
put over on them. Instead of facing the srarus quo in all irs misogyny, and 
accepting that part of the process of winning involves changing it, both 
pretend that it doesn't exist while assuming that they can do nothing ahout 
it. Apparently both books and laws must get over in the system as it is, 
although one gets the persistent impression that both Mansbridge's book 
and rhe ERA aspire to something better. 

Of course realism is desirable. But accepting the status quo as the only 
reality that can be, and the other side's myths as characterizing it, is not 
realism for a political movement for equality; ir is closer 10 suicide. Neirher 
Mansbridge's book nor the ERA effort systematically comprehends that 
sex inequality is a problem of male dominance,• a distinctive political 
system that- for feminists both to be right and win-calls as much for a 
new political science as a new poUties. Mansbridge seems to imagine nei
ther. For one example, in all her assessments of what influenced (male) 
legislators to oppose the ERA, she never considers that they might have 
had a real srake in sex discriminntion-an economic, social, psychological, 
instirmional, and sexual srnke, ,he more dererl'ninsrive co the degree that 
it may be nonconscious. ERA's fai lure is consequently presented nor as yet 
another male victory but as a female defeat. Indeed, both Mansbridge's 
book and the ERA effort- because they do not face up to male dominance 
and therefore cannot face it down-condescend to and blame the victim 
while purporting onli• concern for her welfare. Mansbridge blames the 
ERA effort for failing to win more than she blames what it was up against 
for defeating it, much as ERA activists blamed conservative women for 
failing to support their version of sex equality more than they blamed what 
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such women were up against for undermining 1he ERA 's appeal ro 1hem.• 
Neither analyzes how the dispossessed can be maneuvered into doing 
themselves in, a feature proponents and opponents of ERA share. 

Because neither Mansbridge's book nor the ERA effort seriously con
froms male supremacy as ,he problem with which ERA had co contend, 
but accept it implicitly as fish accept water, the book is no clearer in 
evaluating ERA strategy than the ERA effort was in pursuing it. Was the aim 
of ERA more ro move the powerless or ro placate tl1e powerful? On what 
analysis of sex inequality are rhese emphases in tension? ls sex equality a real 
change or isn't it? Is it about altering power and powerlessness on the 
basis of sex or isn't it? If women are no longer 10 make ,59 cents 10 men's 
dollar, will men make 20 cents less so the sexes can meet around 80 cents 
o r w hat? 

The sense the ERA effort too often communicated of trying to slide one 
by, its frequent aura of contempt for audiences, the feeling it was hiding 
its real agenda-none of this was lost on the opposition. But the continual 
revisions of the public image of whar the ERA "would do,• equivocations 
designed to win over the opposition by reassurance, did effectively vitiate 
the potentially explosive organizing effect the ERA might have had on 
those who had the world to gain from acrual sex equality. The longer the 
campaign went on, the more [his happened, and the more ,his happened, 
the less EM meant. No amount of PR could keep ERA from communi• 
cating to those with power that w1der ERA, yes, women would matter. 
Now, that 11XJ1,/J be a change. Opponenrs knew 1his no maner how much 
proponents denied it, bur the denying only confirmed what mosr powerless 
potential supporters already most deeply felt: nothing can make a differ• 
ence, surely nor a law. Essentially, then, Mansbridge critidzes the ERA 
effort for faiLing to follow the very strategy her book documents it pursued: 
che one that defeated it. The misunderstanding chat sex equality can be 
made nonthreatening and still be real, the misidentification of what women 
are up against and the resulting waffling, the incredible spectacle of fem
inises denying thac sex equality would make much difference while urgently 
demanding co be given it, all this made ERJ\'s latest demise a major tragedy 
of lost political possibili1ies- w1mourned in these terms by Mansbridge, 
however. 

Mansbridge recounts the campaign's search for a sex equality issue that 
would presem the ERA as an appealing solucion to some aspecr of women's 
inequality. She docs not ask what made this search so hard and largely 
futile in a society in which women's subordination is so pervasive. The 
reason for the EM effort's failure of analysis, and rhe reason for Mans-
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bridge's failure to analyze that failure, is that both the ERA-at least in 
its leading interpretation••-and Mansbridge-at least here-implicitly 
apply liberalism 10 women and call that feminism. In both the ERA cam
paign and Mansbridge's analysis, 1he liberal agenda sers the direction and 
limits of ERA's agenda. In a rentral insranre, Mansbridge traces the way 
the perceived need for a new constitutionaJ provision was undermined as 
the ERA campaign progressed and more and more sex equality rights were 
won under the Equnl Protection Clause-rights mostly for male plaintiffs," 
neither nores. \'(/hy did rhe country need a new constitutional amendment 
to solve a problem Ll1a1 Ll1c existing Constitution was already solving? This 
only posed a problem for a provision that had no legal or political agenda 
of its own, beyond carrying the conventional liberal inrerprerntion of the 
Equal Protection Clause to its extreme. That ERA had none-a fact nei
ther the ERA forces nor Mansbridge's book faces- has not yet been 
solved. 

Although not aU ERA's supporters rook so Limited a view of what they 
were fighting for, the mainline liberal interprecarion of the ERA, one that 
reduced the problem of the subordination of women to men to a problem 
of gender classification by law, was never seriously questioned by the pro
ERA movement." Mansbridge never questions it either. This is an ap
proach to sex equality that leaves out the social institutionalization of prac
tices through which women are violated, abused, exploited, and patronized 
by men socially-in collaboration with the state, but not only or even 
primarily by the srare as such. This approach leaves om prac1ices rhat have 
never needed co be enacted into sex classifications in law because they are 
plenty powerful in civil life, prac1ices tha1 the siate is often kept out of by 
law in the name of individual rights. It is one thing for lawyers to urge 
this approach as an inrerprerntion; it is another for a movement co embrace 
its resuhs and limits as unquestionable; it is still another for a postmortem 
of the political failure of tl1e measure based on such a theory to accept it 
so implicitly as not even 10 consider that its legal theory, and the political 
srraregy based on it, mighr have conrributed ro its loss. 

Mansbridge acknowledges that ,he existence of the ERA would have 
had a political impact that might have changed the way existing laws are 
inrerpreted." She does not see that ERA's legal impact need not have been 
confined 10 being the women's auxiliary of the Equal Protection Clause. 
As a result, she fails ro analyze the specifics of ERA's potential impact so 
as to take into account what a constitutional amendment could do to the 
entire balance of forces on the political landscape and hence ro specific 
cases. As ERA docrrine did, Mansbridge assumes rhat legal doclfine im-
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maculace]y produces its own progeny withom messy political imercourse. 
As ERA doctrine did, she assumes a definition of equality doctrine based 
on comparisons with men. As ERA doctrine did, she asswnes an essentia!Jy 
male definition of whac issues are sex equalicy issues. In ocher words, both 
not only assume that sex equality issues come down to women,s sameness 
o r difference from men rather than to men's dominance over women;1-1 
both tacitly accepc a model of sex equality that is limited to those issues 
men recognize as equality issues because chey arise in concexts in which 
men now know chey sometimes creat other men arbicrarily and irrationally. 
This approach, while some improvement, nevertheless precludes the dis
tinctive abuses of women as a sex-for example, rape, denial of repro
ductive control, and prostitution-from being considered sex equality is
sues at all. 

It seems to me that a new constitutional amendment both signals and 
calls for a new departure. Probably as many people were for ERA as against 
it because chey had a breathtaking vision of all the legal possibiLities Mans
bridge keeps finding "difficult to imagine." I see no reason 10 accepc her 
lcgalistically conventional prognostications about what ERA "would do" 
over these people's hopes and fears. Perhaps one sees this differently from 
Mansbridge if one thinks the ERA is not "politically dead"" but only 
comatose. 

All these analytical difficulties converge tellingly in her treatment of the 
issue of abortion rights. Dominant abortion rights and ERA strategies on 
reproductive control have been based on treating forced sterilization, ma
ternity leave and related benefits for women, pregnancy surcharges in 
health insurance, and abortion rights as anything but issues of sex discrim• 
ination (except when women are advantaged by them). Mansbridge de
scribes the decision not to litigate the abortion fllnding case of Hams v. 
McR.ae16 o n a sex discriminmion theory as a politica1 choice to avoid as
sociating sex equality with abortion rights in order 10 help ERA's chances 
of ratification." Unmentioned is that the choice was also the result of a 
Supreme Court equal protection decision that discrirninarion o n the basis 
of pregnancy was nor discrimination on the basis of sex, hue rather a 
gender-neutral choice not to ensure against all the risks that members of 
that third sex- "pregnant persons""- might face.•• By the time McRae 
arrived at the Supreme Court, Congress had repudiated tl1is result under 
Title VTT in the case of pregnancy, but had explicit.ly excluded abortion•• 
and considered that it could not change the constitutional result. An Equal 
Rights Amendment could have. 

T nstead of acknowledging that no man under existing technology will 
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personally be deprived of needed aborrion funding, reuniting abortion with 
pregnancy and pregnancy with sex-which is how its benelits and depri• 
vations are largely experienced by women-both Mansbridge and the £RA 
effort move heoven and earth 10 keep rhem apart in rhe name of srra1egy. 
Bue once abortion was decriminalized, this is exactly the approach thar has 
legalized denial of support for women's reproductive needs." An analysis 
of reproductive issues that placed them in the context of sex inequality 
would locate the debate in the context in which the problem is lived: a 
context of lack of choice by women of the tenns of sexual access ro our 
bodies, a context of forced sex. If something were done about male sexual 
aggression and intrusion on women as the paradigm of sex, there would 
be no abortion problem as we know it, if only because dramatically fewer 
aborrions would likely be needed. Real sex equality would mean real sexual 
freedom, including the power to have no mean no, hence the freedom to 
have yes mean yes. Until then, women need abortions and are deu.ied 
access to them as women in a context of sex inequality, as an act of sex 
inequality. An ERA could have given women crucial support in such a 
resituated argwncnt. 

Abortion is a sex equality issue. Everyone knows it.n Denial of access 
to abortion denies women, and only women, a final act of control over rhe 
reproductive consequences of ma]e sexualiry as it large1y seals women's 
lack of control over their time, which is what a life is made of. Mansbridge 
bemoans only the extent to which such realities were not able to be fully 
manipulated om of ,he ERA debate." Bm the currenc lack of success in 
securing access to federal abortion funding, in making the abortion right 
real for those who otherwise have least access to it, suggests that denying 
women's experience and ignoring gender divisions in k-gal doctrine may 
make not only bad law and lousy politics but also incffecrive s1ra1egy." 
Tr is even worth considering that here, as elsewhere, Mansbridge may at• 
tribute ERA's death to failing to go far enough in the direction that killed it. 

Neither the ERA effor1 nor Mansbridge's book inquires into whether an 
ERA that addressed ,he deep realities of women's condition might have 
mobilized the kind of uprising of women that only a new vision of sociery 
can do. In a teleological approach to political explanation, when Mans• 
bridge asks why ERA foiled, she does not look at what did not happen 
but only at what did. What if sex equality were not limited, as the ERA 
effort and her book assume, to the way rhe white male liberal cabal of 
lawyers, publishers, professors, the media, and their • domesticated" fem• 
inisrs have defined it? What if, instead, issues of sexual abuse of children, 
denial of rhe abortion choice, rape, banery, prosrin11ion, pornography, and 
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sex-based de foc10 job segrega1ion were core examples around which a 
critique of the denial of civil rights to women were forged? What if, when 
we talked ERA, we talked about state complicity in male violence against 
worne-n through writing and administering rape laws from d-,e vie,vpoim 
of the reasonable rapist~ misogynist police practices in domestic violence 
calls that relegate assault on women to the lowest category of concern; 
collaboration of law enforcement and law itself in the terrorization and 
s1igma1iza1ion of child victims of sexual abuse, many of them girls; biased 
enforcement of biased laws against pros1iru1ion so cha, prosrin11es (most 
of them women) are harassed and violated while pimps and johns (men) 
are allowed LO ensure that prostitution, something men made a crime, will 
continue 10 exist for their pleasure; useless and dangerous obscenity laws 
that cover for the pornography industry, provide its design format, and 
allow public officials to decry pornography in public while nonenforcement 
and built•in uncnforceability guarantee its availability in private, ignoring 
documented harms 10 women from its production and consumption?" 
What if we called all this •state action" in che sex equality area? 

What if, when we talked ERA, we criticized the legal standards under 
Title Vil 1ha1 essentially assume that the status quo is nondiscriminatory, 
stacking the burden of proof so 1ha1 the 1001.s we are given embody the 
problem they are supposed to solve?"' What if, when we talked ERA, the 
equal protection requirement that discrimination be proved intentional 
were criticized as a protection for bigots, a good many of whom so sin• 
cerely believe ,hat women are • lower fonn of life 1ha1 hurting us never 
crosses their minds as they hurt us, who do not even take account of our 
existence as human enough to form an intention to discriminate against 
us?27 What if, when we talked ERA, we talked about bow it might support 
laws that recognize abuses of women that have never been recognized, 
abuses just no\v coming our of our silence, abuses that have previously 
been guaranteed as rights to men under existing law. abuses like pomog• 
raphy? Just as slaves once had nothing 10 weigh against the laws tlrnt made 
them property, women abused through pornography now have nothing
certainly nothing of comparable constitutional magnitude-to weigh 
against the laws that make them "speech."i.s 

Strikingly consonant with the general dirc-ction of this critique is the 
active, positive, embodied rights language of Alice Pa,~•s original Equal 
Rights Amendment as submined in 1923: "Men and women shall have 
equal rights throughout the United Stales and every place subject to its 
jurisdiction. "29 The, by comparison, passive- and negative-voiced, disem
bodied 1943 revision-"Equality of rights under the law shall not be de-
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nied or abridged by the United Scates or any State on accoum of sex"J-O_ 
arguably introduced surely strengthened, the structural liberalism that un
dennincd ERA legally and politically. lo 1923, equal rights were co be 
affinnatively granted 10 men and women by name. Wherever they did not 
then exist, which in its purview, was certainly somewhere rhey were robe 
given. In 1943, equality of rights in a category called sex were 10 be pre• 
duded from denial by govemment. S<.·emingly, no one was given rights 
where govemmem w,is 001 involved. Women and men became •sex," a 
move 10ward relative abstraction, equality of which already seemingly ex
isted somewhere where government was not. 

What if the original language and the stance it suggested had been pur· 
sued? Might we have been able co mobilize women's physical and eco• 
nomic insecurity and vulnerability and desperation? Women's personal in
dignity, boredom, and despair? Women's fear and invisibility and 
hopek-ssness and exhaustion and silence and self-hate? If all that were 
loosed, what could stand against it? If the question is more why we did 
not win than why we Jost, could not the failure to mobili:ze women's pain 
and suppressed discontent due to sex inequality be at least part of the 
answer? At a minimum, I believe that this re-.iJ damage of sexism is what 
women were dealing with the night ERA wenc down, 100 submerged in 
the problem probably even 10 notice the passing of what might have been 
part of its solution- especially since almost no one who took up pens and 
wrote, that night or since, has imagined how it might have helped. 
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lt is common 10 sai• thot something is good in theory brn not in practice. 
l always want 10 say, then i1 is not such a good theory, is it? To be good 
in theory but not in practice posits a relation between theory and practice 
that places thL'Ory prior to prncticc, both methodologically and norma-
1ively, as if theory is a terrain unto itself. The convenrional image of the 
relation between the two is first theory, cl,en practice. You have an idea, 
then act on it. In lcga1 academia you theorize, then try to get some prac• 
titioner to pul it into praclice. (More act"Urately, you read law review ar• 
tides, then write more law review articles.) The closest most legal aca
demics come to practice is ceaching-chcfr snidents, most of whom will 
practice. many regard as an occupational hazard to their theorizing. 

TI1e postmodern version of the relation between theory and practice is 
discourse unto death. 17,eory begers no practice, only more texr. Tc J>ro
ceeds as if you can decons1ruc1 power relations by shifting ,heir markers 
around in your head. Like all formal idealism, this approach to theory 
tends unselfconsciously 10 reproduce existing relations of dominance, in 
part because it is an unerly removed eLite activity. On this level, all theory 
is a form of pracrice, because it either subverts or shores up exisring de
ployments of power, in their martial metaphor. As an approach to change, 
it is rhe same as the conventional approach 10 the theory/ prnctice relation: 
head-driven. not world-driven . Social change is first though, abom, then 
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ac,ed ou1. Books rela,e 10 books, heads ialk 10 heads. Bodies do not crunch 
bodies or people move people. As 1heory, it is the de-realization of the 
world. 

The movement for the liberation of women, including in law, moves the 
orher way around. It is fi rst practice, ,hen theory. Acmally, it moves this 
way in practice, not just in theory. Feminism was a practice long before it 
was a theory. On iLs rea1 level, the women's movcmcnt- whe.rc women 
move against their determinants as women-remains more practke than 
theory. This distinguishes ir frorn academic feminism. For women in the 
world, the gap between theory and prncticc is the gap between practice 
and theory. We know things with our lives, and live that knowledge, be
yond wha1 any theory has yet 1heorized. Women's prac1ice of confronrnrion 
with the realities of male dominance outruns any existing theory of the 
possibility of consciousness or resistance. To wtitc the theory of this prac• 
tice is not to work through logical puzz.k-s or entertaining conundrums, 
not co fantasize utopias, not co moralize or tell people what co do. le is not 
to exercise authority; it does not lead practice. Its task is to engage life 
through developing mechanisms that identify and criticize rather than re• 
produce social practices of subordination and to make cools of women's 
consciousness and resistance that further a praccical struggle co end in
equality. This kind of theory requires humility and it requires participation. 

\Y/e who work with law need to be about the business of articulating 
the theory of women's practice- women's resistance, visions. conscious• 
ness, injuries, notions of community, experience of inequality. By practice, 
I mean socially lived. As our theoretical question becomes, What is the 
theory of women's practice? our theory becomes a way of moving against 
and through t.he world, and methodology becomes technology. 

Speci6cally-and such theory inhabits panicularity-1 want 10 take up 
the notion of experience .,as a woman• and argue that it is the practice of 
which the concept of discrimination "based on sex• is the legal theory. 
That is, I want co investigate how che realities of women's experience of 
sex inequaliry in the world have shaped some conrours of sex discrimina
tion in rhe law. 

Sex equality as a legal concept has not traditionally been theorized to 
encompass issues of sexual assault or reproduction because equality theory 
has been written from men's practice, not women's. Men 's experiences of 
group-based subordinarion have not centered on sexual and reproductive 
abuse, although they include instancc-s of it. Some men have been hurt in 
these ways, buc t.hey are few and are not usually regarded as hurt because 
they are men, rather in spite of ic or in derogation of it. Few men are, 
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sexually and reproductively speaking, •similarly simated ' 10 women bur 
created bener. So sexualiry and reproduction are not regarded as equality 
issues in the traditional approach.' Two intrepid, indomitable women, de
rennined 10 write the practice of their lives onto the law, moved the theory 
of sex equality to include these issues. 

In her case, Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson,' Mechelle Vinson estab
lished that sexual harassment as a working environment is sex discrimi• 
nation under civil rights law. Her resistance to her supervisor Sidney 
Taylor-specifically, her identification that his repeared rape, his standing 
over her in the bank vault waving his penis and laughing, were done to 
her because she was a woman-changed the theory of sex discrimination 
for all women. In her case, California Federal Savings and Loan Association 
v. Gue"a,' Lillian Garland established that guaranteeing unpaid leaves for 
pregnant women by law i.s not discrimination on the basis of sex, but i.s a 
step in ending discrimination on the basis of sex. Her resistance to her 
employer, the California Federal Savings and Loan Association, in its re
fusal to reinstate her in her job after a pregnancy leave-her identification 
of that practice as illegal treatment of her because she was a woman- gave 
sex equality law a decisive spin in the direction of promoting equality, 
away from its prior stams quo-mirroring regressive nemraliry. The or
gumencs that won these cases ,vere based on rhe plaintiffs, lives as women, 
on insisting that actual social practices that subordinated them as women 
be theoretically r<-cognizcd as impermissible sex-based discrimination 
under law. Tn 1he process, sexual assault and reproduction became sex 
equality issues, with implications for the laws of rape and abonion, among 
others. 

So what is meant by treatment "as women" here? To speak of being 
created "as a woman• is co make an empirical scacemenr abom reality, co 
describe the realities of women' s simarion. In 1he United States, with par
allels in other cu1tures, women's situation is made up of unequal pay com• 
bined with allocation 10 disrespected work, sexual targeting for rape, do
mestic banering, sexual abuse as children, and systematic sexual 
harassmem together with depersonalization, demeaned physical character
istics, use in denigrating entenainme:nt, deprivation of reproductive con• 
trol, and forced prostitution. To notice that these practices are done by 
men co women is to see these abuses as fonning a system, a hierarchy of 
inequality. This situation has occurred in many places, in one form or 
another, for a very long time, often in a context characterized by discn• 
franchisement, preclusion from property ownership (women are more 
likely co be property chan to own any), ownership and use as object, ex-
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dusion from public life, sex-based poverty, degraded sexu•liry, •nd • de
valuation of women's hwnan worth and contributions throughout society. 
This subordination of women co men is socially institutionalized, cumula
tively and syscemacicalli• shaping access 10 human dignity, respecr, re
sources, physical security, c redibility, membership in community, speech, 
and power. Comprised of all its variations, the group "women., can be 
sc..-en to have a collective social hisLory of discmpowcnncnt, exploitation, 
and subordination exrending co rhe present. To be creared "as a woman" 
in chis sense is to be disadvanraged in these ways incidenr 10 being socially 
assignccl to the female sex. To speak of social treatment "as a woman" is 
thus not co invoke any abstract essence or homogeneous generic or ideal 
type, n0t 10 posit ani,rhing, far less anything universal, bm co refer 10 rhis 
diverse and peivasive concrete material reality of social meanings and pr-ac• 
tices such that, in the words of Richard Rorty, •a woman is not yet the 
name of a way of being human ... , 

Tbus cohering die rheory of "women" our of the pracrice of women 
produces the opposite of what Elizabeth Spelman has criticized as a re
ductive asswnption of essential sameness of all women that she identifies 
in some feminise theory.• The rask of theorizing women's practice produces 
a new kind of theory, one thar is different from prior modes of theorizing 
in form. not just content. As Andrea Dworkin said quire a long tirne ago. 
women•s situation requires new ways of thinking, not just thinking new 
things.7 .. \Xloman" as ab.straction1 distillation, common denominator, or 

idea is che old way of chinking, or ar mosr a new rhing 10 think, bm it is 
not a new way of thinking. Nor is rhinking "like• a woman, largely a 
misogynist slur for reproducing one's determinants when thinking like a 
victim, all there is to thinking "as" a woman, as one embodiment of a 
collective experience. 

Some recent work, especially Elizaberh Spelman's, could be read to 
argue that there is no such thing as experience "as a woman" and that 
women of color prove it.' This rheory converges with the elevation of 
"differences" as a flag under which ro develop diverse " feminisms."' To 
do theory in its conventional abstract way. as many do, is co import the 
assumption that all women are the same or they are not women. \Vhat 
makes them women is their fit within the abstraction •woman" or their 
confonniry co a fixed, posited female essence. The consequence of such 
theorizing is 10 reproduce dominance on the level of theory. While much 
work subject<.x:l to this criticism doc-s not do this,'0 one can trace it, sur• 
prising)y, in the works of Simone de Beauvoir and Susan Brownmiller. 

De Beauvoir, explaining why women are second-class ci1i1,ens, says: 
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Here we have the key 10 the whole mystery. On I he biologic.11 level a 
spec-jes is maintained on)y by creating itself ane,.v; buL this creation results 
only in repeating the same Life in more individuaJs . . .. Her [woman's] 
misfortune is to have been biologically destined for the repetition of Life, 
when even in her own view Life does not carry within itself iLS reasons 
for being, reasons that a.re more imponant th11n Life itself. 11 

Here women are defined in terms of biological reproductive capacity. It is 
unclear exactly how any social organization of equality could change such 
an existential fact, far less how to argue that a social policy that institu• 
cionali.zed ic could be sex discriminatory. 

Susan Brownmiller argues the centrality of rape in women's condition 
in the following terms: 

Man's structural capacity to rape and woman's corresponding structural 
vulnerability are as basic to the physiology of both our sexes as the primal 
act of sex itself. Had it noc been for this accident of biology, an accom
modation requiring the locking together of two separate parts, penis and 
vagina, the.re would be neither copulation nor rape as we know it. ... By 
anatomicaJ fiat-the inescapable construction of their genital organs-the 
human male was a natural predator and the human female served as his 
natural prey. 12 

Exactly how to oppose sexual assault from this vantage point is similarly 
unclear. Do we make a law against intercourse? Alchough boch theorises 
have considerably more co offer on the question of what defines women's 
condition, what we have in these passages is simple biological determinism 
presented as a cricic-.tl theory of social change. 

T he problem here, it seems to me, does not begin with a failure to rake 
account of race or class, but with the fa ilure to take account of gender. Tt 
is not on)y or most fundamentally an account of race or class dominance 
that is missing here, but an account of male dominance. There is nothing 
biologically necessary about rape, as Mechelle Vinson made abundantly 
clear when she sued for rape as unequal creatment on the basis of sex. 
And, as Lillian Garland saw, and made everyone else see, it is the way 
society punishes women for reproduction that creates women's problems 
with reproduction, not reproduction itself. Both women are Black. 11,is 
only supports my suspicion that if a theory is not tme of, and does not 
work for, women of color, it is not really true of, and will not work for, 
any women, and chat it is not really about gender at all. The theory of the 
pracrice of Mechelle Vinson and Lillian Garland, because it is about the 
experience of Black women, is what gender is abom. 
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In recent cri1iques of feminis1 work for fail ing 10 take accoum of race 
or class,0 it is assumed that there is such a thing as race and class, although 
race and class are generally treated as abstractions to anack gender ramer 
than as concre1e realities, if indeed they are trea1ed 01 all . Spelman, for 
example, discusses race but does virnialJy nothing abouc cla.s.s. 1.i In any 
event, race and class are regarded as unproblematically rea1 and not in 
need of justification or theoretic,J construction. Only gender is not real 
and needs 10 be justified. Nthough many women have demanded that 
discussions of race or class take gender inio account, typically 1hese de
mands do not take the form that, outside explicit recognition of gender, 
race or class do not exist. That there is a diversity 10 the experience of 
men and women of color, and of working-class women and men regardless 
of race, is nor said co mean chat race or class is not a meaningful concept. 
I have heard no one say that, without sex or gender specificity. there can 
be no meaningful discussion of "pmple of color.• Thus me phrase "p<.'Ople 
of color and white women• has come to replace the previous •women and 
minorities," which women of color rightly perceived as not induding them 
twice, and as embodying a white standard for sex and a male standard for 
race. But I hear no 1alk of "all women and men of color," for inscance. 
\'ilhen women of color refer to "people who look like me,• it is llnderstood 
chat they mean people of color, not women, in spi1e of ,he face tha1 both 
race and sex arc visual assignments, both possess clarity as weU as ambi
guity, and both arc marks of oppression, hence potentially of community. 

In rhis connection, it has recently come to my rmention chat rhe white 
woman is me issue he.re, so I decided I beuer find out wha, one is. This 
creature is not poor, not battered, not raped (not really), not molested as 
a child, not pregnant as a teenager, not prostituted, not coerced into por• 
nography, not a welfare mother, and not economically exploited. She 
doesn't work. She is either 1he whi1e man's image of her-effece, pam
pered, privileged, protected, flighty, and self-indulgent- or me Black 
man's image of her-all that, plus the "pretty white girl" (meaning ugly 
as sin bm regarded as rhe ulrimaie in beauty because she is whire). She is 
Miss Anne of the kicchen, she pucs Frederick Douglass 10 the lash, she 
cries rape when Emmett Till looks at her sideways, she manipulates white 
men's very real power with me lifting of her very well-manicured little 
finger. She makes an appearance in Baraka's "rape the white girl,"" as 
Cleaver' s real thing afrer rnrget practice on Black women,•• as Helmu1 
Newton's glossy upscale hard-edged, distanced vamp," and as me Central 
Park Jogger, the classy white madonna who got herself raped and beaten 
nearly 10 death. She fl ings her hair, feels beamiful all the time, complains 
abou1 the colored help, tips badly, can't do anyching, doesn' t do anyching, 
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doesn't know anything, and alrernares fantasizing abour fucking Black men 
with accusing them of raping her. As Ntozake Shange points out, all 
Western civili:uuion depends on her." On top of all of this, out of impu
dence, imitativeness, pique, and a simple lack of anything meaningful 10 

do, she thinks she needs co be liberaced. Her feminist incarnation is all of 
the above, and guilty about every single bit of it, having by dint of repe
tition refined saying "l 'm sorry" to a high fonn of art. She can't even make 
up her own songs. 

There is, of course, much too much of this, this t•,vomnn, modified," 
this woman discounted by white, meaning she would be oppressed but for 
her privilege. But this image seldom comes face to face with the rest of 
her reality: the fact thar the majority of the poor are white women and 
cheir children (ac least half of whom are female); thac white women are 
systematically battered in their homes, murdered by inlimates and serial 
killers alike, molested as children, actually raped (mostly by white men); 
and thac even Black men, on average, make more tlinn they do.•• If one 
did noc know this, one could be taken in by white men's image of whice 
women: that the pedestal is real, rather than a cage in which to confine 
and trivialize them and segregate them from the rest of life, a vehicle for 
sexualized infantilization, a virginal senip for rape by men who enjoy vi
olating che pure, and a myth wich which to cry co control Black women. 
(See, if you would lie down and be quiet and not move, we wou]d revere 
you, too.) One would think that the white men's myth that they protect 
white women was real, rather chan a racist cover ro guaranree their exclu• 
sive and unimpeded sexua] access-meaning they can rape her at will, and 
do, a posture made good in the marital-rape exclusion and the largely 
useless rnpe law generally. One would think that the only white women in 
brothels in the South during the Civil War were in Go11e with the lflind.10 

This is not co say chere is no such thing as skin privilege, but racher thac 
it has never insu1ated whhe women from the brutality and misogyny of 
men, mostly but not exclusively white men, or from its effective legaliza
rion. In other words, the "white girls'' of this theory miss quice • Joe of 
the reality of white women in the practice of ma]e supremacy. 

Beneath the trivialization of the white woman's subordination implicit 
in the dismissive sneer "straight white economically-privileged women" (a 
phrase that has become one word, the accuracy of some of its tenns being 
rMel}r documenced even in law journals) lies the notion that there is no 
such thing as the oppression of women as such. If white women's oppr<..-s• 
sion is but an illusion of privilege and a rip-off and reduction of the civil 
rights movement, there is no such thing as a woman, our practice produces 
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no theory, and discrimination on ,he basis of sex does not exist. To argue 
that oppression "as a woman" negates rather than encompasses recognition 
of the oppression of women on bases such as race and class is to say that 
there is no such thing as the pmctice of sex inequality. 

Ler's take rhis rhe other way around. As I mentioned, borh Mechelle 
Vinson and Lillian Garland are African American women. Wasn' t Mech
clle Vinson sexually harassed as a woman? Wasn't Lillian Garland preg• 
nant as a woman? They thought so. The whole point of their cases was to 
get their injuries understood as "based on sex," that is, it happened be
cause they are women. The perpetrators, and the policies under which they 
were disadvantaged, saw them as women. What is being a woman if it does 
nOI include being oppressed as one? When the Reconstruction Amend
ments "gave Blacks the vote,"' and Black women stil1 could not vote, 
weren't they kept from voting "as women"? When African American 
women arc raped two times as often as white women, aren't they raped as 
women? Thar does not mean their race is irrelevant and it does nOI mean 
that their injuries can be understood outside a racial context. Rather, it 
means that "sex'' is made up o/ the reality of the experiences of all women, 
including theirs. It is a composite unit rather than a divided unitary whole, 
such that each woman, in her way, is aU women. So, when white women 
are sexually harassed or lose their jobs because they are pregnant, aren't 
they women too? 

The treatment of women in pornography shows how the cat<.-gory 
.,women" is constructed in rea,l life in graphic relief. One way or another, 
alJ women are in pornography. African American women are feacured in 
bondage, struggling, in cages, as animals, insatiable. As Andrea Dworkin 
has shown, the sexualized hostility directed against them makes their skin 
into a sex organ, focusing the aggression and contempt directed principally 
at other women's genita1s.21 Asian women are passive, inert, as if dead, 
tortured unspeakably. Latinas are hot mommas. Fill in the rest from every 
demeaning and hostile racial stereotype you know; it is sex here. This is 
not done 10 men, not in heterosexual 1>0rnography. What is done to whice 
women is a kind of Aoor; it is the best anyone is created and it runs from 
Playboy chrough sadomasochism to snuff. W'hat is done to white women 
can be done to any woman, and then some. This does not make white 
women the essence of womanhood . It is simply a reality that this is what 
can be done and is done ro the most privileged of women. Privilege as a 
woman gets you most valued as dead meat. 

Each woman is in pornogmphy as the embodiment of her particularities. 
This is not in tension wirh being there "as a woman"; ii is part of who! 
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be1i1g there os a woma11 means. Her specificity helps make up whar gender 
;s. \XThite, for in.stance, is not a residual category. It is not a standard against 
which the rest are "different." There is no generic "woman• in pornog
raphy. White is not unmarked; it is a specific sexual taste. Being defined 
and used in this way defines what being a woman means in practice. As 
Sartre answered the question, What is a Jew? scan with the anti-Semite.22 

Applied to the question of theory and practice, Robin Morgan once said, 
"[P)omography is the theory, n1pe is the practice."" This is true, but 
Andrea Dworkin's revision is more true: "Pornography is the theory, por
nography is the practice. "i.t 

1n my view, the subtext 10 the critique of oppression "as a woman,• the 
critique chat holds that there is no such thing, is dis-identification with 
women. One of its consequences is the desrruction of the basis for a ju
risprudence of sex equality. An argument advanced in many critiques by 
women of color has been that theories of women must include all women, 
and when they do, theory will chnnge. On one level, this is necessnrily true. 
On another, it ignores the formative comribucions of women of color to 
feminist theory since its inception. I also sense, though, that many women, 
not only women of color and not only academics, do noL want LO be "just 
women," not only because something imponam is left out, but also be
cause that means being in a category with .,(her,"' the useless whice woman 
whose 6rst reaction when the going gets ro ugh is to cry. I sense here that 
pt'Ople feel more dignity in being part of any group that includes men than 
in being pert of a group that includes that ultimate reduction of the notion 
of oppression, that instigator of lynch mobs, thar ludicrous whiner, that 
equality coattails rider, the white woman. It seems that if the oppression 
that is done to you is also done to a man, you are more likely Lo be 
recognized as oppressed as opposed 10 inferior. O nce a group is seen as 
purativcly human, a process helped by including men in it, an oppressed 
man falls from a human standard."' A woman is just a woman- the on• 
tological victim-so noL victimized at all. 

Unlike other women, the white woman who is not 1>0or or working-class 
or lesbian or Jewish or disabled or old or young does not share her op
pre.uion with any man. That does not make her condition any more defin. 
iuve of the me-.ming of "women" than the condition of any other woman 
is. Bue criviaLizing her oppression, because it is not even potentially racist 
or class-biased or heterosexist or anti-Semitic, does define rhe meaning of 
being ""antiwoman" with a special clarity. How the white woman is imag• 
ined and constructed and treated becomes a particularly sensitive indicator 
of the degree to which women, as such, are despised. 
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If we build • theory om of women's prac1ice, comprised of 1he d iversity 
of alJ women's experiences, we do not have the problem that some feminise 
theory has been rightly criticized for. When we have it is when we make 
theory ou1 of obmac1ions and accept the images forced on us by male 
dominance. The assumption that all women are the same is pan of the 
bedrock of sexism that the women's movement is predicated on chaJ. 
lenging. That some academic-. find it dif6cult to theorize without repro• 
ducing it simply meons that they continue co do to women what theory, 
predicmed on 1he pracrice of male dominance, has always done 10 women. 
It is their notion of what theory is, and its relation to its world, that needs 
10 change. 

lf our theory of what is •based on sex• makes gender out of actual 
social practices distinctively directed against women as women identify 
them, the problem that the critique of so-called essentialism exists to rectify 
ceases to exist. And this bridge, the one from practice to theory, is noL 
built on anyone's back. 
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For most women, life is little bur everydai•, a constant cycle of minutiae 
with few landmarks or dramatic demarcations of time, a litany of needs 
served but never satisfied, time spent but seldom occupied, lines drawn 
that, like the horizon, recede on appCO'Jch. Across time and culture, and 
in individual biographies, the sameness in women's Lives is as striking as 
the diversity of conditions under which it is lived. Men rise and fall. Their 
dynasties and revolutions and intellectual fashions come and go. Things 
happen. In the lives of women, men are served, children are cared for, 
home is made, work is done, the sun goes down. 

Most women will tell you that law has little 10 do with their everyday 
lives. They seldom hit walls that look legal- they do not get that for. TI1e 
liv<.-s of women in poverty arc circumscribed by rulc..-s and regulations that 
,.hey know are stacked and enforced against chem and could be different, 
bur nothing so majestic as "the law'' is accessible ro them. Many women 
encounter official obstacles, but few have the law in their hands. If a 
woman complains to the police of a crime against her, the law is in the 
hands of the prosecutor. On the civil side, it usuaUy cakes money to get 
the law 10 work for you. Even when a woman's injury is recognized by 
law, which is seldom, most women Jack the resources to use it. 

To most women, the law is a foreign country with an unin<clligible 
10ngue, alien mores, secret traps, uncontrollable and unresponsive dy
namics1 obscure but rigid dogmas, barbaric and draconian rituals. and 
consequences as scary as they are incomprehensible. Actually, this is true 
for most men as well. 1 The tlifference is that the people who can and do 
make law work for them, who designed it so it would work for d1em as if 
they were the whole world, are men-specific,illy, white upper-class men. 
Women rcllcct this reality in their view that if you try to use the law, it is 
as likely to blow up in your face as to help. Law is Kalka's trial, Dickens's 
Bleak House. Mosdy women feel chm ,he law is not abom them, has no 
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idea who they are or what they face or how they think or feel, has nothing 
to say to them, and can do nothing for them. \Xlhen the law and their life 
collide, it is their life that gets the worst of it. 

Women in conAict with the law show this relotion in highest relief. Most 
becornc criminals for responding in kind to ma]e vio lence against chem, 
for crimes of poverty, for being involved with a man who committed a 
crime (what might be called first-degree bad choice of boyfriend), or for 
prostitution-being sold by men 10 men for what men value women for, 
and then being devalued and considered a criminal for it. On my obser
vation, most imprisoned women who are not inside for crimes of self. 
defense against men who baner them are in for crimes commined with 
men who batter them.' The law does little co nothing about the crimes 
against women that position them to commit the crimes that do maner 
officially. For instance, women's imprisonment in their homes by violent 
men who baller them is not thought official, even though it is widely 
officially condoned. 

The law operates most visibly in the lives of women in officially recog
nizccl captivity. They arc surrounded, defined, dcbasccl, and confined by 
the law. Their everyday lives are taken over by iL lt swallows them up: 
their liben:ies, their children, their bodies, their community ties, whm ini
tiative and self-respect they had managed to salvage, and sometimes their 
lives. To be in prison is what it is for women co live their everyday lives 
entirely inside the law. Even when women criminals do the same things 
and gee the same semences as men, which is not rhe norm,> their crimes 
are the crimes of women. They commit them as women, are punished as 
women, and, when the law is finished with them, are thrown back onto 
sociery,s trash heap for women. 

The law that is applied to them and 10 all women was not wrinen by 
women, white or Black, rich or poor. It has nor been based on women's 
experiences of life, everyday or o therwise. No o ne represented women's 
interests as women in creating it, and few have considered women's inter• 
ests as women in •PJ>lying it.• Unlike men, many of whom are also es
rrangecl from the law-especially unlike white upper-class men- no 
women had voice or representation in constituting this state o r its laws, 
yet we a.re presumed to consent to its ru1e. It was not written for our 
benefit, and it shows. 

The exclusion of women from a formative role in the la,v has meant that 
much legal intervention in women's lives is unconstructivc, to say the least, 
while most of women's lives is carried out benemh explicit legal notice. 
Crimes and civil injuries do nor imagine most hanns distinctive ro women, 
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such as che srigma of female sexuality, which pervasively imposes inferiority 
on women in everyday life. Canons of legal incerprecacion in laws thac 
might apply to real events in women's lives are shaped to assume the 
validity of ,he male poim of view. An example in ,he law of sex discrim
ination is the "intencJt requirement, which bases a finding of discrimination 
on the perspective of the alleged discriminator rather than o n the con.se• 
quences of bis actions for the discriminatcd-againsl. Burdens of proof and 
evidcmiary standards as well as subs1amive law tacitly presuppose 1he male 
experience as normative and credible and relevant. An example is 1he mens 
rea requirement in the law of rape, which bases its determination of rape 
on die perspec1ive of 1he accused rapist as opposed to that of 1he vic1im. 
Proceeding by analogy, as 1he law does, means that new crimes and injuries 
committed against women must be like old ones (read: those committed 
against men) before they can be recognized as crimes and injuries at all. 
Crimes women distinctively commit, they seem to have figured out. \When 
a woman tries to raise her voice, precedem of1en requires deeisive defer
ence to a law buiJc o n rhe silence of women, a law chat originated w hen 
we were not even permitted to vote or to learn to read. in a society prem• 
ised on women's subjection. 

No law addresses the deepest, simples,, quie1es1, and mos, widespread 
atrocities of women's everyday lives. The law that purports 10 address 
them, like the law of sexual assault, does not reflect their realities or, like 
the law of domc.-stic violence, is not enforced. It seems that either the law 
does nor exist, does not apply, is applied ro women's derrimem, or is nor 
applied at all The deepest rules of women's lives are written beneath or 
between the lines, and on other pages. 

Ye.t Lhe actions and inact..ions of law consLruct and constrict women's 
lives, i1s consequences no less powerful for being offstage. Focusing on the 
areas the law abdicates, its gaps and silences and absences, one finds that 
women's everyday life has real rules, but they are not the formal ones. 
They have never been legislated or adjudicated. 'Ibey have not had to be. 
They effectively prescribe what girls can be, what the community encour
ages and permits in a woman, what opporcunities are available and hence 
what aspirations are developed, what shape of life is so expected that it is 
virtually nc'VCr articulated. 11,ese rules go under the heading of sociali
z.ation, pressure, religion, popular culture, masculinity and femininity, 
everydny life. The rules of everyday life, in this sense, are thot law which 
is not one, the law for women where there is no law. 

The comenr of the formal legal system, the output of legislatures and 
courts, has a real effect on 1hese processes, bu,, from the vantage point of 
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life being lived, ir seems • disram one. Wherher sex discriminarion in arl,
letics is illegal, whether women's supposed "interests" make occupational 
segregation nondiscriminatory,' whether pornography is protecred by the 
srnte,6 whether legal abortion is available'-all deeply shape women's re
alities, bur from high up and a long way off. Women seldom have much 
say in these matters yet Jive their consequences every day in factories, 
behind counters, in bt-ds, on streets, in their heads, and in the cyt-s and at 
rhe hands of men, where the everyday lives of mosr women are largely 
lived out. Women's exclusion from law and marginality within it does nor 
make the law inactive in women's subordination day to day. The fact that 
women have nothing 10 say about a sphere of life does not mean that it 
does nor affecr us-ro the conrrary. Especially if one thinks of everyday 
life as nor having to be the way it is, the role of law in keeping it the way 
it is becomes visible, compelling, imperative. 

Of all of t~•cryday life, sexual relations betwt-en women and men may 
seem the farthesr from rhe reach of law. Sex occurs in privare, in presumed 
consent, in everyday intimacy. Sex is thought of as a sphere ro itself with 
its own rules, written by desire o r individual taste o r mutual negotiation 
or rolerance, nor by law. Yee the law of sexual assault in rhe Unired Srnces 
has a very real everyday impact on sexual life. Rape is supposedly illegal. 
Yer the rape that the law acrualli• recognizes as illegal is a far cry from the 
sex forced on women in everyday life. The law's rape is by a stranger, in 
a strange location, with a weapon, which the woman resisted within an 
inch of her life. Preferably rhe woman is white, rhe rapist Black. Most 
rapes that actually happen are by someone the woman knows, of the same 
race, often to women of color. Rape happens at home or o n a date, without 
wc-Jpons orher rhan hands and a penis, and the woman is too surprised or 
100 rerrified or 100 learned in passiviry or wants 10 get it over with 100 

badly or has heard too much about men who kill women who resisr to 
fight back. Or she does fight back and loses and is not believed, either by 
the rapist or in court, because sex is what a woman is for. 

To the extent your reality does nor fir rhe law's picmre, your rape is nor 
illegal. The implications of this for everyday sex life are that any man who 
knows a woman of the same race can probably get away with raping her. 
The beuer he knows her, the more likely he is to get away with ir. Married 
women in srnres rhat do nor have a law againsr marital rape are the ultirnare 
example. Until the early 1970s, n woman was not considered a reliable 
wirnt-ss about her own rape, but the dcfendanr was.' Unless someone be• 
sides the woman saw ir, it was nor legally real. Many jurisdictions, like 
California and Canada and England, still require thar the sme prove rhar 
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,he accused rapist honestly believed that the woman did no, consent, no 
matter how much force was u.sed.9 

What does all this mean for having no mean no? When no can legally 
mean yes, what does yes mean in everyday life? When rape passes legally 
as intercourse, what is sexual intimacy? The law of rape deeply affects 
sexual intimacy by making forced sex legally sex, not rape, every night. 
Every day. bet-a.use women know this, they do not report rapes nine times 
out of ten.•• When a woman does repon, the media have the legal right 
<O prim her name and picnire, making her imo everyday pornography." 
The racism of the criminal justice system is an everyday reality for women 
of color, who do not report their rapes by men of color because of i1. 1n 
reality, there are no laws ag.1inst what can be done to them. Many women, 
no maner how viola,ed they were, do not call what happened 10 them rape 
if they do not think a court would agree with them. In this ultimate tri
umph of law over life, law tclls women what happened to them and many 
of us believe it. When asked, "Have you ever been raped?" many women 
answer, "I don1t know. :,,12 

A similar combination of utter neglect with malignant concern animates 
the law of reproduction. Women get ptegnant every day without wanting 
10 be and ac the same time are prevented from having children they wane 
to have. The question here is who controls the reproduccive uses of women, 
a process to which controlling the fetus is instrumental. \'Uhcn a woman 
is sterilized against her will and even without her knowledge, as has most 

often been done 10 women of color and ro "mentally disabled" women, 
no law prohibits it o r even compensates it after the fact. 0 Does law then 
ha,•e no relation to each day of the rest of their lives, on which they now 
cannor have children? If a woman dies from a desperation-indut-ed seff. 
abortion because a funded, safe one is not available by law-and most 
such women have been Black or Hispanic"-did law no, end her everyday 
life? 

Pornography suffuses women's e"eryday life, crisp in cellophane at your 
child's eye level in the 7-11 , dog-eared and hidden ar the back of your 
boss's drawer at work, smack in your face on the wall of your car repair 
shop or your schoo1's film socicty~s trendy spring roster. soggy under your 
son's mattress. Under the law of obscenity, pornography is supposed to be 
against the law. In the real world of everyday life, it is effectively legal 
because it is pervasively there, available wi,hout sanclion or fear of sane• 

tion. This is what a dcad-leuer law looks like: everyday life is lived as if it 
is not there. But the pretense of law being there also has a distinctive effect. 
The combination of pornography being putatively forbidden but totally 
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available, decried in public bm permitted and used in private, incrudes the 
law deeply imo women's everyday lives. The allegedly forbidden quality of 
pomography sexualizes it by surrounding it with power and taboo and 
makes defending and using it appear to be an act of daring and danger, • 
blow for freedom against repression. Meantime, its actual availability belies 
the taboo and promotes the power. spreading it and supporting it as a 
model for women's everyday lh-es. 

The everyday reality of pomography, partic,darly of adults, supersedes 
any formal law currently in force and becomes the real rules for women's 
lives, the sacred secret codebook with directions about what to do with a 
woman, what everything she says and does means, what a woman is. All 
the sexual abuses of women's everyday Uves that are not recognized by the 
law are there in the pornography: ,he humiliation, the objectification, the 
forced access, the torture, the use of children, the sexualized racial hatred, 
the misogyny. As Andrea Dworkin has said, "Pomogrnphy is the law for 
women.• Open your mouth this far. Spread your legs this wide. Put your 
arms like this. Talk dirty to me. Now smile.' ' 

In this way, visua1 and physical intrusion on women- a nonnative ex• 
perience of objectification and dehumanization made to seem deviant and 
marginal when medicalized as ,,oyeurism and other exotic paraphilias
becomes the paradigm for sex. Sex in this sense is not jusl an activity at a 
time and place but a pervasive dimension of social life as lived every day. 
A woman's physical condition (Knocked-Up Mamas, Milky T1ir), occupa• 
tion (lady lawyer, hor housewife), racial or erhnic or religious herirage 
(Geisha Gashes, Black Bondage, T Was a Geslapo Sex Slave), age (Cherry 
Tarls, Ten), family status (Daddy's Girl), pets (Doggie Girl), facts of 
everyday life to her, become sex to the consumer in the world pornography 
creates, along with everyday objecrs like telephones, cucumbers, beer cans, 
ropes, paper clips, razors, candle wax, police uniforn, s, plumber's helpers, 
lollipops, and reddy bears. In rhis process, the law helps constitute what 
is called desire by defining what amounts to sexual use and abuse of 
women and children as illegal and our of bounds and rhen doing norhing 
abour it. Women realize thar reporting sexual assaulrs is futile because rhis 
is a society that considers them freedom. When the state goes a step funhcr 
and declares that pornography is affirmatively protected after all, and its 
hann to women is real bur does nor maner as much as the pornography 
of us marters, 16 women's despairing rehttion co the state nnd its laws-our 
belief that they will never ~"' us as real- becomes total. 

Even in the world pornography has made, it never occurs to most 
women, living their lives day to day, that having sex with a man to whom 
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one is married is pan of being a good mother. The law of child custody 
in general, of lesbian child custody in particular, reveals that there are 
sexual requirements for the legal adequacy of women's parenting. If a 
woman has a sexual relationship with a woman, she can lose her children," 
" lesbian" being pornography for men, ro which they do not think children 
should be exposed. The C\•eryday sexualiry of many women is thus con
trolled every day through fear due to the recently strengthened possibility 
of men seeking cuscody of children.•• 1bis is noc co say mac the men 
acrually want the children, although sometimes chei• do. More commonly, 
they want to use the threat of chaUeoging custody as a financial lever to 
reduce support payments, and as concrol generally. The new norm of joint 
custody has a similar effect. Day 10 day, the mother has the major respon
sibility and does most of the work, bur because of joint cus10dy, the father 
can still control the big decisions. In other words, now not even divorce 
disturbs the power relation of marriage. And women who were raped in 
their marriages face sharing cuscody of their children with their rapisc. 

Family law keeps a lot of women in place and in line, fearful of altering 
their lives because of how it could be made to look in court. Some do not 
go public with past abuse through pornography for this reason. Many scay 
with men who abuse them because they fear the man would try 10 cake 
their children away, and he would look bener under existing legal stan
dards-high income, intact new family, white pickec fence-than they do. 
Most women fod they married an individual but find on considering di
vorce char he represems the law and che hiw represents him. He is rhe law 
of the stare in the home. 

TI1e realm in which women's everyday life is lived, the setting for many 
of these daily atrocities, is termed "the private." Law defines Lhe privace 
as where law is not, rhac into which law does nor imrude, where no hann 
is done other than by law's presence. Tn everyday life, the privacy is his. 
Obscenity is affirmatively protected in private. \'<lives are raped in private. 
Women's labor is exploiced in private. Equality is not guaranteed in pri
vate. P1·ostiturion, when acts of sex occur out of public view, is ofcen 
termed private. In private, women who c.an afford abortions can get them, 
but those who cannot afford them get no public support, because private 
choices are noc public responsibilities." 

Women in everyday life have no privacy in private. In pri,,ace, women 
are objects of male subjectivity and male power. The private is thor pince 
where men can do whatever they want because women r<..-sidc there. The 
consent chat supposedly demarcates chis private surrounds women and 
follows us wherever we go. Men seem 10 reside in public, where laws 
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against harm exist-real harm, haml to rnen and whoever has the privilege 
to be hurt like men-and follow them wherever they go. Having arranged 
the law against rape and battering and sexual abuse of children so virtually 
nothing is done about them, and having supported male power in the home 
as a virtual absolute, the law then proclaims its profoundest self-restraint, 
its guarantee of liberty where it matters most, in "the right to be Jct 
alone.""' This home is the place Andre-J Dworkin has described from bat• 
tered women's perspective as "that open grave where so many women lie 
waiting to die. "2• As a legal doctrine, privacy has become the affirn,ative 
triumph of the state's abdication of women." Sanctified by the absolution 
of law, the private is the everyday domain of women in captivity, aban
doned 10 their isolation and rold it is whar freedom really means. 

This is 10 say that the law is complicit in the impoverishment of the 
average woman who makes nowhere near the income of the average man,'' 
in the everyday aggression against the 44 percent of women who arc victims 
of rape or anempred rape at leasr once in their lives," in the assaults of 
the quarter co a third of women who are battered in their homes?' in the 
denial to women of the choice not to have children and the choice to have 
children and not 10 have them stolen, and in every act of violation or 
second-class citizenship that involves pornography. The law of rope col
laborates with rapistS ro the extent it precludes recognition of the violations 
it purports ro prohibit. The law of discrimination collaborates with per
petrators of discrimination to the extent its d0<.1-rines reproduce inequality 
rather than remedy ir, requiring that equaliry already effecrively exist before 
it can be guaranteed. The law of pornography collaborates with pornog
raphers by protecting their right to abuse women behind the guarantee 
of freedom of speech, at the same time participating in their marketing 
strategy of sexualizing pornography by making it seem forbidden. The law 
of child custody collaborates with patriarchy in imposing male dominant 
values on women in the family, and the law of privacy collaborates with 
whoever has power by guaranteeing spheres of impunity in which the law 
leaves men 10 their own devices. Even when the law does nothing-and ir 
does nothing in so man}r ways-it is responsible for nor working for 
women, whether law permits nothing when it pretends to do something, 
is inadequate, is not enforced, or does not exist at all. If it does not work 
for wome.n, it does not work. 

The same people who have power in life have had power in law, and 
the reverse. This relation is a process, though, not an inert or static fact, 
as one counterexample serves to reveal. Women have made at least one 
law: the law against sexual harassment. Before sexual harassment became 
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acrionable ns a form of sex discrimination, it was jusr everyday life. The 
sex role no tm that empowers men to initiate sex to women under condi• 
tions of inequality is imensified in sexual harassment. Women are pres
sured and intimidated into sexual compliance and raped as the price for 
economic survival. This has been done for centuries ,vith virtual impunity. 
When women's experience was made the basis for the law against sexual 
harassment, everyday life altered as well. Men kept doing it, but the ex
perience had a nnme, an analysis that placed it within the collective reality 
of gender, a forum for confrontation with some dignity and 1he possibility 
of relief. Most important, women's own sense of violation changed because 
the harm had legal expression and legitimacy and public sanction. Law 
told women back what they knew was m,e. Sexual harassment was against 
the law against treating women as unequals, the law of sex discrimination. 
This law told the truth: sex inequality is the problem, this problem. In 
going from everyday life to law, sexual harassment went from a g ripe to a 
grievance, from a shameful story about a woman 10 actionnble testimony 
about a man. Changing what could be done by law changed the way i1 fek 
to live through it in life, and the status of women took a step from victim 
to citizen. 

To wonder whether women will ever become full citizens is partly co 
ask w hether law in women's hands can mean w hat law in rnen's everyday 
hands has meant. For better and worse, probably nor. For worse, even 
when clothed in law, no woman escapes the female body when she is in 
court, nor yer. This may be why sexua.l harossmenr complainanrs still do 
betrer on paper than they do on rhe witness stand. For better, the extem 
to which law in women's hands cou1d improve upon law in men's is sug• 
ges1ed by rhe pornography example. Obscenity law is the closest men have 
come 10 an attempt to address the problem of pornogrnphy. le is not very 
dose and has been an abjecr and 1otal failure. Ti is clear that men do no, 
want to restrict pornography very much or they would treat it seriously, 
as they treat air traffic control, for instance. ln ignoring abuse to women 
entirdy, obsceniry law invites pomographers co violme women and run, 
shel,cred by the First Amendmem. The obscenity definition, which re
quires the materials be "taken as a whole, "if- invites surrounding abuse 
with liter"Jlure, making the abuse look more legitimate. The "community 
standards" rule invites flooding communities with pornography, so that 
their standards will come to conform to it. The "prurient interest• require
ment invites juries to deny the sexual appeal of the most violent materials, 
supporting their protection. Even given these built-in difficulties for ap
plying obscenity law co anything, its vague definition invites prosecution 
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of nearly •nJllhing with sexu•I content. Given iis large potenrial sweep, 
from the fact that the pornography industry has nearly quadrupled in size 
since this definition wru; promulgated, it is reru;onable to conclude that 
men do not want to do ani1:hing about pomography. If one assumes ,hat 
the law can only work as it has worked in men's hands, the failure of 
obscenity law makes a good case for the limits of the law in this area. If 
one has an alternative, that failure shows that the law is impotenL in men's 
hands when i1 helps men be po1em in everyday life. In other words, men's 
law has been constructed and applied 10 conform 10 a deeper logic that 
supports male power. 

By contr-Jst, tl1e civil righis law against pon,ography 1ha1 Andrea 
Dworkin and I, working wi1h others a, their reques1, designed, pms the 
legal power 10 oppose the pornographers in the hands of women, and those 
men who are also hurt by it on the basis of ,heir sex. Because it is based 
on the re-Jlity of women's everyday lives, this law gives women the power 
of law 10 ac, agains1 pornography's real abuses. It names the hann: sexual 
subordination on the basis of gender. It pennits women co act wichouc 
prosecutors' permission or police discretion. It does not forbid pornog• 
raphy, which keeps it sexy; it makes i1 actionable as a sexualized prac1ice 
of bigo1ry, which is derumescem. [1s down side is neither as unHmi1ed, nor 
its up side as limited, as obscenity law. This is because ,he ci,•il rights law 
against pornography has a rea) relation to the lives women live. Once 
women are empowered Lo expose its hanns in their everyday lives, there 
is no place lefi 10 hide i1s •buses. 

The only ques1ion is: will the law permit this everyday abuse 10 be 
stopped? The fact that this law directly confronts male power where it 
lives means it will be slated for extinction. This does not mean i1 should 
n01 exis1; it merely means its ex.is1ence will be opposed. Making it possible 
for women to srnnd against the pornographers in court would be a change 
in i1self. Maybe the lesson here is 1ha1 law is no1 monoli1hic, tha1 wha1 it 
is depends on hmo it is used, on i1s social subsrnnce and interface. Perhaps 
anridiscriminacion initiarives {tre unlike orher laws in that they confronr the 
real issue-social inequality-more directly and potentially more cons1ruc
tivcly than mher laws do. 

Among lef1-le-Jning academic lawyers in panicular, there is a big con-
1roversy over whether law maners 10 life and whether those who care abou1 
everyday life should care about law a, all. Does life make law or does law 
make life? they wonder. When men make both, and you arc a woman, the 
dis1inction may not count for much, except tha1 law purpons 10 have rules 
01her than force and pre1ends 10 be accounrnble, whereas life does not. Ar 
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,his point, the case for giving up on law is even monger than the case for 
giving up on life. Women giving up does seem <o be the point. 

There is a legitimate question, though, about the relation between law 
and the power that produces it, and ihe degree co which change in one 
produces change in the other. Whatever we know about how change is 
made, we do know that no change in one produces no change in the other. 
Women's experietKC makes us suspicious of making women's legal exclu
sion and marginalization and invisibility into a radical virtue, even as ihe 
anristate posi,ion usually stops short of opposing pornography, which the 
state is d early for. \Women's everyday lives make us suspicious of the view 
!hat rights, especially equality rights, do not maner, even as many who cake 
this position have rights while women in general do not." Our lives make 
us suspicious of abdicating ,he stare-in favor of wha,? those bastions of 
sensitivity and receptivity to women, the media and organized labor? Be. 
sides, what docs it mean to abdkate a society you are excluded from, 
besides further exclusion? It does not stop affecting you when you stop 
t.rying to affect it. 

Surely one of the most effective strategies for maintaining a system of 
dominance is co convince those who seek 10 end i1 that the tools of dom
inance must be left in the hands of the dominant. Women need insciru
tional suppon for equality, both because of and in spire of the fact tha, 
power in women's hands is different from power in men's hands. Getting 
power is not the same as transforming it, but how are we supposed to 
,ransform it if we cannot ge, it? How can i, be changed if i< is authorirn
tively defined in male ,erms and retained in male hands? I am tired of 
people who have power- whether they identify with it or not- telling 
women that we can only have power if we transform it. They might begin 
by insisting it be transfonned in the hands of chose who already have it. 
They might also explain how they plan to produce equality withom insti
tutional support, indeed while leaving in place present legal structures that 
enforce women's inequality. It's Like celling women we should transform 
,he srn,e in ,he face of a law ,hat deprives us of the right ,o vo,e. Wha, 
are we supposed 10 do? Picker and hope they lisren? Start a new state? 
Get the bomb? Why aren'< any of ,hese critics doing any of these things 
or their equivalent? I would also really like co hear their argument against 
the franchise. Noc why it is limited; why its limits mean we should not 
fight for i, and be able to vo,e at all. Maybe they rhink it is only symbolic. 

Whoever says law cannot make change so we should not try might ex• 
plain why the law should be exempt in the struggle for social transfor
mmion . Some of us suspect that women, in particular, are being told that 
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nor much can be done with law because a lot can be. If law were ro be 
made to work for women, the relation of Jaw to life, as weU as its content, 
might have 10 change in the process. As more women become lawyers 
and maybe the law srnrts 10 listen to women, perhaps the legal profession 
will decline in prestige and power. Maybe women using law will delegit
imize law, and male supremacy- in its endless adaptability and ingenuity
will have Lo find other guises for the dominance it currently exercises 
through law. 

This is not co urge • rop-down model of change or to advoCllte merely 
inverting or reshuffling the demographics of existing structures of power, 
or to say that law alone solves anything. It is 10 say that putting power in 
the hands of the powerless can change power as well as the situation of 
che powerless. Tt is also to urge a confrontational engagement with existing 
institutions: one that refuses to let power off the hook. Integral to a larger 
polilical movement on all Jevds, this is a demand that law recognize thal 
women live here, too. Every day of our Lives. 



Toward a New Theory 
of Equality 

4 

Equality is valued nearly everywhere but practiced almost nowhere. As an 
idea, it can be fiercely loved, passiona1dy sought, widely vaumed, legally 
guaranteed, sentimentally assumed, or complacently taken for granted. As 
a reality, in lives lived or institutions run, it hardly exists anywhere. 

111.is is true among men buc it is nowhere more true than between 
women and men. Sex equality is fairly common as a legal guarantee, its 
application varying widely in meaning and meaningfulness, as a principle 
ranging in acceptance from obvious 10 anathema, with the inequality of 
the sexes thriving alongside it. Sex inequality is diverse empirically, ideo
logically, and legally, varying in extent, form, and degree,' with some places 
far worse for women than others, but nowhere is sex equality achieved. 
Equality between women and men, in realms from the institutional to the 
imimate, remains more dream than foct. 

The goal of legal equality is to end discrimination and produce social 
equality. After about thirty years of trying, very hard in some places, it has 
yet to succeed. There is no equality between women and men, and there 
is 1.inle among men either, certainly not on an ethnic or racial basis. Eco
nomic measures document this failure particu1ar1y clearly; discrimination 
on combined grounds illustrate it especially vividly. Of the many possible 
explanations, legal equality theory itself needs 10 be considered. On the 
view that the exis1ing approach is consistent with 1he outcomes it has 
produced-1hat it is determinarely connec1ed with its results or lack of 
them-I will examine 1he dominant legal equality theory, its asswnptions 
and consequcncc-s, and offer and explore a rc-sponsive alternative. 

I 

Equality anima,es law both implicicly and explicitly. lmplicicly, the whole 
idea of • rhe rule of law" embodies one idea of equality. Law as law means 

Unpuhlisl~ Lal.k, lnsairul~ for Adv-am-ed Stuc.ly, Berlin, Cennany, July 12, 191)4. 
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the kind of equalization th•r comes from elevating rules over force and 
status, a leveling principle that treats everyone the same, no favorites and 
no exceptions, except when distinctions can be justified. Legal mecho<l 
involves reasoning through analogy and distinc,ion.2 that is, treating things 
alike based on their similarities and unalike based on rheir differences. 
Most elaborately in common law systems that proceed through cases, but 
also in systems that re-a.son from authoritative principles, law itself works 
through creating the same that ,vhich is the same and treating differently 
cha, which is different. 

On the more explicit level, equality is often guaranteed positively as a 
right. lnte.rnational treaties and conventions, constitutions, and statutes 
provide for it i_n govemments' relations with each other, in govemmem's 
relation to the governed, and in citizens' relmions among themse1ves. Con• 
stitutional and treaty-based equality favors prohibiting inequalities imposed 
by official action and centers on unequal laws, although there are cxccp• 
tions and many attempts co expand it beyond that. Scarucory equality treats 
selected spheres of civil society, typically employment and education. 

In an unbroken line, mainstream equality thinking, systemic and doc
trinal, flows from Aristotle's analysis in the Ethica Nichomachea tliat 
equality means creating likes alike and unlikes unalike.• To be the same is 
co be entitled to the same; to be different is to be treated differently. At 
any rate, this concept is the meaning universally attributed to his sometimes 
obscure discussion. Aristotle's distributive justice, from which lcgaJ main
stream equality primarily flows, is •• species of the proportionate."' 

Less important for present purposes than what Aristotle actually thoughr 
is what has been made of the equality concept drawn from him, as applied 
in law over time. In the United States, bedrock co Fourteenth Amendment 
equality is that one mus, be che same as a relevant comparator to be 
entitled to equality of treatment. Equality was not part of the original 
Constitution; it was added after the Civil War to help eliminate official 
racism and was not applied to sex until I 971.' Jes threshold requirement 
is thar equality dairnanrs mus, be .. similarly situated" ro rhose not created 
unequally before an equality claim can be made. This language was used 
under the Fourteenth Amendment for the first time in 1884: "Class leg
islation, discriminating against some and favoring others, is prohibited, but 
legislation which . .. within the sphere of its operation . .. affects alike all 
persons similarly sin1ated, is n0t within the amendment. !(06 Another case 

soon after formulated the concept concisely in the fom1 in which it has 
been used since. In its terms, under the Founeentl1 Amendment, "the 
classification must be reasonable, not arbitrary, and muse rest upon some 
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ground of difference having • fair and subsrnmial relation to the object of 
the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated 
alike."' The reasonable relation came from earlier due process cases; 
treating likes alike derived from Aristotle, his rranslarors and rranslirera
rors. One hundred years later, when civil equality for African Americans 
still had nor even remotely been achieved, Congress passed the Civil Rights 
Act of I 964, prohibiting discrimination based on race, color, national or
igin, religion, and sex in accommodation and emplO)'lllem.• That act has 
been interpreted through an analycically 1>arallel requirement of compar
ability. 

Tenned "formal equality," this principle has become the fan1iliar 
equaUry calculus of sameness and difference, of identity and distinction, 
requiring same treacmem if one is che same, different c.rearment if one is 
different. Inequality means different treatment for likes, same treatment 
for unlikes. This approach, which tracks Aristotle's concept but is not 
usually cited to him, has been embraced as obvious by legal institutions 
worldwide, delining rhe core and ambit of legal equality in constitutions, 
statutes, and international law. It is the ruling approach to equality in the 
United States and, if anything, Lends to be adhered to more strictly in 
Europe. An exception is Canada's interpretation of its new Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms since 1989. 

While some progress has been made using this sameness/difference 
equality concept- most of it for small elites of men and a few privileged 
women, which is more than no,hing-some of the historical uses of Lhis 
approach-applications, not misapplications-give one pause. Aristocle, 
his concept of equality apparently undisturbed, defended slavery and lived 
in a society in which prostitution (sexual slavery) thrived and no women 
were citizens.• This approach readily supported official racial segregation 
by law in the United Srates, African Americans being construed as different 
from whites; equality under the Fourteenth Amendment meant legally im
posed segregation of Black from white in the schools, courthouses, parks, 
pools, prisons, hospirals, restaurants, ,rains, and cemereries of civil SO· 

ciety. U) 

11,e same equality reasoning and language was used wider the Third 
Reich to justify hierarchy of so-called Aryans over Jews." In a discussion 
that explicitly embraces chis same equality model, respected German con
stitutional scholar Ulrich Scheuner said, "From rhe racial foundation of 
today's German laws follows inc'Vitably the cutting off of foreign clements, 
especially the Jews, from the German body politic, and their differential 
creatmem." 12 One sign over o Nazi exterminmion cnmp-,hcse signs spe• 
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cialized in vicious twists on homely phrases-stated • Jedem Das Sei"e," an 
eerie echo of Aristotle's formulation that equality means "each has one's 
own."0 

This is not 10 hold Aristotle responsible for the Nazi atrocities, nor to 
say that a proper concept of equality in law alone could necessarily have 
stopped them. However, the ease with which this equality logic, which by 
then had taken on a life of its own, rationalized these extremes of social 
inequality, a, just the points at which law was most needed to stand against 
them, encourages deeper scrutiny. Combined with the fact 1ha1 legal 
equality guarantees promise and aim for a social equality they have yet to 
produce, even under less carndysmic circumstances, while at the same time 
producing perverse outcomes with perfect logical consistency-the inval
idation of affirmative action programs designed 10 reverse decades of racial 
exclusion arc another example 14-it is as ominous as it is curious that the 
same equality logic that was uS<.-d to legalize apartheid and genocide re• 
mains legally fundamental in an American law that has repudiated segre
gation and a European law that has rejected fascism. Germany rejected all 
Nazi law by applying its current constitutional equality approach,'' while 
continuing to use the same approach 10 equality itself that the Nazis used. 
At least as remarkable is the foct that the identical sameness/difference 
ap1>roach remains the equality concept in use in international human rightS 
law, which arose largely to make sure that nothing like the Holocaust ever 
happened again. 

Equality law and its results have noc gone entirely unquestioned. Some 
of its conceprual absurdities and human costs have been sharply contested, 
largely in the racial context." But the critique has stopped well short of 
questioning this standard approach to equality itself. No political theorist 
has argued that Aristotle was wrong: that treating li.kes alike and unlikes 
unalike is not what equality is all about, nor is creating likes unalike or 
unalikes alike what the problem of inequality really looks like. In over thirty 
years of progressive litigation on race and sex in the United States, no 
court of law has squarely been asked to assess whether requiring the r>arties 
co be alike-in doctrinal language "similarly situated,• the threshold for 
equal protection scrutiny- perpetuates social inequality, as was argued in 
Canada in I 989. Unchallenged, the approach's underlying assumptions 
have been submerged from view. 

These assumptions include the reference points for sameness (the same 
as whom?), the social creation and definition of differences (how is differ• 
ence created and perceived?), and the comparative empirical approach 
itself (why not measure treatment and status against a principle or a stan-
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dard or an omcome rather than measuring people's attributes against each 
other?). Aristotle says that • if ,hey are not equal. they will noc have whac 
is equal."" But how do we know or measure who •are" equal? What 
defines who is equal, so we know inequality when we see it? Moreover, 
why can differences justify inequa1ities? Because some people cannot walk 
up stairs, thus arc "different" from those who can, are buildings con• 
structed so they cannot enter them not unequal? \'<lhat is '"one's own" 
anyway? What if the goods of societies are systematically maldistribuced 
as far back as the eye can see, or merely t0day from cradle 10 gra,'C? 
Rdacive to what is maintaining a certain distribution "equality"? 

Further, why should unequal groups have to be "like" groups who have 
not had this problem before their inequality can be complained of? Socially 
dominant groups never have to meet any comparative test to acquire or 
retain the privileges and advantages tl1ey have. How can a subordinate 
group be seen as, or be, "like" dominant groups if society has o rganized 
inequalities along the lines of the group's socially perceived "unalikeness"? 
The worse conditions of inequality are, the more disparate are the circum. 
stances in which people arc placed- circumstances that at o nce rcA.cct 
inequality and create and define difference. In any case, what docs same• 
ness have 10 do with entitlement to equal treaunent? And who is the re]. 
evam comparator? Should the bes1 athletic facilities go 10 the most ath
letically talented, those who need the most help, those who have had the 
worst facilities to date, those wbo can improve the most from using them, 
or should everyone have the same fociUties, despite their differences? Why 
shouldn't people be 1rea1ed alike, say admitted co schools, on the basis of 
their unalikeness from each other? On all these questions, the Aristotelian 
theory offers no guidance. 

T he result has been that so long as Blacks are socially constmcted as 
different from whites, or Jews from *Aryans," or women from men, they 
can be treated differently, even if that "difference" has meant systematic 
disadvantage from indignity 10 apartheid 10 liquidation-and tliis equality 
principle has been satisfied. Treating members of disadvantaged groups as 
well or betrcr based on their unalikeness, rhe value of diversity, is contrary 
to the theory, making affirmative action squarely contrary to it, even as 
tre-Jting disadvantaged groups less well never St."'ems to be seen as ueating 
advantaged groups better based on their unalikencss. These are outcomes 
10 which 1his reasoning has demonstrably led and ro which it is concep• 
tually open. In this light, the historical examples of the applications of this 
principle are not isolated excesses. The principle is consistent with its 
pracrice. Nothing in it defines all human beings as being equal. Nothing 
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in it requires thac che definition of human be equally comprised of the 
defining qualicies of all groups of people. Judgmencs like this-what does 
merit look like? who is deemed hwnan?-Aristot.le left 10 individual char
acter. Political systems since have left these same kinds of judgments to 
the policical realm-co power and force. At che same time, this equality 
principle has been presented as equality•producing, a counterbalance to, 
rather than a vehicle for, the power politics that forcefully shape the un
equal stacus quo. 

If socially unequal groups, in order to demand equal creacment, must 
first be situated the same as groups not afflicted by inequality, many of the 
worst injuries of inequality will be obscured and few will be corrected. It 
seems you have co first have equality before you can get it, expanding the 
implicmions of Anatole France's trenchant irony that "law, in its majestic 
equalicy, forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg 
in the str<-cts, and to ste-.tl bread. "18 Only the alre-Jdy disad,•antaged will 
be made worse off by Jaws that are equal in this sense, because the advan
taged ipso facto will never be in a position to run afoul of them. By the 
same token, the disadvantaged will never be made better off by this 
equality because they will never be in a position 10 take advantage of it. 
\'ilho t.liat needs this equality can get it? Under it, just as those who can 
least afford it can continue to be treated worse, those \Vho most need it 
can continue not to receive its help. If situated differences must be elided 
to gain access to equal benefits, how will the conscqucnc<.'S of inequality 
be exposed in order ro rectify 1hem? Tf equal 1reatmen1 requires the same 
treatment for those who have and those who have not, for those who need 
and those who arc not in need, how will their status rdativc to one another 
ever change? 

Whatever Aristotle intended, those who see the way our of these 1raps 
as differem 1rea1men1 for differences should first notice thac same treat
ment for sameness has been the fundamental equality rule in every legal 
equality regime. Equality in this approach has meant, first, same treatment 
based on relevant empirical sameness, equivalence, symmetry with a rele
vant comparator. To get what ,ve have, be like us. Different treatment for 
differences, treating unalikes unalike, in Aristotle's formulation on a par 
with the main rule, as applied in legal systems, has been in some tension 
with the main rule, indeed is widely regarded as second-class equality. ln 
reality, experience with it has not, in the main, been good. Different treat• 
mcnt, from the Nazi's "special trcatmcnt,,.19 a euphemism for cxtcrmina• 
tion, to arguments that women's weakness and incapacity require "special 
protection,"'° have mostly operated as the opposite of equality, 10 put it 
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mildly. U.S. sex discriminmion law's "special benefits" rule hes often been 
seen to be in tension with, not complementary to, the fundamental rule of 
equal treatment, called •gender neutrality." Affirmative action, case as •dif
ferent treatment" for differences, is seen by its critics co be in tension with 
che fundamental equality principle of same treatment (whether in fact it is 
or not). Different treatment is thought to be where the double standard 
lives. Affirming differences sometiml'S has, in any case, not overcome the 
imposed homogeneity and affinnation of privilege of the sameness model. 
If "same treatment" for sameness has offered an illusory equality, "different 
treatment" for differences has been demeaning and dangerous, at times 
catastrophically so. 

II 

So far, the analysis here has considered social inequality in general, in
cluding among men, focusing on the way chis mainstream equality ap · 
proach has limited the pursuit of equality through law. As 10 issues of sex 
in particular, Aristotle thought of the sexes as different. Perhaps his ab • 
strnct equality fonnulation cook sex as an underlying concrete template for 
an unlikeness chat could, consiscenc with equality, be treated unalike. He 
believed chat "che excellence of character .. . the temperance of a man and 
of a woman, o r the courage and justice of a man and a woman, arc not, 
as Socrat<.-s maintained, the same: the courage of a man is shown in com• 
manding, of a woman in obeying. And this holds of all other excel• 
lences . ... "21 The sexes are different: men cell women what to do, women 
do it, and so on. Gender is defined as a difference, the sex difference. This 
has been as much social construct, imposed social fact, as philosophical 
argument. Human societies have tended to define women as such in cenns 
of just such differences from men, whether real or imagined, generally 
enforced to women's detriment in resources, roles, respect, and rights. 

lf equality is a sameness and gender a difference; if first•order equality 
is defined in terms of sal'neness, and women as such are ''nOl rhe same" 
as men, women cannot be equal co men until they are no longer women. 
This is neither to a£6rm women's sameness to men, the usual approach, 
nor to affirm women as "different,·• a currently fashionable strntegy in some 
circles (although conservatives beat the fashion by a couple of cenmries) . 
This is 10 point out the collision between 1.he existing equality paradigm 
and the social definition of women and men as such. How sex equality 
can be produced if sex is a difference and first•dass equality is predicated 
on sameness is problematic. Sex equality becomes something of an oxy• 
moron, a contradiction in terms. 
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In practice, legal systems attempting 10 be progressive cry to get around 
the drawbacks of this equality approach by carving out what are seen as 
exceptions to it. Predominantly allowed is different treatment where dif
ferences are seen 10 be real but valuable-such as pregnancy and maremiry 
leaves even though no man needs one, or affirmative action although mem• 
bers of dominant groups do not qualify for it. The problem with this kind 
of cxceptionalism, however practically helpful in cushioning the in1pact of 
the srandard equaliry approach, is rhar rhe same principle-different rrear
ment for real differences-has not only squarely rationalized the \\'Orst 
human rights abuses in history; it continues to be used to justify systematic 
forms of disadvanrage like paying women in the most sex-segregared jobs 
less money. \\:/omen do differenr jobs, so they can be paid differently, 
meaning less. Nothing in Aristotle's approach prevents treating someone 
less well who is "differently situatcd!t or "different"' by vinue of being 
alre-ddy less well off. That tautology is precisely <-quality uoder this ap• 
proach, and precisely inequaliry, worse and more of ir, in rhe real world. 

A system.level consequence of this mainsueam approach , rectified no• 
where, is the failure to sec as inequality issues many that arc, especially 
those that are sexual or reproductive. Sexual violence, because of the over
whelming predominance of male perpetrarors and female victims, and its 
rootedness in normarive images of sexuality seen as naturally gendered, has 
tacitly been construed as an expression of the sex difference, therefore not 
an issue of sex int-quality at all. Because overwhelmingly one sex is the 
perpetrarors and the other is the victims, sexual violence is not sex dis
crimination, it is sex, that is, a '-!difference .. , The law of sexuaJ harassment, 
which recognizes one fonn of sexual aggression as sex discrimination, is a 
bit of a mimde in this light, and in some tension with the mainstream 
srrucrure, which hives off sexual abuse into the criminal law, ignoring its 
inequality dimensions. Similarly, because women and men contribute dif
ferently to reproduction, women's needs for reproductive rights have been 
brought under equaliry law only partially, as exceptions, with severe doc
rrinal strain, or, in the case of the right 10 aborrion, nor ar all. 

\"(Tomen had no voice in contesting Aristotle's formu1arion in his day and 
have had little institutional power in shaping its legal applications since. 
Despite this lack of represent.1tion, including in democmcies, women have 
in the lasr rwcnty years begun 10 articulare their condition in public. The 
facts thnt have emerged in this way, taken together, have revealed n grim 
system of unequal pay, allocation to disrespected work, sexual stigmati
uuion, sexual violation as children and adults, and domesric banering. 
\\:/omen are arrribured demeaned physical choracrerisrics, used in deni
grating encertainmenc, depersonalized as objectS, deprived of reproductive 
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control, and forced into prostiru1ion2:t-all this in rhe civili,ed Wes,. Else• 
where, if women are permi11ed gainful employmem at all, i< can be all tha, 
and chartcl status, early and forced marriage, inability co divorce, com
pulsory veiling, genital mutilation, honor killings, rimal murder as in sunee, 
and more. 

These abuses have occurred, in varying forms, for a very long time in a 
context characterized by disenfranchisement, preclusion from property 
ownership, possession and use os object, exclusion from public life, sex• 
based poveny, degraded sexualicy, and devaluation of worth and contri. 
butions throughout society. Like o ther inequalities, but in its own way, the 
subjection of women is institutionalized, including in law, cumulatively and 
systematically shaping access 10 human dignicy, respect, resources, physical 
security, credibility, membership in community, speech, and power. Com. 
posed of all its variations, the group women has a collective social history 
of discmpowennent, exploitation, and subordination extending to the 
present, such that, in the words of the philosopher Richard Rony, to be a 
wol'nan "is not yec the name of a way of being human."U 

Titls is not all there is to every woman's life. any more than racism is 
all there is to every Black American's life or class oppression is all there is 
to every working person's life under capitalism. Too, oppressive social sys• 
,ems legi1ima1e 1hemselves by individual exceptions. Many people enjoy 
the il1usion that they, and most everyone they know, live their lives in 
freedom, in their minds anyway, or in exceptiona1ity, in circw11scribcd 
areas at leas,. Thus can women have a feeling of freedom and dignicy, and 
men a sense of non participation in sex inequality, even as women's unequal 
status relative to men goes largely unchallenged. 

\"i/e can choose to call this reali ty "the sex difference• - as, in their way, 
many sociobiologists, conservatives, postmodeniists, and members of the 
religious right, consistem ,vith ,he deep strucnire of conventional equalicy 
theory, do. It can be represented as Aristotle's level line disproportionately 
divided, which so long os each has their own, is equality. ln this equality 
,radition, w describe something as a difference means i, does not need w 
be changed, cannot be changed, is not produced by inequaliry, and is no, 
unequal. So, although few openly defend mass rape in war or husbands 
slaughtering their wives in so•called pe-,cetime as "just the sex difference," 
this is the reigning default concepmalization of such occurrences, insofar 
as they are not conceived as violations of sex equaliry righ,s. If ,he realicy 
of women's status and trc,atmcnt dc.,-scribed merely refers to sex differences, 
equality already exists and the existing legal approach is in no need of 
change. Alremarively, these facts can be represented as a hierarchy, a <OJ)· 
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down arrangemem of imposed superiority and inferiority, of bener off and 
worse off, advantaged and disadvantaged. To this, difference is relatively 
indifferem. For instance, the sexes could be "different" to the degree they 
are hierarchically (i.e., differently), situated and 1rea1ed, withom making 
that hierarchy equal in any sense except as so deemed under the n1ain. 
stream model. To describe the facts as representing a hierarchy also means 
10 see them as change-able, as overwhelmingly produced by inequality, as 
unequal, and as in need of change. 

O nce women are seen as men's human equals-an assumpiion presum• 
ably made when a legal sex equality standard is adopted, at the same time 
making it more possible to notice 1hat the sexes are social uncquals
sys1ematically fewer rna1eriaJ resources and life chances and more sex
specific victimization for one sex become difficul t to justify. In addition, 
although equality is not only a second-order right to other rights, cntitle
men1s to life, liberty, property, security, dignity, and sclf-dc1ermination arc 
thereby violated, 10 mention a few. And if the sexes are different, tl1ey are 
equally differem . Once the hierarchy of social outcomes is noticed, it be
comes difficult to explain why men arc nol paid less and assaulted by 
women more for their "differences." Measuring the equality approach cre
a1ed in women's silence and exclusion against the reali1ies of women's lives, 
a.s women have begun to articulate chem, the analytical and practical short• 
comings of the existing approach thus emerge, revealing the need for a 
reconstructed equality theory to remedy them. l11C~ new paradigm movt.,-s 
behind and beyond sameness and difference 10 the subordination and 
dominance that has been the real problem of inequality all along. 

Take Aristotle's "difference" between commanding and obeying, 
tracking sex. Giving and taking orders is one of the most universally rec
ognized hierarchies known, including among men. In other words, his "dif
ference" is a hierarchy. The embedding of hierarchy in relations that do 
not attract equality scrutiny makes predictable what has happened when 
this approach is appLied in legal sys1ems. Sex equality for the "similarly 
sinrnted,, best provides equality for whoever is .. the sa1ne as men." Acrn• 
ally, these people have been men: white men have brought most of the 
leading Supreme Coun sex discrimination cases.24 Next in line are women 
whose biographies most closely approxiniate those men, clile women with 
privileges (white skin, money, education, and so on). Unrecognized here 
is that it is hierarchy, not difference as such, that is the opposite of equality. 
The inequality that is hierarchy, existing thc'Ory builds in as difference, 
meaning some1hing that can be treated differently-1hat is, less well, hi
erarchically as lower-thus making the 1heory sys1ematically unable to 
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identify rhe one rhing ir needs co be able ro identify and eliminate, in order 
co do what it has to do. 

111 

The implications of this critique arc far. reaching and transformative. In 
politit-s and law, they range from stale theory to doctrine, from jurispru• 
dential theory co positive law, from epistemology 10 constitutional inter
pretation. O nce rhe reality of gender is faced, it becomes clear the extent 
to which the laws, the legal system, the state as such, and relations between 
states have built in the experiences of the dominant and have been built 
from the perspective of those who created them. In the sociology of knowl
edge, chis is a common kind of observation. Those who have created these 
systems have been the dominant gender group, the naming of which
men- bccomes what is considered an extreme posit.ion, particularly when 
it is noted that the result has been their systematic hegemony over half the 
human race. To be clear: chis equality theory is not a conspiracy theory; it 
relics on no conscious invidious motivation. It assumes, as other political 
theories do, only that people act in their own interest, as they see it, when 
they can. Why they see their interest as they do, and why they are per
mined to acr on it unchecked, is a separate question. The present analysis 
merely observes a political system of institutionalized interest supported 
by social facts of patterned behaviors and its embodiment in legal doctrine 
and philosophy. Nor is it a moral theory of who should do what. Tc is a 
political analysis of who gets what, how, and why, when that is dramatically 
differentially distributed, it is also a critique of terming "equality" the 
maintenance of that system and embodying it in legal equality doctrine. It 
should be noted chat the conflict between ranks in a hierarchy need not 
be intracrable. The sex hierarchy is merely big, old, pervasive, tenacious, 
denied, and a good many people are in love with it. Once it is faced as 
posing a certain division of interest enforced by force, like other serious 
inequalities such as race and class (and inextricably interconnected wirh 
them), it can be faced as in need of change through its own solutions. 

11,c Supreme Court of Canada expressly adopted this alternate theory 
of equality in its first equality decision under the new Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms in 1985, in Law Society v. Andrews, a case adjudicating 
whether nonciti1.ens could be made co wait longer than citizens before 
becoming lawycrs.1

' Interpreting the Charter to effectuate its purpos<.-:s, the 
Court determined that the purpose of an equality provision is co "promote 
equality." This does not sound like much, but it is everything: given social 
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inequality, ic requires that law has co move the world robe legal. Tt no 
longer leaves equality law standing neutrally in the face of an unequal 
world, sorting sameness from difference, reinforcing social inequalities by 
law. Tt requires courts 10 interprer laws so as actually to produce social 
equality. One might have thought this was obvious. The poim of equality 
law is to produce equality. What else is it for-to produce inequality? That 
this stance is regarded as a major departure supports the indictment of the 
prior rheory as status qu~reinforcing. 

The Andrews Court explicitly repudiared rhe ''similarly siruared" rest for 
equality, noting that this approach had justified racial segregation in the 
United Stares and could have supported the Nuremberg laws."" Aristotle 
and 2,000 years of equality obscractions based on him, including the En
lighrenmenr's elevation of universalicy over parriculariry, came rumbling 
down, at least in Canada. That Court rejected the logic of the mainstream 
approach for having lr<.·ated pregnancy Jess well than other nonwork rea• 
sons for nor working because pregnancy is a difference, for rreating First 
Nations women worse than men because Canadian Indians were a spedal 
class, and for treating all Native Peoples worse than non- Native Peoples 
because all lndians were rre-Jted alike. In irs place was put a concrete, 
substantive, openly social-conrex1-sensi1ive resr of "historical disadvan
cage. • The sky did not fall. Ar lasr reporr, women and men cominued to 
go on dates, babies continued to be born, and so forth. 

This decision is a tectonic shift, a fundamental movement in the ground. 
One effect is ro expose hierarch)• where it has nor been seen before, as in 
the areas of sexual assault and reproductive righrs. Canada's new equality 
principle has been used to extend statutes of limitations in incest cascs,71 

to sue a city for failing 10 warn women of a known serial rapist," and 10 

give credibiLiry 10 banered women."' Less explicidy, bur no less potendy, 
it has influenced outcomes that include preventing men from vetoing abor• 
tions.'0 keeping a midwife who delivered a baby that died from being 
convicted of negligent murder," and keeping raped women's names and 
identiries our of the medio." It may also provide real rights for gay men 
and lesbian women. 

If equality theory had been wrincn 10 end women's inequality to men, 
it would certainly have included employment and education, but it would 
nor have left out the street and the family, as rhe existing equaliry approach 
hos. Sexual coercion (including sexual abuse of children, sexual harass
ment, rape, prostitution, and pornography) and deprivation of rcproduc
rive control (including forced sterilization, lack of sex education and con• 
rraception, misogynist gynecology, female infanticide, forced sex, and 
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criminalization of abortion) are arguably central to the ways in which 
women, as a group, have been historically disadvantaged. In this light, the 
laws of rape and abortion are equality laws in disguise-deep disguise. 
More precisely, they are unequal laws 1ha1 have never been held 10 an 
equality standard on social problems where group-based inequaliiy is en
acted. If rape is really a practice of sex discrimination, existing positive 
law and patterns of nonprosecution for sexual assault must meet t-cmsti• 
rutional sex equality srnndards. If reproductive control is a sex equality 
issue, deprivmion of reproducrive conrrol is n sex equality violarion, and 
prohibitions on abortion must sustain sex equality scrutiny or be found 
illegal under e.xisting constitutions and international conventions. 

This same new equaliiy 1heory can be discerned benea1h 1he U.S. Con
gress's law against gender.rnotivared violence, which makes rape and bar. 
tering federal sex discrimination claims,¼' as well as in proposals to make 
pornography civilly actionable as sex discrimination.'4 The jurisprudence 
of 1he approach observes tlim sex inequali1y occurs in civil society, be1ween 
women and men, and is 1hen backed up and enforced through law. In 
many areas of its application, it names equality as the issue there for the 
firs t time. This is changing not only 1he conienr of law bu1 potentially law's 
rela1ion 10 unequal social life. Given 1hat me srn1e form has tradi1ionally 
embodied male authoriiy, a jurisprudence of equaliiy cannot simply rely 
upon further empowering the state. It cannot rest with rules with different 
content, as big an improvement as that could be. It must also work struc• 
rurally ro redisiribme 1he srnte power, by enabling women, wi1h instin,
cional suppon, to confront and remedy inequalities they encounter, in. 
eluding in intimate settings. Recognizing women's human rights on this 
level bas major implica1ions for the law of family, coniracl, and crime, as 
well as for constimtional and inrernacional law. As 10 equali1y as legal 
me1hod, this substantive approach 10 equaliiy reveals that the • rule of law" 
has not me.ant the same equalization for women that it has meant among 
men, at least for some of i:hem. Assessment of the logic and ou1comes of 
fonnal equali1y sugges1s tha, i1s " rule of law'' fonn will never produce real 
positive equality either. 

Effec1ivdy addressing the realities of social inequalily be1ween women 
and men requires addressing all inequalities. indeed, much gender in
equali1y is inextricable from inequalities women share with some men. On 
1his poin1, consider 1wo Canadian miles1ones: cases holding that ha1e prop
aganda and pornography threalcn equality rights. One case involves a man 
who rnugh1 Holocaus1 denial to high school siudents;" 1he oilier involves 
a pornographer.>• The Supreme Court of Canada found cha, the equaliiy 
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of Jews and women, recognized as historically disadvantaged groups, was 
more important than the speech interests restricted by criminalizing ex
pression that promoted their inequality. It found that racist and anti
Semitic hate propaganda produces and reinforces social subordination 
from segregation ro genocide. Parliament, it held, may justifiably conclude 
that pornography, in its making and through its use, contributes to viola
tion of and discrimination against women indh,idually and as a group, 
hanning the community's interest in equality. Thus both can be restricted. 
The Unired Stares, firmly in the grip of rhe traditional equality approach 
and blind to the hierarchy of systematic group-based disadvantage, remains 
unable 10 see that inequality is involved in issues of hate speech and por
nography at all." 

The point of rhe new equaliry jurisprudence is to institutionalize social 
equality, rather than inequality, through legal equality initiatives. It begins 
by articulating the systematic, pervasive, and cumulative absence of 
equality throughout society, including in democracies, and by moving to 
put legal power to redress it into rhe hands of affected groups through 
law. In this vision, law can be something people do, not just something 
states do to people. This democratic shift in legal form as well as content
called ci,~I rights as pioneered by the Black movement in the United States, 
with echoes in the human rights of transnational law-is appropriate ro 
an aspiration ro transform social hierarchy from rhe borrom up. Beyond 
clarifying unnoticed dynamics in law and history, and stimulating nc-cdcd 
scholarship and analysis, the goal of this theory is 10 close ,he gap between 
legal promise and social reality in rhe equality area. This approach could 
be adopted anywhere. A legal regime capable of producing equality of 
women co men- half the human race to the other- made up as they are 
of all existing inequalities, might learn what it needs 10 know to produce 
equality among men as well. 



Law's Stories 

as Reality and Politics 

5 

Law's way of appropriating reality-that vexed, even beleaguered nocion
grounds ic as a distinctively potent form of text. Case law srarts with stories 
called "facts." The sense that its facts have not felt real enough, that some• 
thing has gone missing in them or was struggling to break through them, 
has called law's embrace of reaLity into question and has largely impelled 
the specific movemem back toward the world chat has taken the form of 
narrative. 

The lack of felt verisimilitude in the law has arisen not only in going 
from thick co thin-in other vocabularies, from specific to general, from 
panicular co universal, frorn concrete ro abstract, from case ro rule. Nor 
has the urgency behind the shift toward narrative as a fonn arisen o nly to 
avoid abstracting trauma or, to extrapolate Elaine Scarry's phrase, to reverse 
a movement from the one 10 the many.' Storytelling entered legal discussion 
at a prior moment: upon realizing that the analytic-argumentative engine 
has been running on particulars that have not been particular enough, and 
on submerged or entirely absent specifics. Legislation has been predicated 
on too many elided voices as the common law has marched majestically 
past unbring,ible cases. In the relmive absence of women, children, people 
of color, and working people, the legal mill has been grinding a grist that 
is coo thin to begin with. To adapt U:vi-Strauss's tenns, the raw of the 
law, not only iis cooking, has been a problem. 

As a praccitioner of narrati·ve, che first ching I do w hen I rake a case is 
do, o r redo, the accoum of the facts. As it comes to me, the story is never 
right: never based on what happened deeply or directly enough, never 
showing the blood of the injury vividly enough, never embodying the 
theory of the case sharply enough. Often the way the facts are framed, and 
framing intensifies what it focuses, tacitly concedes much of what matters 
most to the result. The facts as told, which represent and stand in for the 
client's story, also seldom resonate wich che client.' This sense of imposed 

Response, conference on N:atN1fh1e and Rhetoric in the Law, Febn.iary 11, 1995, Yale Law School, 
New Haven, CT. Firs,: published, LJJw's Stllries: l\14rn1Jit,,e and R.hmJri~ ;,, 1he Law 2}2 (Peter 
Brooks and Paul Cewim. eds., l 996). 
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unrealicy 10 be broken through, of gloss of form burying urgency of sub
stance, of prefabricated concepts begging to be remade from the ground 
up through the more real account emerging, has given birth 10 legal story
telling. 

Stories stare over 10 put back in what has been left out. But there is 
more to their politics than that. As Paul Gewirtz delicately put it, there 
has Ix-en a relation between storytelling as method and a particular point 
of view.' The systematically excluded accounts, the pervasively silenced 
voices, have a particular point of view because they are the voices of certain 
people: the unequal. Movements for equality have noticed the elision in 
law's stories, and it is the legal claim for equality that has given the world 
as reconstituted by stories some standing in the yet-10-be reconstructed 
legal system. Thus Robert Ferguson's oral Gabriel, movingly resurrected 
and speaking for himself and his communicy,' embodies the politics of 
subordinated comm unities denied literacy. 

Social inequalicy, Alan Dershowicz's protestations co the contrary not
withstanding, is nor random;' it is determinate as welJ as cumulative and 
systematic. Stories that arc persuasive rcly on its teleology. For example, 
as he said, most men who batter women do not kW chem-if they all did, 
a third 10 a half of American women would be murdered by male inti
mates.• But few banered women who are murdered are likely 10 be killed 
by anyone o ther than their battercrs.7 (Fewer still are the innocent battering 
husbands of murdered wives who drive around, as OJ. Sin1pson did, with 
her DNA all over che inside of their cars.) Granting the credibiliry of 
individual stories that fit group regularities, Jean-Fran,;ois Lyotard, consid
ering the controversy over whether that extreme in inequality, the I Iolo
caust, occurred, rightly observed that reality is the plaintiff's problem.• No 
matter now emblematic an individual story of inequality is of the larger 
unequal s10ry, the burden is on those who are hurr and seek accountability 
to establish their account as having happened. Crucially, if you are the one 
whose story's ending needs 10 be changed, you need to show that whm 
got you there is both detenninate enough 10 fit the larger 1>anem and 
contingent enough to have been. and to deserve to be, different. 

It is thus no coincidence that storytelling- bearing witness, giving ac
count as we know and practice it- took shape witl1in civil rights move
mems. Since 1968, the women's liberation movemem contributed discinc
tivel}r ro this tradition through its speak-outs and consciousness-raising. 
\Women analy.a:d women's condition in this form because there was no 
ocher way. Women's reality is what was missing, all the way down to the 
ground. Women's experience, not exclusively bm crucially experiences of 
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sexual abuse, had sim1>ly been lefr om of account. Exis1ing conce1m denied 
it-they still largely do-so it came out as story, howling and broken. 
These original victim-impact s1acemen1s had 1he narrative structure of ma
chine language: and then he, and then he, and then he. 

This process and its produces-nerves exposed, inelegant by comparison 
with g]ossy abstractions-was, and continues to be, stigmatized and den• 
igrated in the hierarchy of public discourse. It is actually a bit startling to 
find what women have been doing all chis time called narrative and given 
some dignity, even lirernry cacher. \'<'omen's accounts have been more 
commonly called anecdotes, in1pressions, although they are at the very least 
testimony and, as such, evidence. Regarding a paper I wrote on sexual 
harassment-a legal concept chat did not exist in the early 1970s-an 
editor of ,he Yale Law Journal told me ar the time thar the legal argument 
was terrific, bur all those personal accounts at the beginning "just did not 
add all cl1a1 much.• Take them out, you have a law review article. Never 
mind chat without chem, so for as anyone knows, you made the whole 
thing up. 

Related to filling the gaps, much of the contemporary storytelling im
pulse has sprung from resistance 10 the claim of exclusivity of the single 
dominam version of social reality.• Enlightenment "truth" has accordingly 
taken considerable heat for flattening realiry's many dimensions. It is an 
old point. By capturing multiplicity, nuance, situatedness, perspectiviry, 
stof)~dling tcachL-s a new version of the old rule that at least two realities 
must inhabit any account. Reality lies in imerpretarion; in posanoderniry, 
where no one actually lives, interpretations become infinite. 

It is time to ask whether this is all there is to the storytelling movement 
in reality appropriation. Are all storil-s equal so long as they are stories, 
Rllshomo11 lurking in the underbrush as nineteenth-century objective/sub
jecrive cpisremic regresses inhabit our me1hod forever? Ts 1he most pointed 
contribution of narrative to law its challenge to the singleness of the dom
inant version-or is it to the domination in the substance of chat single 
version, hence its likely falsity, or at least its interestedness? Has rhe shift 
in fonn masked an abdication of content, showing up in just another guise 
as storytelling? Maybe only one thing did happen, just not the one thing 
we were told.•• Moreover, if the whole story has not been told before, the 
principles that have been predicated on the assumption that the story was 
whole cannot be unbiased principles. Which makes them, to some degree, 
wrong. In telling stories and stopping there, have we abandoned principle 
for counterpoint, our claim of right for the jester's place at court? 

The contribmion of narrative co law so far cemers on defiance of 
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canon." Srorytelling has opened up legal discussion, giving it sweep of 
gesture, depth, ambiguity, connection, vau]ting it toward literature. The 
breath of human life animates stories as it never did •me facts"; a hw11ru1 
face is envisaged in them. Empathy is encouraged, which victims of in• 
equality could use. But there is no reality magic to the srory form as such. 
Perpetrators of inequality-often at just the point of being held account• 
able for what they have done to their victims- claim that they, too, have 
stories. And they do. Stories can support accountability by telling a reality 
that dominant concepts have not accommodared. They have been • vehicle 
for the down and out. But the form itself is no guarantee of a view from 
the outside or the bottom. Stories break stereotypes, but stereotypes are 
also stories, and stories can be Ii.JI of them. Do not mi.stake fonn for 
content, as abstracting narrative as method away from its origins in the 
critique of inequality that substantively impelled it does. Disembodied and 
decontcxtualizcd stories are also stories. 

Even when accounts remain rooted in a critique of hierarchy, storytelling 
has real dangers, one of which is accepting a place at the margin. Story• 
telling as method originated in powerlessness and can bring a fear of power 
with it. Instead of telling power it is wrong, tell it a story. Avoid finger 
pointing. No offense; everyone can be right. S10,;~eUing can be ingnniating 
in ceding reality co power chis ,vay, presenting itself as just another version, 
becoming a grace note to the main account. \'<lhen one dare not argue, 
storytelling c-.ut be a str,tcgy for survival. But it can ask too little. Dominant 
narratives are not called srories. 'T1,ey are called reality. 

To push this point a step further, storytelling hazards becoming enter
tainment. TI1e point of telling stories is to make Jaw more real, but because 
a story is a story, it can also be less real. It cannot only be taken as fiction, 
it can be 6ction. When story becomes fantasy, the account passes into a 
different order of experience in which reality can be hidden, distanced, 
occluded, or denied." A related risk is excess credibility, resulting from 
the suspension of critical faculties." Sometimes the audience is having too 
good a time, f)orriculorly when the srory tells power what it wants ro hear. 
Freud was all story-many mythological, many, it turns out, false." Stories 
can be powerful, evocative, resonant, death-defyingly influential, yet cover 
up the most relevant of possible facts- such as, in Freud's case, the real• 
ities of child sexual abuse. How do you counter the appeal of a story thm 
power wanes to believe? A story on the other side, of which there has been 
no lack, has nor be-en enough. This brings us full circle to the point where 
there is much to be said for data. As to child abuse, we have it." Freud 
did not. Of course, the basis for the darn is accounts of being sexually 
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abused as children, srories which remain largely unbelieved and over
whelmingly not acted upon, whiJe the baseless stories of Freud continue 
to ground much psychology and policy. Similarly on the literary side, ac• 
coums of why real prosr.iuued women went into prosr.irurion have never 
been given the credibiliry and gravity of Rousseau's fanrnsies of why 
Marion did. 1" The issue remains not form but content, specifically the pol• 
itics of the content. 

Lies are the ultimate risk of storytelling as method. This may be em
barrassingly nonpostmodem, bur renliry exisrs. Of rhis rhe law, ar leasr, 
has no doubt. Something happened or will be found to have happened. 
You can still be tried for perjury even though there supposedly is no truth. 
You can still be sued for libel, so somewhere reality exists to be falsified.'' 
Therefore, each side's story eannot simply be assumed equally spoiled by 
the law's masks or equally dependent on an excluded reality for its power. 
There is still such a thing as a lie. 11,c contrary position offers the joy of 
the half-imagined fact, the justice of the good read.•• Fiction can be closer 
co reality than nonfiction, or it can be lying as art. 

Storytelling in law is regressive when it promotes the notion that there 
is no such thing as "what happened" in a society that is still detenninatcly 
unequal and a legal universe that will either find that inequality or cover 
it up. No one who seeks change can afford ro prerend char they live in 
Gertrude Stein's Oakland, where there is no there there. 

It is my view that the major conflicts o f our time are over the real and 
only secondarily over versions of ir and methods for apprehending ir. The 
snuggle over realiry is conducred through contending versions and debares 
over verification but it is reality, not versions or vcri6cation1 that is in 
contention. For instance, the discussion of pornography and prostitution 
can be seen as a debate in cwo stories. ln scory I, a woman wakes up in 
che morning and decides, Today is my lucky day. T can choose whether co 
become a brain surgeon or whether co go find a pimp and spread my legs 
for a camera. ln story 2, a girl is sexually abused at home, runs to the 
srreet d,inking norhing can be worse, is picked up by a pimp, is molesred, 
raped, bearen, srarved, drugged, threacened, and sold for sex. Srory I is a 
story of choice, equality, liberation; story 2 is a story of force, inequality, 
slavery. As story, there is no way to distinguish between the two. The fact 
that most women in the industry were sexuaUy abused as children, entered 
it as children, are desperarely poor, report massive violence against them, 
and say they want to leave but cannot" supports story 2, but all this is 
extrinsic 10 the narrative fonn as such. Story 1 is fantasy, encenainmenc, 
lie-ir is propaganda-but its support for power widely makes the real 
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srory of srory 2 into jusr another srory. Sroryrelling as method requires only 
the story form for validation. Pimps and tricks have stories, too, and they 
own the means of production. Story as method is thus located at a critical 
expansion joinr in legal and political discourse as well as in a position to 

ensure that it gers nowhere. 
Narrative's future in legal scholarship is an open one. Comparing first• 

person narrative with that of other personas, including the off-stage om• 
niporem deus ex machina, would further irs growth. Lawyers usually work 
through stories that are not their own. Sometimes this is represenrntion in 
the legal sense; sometimes it is representation in the aesthetic sense; some• 
times it is plain using other people's lives in the everyday sense. The lo
cation of the author in relation co the story emerges in varied voices in 
judicial opinions as well as in naked advocacy. Tn Canada, even judges 
writing for the majority will use "I"; in the power.obsessed, objectivity
sensitive United Statt-s, Lhc first-person singular virtually never appears in 
majority opinions. Probably in democracies in particular, the illusion that 
no one is presem in a narrative gives it more rather than Jess credibility. 
Some stories have more clout when their authors leave invisible tracks. 

Further analysis of 1he role of first-person accounts could give us a 
tighter grip on the crucial issue of credibility. What i.s it about some such 
srories that makes them so believable? The observation that narrative has 
more persuasive force than statistics could productively be furthered in 
this context. As someone who bursts into tears at colwnns of figures, the 
realities chat produced them parading before my eyes, I have no idea why 
it can be known for a decade that 85 percent of federal workers are sex
ually harassed,"' but not until one of them embodies the experience on 
national television (as Aniw Hill did) does sexual harassment in the federal 
work force become real in some sense. I wane co know. Why is it not real 
that 38 percent of girls are sexually abused before they reach the age of 
majority?" Why the stories behind facts like these are not taken as real 
when presented as data is the other side of why narrative has a peculiar 
cnpacity co make them real. This may be especially cn,e in individualistic 
culrures, where biography is imagined to be singular. Bue with no lack of 
first-person narratives of child sexual abuse, no narrative has yet made it 
as publicly re-.tl as it is privately pervasive. 

ln this connection, one form narrative can take, the example, needs co 
be theori,.ed within and beyond the common law. \Xlhac does "case by 
case• really mean? What is the point and function and consequence of 
moving onro that level and back? What is an example? When does an 
example produce a paradigm and when does it limir a case 10 i1s faces? In 
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connecling o ne particular with another1 what is the relation between meta• 
phor and knowledge:" what is it that allows us to see some things as similar 
to other things, and to know one Lhrough knowing anoLher? Crucial 
growth in human rights has occurred through this process; through seeing 
racism as a rnetaphor for inequality, as well as a prime instance of it, 
inequalities on other grounds have been exposed and understood. Pursuit 
of law's poetic-. could deepen understanding of this feature and its function 
in the legal process. 

Finally, close analysis of specific rhetorics that work as legal fictions may 
serve to unmask law's devices for legitimacy. My favorite candidate for this 
role is tbe "I so regret co do this" of the judicial opinion." This ubiquitous 
trope of bench in extremis seives up the source of aurhoricy as "not me,• 
such chat che more you hnce to do what you are doing, che more author
itative and principled you become in doing it. Operating by compulsion 
behind a fig btf of moral regret apparently transforms atrocity into prin
ciple. The more egregious cases, like Collin v. Sm1ih, in which the Nazis 
were permitted to march in Skokie because the First Amendment was said 
to require it, lean heavily on this, as in, "[W]e feel compelled once again 
to express our repugnance . ... Indeed, it is a source of extreme re
gret . ... •2• Why legitimacy is enhanced by revulsion is the question here. 
Why does the posrure of ca\•ng in to power validate? Perhaps it hides che 
power that law does have-to intervene or not, to equalize or not, not to 
slide down any slope it does not want to (or that may not exist), to be 
restrained or co abandon restraint-behind the resigned passive pose of 
lch kann 11ich1 anders. In these specific rheco rics inhere much of law's story 
per sc, of how law makes our lives into cases. Analysis of Lhem" could 
help expose how law imposes itself on a world whose stories are never Lhe 
same again. 



"Freedom from Unreal Loyalties" 

On Fidelity in Constitutional Interpretation 

6 

Does 1he Cons1imtion deserve our fidelil)'? To briefly consider thai nor
mative question, I will ask of the Constitution the question Rousseau asked 
of the inequality he observed around him: "What can make it Jcgitimate?" 1 

In so doing, I decline to theorize mor..Uy, meaning to pontifit-:ite on what 
1 feel, and therefore "we" should think, is good and bad. This is nm my 
project, nor is my project a disguised version of that project. In the process, 
I sketch an alternative approach to Ronald Dworkin's "moral reading" of 
the Constitution, like his one centered on the equality question, but more 
descriptively accu1'11te of constitutional process and less elitist and exclu
sionary in method and coment. I also hope to show that the fidelil)' T 
practice is not what Jack Balkin has warned us against, yet is a reading of 
the Constitution- an aggressive reading, but a reading nonetheless. 

The reading T propose srnnds agains1 moralism, cons1itmional or od, 
en.vise. The moralism c ritidzed2 is evident in Balkin's discussion of "con• 
stitutional evil,"• his "really bad stuff.•• I am not saying 1hose things are 
good. Rather, the main problem Balkin seeks w solve is not a problem I 
have. He is conOicted over faith to a documenc that originally considered 
the ancestol'1i of my colleagues and friends 10 be three-fifths of a person, 
to be bough1 and sold as "property.•, Then, after keeping people like me 
from practicing law because we were not fully "pe11ions, •• and, after s1ricily 
scrutinizing for racism, locking up 1he families of my colleagues and friends 
in concentratio n camps,' chis same document arrives today at a point where 
my colleagues and friends can still be bought and sold, dus time as 
"speech."' I om no1 torn over fidelity 10 1hat documeni. Be.hind the angst 
over infideli1y in Jack Balkin's engaging paper lurks an idemification with 
the Constitution that masks a dee1:,er idenrificarion with those who have 
authoritatively interpreted it. This identification, I do not share; I do not 
recognize myself, or feel my power implicated in, d,e "we" of his discus
sion. 

Conference on Fide-lity in Constitutional lmeipreution, September 20-21, 1996, Fordham Law 
School, Nev.• York, New York. Firs, published, LXV Fordhltm Law Review li7} (1997). 
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To stare this directly, no one asked women about the Constin1tion. \Vie 
never consented to it. This, I take it, is, or should be, a big legitimacy 
problem. 11,e so-called majoricarian premise of the Constitution so widely 
invoked, including by Ronald Dworkin; began by assuming about 53 per
cent of the population out. Add ro this the excluded male slaves then, men 
of color largely now; non- propeny owners then, poor people almost en• 
tirely now; and what is left of the majority in the premise? It refe.rs to the 
holders of the majority of power, an elite, who are a tiny minority. Why 
should I be torn between loyalty 10 them and other loyalties?•• 

At risk of ovcrsimpli6cation, contrast two dramatically divergent ac• 
counts of constitutional interpretation co explain why the location I am 
claiming produces constin11ion:u fidelity. [n one account, Ronald Dworkin 
floats above social life, transcending it, accompanied by Herbert 
Wechsler. 11 Ile sees words in the Constitution. Ile reads Supreme Court 
opinions. He thinks. He tht-orizes. He decides what is good and bad. He 
distills principles by sanitizing value judgments 10 the point where no one's 
name is discernible on them. He says: 11,is is good. He sees how particular 
facts- a gritty, low-Jcvcl notion not much in use- fit under what he calls 
principles. Through this top down approach to constitutional inter
pretation, he pronounces what is faithful 10 the Consrimtion and what 
violates it. 

An alternative: You walk through life, this life. You notice some 
peopJe- somctimcs you, your colleagues, your friends-- systematically 
treated worse than others. It is actually rather hard 10 miss. People ,ell you 
what happens to d:iem, themse)ves. You remember what they teU you and 
who they arc. You try to make sense of what has been done to them. 
Nobody needs to be told that there is a problem here, because you deny 
nei1her the equality of these people nor the inequality imposed on them. 
You and they wan, 10 end i1. You remember tha1 there is, supposedly, "no 
caste here, "11 no second .. dass citizenship under the Constitution. 

So a conflic1 is posed: Does the Constitution pem,ic the practices you 
have encountered? It does in reality: here is 1he Constitution, and here are 
chese practices being done. Do you give up on che Constirution, in a crisis 
of faith, ceasing to believe in God because there is evil in the world? Or 
do you decide to hold the Constitution 10 its promise, for the first time if 
necessary? lf you rake this bottom up approach, i1 is nor because you 
believe in the Constitution, alrhough you migh1, bu1 because you believe 
in the equality of your people, and you arc not going to let the Constitution 
make chem less. 

Gradually you or1icula1e the equ:uity principle in terms of ending the 
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inequality you see. You know that those who interpreted the Constiturion 
before you did not see it the way you do, but you never allow them to 
think that d1ey cannot w1derstand what you are saying-no fancy episte
mological dodges. They may not have come to see what you see on their 
own, unaided, bur chey can sure get their minds around it now. 

Gradually you learn that inequality, as lived, keeps people down because 
of who they are. You decide that if constitutional equality dO<."S not mean 
ending this, it does not mean anything at all. Nobody says you are wrong 
about that, that the equality principle really permits denigrating subordi
nated groups, supports trafficking human flesh, imposes inferior status. 
Then one day you run into Ronald Dworkin trying to get in your way. 
And calling that "fidelity." 

Using the bottom up approach 10 illuminate the " top down• one clarifies 
some otherwise murky issues in the fidelity discussion. Consider first the 
confusion between what would be good to encompass in constitutional 
equality and what equality means. Arguing that a practice is unconstitu
tionally unequal is not the same as arguing that it is a bad thing in the 
moral sense. Many things arc no doubt bad, but only being pan of system
atic subordination on a group basis makes something unequal. Bad things 
may or may not be unconstinicional, but unequal th ings are." Expanding 
the standards for cognizable inequality by getting new groups and practices 
recognized under the Constitution is interpretation. If expanding the 
meaning of a constitutional term like "equal protection of the laws" to 
prohibit che reality of second-class citizenship of formerly excluded peoples 
is regarded as a rather large interpretive step by some~ it may be because 
those doing the interpretation want to keep their practices and privileges, 
or have limited imaginations or narrow lives. But we are still talking inter
pretotion: what is and is not inequality. We are not talking what it ,vould 
be good 10 be against: the task of moral theory and legislation. 

Take, as an example, the question whether sexual harassment violates 
the equality principle. Before, it did not. Now it does, by interpretation." 
That was not done by arguing that sexual harassment is a bad thing. It 
was done by arguing that sexual harassment is unequa] crcatment., sex dis• 
crimination. Consider how to argue that acts that are already supposedly 
considered bad and criminal, like rape, are also inequalities constitution
aUy. Nor by arguing chat being raped by state actors is a bad thing; by 
arguing that being raped by state actors is a distinctively female form of 
second-class citizenship, gendered injustice. That rape is bad doc-s not 
make it unequal or gendered. That rape is sex-based violation that, when 
officially allowed, deprives citizens of their rights to equal protection of 
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,he laws does.'' Tha< mpe is bad is not an argument of constitutional 
imerpretation~ that rape is a practice of gender inequality is. 

My point here is: as a ma1ter of method, moralism is not interpretive. 
Its referent is not a constitution or a law, it is the person taking the moral 
position, ,he •r of the moralist. Moralism asks, Is rape bad? Is sexual 
harassment wrong? This is not a question of constitutional interpretation. 
The Constitution doc-s not prohibit the bad and the wrong. It does prohibit 
the unequal. Even being really bad does not make rape and sexual ha
rassment unequal; being unequal based on sex does. Certainly, whether 
rape or sexual harassment is wrong is an important question, and denial 
that sexual harassment or rape is wrong or harmful is often involved in 
adjudications of it. From my own point of view, what is wrong with mpe 
is that it is unequal. Tf men were raped equally with women (which I am 
not recommending), I might even get interested in what is wrong with rape 
apart from its inequality. But so long as sexual assault violates women as 
women and keeps them inferior. and violates men on the woman model 
when men are raped, ic is an act of sex inequality. And chis ana]ysis is an 
interpretation of a text to which it is being faithful. 

Another confusion in Ronald Dworkin's work, as well as in Jack Balkin's, 
concems the maner of imemal and excemal standards for validation of an 
irnerprecation. It seems, in their view, that having external standards for 
imerpretational validity is a form of infidelity to the text. They tend to 
assume that you arc faithful to the Constitution only if you can validate 
your incerprern<ion of it by standards tha, are wholly internal to the doc
ument itself. Godel showed that internal standards for validation do no, 
work in mathematics,"' and we are unlikely, in a social discipline like law, 
10 do better on this score. Besides, law is supposed to have its feet in the 
world. It is not supposed to be a dosed system, a set of abstract postulates 
and empty axioms from which derem1inare condusions are deduced. The 
best thing about the legal process, particularly the common law, is that, 
within principled limits, it is open to reality. Certainly it is muscle-bound 
,vith power, resistam to change. scams quo and srnms driven. but it is srill 
also fact based. And facts are where people live. To require that only 
imemal standards validate interpretation methodologically excludes from 
the system iLS most democratic, least solipsistic, and most cre-Jtive feature. 
Legal change comes from life, not from the brow of moral readers. 

Tn the •·rnoral reading," interpretation is a1so, in a sense, literary.'7 T used 
to think that it was my criticism of law profossors that they acted as if law 
were a novel. The fact is, law isn't fiction, folks. \Xlich all respect to the 
real-world clout of literature, heads roll in legal cases, and I don't chink 
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it's a virtue, called "principle," to JX>Sition yourself ro transcend thac. There 
is no virtue in adjudicating child custody cases to bener deveJop character 
and plot-it makes a better story about "the best interests of the child" 
co give the litde girl 10 Daddy even though he is sexually abusing her. 
Deciding that law is something this "we" makes up, some collective story 
by its high theorists, takes authorship from people's lives. Law does not 
need more of this. 

So how is my view of interpretation principled? Because equality is not, 
pace "the moral reader," an abstraction, my equality principle is thick with 
reality. This is its principle.,. As it happens, the actual constitutional pro• 
cess of equality adjudication has been more open co reality than the "moral 
reading" a1>pears 10 be. Courts are a great deal less afraid of substantivity 
chan are some who theorize equality out of courc-and courts hold chem
selves faithful to a text. Some couns, who practice interpretation while 
pr<-aching it, understand that legal principles animated by life can still be 
principled-indeed, in their closeness 10 reality, precisely their thickness, 
may inhere much of their principle. 

My view also faces the fact that social location and accountability-who 
you are and who you answer 10-are cenu-.tl to interpretation. A legal 
interpreter has 10 be all people ar aU rimes in all places and social positions 
before his reading qualifies as ",he moral reading.• Wi,h all respect to 
Ronald Dworkin's stature, this is impossible. Not only i, no one this 
person, no one can do this, and trying denies reality and validates power.'" 
Would our floating everyone, ,he no one in par<icular who is capable of 
the "moral reading," have known in 1857 what was wrong ,vi,h D,ed Scou? 
This same reader knows that sexual harassment is a practice of inequality 
today,'° but would he have known it before the courts did? Forgive me if 
I doubt it, given chat "the moral reader• today, along with law today, tells 
us that women can be bought and sold as sex called speech and consti
tutional equality is troubled not at all." The "moral reading• of equality 
knows only what power has already been brought co concede. If this is 
consrirncional fidelity, count me an adulrerer. 

Obse,ve that, in ,he discussion of whethe.r che Constitu<ion deserves 
fidelity, equality is not just an anifact or a convenient example. Equality 
keeps coming up not only bemuse it is a dynamic doctrine with big inter
pretive shifts, or because the mainstream equality idea abom sameness and 
difference also animares legal me,hod's reasoning by analogy and distinc
tion, making equality law a fair stand-in for law itself. The reason is that 
equality makes tlie Constitution legitimate, so its treatment is central to 
answering the question of why we should be loyal ro rhe Constitution . 
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Equality comes up in the fideli1y discussion precisely because, co 1he degree 
the Constitution is not equal, it is noc legitimate, hence not deserving of 
adherence, so i1 becomes unacceptable merely 10 interpret it. If there were 
no equality guaranree in d,e Constin1tion, or in the fundamenral under
standings with which ic is interpreted, I would be trying to get one in. 
Would that make me faithless? I do know I could not work in the position 
of interpretation I do now, a luxury I owe to those who got equality in 
there in the first place, because there would be no equali1y 10 interpret. 
And I would have less faith in a Constin11ion tha1 would deserve less. 

11,e Constitution became more legitimate the day it guaranteed equal 
protection of the laws. IL will become more legitimate, and deserve greater 
fealty, the day it deJjvers on this promise. It became more legitimate the 
day i1 prohibited facial sex discrimination by interprera1ion. Ir will become 
more legitimate, and more worthy of faith, the day it recognizes that 
discrimination against gays and lesbians in all its forms is w1cqual. It will 
be more legitimate still the day it interprets all its ocher amendments in 
light of a serious equality guarantee, so that just as no one's slavery can 
any longer be someone else's property, no one's slavery can ever again be 
someone else's speech. 

Lawyers think we have to legitimate our legal arguments by asserting 
that all we ask of law is interpretation. My point is that, in a democracy, 
a constitution also has to legitimate itself with people, and as to women it 
has quite a lot to answer for. In this sense, fidelity, in law as in life, is a 
relationship, a rwo-way street: our fidelity 10 the Consritmion is bound up 
with its fide(jty co us. 

TI1c last big concrete discussion that I was around for of what is inter• 
pretation and therefore a reading, thus faithful, versus what is imported or 
made up or brought in or effectively legislated, therefore lacking faith
in Jack Balkin's terms. wha1 is "on the table" or "off-the,wall '"-was 
whether the Fourteenth Amendment could or would expand to provide 
sex equality, or whether we needed an Equal Rights Amendment saying in 
so many words rhat women are consrimtionally equal. The question re• 
mains whether a Constitution that does not facially guarantee women's 
equality deserves women's fidelity. The Constitution is less Jegitimate today 
than on the day ERA becomes part of it. Women cannot get full equal 
rights, nor does the Constitution deserve their faith, 10 the degree it would 
if ERA were there. Uncil th91 day, women's equality is less legitimate in 
constitutional interpretation, but the Constitution is also less legitimate 
from women's point of view. So it is a repository of less of our faith. Where 
is democratic legitimacy grounded, in J>eople or in texts? 
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I 1hink , hat an equaliry manda1e requires refusing 10 reflect back 10 the 
law the lim its its powerful interpre ters have set o n the lives of the unequal, 
and seeing instead your own face in terms that reflect you whole-cenns 
like citizen, like person. To imerpre1 an equality guarantee faithfully is 10 

e mbody this aspiration in law and society. If it is instrumentalisrn o r con• 
scquentialism, as opposed to principled, to care about the outcome of this 
proce;;s, then call what I do something other than principled. Alternatively, 
show me someone who is indifferent 10 the human consequences of their 
principles and I will show you someone who is in grea1 need of what the 
word integrity implics.2' 

Fidelity, in moralisrn, is about the constitutional equiv-.uent of, Do you 
believe in God? The alternative view begins with asking, Who are your 
people? h requires fi nding those 10 whom you are accountable. You can 
listen to everyone, be in dialogue with everyone., be fair.minded to every• 
one, but you c.-annot be equally accountable to everyone at once in an 
unequal world. This perspective reframes the fideliry question as a lawyer's 
question I have long wamed to ask "the moral reader": Who do you rep
resent? 



What 
Brown v. Board of Education 

Should Have Said 

MacKinnon, J. (concurring in the judgment). 

7 

Beneath and beyond the vicro,y for Black schoolchildren in these five 
cases•- and a step for all toward what Mr. Silas Hardrick Fleming, a plain
tiff testifying in Brown, called "the light"2-lic hazards for the principle of 
equality under law and for the social equality it aims ulrimmely ro promote. 

The risk we run today is nor of going roo far roo fast, as defendants 
fear, but of going too slowly and not far enough. Ensuring a future con• 
sistem with the Fourteenth Amendment's purpose and promise, as my 
colleagues document and interpret it, calls not only for dismantling racially 
segregated public schools bur for squarely facing why official separation 
on the basis of race ever was seen as consistent with a constitutional 
equality rule in the first place. This deeper history has roots and r<mains 
in legal concepts, as well as in the social dynamics and political evenrs my 
colleagues report. Because this case requires us to define no less than w hat 
equality, as guaranteed in the Constitution, me.ans, I write separately to 
draw out and repudiate this theoretical legacy, which began long before 
slavery on this continent. 

Plaintiffs in these five cases argue that public school segregation on the 
basis of race, officially permitted or required, relegates Negro children to 
inferior status, denying them equal protection of the laws within the 
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment by depriving them of equal edu
cational opportunities. On reargumenr before this Court, plaintiffs> 
squarely challenge the rule of "separate but equal," as fonnulatcd in Ples.ry 
u. Fergus,Jn, 163 U.S. 537 (1896), a transportation case under the aegis of 
which racially segregated public schools were pennined so long as they 
were substantially equal in facilities. Plaintiffs argue, in this and in Bolli11g 
u. Sharpe, post, challenging racial segregation in schools in the nation's 
capital, that "separate but equal" is intrinsically inconsistent with the Four
teenth Amendment's guarantee< of equality and due process of law. 

Dcliveted to American Association of !Aw Schools panel, January 9, 2000, in mock Supreme 
Cour1 arJtumem. First published i.n Wh.it Brou.•n v. Boord of Edueolion Sho11/d 1-liwe S.,id 14} (Jade 
& lkin, ed .. 2001 > 
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Specifically, rhey contend thar our rulings in Swea// u. Pait1ler, 339 U.S. 
629 (1950), and Mclaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S. 637 (1950), 
effectively vitiate racial segregation in higher education even with equal 
facilities. Our principled opposirion to drawing official race-based lines in 
Shelley u. Kraemer, 334 U.S. I (1948), and Buchanan v. \flarley, 245 U.S. 
60 (1917), a due process case; our repudiation in doctrine, if 1101 result, of 
racial distinctions except in extremity of Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 
U.S. 81 (1943), and Korema/StJ v. Umied States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944); and 
against rhe larger backdrop of rhe emanciparory purpose of the Fourreenth 
Amendment as articulated in the Slaughterhouse Ca.res, 16 Wall. 36 (1872), 
properly understood, and Strat1der v. \Vest Virginia, 100 U.S. 303 (1879)
this context, they argue, com1:,els a ruling in their favor. Given these prec
edents, ,hey say rhe "separare bur equal" rule of Plessy is incorrec< on 
principle, out of step and out of line with our Fourteenth Amendment 
jurisprudence, and, at the very least, distinguishable from the cases before 
us. They also argue chat its standards were unmet in the South Carolina 
and Virginia cases, in which educational facilities we.re concededly (one 
could add grotesquely) unequal. 

The plaintiffs' principal argument is that Plersy was wrong the day it 
was decided: thnc co separate on che basis of race in che circumstances of 
these cases is intrinsically 10 rrea, equals unequally. Secondarily, even as
suming the Founee.mh Amendment does not invalidate racial distinctions 
per sc, they argue that the racial segregation of schools bears no reasonable 
relation to any valid legislative purpose or educational goal, given ,he pred
icate of the equalicy clause of the Fourteenth Amendment that intellectual 
capacity is equal by racial group. 

The official defendants for their part do not explicitly argue that racial 
segregation in educmion is reasonable. Rather, they seek sheher under 
Plessy's rule thar racial segregation is permissible srare behavior under the 
federal Constitution, supported by this Court's decisions in Berea, Cum• 
ming, and Giles. Berea College v. Kentuc{,y, 21 I U.S. 45 (1908) (finding 
school segregation stanl<e does nor violate due process when applied to • 
state-chartered corporation); Gile, v. Hams, 189 U.S. 475 (1903) (refusing 
to remedy violation of Fifteenth Amendment right to vote by ordering 
Blacks put on voter registration lists); Cumming v. Board of Educati<ln of 
Richmond County, 175 U.S. 528 (1899) (holding denial of injunction 
agains< funding school for whices, where no equivalent school for Blacks 
existed, did not violate Equal Protection Clause). They claim, with cm• 
phasis varying among the cases at bar, chat the Fourteenth Amendment 
was never meant by its drafters or ratifiers to integrate public schools 
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racially; 1ha1 school segrega1ion bi• race does no, orise from or promo1e 
racial prejudice but was benevolently meant and • presented a way of life,,. 

Transcript of Oral Argwnenc of Justin Moore, Dec. 10, 1952, at 25; that 
said segregation does no harm when educational facil ities are materially 
equal; that there is no showing of indi,ridual hann co students in any of 
the cases; that state policy is powerless to affect whether individuals feel 
inferior; and that ending segregation would produce dislocation and chaos, 
incerracial violence and social unrest. Finally, rl1ey assert that federalism 
manda,es lea,;ng ro stares and localities ,he policy choice of how 10 ad
minister schools. In short, they do not defend segregated education as a 
reasonable classification, but rather contend that it is hannless and even 
constitutionally privileged. 

\Vie find for the plaintiffs in law and in fact in the stnie cases. No one 
on this Court supports the view that our doctrines of federalism permit 
states 10 do what the equality clause of the federal Constitution forbids 
them from doing.• In the District of Columbia case, we find no valid reason 
thai federal authorities should be permitted 10 ~olate the constitutional 
equaliry principles to which states are held. In the process, my colleagues 
implicitly adopt a variety of positions on the legal meaning of equality. 
Con~nced that emphasis is all, see Be1hlebem Co. v. Staie Board, 330 U.S. 
767,780 (1947) ("Tn law also the emphasis makes the song") (Frankfurter, 
J.), I attempt to clarify my colleagues' common implicit substantive ground. 
I have also come to believe that it is difficult lo err in speaking too plainly 
of who has done what 10 whom on ,his question. 

I 

The quL-stion of the harm of school segregation by race where physical 
facilities are comparable (as in fac, ,hey seldom are) is 1he central ques1ion 
of ,his litigation. The Kansas court, where substantial equality of facilities 
was conceded, found as fact in Brown (Finding no. 8): 

Segregation of white and colored children in public schools has • detri
mental effect upon the colored children. 111e impact is greater when it 
has the sanction of the law; for the policy of separating the races is usually 
interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the negro group. A sense of 
inferiority affectS 1he motivation of :1 child 10 learn. Segregation with Lhe 
sanction of law, therefore, has a tendency to [retard] the educational and 
mental development of negro children and to deprive them of some of 
the benefits they would receive in a racial[ly) integrated school. 
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Brown v. Board of £ducatio11 of Topeka, 98 F. Supp. 797 (D. K•n. 1951) 
(No T-316). 

In a similar finding left undisrurbed by the Supreme Court of Delaware, 
the chancellor in rhe Delaware case found as focr char " in our Delaware 
society," srate segregation in education "itse]f results in the negro children, 
as a class, receiving educational opportunities which are substantially in
ferior 10 those available 10 white children otherwise similarly situated," 
Belton v. Gebhart, 87 A.2d 862, 865 (1952)-in essence finding that racially 
separare schools, ipso facto, provide inferior educational opporruniries for 
Black children. 

Expert witness.."S also testified without contradiction in the South Car
olina case, Briggs v. Elliou, that compulsory racial segregation injured 
Negro srudenrs by impairing their ability to leam, deterring their person
ality development, depriving them of equal status in the school community, 
destroying their self-respect, denying their full opp01~unity for democratic 
social development, subjecring them to the prejudices of others, and 
stamping them with a badge of inferiority. Brief for Appellants in nos. I , 
2, and 4 and for Respondents in no. 10 on Rcargumcnt at 29. The same 
view of racial segregation in higher education was reflected in the opinions 
of this Court in the Sweatt and McLa11rin cases. Cerrninly, it is difficult to 
see how the educational deprivation done by separate education wirh equal 
facilities that intrinsically harms graduate and professional students does 
no injury to younger children. The reverse is more likely to be true. 

This record documenrs injuries ro public education by official acrion 
done through injury 10 the children's status as human beings in society. In 
my view, it is a misnomer to label these injuries • psychological," if by that 
is meant that the harm to equality is 10 be found in the children's inner 
response 10 the conditions imposed u1>0n them, rather than in the impo• 
sition of the conditions themselves. The damage co which rhe experts tes• 
ti.6ed in these cases' is one measure of the consequences of authoritative 
relegation of equals 10 a social status of inferiority. Being categorically 
ranked low among humanity on a hierarchical scale on a group basis by 
operation of law is a harm in itself: the quintessential harm of official 
inequality. It is always harmful, although some individuals deal with it 
beuer than others. \Y/e dare not fall into the trap of Pless,,, in which 
whether or not "the colored race chooses 10 put that construction 
upon it," 163 U.S. at 551 , is seen to constirute the ham, or not. Tc is the 
construction put upon the colored children by the imposed afr',mgcmcnts 
that constitutes the ham1 of the segregntion that fonns the core of the 
injury to equaUcy rights in these cases. Nothing the children thought 
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or felt-their cons1nic1ion of it, as i1 were-crea1ed or could h•ve changed 
iha1. 

lndeed, what the children were found co have thought and felt was 
simply what tho, prac1ice, in social realiiy, meam: they were assumed in
ferior, their presence: contaminating, to whire children. The chi]dren's re• 
sponse is also one measure of what that practice, in reality, did to them: 
it imposed inferior status and often inferior education on them in life. The 
cracks left on their hearts and minds are real damage; it is useful 10 have 
it documemed. But 1he injury itself is done to them in 1he omward soci•I 
world they inhabit, not in any sense by ihem or solely inside iheir heads. 

The equality injury, hence the violation of law in these cases, thus lies 
noc in 1he children's response to the state practice buc in che practice itself. 
When a man is cm, he bleeds. Here, i1 is as if experts had 10 be called in 
10 s1udy the blood before ihe cul that produced it would be seen 10 be 
an injury. Simply put, the injury is one thing, the damages arc another. 
Although injuries co equality typically do inflic1, inter alia, psychic harm, 
inequaliiy injuries are no, subjective ones. Even if Black children do no, 
think 1hey arc inferior, and many do not 1hi.nk so, they are still injured by 
ihe school segregation ihac makes chat official assumption about them on 
a racial basis. That injury happens in the real world. The inequality cakes 
place not when 1he children feel hurt by 1he unequal arrangements. Thai 
ihey often do is one real and intolerable measure of its damage. But they 
feel hurt bc-c-,use they arc being hurt. The inequality cakc-s place in material, 
not merely psychic, space. T n these cases, 1he inequali1y inheres in the 
officia] imposition of unequal status on equal persons-that is, in the ar• 
rangcmcnt of racial segregation itsdf. 

11 

Mr. Justice Harlan, early in his disseni in Plessy vindica1ed today, observed: 
"Every one knows that ihe statute in question had its origin in the purpose, 
not so much 10 exclude whire persons from railroad cars occupied by 
blacks, as to exclude colored people from coaches occupied by or assigned 
to white persons . .. . The thing to accomplish was, under the guise of 
giving equal accommodations for whites and blacks, 10 compel the lat1er 
ro keep ro themselves while traveling in railroad passenger coaches. No 
one would be so wanting in candor as 10 asseri 1he comrary. • 163 U.S. a, 
557. The candor to which he referred could not be taken for granted, 
beginning with ihe P/essy majority. So, too, here. The srnruces in question 
in these cases originated in, and accomplish, not a symmetrical exclusion 
of all children from all bu, ,heir own racial group, but an exclusion of 
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Black children from schools for whites. The thing for white people ro 
accomplish, under the guise of equal educational facilities for all, was to 
keep white children, in particular whire girls-in large part for reasons 
chat implicate that distinguishabiliry thor makes the color line, hence white 
privilege, visually possible-from being educated with Black children, in 
panicular young Black men.6 

The segregation in the casc..:.s before us ls no more equal a separation 
than the one in Plessy. The reason it is unequal is not that Black children 
felt bad obout themselves as a result of it. One reoson is, as plainriffs put 
the point on rcargument, "that the plain purpose and effect of segregated 
education is ro perpetuate an inferior srntus for Negroes which is America's 
sorry heritage from slavery.• Brief for Appellants in nos. I, 2, and 4 and 
for Respondenrs in no. 10 on Reargumem at 17. The point and premise 
of segregation laws, as they argue, was "to organize the community upon 
the basis of a superior white and an inferior Negro caste.• Id. at 50. Seg
regation excludes Negro children from scare public schools created for the 
children of dominant white groups. "Such a practice can only be continued 
on a theory that Negroes, qua Negroes, arc inferior to all other Americans.• 
Id. at I 98. The Urured Stares recognized the same re-ality when it observed 
in these cases that the school systems litigated presented an i.nstance of 
"[t)he subordinate position occupied by Negroes in this coumry as a result 
of governmental discriminations ('second-class citizenship,' as it is some
tunt'S called).• Brief for the United Stat<-s as Amicus Curiae at 3 I. The 
American Jewish Congress, in unvarnished terms, called 1he racial segre
gation of schools in these cases what it plainly is: "white supremacy."" 

The point is that the evil of segregation we confront here is not one of 
mere differentiation but of hier-Jrchy; not a categorization as such but an 
imposed inferiori1y; not an isolated event but an integral feature of a cu
mulative historical interlocking social and legal system; not a separation 
chosen by a subordinated group to seek their equality, but a segregation 
forced on tliem by a dominant group; not an abstract distinction made on 
rhe basis of race, bu, an officially imposed ordering of one race, whi1e, 
over anorhe.r, people of African descent. And nore that "white," as pointed 
out by Thurgood Marshall in oral argument, is undefined by these school 
systems except by default; in South Carolina, he observed, the term in 
practice means everyone bur Blacks, Transcript of Oral Argument of Thur
good Marshall, Dec. 9, 1952, nr 12-13.• Tn these cases, Black srudents are 
treated one way, worse, and everyone else is treated another, better. The 
sting of the state-imposed segregation we invalidate in these cases is tlim 
i1 is imposed by whire people on Block people and imposes and validates 
daily the discredited theory of superiority of the so-called white race over 
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people of African descent-1he same 1heory rhat long served 10 justify rhe 
insti1ution of ownership of Black people by whi,e people as their chand 
property. 

The camionary no1e being sounded is that we avoid taking the ringing 
indictment of 1he Brief of the United $rates as Amicus Curiae at 13 of 
"separate and hence unequaJ'1 schools, or their equally correct observa• 
t.ion that, ''"separate bul equal' is a contradiction in tenns," id. at 17, as 
s1and-ins for the concrece condicions and groups and his1ory and context 
and substamive social s1a1us-1he reality of experience-cha, gives these 
phrases their meaning. Those conditions, to repeat, have been the insti• 
tucionalization by white Americans of inferior scatus for persons of African 
heritage, • rule of white supremacy. The policies invalida1ed 10day ins1i
ru1ionalize whi1e supremacy as public policy in education. Because su
premacy of one race over another is inimical to an equality rule, we invaJ. 
idate tht-se policies. A premise of human c-quality and a premise of natural 
group-based hierarchy or valid racial social ranking car,not occupy the 
same space. 

1bis is not to limit the Fourteenth Amendment's reach to these facts 
alone, but 10 establish that it is group dominance in historical space that 
is the enemy of equality. Our observacion in United Stater v. Caroiene 
Products, 304 U.S. 144, 153 n.4 (1938), that, for 1>urposes of equal protec
tion soUdtude, the treatment of "discrete and insular mino rities" deserves 
heightened scrutiny compared with other types of official distinctions, is 
animnced by this same awareness. Group-based disadvantages 01her than 
co Negroes have been, see, e.g., Yid, \17o v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886), 
and, when appropriate, will be prohibited. Expectably, which groups are 
"discrete and insular minorities," even whether it is only minorities who 
are unequally created, has changed over rime, see, e.g., Lerer v. Carnell, 
258 U.S. 130 (1921) (holding the Nineteenth Amendment, granting suf
frage to women, validly part of the federal Constitution), and will properly 
continue co evolve.' 

Conversely, however, not every official notice of the simation of Black 
people will be prohibited as discriminatory, although all, because of a his
tory that is far from over, must be treated with "immediate suspicion, ... 
Korematm, )23 U.S. at 216, and grave concern. But an embargo on official 
notice of race could, given widespread racial inequality, preclude official 
anemion to lhe very substnntive realities of racism that have made us 
rightly suspicious of race as a designation. In sum, our ruling today should 
be read to hold not that separate is inherently unequal in che abstract but 
that, as these faces subscamioce, forced segregation of Black from white in 
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a racially hierarchical society of white supremacy is a practice of inequality 
and cannot stand. 

Fortunately, the Four1eenth Amendment was passed 10 dismantle pre
cisely the substantive reality of imposed systemmic inferiority of Black to 

white. More words on the history of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fif
teenth Amendments can scarccly make this clearer. As we noted in 
Strauder. "The very fat~ that colored people are singled out . .. is prncti
caUy a brnnd upon them, affixed by the law, an assertion of their inferiority, 
and a stimulant 10 race prejudice,• I 00 U.S. at 308. Strauder speaks fun her 
of the Fourteenth Amendment's granting " the right to exemption from 
unfriendly legislation against them distinctively as colored, exemption from 
legal discriminations, implying inferiority in civil society," 100 U.S. at 307-
308. In Ex Parle Virg/Mia, 100 U.S. 339, 344-345 (1879), we stated that 
"[o]nc g reat purpose of these amendments was to raise the colo red race 
from that condition of inferiori ty and servitude in which most of them had 
previously stood, imo perfect equaLity of civil rights with all other persons 
within the jurisdiction of the Scates.• And in VirgiMia v. Rives, speaking of 
the Reconstruction statutes, we noted that "[t]he plain object of tl1cse 
statutes, as of the Constitution which authorized them, was to place the 
colored race, in respect of civil rights, upon a level with whites.• 100 U.S. 
3IJ,318 (1879). 

Many of o ur precedents in this area can be read as rejecting abstraction 
severed from substance and as insisting on the relevance of the substantive 
content of concrete inferiority as socialli• imposed . In a salient recent ex
ample given surprisingly little attention in my colleagues' opinions today, 
this Court in Shelle,- v. Kraemer finnly grasped substance and repeUed the 
argument from abstraction in rejecting the potential equality of application 
of restrictive covenants against any race. We said: "It is .. , no answer [to 
plaintiff's claim) . .. to say that the courts may nlso be induced to deny 
white persons rights of ownership and occupancy on grounds of race or 
color. Equal protection of the laws is not achieved through indiscriminate 
imposition of inequalities.• 334 U.S. I, 21-22 (1948). Puc affim>atively, we 
have long rejected a presumption of hierarchy among humans on particular 
group grounds as the gravamen of the Fourteenth Amendment's equality 
clause. Put another way, we must not take the road of building a beuer 
Fourteenth Amendment law of "rational" discrirnjnation on the ashes of 
Plessy, vitiating segregation today but leaving standing Plessy's rule of • rea
sonable" differentiation- a rule of categorization by correspondence that 
makes equality law tautologous with social inequality rather than resistant 
co ir. 
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III 

It is time to admit chat the notion of equality thnt found race-based seg
regation by law congenial has ancient ro0ts and a beachhead in our juris
prudence in the "similarly situated• requirement. Well before P/.essy, chis 
Coun in Barbier u. Connolly stated that while "class legislation, discrimi
nating against some and favoring others, is prohibited ... k-gislation which, 
in carrying out a public purpose, is limited in its application, if within the 
sphere of its operation it affects alike all persons similarly situated, is not 
within the amendment.• 113 U.S. 27, 32 (1885). In 1920, we similarly 
distinguished the wide legislative discretion to classify from that which the 
Fourteenth Amendment prohibits in !hese terms: • [TI he classification 
musr be reasonable. nor arbic:rary, and musr rest upon some ground of 
difference having fair and substantial relation to !he object of !he legisla
tion, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike." 
F.S. R&yster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412, 415 (1920). See also 
Hayes u. Missouri, 120 U.S. 68, 71 (1887). 

Titls "similarly situated'" test will be recognized as a restatement of Ar
istotle's principle of formal equality, long thought axiomatic, even obvious, 
!hat •things that are alike sh0tJd be trented alike, while things that are 
unalike should be treated unalike in proportion to their unalikeness," Ar
istotle, The Niromocheo11 Ethics VJ, 11 Ua-Ub (\XI. Ross trans., 1925), a 
notion recently embraced and formulated by Joseph T. Tussman and Ja• 
cobus ten Broek, "The Equal Protection of the Laws," 3 7 C,,/ifomia Law 
Review 34 I ( 1949), written while P/.essy was still good law. 

TI1e logic of Aristotle, who supported slavery, was followed precisely in 
Plersy: segregating those seen as likes from unlikes constitutes equality. In 
!he racist mind, race is always a relevant unalikeness, and nothing in the 
notion of creating "likes alike, unlikes unalike" requires che assumption of 
equal humanity across racial or any other lines, or clarifies when (if ever) 
race is relevant to policy and when it is not. This inherited approach to 
equality from the Greeks th,·ough !he Enlightenment, one 1hat has been 
c.reated as common sense in our law uncil today, ratifies lega] categories 
that arc hand in glove with s<Xial inequalities. In the present cases, a rule 
of "likes alike" would support segregated schools, overlaying "unalikeness• 
of race from nineteenth-century theories of "scientific racism" dra,ving on 
Darwin and Spencer that purported to prove race-based intellectual infe
riority and superiority with schools legally divided on !he same linc-s. Just 
as consistently, Aristotle's equality reasoning justified the Nuremberg laws 
of the Third Reich. See Ulrich Scheuner, "Der BleichheitSgedanke in der 
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volkischen Verfassungsordnung, • 99 Ze,ischri/t fur die gesamte S1001Swis
se11schaft 245, 260-267 0939). Similar treatment-ultimately, extermina
tion-was concemplated for all Jews, seen as "alike" by virtue of being 
Jewish and "unlike" so-called Aryans. The American Veterans Committee 
aptly observes that the segregation at bar is cut of the same cloth as the 
racism over which we just prevailed in World War II. Brief of American 
Veterans Committc-c Inc., Amicus Curiae, al 2. See also The Yelfow Spot 
(1936) (documeming official segregation and other inequalities imposed on 
Jews in Germany). 

Nothing in P{es.,y's equality rule requires an assumption that all racial 
groups possess equal humanity or equal capacities. Nothing precludes im
posing by law a condition of inferiority upon • group that is deemed in
ferior in society-in fact rhe opposite is t:rue. Nothing in its notion of 
"rationality" stops giving a group less on the grounds that, having been 
given less in the past, it might appear less de-serving today. Nothing, in 
ocher words, precludes law from simply replicating the consequences of 
social inequality and calling that "equal protection of the laws.• Rather, 
the Plessy rule encourages, and Ples.ry achieved, precisely that. 

Examples of the circular relation between this equality rule and unequal 
social reality are numerous. The thin guise of equal facilities that has been 
formally necessary for confroming the "separate bm equal" rule as such is 
one. The "separate but equal" doctrine placed litigants challenging segre
gation as such in the perverse position of having to show that segregated 
fncilicjes were equal when, because of the racism thm produced the seg
regation that they wished co confront, facilities virtually never we.re equa1. 
To have to deny an inevitable component of the harm of segregation in 
order to be able 10 challenge its legality is a litigation posture engendered 
by the approach co equality that produced the legal fiction that, under 
existing condirions of inequality, imposed separation along ,he same un• 
equal lines can be equal in the 6rst instance. It plays out the "similarly 
situated" approach in requiring that Litigants must first present themselves 
as being in an equal simation before they ore heard co complain of unequal 
treatment-when, in fact, due to the very inequality they challenged, they 
could not be "similarly situated." To be required first to have material 
equality before one can complain of unequal treatment, and then be told 
chat due co material equality there is no harm, is a classic vicious circle.•• 

Plessy's "reasonnbleness" test provides another example. Tn Plessy, sep
aration with <.-qual facilitic.'S was justified as having a reasonable basis in 
the "established usages, customs and traditions," 163 U.S. at 550, of the 
surrounding sociery. On the sad record before us, experts were thus con-
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Sll'llined co document, see Transcript of 0 r11l Argumenr of Louis L. Red
ding, Dec. II, 1952, at 25, what should go without saying: there are no 
racial differences in inbon1 intellectual capacity. There is, thus, no rational 
basis for educational differentiation on a racial basis. However, an ominous 
indication that the reasonableness approach of Plessy is nor interred can 
be found in the amicus brief for the United States on reargument here. 
The government speculates that had the issue of rationality of separate 
schools been raised shortly after the Civil War, "constitutional justification 
for such action might conceivably have been found in 1he illiteracy and 
retarded social and cconomk status of a race so recently liberated from 
the bonds of slavery" Supplemental Brief for the United States on Rear· 
gumenr at 142. ln ocher words, social inequality could rationalize legal 
inequality. 

Applying Plessy, the doll studies in this record, T estimony of Dr. Ken
neth Clark, Record of T rial a l 2:87096, Briggs v. Elliot, 103 F. Supp. 920 
(E.D.S.C. Mar. 13, 1952) (No. Civ. T-316); Appendix 10 Appellants' Briefs, 
The Effects of Segregation and the Consequences of Desegregation: A 
Social Science Statement at 3-7; T ranscript of Oral Argument of John W. 
OJvis, Dec. 10, 1952, at 6-7 could be read not as we do, 10 show the 
damage of segregation, but as finding a race-based inferiority or difference, 
co justify segregation. Permining whac might be called rational discrimi
nation was what Plessy was all about. By implication, under Plessy, when 
enough social equality had been achieved over impose-cl inequality, official 
segregation would be rendered "unreasonable.• Equalicy, on this approach 
co reasonableness, could be achieved by law only when it was no longer 
socially necessary to seek it. 

We are not constrained to reproduce the inequality the Fourteenth 
Amendmem aimed to end. To escape the hall of mirrors-the endless 
regress in which inequaliry in society makes .,rational" inequality by law, 
which imposes inequality on society, which makes ~rational" further in• 
equality by law-we must take a substantive, principled, contextual ap· 
proach. Guided by • record of harm, we need nor pretend not co know 
as judges what we know as members of our society. T rearing equals equally 
does not reduce to treating likes alike. The value of groups may lie in their 
variety, just as the value of individuals may lie in their singularity. But it 
is not for us 10 judge their value. An equality rule presumes it to be equal. 
Our equnliry question is nor whether groups are alike or unalike in the 
abstract, but whether. assuming human equality on a group basis, a prac
tice or s1uru1e promotes the social disadvanrnge of a historically disadvan• 
caged or subordinated group. This comexrualized decenninacion mobilizes 
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the clear purpose of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment 10 promote 
equality, not merely to preside passively over a Constitucion chat reflects 
social inequality by sorting people by law in the same order into which an 
unequal society has ranked them. Thar Plessy would see mat process as 
making a regulation reasonable, hence equal, is what we overrule when we 
overrule Plessy today. 

O n the vic-w that • [t]hat which is unequal in foe~ cannot be equal in 
law," Brief on Behalf of ACLU et al., as Amicus Curiae at 5 emphasizing 
one part of our tradition and rejecting another, in an arrempt to ensure 
that the reality of social inequality never again becomes a constitutional 
reason that equality rights can be denied, this analysis of basic principles 
is offered so that, fifty years from now, we have no cause to wonder why 
nothing has changed. 

JV 

Change is not slow; it is resistance to change chat makes it take a long 
time. At oral argument, Kansas laudably conceded that eliminating scgre• 
gation would not have serious administrative or other consequences for 
them. The Supreme Court of Delaware in Gebhart v. Belton, 91 A.2d 137, 
149 ( 1952), having already ordered admission of Black children into for
merly white schools, observed that " [t]o require me plaintiffs to wait an
other year under present conditions would be in effect partially to deny 
them that 10 which we have held they are entitled.• In Delaware, 1hey have 
been attending those schools without incident. For these same reasons. I 
would give the schools a maximum of one year from the date of mis decree 
10 eliminate race-based segregation from their school systems. On account 
of segregated schools, le, there be not one more • dream deferred." See 
Langston Hughes, "Harlem [2]," Montage of a Dream Deferred (195 1 )." 



Keeping It Real 

On Anti-"Essentialism" 

8 

Theorizing 1he juncrure of critical race theory with feminism could begin 
by tracing the contributions of critical race feminism to feminism hisrori • 
cally. Considering African American women alone would have to begin at 
k"'JSt with their resistance to slavery and segregation, proceed through their 
fonna1ive participation in and critique of the Black civil rights movemem, 
encom1>ass groundbreaking initiatives such as the National Black Feminise 
Organization and Combahcc River Collective, and observe their backbone 
role in 1he contemporary women's movement 1oday. 1n these and in many 
other ways, women of color-African American, Latina, Asian American, 
and Native American women predominantly-have created feminism in 
their own image, a feminism of the real world that is largely obscured in 
academic feminism. The thc:orctical contributions of critic-.tl race legal fem• 
inists-their foundarional conceptS, such as multiple consciousness, om• 
sider jurisprudence, and intersectionality-are also contributions to femi
nism. To the work of scholars like Kimberli: Crenshaw and Mari Matsuda, 
no secondary trea1ment can add or do justice. They make legal and social 
theory look and sound like women, and you can't ge1 more feminis1 1han 
that.1 

The travels of central ideas of critical race theory and their effects on 
women could also be traced. Cri1ical race 1heory's critique of racism has 
had a major impac1 on equaliiy and liberation 1hinking and 1>rac1ice around 
the world and, un1ike some versions of feminism, has yet to be twisted into 
a defense of dominance. Critical race theory's rights theory has moved 
toward reconstructing the shape of the container, IOward making righ1s 
nonindividualiscic, nonatomistic, contexruaJ, substantive entitlements, chal
lenging and ch,mging the abstract, scams quo-preserving, srnre-power
bascd concept of rights that we inherited. As it is articulated by Patricia 
Williams in her Alchemy of Race and Rights, for example, this concept of 
rights remains unreburced by the right and uncorroded by the left (for no 

Talk at Critical Ra.ce Tileoty Conference, Y aJe Law School, New Ha'lffl, CT. N<Y1:ember 14, 1997. 
Fil'Sl published, Crith.vl &see T~•: Hiuo,i'n, Crossl'04ds, Directions 71 ffr.11ncim> Valdes, Je• 
rome Culp, An~a Hmis, ed.-.., 2002). 
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lack of 1rying).2 As cri1ical race 1heory, with 1he fem inism ,hat has been 
part of it from inception, becomes part of cransforming human rights, 
human rights begin to be claimed as women's rights everywhere. 

Storytelling, a key contribution of critical race theory to method, could 
also be retold. Widely appropriated, it may have lost some edge. But in 
the hands of its authentic practitioners, flowing together with feminism's 
consciousness~raising, storytelling remains a powerful direct means of 
grasping and exposing dominant realities and sharing subordinated ones. 
Cri1ical race 1heory also could be located in the larger world of 1heory by 
explo ring propositions like 1

' critical race theory without race plus feminism 
without sex with a dash of Marxism without class gives you (presto) post• 
modernism!" Under current hist0rical conditions, appropriating the ap
proach while abstracting away the content is one of power's adaptations 
to challenge by transformative theory. 

Asked lo explore the interface betwc-en feminism and critical race 
theory, I will instead consider the origills and consequences of one criticism 
of feminism by some critical race theorists during critical race theory's first 
decade: the notion that feminism is "essentialist." In my view, this notion 
is often wrong and, when wrong, has created a false anrngonism with re
gressive consequences, one of which has been to surround analysis of 
gender with an aura of suspic-ion and stigma. "Women," Twill argue, is 
not a racist term. Most critical race thinkers see straight through the charge 
that feminism is essentialist to feminism's analysis of the reality of male 
dominance os a social sys1em. But, having become something of a reAex 
and fixture in postmodernist litanies.' the misrepresentation of feminism 
a~ intrinsically "essentialist'' has been going on for a decade now, is often 
repe-Jted, and has at times been leveled regardless of its accuracy. 

ln philosophy, essentialism refers to a core essence inherent in some-
1hing-a word, n person, a group-defining whar thai thing is.• His1ori
cally, being essentialist on sex or race has meant being biologically detcr
minist: as if people are the way they are, act and think and feel the way 
they do, have 1he abilities and resou rces and occupy the social status they 
have because of their sex- or race-specific physiology. What is deemed the 
essence of race or sex- hence, the people who arc raced or sexed- are 
biological facts like honnones, body type, and skin color. These so-called 
natural crajts, in the essentialist view, determine social outcomes and in
dividual qualities. Essenrialism in 1his sense has long been cemral to the 
ideology of racism and sexism in its most vicious forms. 

Contemporary thinkers have used the tenn in a variety of ways, its pli
ability and chameleon properties proving adaptive. I wiU focus on its use 
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by some ro claim that feminism is racist. "Essential ism" in this sense means 
taking white women as the model of "'woman.• taking while women's 
status and 1reaunent as paradigmatic of women as such. ln this criticism, 
white solipsism produces a category, .. sex," in which white women are 
mistaken for all won1en , in which women who are while define what gender 
means for all women. As to particular work, this characterization either is 
or is not accurate; it has been both. \Xlhat it has become is something 
more: the claim 1hac it is mcis1 10 speak of "women" at all. 

Elizabe1h Spelman cri1icizes 1he whi1e 1empla1e for women she finds in 
feminism by criticizing its "esscntialisrn '' as finding that "some 1woman' 
substance ... is the same in each of us and interchangeable between us."' 
In her view, feminism assumes and imposes a unit of analysis called 
'\vomen" that is presupposed, imernally uniform, fixed in nature, and 
rigid, by distinction with the diverse, heterogeneous, and fluid reality 
women arc said to inhabit. Here, feminism is implicitly biologist and racist. 
While 1reating women as if they are a biological group is not necessarily 
easy to avoid,• 10 say that a biologically detenninist theory of gender is not 
very feminist is not very controversial. Contemporary feminism began by 
resisting biology as destiny. lf women's bodies determine women's inferior 
social srnnis, the possibilities for sex equalicy are preny limited. On this 
simplest level, one cannot be essentialist and feminist at the same time. 

Angela Harris's widely cited critique of feminism in the Stanford Law 
Review defines "csscntialism" as "the notion that a unitary ~essential' 
woman's ex1:,erience can be isolaied and described independemly of race, 
class. sexua] o rientation, and other realities of experience."7 Professor 
Ilarris's use of this term is predicated on Elizabeth Spelman', enumerated 
"~umpLions of feminism.108 These assumpLions include "that women can 
be talked abom 'as women,' .. . are oppressed 'as women,' . .. that 
women's situation can be comrasred to men's" and so on.' Professor 
Spelman is wrong to call these assumptions. They have been hard-won 
discoveries. Calling feminism •essencialis1• in this sense thus misses che 
point. Analyzing women •as women• says nothing abouc whe1her an anal
ysis is essentia1ist. It aJI depends on hoio you analyze them "as women": 
on whether what makes a woman be a woman, analytically, is deemed 
inherent in their bodies or is produced through their socially live-cl con• 
di1ions. 

An analysis of women that is predicated on women's experience is based 
on observed social conditions, hence can assw11c no uniformity of gender, 
biological or 01herwise, because women's concrete social experience is not 
uniform. Any regularities the analysis finds, it finds, its finding1, ore then 
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subject to examination by others. Discerning commonalities in experience 
is noc the same as searching for an "essence." The socially constructed 
"woman" has no "essence." lf women "'as women" are social and concrete, 
chey muse encompass all of women's experiences of social hierarchy, be
cause race, class, and sexua] o rientation (for instance) concribute to making 
women's concrete situation and status as women be what it is. A genuinely 
feminist method is chus open 10 re-.tl women in the social world and builds 
its cacegory, •women," from chem. 

If, by comrast, an analysis of women proceeds from an abstract idea-
• category that is not predicated on and built of women's social reality but 
is a priori or biological or otherwise pre-fixed in asocial space (here 
Woman makes her appearance)-ic is likely to be foctuaUy inaccurace as 
well as to irnpose a false sameness on women and to obscure power divi• 
sions within the group. Elizabeth Spelman asks, "Is it really possible for 
us to think of a woman's 'womanncss' in abstraction from the fact that she 
is a particular woman?"10 I don't know who her "us" is, but she writes as 
if co analyze women "as women •J requires abstracting from women's par. 
cicularitics. But analyzing women "'as women" can also require cncom• 
passing women's particularities. Professor Spelman assumes 1hac feminist 
mechod is abstract in the sense of beginning with an idea of women rather 
than with women's material realities. Philosophers often do. But "sex" can 
be an abstract category or it can be a concrete reality. It is concrete in 
feminist work. "'Esscntialism,,. by contrast, has become an abstraction. 

Further, feminism does not take the view that gender is all there is. It 
takes the view that gender is almost never not there. Feminism claims noc 
that all women are affected the same by male power or are similarly situ• 
ated under it. It claims that no woman is unaffected by it. Feminism does 
not see all women as che same; ic criticizes this view. It claims chat all 
women are seen and treated as women in some way under male supremacy. 
This is not to say that feminism is always practiced, even by feminists. It 
certainly is not 10 say chat feminism does not need to be more rare
conscious; it does. Nor is ir to say that some work, claiming co be feminist, 
has not been racist; it has. Ir is to say chat some of the feminist analysis 
that has been dismissively ragged with what has become the academic 
epithet of "essentialism," as exemplary of the "straight, white, and eco
nomk:1Uy privileged," 11 ls nor. 

My work, for example,'' is socially bnsed to the ground and built on 
women's realities, including those of women of color, from the ground up. 
lt pioneered the cheory that sexuality is socially constructed, for example." 
Its theory of gender is explicitly nonunitory and nonhomogenous. While 
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facing the foci that gender affects all women, this work is clear that not 
all women are affected by male dominance in the same way or to the same 
degree. For example, it argues that "feminism seeks the truth of women's 
commonaliry out of the lie that all women are the same.·•" It systematically 
addresses radsm and makes point after point that it is said to miss. 0 The 
least privileged women, not the most, are its center and foundation.'" It is 
noL, as Profossor Harris claims, a "color-blind"" theory. It does not employ 
or embody a "nuance" theory of women of color." The fact that women 
of color in the United States are the worst•off women, due to rncism, and 
are in fact hit harder by virtually every social problem that also afflicts 
white women, problems like poverty and sexual assault, is hardly an invid
ious white observation, although its reality reflects plenry of invidious white 
praetices." T do not relegate women of color to footnotes and brackets.•• 
I do not assume that all women are white. I do not require women to 
choose between their ethnic identilication and their gender, and then to 
choose gender." I do not say or think thm sex is more fundamental than 
race, more important than race, worse than race; that gender is primary 
and race is not; or any of a host of rdatcd assertions about my work that 
shouldn't have survived a cite check." The misrepresentations in Professor 
Harris's Stanford article" are particularly hard to explain in light of her 
nearly contemporaneous draft of a review of my Toward a Feminist Theory 
of the State, in which she observes that the book "tellingly points to the 
contrndictions, paradoxes, and multiplicities hidden in every s<."cming 
uniry. "24 

The '-!essentialism" charge has become a sneer, a tool of woman-bashing, 
with consequences that far outrun its merits. The widespread acceptance 
of the claim S<:.'ems due more to its choice of target than its accuracy in 
hitting it. Male power is ecstatic; its defenders love the accusation that 
feminism is "~nria1ist," even though they don't really kno,\1 what it 
means. They do know that it has divided women. which sure takes a lot 
of heat off.» The charge brings the moral authority of opposition to racism 
to the support of male dominance. "Essenrialist" name-calling has become 
a weapon of choice against those who oppose pornography, prostitution, 
clitoridectomy, dowry burning, and other misogynist cultural practices, 
practices that Larger and harm women as women across cultures, although 
often in c,drurally specific fonns. Avoiding "essentialism" has become a 
politic,illy and inrellectually respectable pretext for dismissing and ignoring 
gender and the realities of sexual politics. 

One deep project of anti-"essentialism" appears to be to undercut re
sistance to sexual oppression. First, it is implied that the feminist protest 
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against women's sexual definition and mistreatment is a prorest against 
nature. In fact, it is the avatars of anti• "essentialism" who, when chey read 
"sexuality,• so deeply think biology that no amoum of social, relational, 
and political analysis and observation deters them from 1he view thm the 
biological is what is being analyzed and observed."' Then, it is more than 
suggested that political resistance to sexual abuse is a white thing. The idea 
here is that only white women (having no more significant problems to 
worry about) have the luxmy of minding sexual objectification and sexual 
atrocities enough 10 make a big deal of them, so a feminism of resistance 
to sexual use and abuse is a white women's feminism. 

What I want 10 say here is this: Sexual abuse is a real problem in the 
real world, nor a move in an ideological or academic parlor game. Women 
of color are severely, pervasively sexually abused, including in racis, ways 
worldwide. They are violated by it, resent it, resist it, want justice for it, 
and they want it 10 stop. Sexually abused women tend 10 know with real 
clarity that sexual abuse has everything 10 do with being women. 11 is 
mainly academics and perpetrators who, along with the law, deny it. 

Fear of being labeled "essentialist" for identifying the role of gender in 
sexual abuse has far-reaching consequences. Those within and outside the 
academy who know that male power in all its forms remains entrenched 
also know chey face defamatory alCacks and potential chreatS to their eco
nomic survival if they say so. As 11essentialismn has become a brand. a 
stigma, a contagious disease that you have to avoid feminism to avoid 
cmching, it has become one ,nore way (hat fhe connections and coherence 
of the ways women are oppressed as members of the group "women" can 
be covered up. It is silencing when women cannot tell the truth of what 
they know and survive; Professor christi cunningham is among the few 
who explore the dilemmas of discussing these subjects in public. 

The defenders of dominance know, even if itS postmodcmist pretenders 
don,t, that you can't change a reality you can,t name. There is an ever 
growing, almost entirely unpublished body of writing on the sexual sub
ordination of women of color. Sorne women send ir to me. When ii rakes 
a lot of courage 10 look at crucial inrersec1ional issues-for example, the 
racist treatment of women of color in pornography, including its place in 
hate crimes, ground prepared by Richard Delgado and 01hers27- when one 
risks being shunned in one's own critical rommuniry for raising issues of 
che sexual subordinacion of women of color, it becomes necessary to ask 
who is doing this and why. 

The "essencialism" charge, which has become a vehicle for misogyny, 
has also undem,ined the rontriburions that dominance theory, as devel-
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oped in feminism, could make to antiracist work. Feminist dominance 
theory is a theory of social and political inequality as such. It builds on 
anLirncism and builds it in. It is time for it to come home. Instead, in 
strenuous memp1 to avoid the hated label of "essemialism." the revulsion 
a, 1he •sameness• of all women falsely said 10 be inherent in gender anal
ysis has produced a reflexive affirmation of "difference" in much critical 
race 1h~-orizing during the past decade or so. During this time, there seems 
10 have been lirde or no awareness that sameness and difference are the 
two roads to nowhere that mainstream equality theory confines the unequal 
to walking." In my opinion, failure 10 see this has crippled much antiracist 
legal work, including the fight for affirmative action, miring it in the same
ness/difference equality trap that can only maintain white male power as 
is and fail co con from white male supremacy as such." 

Anti• "esscntialism," as practiced, thus corrodes group identification and 
solidarity and leaves us with one-at-a-time personhood: liberal inclh•idu
alism. What a coincidence. With the inability 10 assert n group renli1y
an ability that only the subordinated need-comes the shift away from 
realities of power in the world and toward the search for "identity.'' excuse 
me, "identities."•• It changes the subject, as it were, or tries 10. But who 
wins? Can a postmodern humanism be far behind? "Identity" in its cur
rently psychologically shrunk sense is not women's problem. Reality is: a 
reality of group oppression 1ha1 exists whether we identify with our group 
o r not. 

Tr is not really necessary 10 say most of this to most of 1he critical race 
community. I therefore hope, and dare 10 believe, that critical race theory 
will avoid being diverted- as so much of academic feminism has been
into carc-erism, posturing, and seductive elite agendas. \Vie need to theorize 
the place of the academy in the movement, 10 resist 1he forces that hove 
created an elite tha, is accountable to power and principally responsive 10 
its demands to de-realize reality. It would sound a lot less academic to call 
racism •racism" than 10 obscure that diagnosis under "essentialism." It 
wouldn't be as high-sounding. But a lot more people would be involved 
in much larger discussion, the focus would be kepi on dominance of some 
pcopJe over others where it belongs, and none of the regressive co1u-e
quences of the "essenLialism • slur would result. This seems a good moment 
to reaffirm the injunction 10 keep it real. 
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A Fragment on Animal Rights 

9 

Nonhuman animals in man's socie1y are more 1han things, less than people. 
If 1he fa1her of all social hierarchies, or che mother of all social distinctions, 
is the animate/inanimate division, it is closely followed by the human/ 
animal' dichotomy, and then (for present purposc-s) the male/female line. 
When the three hierarchies are analyzed together-even, as here, tenrn
tivel>r and incomplete1y-the ordering of humans over animals appears 
largely retraced within the human group at the male/female line, which in 
tum retraces the person/thing dichotomy, to the detriment of anin1als and 
women. To unpack and pu rsue this analysis in the context of theorizing 
animal rightS in law, the ways nonhuman animals are seen and treated by 
human animals need to be considered in gendered terms. Comparing hu• 
mans' treatment of animals with men's treatment of women illuminates the 

way che legal syscem's response co animals is gendered, highlighting its 
response to women's inequality to men as welJ. Luerrogating how animals 
are treated like women, and women like animals, and both like things, can 
shed reciprocal light. 

Beneath the inquiry lurk large issues. ls the fact that, from the human 
side, the animal/human relation is necessarily (episcemically and oncologi
cally) a relation within human society more problematic than it has been 
seen to be? ls the inquiry into what can be done for animals in human 
society and law limited when women's social and legal subordinarion to 
men is overlooked-specifically, is missing the misogyny in animal use and 
abuse detrimental to gaining rights for animals? Under existing law, arc 
animals in any respects treated better than women are? On these questions, 
my operative suspicion is yes. The resulting further suspicion is that the 
primary model of animal rights co date-one chat makes animals objects 
of rights in standard liberal moral terms-misses animals on their own 
tenns, just as the same tradition has missed women on theirs. If this is 
right, seeking animal rights on the • like us" model of sameness may be 
misconceived, unpersuasive, and counterproductive. 

Talk dcli\-cred at Conference on Animal Rights. Unkcrsiry or Chicago lit\\• School. April LJ. 
2001. Fim pub]is.hcd in Animal Rit)m: Current Deb,ues 4nd New Dlr«110lls 16} (Cass Sunstcin 
•nd Manha Nussb.lum. eds.. 200-I). 
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I 

People dominate animals, men dominate women.' Each is a relation of 
hierarchy, an inequalicy, with particularities and varimions wi1hin and be
iween them. Every inequality is grounded and played ou< and resisied in 
unique ways, but parallels and overlaps can be instructive. One prominent 
similarity between these two hiel"'.1rchies is ideological: in spite of the evi
dence 1hnc men sociaUy domina1e women and people domina1e other an
imals, the foci d,m relations of domination and subordination exis1 be
tween the two is widely denied. More precisely, it is widely thought and 
practiced and said that people are "above" animals, whereas it is commonly 
though, and practiced buc denied that i1 is though, and practiced thai men 
are "above" women. And while a hierarchy of people over animals is con
ceded, and a social hierarchy of men over women is often denied, the fact 
that the inequality is imposed by the dominant group tends to be denied 
in both cases. The hierarchy of people over animals is not seen as imposed 
by humans, because it is seen as due to animals' innate inferiority by nature. 
In the case of men over women, either it is said that there is no inequality 
there, bC<"Juse the sexes are different, or the inequality is conceded but is 
said to be justified by the sex difference, that is, women's innace inferioricy 
by nature. Religion often rationalizes both. 

In place of recognizing the realities of dominance of humans over ani• 
mals and men over women is a scntimcnta.lization of that dominance, com• 
bined with endless loo1>s of analysis of sameness and difference. We see 
denial that each hierarchy involves socially organized power, combined 
with justifications of why one group, because of its natural superiority, 
should have what is, in substance, power and dominion and sovereignty 
over the other. The denial often rnkes the fom, of the assumption that the 
groups are equal just different, so their different rreatmem, ra,her than 
being a top-down ranking, is not unequal treatment but merely an appro• 
priate reflection of their respective differences. It is as if we are confronting 
Aristotle's level line unequally divided, treating unlikes unalike-that is, 
equality.' 

11,e denial of social hierarchy in both relations is further supported by 
verbiage about love and protection, including in what have been termed 
"the humane movements." The idea is, love of men for women or people 
for animals. moriv11ting cheir supposed procecrion, mitigates che domina
tion. Or, by benign motivation, eliminates the dominance altogether. One 
rec.Us Justice Bradley's concurring language denying Myra BradweU's pe
tition 10 be admined 10 ,he bar thm permined persons: "The humane 
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movements of modem society, which have for their object the multipli
cation of avenues for women's advancement, and of occupations adapted 
co her condition and sex, have my heaniest concurrence.•• Difference ra
tionalized dominance despite support for movements for advancement. Or
ganized attempts to prevent cruelty to animals or to treat them "'humanely" 
echo a similar underlying top-down paternalism, o ne most vivid in some 
social movements of the past to uplift prostituted women.' Neither with 
women nor animals has redress of abuses of power changed power's un
derlying distribution. Loving women is an improvement over hating rhein, 
kindness to animals is an improvement over cruelty, but neither has freed 
them nor recognizes their existence on their own te.rms. 

Women are the animals of the human kingdom, the mice of men's world. 
Boch women and animals are identified wirh narure rarher chan culrure by 
virtue of biology. Both are imagined in male ideology to be thereby fun
damentally inferior to men and hwnans. \Vome:n in male dominant society 
are identified as narure, animalistic, and thereby denigrated,' a maneuver 
that also defines animals· relacively lower rank in human society. Both are 
seen to lack propcrcics that devate men, those qualities by which men va1uc 
themselves and define their status as human by distinl'tion. bi one vivid 
illustration chac condescends co women and animals ac once, James Boswell 
recounrs Samuel J ohnson saying, "Sir, a woman's preaching is like a dog's 
walking on his hind legs. It is not done well but you are surprised to find 
it done at all."'' Using dogs imitating pc:oplc as a simile for women spt"'aking 
in public, a woman engaging in democraric discourse becomes as inepr, 
laughable, unnarural, and imirative as a dog trying co walk uprighr. Qua]. 
ities considered human and higher are denied to anin1als at the same time 
as qualities considered masculine and higher are denied LO women. 

ln a related parallel, both animals and women have been socially con
figured as property (as has been ";dely observed), specifically for posses
sion and use. Less widely observed, both women and animals have been 
status objects co be acquired and paraded by men co raise men's status 
among men, as wel l as used for labor and breeding and 1>leasure and e,,se. 
Compare beauty pageancs wich dog and cat shows. Men have also ap
pointed themselves women's and animals' representatives without asking 
and have often defmed both as to be protected by them. In law, this has 
often meant that injuries to animals and women-if seen as inju ries at all 
as opposed co breaches of moral rules-are seen as injuries co their owners, 
just as seduction of a young woman (which was often rape) was legally 
considered an injury to her father.• In neither case has protection worked. 

In • point of overlap and convergence belWeen the l\\lO hierarchies, 
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women have been dominared by men in parr rhrough rhe identificarion of 
their sexuality with their bodies, and their bodies with nature, meaning 
with animals. Women are attributed •naturalness," hence proximity co sup
posedly lower life fonns. When your name is used to degrade others by 
attribution, ic locates your relative scanding as well, such as when ..igirJ• is 
used as an insu1t among boys. Animality is attached to women's sexuality; 
the most common animal insults for women arc sexual insults. \Women are 
called animal names-bunny, beaver, bitch, chick, and cow-usually co 
ma rk their caregorically lesser humanity, always drawing on the assumption 
that animals are lower than hwnans.9 In pornography, women are often 
presented as animals and copulating with animals. The more denigrated 
the woman among women, prominently on racial grounds, the more and 
lower animal names she is called. This dynamic insu1cs women, reinforces 
the notion that being like animals is a denigration, and denigrates anima1s. 

Both women and animals are seen as needing to be subdued and con• 
trolled. Both are imagined as dangerously powerful, so must be kept pow
erless; if not locked up and kepr down and in place, and killed when they 
step out, they will take over, overrun civilization, make chaos, end the 
known world. Both can be subjected to similar treatment, often by the 
same people in the same course of conduct, including corrure, bauering, 
terrorizing , taunting, hurni1iarion, and kiJling.10 Nowhere are the powerless 
as powerful as in the imaginations of those with real, not imaginary, power. 

A related ideological parallel is the endless moralism of people with 
power in contending how good "'we" are to be good co "them,"' sur
rounded by the resounding silence of the powerless. Consider the repeated 
retracing of the "As we treat them, so go we .. trope.11 We can tell how 
civilized we are by how well we treat our- fill in the blank with the un
fortunates, the lessers. Take Senotor Jennings Randolph in congressional 
debare in I 963 over the Equal Pay Act: "Emerson wrote chat one of rhe 
measures o f a civilization is the status which it accords women. "u Or 
Mahatma Gandhi: "The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can 
be judged by che way ics animals are ireaced. •u Trearing the low well, 
raising up women and animals within their limits, shows how civilized and 
great humans and men are. The ranking of noblesse oblige, who and what 
matters, in whose eyes, who is greac, civilized, and progressing could not 
be clearer or more self-referential. 

Men's debates among themselves over whar makes them distinctively 
human have long revolved around distinctions from women and animals. 
Can they think? Are they individuals? Are they capable of autonomous 
action? Are they inviolable? Do they have dignity? Are they made in the 
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image of God? Men know they are men, meaning human, it ,vould seem, 
to the degree their answer co these questions is yes for chem and no for 
animals and women. ln response 10 1his definition-by-distinction, many 
who seek rights for women and for animals have insisted that: they do, 100, 

have these qua1iries men value in themselves. If men have dignity, women 
and animals have dignity. If me.n can think, women and animals can think 
If men are individuals, so are women and animals. That women are like 
men and animals are Like people is thought co establish their exis1emial 
equality, hence rheir righr ro rights. 

So the question becomes, are they like us? Animal experimentation, 
using mice as men (so men don't have 10 be) is based on degrees of an 
affirmative answer. 1◄ The issue is noc lhe answer;1' the issue is, is this the 
right question? If it is che wrong question for women-if equaliry means 
that women define the human as much as men do- it is at least as w rong 
for nonhuman animals.16 It is not that women and animals do not have 
these qualities. lt is why animals should have to be like people 10 be let 
alone by them, ro be free of the predations and exploitations and atrocities 
people inflict on them, or to be protected from them. Animals don't exist 
for humans any more 1han women exist for men." Why should animals 
have to measure up to humans' standards for humanity before their exis
tence counts? 

11 

Bearing in mind the limirations of dominant standards, following Mari 
MaL<iuda's injunction co "ask the other qucstion,"u1 the woman question 
can be asked of animals in the animal law area. Relatively little anention 
has been paid by animal law scholars 10 the sexual use and abuse of ani
mals.19 Most states have provisions against bescialicy, which in substance 
are laws against doing sexually to animals what is done to women by men 
on a daily basis. These laws define ii as immoral for men to treat animals 
as rJ,ey rreat women free of legal resrraints.'° To rhe degree an injured 
parry is envisioned in bestiality laws, though, it is structurally imagined to 
be the human or the community. Only Utah categorizes the laws against 
sexual cont:act by humans with animals under cruelty 10 animals." 

Why do laws against sex wi1h animals exist? Their colonial roots indicate 
a preoccupation wirh debasemcnr of rhe self, a lowering of rhe human to 
the animal rcalm.21 In contemporary times, these laws arc barely enforced, 
if they ever were. Commercial pornography alone shows far more sex with 
animals 1han is ever prosecuted for the ac1s required to make it. Much as 
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wi1h laws on sodomy (not a random parallel; in some sodomy laws, gay 
men are sub silentio lumped in with beasts). So linle is done with it, one 
wonders what the law is doing there. Moralism aside, maybe the answer 
is that people cannot be sure if animals wane to have sex with us. Put 
another way, we cannot know if their consenc is meaningfuJ.n Other than 
in some feminist work, the question whether the conditions of meaningful 
consent to sex exist for women has not be-en seriously asked. Whether it 
is possible, under conditions of sex inequality, to know whether women 
fully and freely consent 10 sex or comply with much sex wi1hom wanting 
to, (not to mention whether they consent to other things, like the form of 
government they live under) is a neglected question of inequality among 
people. So, too, it is neglected between people and animals, although the 
substance of the inequalities is nor identical. Surely animals could be, and 
are, trained to make it appear that they enjoy doing what people want 
them to do, including having sex with people. Pornogr-•phers train dogs 
to sexually penetrate women on signal; other pimps train donkeys to have 
sex with women in stage shows. Pornographers joke that women would 
ha\•e more sex with animals in their films but that would be cruelty to 
animals; puning a mouse in a woman's vagina would be cruel to Lhe mouse, 
ha ha. Now whose stncus is higher?' ' 

La,vs against "crush videos" i11usrrare the comparative pub1ic ethos on 
this point. L, this genre of pornography, mice or ocher (often small furry) 
anin1als are • taunted, maimed, tenured and ultimately crushed to deJth 
under ,he heel of a shoe or bare feet of a provocatively dressed woman"" 
co make a fetish 6Jm. The sex in the movie centers on the slow killing of 
the animals, called "pinkies• when they are baby rodents. Congress made 
crush videos a feder-.tl crime recently in a bill providing "punishment for 
depiction of animal cruelry."26 It covers any visual or auditory depiccion 
in which a living animal is '•imenrionally maimed, mutilated, tortured, 
wounded, or killed" if the conduct is illegal under federal law or the law 
of the scare in which the •creation, sale, or possession" of such materials 
occurred." There is no such law againsc depicring cruelcy 10 women-a 
mulcibillion-dollar industry with considerable constitutional protection. In 
movie.making, someone must be o n the set to monitor the safety of the 
trl"Jtment of nonhuman animals. No such requirements practically exist for 
women (or men) in, for example, the making of pornography. 

There was some dissent 10 the federal bill, largely by the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU), on First Amendment speech grounds, and some 
opposition 10 it in comminee. The essence of the objection: •films of an
imals being crushed are communications abom the act depicted, noc doing 
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the acts."" Thar i, often cakes ,he doing of ,he ac, 10 create ,he commu
nication about the acts depicted is as obvious as the fact that the film itself 
is not ,he killing of the animal, although it would not usually exist without 
i<. To the question •whether protec,ing animal rights coumerbalances cit
izens• fundamenta] consrirutional rights., to speech, the dissemers con• 

eluded that they did not.'• But the bill passed. No prosecutions under it 
have yet been reported, so no occasion has arisen to consider any issues 
of freedom of expression furiher. There still is no equivalent statute pro
hibi,ing a depiction in which a living human is imentionally maimed, mu
tilated, tortured, wounded, or killed in order to make the fihn. The First 
Amendment protected status of such films, including snuff films, in which 
a human being is mu rdered to make a sex film, remains contested even in 
theory, making it unclear whether such a stamte would be found consti
tutional. 

In California, a bill was introduced in February 2000 that would have 
prohibited both crush videos of animals and torture and snuff films of 
human beings. For animals, it sought co prohibit an " image chat de
picts . . . the intentional and malicious maiming, mutilating, torturing, or 
wounding of a live animal" or the similar "killing of an animal" when the 
"killing of an animal acmally occurred during the course of producing the 
depiction and for the 1>urpose of producing that depiction.""' For humans, 
the bill defined as a felony "the intentional or malicious killing of, or 
intentional maiming, torturing, or wounding of a human being, and intcn• 
,ional killing or cruelry ,o a human being actually occurring in the course 
of producing the depiction and for the purpose of producing the depic
tion."" A massive public First Amendment hue and cry, principally by the 
ACLU, was raised about the human part of the bill only." No part of the 
bill passed. However, the makers of a crush video were successfully pros
ecuted for the underlying acts under the California law this measure had 
sought to amend, a provision that prohibits malicious mutilation, torture, 
or killing of a living animal." ln the prosecution, the videotape-for which 
rais, mice, and baby mice were slowly killed "for sexual grarificacion of 
others and for commercia1 gain "J-1_wa.s evidence. 

Instructively, the joint crush/snuff bill had a consent provision only for 
people." Welcome 10 humanity: while animals prt."Sumably e.ither cannot 
or are presumed not 10 consenr 10 their videotaped murder, human beings 
could have consented co their own intentional and malicious killing if done 
to make a movie, and the movie would be legal. Even that was not enough 
10 satisfy the avatars of freedom of speech. One wonders anew if human 
righrs are always bener than animal righrs. Many laws prohibit cruelty to 
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animals, bur no laws prohibit cruelry to women as such. There nre prohi
bitions on behavior that might be said to be cruel ,hat at times are applied 
to women, such as laws against banering and tonure. And laws against 
cruelty to animals are nor well enforced. Bur then the laws against banering 
and torrure of people are not well enforced either, es1>ecially where women 
are the victims. Consider the outcry if Califomia's ctiminal law against 
negligent and intentional "torture" of animals- defined as any act or omis• 
sion "whereby unnecessary or unjustified physical pain or suffering is 
caused or permined"-wns sought to be extended to women.16 One hns 
to go to Canada's crimina1 law on pornography,, to find a law against 
"cruelty" to women, sexual or olherwise. 

Hoving asked a woman question-sexualiry-about animals, it is time 
to ask the animal question of animals. What is the bottom line for rhe 
animaJ/human hierarchy? I think it is at the animate/inanimate line, and 
Carol Adams and others arc dose to it: we eat them.JS This is what humans 
want from animals and largely why and how they are most harmed. We 
make them dead so we can live. \Vie make our bodies out of their bodies. 
Their inanimate becomes our animate. We justify it as necessary, but it is 
not. We do it because we want to, we enjoy it, and we can. We say they 
eat each other, too, which they do. But this does not exonerate us; it only 
makes us animal rather than human, the distinguishing methodology aban
doned when its condusions are inconvenient or unpleasant. The place to 
look for this bottom line is the farm, the stockyard, the slaughterhouse. I 
have yet to see one run by a nonhuman animal. 

The overarching lesson I draw for theorizing animal rights from work 
on women's issues is that just as it has not done women many favors to 
have those who benefit from the inequality defining approaches to its so
lution, the same might be said of animals. Not that women's solution is 
animals' solution. Jusc as our solution is ours, thcjr so1ution has to be theirs. 
This recognition places at the core of the problem of animal rights a spe
cific •speaking for the other" problem. What is called animal law has been 
human law: the laws of humans on or for or abom animals. These are laws 
about humans' relations to animals. \'<lho asked the animals? References 
to what animals might have to say arc few and far between. Do animals 
dissent from human hegemony? I think they often do. They vote with their 
feet by running away. 11,ey bite back, scream in alarm, withhold affection, 
approach warily, fly and swim off. Bur this is interpretation. How to avoid 
reducing animal rights to the rights of some people to speak for animals 
against the rights of other people to speak for the same animals needs 
further thought." 
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A relared absence is the lack of serious inquiry into animal governmem, 
including political organization in the sense of panerns of deference and 
command, and who gets what, when, how, and why. Ethologists and an
imal behavioris1s have provided observations char might be pur imo char 
caregory;-1° but lawyers have devoted little attention ro rhe emerging rules 
and forms of governance in animaJ societies that might illuminate entitle• 
ment. remedy, ethics, justkc, community. The point of Lhis inquiry would 
not be ro see how "they" are like "us" or different. One point is 10 see 
whether, not having made such n grear job of ir, people might have some
thing to learn. Maybe hierarchy and aggression and survival of tl,e fittest 
are systematically focused upon by people in animal studies because those 
dynamics are so cenrral to rhe organization of human affairs by male hu
mans. How animals cooperate and resolve conflicts within and across spe• 
des might be at least as instructive. How do they define and distribute 
what we call rights, or is there some other concept? Do they recognize and 
redress injuries? While animals aggress, so far as I know there has yet to 
be an animal genocide. This inquiry would be into animals· laws. not just 
what the two-leggeds say about the four-leggeds. Inventing what is not 
known across power lines has not worked well between men and women. 
I do nor know why ir would work any bener between people and animals. 

The question is (with apologies for echoing Freud's infamous question 
of women), what do they want from us, if anything other than to be let 
alone, and what it will take to !cam the answer. Instead of asking this 
question, people tend to remain fixated on what we wane from chem, to 
project human agendas omo animals, to look for and find or not find 
ourselves in them. Some see economics. Some see Kanc-in-the~making. 
Some see women. People who study animals often say more about them
selves than about animals, leaving one wondering when the road kill will 
rise up off the page and say: stop making me an object of your analysis. 
\'<7hat it would do to the discussion if they spoke for themselves is the 
question. The animal rommuniC'Jtors are working on it." People joke 
abour dolphins' having discursive democracy bm miss wherher people will 
eve.r be able to communicate collectively as well as whales and black
birds-who seem not to have our collective action problems-do. 

Women are doubtless better off with rights than without them. But 
having rights in their present form has so far done precious little ro change 
the abuse chat is inflicted on women daily, and less to change the inferior 
status that makes that abuse possible. Like women's rights, animal tights 
are poised to develop first for a tiny elite, the direction in which the "like 
us• analysis tends. Recognizing righrs for chimpanzees and bonobos,'' for 
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insrnnce, would be like recognizing ,hem for the eli,e of women who can 
preach in public-perhaps at the expense of, and surely in derogation of, 
the rights of that rest of women who are most women. Establishing animal 
individuality, agency, and racionali,y as a basis for their righ,s goes down 
cha, road. 

Predicating animal rights on the ability to suffer is less likely to fall into 
this trnp, as it leads more directly Lo a strategy for all." Indeed, c-apacity to 
suffer may be closer 10 women's bottom line than liberal legal approaches 
co women's rig.hes have yet reached. Bue women's suffering, particularly in 
sexual forms, has not delivered us full human status by law- far from it. 
It has gotten us more suffering. Women's suffering has also been sexual
ized. Tha, women feel, including pain, has been part of stigmatizing them, 
emotions in particula r traditionally having been relegated 10 the lower, an
imal, bodily side of the mind/body split. Wha, will it do for animals to 
show that they feel?" Calculations of comparative suffering weighted by 
status rankings, combined with the inability 10 regis,er suffering on the suf
ferer's terms, have so far vitiated the comribution Bentham's recognition 
might make. The ways women suffer as women have been denigrated and 
denied and, when recognized, more often used 10 make us seen as damaged 
goods than humans harmed. But fundamentally: Why is just existing alive 
not enough? Why do you have to hurt? Men as such never had 10 hurt or 
to suffer co have their existence validated and hanns to them be seen as 
real. It is because they arc seen as valid and real to begin with that their 
suffering registers and they have rights against i,s hann. 

\Xlomen have been animalized, animals feminized, often at che same 
rime. If qualified entrance into the human race on male terms has done 
little for women- granted we are not e'Jlen, but then that is not our in• 
equality problem-how much will being seen as humanlike, but not fully 
so, do for o,her animals? \'<lhat law resis,s doing is taking anything they 
want away from those at the top of hierarchies. It resists effectively ad• 
dressing the inequality's material bottom line. 

III 

Rereading Steinbeck's play 0/ Mice and Mm" in this context- seeing mice 
as animals in the animal rights and crush video sense, and men as men in 
the sense of exercising gender dominance-offers insights in hierarchy, 
power, and love among people and between p<.'Oplc and animals. Thrc'C 
interlocking hierarchies structure the play. Lenny, the slow, caring guy who 
doesn' t know his own S<rength, is above animals. Curly, the boss's son who 
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only wants 10 have a level conversation with the boys in the bunkhouse, 
is above his recently wed young wife, initially presented as a sexualized 
can. George, Lenny's buddy, the guy's guy, is the smart one: shutting 
Lenny up, he will speak for him, he will make everything come om right. 
You know Lenny cares about animals. You question whether Curly cares 
about his wife. You never doubt that George, with condescension and 
comprehension. loves Lenny, who returns that love with unqut-stioning 
trust, adulation, and adoration. 

\\'.Tith his love, Lenny kills the mice he dotes on, then the puppy his 
hean and hands adore; eventually, by accident and in panic, he kills Curly's 
wife. Curly's masculinity is desperate; he has to make hin,self a place 
among men. He is ultimocely responsible for his wife's death, because he 
set her up for it: he srifled her, made her have 10 leave, run away, by 
depriving her of the ability to have her own life. Ile made Lenny rightly 
fearful of her making noise, of exposing her plans to flee, of them being 
together. Curly put her in the position where Lenny, always stronger than 
he knows, stifles her life out of her because he so loves her silky hair and 
to keep her leaving from being found out once she starts screaming. She 
is an animal to him. Once George realizes what Lenny has done, knowing 
Lenny will be hunted down like an animal and will not survive men's legal 
system, because he loves him, George kills Lenny himself. As we say of 
anin,als, including those who attack humans, he put him down. 

O n this reading, the play is about men's love: unknowing, gentle, soft, 
sensual love; sexual and explosive and possessive love; protectionist and 
"humane~ love. Every relationship here is unequal: between humans and 
animals, between women and men, between some men and other men. It 
is about unequal love. In Steinbeck's context, one I am calling socially 
male, loving means death. Specifically, it kills. 

Read this way, Of Mice and Men is a morality play about loving to death: 
the relation between affection and aggression. It shows the stifling lethality 
of protective love in society ordered hierarchically, where no one but 
George gets 10 be who he is wi1hou1 d}•ng for it. Tn the interlocking 
connections among hierarchies among men, wornen and men, and people 
and animals, between love in its male dominant form and death -dealing, 
each man with the best of intentions kills what he most loves. Men's love 
did not save Curly's wife, the mice, or Lenny-quite the contrary. The 
good intentions of the powerful, far from saving the powerless, doom tl,em. 
Unless you change the structure of the power you exercise, that you me.an 
well may not save those you love. Animal rights advocates take note. 

Centnll dilemmas in the use of law by humans 10 free women-men's 
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pers, their beasrs of burden, ,heir Ji,;ng acquisi1ions-from male domi
nance have included analyzing structural power in intimate settings, 
meeting and changing standards simultaneously, redefining power while 
gening some, gaining protection without strengthening i1s arbitrary exer
cise," and supporting caring and empathy while enforcing accountability. 
And we supposedly speak the same language. In the cffon to use law to 
free animals from the species domination of human beings, the most so
cially empowered of whom are men, these and other challenges remain 
unmet. 



10 
The Power to Change 

As women have moved to end women's inequality to men, we have found 
law to be a wall as well as a tool for raking down walls. Sometimes we 
have made law a door. 

Variously potent in all cultures, law is particularly used in the Unitc-d 
States to distribute and negotiate resources, rules, and power itself, making 
it at once a powerful medium and a medium for power. A form of force, 
law is also an avenue for demand, a vector of access, an arena for contcn• 
tion other than the physical, a forum for voice, a mechanism for account· 
ability, a vehicle of authority, and an expression of norms. Although law 
has operated in ways socia1ly male, women seeking change for women have 
found that its consequences and possibilities cannot be left to those dire 
men who have traditionally dominated in and through law, shaping its 
srrucrures and animating atrin1des to guarantee the supremacy of men as 
a group over women in social life. \Vomen who work with law have learned 
that while legal change may not always make social change, sometimes it 
helps, and law 1111changed can make social change impossible. 

Historically, women iJl the United States have not been pennitted the 
tool of law in our own hands. We had no voice in writing the U.S. Con
stitution. When, o ne hundred years and a civil war later, an equality pro
vision was added in 1868, it was without any expectation that the legal 
srntus of the sexes would be affecred. Equality for women under the Con
stirurion has been late, slow, and slight. Severely underrexred-all ,hat is 
there are the five words "equal protection of the laws,"- it applied to 
women as such only by interpretation. In 1920, the women's movement 
gained passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, formally institutionalizing 
women's equal cicizenship: the right to vore. co decide who governs; the 
right to serve on juries, to decide what happened when people do not 
agree; and the right to practice law, 10 use this lever of power directly. 
Even with that, it rook until 1971 for the U.S. Supreme Court to decide 

Firsl published. SistniJood is furnv,: The Women's Anlhol<>t.Y for s New Millennimn 447 {Robin 
Mor,t.:m, ed., 200J). 
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for the first t ime that explicitly different rightS for women than for men 
could violate the constitutional equality ptinciple. 

11,e 1970s saw women moving into the legal profession in ever greater 
numbers, determined to end law's sexism, root and branch. The women's 
movement of the 1980s and 1990s applied equal procection doctrine co 
women where it fi t and exposed its male bias where it did not. It became 
clear that its main interpretive doctrine-while a big improvement on no 
constitutional sex-equality guarantee at all-works best for women's prob
lems that arise least: where sex discrimination is explicit on its face, or 
where an elite individual woman meets male standards but is not treated 
as men are. But moot laws that promote sex inequality do not discriminate 
on their face and most women in unequal societies do not have the ad
vantages of being similarly situated 10 men. Existing equality rule thus 
works best for problems, however important, that fewest women have. 

Dt-spitc the shortfall in the Equal Protection Gause, a fcder..J Equal 
Rights Amendment (ERA), originally proposed in 1923, narrowly failed of 
ratification in 1982 after several attempts at passage. 1 The imernational 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (CEDAW), which could help compensate for the lack of an ex
pljcit sex-equality guarantee in the U.S. Constitution, has yet to be ratified 
by the U.S. Senate. After 1973, most U.S. women who needed abortions 
were no longer criminals, but those who could not pay for an abonion 
were still effectively deprived of access 10 them by lack of fcder-..J funding 
for chis medical procedure. At the beginning of che twenty-first cenn,ry, 
no explicit words yet granted overarching legal equality co U.S. women. 

Statutory law, passed by elected representatives of the people in a po• 
litical system far from 0awless at conveying the will of the governed, at
tempts co address some of the problems unremedied because of the ab
sence of constitucional and international righcs. In the late nineceemh 
century, married women secured the right to own property in their own 
name, so their material existence no longer had 10 be dependent on hus
bands by law. But a sex-unequal marketplace scill did noc necessarily 1>ro
vide them economic independence-and does not today. In 1963, the 
Equal Pay Act guaranceed equal pay on the basis of sex for work that 
requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility. But most women have been 
and remain segregated into occupations that mostly women do-jobs 1ha1 
either are different or are seen as different from chose men do and chat 
pay less. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, propelled by the civil 
rightS movement, prohibited discrimination on the basis of sex in employ
ment, although ic had been introduced in Congress for partly racist rea-
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sons. Later Congresses did take sex discrimination seriously-for example, 
by prohibiting discrimination o n the basis of pregnancy in employment in 
1978 and extending Title Vil co the federal labor force. Under the aegis 
of Title VII, sexual harassmenc and sex stereoryping as an employmenc 
srandard were made actionable as violations of sex-equality rights, and 
intersections of race and sex discrimination were increasingly recognized 
as a joint or combined basis for legal action. But despite more than }O 
years of legal guarantees of workplace sex equality-and some progress, 
mainly for elites-rhe workplace remains overwhelmingly gender-unequal, 
to women's disadvantage. 

Law functions also as a form of politics. On chis level, law has required 
chat women use its nJes to be effective, even as pare of women's poljcical 
agenda has been to challenge and change ,hose rules-rules women had 
no voice in making. In its analysis of politics as sc..xual, the women's move• 
ment in o ur time has illuminated law's dynamics from beneath, casting 
new light on law as such. Before tliis movement, women, defined as the 
denizens of the private, were not thought of as a political group at all. So 
law, embodying the rules by which public power is distributed, was 
thought inappropriate for addressing women's situation as members of a 
sex-certainly a convenience for male supremacy. Once women exposed 
che line between public and private as gendered-revealing that masculine 
is to public as feminine is to private- the male bias built into the definition 
of the public by law was also exposed. The public/private line that distin
guished the properly legal from the legally exempr stood revealed as a 
barrier that excluded and marginalized women from law, and under and 
within it as well. Women thus began to cJajm a place in the public world 
of law, to redefine the legal as already involved in the private and as a 
determinant of women's srarus and treatmenr, top co bottom and sociery
wide. As women rhus became subjects of law, the hidden and denied ways 
women had been subordinated to men prior to law and w1der law became 
revealed to public view, requiring accountability for the first time. 

O ne example of this theory in action is rhe way Tide VTI's prohibition 
on sex discrimination in employment was used by women in the I 970s to 
forge the first civil right created by women: the prohibition on sexual 
harassment, a formerly subterranean practice considered a private privilege 
of powerful men . By 1980, Title lX of the Education Amendmenrsof 1972, 
which guaranreed ,,1ornen equal access to the benefitS of nn education, was 
authoritatively interpreted to prohibit sexual harassment in education, 
giving young women some legal rights against sexually exploitive teachers 
and coaches. Under Title lX, young women also routinely came ro rnke 
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part in organized mhletics on a mass scale for rhe lirsr time in U.S. hisrory. 
Wherher in so doing they reclaimed their bodies (becoming strong, self. 
possessed, and physically self-respecting) or whether their bodies were fur
ther claimed on male cenns (compecing co dominace racher chan excel, 
srriving to meet new sex-object srandards, and having rheir victories CO· 

opced as trophies for male triumphs), or whether some of both, remains 
debatable and co be seen. 

Also during the laner quarter of che cwentieth cenrury, some aspeccs of 
rape law were refonned in an anempc to make them more effective. The 
numbers of rapes reported soared for a time, but conviction rates rose 
barely, if at all. Initiatives were taken co shelter women from battering in 
their homes, and to concain and educace the men who anacked then,, buc 
the rate of physical assault of women by men in inrimace relationships did 
not significantly drop. Pornography's harms were legally confronted as a 
fonn of sex discrimination,' but the pornographers retained their First 
Amendmenc righc 10 violace women's civil rights chrough pornography
at lease for now. The Violence Against Women Act-a legal tool to em
power survivors by holding barterers and rapists directly accow1table to 
chem for sex-based violence-was passed by Congress in 1994, but was 
invalidated (as a violacion of scaces' rights) in 2000 by the U.S. Supreme 
Court. And while some starutes and incemacional protocols have begun co 
address international sex trafficking, little to nothing has been done by law 
for women in prostitution. 

Until effecrively addressed, all chese issues will remain new quescions For 
law, e\len as further issues loom. Will inremational law, uniting women 
globally in rights as they are currently w,ited in inequality, prove capable 
of supporting changes in women's hwnan rights that domestic laws bave 
nor? Will ever-new cechnological fonns and social configurations be used 
co traffic women and children, or will the predators be stopped? Will 
family be created and defined in new ways? Whose genetic material can 
be used how? As women participate in the anned forces, will aggression 
at home and abroad decrease or increase, and will the laws and customs 
of war change in response? Will national and religious scriccures allow 
women to define our cultures equally with men? \X'hat new definitions and 
markers of gender will emerge in society and law? Will any existing ones 
truly fade? Will anything shifc the unequal division of power between 
women and men? 

In working with law, women have learned that the system of male su
premacy is Like a vampire: it thrives on women's blood buc shrivels in che 
light of day. Male dominance is exposed in public when made subjecc co 
law. The private is a place, but it is also a mode. a dimension of being as 
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well as a location. A fom,ally lawless sice 10 which women are relegared, 
the private is both where and how women are defined as women, what 
and where we have been 10ssed instead of having access to a whole life 
and a wider world. Law is the privace's antithesis, the quimesseminl public 
place and mode. 

\XThcn women claim and use law as women, women go public. This in 
itself challenges the hiemrchy of men over women that has been built into 
law. For women to speak in a legal voice-including to represent people 
effecri,>cly-requires something beyond the ways in which women, social
ized as private be ings (as women, as feminine), arc trained and allowed to 
speak: apologetic, soothing, imitative, pandering, approval-seeking, risk
averse, iJleffecnial, deprived of consequence. Law requires skills of con
tention-including srnnding one's ground-and persuasion-including 
touching and moving others onto one's ground- abilities that are still 
widdy stigmatized, even dcmo nized, in womCJ1. But law is not only combat; 
it is also cooperation, and here women's training under inequaLity becomes 
skill. 

As more and more women graduate from law schools,' legal culture will 
adjust to accommodate them. Perhaps it will respect them and women's 
srnrns will rise. Perhaps the srnrns of the legal profession will sink as more 
women move inro it, or women's legal ghenos will form within it. Possibly 
women in law- who will remain a small minority of all women- wil1 be. 
come lawyers a.s men have, using its advantages as an elite profossion over 
other women and men. In any case, rhese women, once lawyers, will likely 
never have to beg for an abonion from a back-alley butcher or sell them
selves for sex on street corners to men nwnbedng in the thousands. They 
will either forget or remember the fact of their privilege, however earned, 
among women. But they will neither be insulated nor exempted from the 
rest of women's scams, a fact they will either deny or will use their power 
to work to change. Whether their practice of law reAccts a consciousness 
of these facts of sisterhood under male dominance until it is ended is up 
to chern. 

Mose wornen think of law as alien, subject to inAuence they do not have, 
ignorant of the realities they live. lvlany conclude that law can do nothing 
for them, so they should stay as far away from it as possible. One result 
of this turning away, however realistic its reasons, is that male power con• 
cinues ro own law unopposed. When law is abandoned co d,e powerful, 
corruption and physical force remain the re..J law, a fact ignored by those 
who, having a choice, urge abdicating this ground. It is hard 10 avoid the 
feeling thai women are urged to think law can do no1hing for them pre
cisely because it can do so much. 
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The movernem for women through law is not a movement comem co 
rest with dissent on the margins. It intends to change the mainstream, to 
make ordinary everyday ndes work for ordinary everyday people-women 
included-and to give them tomorrow what they do not have today. ln 
whose interest is it for women to leave a power like this to men? Law can 
mean commw1ity: your people stand behind you, hear you, support you. 
It can mean reality: what you say happened is found to have happened; 
your knowledge is validated. It can mean vindication: it is wrong that you 
were wronged; someone rook something thar belongs to you; you count. 
It means hope: what happened to you might not happen again. 

\Xtomen who use law for women in our time have cried co ensure ac· 
countability for the unspeakable and the unnamed. Law names authorita• 
tively. Survivors of sexual abuse, torture, genocide, trafficking in human 
beings, have taken tremendous risks 10 say what happened to them to 
ensure that law calls their abuse by its re-a! name in public. Often they get 
little else. Consider the almost-unbeUeving ecstasy on the faces of the tor
rured when former Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet was extradited in 
1999. Recall the stoicism replaced by bitter uplift on the faces of surviving 
families when racist murderers in the U.S. South were brought to justice 
even decades later. Remember the crumpled blankness on the faces of 
raped women when their violators are exonerated, the look of hope van
quishing disbdief when they arc convicted. This-not closure, not incar• 
ceration, not money- is what law can mean. It can give people back the 
humanity that the violatjon took away. This is what gives law 1.he power 
co change. 



SECTION B. ■ SEXUAL AB US E AS SEX INEQUALITY 



Sexual H arassment 

The First Five Years 

(A] new \•oice is beginning to be heard on bchaJJ of 1..he gaps in the socio
symbolic order, on behalf of the un.said, chc unmcaningful, rhc repressed 
holes in masculine discourse. 

-Xn\'1Cl'C' Gauthier. "Pourquoi sourcifrcs?" in New Fm,cb Fem111isms. 200 
CEJainc Marks 11nd lsabc:llc De Counivron «Is. 19&)) 

11 

As the first legal wrong to be defined by women,' sexual harassment has 
been called a feminist invention. Women were subjected 10 sexual anention 
they were not in a position to refuse long before the state recognized it as 
an injury under sorne circurnstances. Sex discrimination law now prohibits 
requiring sexua1 compliance in exchange for maredal survival or educa• 
tional benefits' and toler-Jnce of sexual propositions or byplay as a condi
tion of work/ as well as COl'npulsory provocative unifom1s ,har make 
women a1>pear to "ask for it ' on the job.' Sexual objectification, the uni
fying dimension of these prohibitions and a central dynamic of gender 
inequality, is to this extent illegal, women's resistance 10 it 10 this degree 
legitimized. But it took a women's movement to expose these experiences 
as systematic and harmful in the firs t place, a movement rhat rook women's 
point of view on our own situation as significantly definitive of that situ
ation, as the basis for beginning to embody it in the law of sex equality. 

Sexual harassment, now a legal tern, of art, pem,irs the claim that sexual 
initiatives that men may percei'vc as "norma] and expectable"' sex role 
behavior- just as men may sec as "sex" the same encounters women ex
perience as rape, or as erotic the same graphic materials women find vio
lating-can be damaging to women. Legal doctrine has tended to identify 
with socially male perspectives on these injuries. From the standpoint of a 
male harasser, and that taken in some cases, there is no harm if none is 
meant.• In the same view, damages would implicitly be assessed by wbm 
a male victim of heterosexual harnssment might suffer and imagine being 

Firsl published as ~Introduction,• Snual l /4rQJsment: ;1 Symposium Jssu~, 10 CapilOI LJ,,it,vrs;ity 
Ltiu Review I (1981). 
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made whole by: pay, promotion, grades, and other such measures of 
concrete loss.' Burdens of proof would effectively presume a non
sex-discriminmory social universe (the one men largely occupy) and would 
require a plaintiff to prove herself exceptional.' \Xlomen who meec the 
"good girl" standard of asexual respecrnbiliry would merit protection; "bad 
girls" would not be believed. These questions of the nature of sexual in
jury,• adequacy of remedy, 00 actachment and scope of liability, 11 and in,. 
plicit standards for credibility at trial 11 are beginning co be adjudicated in 
che sexual harassment conrexc. Advances reflect some acceptance of 
women's standpoint. Failures at the dismissal stage often reveal corre• 
sponding noncomprehension. Losses at trial expose a lack of 61 between 
the court's image of a proper victim and a real one." These doctrinal 
questions presuppose a subsrantive view of rhe re1arions between che sexes, 
the role of sexuality in work and education, and a theory of the state, as 
well as the existence or not of a neutral ground bctwc.-cn women's and 
men's perspectives on sexual issues and !he proper posture of the law as 
a resu1t. 

1bis volume provides an opportunity for progressed reflection upon the 
effect of the injection of the issue of sexual harassment into sex discrimi
nation doccrine and equal protection theory. Whmever merit might exist 
in the Supreme Coun's disrinction between "differential treatment" and 
"disparate impact" as types of discrimination cases,1-1 the division is inapt 
in instances of sexual harassment. The disparate treatment of an individual 
woman based upon a prohibited criterion (female sexuality as a badge or 
incident of gender) converges with ihe disparate impact of an arguably 
sex-neutral criterion upon one gender group (the requirement of sexual 
delivery sanctioned by material or other depri,•ations or threats, often sup
porced by lack of an effeccive institutional remedy). This concepcual con
vergence occurs because of the social convergence of nrn1e sexual initiation 
toward women with the hierarchy between employers and teachers, who 
cend to be heterosexual men, and women workers and students, who tend 
ro be considered desirable and available sex objects on che basis of cheir 
femaleness and position of hierarchical vulnerability. " Further, the dis
tinction between treatment and impact relies upon an underlying sense 
that individual and group dainls are somehow different. This difference 
can be attenuated under a legal theory of group-based injury in a legal 
system thnr requires representatively injured individual plaintiffs. Although 
sometimes injured one at a time, women arc not discriminated against as 
individuals. lndeed, !he absence of treatmem based upon personal differ
ential qualities is pare of the harm of discrimination. Ac the same rime, 
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sexuality is no less individual co a particular woman for being an auribuce 
of women as a gender. In short, there is no individuaVgroup distinction 
here.16 

Although sexual harassmenc claims are implicitly broughc under a •dis
parate treaunent• theory, in which one must prove discriminato,y mori• 
vation, 17 no court has required or inferred it in order to 6nd the behavior 
sex-based. This doctrinal omission is appropriace and progm;sivc from 
women's standpoint, since so much sex inequality is enforced by uncon
scious, heedless, patronizing, weJl.inrentioned, or profit.motivared acts
acts that arc no less denigrating, damaging, or sex specific for their lack 
of conscious specific sex-based motivation or incent. To hold that a woman 
carget of unwamed hecerosexual advances would not be in chat position if 
she were not a woman is both the point and very different from requiring 
a plaintiff to prove that she was victimized as a woman because a man 
made sexual ad\,anccs to her meaning to discriminate against women. 
Hopefully, courts will learn dim an intent requirement is equally inappro
priate in analogous conrexts, rather than reimpose it here, or confine the 
impact of sexual harassment doctrine on this point to their facts. 

Sexual hamssmem cases have also avoided making the largely condusory 
determination of whecher sex distinctions, co be permissible, may be only 
"rationally related" co purposes of varying validity or whether they muse 
sustain "strict scrutiny" or something in between the cwo. 13 This may be 
because few would argue that the practice of sexual harassment is validly 
related ro any degree ro any acce1>rnble goven, mental (or, for statucory 
purposes. business) purpose. But such determinations often presume, or 
devolve back onto, the validity of the relation between the differential 
practice and gender.•• Short of a substantive prohibition on sex subordi· 
notion, any rationality test, however stringent, cums on whether a d.iscinc• 
cion is validly applied, while cending to collapse, in the process of neces
sarily adjudicating, the prior issue of whether the differential is validly 
sex-based (meaning, whedier it consistently cracks the gender line). Un
confronted in any docirinal guise is the validity of requiring chm d,e sexes 
be "similarly simated" before an equality rule applies, when different sit
uations may be the precipitate of, as wcJl as an excuse for, social inequality. 
The issue is whether the analycical starting point for antidiscrimination law 
is gender di/fere,,ceI, which may or may noc validly create unequal out• 
comes, or gender inequali1y, which may or may not validly create sex dif
fcrcnccs.l() 

Do male and female sexuality more express sex differences or sex in
equalicy? If coercive sexual advances are seen as expressions of male love, 
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anraction, or sex drive-differences-the focr they are unwanred or inrol
erable becomes their recipient's problem. They are not arbitrarily sex• 
based and would not constirute harassment if t:he woman did not resist or 
resent them. Sexual harassmenr law, while altering rhe iconography of doc
t.rine s ignificantly, has been inexplicit on this underlying tension between 
the equality principle as law and the unequal social reality to which it 
refers: When the two conilict, should law rationally reflect society or 
change it? From whose point of view? Sexual harassment law has avoided 
rhe doctrinal morass thar failure to resolve this issue has produced. It may 
at the same time have avoided establishing clear policy connecting sexuality 
with gender that will survive continued a11ack and affect equally crucial 
areas for women, such as rape, aborcion, gay and lesbian rights,'' and, 
potentially, pornography. 

Equally significant issues include political concerns of trial strategy, 
racist abuse of the cause of action, and organizing in connection with legal 
initiatives. Should plaintiffs be presented to foct finders as exceptionally 
and uniquely abused by a deviant male, or as examples of abuses common 
to women, the more outrageous for being pervasive, with which a properly 
selected jury is encouraged 10 identify? This is a question both of a plain
tiff's facts and preferences and of polirical principle. The history of the 
racist use against Black men of vague sexual misdeeds, parricularly with 
white women, raises problems of similar magnitude. This heritage haunts 
any attempt to use this state to support women's control over access to 
our sexuality. Even when white women are believed, should anriracist fem
inists support them? Is the question, Did he do it? decisive. irrelevant, or 
somewhere in between? What if Black women are sexually harassed by the 
same man but refuse to come forward- perhaps because of well-grounded 
apprehension of being disbelieved or insensitivity by insriturions with a 
reputation for racism, or to protest rhe sclective pursuit of a Black man 
for actions that white men get away with regularly? Institutions have been 
known to take t:he opporrunity of a white woman's accusation against a 
Black man suddenly to supporr women's rights, however tepidly. What is 
it to win under such conditions-a victory against sexism or a victory for 
racism? Or. what is worse, both? 

The question whether this state can make change in women's interest 
arises in some fonn for all feminisr goals. The law against sexual harass
ment often seems to rum women's demand to control our own sexualiry 
into a request for paternal protection, leaving the impression that it is more 
traditional morality and less women's power that is vindicated.11 Can or
ganizing prevent whar has happened with rape, in which legal proof re-
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quirements reflect n vision of rhe injury thar is far from the ac1ualiry of 
rape, ye1 women tend to fed 1hcy have nor been raped if they could not 
prove it ro the law's satisfaction? ·n,e law against sexual harassment has 
helped many women name their oppression and has reduced the stigma 
of victimization. Restrictions on che cause of action and losses at trial could 
take back this sense of legitimate outrage. 

Creating and pursuing a legal cause of action for the injury of sexual 
harassment has revealed thar different social circumstances, of which 
gender is one, tend to produce differem scakes, interests, percep1ions, and 
cultural definitions of rationality itself. This awareness neither reduces legal 
rules to pure relative subjectivity nor principle to whose ox is gored," IL 
does challenge the conception char nemrali1y," including sex nemraliry, 
wi1h its correlate, objecrivi1y, is adequate 10 1he nonneu1ral, sexually ob
jectified, social realiry women experience. Ir urges the priority of defining 
women's injuries as women perceive them. Andrea Dworkin has written: 
"One can be excited about ideas without changing at all. One can think 
about ideas, 1alk about ideas, without changing at all, people are willing to 
think about many things. What people refuse to do, or are not permitted 
to do, or resist doing, is to change the way they think.,, Whether tradi
tional legal approaches ro discrimination are a way of chinking or some-
1hing though, abour, the law may need to confront not onl)' what, bur also 
the way, it thinks about women to achieve its commitment to sex equality. 
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Reflections on Sex Equality 

Under Law 

Tilere is a wrong way of lhinkiog chat one has rig.hes. and a wrong way of 
thinking tltat one has not any. 

-Simon<: Weil, 1 'fh~ NQle/x,oki Of SuJWJ1e Weil 152 
(Anhur Wilb mm,. 19'6) 

12 

No woman had a voice in the design of the legal institutions that rule the 
social order under which women, as well as men, l.ive.' Nor was the con
dition of wornen taken into account or the interest of women as a sex 
represented. T o Abigail Adams's plea 10 J ohn Adams 10 "remember the 
ladies" in founding the United Statt-s, he rcplit-d, "We know better than 
co repeal our Masculine syscems."'2 Mosdy, one senses, women as such were 
beneath notice at ,he time.' The political theory that formed cl, e principled 
backdrop for the new American republic certainly did not encourage their 
visibility. Hobbes grounded natural equality in the ability 10 kill.' Locke 
argued thar whoever did 1101 leave a regime consented to ic.' Rousseau 
once posited the primitive passions as "food, a female, and sleep."• It seems 
unlikely that the female role then, any more than now, socially empowered 
women to defend themselves effectively, for less to aggress, or that they 
had any place 10 go to escape male supremacy, even if they had the means 
of exit. And wha,ever need they conceived for "a female' probably wem 
largely unfulfilled. Yet the applicability of these reigning conceptions of 
equality, consent, and human need to at lc:-JSt half the population went 
unquestioned as women-including those owned neither in marriage nor 
in slavery-were deemed in theory robe parricipams in the social compact, 
while most women in life were not allowed to sign a contract.7 

Equality was not mentioned in the Constitution or the Bill of Rights. 
The conscin11ive mind felt no need co guarantee it explicitly. le was ap-

fil'Sl published, 100 Y,1/e Ulw ]011tm1/ 128l (1991). 
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paremly neither sm,cmrally essential co government nor in danger of loss 
to the federal power being created. Women who were not slaves were 
counted as persons, without being mentioned, for purposes of apportion
ment; slaves of both sexes were explicitly counted as three-fifths of a 
person.• The only purpose of counting either of them was to divide power 
among white men, who kept the vote, that primitive exercise of citizenship, 
to themselves. The exclusion of all women as such from the polity was so 
far a given that the absence of half the population from the founding 
process was not seen as compromising its legitimacy-a legirimacy claimed 
on behalf of "we, the people•• no less. 

One hundred years and a war among men over equality among men 
later,•• the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed "equal protection of the 
laws." Racial inequality was its crucible, its paradigm, its target, and itS 
subtext. Sex.based denials of equal rights were not covered. 11 It is thus a 
misnomer to say that the Reconstruction Arncndmcots gave Black p<."Ople 
even fonnal constitutional equality. To the extent gender inequality limited 
it-no woman could vote-chat ostensible equality was reserved for Black 
mcn.12 One hundred years later, women in the meantime having extracted 
the franchise," sex discrimination in private employment was forbidden 
under federal law as a result of a last-minute "us boys" amendment pro
posed by a senator hoscile to Title Vll's prohibition on racial discrimina
tion.1.i Maybe the conm1itment to ending racial inequality was strong 
enough to survive the insult of adulteration; maybe the fear of what Black 
men would do if the law did not pass was stronger than the fear of what 
women would do if it did; maybe Congress was equally against both bases 
for discrimination on principle or in recognition of reality; maybe some 
members glimpsed that race and sex inequality were inextricably intercon
nected, fundamentally and in the Uves of many people; maybe some mem
bers even found women's humanity not laughable. " Maybe a bit of each. 
There is evidence that protecting white women from discrimination based 
on sex appealed to some, if Black women were to be protected from clis
criminarion based on race.u, There is also evidence rhac some members 
who did not favor the prohibition on race felt that, if it were co pass, they 
preferred it with a prohibition on sex discrimination as well. All this missed 
that sex discrimination affected Black as well as white women and that 
white women were already largely protected from racial discrimination by 
being white. 

Whatever Congrc-ss saw in 1964, it was not until 1971 that the United 
States Supreme Court deigned to conclude that unequal treatment of 
women on the face of the law could violate the constitutional guarantee of 
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equal protection of the laws." With rhe subsequenc failure of ratification 
of the proposed federal Equal Rights Amenclrnenr, which would have pro
hibited states or the federal goven1men1 from denying or abridging equality 
of rights "on account of sex, "11 this recognition has remained {I marcer of 
incerpreration rather than a mandate of express constitutional dimension. 
Thus has the legal entitlement to sex equality, tenuous and limited when 
there at all, rnnged from anathema to afterthought. 

An account of sex inequality under law in the United States must begin 
with what white men have done and nor done, because ,hey have created 
the problem and benefited from it, controlled access to addressing it, and 
stacked the deck against its solution." Women, for their part, have regis
tered dissem 10 second-class citizenship 10 a surprising degree, given that 
they have been precluded from mosr means of effective resistance and 
exdudcd from many of its arenas.20 Women have often refused to accept 
the premises, limits, and rules of the law written by male dominance while 
having Linle choice bur 10 Live under i1. Given that the majority of women 
were and are poor and working.cJass and many were slaves and are mem. 
bcrs of racially subordinated g roups, this is even more impressive. 

That women have voluntarily engaged law at all is a triumph of deter• 
mination over experience. h has nor been an act of faith. De1ennined to 
leave a trace, to make sex equality ordinary, to live under social conditions 
that reflect and reinforce their aspirations rather than suppress or extin• 
guish them, lo Live in r<-spect and safety rnthcr than indignity and terror, 
to redefine social siandards in the image of their values, to participare fully 
in their own times, co save their own lives and those of generations to 
come, women have long demanded legal change as one vehicle for social 
change.21 Treacherous and uncertain and alien and slow, law has not Ix-en 
women's ins1rumem of choice. Their view seems 10 be that law should not 
be let off the hook, is 100 powerful 10 be ignored, and is bener than 
violence- if no1 by much. 

ln recent years, che contemporary move1nenr among women for civil 
equal icy has creared a new political pracrice and form of theory wi1h major 
implications for law." The distinc1i,,e theory forged by this collective move
ment is a form of action carried out through words. It is deeply of the 
world: rnw with women's blood, mgged with women's pain, shrill with 
women's screams. It does not elabomte yet more arcane abstractions of 
ideas building on ideas. It panicipates in renliry: the reality of a fis1 in the 
face, not the concept of a fist in the face. It does not exist to mediate 
women's reality for male consumption. It exists 10 bear wimess, to create 
consciousness, co make change. Tc is not, in a word, academic.2' 
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Legal pracrice and legal scholarship have nor, on rhe whole, led this 
movement but have attempted to respond to it. The initial transmutation 
of the feminist impulse into law lost a lot in translation, creating an ap
proach that has not changed much to the present. Remaining largely within 
traditional legalism, early practice and scholarship tended to accept 
reigning legal assumptions and method: laws developed when women were 
not allowed to lean1 to read and write, for less vote. enunciated by a state 
built on the silence of women, predicated on a society in which women 
were charrel, literally or ,>irnrnlly. In these early legal forays, existing doc
trine was largdy accepted as given- with the not minor exception that it 
be applied 10 women. Creativity me-ant shoehorning reality into doctrine. 

The first step in these legal attempts 10 advance women was 10 demand 
women's inclusion on the same tenns as men. Laws that had provided 
"special pro tections" for women were to be avoided.u The point was to 

apply existing law to women as if women were citizens- as if the doctrine 
was noc gendered 10 women's disadvantage, as if the legal system had no 
sex, as if women were gender-neutral persons miscakenly trapped in bodies 
that happened to be female. The women's movement claimed women's 
conLrol over their procreative lives from intercourse 10 child care. In legal 
cranslacion, this became srnce nonintervencion in reproduccive decisions 
under the law of privacy. The women's movement demanded an end to 
the sexual plunder that is rape, meaning to include an end to sex acts 
forced by conditions of unequal power on the basis of sex. In legal trans• 
lacion, this became rhe argument rhar rape had nothing ro do ">ith sexuality 
or with women and muse be considered a gender-neutral crime of violence 
like any othcr.2' The women's movement exposed and documented the 
exploitaLion and subordination of women by men economically, S<>cially, 
culruraUy, sexually, and spiritually. Legal initiatives in the name of this 
movement called for an end to legal dassilicarions on rhe basis of sex."' 

Equality, as translated here, merely had to be applied co women to be 
auained. lnequalicy consisted in not applying ic. In legal sectings, the con
tent of the concept of equality itself was never questioned. As if rhere could 
be no other way of thinking about ir, the courts adopted that content from 
Aristotle's axiom that equality meant treating likes alike and unlikes un
alike," an approach embodied in Lhe Constitution's •similarly situated" 
requirement," which under T itle Vil became the more tacit requirement 
of comparability." Inequality is treating someone differently if one is rhe 
same, the same if one is different. Unquestioned is how difference is SO• 

dally created or defined, who sets the point of reference for sameness, or 
the comparative empirical approach itself. \Xlhy should anyone have 10 be 
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like whi,e men ro ger whm the~, have, given that \Vhite men do nor have 
t0 be like anyone except each other to have it? Since men have defined 
women as different 10 the extent they are female, can women be entitled 
10 equal treatment only 10 the extent they are not women? Why is equality 
as consisrenr with systematic advantage as with systematic disadvantage, so 
long as both correlate with differences? Wouldn't this reasoning support 
Hitler's Nuremberg laws?"' Why doesn't it matter if the differences arc 
created by social inequality? Never mind that Aristotle defended slavery 
and lived in a sociery in which prostiturion-the buying and selling of 
women for sex-thrived, and in which no women were citizens. 11 

Rather than designing a solution indigenous 10 the problem of sex in
equaUty, the early feminist legal view was, implicitly, that if equality meant 
being the same as men-and being different from men meant either no 
rights at all or sex-based deprivation circumscribed and rigidi6ed by in
adequate and patronizing compensation- women would be the same as 
men. Embarrassments to this analysis such as pregnancy, insurance, 
women's schools,n and women .only prisons were minimized as unimpor
tant or lone exceptions or problems to be treated under some other rubric. 
Sexual assault and reproductive control were not considered legal issues 
of sex inequality at aU, not in the doetrinal sense." 

The essentially assimilationist approach fundamental 10 this legal 
equality doctrine-be like us and we will treat you the same as we treat 
each other- was adopted wholesale into sex cases from the casc.,-s on racial 
discrimination. The judicial imerpretmion of sex equality, like its predicates 
the Fourteenth Amendment and Ticle Vil, has been built on the racial 
analogy. So not only must women be like men, but sexism must be like 
racism, or nothing can be done.M Where the analogy seems to work, that 
is, where the sexes are reasonably fungible and the inequalities can be 
seen to function similarly-as in some elite employment sinrnrions, for 
example-this equality law can work for sex. Where the sexes are different 
and sexism does not readily appear 10 work like racism-as with sexual 
abuse and reproduc1ive control, for examr,le-discrimination as a legal 
theory does not even come up. Along with these issues, the reality of 
inequality for those women for whom racism and sexism are too inscpa• 
rable to be subject to a relation of analogy- those who are apparently 100 

both 10 be regarded as fully either-has also been obscured. 
The African American siruggle for social equality has been the crucible 

for equality law in America. "That race and that emergency"" has provided 
the deep structure, social resonance, and primary referent for legal equality, 
however abstractly phrased. Although racial equality has not been 
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achieved, to say the leas,, law has periodically been induced to recognize 
some of the realities of white supremacy and has, at times, sustained these 
recognitions with results.,. The political analysis developed by the civil 
rights movement was substantive nor abstract, self-respecting nor compar
acive, and oppooed hierarchical disadvantage rather than differentiation as 
such, yet in racial equality cases courts have largely confined themselves to 
the Aristotelian framework: qualification for admission into liberal hu
manity implicitly meruit being like the white man. 1n Pumy v. Ferguson, 
for example, where segregation with equal facilities was held to be equality, 
the reason given was that Blacks were different from whites, so could be 
treated differently." When Brown v. Board of &lucation repudiated Plessy 
and held that educational segregation with equal facilities was inherently 
unequal," what changed was chat Brown implicitly considered Blacks 10 

be the same as whites. At least, Black schoolchildren were viewed as po
tentially so. This was a substantive shift in the political and idc-ological 
ground beneath the case law, not a pure doctrinal development. What was 
different was now the same. Difference could still justify differentiation, 
presumably including exclusion and subordination as well as segregation 
(maybe even af6nnative action). Being the SMJe as the dominant group 
remained the equality test. 

The insult 10 Black culture inherent in the assumption, being made that 
co be different is to be inferior, meaning properly outside che reach of 
guarantees of cqua1 trcauncnt, lies coiled like a snake in Brown's ringing 
axiom thac separate bm equal is inherently unequal. The invidiousness of 
the assumption has been overlooked for the mosc part in che name of the 
practical benefits of integration, combined with the pragmatic considera
tion that separnte Black schools were less likely 10 be equal to schools also 
attended by whites in a white supremacist society." That the failure 10 end 
discrimination by whites against Blacks may signal a defect in the whole 
approach, rather than merely its inadequate dclivcty, is suggested by the 
Court's march 10 deinstitutionalize racial equality, flawlessly predicated as 
ic is on earlier progressive precedents.•• Whac did it also undoes it; differ
ences, including products of social inequality, make unequal treatment noc 
unequal at all:" 

As a further illustration, legal initiatives for sovereignty by indigenous 
peoples presumably do not complain of inequality because no attempt is 
made ro meet the white man's standard or to be compensated for noc 
meeting it. Y ct in st.-eking an end to nonrecognition as nations, indigenous 
peoples may be seen to claim another kind of equality: that of meeting 
their own standards, as other cultures recognized as nations meet theirs. 
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Nmionhoocl is • concept defined, ostensively at least, by those included in 
it, nor in any state of nature. Seeking recognition through inclusion within 
that concept af6nns a particularity chat being the same as any other nation 
wo,,ld efface, yet also ossercs a right of place within the concept thot is no 
different from an}r other nation. Legal recognition as sovereign is thus 
based. neither on correspondence nor distinction, but on an equal entitle• 
mcnt of self-detcnnination. YeL such an argument is not regarded as an 
equulicy argument because it is predicmed upon neither sameness nor dif
ference. 

Whatever the defects of the Aristotelian model when applied to race 
and nation-and they are substantial-it is stunningly inappropriate to sex. 
Society defines women as such according co differences from men: hence 
the sex difference, as gender is customarily termed. Then equality law tells 
women that they are entitled to equal treatment mainly to the degree they 
are the same as men." The inadequacy of the sameness/difference model, 
and its consequences for equality under law, are strikingly revealed by the 
law's treaunent of women of color. Discriminated against on the basis of 
race and sex, interactively and syncrgistically/~ women of color should bavc 
seen their situation improved the most under laws addressing both. In
stead, the law seems co have them least in mind. First the doctrine had 
apoplexy trying co decide if their inequality was sex or race. When it faced 
the fact that it is both at once, women of color were sometimes regarded 
as different twice over: from the male standard of race and the white 
scandard of sex." This revea.ls a racism in che law of sex and a sexism in 
the law of race. White women meet the white male standard as white, if 
not male, and men of color meet the whhe male standard as male, if not 
white. Although a good many women of color can meet any substantive 
standard around, women of color as such meet neither. This treatment of 
women of color serves co support the view thnt the implicit standard for 
equality is what white men value about themselves and each other-an 
irreducible minimum of which is often chat you be one." 

Anempcs to redress women's inequality through law have almost exclu
sively continued 10 adhere to the Aristotelian model rather than challenge 
it.46 In the older cases on sex, women as a group were legally seen as 
different from men 10 the point of lacking legal personhood; thus, for 
example, in Bradwell v. 1//,i,ois, qualified women were not pennitted co 
practice law under a rule rhat admitted qualified "persons• co rhe bar.•7 

The Court in the meantime having recognized that facial sex classifications 
may violate the Equal Protection Clause, women were given the chance to 
meet the male standard in some eases. In Reed v. Reed;•• for example, the 
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Coun invslidated facial statutory preferences for men, requiring that 
women be equally considered to administer estates. On this level, Reed is 
to Bradwell as Brown is to P/e.rsy: women wem from being categorically 
different to being putatively the same. Such a recognition looks like pro
gress when it enables one ro enter liberal humanity. But having to be the 
same as men to be treated equally remains the standard.·" 

So strt-ss on sameness has shaped litigation strategi~-s- which not sur
prisingly have often found male plaintiffs their ideal vehide"'-and pro
vided the dominsnt interprecarion and politics! strategy of the ERA.•• The 
operative view has been that if classifications that distinguish by sex were 
eliminmed from law, sex equality would be achieved. Some progress, 
largely but not totally" limited to eJjtes, has been made in this way. Some 
compensation for sex differences, often termed "special protectionst have 
also been won, but most of them arguably have been more ideologically 
denigrating than materially helpful.» While some situations have been in1-
proved, the conditions of inequality that made compensation seem neces
sary have been altered vinually not at all. 

The harm of sex discrimination distinctively focused by this approach 
the harm of facial classificmions-has been largely the hann of stereo
typing: assuming all women are the same and/or like some m)'!hic femin ine 
standard, and inherently and irredeemsbly different from men. To stereo
type is to impose a trait or characterization that may be true of some 
members of a group upon all in the group. As an account of the injuty of 
discrimination, this norion of misrepresenrarion by generalization is cer• 
tainly partial and limited and can be crivializing and even perverse. \Vhac 
if the stereotype-such as women enjoy rape-is not really true of anyone? 
What if, to the extent a stereotype is accurate, it is a product of abuse, 
like passivity, or a survival strategy, like manipulativeness? What if, to the 
degree it is real, it signals an imposed reality, like • womsn's pince is in 
the home? What if the stereotype is ideologically injurious but materially 
helpful, like maternal preference in child custody cases? What if a stereo
type is injurious as a basis for policy whether or nor accurme, such {IS the 
view that women are not inrerested in jobs with higher salaries? Further, 
why is it an injucy to be considered a member of a group of which one is, 
in fact, a member? ls the injury perhaps more how that group, hence its 
members, is acrually treated? lf sex-based generalizations are the problem 
of sex inequality under lsw, what can be done by law about those problems 
women generally d-0 share? Will a law shaped to correct illusions rather 
than to confront the problems women have as women be able to face 
realities co the extent women have women's problems? If facial classifica-
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, ions are elimina<ed in the name of ,heir exceptions, what becomes of those 
women the exceptions leave behind? This analysis suggests that the law of 
discrimination, 10 the extent it centers on empirical accuracy of dassili
carion and cmegorization, has primarily rargeted inequaliry's inuccuracies 
of perception, such that fu]l human value and variety is not recognized, 
above inequality's imposition of commonalities, such that full human value 
cannot grow and full hwnan variety cannot exisL. 

As this doctrine developed, a grassroots practice of women's resistance 
,o male dominance developed along side it, and with it n deeper confron
tation with sex inequality. In rape crisis centers, battered women's shdten, 
incest support groups, and organizations of former prostitutes against pros
titution, for example, nobody experiences anything so taxonomic and ge
neric and neutral and analytic and abstract and empty as sameness and 
difference. The experiences that brought women there are not encounters 
with blank • different treatment,• equally dangerous wht-ther protective or 
invidious. 1bey meet few illusions except their hopes for a better life. 
Stereotypes that see them as victims are overtaken by the reality in which 
they arc victimized. Women face violent husbands, abusive fathers, violated 
children with venereal diseases, little food and no money, no jobs, a home 
on a shoestring if thm, rats, cold, pushers, pimps, and cops. They are 
banered and raped indistinguishably, pros,imted by force of violence and 
economics inseparab)y, already mothers and pregnant again without o nce 
having wantc..-d to be. l11cy live every day with ft."ar, boredom, humiliation, 
deprivation, desperation, and dependency with no one 10 depend upon. 
Whatever sameness they share wich men is nor working very wel]. nor are 
their differences the precious kind. Their screams of pain and terror are 
not generally valorized as a "different voice."" Their difference lies in 
being on the bonom. It is this hierarchy that defines whatever difference 
maners, nor the other way around, and defears even most dreams of 
common humanity. As to the dimension of femaleness along which this is 
lived, what happens seems less exactly "based on sex• than because d1ey 
are women. Tolerance of , heir differences or abolishing sex as a legal cat
egory or getting law more accurately to reflect their individua1ity is not 
even a watered.down approximation of what they need. What they need 
is change: for men 10 stop hurting them and using them because they are 
women, and for everyone 10 stop letting them do it because they are men. 

Grounded in this world, lnw for women moved from seeking nccess ro 
an unchanged legal regime to developing a substantively critical grasp of 
its tools, toward reshaping the law so that women can use it. TI1rough such 
efforts, bartered women's normal survival response ro years of assaul1 has 
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begun 10 be reflecred in the law of self-defense, so that those sinia1ions in 
which women are mos1 likely to need to kill 10 save themselves are begin
ning 10 shape doctrine." Stace by state, the law of rape is being expanded 
10 include rape in marriage, so 1hat some of the mos, common rapes in 
life become rapes in law.'6 Some protection has been extended to women 
testifying as rape victims, shielding their sexual history so they do not 
become cast as live pornography in court." Abortion has lx:en largely, if 
precariously, decriminalized.'• Scarutes of limitations in cases of incestuous 
sexual abuse of children have begun 10 be extended." The law of the 
family has been confronted by practitioners and theorists alike as an en• 
forcement of palriarc:hy, in an anempt to empower women in marital dis• 
solutions and child cus10dy disputes.'° Torr concepts of harm and measures 
of damages have been scrutinized from the srandpoint of women's sirua
tion, in an attempt to encompass women's injuries.61 l11e law of contract 
has been criticized for abstracting from gender by assuming an at arm's 
length one-at-a-time atomism in transactions, and for presupposing behav
iors and forms of power that imagine and favor men over women.62 fo 
these instances, women's legal initiatives have transformed inclusion into 
change. They have moved from a request to be penniued to play by the 
nJes to an understanding that having no say in the rules means noc being 
permi1ted 10 play the game. They have moved from the use of existing 
doctrine to a critical practice of reconstruction. They have begun to move 
from advancing within the gender hierarchy to subverting it. 

Remorkabli•, sex equality doctrine has largely escaped this kind of critical 
scrutiny and pressure to reconsider ics fundamental precepts." Some 
changes have been made. In some tension with the doctrinal substructure, 
for example, the law of sex discrimination has been interpreted to <.-over 
sexual harassment and amended to cover pregnancy." But the potentially 
larger implications for bnsic sex equality law of such initiatives-one in
volving sexual assault, the other involving reproduction- have been un• 
derestiinaced. If discrimination based on pregnancy is discrimination based 
on sex, one can be different in • way that perfectly tracks the gender line"' 
and still be entitled to equal treatment. And if female sexuality is regarded 
as discriminated againsc rather than different when women arc sexually 
harassed, given that the line of distinccion trncks both biology and sex 
roles, the law of equality has taken a long step beyond the "similarly sit
uated" requirement. Akhough implicitly undermined in these ways,66 nei• 
thcr the '"similarly situated" test, nor its statutory version, the comparability 
requirement, has been exposed as the doctrinal guise of dominance. l do 
not know of• single American case chm has directly challenged them." 
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As a consequence, legal sex equaliry rheory has nor been designed co 
address che substance of most lived sex inequality. At work, for example, 
most women do jobs that mostly women do.•• So long as the extremity of 
this segregation can implicitly be considered a sex difference-whe1her 
caused by God/•<:I the nature of things/& hisrory,11 che markec,71 Congress/' 
o r what women are "interested in"H-sex equality law will be stymied in 
ending it. The worse the inequali1y is, the more like a difference it looks. 
Yet 1he connection is no, often made tha1 the same notion of difference 
underlies protectionism, rejecrion of the claim of comparable worrh, refusal 
to address pregnancy as a discrimination issue, and the difficulty of proof 
in garden-variety sex discrimination cases, even ones in which huge hiring 
and promotional disparities exis1." The more perfec1 1he disparil)', 1he 
more difficult the showing of discrimination, so long as 1he basis for dis
parity is not mythic but real. Until this model based on sameness and 
difference is rejected or cabined, sex equality law may find itself incrcas• 
ing)y unable even 10 advance women imo male preserves-denned as 1hey 
are in terms of socially male values and biographies76-for che same reason 
it catmot get courts to value women's work in spheres to which women 
remain confined. Such a law can prohibit holding women 10 feminine stan
dards in the workplace bur no, holding 1hem 10 masculine ones." Designed 
for the excepcional individual whose biography approximates the male one, 
this approach cannot touch the situation of most wome.n, where the force 
of social inequality effectively precludes sex comparisons. 

Because ,he .. similarly sinrn,ed" require1nern continues ,o control access 
10 equality claims, the laws of sexual assault and reproductive control
areas as crucia1 in the social construction of woma11s inferior status as they 
are laden with misogyny- have not b~"" seen as amenable 10 constitutional 
sex equality anack. Comparatively few men are raped and no men are 
denied abortions; gender comparisons are therefore unavailable or can be 
strained. So sexuality and procreation become happy differences or un
happy differences but never imposed inequalities. The legal system's ireat
mem of rape, which is pumively illegal while overwhelmingly pem1irred," 
is no, regarded as stme action that discriminates on rhe basis of sex, nor 
is criminalizing or refusing to fund a medka1 procedure that only women 
need. First there mus, be similarly situated men with whom co compare. 
Men's comparative lack of sexual and reproduc1ive viola1ion is nOI visible 
as a lack because it is relatively unthinkable cha, men would be hurt in 
th<.-sc ways, although some men certainly arc.79 As a result, when sex in
equality is mos, extreme-the vast majori1y of victims of sexual assaul1 
wi1h impuni1y and all those denied legal or funded abortions are women-
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i, drops off the sex inequ•lity map. These are ,he soci•I pr•c<ices of dom
inance that become, create, the gender difference as we know it. Once the 
"similarly situate<l" assumption is revealed as the white male standard in 
nemral disguise, the fist of dominance in the glove of equality, the conti
nuity with Pless,, and Bradwell beneath the victories of Brown and Reed, 
dominance essentialized as difference becomes first on the equality agenda 
rather than last, or not there at all. 

11 

it's not so good to be born a girt/sometimes. 

- Ntol.al:c Shllnge, Tbru Pt«n 135 (1981) 

\-Vomcn don't get half as much righu as they ought ro; we want more, 
ao<l we will ha\'e i1. 

- Sojourner Truth, llS quoted in EJU~bah Cady Stanton, Sw.:ln 8. Anthony, 
1''1.tikla Gage. Hutory Of WMum Snf/n,g~ , 68 (1882) 

The inequality of women to men deserves a theory of its own. The scan,s 
of women resembles orl,er bases for inequality, but, like every inequality, 
is also particular and Wlique. Women's situation combines unequa) pay 
with allocation to disrcspcctcd work; sexual targeting for rape, domestic 
barrering, sexual abuse as children, and systematic sexual harassment; de
personalization, demeaned physical characteristics, and use in denigrating 
entertainment; deprivation of reproductive conuol; and prostitution.60 

These abuses have occurre.d1 in one form or anOLher, for a very long time 
in a context characterized by disenfranchisement, preclusion from property 
ownership, possession and use as object, exclusion from public life, sex
based poverty, degraded sexuality, and a devaluation of women's hw11an 
worth and contributions throughout society. Like oi.her inequalities, bur in 
its own way. the subordination of wof'nen is socially insritur.iona.lized, CU· 

mulatively and systematically shaping access 10 human dignity, respect, 
resources, physical security, credibility, membership in community, speech, 
and power. Composed of all its variations, the group "women" has a col
lective social history of disempowermem, exploitation, and subordination 
ex1ending 10 the present.•• To be treated like a woman is 10 be disadvan
taged in these ways as an incident of being assigned to the female sex. To 
speak of social treatment "as a woman" is thus not 10 invoke any universal 
essence or homogeneous generic or ideal type, bur 10 refer 10 1his diverse 
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mmerial reality of social meanings and practices such that 10 be a woman 
"is not yet the name of a way of being human.''3.? 

1n this context, the failure of the law of sex equality to address sexual 
abuse and reproductive exploitotion stands om. T he low typically considers 
these abuses. cardinal experiences of sex inequality,3.t to be crimes o r pri. 
vacy violations, not acts of sex discrimination. Equality doctrine does not 
seem to lit them. Equality law privileges re<-ognition of facial classifications, 
in which the group descriptor is the legal inequality, largely because such 
devices have enforced much racial inequality and race is the paradigmatic 
inequality in U.S. law. For the most part, the laws of sexual assault and 
reproductive control do not mention women or men, not anymore. Yet 
these laws are nor exactly neutral with an adverse impact either, at least 
not in the usual sense. They are 100 gendered to be neutral, and any law 
on rape or pregnancy will affect the sexes differentially, without necessarily 
being discriminatory. 

Existing legal equality templates unerly foil to capture the particular way 
in which the legal system organizes its participation in the subordination 
of women.~ Consider whether the law of sex classifications has the same 
relation to the realities of women's subordination that the law of racial 
classifications has to the realities of racial subordination. Does a law pre• 
ferring men as administrators of estates" have the same relation to 
women's subjection that a law prescribing "white onJy" raiJway cars has to 
racial subordination? Docs a law prohibiting cightt-en- to twenty-year-old 
boys in O klahoma from drinking 3.2 percent beer while permining it lO 

girls86 have the same relation to sex inequality that a law requiring Black 
children in Kansas to attend racially segregated schools has to racial in
equality? I mention two seminal sex discrimination cases to suggest that 
facial sex classifications may be relatively peripheral to women's inequality, 
including by law. For claims based on sex, what the constinnional in
equality net is made to catch has a]ways been reJative]y rare and is now 
virtually extinct, while sex inequality, including through law, remains pred• 
at0ry and Aourishing. 

Much sex inequality is successfully accomplished in society without ex
press legal enforcement and legitimation. Yet the law is deeply implicated 
in it. Law actively engages in sex inequality by apparenLly prohibiting 
abuses it largely pem1its, like rape, and by hiding the deprivations it im• 
poses benea,h ostensibly gender-neutral terms, like abortion. Tn ,he areas 
of sexual assault and reproductive control specifically, these legal concepts 
have been designed and applied from the point of view of the accused 
rapist and the outsider/impregnaror respectively, and in the absence of the 
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poinr of view of 1he sexually assaul1ed or pregnnnr woman. Mos1 of the 
sexual assaults women experience do nor fir 1he legal model of the ideal 
violation. Mose rapes are by familiars not strangers, by members of one's 
own ethnic group not ochers, ac home not on che scr-eec." The notion of 
consent here, che law•s Jine between intercourse and rape, is so passive 
that a dead body could satisfy it." The law of rape is designed so that rape 
is what somebody else docs and what almost nc~•cr happens: so that what 
is done all the time, presumably including by those who design and inter
pret and enforce the laws, can be done." 

Similarly, when convenient to do away with the consequences of sexual 
intercourse (meaning children), women get abortion rights. Women can 
have abortions so men can have sex.90 When not conveniem-and for 
,hose men who seek 10 control women through conrrolling ,heir child
bearing and for those women (historically, women of color and mentally 
disabled women) for whom more drastic me-clfls arc deemed somehow per• 
missible-women are deprived of procreative choice through sterilization 
abuse the law either active1y promotes or fails ro recognize or redress,91 

forced obstetrical interventions the law pennits;' fetal rights the law de, 
fines against women's rights,91 and criminalized and unfunded and bu· 
reaucracically burdened abortions the law deems adequate." ln chis light, 
che ,heme of the laws of sexual assault and reproduction is male conrrol 
of, access to, and use of women. 

\Xfomcn are sexually assaulted because they arc women: not individually 
or a, random, bm on the basis of sex, because of their membership in a 
group defined by gender." Forry-four percent of women in the United 
States have been or will be victims of rape or attempted rope at least once 
in their lives.96 Women of color experience disproportionately high inci
dence races." 1n one r,mdom sample sn,dy, only 7.5 percent of American 
women reported encountering no sexual assault or harassment at any time 
in their lives."' Females- adults and children- are most of the victims of 
sexual assault. The perpetrators are, overwhelmingly, men. Men do this to 
women and 10 girls, boys, and other men, in 1h01 order. Women hardly 
eve.r do this to men. 

Sexual violation symbolizes and actualizes women's subordinate social 
status to men. It is both an indication and a practice of inequality between 
the sexes, specifically of the low status of women relative co men. Avail
ability for aggressive intimate imrusion and use at will for pleasure by 
another defines who one is socially taken to be and constitutes an index 
of social worth. To be a means 10 the end of the sexual pleasure of one 
more powerful is, empirically, a degraded s1ams and the female position. 
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In social reality, rape and the fear of rape operate cross-culnirally as a 
mechanism of terror to control women. To attempt to avoid it, women are 
constrained in moving about in the world and walk down the street with 
their eyes averred.99 Rape is an net of dominance over women that works 
systematically to maintain a gender•srratified society in which women OC· 

cupy a disadvantaged status as the appropriate victims and targets of sexual 
aggression. 100 

Sexual aggression by men against women is nonnalized. In traditional 
gender roles, male sexuality embodies the role of aggressor, female sexu
ality the role of victim, and some degree of force is romanticized as ac• 
ceptable.'0 ' Sex-ual assaults frequently occur in the context of family life or 
everyday social events, often perpetrated by an assailanr who is known ro 
the victim.nu In one study, one.third of American men in the sample say 
they would rape a woman if assured they would not get caught. The figure 
climbs following exposure to commonly available aggressive pornog
raphy.'°' Pornography, which sexualizes gender inequality, is a major in
srirution of sociali2ation into these roles. The evidence suggests that women 
are targeted for intimate assault because the degradation and violation and 
domination of women is eroticized, indeed defines tl1e social meaning of 
female sexuality in societies of sex inequality. Sexual assault thus becomes 
a definitive act of sexualized power and masculinity under male supremacy. 

Only a fraction of rapes is reported, the most frequently mentioned 
reason for nonreporting being fear of the criminal justice system. Women 
of color fear its racism particularly. Only n fracrion of reponed rapes is 
prosecuted. Many rapes are "unfounded," to unfound being an active verb 
in police lexicon for a decision not to believe that a rape happened as 
reported. '°' Only a fraction of prosecuted rnpes rc,;ults in convictions. Rape 
sentences are often short. Most rapists therefore conrinue ro live in society 
either undetected or un1>tmished and unrehabilirated. In many insrnnces, 
one must suppose that they remain unaware that they did anything even 
potentially culpable.'°' Perhaps these data are viewed with complacency 
on 1he unconscious belief that sexual assault is inevitable or • constant that 
cannot be caken seriously because it i.s so common. Perhaps sexua] a.ssaulr 
wouJd not be so common if it were taken seriously. 

Seen in this way, sexual assault in the United States today resembles 
lynching prior 10 its recognition as a civil rights violation. It is a violent 
humiliation ritual with sexual elements in which the victims are often mur• 
dercd. It could be done to members of powerful groups but hardly ever 
is. When it is done, it is as if it is what the victim is for; the whole target 
population cringes, withdraws, at once identifies and disidentifies in terror. 
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The exemplary horror keeps the group smaller, quie,er, more ingraria,ing. 
The legal system is dominated by members of ,he same group engaged in 
the aggression. The practice is fonnally illegal but seldom found co be 
against the law. The a<rocity is de jure illegal bm de facw pennimxl. 

Unlike ,he law of murder, however, before the rape law is adminis,ered, 
it is biased on its face. 106 Rape is typically defined as intercourse with force 
against one's will. Apparently this is not considered redundant, implying 
that women consem co sex with force all the time. Given this sadomaso• 
chislic definition of sex at the line becween intercourse and rape, it is no 
wonder that the legal concept of consent can coexist with a lot of force. 
Crystallizing in doctrine a nonn that animates the rape law more generally, 
the defense of "mi.scaken belief in consent" defines whether a rape OC· 

curred from the perspeetive of the accused rapist, no, from the perspec,ive 
of the victim or even based on a social standard of unacceptab]e force or 
of mutuality.1°' To a degree unlike any other crime to the person, the 
credibility of the victim is the issue on which cums whether any hann was 
done. Only in sexual a.ssau1c cases is it believed, against the victim's state• 
mcnt to the contrary, that she may have consented to forced acts against 
her. The view that women seek out and enjoy forced sex is pure special 
pleading for the accused. Yee it is a perspective the law has often taken. 

A major exception in application has been accusations by white wornen 
of sexual assault by African Ametican men-a relatively rare event. 1011 Here 
the usual presumption that the woman consented turns to the opposite on 
racisc grounds: because the man is Black, she could noc have wanted it. 
The possibility exists that prosecutions under such conditions can be sue• 
ccssful independent of whether a rape occurred or of whether the partic
ular defendant was the perpetrator. At the same time, women of color, 
overwhelmingly the victims of the sexual assa,Jcs men of color do perpe• 
crate, are often faced with the necessi,y of siding with men of color on 
grounds of community self-preservation. Statistically, such a legal posture 
makes it more possible to convict when a sexual assault is less likely to 
have occurred, and next ro impossible to convict when one is more likely 
co have occurred. It is nor in women's interest to have men convicted of 
rape who did not do it, any more than it is in women's interest not to 
have men convicted of rape who did. Lives are destroyed both by wrongful 
convictions and the lack of rightful ones, as the law and che credibility of 
women-that rare commodity-are also undennined. 

\Xfomcn and men arc not similarly situated with regard to sexual assault 
in che sense that the sexes are not equally subject co or subjected co it. Bue 
chis is the inequality chat indices it, not the difference chat exonerates it or 
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exempcs it from equality scrutiny. The one case in which the Supreme 
Court adjudicates the constitutionality of a sexua]~assault statute in the sex 

equality context misses this point entirely. Michael M. '"' challenges the 
Califon1ia scanuory rape law as sex-discriminatory because it makes only 
males criminals for having sex with underage girls. The plurality upheld 
the statute on grounds that underage females could validly be protected 
from sex because they were likely to become pregnant. The dissent would 
have invalidated the srncute, among other reasons, because it did not 
equally criminalize the two panicipants in the crime and because it em
bodied the invidious stereotype that men usually aggress in sex. The plu
rality opinion grasped the sex-differential reality at the cost of attributing 
it to biology. The dissent understoo<l the reality of sexual assault of girls 
co be socially created rather than biological, at ,he cost of failing to un
derstand it as nonetheless gender-based. The plurality saw a hierarchy but 
thought it was biologically fixc"<i. The dissent saw the possibilities for 
change, but missed the hierarchy. 11ie plurality allowed a sex difference
potential pregnancy-co render girls "'nor similar)y situated'j and co sup. 
port a sex-differential statute that divides women by age. Never mind that 
many of those protected cannot become pregnant and more of those not 
protected can, thot young boys are sexually assaulted too (usually but not 
ahvays by older males), and that girls do not lose their vulnerability co 
sexual coercion upon turning eighteen. The dissent revealed more concern 
with a\1oiding the stereotyping attendant to the idcologic-.tl message the law 
communicated than with changing the facts that make the stereotype 
largely true. In the interest of opposing facial distinctions and debunking 
the supposed myth of male sexual aggression, the fact that it is over• 
whelmingly girls who are sexually victimized by older males for reasons 
wholly unrelated 10 their capacity to become pregnant was completely ob
scured. The facts of social inequality, of sex aggravated by age, that could 
have supported panicular legislative attention to the se.xual assault of girls 
were not even considered. Underage girls fonn a credible disadvantaged 
group for equal protection purposes when the social faces of sexual assault 
are faced, facrs that prominently fearure one-sided sexual aggression by 
older males. 110 It seems that in o rder to imagine equality, one must first be 
blind to inequality, and to see inequality blinds one 10 seeing that equality 
is possible. 

Perhaps this case reveals the reason chat the law of sexual assault has 
never been hdd to sex equality standards, al the same lime providing d ues 
co the reason equality is defined in cenns of sameness and difference in 
the first place. Sexuality, hence sexual assault, is believed by many co be 
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biological, a naniral par< of the so-called sex difference. \Vie are dealing 
here with the assumption that rape is inevitable in gendered biology. If 
explicitly embodied in law, such an asswnption ought to violate equal 
protection of the laws. [n fact, in Dothard v. Ri111Jlinro11, it has been found 
co be a nondiscriminatory reason for excluding women from some em. 
ployment, equating capacity to be raped with membership in the female 
gender.111 \Xlhat it comes down to is that the most extreme instances of 
sex inequaLity in society are considered sex differences, hence reasons 
equality law does not apply, as in Michael M., or reasons discrimination 
can be openly justified, as in Dothard. Men can be raped, and sometimes 
are. That alone should suggest that the overwhelming numbers of women 
in the rape-victim population expresses inequality, not biology. Will rape 
have 10 be comparably common in and definitive of men's siarus before 
women can be found deprived of equal protection of the laws when they 
are raped with legal impunity? How much legal impunity will it take before 
the law of sexual assaulc-its terms, enforcement. nonenforcemenc, and 
interpretation-is recognized as sex discrimination? 

Sexual assault, in this argwnent, has a special place in women's social 
status, and the law of sexual assault has a distinctive place in the history 
of women's oppression by government. TI1ere is no lack of atrocities dis
closing judicial bias by courts in sexual-assaul, adjudications."' Conde
scending, demeaning, hosiile, humiliating, and indifferent judicial treat
ment of female victims of scxua) assault is not uncommon. m GovcrmnCJ1t 
commits 1his inequaliiy and should rectify i1. Law has a choice. It can 
inscribe this misogyny on society yet more authoritative1y, promoting sex 
inequality, or it can move against it by promoting sex equality. Sexual 
assault cannot be treated as gender-neutral because sexual assault is not 
gender-neutral. The law of sexual assa,~t cannot be treated as private ac
tion because it is government aclion.11~ Women are not rece.iving equa] 
protection of the laws. The Equal Protection Clause i.s inconsistent with 
state law that promotes sex inequaLity. The law of sexual assault conunands 
Fourteenth Amendmenr scrutin),.1n 

Sexual assauk is already seen as gendered in the Supreme Couri's treat
ment of the statute in 1\.fichael M. as facial sex discrimination against men, 
apparently as a result of its use of the term "sexual intercourse."' " Sexual 
assault is squarely understood as a fonn of sex discrimination in the rec
ognition rh:n sexuRI ha rassment, which can include sexual assault, is ac• 
tionablc scx•hascd discrimination.117 Just as women arc sexually harassed 
based on their sex, women are subjected to sexual aggression in other ways 
based on ,heir sex. Both fonns of treatment (which overlap) are categorical 
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and group-based. Men, usually heterosexual, harass and rape women. " 8 

Any woman within the ambit of such a man is his potential victim and, 
when she is harossed, is disadvantaged because of her sex. But for her sex, 
she would nor be so treated.'" Similar to the way Title VU governs the 
workplace, the criminal law of sexual assault, if governed by the Fourteemh 
Amendment, would set sex equality standards for state law, hence for so
ciety at large. 

Deprivarion of equal access 10 justice because one is a woman is dep• 
rivnrion of equal protection of rhe laws on rhe basis of sex. This analysis 
offers a constitutional basis for defending sexual-history exclusions from 
fair-trial anacks'"' and for upholding publication bans on names and iden
tifying information of sexual-assault victims against f'irst Amendment chal
lengcs.121 It supports a constirurional appeal whenever a courc engages in 
judicial sexism in a sexual-assault trial, a basis for massive civil litigation 
under federal civil rights statutes for nonenforccment and miscnforccmcnt 
of sexual-assaulr laws on the basis of sex, and a foundation for chaUenging 
the facial unconsritutionality of biased srate criminal laws char adopt a male 
perpetrator's point of view to the systematic disadvantage of female vie• 
cims. It squarely suppons legislation making sexual assault a(tionable os a 
fonn of sex discrimination. m 

Usually, sex precedes reproduction. Tn part through its connections with 
forced sex, procreation has also provided a crucial occasion, pretext, and 
focus for the subordination of women to men in society. Many of the social 
disadvanrnges 10 which women have been subjected have been predicated 
upon their capacity for and role in childbearing. Although reproduction 
has a major impact on both sexes, men arc not generally fired from their 
jobs, excluded from public life, beaten, patronized, confined, or made into 
pornography for making babies. This point is not the biological one that 
only women experience pregnancy and childbirth in their bodies, but the 
social one: women, because of their sex, are subjected to social inequality 
at each step in the process of proeteation. Encompassed are women's ex• 
periences of "fertiliry and inferriliry, conception and comracepcion, preg• 
nancy and the end of pregnancy, wherher through miscarriage, abortion, 
or birth and child-rearing. " UJ As with most sex inequality, it is unclear 
whether an atLribute distinctive Lo women is targeted for abuse and hatred 
because it is women's, or women are targeted for abuse and horred because 
of a distinctive anribute. T suspect the former is closer 10 rhe truth. Either 
way, under male dominance, pregnancy- analyzed by Andrea Dworkin as 
"the primary physical emblem of female negativity" 12•-and die potential 
10 become pregnam are socially fundamental in women's inequality 10 men. 
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Grounding a sex equality approach to reproductive control requires sit• 
uating pregnancy in the legal and social comext of sex inequality and cap• 
turing the unique relationship between the pregnam woman and her fetus. 
The legal system has noc adequacely conceprualized pregnancy, hence it 
has not adequately conceptualized the relationship between the fems and 
the pregnant woman. This may be because the interests, perceptions. and 
experienc<-s that have shaped the law have mainly not included those of 
women. The social conception of pregnancy that has fonned the basis for 
its legal rreannem has not been from the poim of view of the pregnam 
woman, but rather from the po int o f view of the observing o utsider, gen• 
dered male. Traditionally, fetuses have not fared much better under this 
vantage point than have women.'" This may be changing ac women's ex• 
pense as increasingly, despire the explicit Supreme Court ruling co the 
contrary,m• the fetus becomes endowed with attrib utes of personhood. 117 

Men may identify more readily with the fetus than with the pregnant 
woman if only because all have been fetuses and none will ever be a preg• 
nant woman. 128 

Accordingly, the law of reproductive issues has implicitly centered on 
observing and controlling the pregnant woman and the fetus using evi• 
dence that is available from the outside. The point of these incervencions 
is 10 control the woman through comrolling the ferus.'" Technology, also 
largely controlled by men, has made it possible to view the fetus through 
ultrasound, fueling much of the present crisis in the legal status of the fetus 
by framing it as a free.floating independent entity racher than as connected 
wirh the pregnant woman.1,0 Much of the aurhoriry and persuasiveness o f 
the ultrasound image derives from its presentation of the fetus from the 
standpoint of the outside obse.rver, the so-called objective standpoint,"' so 
that it becomes socially experienced in these temis rather than in tenns of 
its direct connection to the woman.02 Presenting the fems from chis point 
of view, rather than from that which is uniquely accessible to the pregnant 
woman, stigmatizes her viewpoint as subjective and internal. This has the 
episiemic effect of making the fems more real than the woman, who be· 
comes reduced 10 the "grainy blur" at the edge of 1he image."' 

The law of reproductive control has developed largely as a branch of 
the law of privacy, the law that keeps out observing outsiders. Sometimes 
it does.'" The problem is that while the private has been a refuge for 
some, it has been a hellhole for others, often at the same rime. Tn gendered 
light, the law's privacy is a sphere of sanctified isolation, impunity, and 
unaccountabili ty. It surrounds the individual in his habitat. It belongs to 
the individual with power. Women have been accorded neither individu-
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ality nor power (nor a habitat truly their own). Privacy follows those wirh 
power wherever they go. just as consent follows women. \XThen the person 
with privacy is having his privacy, the person without power is tacitly 
imagined 10 be consenting. At whatever time and place man has privacy, 
wol'nan wants to have happen, or lets happen, whatever he does to her. 
Everyone is implicitly equal in there. If the woman needs something-say, 
equality- to make these assumptions re-.tl, privacy law docs nothing for 
her, and even ideologicnlly undermines the state intervention that might 
provide 1he preconditions for its meaningful exercise."' The private is a 
distinctive sphere of women's inequality to men. Because this has not been 
recognized, the doctrine of privacy has become the triumph of the state's 
abdication of women in the name of freedom and se)f.de1enn ination.•>< 

Theorized instead as a problem of sex inequality, the law of reproductive 
control would begin with the place of reproduction in the status of tl1e 
sexes. A narrow view of women's "biological destiny" has confined many 
women co childbearing and childrearing and defined all women in cenns 
of it, limiting their participation in other pursuits, especially remunerative 
positions with social stature. Women who bear children arc constrained 
by a society that does not allocate resoura.>s co assist combining family 
needs with work outside the home. ln the case of men, the cwo are tra
ditionally tailored to a complementary fit, provided that a woman is avail
able to perform the traditional role that makes that fit possible. Law has 
pcrmiucd womm to be punished at work for their reproductive role. The 
option of pregnancy leave mandmed by law was not even regarded as legal 
until recencly; m in the Uni red States, it srill is nor legally required in most 
places. \'<lhcn women begin to "show," they are often treated as walking 
obscenitk-s unfit for public presentation. Inside the home, bauering of 
women may increase during pregnancy."• Pornography of pregnancy sex
ualizes it as a fetish, conditioning male sexual arousal to it.'>' Whether or 
not women have children, they are disadvantaged by social no1ms that limit 
their options beeause of women's enforced role in childbearing and child
rearing. For a woman who does become pregnant, these consequences 
occur even when a pregnancy is wanted. 

Women often do 1101 control the sexual conditions under which they 
beeome pregnant, hence are deprived of meaningful control over the re
productive capacities of their bodies. Women are socially disadvantaged in 
controlling sexual access 10 their bodies ,hrough socialization to customs 
that ddine a woman's body as for sexual use by men . Sexual acc<-.s is 
regularly forced or pressured or routinized beyond denial. Laws against 
sexual assault provide lirtle 10 no real protection. Contraception is inade-
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quate or unsafe or inaccessible or sadistic or stigmarized. Sex education is 
often misleading or unavailable or pushes heterosexual motherhood as an 
exclusive life possibility and as the point of sex. Poverty and enforced 
economic dependence undermine women's physical integrity and sexual 
self-determination. Social supports or blandishments for women's self. 
respect are simply not enough 10 withstand all of this. 

After childbirth, women tend to be the ones who are primarily respon
sible for the intimate care of offspring-their own and those of others. 
Social custom, pressure, exclusion from well.paying jobs1 the scmcmre of 
the marketplace, and lack of adequate daycare have exploited women's 
commitment to and c-aring for children and relegated women 10 this pur· 
suit, which is not even considered an occupation but an expression of the 
X chromosome. Women do not control the circumstances under which 
they rear children, hence the impact of cl1ose conditions on their own life 
chanc<:s. 140 Nlcn, as a group, arc not comparably discmpowered by their 
reproductive capacities. Nobody forces them co impregnate women. 'Ibey 
are not generally required by society to spend their lives caring for children 
to the comparative preclusion of o ther life pursuits. 

It is women who are caught, 10 varying degrees, between the reproduc
tive consequences of sexual use and aggression on the one side and the 
economic and other consequences of the sex role allocations of labor in 
the market and family on the other. As a result of these conditions, women 
arc prevented from having children they do want and forced to have chil
dren they do not want and cannot want because they are nor in a position 
responsibly co care for them because they are women. This is what a social 
inequality looks like. 

Reproduction is socially gendered. Women are raped and coert-e<l into 
sex. When conception results from rape or incest, it is a girl or a woman 
who was violated, shamed, and defiled in a way distinctively regarded as 
female. When a teenager gets pregnant because of ignorance or the neg
acive social connorncions of comraccprion, it is a young woman whose Life 
is on the line. \Xlhen miscarriage results from physical assault, it is a woman 
who was beaten. When there is 1101 enough money for another child or 
for an abortion, it is a woman who is forced to have a child she cannot 
responsibly care for. When a single parent is impoverished as a result of 
childbearing, usually that parent is female. '" When someone must care for 
the children, it is almost always a woman who does it, withom her work 
being valued in terms of money or social status. Nlcn, regardless of race, 
have 1101 generally been sterilized without their knowledge and against their 
will, as have women of color. h has been held illegal 10 sterili?.e a male 
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prisoner but legal ro sterili,.e a mentally disabled woman."' Those who 
have been defined and valued and devalued as breeders and body servan1s 
of the next generation are not usually men, except under circwnsrances 
recognized as slavery. The essential social function of nurturing new life 
has been degraded by being filled by women, as the women who fill it 
ha,•e been degraded by filling it. And ir is women who, for reasons not 
always purely biological, may pay for giving birth with their Llves. 

ln this conrext, the relationship between the woman, gendered female, 
and her fems needs to be reconsidered. Although it hardly presents new 
facts, this relation has never been accorded a legal concept of its own. 
Because legal method traclitionally proceeds by analogy and distinction, 
anempts at analogy between the relationship between the fetus and the 
pregnant woman and relations already mapped by law are ubiquitous. Had 
women participated equally in designing laws, we might now be trying to 
compare other relationships-employer and employee1 partners in a busi• 
ness, oil in the ground, termites in a builcling, tumors in a body, ailing 
famous violinists and abducted hostages forced to sustain them-to the 
maternal/fetal relationship rather than the reverse. The fetus has no con• 
cept of its own, but must be like something men have or are: a body part 
10 the left, a person 10 the right. Nowhere in law is the fetus a fems. 
Sometimes there are no adequate analogies. 

Considering the fetus a body pan has been the d osest the law has come 
to recognizing fetal reality and protecting women at the same time. Since 
men have body pans over which 1hey have sovereignty, deeming the fetus 
co be ... like chat'' has seemed the way co give women sovereignty over what 
is done to their bodies, in which the fetus inevitably resides. Because per
sons are sovereign, deeming the fetus to be a person, "like me,• has sc-<:med 
the way to rake away women's control over it, hence over themselves. T he 
body-part analogy derives its credibility from the intricate and intimate 
connection between the woman and the fetus, which derives nourishment 
from her and is accessible only through her. From before viability until 
fully completed live birth, the fems is within the person of the woman and 
a, one with her bodily sysrems. What happens to it happens to her and 
what happens to her happens 10 it- if not always in the same way. By 
telescoping the fetus into the woman, the body-pan analogy at once rec
ognizes the ur1ity of interest between fetus and pregnant woman that the 
personhood model is predicated on severing. and consolidates the woman 
as the dccision•makcr for the unit. 

Yet the fetus is not a body part. The fetus is ordinarily created through 
incercourse, • social relation through which impregnacion occurs. Although 
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some body parts are donated (as are some ferti li,.ed ova), no body part is 
created from a social relation-one between the sexes at that. Physically, 
no body part takes os much and contributes os little. The fetus does not 
exisr 10 serve the woman as her bodi• parts do. The relation is more the 
orher way around; on the biologica] leve1, the fetus is more like a parasite 
than a pan. The woman's physical relation to her fetus is expected to end 
and does; when it docs, her body still has all of its parts. She is whole with 
ir or withour it; n miscarriage leaves her body as such intact, nlthough the 
loss may diminish her. On the level of feeling, she has losr a part of her, 
but this is also (sometimes even more) true of loss of children who are 
fully born nlive. Fern! dependence upon the pregnant woman does not 
make the fetus a parr of her any more than dependenr adulrs are 1>arrs of 
chose on whom rhey depend. The ferus is a unique kind of whole chat, 
after a certain point, can live o r die without the mother. Whatever crecli. 
bility the body-part annlogy has t-vaporatcs at the moment of viability, 
placing tremendous pressure on the viabiliry line and irs dererrnination os 
a consequence. 10 No other body part gets up and walks a\Vay on its own 
evenrually. 

The fetus is not even like gendered body parts. Its culrurnl meaning, 
lived through by the pregnant woman through her pregnancy, is distincr. 
Pregnancy can be an emblem of female inferiority or adulation, of deni
gration or elevation; it can bring closeness or estrangement, can give hope 
and meaning to life and community, and depth or desperation to family. 
Tr acrracrs violence against women, sentimentality, artempcs at control, gives 
rise to financial costs, and the need for difficult decisions. 1 

.... \"'X'omen have 
lost jobs and been stigmatized and excluded from public life because they 
are pregnant- jobs and access they had in spire of having breasts and 
meruses. Ir seems rhar it is one rhing 10 have rhem, another 10 use them.'" 
No body part, including a uterus, has the specific consequences chat preg
nancy-as a rule a sign that a woman has had sex with a man-has on 
women's social destiny. 

Now 1>lace the legal scams of the fems againsr the backdrop of women's 
tenuous to nonexistent equa1ity. \'Qomen have not been considered "'per
sons• by law very long; the law of per.;onhood arguably falls short of 
recognizing the requisites of femnle personhood so far. Separate fetal status 
in a male-dominared legal system in which women have been conrroUed 
{inter alia) through the control of their procreative capacity, risks further 
entrenchment of women•s inequality. If the fetus were d<.'Cl11cd a person, 
it may well have more righrs than women do, especially since fetnl rights 
would be asserted mosr often by men-progenitors, husbands, docrors, 
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legislators, judges-in rraditionally male insrirutions of amhori<y, promi
nently legislatures, hospitals, agencies, and courts. Fecal righcs as such are 
thus in direct tension with women's sex equality rights. 

Indeed, the only point of recogni~ing feral personhood, or a separate 
fetal entity, is to assen the interests of che fetus against the pregnant 
woman. 1-1& There wou]d be two persons in one skin- hers-the rationale 
being that its life depends upon her, but the reverse is not usually true. 
The fetus could be given the right 10 the use of the pregnant woman's 
body from conception ro birth .'" In arguments for feral personhood, the 
fetus is "born in the imagination."'"" But it is not born in the world. Ges
tation and birth involve the mother and often entail considerable medical 
uncertainty."' Even well 10ward the end of pregnancy, the view that the 
fetus is a person vaults over ,his process in a way thac is unrealistic and 
dangerous for the birthing woman, who can be made invisible and chattel 
in a situation in which she is deeply implicated. 

Personhood is a legal and social srarus, not a biological fact. As gestation 
progresses, the fetus grows from something that is more like a lump of 
cells to something that is more like a baby. As the body-part analogy draws 
on the earlier reality 10 define the later one, the personbood analogy draws 
on the later reality 10 define the earlier one. In my opinion and in the 
experience of many pregnant women, the fems is a human form of life. Tr 
is alive. But the existence of sex inequality in society requires that com• 
pleted live birth mark the pcrsonhood line. If sex equality existed so• 
dally-if women were recognized as persons, sexual aggression were rruly 
deviam , and childrearing were shared and consistent with a full life rather 
than at odds with it- the fetus still might not be considered a person but 
the question of its political status would be a ,,cry different one. uo 

So long as it gestates in utero, the fetus is defined by its relation to the 
pregnant woman. More than a body part but less than a person, where ir 
is, is largely what it is. From the standpoint of the pregnant woman, it is 
both me and not me.'" It "is" the pregnant woman in the sense that it is 
in her and of her and is hers more rhan anyone's. h "is not" her in the 
sense rhac she is nor aU that i.s there. In a Jegal system thar views rhe 
individual as a unitary self, and that self as a bw1dle of rights, it is no 
wonder that the pregnant woman has eluded legal grasp, and her fetus 
with her. 

The legal status of the fetus cannot be considered separately from the 
legal and social status of the woman in whose body it is. The pregnant 
womm1 is more than a location for gestation. She is a woman, in the socially 
gendered and unequal sense of the word. In an analysis of women's srarus 
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as socially disadvantaged, the woman is noc a mere vehicle for an evem 
that happens 10 occur within her physical boundaries for biological rea
sons."' Women's relation to the fetus is not that of a powerful, fully ca
pacirnted being in relation to a powerless, incapacitated, and incomplete 
one. Indeed, it shows how powerless women are that it takes a fetus to 
make a woman look powerful by comparison. The relation of the woman 
to the fetus must be S<.-en in the social context of sex inequality in which 
women have been kept relatively powerless compared with men. The fetus 
may have been conceived in powerlessness and, as a child, may be reared 
in powerlessness-the woman's.m The effects of women's inequality in 
procreation can range from situations in which the woman is prevented 
from conceiving, chooses to conceive and deeply desires to deliver bm the 
baby dies, or does not choose to conceive but is forced to deliver. 

The range of procreative events along which inequality is experienced 
contextualizes the fact that when women arc forced into maternity, they are 
reproductively exploited. Short of achieving sexual and social equality
short of changing the context-abortion has offered the only way out. 
However difficult an abortion decision may be for an individual woman, 
it provides a moment of power in a life otherwise led under unequal con
ditions that preclude choice in wa)'S she cannot control. In th.is context, 
aborrion pro,rides a window of relief in an unequal siruarjon from which 
there is no exit. Until this context changes, o nJy the pregnant woman can 
choose life for the unborn.,,.. 

Because the discussion of the political stams of the fems has been framed 
by the abortion controversy, it has proceeded from the premise that there 
is a conflict between what is good for the woman and what is good for 
the fetus. Sometimes there is. Usually there is not, in large part be<.11use 
when there is, women tend to resolve it in favor of the fems. Women may 
identify with the fems because, like them, it is invisible, l)owerless, deriv
ative, and silent."' Grasping this unity in oppression, it has most often 
been women who have put the welfare of the fetus first, before their own. 
\X/hile most women who abor, did not choose to conceive, many women 
who keep their pregnancies did 1101 choose 10 conceive either. The priority 
women make of their offspring may be more true in the abortion context 
than it seems. Many women have abortions as a desperate act of love for 
their unborn children . Many women conceive in banering relationships; 
subjecting a child to a violent father is more than they can bear.'" When 
women in a quarter to a third of all American households face domestic 
violence,"' this motivation cannot be dismissed as marginal. Some women 
conceive in part 10 cement a relationship that later dissolves or becomes 
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violent when the man discovers the conception. '" Even where direct abuse 
is not present, sex inequalfry is. Many abortions occur because che woman 
needs 10 try 10 give herself a life. But many also occur because the woman 
faces the fact ,hat she canno1 give this child a life. Women's impo1ence to 
make this not so may make the decision cragic, but it is nonetheless one 
of absolute realism and deep responsibility as a mother. 

Reproduction in the lives of women is a far larger and more diverse 
experience than the focus on abortion has permitted. The right 10 repro
duc1ive con1rol l have in mind would include the aborrion righ1 bu, would 
not center on it. Women would have more rights when they carry a fetus: 
sex equality righ1s. Women who are assaulted and miscarry, women who 
are forced to have abortions and women who are denied aborrions, women 
who are sterilized, and women who are negligently attended a1 birth all 
suffer deprivation of reproductive control. Under such circumstances, C.."<• 

isting laws that regulate these areas should be interpreted consistent with 
constitutional sex equali1y mandates. lf affimiative legislative pursuit of this 
principle were desired, this concep1 of reproductive comrol would en
courage programs to support the fetus through supporting the woman, 
including guarameed prenatal care, pregnancy leaves, and nutritional, al
cohol, ond drug counseling. Lf pursued in a context in which sexual co
ercion was effectively addressed, such programs ,vould promote women's 
equality, not constitute inducements and pressures to succumb to women's 
subordinate rok-s. In this light, purported concern for the well-being of 
pregnam women and subsequemly bom children expressed by policing 
women's activities during pregnancy and forcing women to carry pregnan• 
cics to term is not only vicious and counterproductive, but unconstitu• 
tional. ,,., 

Because the social organization of reproduction is a major institution of 
women's social inequality, any constitutional interpretation of a sex 
equality principle must prohibit laws, state policies, or offidaJ practices 
and acts that deprive women of reproductive control or punish women for 
,heir reproducrive role or capacity. Existing examples include nonconsen
sual sterilization, forced obstetrical interventio n, supervision of women's 
activities during pregnancy under the criminal law, and denials of abortion 
through criminalization or lack of public funding where needed. Women's 
righ1 10 reproductive control is a sex equality righ1 because i1 is inconsis1em 
with an equality mandate for the state, by law, to collaborate with or man
date social inequality on the basis of sex, as such legal incursions do. It is 
at lease as sex-discriminatory 10 exacerbate a pre-existing sex inequality as 
it is to impose a sex inequali1y tha1 does no, already socially exist. This is 
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co argue 10 exrend rhe meaning of consrinnional sex equalicy based on rhe 
recognition that if it does not mean this, it does not mean anything at all. 

Under chis sex equality analysis, criminal abortion statutes of the sore 
invalidoced in Roe v. Wade violate equal protection of che laws.'"' They 
make women criminals for a medical procedure only women need, or make 
others criminals for perfonning a procedure on wome.n that o nly women 
need, when much of the need for this procedure as well as barriers to 
nccess 10 it have been created by social conditions of sex inegualicy. Forced 
morherhood is sex inequality. Because pregnancy can be experienced only 
by women, and because of the unequal social predicates and consequences 
pregnancy has for women, any forced pregnancy will always deprive and 
hurt members of one sex only on che basis of gender. Just as no man will 
ever become pregnam,''' no man wil1 ever need an abortion, hence be in 
a position 10 be denied one by law. On this level, only women can be 
disadvantaged, for a re-JSOn specific to sex, through state-mandated restric
tions on abortion. Deninl of Medicnid funding for medically necessary 
abortions obviously violates this right. '62 The Medicaid issue connects the 
maternity historically forced on African American women integral to their 
exploitation under slavery with the motherhood effectively forced on poor 
women, many of whom are Black, when their medically needed abortions 
arc not funded and everything else thar is medically necessary, for both 
sexes, is, as happened in Harris v. McRae in 1980.1M For those who missed 
it, the abortion right has already bt-en lost: this was when. 

Although the sex cqualicy argument for equal funding for abortions is 
doctrinally simpler than that for the abortion right itself, Starures rhat re
criminalize abortion164 would be invalidated under this argument as well. 
To recast the preceding argwnent in a more doctrinal forrn, statutes thnt 
draw gender lines are unconstitutional under the Equal P rotection Clause 
if they do nor bear a valid or subscantial relation co an imporranr or legit
imate and compelling state purpose.1"' Initially, a state's purposes in 
passing criminal abortion statutes could be challenged as invalid. lf states 
wamed ro protect the ferns, rather than discriminate against women, they 
would help the woman , not make her a criminal. The most effective route 
to protecting the fetus- perhaps the only effective route- is supporting 
the woman. Further, the seeming appropriateness of forcing women to 
bear children when no such bodily impositions are made upon men by any 
srnte law- even after femses that men have participated in creating become 
children (persons) and even when no altcrnativL-s are available- is trans• 
parently based on the view that the purpose of women is breeding. lf using 
women as a sex as a means to an end is discriminacory, if naturalizing as 
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destiny a role that is rooted in the history of sex incqualil}' is discrimina
t0ry. the state purpose in restricting abortions is discriminatory and not 
valid. 

But even assuming the srare purpose were found valid-rhe purpose 
was not ro harm women but to help focuses, and this need not be pursued 
in the best way but only nonpretextually- the issue would remain whether 
a statute that rccriminalizes abortion is based on sex. Criminal abortion 
laws hurt women through a biological correlme of femaleness and a socially 
defining chamcteristic of gender long used 10 disadvantage women and 
keep them in a subject status. For this reason, criminal abortion statutes 
sho,dd be treated as closer 10 facially discriminarory than 10 neutral dis
tinctions disparare in effecr. By analogy, sexual harassmenr is legally treated 
more like facia1 ,han disparate impact discrimination, even though it is nor 
done by express law or policy. Certainly, more men are sexually harassed 
than are denied abortions.166 Criminal abortion laws hurt no men the way 
they burr only women. They single our women exclusively. Criminalizing 
providers, which does affect men, is me.rely a pretexcually gender-neutral 
means of accomplishing the same goal: depriving women and only women, 
by law, of relief from a situation of sex inequality thar begins in unequal 
sex and ends in unequal childrearing. If criminal abortion prohibitions are 
t.reared as facial, not neutral, it is unnecessary, as doctrina1ly redundant, co 
prove that they discriminate intentionally. 

If intent had lo be proven in order to invalidate criminal abortion stat• 
ures, stares would doubrless argue that they aim 10 help femses, not hurt 
women. But intent can be inferred frorn impact. 167 No men are denied 
abortions, even if some doctors, regardless of sex, are made criminals for 
providing them. Such a statutory impact would be far more one-sided than, 
for example, the impacr of veremns' preference srarures, which have been 
found to lack the requisite discriminatory intent because, although most 
of those benefited by them are men, many men- nonveterans- are also 
hamned. '" No men are damaged in the way women are hanned by an 
aborrion prohibition. Even rhose who can be prosecmed are hanned for a 
procedure only women need, with the clear aim of keeping women and 
only women from access to it. Male providers can avoid liability by refusing 
to perform the procc-dure and be, as men, no worse off, while pregnant 
women who seek 10 abide by the law musr continue the pregnancy, dam
aging them in a way that only women are or could be damaged. 

Remaining as a barrier to this argument is the view that pregnancy, 
hence abortion, is implicidy not sex-based because no men ger pregnant 
and are treated better. Thar is, there are no "similarly siruared" men dif-
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ferend}r treated, so depriving women in this way cannot be sex discrimi. 
nation. 169 Considering reproductive control as a sex equality right directly 
challenges the "similarly situated" requiremenl. ln the pregnaJlcy area, the 
notion that one must first be the same as a comparator before being en
titled to equal treatment has been deeply undermined, although it remains 
constitutional precedent. After the Supreme Court held under T itle Vil 
that discrimination based on pregnancy was not discrimination based on 
sex,110 Congress reversed this result by amending Title VU, requiring that 
discrimination based on pregnancy be recognized as discriminarion based 
on sex. 171 As of this amendment, a cardinal difference between the sexes 
became an invalid re-ason for disadvantaging women in employment."' The 
theoretical implications of this shift are considerable. Mose disadvantages 
can be consrrued as, and therefore become. differences. •n The question is 
whether social disadvantages-like jail and deprivation of government 
funding- will be treated under the old model for biologic-al differences, 
as not subject co equality law, or whether the new model, under which not 
even biological differences justify unequal social outcomes, will be applied. 

Moving away from its earlier formalism in the pregnancy area, the Court 
has begun to interpret statutory sex equality mandates in light of substan• 
rive equality goals. ln an early nding consm,ing the pregnancy
discrimination amendment to Title VTT, the Supreme Court reached out 
explicitly in dicta, to a degree that was legally unnecessary, to repudiate 
its former constitutional reasoning on pregnancy, seeming strongly to signal 
its readiness 10 abandon its view under the Fourteenth Amendment chat 
pregnancy is not gendered." ' L, a further Title VT! ruling on pregnancy, 
the Court gave sex equality reasoning a strong pro-equality spin, holding 
that a state-mandated pregnancy leave was not sex discriminatory be<.11use 
it promoted women's equal access to the workforce."' Here the Court 
chose not 10 enforce gender neutrality where that would have meant in
validating or extending 10 men (via parental leave) a sex-specific repro• 
ductive benefit for women at work, noting that the consequence was neu• 
trnl in the sense chm, under rhe srarute. .. women, as well as men, can have 
families ,vichou1 losing their jobs.' 07• The Court has not since had occasion 
directly to consider the issue of whether pregnancy is gendered in the legal 
sense.'" Specifically, it has not confronted this question in the constitu• 
tional context since these newer developments in sramcory sex equality law 
came into sha rp conflict with its approach on rhe constirucional side. Ad
judication of «-criminalized abortion by state law could present such an 
opportunity. 

Doctrinally, it is possible for criminal abortion sracuces to be found sex 
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discnminarory bm nonerheless justified, for example, by the goal of J>ro
tecting fetal life. Putting aside the question of whether sex discrimination 
sho,~d ever be justified, this inquiry would be rhe nghr conrexr in which 
ro balance feral death from legal abortions with maternal death from illegal 
ones. 178 \V/e would learn a 101 abom how rnuch a woman's life is worth, 
hence about the reality of equality for women, from the answer. 

Because forced maternity is a sex equality deprivation, legal abortion is 
a sex equality right. "Women's access to legal abortion is an attempt ro 
ensure that women and men have more equal comrol of their reproducrive 
capacities, more equal opportunity to plan their lives and more equal ability 
to participate fully in society than if legal abortion did not exist..,,., Sex 
equaUty wo,,ld be advanced if women were permined 10 comrol sexual 
access 10 rheir bodies long before an unwanted pregnancy. Sex equality 
would be advanced if society were organized so that both sexes pan ici• 
pated equally in daily child care. Sex equality wowd be advanced by eco
nomic panry between women and men. Equality for women would gain 
from racial equality. All these changes would overwhelmingly reduce the 
numbers of abortions sought. The abortion controversy wowd not be en
tirely eliminated, bur its ground wowd shifr dramatically. 

Those who suppon rhe abortion righr in the name of •• woman's righr 
to control her own body" rnight start earlier, before women are pregnant, 
with the issue of sexual access. If women cannot, socially speaking, control 
sexual access to their bodies. they cannot control much clsc about them. 
Those who think thar fernses should nor have ro pay with rheir lives for 
their mothers' inequality might direct themselves 10 changing the condi
tions of sex inequality that make abortions necessary. They might find the 
problem largely withered away if they, too, opposed sex on demand. 

III 

\X'hen a system of pov..--er is thoroughly in command, it has scarcely need 
lO speak itself aloud; when its workinf,-S are exposed and quesliooed. it 
becomes not o nl)' subject to discuss.ion, but even to change. 

- Kate Millen, Sea",/ Poliri'cr 87 ( 1971) 

The first pan of these reflections tnkes on the complacency of the view 
that women have rights when we do not; rhe second part stands againsr 
the luxurious cynicism that despairingly assumc..-s women have no rights 
when we do, or could. Both expose some of rhe workings of a gendered 
system of power whose command is maintained in part through being 
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unspoken. Tn 1he process of the analysis, some broader implications for 
change in equality law and theory are suggested. 

Inequality, as analyzed here, is not a bad auitude that floats in the sky 
but an embodied pariicular that walks on the ground. It is first concrete, 
hisco rical, present, and materia), only derivatively generic, and never ab
stract. Social inequality does not first exist in the abstract, in search of a 
basis or polarization or natural joint to carve or asymmeLIJ to which to 
nuach . It exists in the social reality of its particulars, such as the social 
dominance of men through which women are subjected . Sex equality as a 
norm comes into being through the resistance of women as a people to 
their subjection. The equality principle, in this approach, is properly com
prised of the practical necessities for ending inequality in each of its real 
forms. 

Such an analysis does not generate abstractly fungible categories. L,. 
equality is not conceptually reversible, only concretely chang<-able. To be 
"similarly situated," a test that relies on and produces abstr-act counter
hierarchical comparisons as the essence of equalicy reasoning, thus cannoc 
remain the threshold for access to equality guarantees. If inequality is con• 
crete, no man is ever in the same position a woman is, because he is not 
in it as a woman . That does not mean a man cannot be recognized as 
discriminated against o n the basis of sex. It does mean that it is no measure 
of virtue for an equality theory to accord the same solicitude to dominant 
groups as to subordinate ones, all the while ignoring who is who.'"" If the 
point of equality law is 10 end group-based dominance and subordination, 
rather than to recognize sameness or accommodate difference, a greater 
priority is placed on rectifying the legal inequality of groups that arc his
torically unequal in society, and less priority is accorded to pure legal 
artifac1s or rare reversals of social formne. Although such a subsran1ive 
interpretation is technically possible, indeed compelled, under existing law, 
the passage of an Equal Righ1s Amendment could help provide a political 
and textual basis for this rectification of constitutional emphasis. Some
times emphasis is all. 

Law furthering this equality norm would develop a new relation co SO· 

ciety. In societies governed by the rule of law, law is typically a status quo 
instrument; it does not usually guarantee rights that society is predicated 
on denying. In this context equality law is unusual: social equality does not 
exist, yet a legol guarantee of equality does. Tf law requires equality, in a 
society that is structurally and pervasively unequal, and the social status 
quo were no longer 10 be maimained through the abstract equality mo<lel, 
then equality law could not even be applied withou1 producing social 
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change. For example, it is generally thought that nondiscrimination and 
affirmative action are two different things. Under the equality approach 
argued here, there is no difference between them. Equality lnw becomes a 
distinet species of law, in need of its own norms for its distinct relation 10 

an unequal society. 
One part of developing the jurisprudence of such law is creating new 

doctrine. Here, the existing laws of sexual assault and abortion arc argued 
variously 10 constitute sex discriminatory state action. While existing state 
acrion doctrine readily accommodates these obvious forms of ic, and ex
isting discrimination precedent provides a possible basis for their rccog• 
nition as discriminatory, the larger implications of this exposed interface 
between the state and women's everyday lives suggests the need for more 
commodious notions of both discrimination and state action. On a con• 
tinuum of examples, denial of access to abortion, the marital rape exclu
sion, failure to enforce laws against domestic violence, the mistaken belief 
in consent defense in rape, and state protection of pornography'" are aU 
gendered acts of government. To the extent they are not recognized as sex 
discrimination or state action, those concepts arc gender biased. 

Doctrinally, these fonns of discrin1ination look like much of the reality 
of sex discrimination looks: perhaps less provably purposeful than the ex
isring model for incentional, hue far from facially neutral and massively 
disparate in impact, they show a supportive interaction between govern• 
mcnt permission or omission and male aggression. More explicitly in• 
vidious than rhe nemral, buc less superficially incemional chan exis1ing re
quirements for motive, such discriminations have soda] markers of sex 
written aU over them and would arguably happen very differently were the 
stance of the government different."' Such laws and practices are simply 
biased, their one-sidedness diagnosable from reinforced subordinate group 
disadvantage, provable from invidious social meaning and damaging ma
terial consequences. To fail to see the state's hand in these examples is to 
miss much of die way law insinuates itself into social life, intruding on and 
strucruring relations between the sexes, insrimtionaliz:ing male dominance. 

Equality approaches are often faul ted as less powerful than other poo
sible legal approaches to the same problems because they are inherently 
relative, while other approaches like liberty or security or privacy are 
thought more powerful because they are absolute. Existing absolutes hnve 
no, proven particulnrly reliable; one suspects ,hey are usually defined sub 
rosa in relative terms anyway. While equality never entirely cscap<.-s the 
compar-ative, substantive comparisons that recognize hierarchy and history 
pose few of the dangers that abstract Aristotelian comparisons do. Nor 
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mus, 1he standard for comparison be conceded. Subordinate groups may 
challenge the dominant standard as a form of bias in i15clf. Equality allows 
critique of the social partiality of standards as well as opportunity co live 
up 10 existing ones. The socially contextual nature of this equality concept, 
its groundedness, seems to me a strength: whac it seeks is ahvays real, 
because it is re.al for someone. L1 one's zeal to make deeper change, it 
should not be overlooked that actually having the best any group currently 
has-for example, not being about to be raped at any moment-would 
be a big improvement for mosr of us. 

I am also told that sex equality is not a desirable approach to repro• 
ductive control because it has a sunset built into it. Even if we had equality, 
wouldn't women still need abortions? If sex equality existed, there wo,Jd 
be no more forced sex; safe effective comraceprion would be available and 
the psychological pressures surrow1ding its use would be gone; whatever 
womanhood meant, women would need nei ther men nor intercourse nor 
babies co prove ir; abortions for sex selection as now practiced would be 
unthinkable; the workplace would be organized with women as much in 
mind as men; the care of children would be a priority for adults without 
respect co gender; women would be able 10 support themselves and their 
famil;es (in whatever form) in dignity through the work they do. Now 
imagine the wornan who is pregnant without wanting co be. True contra. 
ceptive failures would probably remain, as would fetuses with life. 
threa.tcning disabilities, selective abortions (where too many fetuses in one 
merus threatens the existence of all, 1he modem lifeboat simation), good 
old.fashioned nor paying anention (but without all its currently gendered 
determinants), and the like. Perhaps some people would not want another 
child, but not for most of today's reasons. The point is, the politics of 
abortion would be so dramatically reframed, and the numbers so drastically 
reduced, as to make the problem vif!ually unrecognizable. If authority were 
already just and body already one's own, having an abortion would lose 
any dimension or resistance 10 unjust authority or reclamation or self• 
possession and bodily auronomy. At the same time, under conditions of 
sex equaHty. taking the purativc father's view into accounc in the abortion 
decision would make sense it does not make now. uu The issue of the 
pregnant woman's nine•month bodily commitment and risks would remain, 
and might have to be dispositive. Bur the privacy approach 10 the abortion 
question might begin 10 make real sense. 

G iven the pervasiveness of social inequality, imagination is the faculty 
required 10 think in sex equality terms. What would it be Like if women 
had power, knowing what women know? Even under present conditions 
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for women, rwo women with power under exisring law, Madam Jusrice 
Benha Wilson of Canada and Justice Sandra Day O'Connor of che Uniced 
States, have wrinen highly evocative abortion opinions. They are marked, 
on my reading, by a discincrively nonabsrracr and nonappropriative em• 
pathy. Boch woman and fen1s are real in their minds at once. Madam 
Justice Wilson, joining an opinion that invalidated Canada's criminal abor• 
tion law, speaks eloquently of the woman facing the abortion decision, 
highlighting the need ro take her point of view seriously: "Ir is probably 
impossible for a man co respond, even imaginatively, ro [the woman's 
abortion] dilemma not just because it is ouLside the realm of his personal 
experience ... but because he can relate to it only by objectifying it. .. ." 
In the history of human rights, she sees "rhe history of men struggling ro 
assert cheir dignity and common humanity against an overbearing state 
apparatus.,, The history of women's rights, by contrast, has been "a 
struggle to eliminate discrimination, to achieve a place for women in a 
man's world, ro develop a set of legislative reforms in order ro place women 
in the same position as men .. . not to define the rights of women in re. 
lation to their special place in the societal structure and in relation to the 
biological distinction between the two sexes." Reproductive control is 
properly •an integral part of modem woman's struggle ro assert her dignity 
and worrh as a human being.,, is.. In other words, it is a sex equality issue. 
Justice Wilson's decision also retains some state interest in fetal life. 

Justice O'Connor is similarly alive to the predicament of the pregnant 
woman who needs an abortion yet is also unwilling co disregard the fems, 
especially the potemially viable one.'" She has expressed serious doubts 
about Roe, but her vote alone has prevented its repudiacion.114 Taken to • 
gether, and interpolating what is unspoken from what is spoken, the views 
of these Justices could be seen ro request an approach ro abortion that 
values women unequivocally buc does not trivialize fe tal life. Why, they 
seem to be asking, must this Hfe4 or•death decision be, by law, in uJomen's 
hands? Sex inequality is the answer. 

Anriciparing the full reach of rhe difference sex equaliiy would make is 
another maner. The challenge of grounded thinking and keeping faith ,vith 
silenced women means facing that we cannot know what women not on• 
equal as women would want, how sexuality would be constructed, how 
law wo,~d relate to socieiy, what form the stare would rake, or even if 
chere would be one. 



13 
Prostitution and Civil Rights 

The gap between the promise of civil rights and the real ~ves of prostitutes 
is an abyss that swallows up pros1i1uted people.' To speak of prostitution 
and civil rights in one breath moves the two into one world, at once ex
posing and narrowing the distance between them. 

Women in prostitution are denied every imaginable civil right in every 
imaginable and unimaginable way,1 such that it makes sense to understand 
prostitution as consisting in the denial of women's humanity, no matter 
how humanity is defined. lt is denied both through the social definition 
and condition of the prostituted and through the meaning of some civil 
rights. 

The legal right to be free from tonure and cmel and inhuman or de
grading treatment is recognized by most nations and is internationally guar• 
ameed. In pros1innion, women are 1om1red 1hrough repeaied rape and in 
alJ the more conventionally recogni:zed ways. Women are prostituted pre• 
cisely in order to be degraded and subjected to cruel and brutal treatmem 
without human limits; it is the opportunity to do this that is acquired when 
women are bough, and sold for sex. The fact that most legal prohibi1ions 
on torture apply only 10 official 1ormre, specifically 1onure by scare actors, 
illustrates the degree to which the legal design of civil rights has excluded 
women's experience of being denied them. 

Security of rhe person is fundamental 10 society. The point of prostiru
tion is to transgress women's persona] security. Every time the woman 
walks up to the man's car, every time the man walks into the brothel, the 
personbood of women- not 1ha1 secure in a male-dominated society 10 
begin with-is made more insecure. Wornen in prostitmion attempt to sec 
limits on what can be done to them. Nothing backs them up. Pimps sup
posedly do, but it shows how insecure prostitut<.-.s' liv<.'S arc that pimps can 
look like security. Nothing realistically limits pimps, and, ultimately, any-
1hing can be done 10 their property for a price. As Andrea Dworkin has 

T2lk ~t S}fflpo;;:ium, ~pro, titution: From Academia to Activism." October JI, 1992, Uni\'ersi1y of 
MidliAm Law Srnool. Ann Arbor, Ml. Pin.t published, I Michilftn }f>tlm11/ of Gender and L4w 
I} (199}). 
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snid, "whncever can be stolen can be sold."' In rape, the security of 
women's person is sro1en; in prostitution, it is stolen and sold. 

Liberty is a primary civil right. Kathleen Barry has analyzed female 
sexual slavery as prostitution one cannoc gee our of.◄ A recent study of 
sneer prostitutes in Toronto found thar about 90 percent wanted co leave 
but could not.' If they are there because they cannot leave, they arc sexual 
slaves. Need it be said: to be a slave is to be deprived of liberty, not to 
exercise it. To lack the ability to sec limics on one's condition or to leave 
it is 10 lack consenc to ic. At the same cime, liberty for men is often con
sttuccl in sexual terms and includes liberal access to women, including 
prostituted ones. So while, for men, liberty entails that women be prosti• 
tuced, for women, prosticution entails loss of all that liberty means. 

The right to privacy is often included among civil righrs. In the Uniced 
States, one meaning privacy has effectively come to have is the right to 
dominate frt-c of public scrutiny. The private is then defined as a place of 
freedom by effectively rendering consensual what women and children are 
forced to do out of the public eye. Prosticucion is thus often referred to 
as occurring in private between consenting adults, as arc marriage and 
family.• The result is to extend the aura of privacy and protection from 
public imervention from sex 10 sexual abuse. ln prosticution, women hove 
no space they can call off-limits to prying eyes, prying hands, or prying 
other parts of d1e anatomy, not even inside their own skin. 

Freedom from arbitrary ancst is also a civil right. Criminal prostitution 
laws make women inro criminals for being vicrimized as women, so are 
arguably arbitrary in the firs t place.' Then these laws are often enforced 
for bureaucratic, turf.protective, funding, political, or advancement rca• 
sons8- that is, arbiuarily, against women. 

Propercy ownership is recognized as a civil right in many countries. 
Women in prostitution not only begin poor; they are syscemntically kept 
poor by pimps who take the lion's share of what they earn. They are the 
property of the men who buy and sell and rent them-placing the civil 
right, once again, in [he hands of their tonnenrers. 

Parcicularly in che Uniced Scates, the right 10 freedom of speech is cher
ished. Prostitution as an institution silences women by brutalizing and tcr• 
rorizing them so horribly thac no words can form, by punishing them for 
celling the cruth abouc their condition, by degrading whatever they do 
manage to say about virnrnlly ,mything because of who they are seen as 
being. The pornography that is made of their violation- pimps' sp<-ech- is 
protected expression.• 

One civil righc is so deep it is seldom mentioned: 10 be recognized as a 
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person before the law. To be a prostitme is to be a legal nonperson in 1he 
ways ,ha, matter. \'<That for Blackstone and others was the legal nonper• 
sonhood of the wife relative 10 the husband•• is extended for the prostitute 
co all men as a class. Anyone can do anything co her and nothing legal will 
be done about it. John S1oltenberg has shown how the social definition of 
personhood for men is imponantly premised on the prostitution of 
women. 11 Prostitution as a social institution gives men pcrsonhood- in this 
case, manhood-through depriving women of theirs. 

The civil right 10 life is basic. The Green River murders, suspec1ed co 
be of prostituted women; the serial murders of women in Los A.ngdcs; the 
eleven dead African American women who had been in prostitution who 
were recently found under piles of rags in Detroit-what killed them i.s 
• gender cleansing.• Snuff films are part of i1. \'<Then killing women becomes 
a sex act, women have no right to their lives, lives women in prostitution 
are most exposed to losing as sex. 

Equali1y is also a civil right, both equal humani1y in substance and 
formal equality before the law. In ,he United Scates, constitutional equality 
encompasses equal protection of the laws under the Founeenth Amend, 
ment and freedom from sla,oe.ry or involuntary servitude under the Thir• 
ceenrh Amendmem. Proscicucion implicates boch. 

The Founeenth Amendmenc provides for equal pro1ecrion and benefit 
of the law without discrimination. \'<That little equality litigation does exist 
in the prostitution context to date miSS<..-s the point of prostituted women's 
unequal trea1mem in a number of illuminacing ways. Some older pros1i
tution statutes, challenged. as sex discriminatory on their face. made pros• 
titution illegal only when a woman engaged in it. For example, Louisiana 
provided that "[p] rosticution is the pf'Jctice by a female of indiscriminate 
sexual incercourse wich males for compensacion." 11 Applying the sex dis
crimination test at the time, the coun ruled that ,id.ifferences between the 
sexes does bear a rational relationship co the prohibition of prostitution 
by females."" ln other words, defining prostitution as something only 
women do was found 10 be simple realism, a reileccion of social reality. 
\XTomen really do this; mosrly only women do this; it seems to have some
thing to do with being a woman to do this; therefore, it is not sex discrin1• 
ination to have a law that punishes only women for doing this. 

Here, the face that most proscicuces are women is not a sex inequality, 
nor does equating proscinirion with being a woman 1ell us an)llhing about 
what being a woman means. That most prostitut<..-s arc women is the reason 
chat legally defining the problem of prostitution as a problem of women 
is not a sex inequalicy. Thus does che soft focus of gender neutrality blur 
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sex distincrions by law and rigidly sex-divided social reoli1ies at 1he same 
time. By now, most legislatures have gender•neurralized their prostitution 
laws" even as prostitution has gone on as anything but gender-neutral. 

The cases chat adjudica1e equal protection challenges ro sex
discriminatory enforcemem of prostimtion Jaws extend this rationale. Po. 
lice usually send men to impersonate tricks in o rder to arrest prostitutes. 
Not surprisingly, many more women than men are arrcsLed in this way. 11 

The c,ises hold that this is not intentional sex discrimination but a good 
fai1h efforr by 1he stale to ge1 01 "the sellers of sex,"•• • the profiteer."'' 
Sometimes the tricks arc even described by police as the women's "\lictim."13 

Courrs seem co think the women make the money when, in most instances, 
they are conduits from crick 10 pimp, and the money is never theirs." Some
times the male police decoys wait to ar1'est until the sex act is about co 
happen-or, prostitutes complain, until after it happens.20 

Another all-too-common practice is arresting accused prostitutes, 
women, while letting arrested customers, men, go with a citation or a 
warning.21 This. too, has been chalJenged as sex discrimination, and ic sure 
sounds like it. Yet this, courts say, is not sex discrimination because male 
and female prostitutes are treated alike2' or because customers violate a 
different, noncompanible, law from the one under which che women are 
charged." There are some men in prosrirution, some ,,rho are preoperative 
transsexuals, some who are prostituting as women, some as men for men. 
You can tell you have walked into the world of gender neutrality when 
1.he law 1rems men as badly as women when they do what mosdy women 
do, and that makes treating women badly non -sex-based. Of course, com
pared with users, when they are arrested, prostitutes also more ofte.n fail 
10 satisfy the gender-neutral conditions of release: good money, good name, 
good job, good family, good record, good lawyer, good three-piece suit. ... 

Some states quarantine arrested women prostirutes but nor arrested male 
customers. This, too. is not sex discrimination, according to the courts, 
because the women are more likely 10 communicate venereal diseases than 
1he men are.24 \Where 1he women got the venereal diseases is no1 discussed; 
women are seen as wa]king disease vectors from which men's hea1th mu.st 
be protected. This was before AIDS, but the reali1y remains the same: d1e 
recipient of the sperm in sex is the one more likely 10 become infected." 

1nese cases represent the extent 10 which equal protection of the laws 
has been litiga1ed for pros1imtes to date. 26 The disparity be1ween the focus 
of this litigation and die civil rights violations inherent in prostitution is 
staggering. Behind the blntant sex discrimination these c,ises rationalize is 
the vision of equality they offer prostitutes: the right to be prostituted 
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withom being disproJ>Ortionately punished for it. As unprincipled as the 
losses in these cases are, if they had been won, this is the equality they 
would have won. 

Criminal laws against prostin11ion make women into criminals for being 
victimized as women, yet there are no cases chaUenging chese laws as sex 
discrimination on this ground. Criminal prostitution laws collaborate dab. 
oratcly in women's social inequality;77 through them, the state enfom.-s the 
exploication of prostituted women directly. When legal victimization is 
piled on top of social victimi1.a1ion, women are dug deeper and deeper 
into civil inferiority, their subordination and isolation legally ratified and 
legitimated. Disparate enforcement combines with this discriminatoty de
sign to violate prostituted women's Fourteenth Amendment right to equal 
pro1ecrion of the laws. 

This is not to argue that prostitutes have a sex equality right to engage 
in prostitution. Rather, it is to argue that prostitution subordinates, ex• 
ploits, and disadvantages women as women in social life, a social inequality 
that criminal prostitution laws then sea] with a criminal sanction. Prosti. 
tution cannot be decriminalized wholesale on this argument, however. 
While laws against the prostitution of prostituted people could be invali
dated on these grounds, the argument from disadvantage on the basis of 
sex supporis upholding and strict enforcement of laws against pimps, who 
exploit women's inequality for gain,211 and against tricks, who benefit from 
women's oppressed status and subordinate individual women skin on skin. 

Beyond eliminating discriminatory criminal laws and enforcing appro
priate ones, it is time the law did something /or women in prostitution. 
Getting the criminal law off their backs may keep the state from reinforcing 
their subordinate status but it does nothing 10 change that status. The 
Thirteenth Amendment, which applies whether or not the state is involved, 
may help. 

The Thirteenth Amendment prohibits slavery and involuntary servitude. 
Witli its implementing srntutes, the Thirteenth Amendment was passed to 
invalidme the chanel slavery of African Americans and kindred social in
stimtions;l' its language that slavery .cshaU not exist" gives suppon to 
slavery's affirmative elimination. l11c Thirteenth Amendment has been ap" 
plied to invalidate a range of arrangements of forced labor and exploitive 
servitude.'• The slavery of African Americans is not the first or last example 
of enslavement, although it has rightly been among the most notorious. 
Applying the Thirteenth Amendment to prostitution claims enslavement 
as a term and reality of wider application, which historically it bas had. 

To apply the Thirteenth Amendment 10 J>rostitution is not to equate 
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prostinirion with the chattel slavery of African Americans bur ro draw on 
common and often overlapping features of the two institutions of forcible 
inequality in the context of the TI1irteend1 Amendmem's implementation. 
Compared wi1h slavery of African Americans, prostin1tion is older, more 
pervasive across culnircs, usually does noc include as much nonsexua] ex
ploitation, and is based on sex and sex and race combined. For Black 
women in the United States, the relation between prostitution and slavery 
is less one of analogy than of continuity wi1h their sexual use under 
slavery." To analyze the two rogether is thus to rake the view that the 
Thirteenth Amendment was intended to prohibit the forms slavery took 
for Black women as well as those it took for Black men. 

Thirteenth Amendment" standards require a showing of legal or phys
ical force, used or rhreatened, to secure service, which must be "distinctly 
persona) service .. . in which one person possesses virtually unlimited au• 
thority over anothcr."H Some cases predkated servitude on psychological 
coercion," but die Supreme Court recemly held thai a climate of fear alone 
is nor enough." The vulnerabilities of the victims are stilJ relevant to de
termining whether physical or legal coercion or threats compel the service, 
rendering it "slavelike .• ,. Recognized vulnerabilities have included mental 
reiardaiion, being an iUegal immigram, nor speaking the language, being 
a child, and being stranded in a fore.ign city without means of support." 
Poverty has been pervasively understood as part of the setting of force." 

The Thirtt'Cnth Amendment has often been found violated when a 
person is tricked inro peonage or service through fraud or deceir and is 
then kept unable to leave, including through contrived and manipulated 
indebtedness.>"' Debt is not a requirement of servitude, but it is a common 
incident of it. One recent case found thar victims- they are c-J!led victims 
in 1hese cases-were forced into domestic service by enticing them to 

,ravel to the United Stares, where they were paid little for exorbitant work 
hours and had their passports and retum tickets withheld, while they were 
required 10 work off, as servants, the cost of their transportarion.'° Cor
roborating evidence has included extremely poor working conditions." 

Indentured servitude has long been legally prohibited in the United 
States, even prior to the passage of the Thirteenth A.tnendmcnt:'1 fo inter• 
preting the Thirteenth Amendment in contemporary peonage contexts, 
courts have been far less concerned with whether 1he condition was vol
untarily entered and far more with whe,her the subsequent service was 
involuntary." That victims believe they have no viable alternative but to 
serve in the ways in which they are being forced has also supported a 
finding of coercion and, with it, the conclusion 1ha1 ,he condirion is one 
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of enslavement ..... Involuntary servitude has embraced simations in which 
a person has made a difficult but rational decision to remain in bondage . .., 

If 1he legal standards for involumary servitude developed outside the 
sexual concext are applied 10 the facts of prostirurion. most women in ir 
are slaves, of most of chcfr situations dearly prohibited. In prostitution, 
human beings arc bought and sold as chattel for use in "distinctly personal 
service."" Many women and girls are sold by one pimp to another as wcll 
as from pimp to trick and for pornography. Prostitution was 001 forn1erly 
called "whire slavery' for norhing." 

Prostitution occurs within multiple power relations of domination, deg• 
radation, and subservience" by the pimp and trick over the prostitute: 
men over women, older over younger, citizen over alien, moneyed over 
impoverished, violent over victimized, connected over isolated, housed 
over homeless, regarded over despised. All of the forms of coercion and 
vulnerabilities re<."Ognized under the Thirt<..-enth Amendment arc common 
in prosci1ucion, and then some. No social institution exceeds it in physical 
violence. It is common for prostitutes 10 be deprived of food and sleep 
and money, beaten, torrured, raped, and threatened with their lives, both 
as acts for which 1he pimp is paid by other men and to keep the women 
in line.'' Women in prostim1ion are subject 10 near total domination. Much 
of this is physical, bur pimps also develop 10 a high an, forms of non
physical force to subjugate the women's will. Their techniques of mind 
control often exploit skills women have developed to survive sexual abuse, 
including memal defenses such as denial, dissociarion, and mulriplicity. 
They also manipulate women's desire for respect and self.respect. 

Criminal laws against prostitution provide legal force behind its social 
involuntarim:-ss. \Women in prostitution ha\1e no police protection bct.-ause 
they are criminals, making pimps' protection racket both possible and nec
essary. In addirion 10 being able 10 infficr physical abuse with impuniry, 
pimps confiscate the women's earnings and isolate them even beyond the 
stigma they carry. The women then have no one bur pimps to turn to to 
bail rhem our after arrest, leaving rhem in debt for their fines, which mus, 
be worked out in trade. Thus the law collaborates in enforcing women's 
involuntary servitude by turning the victim of peonage into a criminal.'° 
Such legal complid1y is state action, raising a claim under 1he Fourteenth 
Amendmem for sex discrimination by srn1e law." 

Although ir is dangerous 10 imply 1ha1 some prostimrion is forced, 
leaving the r<..-st of it to s.<..-cm free, as a matter of fact, most if not all prosti
tution is ringed with force in the most convemional sense, from incest to 
kidnapping 10 forced drugging to assauh 10 criminal law. Sex-based pov-
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erty, both prior to and during prosrinuion, enforces it; while povercy alone 
has not been recognized as making out coercion in slavery cases, ic has 
been recognized as making exit impossible in many cases in which coercion 
has been found. If all of the insrnnces in which these factors interacted to 
keep a woman in prosrirution were addressed, it ,vould be dramatically 
reduced. 

Beyond this, the Thirte<.11th Amendment may prohibit prostitution as an 
insticution. ln the words of The 11iree Prostitutes' Collectives from Nice, 
"all prostitmion is forced prostitution . .. we would not lead the ' life' if 
we were in a position to lc-.ivc it. "'1 L, this perspective, prostitution as such 
is coerced, hence could be prohibited as servitude. At the very least, there 
is authority for rnking the victims' inequality into account when courts 
assess wherher deprivation of freedom of choice is proven." 

On a few occasions in the past, the Thirteenth Amendment bas been 
used to prost-cute pimps for prostituting women." In these fo<lernl criminal 
cases, the prostitution was forced in order to pay a debt the women sup
posedly owed the pimp. In one case, the defendant procured two women 
from a prison by paying their fines and then forced them to repay him by 
prostituting at bis roadhouse." In another, young Mexican women were 
induced 10 accept free transportation to jobs chat did noc exist and then 
were told chey could no, return home until chey repaid the cost of the 
transportation through prostitution." These women were financially 
trapped, somctimt-s physically assaulccd, always threatened, and in fear. 

Some complied with the prostitution; some were able to resist. Tn these 
cases, the prostitution as such was not considered involuntary servirude
the coercion into doing it was. But it is implicit in these cases that pros• 
ticution is noc something a woman, absent force, would choose to do. 

It is worth asking whether coercion of women into sex in a Thirteenth 
Amendmem context would be measured by the legal standards by which 
courts have measured the coerciveness of nonsexual exploitation of g roups 
that include men. The coercion of women into and within prostitution has 
been invisible because prostitution is considered sex and sex is considered 
what wornen are for. The standards for the meaning of women's "'yes" in 
the sexual context range from approximating a dead body's enthusiasm to 
fighting back and screaming •no" co pleading with an anned rapist to use 
a condom." If this is free choice, what does coercion look like? Sex in 
general, panicularJy sex for survival, is so peivasively merged with the 
meaning of being a woman that whenever sex occurs, under whatever 
conditions, the woman tends 10 be defined as freely acting. 

Suits for prostitmion as involunrnry servitude confronc the notion thac 
women-some worncn who are "just like chat" or worne.n in genera1-arc 
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in prostinnion freely. No condition of freedom is prepared for by sexual 
abuse in childhood, pennits and condones repeated rapes and beacings, 
and subjects its participants 10 a risk of premature death of forry times the 
national average." The fact that mosr women in prostitution were sexually 
abused as children," and most emered prostitution before they were 
adults,"" undermines the patina of freedom and the glamour of liberation 
that is the marketing strategy apparently needed for the users to feel free 
to use them and enjoy doing it. Such suits would also challenge freedom 
of choice as a meaningful concepc for women under condicions of sex 
inequality. \Women's precluded options in societies that discriminate on 
the basis of sex, including in employment, are fundamental co the prosti
tution context. lf prostitution is a free choice, why are the women with 
che fewesr choices most often found doing it?61 

\xrhcn a battered woman sustains the abuse of one man for economic 
survival for twenty years, not even this legal system anymore believes she 
consents to the abuse. Asking why she did not leave has begun ro be 
replaced by noticing what keeps her ,here."' Perhaps when women in pros
titution sustain the abuse of thousands of men for economic survival for 
twenty years, this will, at some poim, come to be understood as noncon• 
sensual as well. And many do not survive. They are merely kept alive until 
,hey can no longer be used. Then they are sold one lase time co someone 
who kills them for sex, or they are OD'd in an alley or end up under those 
trash heaps in Detroit. 

The fact d,m the coercion in prosrirution will be difficult ro establish in 
law when it is so overwhelmingly obvious in life is boch why it would be 
difficult to win these cases and why it is crucial to try. It is helpful to be 
trying in a legal mntcxL, such as the Thirteenth Amendment, that has 
traditionally emphasized less the original means of subjection and more 
the barriers 10 leaving the subjected state. 

The best thing about criminal law is that the state does it, so women do 
not have to. The worst thing about criminal law is that the state does nor 
do it, so women sri11 have ro. Forrunarely for women, rhe Thirteemh 
Amendment has a civil rome, meaning women can use ir ourselves. Under 
section 1985(3 ), prostituted women could allege that they ha,•e been sub. 
jected 10 a conspirnt-y 10 deprive them of civil rights as women. The con
spiracy is the easy part-pimps never do this alone. In a supply-side con
spiracy, they prostimte women through organized crime, gangs, 
associations, cults, families, botcl owners, and police. There is also a 
demand-side conspiracy, more difficult to argue but certainly there, be
tween pimps and tricks. 

Long unresolved is whether section 1985(3) applies co conspiracies on 
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,he basis of sex. Tn a recent case, the Supreme Court held , ha, the group 
"women who seek and receive abortions" was not an adequate class for 
purposes of section 1985(3) because it was not based on sex.•• The court 
did not say that sex-based conspiracies are nor actionable under section 
1985(3 ); several members of the court said tha, they are. Pros,in11ed 
women fonn an even more persuasive sex-based class. How hard can it be 
to prove that women are prostituted as women? Not only is proslitution 
overwhelmingly done 10 women by men, but every aspect of the condition 
has defined gender female as such and as inferior for centuries. Evelina 
Giobbe explains how cl1e status and treatment of prostitutes defines all 
women as a sex: "The prostitute symbolizes the value of women in society. 
She is paradigmatic of women's social, sexual, and economic subordination 
in rhat her snuus is the basic unit by which all women,s value is measured 
and to which all women can be reduced .... As Dorch en Lcidholdt put it: 
"What other job is so deeply gendert-cl that one's breasts, vagina and 
recl\Jm constitute the working equipment? ls so deeply gendered that the 
workers are exclusiveJy women and children and young men used like 
womcn?"M The fact that some men arc also sold for sex helps make pros• 
titution look less than biological, less like a sex difference. Treatment that 
is socialli• and legally damaging and stereotypical 1hnt overwhelmingly bur
dens one sex, but is not unique to one sex, is most readily seen as sex 
disctimination. 

A civil action under section 19850) would allow prostituted women to 
sue pimps for sexual slavery, refming ,he lie 1hnt prosritmion is just a job. 
Picking conon is not just picking conon. That slavery is a 101 of work does 
not make it just a job. It is the enforced inequality of relations between 
pt'<>ple, as socially organized, that is the issue. 

In addition to these legal tools, the law against pornography 1ha1 Andrea 
Dworkin and T wrote gives civil rights to women in prostitution in a w~1y 
that cou]d begin to end that institution.66 Pornography is an arm of pros• 
tirution. As Annie McCombs once put it 10 me, when you make pornog
raphy of a woman, you make a prostirute out of her. The pornography law 
we wrote is concretely grounded in the experience of prostitmed women; 
women coerced into pornography are coerced into prostitution. It is also 
based on the experience of women in prostitution who are assaulted be
cause of pornography. Beyond this, under its trafficking provision, any 
woman , in or out of prostitution. who can prove women are harmed 
through the materials could sue the pornographers for this form of traf
ficking in women. This provision recognizes the unity of women as a class 
rnther than dividing prostinned women from all women . The precluded 
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options that get women into prosriturion, hence 1>0rnography, affeet all 
women, as does the fact that pornography harms all women, if no, all in 
the same way. 

Subordination on the basis of sex is key 10 our pornography law. Por
nography is defined as graphic sexually explicit materials that subordinate 
women (or, analogously, anyone) on the basis of sex. Women in prosti• 
tution are the first women pornography subordinatl-s. In its prohibition on 
coercion into pornography, in making their subordination actionable, this 
law se1s 1he first floor beneath the condition of prostituted women, offers 
the first civil right that limits how much they can he violated. It does not 
do all that they need, but it is a lot more than the nothing that they have. 

This ordinance uses the artifacrual nature of pornography to hold the 
perpetrators accountable for what they do. Before this, the pietures have 
been used against women: to blackmail them into prostitution and keep 
them there, as a technologically sophisticated way of possessing and ex
changing women as a class. Under this law, the pornography becomes 
proof of the woman's injury as well as an in.stance of it. 

Because pornography affects all women and connects all forms of sexual 
subordination, so does this law. And this law readies the pornography. 
The way subordination is done in pornography is the way it is done in 
prostitution is the way it is done in r.he rest of the ,vorld: rape, battering, 
sexual abuse of children, sexual harassment, and murder are sold in pros
titution and are the acts out of which pomogrnphy is made. Addressing 
pornography in this way builds a base among women for going after pros
titution as a violation of equality rights. 

It is dif6cult to know what to do, legally, about prostitution. State con
stitutions and human rights remedies could be adapted to use the argument 
sketched here. The Florida statute pennitting civil recovery is beginning 
co be used.67 Recent international initiatives build on long•tem1 work and 
support domestic effons.M Putting the power to act directly in women's 
hands is the goal.69 

These thoughts are offered toward an instimtional 1>0licy res1>0nse ro 
rhe reality of prostitution in the name of the civil rights all women are 
entitled to. 



The Logic of Experience 

The Development of Sexual Harassment Law 

14 

Sexual ha1"11ssmem law has been judge-made law. FormaUy predicated on 
starmory and constitutional rexr. the concept in subscance was first rec
ognized by federal judges who shaped thin equality laws to thick facts of 
women's lives. •mhat it should fit the facts" is what Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, speaking of the common law, observed 10 be "(c] he fuse call of 
a theory of law.• • L, che early sexual harassment cases, women told of 
being hounded for sex and fired when they refused and of years of private 
hell of sexual assault and molestation by their workplace superiors. In 
classic common law mode, judges hearing their cases crafted law co fie 
these newly s1>0ken facts-and che Discric1 of Columbia's federal judges 
were the first to do it. 

Through the D.C. Circuit's t1ial and appellate decisions, sexual harass
ment was firsc established as a cause of action for sex-based discrimination 
for which employers could be held civilly responsible. Beginning wich Wil
liams v. Saxbe' and Bames v. Costle,' extending through Bundy v. Jackson• 
and Vinson v. Taylor,' this line of cases first cognized the harm of sexual 
ha1"11ssment, authorirntively considered me rules of accouncability for ic, and 
judicially explored the parameters of the wider legal and social ramifica
tions that the recognition of this injury was co generate. As women's pain 
broke through public silence, cheir resistance co sexual abuse became ar-
1iculoced as a depriva1ion of their emiclemem to equality, and social move
ment became insrirurional change generating furcher social movement. Sig. 
ni.6cant in its own right, this history also raises questions for explanation 
and offers lessons in me theory and strategy of promoting equality through 
law for hiscorically subordinated groups. 

I 

Sexual harassment doctrine was initially predicared on Tide VU of rhe Civil 
Rights Act of 1964.• le was later recognized under T ide IX of the £du. 

Address. Biccmcnni:al Cclcbriuion for the Couns of the District of Columbia Grcui1. 9 March 
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cmion Amendmencs of 19727 and the Equal Protection Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment.3 \Vhen each of these provisions was promulgated, 
however, sexual harassmem as such was not pubLicly acknowledged to 
exist, nor had it yer been conceived ro violate any publicly recognized 
principle of equal crearment of the sexes, legal or social. The Title VU 
Congress famously provided little to interpret beyond the monumental 
words that made it "an unlawful employment practice for an employer ... 
co discriminate against any individual with respect co his compensation, 
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such indi. 
vidual' s .. . sex.•• Judicial determination that facts of sexual harassment 
violated sex equality rights postdated this statute's passage by over a de
cade. Similarly, che legal claim for sexual harassment in education was 
recognized well after Title tX's passage,'• akhough the process moved 
more swiftly by building on Title VU precedents. In its constitutional di
mensions, the prohibition of official sex-based discrimination w1dcr the 
Equal Protection Clause is also the product of latter-day judicial interpre
tation; over a decade after sex discrimination was recognized co violate the 
Equal Protection Clause, further interpretation applied this p1inciple to 
official sexual harassment." 

The common low process incerpenecraces law with society in both di
rections, cohering changing social standards and shaping precedents into 
new law in response to new or newly perceived facts.12 Statutory interpre• 
talion proceeds from code or legislated text, usually guided to some extent 
by legislative direction . But in reality, the two converge. No law is self. 
interpreting. Whatever it is called. a decision whether a law applies to a 
set of facts is a kind of common law process, and social norms affect all 
cases, whether the caS<..~ arise under codes or prior case law. Each set of 
lived facts is unique in ways rhar can shift emergent rules as applied, and 
precedencs rend to coalesce inco principles and srannes. As a result, for 
one example, the distinction between civil law code systems and common 
law case systems is more one of degree than kind, and often largely a maner 
of point in ,ime, particularly given mutual systemic inAuences. u The sexual 
harassment claim firs sex equality logic; it took sex equality guarantees for 
it to come into being. But sexual harassment doctrine did not historically 
arise bemuse or when legislatures passed sex discrimination laws. It was 
judicial engagement with the experiences of sexually harassed women pre
sented ro courcs on an equality theory, in phenomenological depth and one 
case at a time,14 that made it happen. In this real sense, sexual harassment 
law is a women's common law. 

The development of sexual harassment law is an anomaly in that the 
common law can hardly be said to have been a historical force for women's 
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equali,y. The common law has hiswrically reAec,ed soci•I strucnire, 
custom, habit, and myth to give legal sanction and Jeg-itim.acy to men's 
social power over women.° Common law made tradition into law, and 
,radition did no, favor sex equaliry. The common-law doc,rine of cover
rure, for exam ple, built in and on women's ne.ar.chaue1 status in marriage 
to become a legal fountainhead of all women's legalized subordination. It 
generated among other doctrines the marital rnpe exclusion (rape isn't rape 
if she's your wife), chastisement (beating isn't banery if she's your wife), 
the preclusion on women's property ownership (you own her so you own 
what she owns), and likely contributed to rape law's corroboration require• 
ment and the instruction that rape complainants are particularly not to be 
believed. While the ljfe of this law (to adapt Holmes's weU-known apho
rism) has concededly not been logic••-for instance, women have generally 
known, as coverture's fiction of marita] unity did not, that a married couple 
is two people, not onc17- neither has the life of the common law been 
women's experience. To trus laner generali2a1ion, the development of the 
law against sexual harassment stands o u1 as a striking exception. 

T rial and appellate judges in the District of Columbia Circuit crafted 
the sexual harassment prohibition out of the life experiences of die women 
whose lawyers brought their clients' experiences 10 those courts. Holding 
contrary to rulings by judges elsewhere at the time,'' the D.C. Circuit rhus 
became an impelling force and organic participant in a transformative SO· 

cial movement for women's equality. By hewing closely to the facts of 
vicrimization rh•t the women presented, grounding the developing prin
ciples on the realities of those experiences, the D.C. courts employed the 
common-law process to build a sex equality docuine that, instead of re• 
flecung the interests of the dominant- as both the historical common law 
and sometimes equality law had done before-advanced the interests of 
the less powerful. 

Sexual harassment law is also largely exceptional in the degree to which 
it led social movements. In the last half of the twentieth century, litigation 
on issues rhat involve unequal social groups has rarely preceded social 
movements and legislarures. More typically, issues surfaced first through 
outspoken individuals and activist grassroots groups; protest then reached 
the public agenda and achieved momentum and public awareness through 
organized mobilization and media initiati,•es; official and private studies 
and more visible pressure groups followed. Legislative proposals and mass 
consciousness then emerged, resulting in beachheads in legislation and still 
later victories in courts. 111e abortion rights movement is an example of 
this panem. The extent 10 which some breakthrough legal victories over 
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segregation preceded large-scale mobilization against it is perhaps the only 
parallel to sexual harassment law's development, if a qualified one. Both 
show legally led social change: To a significant extent, ancisegregation law 
and anti-sexual harassment law impelled social awareness of those issues 
rather than d, e neverse. The qualification is that, from the 1930s forward, 
the Black civil rights movement developed an organized approach to the 
use of courts to promote social equality based on race. 19 There was no 
such organized Litigation campaign against sexual harassment. The few law
yers who first brought what came 10 be called sexual harassment cases as 
sex discrimination actions pleaded them as Title VII violations, but the 
establishment of sexual harassment as a legal daim for sex discrimination 
did not follow from a concerted plan of self-conscious legal elites, as so 
many legal civil rights advances had. 

Consistent with the more usual framework, the civil rights movements 
in gcneral,20 and the women's movement in particular,21 laid a foundation 
for the recognition of sexual harassment as a practice of inequality. ln the 
mid.1960s, women on a large sca1e open]y resisted sexual subordination.22 

\Without both movements, the early sexual harassment cases would not 
likely have been brought and would not likely have prevailed. Individual 
victims and perpetrators privately knew tl101 sexual harassment was real. 
Bue public knowledge that se,·ual ha rassment exists as a harm, a harm of 
sex bigotry, did not proceed first from widely mobilized social conscious
ness, extensive documentation and analysis, or major social outcry. The 
judicial recognition of sexual harassment as a form of sex discriminacion 
preceded all of this. Social movements did not first define the issue of sexual 
harassment in the public mind to the degree that the courts did. 

Nor did law by itself give rise to the sexual harassment daim by ineluc
table logic or even appear especially propitious for its emergence. Until 
the D.C. Circuit's breakthrough rulings, laws against sexual abuse were 
mainly criminal rather than civil; their prohibitions focused on the breaking 
of rules rather than people. Other than sexual harassment law, they still 
primarily do. Forms of powerlessness or inequality other t:han age, and 
forms of force other than physical, had never been seen as legally integral 
to the injury of sexual assault. In tl,e criminal law and the law of tort, 
formally speaking, they still are not. Before the legal d aim for sexual ha
rassment was recognized under Title Vil, a handful of tort cases had con
fronted facts amounting 10 sexual harnssment, but most had rejected 
thcm.u Even discrimination law had previously shown no understanding 
that inequality could be sexually enacted, enforced, and imposed, despite 
the realities of rape and molestation during slavery" and the vividly sexual 
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dimensions of d,e lynchings 1ha1 exploded during and after Reconsiruc
cion." The racial analogy, as a result. was less available to support sex 
discrimination prohibitions 1han it would have been if the concre1e expe
riences of sexual abuse wichio American racism had, in common.Jaw 
fashion, been more central in defining rl,e legal injury of race-based dis
crimination. Legal precedent, in other words, was not specifically favorable. 
Yet, by the mid-1980s, in direct line from the D.C. Circuit's path-breaking 
sexual harassment decisions, an inequality claim for unwanted sex at work 
had been esrnblished in law. 

One way to capture this process and measure the distance traveled is to 
recall tl1at, when the first cases were decided, there were rwo small grass
roots women's groups working against the problem in the workplace, one 
of which used words other than sexual harassment to name it, and a single 
article on the subject in Redbook, a women's magazine.i4 Consider this 
further benchmark: In the c·arly 1970s, I tclephonc-d the women workers' 
organization •9-to-5" co see if any of their members would be willing to 
talk with me about their experiences of unwanted sex at work for a project 
to design a legal claim making it possible to sue. After a long wait, I 
received an apologetic return phone call declining LO take part, explaining 
that the members were "afraid of giving up their only source of power." 
The gentle suggesrjon chat it was a source of their powerlessness that was 
under consideration got nowhere. Needless to say, the plaintiffs who 
brought early D.C. Circuit cases- Diane Williams, Paulette Barnes, Sandra 
Bundy, and Mechelle Vinson-did not see it the way ,he organization's 
women did at that time, and neither did the judges who ruled on their 
cases. Soon, the women of 9-to-5 did not either. 

11 

The first cases to decide that sexual harassment violated sex equality law 
did not use that term." Yet they achieved the key recognition that facts 
of sexual harassmenr constirute a practice of disc-riminarion ilbased on 
sex." In so doing, the cases pioneered a new legal model of "sex• as a 
legal term of an and of inequality as well, grounded for the first time in 
women's experience-a model that equality law is only beginning to catch 
up with. 

Diane Williams, an employee of a project of the U.S. Deparrmem of 
Justice, claimed that her supervisor harassed, hwniliatcd, and then termi
nated her, allegedly for poor work perfonnance, a&er she refused his sexual 
advance." In 1976, Judge Charles Richey held char this practice was based 
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on the sex of its victim and the supervisor' s ac1ions fell with in T itle VTI. 
The practice was, in Judge Richey's language. "an artificial barrier to em• 
ployment .. . before one gender and not the 01.her, despite the fact that 
both genders were similarly sirua1ed .• ,. Both sexes had sexuali1y; bo,h had 
jobs; only the sexuality of one sex, that of Ms. W illiams and ocher women 
at her workplacc,'0 was made into a disadvantage in employment. That 
they were women was not a coincidence, in his analysis, but the reason 
they were subjected to abuse. At the time.Judge Richey's illsightful nding 
s1ood alone in concluding tha, ,he foc,s of what later came 10 be 1enned 
sexual harassment stated a legal claim for sex discrimination as a matter 
of law. 

As \Vi/Iiams was not appealed on this issue," Barnes v. Cos1/e became 
in 1977 the firs, case 10 reach the Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit on this foundational question. At the time, a line of 
district court rulings in other circuits had all hdd that sexual pr<-conditions 
for, or conditions of, work were noc "based on sex" within the 1neaning 
of Title VII. Sexuality was not "sex.• Ii was, those courts variously held, 
personal, biological, inevitable, wuvcrsal, or not employment-related." The 
most creative rntionale for these early results was a counterfactual hypo· 
thetical: the assertion that because either sex wuld sexuaUy harass or be 
sexually harassed, sexual harassment could not be based on sex as a maner 
of law.'l It was as if white people and men could not be discriminated 
against, and that was why it was against the law to discriminate against 
Black people or women, when closer to the opposi1e is the truth. 11 was 
as if social inequali,y really is because of biology but discrimination law 
opposes it anyway. This judicial approach also militated against a claim for 
sexual harassmem in same~sex seuings. At the same time, most courts 
agreed that employment standards that made it harder for one sex or race 
co ge1 or perfonn jobs violated equality requirements. It was strange. 
Courts seemed unable to connect sexuality with "sex"-or, rather, to sep• 
arate the two long enough 10 see that their convergence in workplace abuse 
and disadvantage was arbirrary and biased and social, not nan,ral and 
biological and inevitable. Until they could see "sex" and sexuality apan, 
they could not see them together. 

What courts had not seen, or had refused 10 see, was that sexuality is 
sociaUy gendered, meaning that demands for unwanted sex are most typ
ically predicated on 1he fact thar an employee is a woman or a man as ,hat 
status and identification are marked and shaped in social space. It was this 
that Judge Sponswood \XI. Robinson ill grasped in his lucid opillioll in 
Barnes v. Coslie for a unanimous panel that mled chat when Paulette 
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Barnes's job was •bolished bec,,use she refused ro h•ve •n nfrer-hours affair 
with her supervisor, "retention of her job was condjtioned upon submi.s• 
sion 10 sexual relations-an exaction which the supervisor would nor have 
sought from any male. •>◄ This, Judge Robinson wrote, constituted "the 
exaction of a condition which, bur for his or her sex, rhe employee would 
not have faced."" The concurring formulation by Justice Ruth Bader Gins
burg, formerly of the D.C. Grcuit, in Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.,"' 
indicating that the critical issue in sexual harassment cases is "whether 
members of one sex are exposed ro disadvanrageous rem'ls or conditions 
of employment to which members of the other sex arc not exposed"n
subsequently embraced by Liie Supreme Court majority in Oncale v. Sun
downer Offshore Servi«s, fnc."-vindic,,ced chis original &mes fom1ula
tion. 

Most significant in reaching this result was the Barnes court's shift from 
what had been an abstrnct question of law- whether abuse based on sex
uality, which was noc a cem1 of arc, was abuse based on sex, which was-co 
a concrete question of face: whether this complainant's sex was the reason 
she o r he was subjected to sexual abuse at work. Before &rnes•s move to 
factual grow1d, defendants had prevailed in precluding che legal daim by 
litigating "various hypo1hetic,,ls"" mostly of abstract hopscotch. These in
cluded invented variams of sex, sexua] auracrion. and orientation, for in. 
stance: "[T)he [male] supervisor could 'just as easily' ha,•e sought to satisfy 
his sexual urges with a male, and thus his actions were not directed only 
roward che female sex. •◄0 17,is sliding becween hypothetical and •cmal also 
produced the view that if a bisexual person of either sex or a woman had 
done to a woman what a heterosexual man was accused of doing to a 
woman, che abuse would not in theory be sex discrimination, so the ha
rassment could not be sex-discriminatory when i1 was in face directed co 
one sex only. In this vein, che Tomkins district court, declining to permit 
the plaintiffs claim of supervisory se..xua) harassment, opined in a stunning 
non sequitur, "ln this instance, the supervisor was male and die employee 
was female. Bm no immmable principle of psychology com1:,els chis align
ment of parties. The gender lines might as easily have been reversed, or 
even not crossed at al). While sexual desire animated the parties, or at ]east 
one of them, the gender of each is incidental 10 the claim of abuse. •◄1 Why 
a womnn is nm harassed as a woman because a man might have been 
harassed ns a man was nor elucidated; why sexuol desire m•kes gender 
irrelevant was not either. Fantasies about bisexuals harassing as it were 
indiscriminately and ocher phantoms of the legal imagination were Li1us 
employed to keep the victims of sexual harassment of one sex by another
usually women by men-from reaching a trier of fact for their injuries. 
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The Barnes panel further offered in dicn,m rha, if • bisexual imposed 
sexual requirements on both sexes, no sex discrimination could occur:u 
Given the absence of facts on the question, that court was in no position 
co recogni1,e chm both women and men could be sexually harassed based 
on their sex or gender by rhe same perpetrator. Judge Richey, wirh un
erring compass in \Ylil!iams, a case involving an allegation o f harassment 
of a woman by a man, rejected "any argwnent that this cannot be sex 
discrimination because the application of the rule would depend upon the 
sexual preference of the supervisor, as opposed 10 some other reason."•} 
Both opinions were clear on what was litigated: the possibility of harass• 
mem of people of both sexes by people of the same or different sexes 
from that of their victims did not mean that when a member of one sex 
actually imposed unwanred s.ex on another, sex.based discrimination could 
not, in fact, have taken place. Barnes held that the issue of Title Vil cov
erage vd non turned on whether individuals were solicited for sex in each 
inscance, in fact, because chey were wo1nen or men: .. But for her woman• 
hood, from aught that appears, her participation in sexual activity would 
never have been solicited.•~ While much ink has been spilled on the "but 
for" part of this analysis, the earthmoving part is • from aught that ap
pears. • le moved the issue from the air of conjecmre 10 1he ground of 
reality, where both common law and women live. Other circuits followed 
Barnes reversing prior district court decisions to the contrary on the same 
grounds.•~ 

Civil law adherents rnke nore: This developmenr was accomplished 
without sacrificing an iota of principle. On the contrary, rl, e sex equality 
principle was vindicated more fully than hypothetical machinations or leg
islated principk,; had done. What might be observed of the distinction 
berween civil and common law can be seen retraced here in the distinc
tion between law and fact; indeed, rhey are species of the same distinction. 
Once questions of fact are perceived. to form a pattern, they create Jegal 
rules and become maners of law, just as cases congeal into precedents into 
principles into codes. In sexual harassment law, facmal questions and 
common Jaw processes brought dynarnism to cqua1ity law because, while 
women had been largely excluded from equality law, they had hardly been 
excluded from inequality in life. 

The core comprehension of Barnes was the gendered-that is, social 
group- basis of the sexual harassment claim:" The effective presumption 
conccming unwanted sexual attention at work went from being not an 
inequality violation 10 being one, absent indications 10 the contrary. The 
Barnes court's observation thar just because employment conditions be
tween employees and superiors are constinued by sexual relations does 
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nor, ipso focro, exempr rhem from coverage under Title VTT" is unre
markable coday, but it was real news to many people at the time. Because 
of &mes, courts approach sexual harassment as gender-based as a matter 
of law unless proven not gender-based as a maner of fact. This wenr from 
being largely unthinkable ro being largely unthinkable any other way al
most overnight. The rule that has emerged from Barnes in almost three 
decades of litigation sint-c has sustained that core insight: if harnssmenl is 
sexual, it is sex-based unless proven not 10 be. Once properly aUeged, the 
issue of wherher harassment rhat is sexual is based on sex has simply fallen 
out of most cases. As a panel of the Ninth Circuit put the animating 
understanding, •sexual harassment is ordinarily based on sex. What else 
could it be based on?"" Most defendants have declined 10 try 10 make 
their purported sexual harassment of both sexes inro the defense it may 
or may not prove to be."'9 

1bis analysis-if it is sexual, it is gender-based, hence sex-based, unless 
shown otherwise-has yet 10 be explicitly acknowledged by most courts 
that apply it, and most do. Ir can be seen animating the Supreme Court's 
decision in Oncale, in which same.sex harassment was found covered by 
Title VIJ's sex equality component as a matter of law, even as the opinion 
distanced itself from that rule.'° It has turned out to be socially obvious 
(even tediously so) that sex in rhe dual sense of biological sex and social 
ge.ndcr is central in sex in the third sense of sexuality. Sexual orientation 
itself is largely defined in sexed and gendered terms. How one knows or 
proves rhar something sexual is "bur for sex' can be conceprualli• com
plicaced and inceresting, but in mosc real, lived cases of sexual harassment, 
it has proven so simple and routine as to be a virtua1 nonissue as a practical 
mailer. The D.C. Circuit law of two dc'<.-ades before laid the foundation 
for this outcome, one from which the same-sex harassment claim also fol
lows directly. 

Both Ms. Barnes and Ms. \'(lilJiams complained of what has come to be 
termed quid pro quo harassment, in which an exchange of sex for eco
nomic benefir is proposed and job retaliarion for refusal of a sexual ad
vance often results. The case of Sandra Bundy in 1981 first permitted rhe 
circuic to confront "the novel question .. of whether unrelenting sexual de. 
mands and pressures in themselves amounted to sex discrimination with 
respect to "terms, conditions, or privileges of employment."" In hostile 
environment cases, in contrast with quid pro quo cases, the harm is done 
to the equality interest of the woman herself, pure and simple, not only to 
her in her capacity as a worker. The injury is inflicted in and at work, bm 
its impact on her is nor confined ro its impact on her work, hence irs 
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damage is not mensurable in tenns of indices of work alone. This explains 
why it was hostile environment sexual harassment cases that later impelled 
the amendment of Title V ll 10 provide for damages for discrimination for 
the first time. 12 

In Bundy v. JacksoJt, Chief Judge Skelly Wright, joined by Judge Rob
inson and District Judge Swygen, held that a hostile working environment 
ccnte.ring on a long-term pattern of sexual solicitations-including a su
perior who proposed she begin a sexual relationship with him and stated 
.. any man in his right mind would want ro rape you" ,vhen she complained 
to hlJ.n')-was in itself sufficient to trigger the antidiscrimination protec

tions of Title VU. In ruling that "sexually stereotyped insults and de
meaning propositions . .. illegally poisoned that environment,.,. Bundy CS· 

cablished that there can be hann in asking. It made the D.C. Circuit the 
first court of appeals to hold that being treated as a sex object at work 
could be harmful in itsdf, and that harm was the harm of sex discrimi• 
nation. '!be status harm m the core of an equality nde-the injury of being 
made a hierarchical subordinate in a location or relation governed by an 
equality standard- was authoritatively recognized on scxua1 facts. Once 
the issue of whether sexual harassment was properly sex•based discrimi• 
nation under Title Vil reached the U.S. Supreme Court in Meritor Savings 
Bank v. Vi11so11" -also a D.C. Circuit hosrile environment case-the cor
rect approach to the issue seemed so obvious as to be disposab]e in a 
single virtually circular sentence: "Without question," thcn•Justice Rehn• 
quisr wrote for a unanimous Court1 "when a supervisor sexually harasses 
a subordinate be-cause of the subordinate's sex, that supervisor 'discrimi. 
nate(s]' on the basis of sex.•,. The D.C. Circuit, and women, had won. A 
new common law rule was established. 

Mechelle Vinson's case, lost m trial in front of Judge John Garren Penn 
and reversed on appeal in another of Judge Robinson's visionary but solid 
opinions, established sexual harassment as a legal claim for sex discrimi
nation when tl1e U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the court of appeals and 
remanded. Unprecedented, Vinson was all the more remarkable for being 
a hosti1e environment case. and thus an instance of che equa1ity injury of 
sexual harassment in its relatively pure sexual form. O nly two features of 
Judge Robinson's reasoning for the D.C. Circuit panel were not affinned 
by the Supreme Court: his ruling that evidence of a victim 's speech and 
ap1>earance were irrelevant ro whether or nor she welcomed the harassing 
conduct and his embrace of then-EEOC guidelines on employer liability. 
As to the first point, Judge Robinson contended that "since, under Bundy, 
a woman does nor waive her Tide VII rights by her sanorial or whimsical 
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proclivities, thar u:stimony has no place in this litigation."" His analysis of 
the second point was that a supervisor's apparent or actual influence in 
job decisions "gives any supervisor the opportwiity 10 impose upon em
ployees" and chm the power of supervisors as such "carries anendanc 
power to coerce, intimidate and harass"; cherefore employers were an. 
swerable for sexual harassment of any subordinate by any supervisor." The 
Supreme Court, by contrast, held that victim speech and dress is potentially 
relevant 10 unwekomeness. While dccLining 10 sec standards for employer 
liability nt that point in the law's development, ir senr later courts in the 
direction of agency standards, reinserting tort law into equality jurispru• 
dence at the crucial accountability stage." The Supreme Court's subse
quent judgments on employer liability clarified the applicable standards in 
compromises rhar did nor put equality for violated women first.•• The "un
wckomencss" requirement, whiJc a big improvement o n rape law's consent 
standard, may prc:scnL a barrier to relief for sexually harassed women in 
exposing them 10 intimidation and threats of disclosure pretrial, thus par
ticularly impervious co reviewing courcs.61 On both issues, the D.C. Cir• 
cuit's positions were more attentive both to women's experiences and to 
the requisites of promoting equality. In general, when later courts con
fonned to D.C. Circuit precedent, for the most part they promoted 
equality; when they diverged from it, they tended nor ro, or less so. 

The D.C. Circuit's early sexuaJ harassment rulings gave women sex 
equality rights they had lacked, and in so doing provided legally enforce
able standards rhat promoted self-respect and enridemenr ro inviolability 
and dignity that women did nor have before. Why the D.C. Circuit was 
capab)e of this motion when other courts were not is well framed as a 
question of D.C. Circuit history. It happened here, not in other circuits, 
for no lack of trying elsewhere at the same time.62 The plaintiffs elsewhere 
had compelling cases; precedent and social conditions were comparable; 
lawyers presented the arguments elsewhere. Passing why this change hap
pened in the D.C. Circuit, why did it happen at all? The holding that 
sexual harassment was based on sex as a matter of law did not reflect a 
preexisting social consensus: the dominant social consensus was that the 
practice was harmless or nearly nonexistent. Nor did it recast moral dis. 
approval of sex in civil rights garb, morphing sexual tut-tuuing into in
equaLity guise. The D.C. Circuit understood the injury as one of abuse in 
spite of, not because of. ,he fact that it ,;,\ras a form of sex, noting that 
"[t]hc vitiating sex factor . .. stemmed not from the fact that what appel
lant's superior demanded was sexuoJ activity-which of itself is immate
rial. "61 Whatever one thinks of this laner poinr, the 0.C. Circuit realized 
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chat sexual abuse under these circumscances was what second-class ciri
zenship looked like: a form of human degradation and a harm in itself on 
the basis of membership in a social group defined by birth. The panicu
larities of the women's cases powerfully conveyed this ex1>erience as being 
real in a way 1ha1 noching else had or can. 

\Xlhat led the women who sued to think that their abuse violated their 
rights when they had no such rights and as yet no substantial mov<.wcnt 
behind them on the issue is also wonh considering, ns is the question of 
wha, led 1he lawyers they consulted 10 frame their claims as violmions of 
the law of sex discrimination when it was not recognized as such. That all 
of the early women plaintiffs in the O.C. Circuit, and many elsewhere, 
were African American and most of the men judges who produced this 
change had confronted ,heir own group-based inequalities, may have some
thing to do with it. For whatever reason, which ccnainly must include the 
women's movement as a whole, the relevant actors possessed vision, in• 
sight, conceptual acuity, principle, a sense of history, and indomitability. 
It was also necessary that ,he lawyers who brought the cases liscened to 
their clients and were willing to call their injury what it was, as were the 
judges who heard their cases, although the law never had before. Perhaps, 
as the legal realists would have it, the cases that made the law simply 
reached ,he righ, desks on a roll of the clerk's dice. 

111 

Once predicated on the reality of women's experience, sexual harassmem 
law largely continued developing through this method. As a result, certain 
distinctive fe-J turcs of the law of sexual harassment that have been largely 
sui generis prefigure a new model of equality law that bener fits the in
equalities of women's experience than does existing equality lnw, created 
largely in the absence of recognition of that experience. One example is 
sexual harassmetu law's treatment of intent or motive and its consequent 
approach ro burden of proof. A requirement of proof of incenc or bad 
motive-rooted in ancient superscicions concerning the animism of inani. 
mate objects that underlie tort law'·"-cominues to plague constitutional 
and statutory equality law alike, despite its irrelevance 10 the injury in
equality does and 10 the dynamics of its infliction by often incompletely 
self-conscious human actors. As developed case by case, sexual harassmem 
law has been essentially indifferent to intent requirements as they arc 
known elsewhere in equality law, possibly because asking whether a per
perrmor mea.nc co discrirninare against a woman or only meant to impose 
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sex on her at work looks as beside 1he poim of her inequali1y injury as i1 
is. Panly as a result of this practical vitiation of "motive," burden of proof 
in sexual harassment cases is less tortured and torturing to plaintiffs than 
ro1e application of dispara1e 1reatmem srnndards would be." 

As sexua] harassmenr law became pan of the law of sex discrimination, 
equality jurisprudence absorbed an active process of the subordination of 
women to men that the low had not confronted before. Until then, sex 
equality law had principally turned on an inquiry into whether women met 
male standards bm were not 1reated as well as men were ireared. Of course, 
men are infrequently treated like sexually harassed women, but that indi
cates a potential sex inequality witl1out fully exposing the harm of the 
practice. With sexual harassment law, the focus mrns nway from sex dif
ference and sameness 10 1he real inequality problem: social hierarchy of 
status on the basis of sex. Because sexual abuse is gendered unequal, hi• 
erarchically not simply differentially, it is based on sex; no initial sex• 
sameness is required and no sex difference justifies it. As realities of dom
inance and subordination supplanted sameness and difference, the 
biological nosc-cow1ting test""-Arc only women affected? Arc more 
women affected than men? What if some men are also affected? What if 
there are no members of another sex around 10 compare with?-a helpful 
initial index co discrimination in many instances, became no longer rhe 
sine qua non of sex.based practices. Subordination because one is a woman 
o r a man, variously inflected masculine or feminine, can be demonstrated 
in a variery of ways, of which sexual abuse is one. \Xlomen's sexuuliry can 
differ from men's without making sexuaJ abuse non.sex.discriminatory. 
And, given tl1e imbrications of sexuality with sex and gender, and all with 
soda! hierarchy, truly sex-neutr-.tl and gender-neutr-.tl- hence sex-cqual
sexual abuse is virtually nonexistent. lndeed, sexual abuse is one way sex 
is gendered. 

Same-sex discrimination law- law against abuse of people by people of 
the same sex and subordination of people because of chosen same
sexualiry-thus emerged as part of sex-based discrimination law. When 
che U.S. Supreme Court recognized the basis in sex of same-sex as well as 
non-sainc•sex harassment, a sexual harassment case produced the first Su. 
preme Court recognition of sex equality rights in a same-sex setting- in 
an opinion by none ocher than Justice Scalia, a fonner member of the D.C. 
Circuic.6' Opposition to sexual harassment thus converged, appropriately 
and inescapably, with the movement for lesbian and gay civil rights. Hostile 
environment sexual harassment law, initially drawing on a lone Fifth Cir
cuit precedent that prohibited racially hostile environments,68 also became 
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preccdem for equality claims against racist bigotry in the working environ
ment;69 the number of those claims brought under T itle VII grew. The 
recognition that racism and sexism are imerpenetrated and convergem in 
many respects also grew through the many cases of sexual harassment 
brought by women of color in the D.C. Circuit and beyond-women who 
increasingly insisted that the real race-based dimensions of their sexual 
experienc<-s of denigrntion be doctrinally visible together with, and integral 
to, its basis in sex.'• Sexual harnssment law thus became a cemral vehicle 
in exposing the reality of, and cemencing the legal claim for, race and sex 
discrimination combined. 

Sexual harassment doctrine also quickly and axiomatically came to en
compass gender-based harassmem, whether or not che abuse was specifi
cally sexual. Abusive sexist remarks have always been pare of sex discrim
ination prohibitions; they have long been used as signal indicators of sex
based motive and are stock evidence of sex stereotyping." Distinguishing 
becween sexist abuse that is sexual and sexist abuse thac is not sexual is a 
dubious and, in most if not all real situations, a largely impossible vemure. 
Almost all sexual harassment cases cont.tln both, litigated indistinguishably. 
Thankfully, sepamting them was rendered unnecessary by an early leading 
D.C. Circuit precedem holding chat gender-based harassment is gender
based discrimination. whether or not anything explicitly sexua1 was in. 
volved." The obviousness of this position animated the U.S. Supreme 
Court decision in Harris v. Forkli/1 Sys/ems, Inc.," in which the Court 
found such commems as "'You're a woman, whar do you know/' "'We 
need a man as the rental manager,Jt and references to the plaintiff as "a 
dw11b ass woman '' 7" to be actionable violations of sexual harassment law. 
The Courc could not have been dearer that sexual desire, at least, is not 
requis.ite for a sexual harassment claim than it was in Oncale: • [H]arassing 
conduct need not be motivated by sexual desire to supporc an inference 
of discrimination on the basis of sex."" A Ninth Circuit holding on a sex• 
stereotyping theory that hamssing a man for being effeminate constitutes 
sex discrimination funher underlines this poim.1" But make no rnisrake: 
the injection of the reality of specifically sexual abuse at work into sex 
equality law produced the expansion of a legal claim for nonsexual gender
based harassment as well. 

Arguably, the core equality pamdigm has also been affecced by sexual 
harassment law's development. \'7hile early sexual harassment cases fo
cused on the standard discrimination model of sameness and difference 
based on a biological definition of sex, the D.C. Circuit cases on sexual 
harassment contended with, and started down the path co recognizing, that 
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it is ,he sociA/ defini1ion of sex-gender-enforcing starus hierarchy 1h01 
is at the root of sex discriminacion. Once the sexua] facts of sex.based 
subordination became undeniably recognized by courts as part of gender 
inequality, the way was opened for a new model of discrimination to en1er 
equality law proper, internationally as well as domestically. More group
based than individual, more socially based than biological, sensitive to hi
erarchy of power and status, relatively indifferent to biological sameness 
and difference except as an index to disparities in socinl treatment, this 
new model can be glimpsed raking root in various Supreme Court deci
sions11 and in a growing understanding under international instruments 
that sexually abusive practices violate sex equality guarantees." 

In response 10 the sexual harassment rulings in the D.C. Circuit," law 
changed around the coumry and ultimately around the world. In schools 
as well as at work, under labor contracts and international instruments, in 
states in the Uni1t-<l States and in other countries such as Japan"' and 
lndia,81 sexual harassment became part of sex equality rights as a matter 
of common law interpretation. After the D.C. Circuit's e.arly decisions, 
wherever a prohibition on sex discrimination exists, and there arc many, 
and sexuality is used in life as a weapon of sex inequality, as it often is, 
the possibiLlty exists for the common low developmem of • sexual harass
ment claim. Once sexual harassment rubrics are established by interpre
tation, o ther dimensions of equality law can begin to change as weU, in 
typit-al common law form, as this example of inequality in the ilc-sh be
comes assimilated into its all-100-abstraction-prone jurisprudence. Building 
on the insights of the common law, some civil law jurisdictions, such as 
France&:? and lsrad,•J passed code provisions against sexual harassment, 
although they were not ahva}'S equality laws. Perhaps when law is built less 
immediately on women's realities, unaccountable direccly to women sur
vivors and thefr experiences, it becomes easier to ignore the sex inequalicy 
involved in their experiences and to bow to other interests and constitu• 
encies, as is typical in the legislative process. 

With the recognition of sexual harassmem as a legal claim, the stage was 
set for some of the more signilicam social and political upheavals of the 
last quarter of twentieth-century United States. Had it not been for the 
development of sexual harassment law, it seems fair to say that Professor 
Anita Hill's testimony, with its anendam explosion of national and global 
consciousness on 1he issue, would unlikely have occurred, nl,hough B1111dy, 
the closest controlling case in the D.C. Circuit to hers, was too fragile, 
isolated, and recent to have reliably helped her when it was handed down 
around the time of the injuries to which she testified ... Bill Climon may 
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well not have been elected President; women enraged at Professor Hill's 
treatment by the Senate may have supplied his margin of victory. In a 
cer1ain Live-by-the-sword, die-by-the-sword logic, the impeachment of 
President Clinton, and surrounding evems, would also have been impos
sible wichout sexual harassment law, inasmuch as it aJI began with Paula 
Jones's allegations of sexual harassment and proceeded fueled to some 
degree by a heightened sensitivity to the place of extreme social inequality 
in sex, even though most women continue to have sexual relations with 
men who have more power in society than they do. 

What common law gives it can also take away. \Xlhat Professor Hill's 
allegations contributed 10 national consciousness, the dismissal of Paula 
Jones's case for legal insufficiency" seriously undenn i.ned . It is an irony 
that the acts Professor Hill alleged may well not have been recognized as 
actionable sexual harassment in the D.C. Circuit at the ti.me that they 
happened, although publicly they were treated as sexual harassment alle
gations, but the acts Paula Jones alleged, when they happened 10 her, 
almost cer1ainly would have been, but were publicly largely re,,iled and 
ultimately legally rejected as unactionable by sexual harassment law's stan• 
<lards. Women who saw that their treamient was at least as egregious as 
Professor Hill's resisted, increasing by the thousands the number of com
plaints 10 the EEOC and cases fi led." Tt remains to be seen whether the 
women whose treatment is as egregious as Paula Jones reported will stop 
resisting, turn their back on the courts, and return to silent dl'Spair. 
Holmes caucions: "We do not realize how hirge a par1 of our low is open 
10 reconsideration upon a slight change in the habit of the public mind .• ., 
Whether women perceive the fact that the court that dismissed Paula 
Jones's claim was saying that what she said happened 10 her was not bad 
enough to be actionable is an empirical question. That the habits of 
women's minds partly constitute rhe public mind is some measure of pro• 
gress. 

The development of law against sexual harassment, and its transforma
tion from private joke to public weapon, is one of che more successful legal 
and political changes women have accomplished. To a considerable extent, 
the legal change preceded- indeed, was instrumental in producing- mass 
consciousness on the subject. Perhaps it is difficult to expose some mass 
inequalities until they can authoritatively be addressed. Examining the his
cory of sexual harassment law's development can help answer one systemic 
and strategic question that applies comparatively as well as domestically: 
What legal process more effectively promotes sex equality, common law's 
litigation or civil law's legislation? Countries with a strong civil law tradi-
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, ion seem ,o feel ,he need 10 pass a specific sexual h•mssmem law-per
haps because the configuration of facts has a name of irs own-while cl1e 
more common law countries see no problem recognizing the claim under 
existing sex equali<y laws or norms. While ,he answer will vary wi,h the 
legal sys,em, culrure, and s<rategic moment-and both legislation and lit
igation have been important in sexual harassment law's development- it 
is worth asking what legislature would pass a civil code provision gi,•ing 
women the scope of coverage of sexual hamssmem in rule form tha, 
common law case de,-elopments have so far given them by imerpretaiion. 
To date, only Israel has come even dose,88 and it built on the extensive 
common law development in the United States. Individual women certainly 
are more likely to have access 10 a lawyer who can sue on their behalf than 
<O have ,he resources and influence necessary <O pass legislation. Once 
legislation exists, in many situations norms no doubt change, but in many 
situations people have to bring cases anyway, although under stronger legal 
circumstances than if no legislation existed. Codes, by virtue of explicit
ness, can also help reduce excuses (such as purported lack of knowledge 
of the rules) and distortions (such as bringing frivolous cases). 

But the common law case-by-case process offers an edge for women that 
has so far gone unobserved. Comparing equality as a social value with 
equali,y as embodied in law further sugges<S chat ,he sociery's notion of 
equality is more robust and substantive than the legal one traditionally has 
bt-c.n. In life, p<-oplc apply equality nonns to their sexuality to a degree 
t.hac outstrips che law's recognition of the inequali,y there. In addition, 
women have greater access co changing some of the de facro rules of social 
reality than they have had to changing the rules of law. As Baldwin noted 
in I 906, • [T]he common Jaw of and for a particular people is made by 
that people from day 10 day as a namral growth of social life .• ., In this 
respect, in everyday life, the nan,ral home of the politics of women's srntus, 
the common law process is in a potential position to make legal change 
for women, if only they can get into court. 

T n rhe sexual harAssmenc context, something abom confronting the em• 
pirical realities of women's lives, one at a time bur in che conceptual con• 
text of women as a group (that is, under a sex equality rubric), has made 
it possible to extend equality rights to women, bringing about a shift in 
"public custom."90 Once the foundational principle of equali<y between 
,he sexes in rela,ion <O each ocher was made available, direct access of 
violated women to court processes has accomplished more change than 
legislatures have, in general, mandated or produced. It is worth asking 
whether this is because courts (at least in some countries) are more dem-
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ocratic and less elite-that is, less controlled by power and politics in 
which women are less, and less well, represented-than legislatures are. 

This much is dear. When social inequality between women and men in 
the United SC81es was more corn) than it was in 1975, women were more 
entirely excluded from representation and access to law, and public criti
cism of sexual abuse was muted at best, the common law worked their 
subordination. O nce sex equality became rct-ogniwd as a legal principle, 
and women began to be pennitced to demand full human and civil status 
and gained a foothold in 1he legal sys1em, and sexual abuse was socially 
exposed. as systemic and gendered by sex, and women's resistance to it 
began 10 be validated to some extent, the common law process (principally 
federal but also inseparably in the slates in interaction), predicated on 
concrete material realities of women's experiences, became progressive in 
promoting women's equality. The fact is, much of women's reality, if mea• 
sured against a sex equality standard, looks overwhehningly unequal. If law 
has seldom seen women's reality as unequal, it has been in part because 
equality standards have so seldom been applied to women's reali1ies. In 
the late l 970s, when the women's movement made sexual subordination 
visible, it looked as unequal as it is. D.C. Circuit judges, confronted with 
the faces chat women brought co court, calling chem what they are, adapted 
equality doctrine accordingly. 

O ne feature Holmes valued in 1he common law, possibly the reason he 
va1ued it, may have been its non-common touch: its operation as a coun• 
1erweigh1 to principled forces for equality in 1he law. While Holmes might 
be said to have loved the common law in part because of its antiegalitar. 
ianism, in the development of sexual harassment law, that same common 
law process served opposite ends- ends more like the Kantian ones 
Holmes opposed than the Darwinian ones he favored, Holmes also ob
served, "'Everywhere the basis of principle is tradition . .. . 1t'1 In the in
stance of sexual harassment, it was old tradition exposed for what it was
unequal-and new tradition in the process of being bom chat became the 
basis for new principle. As women have lived ,heir way rowtird creating a 
new tradition, and sought and obtained state support for their equality, 
new wine began to create a new bottle. In sexual harassment law's develop• 
ment, the common law became not a tool of the stronger but a principled 
mechanism for equality-from women's mouths co the D,C. Circuit's ear. 
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Unwanted sex pressured by power became actionable as the sexual ha
rassment claim for s.ex discrimination in employment in 1977 under Title 
VII,• and in education in 1980 under Title IX.1 Sexual access co subordi
nat<.':S by superiors was no longer guaranteed. as a perk of some positions, 
destabilizing traditional power arrangemencs. Ille precise terms on which 
institutions were to be held legally responsible for sex between unequals 
under their aegis were left open until three landmark Supreme Court de
cisions, one in education, two in employment, sec these terms in the 1998 
cenn. 

In Far4gher v. City of Boca Ralon' and Bur/1i1g1on T,,duslries, foe. v. 
Ellerth,' tl1e Supreme Coun held companies liable in claims of sexual ha
rassment by supervisors when the job is materially affected and, in claims 
for hostile environment, when che acts are reporTed (if reponing chem is 
reasonable) and the employer did no, correct tl1e situation. No other kind 
of discrimination has a complaint requirement. Bue Faragher and Ellerth 
lo,:ated institutional n.>sponsibility proximate to institutional reality: insti• 
tutional hierarchy focil;races sexual use of subordinates by superiors in 
violation of the employer's duty not co discriminate. Employment superiors 
are the employer. When it came to schools, though, Gebser v. Lago Vist4> 
ruled chat before a school district may be held liable in damages co a 
student whose teacher had sex with her or him-acrs chat are often also 
sratmory rape and child abuse-the correct school authorities must be told 
about the teacher's specific actions and treat them with deliberate indif
ference. 

Surely this is wrong. Adult women have more power at work than girls 
do in schools, bur women have more ready access to a legal right to be 
free from sex under conditions of inequality in employment than girls do 
in education. How can the responsibiliry be less where the inequality is 
greater, the danger more obvious, the population at risk more vulnerable, 

OriRinllll)• published by the Ame.riam Bat Assod.:nion as ~ New Dei.-dopments in Sexual H:lt'aSS• 
mem Law,· 7 Pmp«Jil:es 8 (F2U 1998). 
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the ace itself often criminal, the danger well-known, ,he barriers to and 
punishments for reporting even bigger, the environment at ]east as con~ 
trolled from the cop, and the hwnan consequences at least as disastrous? 

Schools place teachers in a position of power over sn,denis. A score of 
pre-Gebser Title IX cases tacitly recognize chat insticutional power is largely 
responsib]c for sex between teachers and students, including sex that Stu• 

dents "consent" 10, and surely for damage 10 the student's education.• The 
failure 10 confront that reality squarely, however, particularly in cases 
where adolescents (most often girls) went along with or actively concealed 
the sex with authoritative adults (usually men), has clouded subsequent 
thinking on the responsibility of educational institutions. The "sex is per
sonal'' ideology, a dodge rejected in employment law early in the mid
I 970s,' registers a comeback here. Evading the fact ,hat teachers· power 
as Jeachers potentiatcs sex with students, d1e Supreme Coun can imagine 
teachc,rs who have sex with their students as acting "independently" 
(Gebser)• of their role. 

In the work setting, some Title VII courts and employers openly rec
ognize that hierarchy can coerce compliance with sex regardless of dcsirc.9 

They grasp that the person witl1 less power in the situation can be injured 
in and at work even if she wanted the sex at one point-for instance, if 
she wants co end it and is penalized, or if she is later punished when it 
ends. 10 They even have a clue that power can be sexualized. Courts inter• 
prct employment law to give workers a right to work in an environment 
,hat is not discriminacorily oppressive, one in which they can be productive 
and survive material1y free o f sexual exactions. 

Schools arc surely no less responsible for their environments. Y ct, as a 
result of Gebser, we now do more for workers in a factory than for children 
in school-ehildren whose educational and life prosr>ects c,,n be pem1a
nendy derailed and destroyed as much by hierarchical sex and sexunliza
tion as by rape in the adult sense of the word. School authorities, using 
public funds and enforcing mandatory anendance, structure tl1e ceacher
srudem relationship on hierarchical lines and couple it with what amounrs 
co proximity and opportunity for sexua] access. Teachers' position of cruse 
and authority, e,•en intimacy- also encouraged, facilitated, and relied upon 
by the institution for good teaching to take place-makes the potential for 
sexual abuse of smdencs constant and scrucwral in the teacher-student 
relationship. The school creates and insticutionali1.es thm scmcmre. 

The Supreme Court's Faragher and Ellerth decisions are properly clear 
chat employers cannot escape liability by briefing their employees on the 
importance of not discriminating, and then treat whatever happens as the 
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employee's own " independenr• act if the victim does not use 1he complninr 
procedure. The Cebser decision's "hear no evil, see no evil, incur no lia• 
bili1y" standard for schools allows this and worse: it affirmatively discour
ages instinnional behavior thoc is known 10 derer sexual harassmem
ha,ring a complaint procedure and encouraging reporting-because the 
less the school knows, the less it is liable for. The point of institutional 
liability in discriminaLion law is to make sure that institulional power is 
not abused lO discriminare on the basis of sex. While employers move 
voluntarily 10 comply ,virh FaraRher and Elferth by preventing and reme
dying sexual harassment at work, school authorities can breathe a legal 
sigh of relief as children all around them are silently sexually accosted, 
molested, and assa,,lted by their reachers. Posi-Gebser, Congress should 
get busy amending Title TX so that young people whose sexual exploirntion 
in education remains hidden can have a chance to grow and learn on equal 
terms. 

The 1998 1erm's liability cases mark a larger shift in the discussion of 
sexual harassment as well: from whether it is a harm to who, if anyone, 
will be held responsible for i1. The same shift has been talcing place for 
some time in the political arena. The debate escalates depending not upon 
how much the woman is hurt, bur upon how prominent the man is among 
men. The stakes rise not according co whar he cook from her, bur according 
10 what might be taken from him if she ,vins. The law of institutional 
liability accordingly focuses k-ss on promoting equality between the sexes 
and more on how far up rhe food chain of each ins,imrion accounrnbility 
for abusive sex will reach. In employment, responsibility in life is now 
reflected in a fair amount of responsibility in law. In education, where if 
anything the responsibility should be greater, one wonders whether the 
currem accountability vacuum would be tolerated if the injuiy was any
rhing but sexual. 

The legal actionability of unwanted sex across hierarchical lines in em• 
ploymenr and education has also led to a deeper questioning of how sexual 
desire is engendered in unequal se11ings in rhe firsr place. If one p-erson 
has power over another, how can we know that sex between them is free 
and mutual, whether "consensuar or not? \'7hy, for instance, would a 
thirteen-ye-Jr-old girl want to be sexual with a forty-five-year-old man, if 
not in part that his power over her is eroticiwd? Most unsertled by tliis 
kind of questioning are people who are, however unconsciously, accus• 
tomcd to the sexual acquiescence of their subordinates, and least aware of 
the effect of their instirutional power in potentiating such acquiescence. 

Tn addition, although Tides VTT and IX both permir damage claims 
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against instinnions for sexual harassment of subordinares by superiors, nei• 
ther allows direct suit against individual perpetrators. 11 As a result, focusing 
on who is being sued, courts think of discrimination as what institutions
meaning everyone bm the sexual harasser-knew and did. This approach 
misses the simple underlying reality that individuals empowered by and 
within institutions also are the institution. They get much of their power 
to discriminate, and to harm Lhrough discrimination, from the institution. 
\Xlhen they discriminate, the institution discriminates. 
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In the quarter cenniry since some sex forced by power became illegal in 
the United Scates, what has changed? 

The experience has bttn named, its injuries afforded the dignity of a 
civil rights violation, raising the human status of its survivors. Resentment 
of unwanted sex under unequal conditions is expressed more openly and 
given more public respect. Women may feel more valid and powerful, less 
stigmatized and scared, more like freedom fighters and less like prudes, 
when they turn down sex they do not want in unequal settings. Many more 
people know that a sexual harasser is a sex bigot and see that the use of 
power to leverage sexual access is a tool of dominance, whether the per• 
petrator knows that or no,. Where sex equality laws apply- most employ
ment and cduc.11tion, some housing- there is someplace to go to complain. 
Law is considerably more responsive to survivors than it was before, 
whether they refuse sexual bargains. resist sexualized environments, or 
comply with sexual demands they cannot avoid. 

But sexual harassment is still not actionable every place it occurs;' zero 
tolerance is the rule virnially nowhere; resistance is far from safe or costless; 
perpetrators o fren protect one another, and sometimes victims protect 
them too. Institutions are often recalcitrant in taking responsibility and are 
often absolved of liability when they are oblivious. Victims seldom receive 
the support they deserve. Complaining about sexual harassment can be 
more injurious, if also more self.respecting. than suffering in silence. 2 

Forms of power used to force sex o ther than economic, educational, or 
governmental power of position- common sources outside the contexL of 
warfare include age, familial relation, immigration srnrus, racism, custodial 
position, drug addiction, and medic1l or spiritual authoriry-remain ex• 
empt from the facial re•ch of most equality laws. So far as is known, men 
sexually harass women as often as they did before sexual harassment be
came illegal.• 

OriRiniill)• published :1.'i ~Af,eN·otd," Di,ertiom in Srxual l/4rtlJSment Law 671 (C:uh:u-ine A. 
M:acKinnon :and Re-.•a B. Si~d, eds., 200)). 
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What has changed is the stakes. Sexually diddling the staff or the sm
dents used to be an open secret or joke, regarded as a perhaps deplorable 
but trivial peccadillo of some men, a tic of the person or perk of the 
position or both. \'(l'hatever else the man did or was outweighed the im
portance of whatever she said he did ro her sexually. In many circles, such 
dismissive norms continue to reign. But, in going from a gripe to a griev• 
ance. in moving from whispers in secret to p]eadings in federal courL, 
sexual harassment went from an unnamed low-risk undertaking backed by 
a tacit undersrnnding of tolerance among men to n public claim women 
could bring themselves under open rules with serious potential conse• 
quences for perpetrators. 

The old tacit deal men had among themselves-to mutually overlook 
what o ther men did to women sexually unless an important man's claim 
was infringed, a dea) that often encompassed the criminal law and au• 
thorities and often still docs- was suddenly off. The calculation had to 
change. Once women could invoke and pursue civil process and sanctions 
for their own violation, the legality of coerced sex, and the costs ro per
petrators of exposing it, newly dcpcndccl on women. L1 a system in which 
even being subject to such a claim can have social weight, the fact that 
sexually aggrieved women were decision-makers in their own sexual griev
ances enhanced the civil righcs law,s funclion as a system of represenra. 
tion.4 Sexual harassmem became no longer something that journalists just 
knew about the powerful but kept quk't, or an experience by definition 
personal hence irrelevant ro firness for public office. \Xlhether cynically or 
respectfully, as a pawn or a person, sbe suddenly counted. 

Visible and audible, as an injured parry, someone with relevant info, . 
mation, a woman could, at the lc;,JSt, make a man look bad, perhaps cost 
him a great deal. lf the allegations are true, he is now potentially subject 
ro real financial, repucational, and political as well as personal cosrs. Sexual 
harassment is serious business-or at ]cast its exposure is. Women are not 
just bearers or objects of rights but actors in a sphere in which they had 
previously been acred upon. In this respect, women wenc from sexual ob
jects of use and exchange to citizens. \Xlich women no longer absorbing 
the entire cost of this conduct in private, scxua1 politics went public, 
shifting the ground of political convention and becoming a visible part of 
politics as usual. In rnany instances, both on the individual level and for 
the polity at large, this change has made all the difference in the world. 

Fundamentally, sexual harassment law transformed what was a moral 
foible (if that) into a legal injury to equality rights. What had been, if 
anything, reprehensible and deplorable, one of life's little joys or a minor 
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rock in ,he road depending on your moral code or whether you were on 
the giving or receiving end, had real possible comeback a11ached. Sexually 
hamssing conduct had been socially encouraged as masculine for perpe-
1ra1ors and furLher eroticized by being putatively but not really off-limits, 
while being an experience of shame for victims that kepi them disempow
ered in the name of protection without protecting them. Now, sexual abuse 
remains sexualized. But sexual har-dSSment law has changed this tut-tut 
no-no, a behavior that was essentially allowed while being decried o,,Iy if 
embarrassingly displaced into public view, imo an equali1y claim with col
lective meaning and the clignity of human tights that handed victims le
gitimate power 10 protect themselves, wich sanctions backed by the state. 
To the question what is wrong ,vich sexual harassment, previously 10 be 
answered with reference 10 • moral code for so-called private life, the law 
provided a new answer: sexual harassment is sex discrimination. That is, 
it is a practice of inequality on the basis of gender, an integral act of 
subordinate civil status because of sex, a practice of creating a person as 
less than fully socially human because rl,a, person is a woman or a man, 
a status-based treatment of hierarchy, of dominance, that is illegal. 

Once the question became whether particular acts are or are not sexual 
harassment by legal standards-the threshold question being whecher che 
behavior happened "because of ... sex,"' meaning that i1 happened be
cause of d1e victim's sex or gender-the question whether the behavior is 
morally bad was superseded, rendered obsolete and properly irrelevant to 
law, excepr perhaps for assessing punitive damages.• Judgments of mag
nicude, such as whether specific acts are sufficiently "severe'!t to be action• 
able as a hostile enviro nment, correctly became questions of how severely 
discriminatory, how severely unequal, the acts are on a gendered scale, not 
how severely bad chey are by moral compass. Judges and juries are chus 
called upon 10 ask no,, is this bad? They are called upon to ask, is ,his 
unequal? \Xlhile moraliry seeks to conform conduct to standards of right 
and wrong, whatever they may be, equality addresses the relative status 
and power of groups in society and is animated by an imperative of non• 
hierarchica] treatment. Questions such as whether the other sex was sub. 
jected to similar behavior, whether the abuse was marked by gendered 
nonns, and whether the tre'Jlment subordinated women or men as such, 
are detem,ina1ive. How wrong, evil, or reprehensible the behavior or che 
parties are felt ro be, becomes, wirl,in the inequality framework, properly 
inoperative. 

Of course judgments of value remain involved. But they are equality 
values-nor manners. civiJiry, religion, propriety, decency, custom, or other 
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value systems or sources of rules or codes or norms for interpersonal be
havior. Once the legislative or constitutional judgment has been made to 
guarantee equality, whether it is good or bad 10 do so in panicular cases 
is no longer a judicial question: whether a parcicular case presents in
equalities is. Most fundamentally, the moral imperative to treat other 
people in a good way, as i/they are fully human, is replaced by the requisite 
legal perception that, within the scope of the legal coverage, they are equal 
human beings-say, workers or students-whatever their sex or gender. 
Tn the case of sexual harassment, 10 use them as if they are sexual rhings 
becomes a category mistake, an instance of treating a human being as if 
she is not one, not a moral infraction about which people can differ, de
pending on their values. The argument that something is good is different 
from the argument char something is. While morality dwells in the nor
mative, equality in this sense and setting is an empirical recognition, re• 
quiring not a judgment of how people ought to be treated but a cognition 
of the fact of their equal humanity across a specified line of particularity. 

O ne obvious benefit of this approach, as befits a diverse society, has 
been that no moral agreement, conmmnity of belief, moral like. 
mindedness, or cultuml convergence has been needed 10 apply se., equality 
standards to inequality's social harms. No parcicular moral sensitivity has 
been required to identify their existence. In any case, people with radically 
divergent moral commitments have to be able to implement equa1hy laws 
or they will fail. While moral disagreements may undcrUc and be displact-d 
onto equality quesrions, equality questions are properly resolved on 
equality grounds. 

The transformation from moralism to equality, from treating people 
poorly or well w treating them without group mnk, must occur for equality 
law 10 promote sex equality in substance. Among other reasons, this is 
because traditional morality upholds dominance in sex, which it genders, 
by defining men dominating women as "good " sex- as institutionalized 
for instance in the patriarchal family. This morality, with exceptions for 
extreme cases. rends to refuse to recognize ,her events empirically exist 
that it normatively rejects. Child sexual abuse, for inscance, is considered 
exceptional rather than common because conventional morality finds it 
"bad,• with the result that the fact that it is done 10 more than a third of 
all girls under eighteen, and many boys, in the United States, mostly by 
heierosexualli• idemi~ed men, is regularly denied.7 Jusr as tradirional mo
rality dcfinl'S certain sexual behavior as right, such as male dominance in 
sex, even though members of powerless groups are systematically and dis
proportionally endangered or violmed by it, sexual behavior that takes 
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place omside favored ins,imtional srrucmres is defined as wrong, regardless 
of whether anyone is harmed. Same.sex sexuality and prostitution are both 
deeme<l •bad" by traditional morality, for instance, although the fonner 
can be for both partners not only unhannful but validating, loving, affir
matively desired, and a resistance to male dorninance, ,,rhi]e the laucr, for 
the one prostituted, te.nds toward the opposite on every score. Conven• 
tional morality tends to value people unequally on the basis of sex, sexu• 
aliry, race, age, class, and ocher unequal srntiolls in life. Their sexual abuse 
,hus is often attributed to the moral character of the ac,ors racher ,han co 
their relative positions of inequality, making sexual injuries of inequality 
difficult or impossible 10 see. 

Conservative moralism holds thai any nonprocreative sex is bad, liberal 
moralism thar all sex is good-although neither fully owns up in public. 
Most conservatives do not want to oppose the secular religion or appear 
uncool or passc; most liberals do not want to be idcntiJied with sexual 
abuse, at least not in all of its fonns. Neither morality adequmcly addresses 
sexual abuse because neither faces it as a practice of inequality: a reality 
of soda1 condition, situation, status, and treatment rather than bad acts by 
bad people. The conventional morality of sexual regulation, whether of the 
left or the right, may at times decry the abuse of power by the powerful, 
but it systematical1y resists c-riticiz:ing or undermining the fact of chat power 
and its unequal distribution. Commonly, unequa] power in private is de. 
fended, including by opposing the entry of equality law into the so,c-.tlled 
private realm, which rends 10 be anyplace sexuality happens.• Mose con
ventional morality in practice permits women and men of all ages who are 
seen by power as less valuable, thereby designated for use, to be sexually 
violated and exploited with relative impunity by those, most of them adult 
straight men, seen as more valuable and positioned higher up on the social 
food chain. Sexual morality thus rradirionally enrrenches what it purpons 
to regulate or prohibit while punishing sexuality that challenges its he
gemony, which is the hegemony of power itself. The misogyny character• 
iscic of traditional morality-ranking vanishingly small numbers of women 
whose abuse maners and will be believed above the multitudes whose does 
not~ imposing heterosexuality so as to make invisible anyone whose abuse 
either fits traditional norms (is "just sex") or deviates from them (is "per• 
verse" rather than injurious)-puts the role of morality compared with 
equaliry in this body of case law at the heart of the question of whether 
anything that matters has changed. 

The inquiry is thus frame<l: Has the sexual harassment claim, as applied, 
shed moralism-the nonnative calculus of right and wrong, good and 
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bad-co emerge fully as a legal injury of discrimination, an injury defined 
by social harm of unequal treatment? Does sexual harassment law prohibit 
hann to members of socially subordinated groups through sex, no more 
and no less? Specifically, is 1he inequality of power between women and 
men that the traditional moral approach to sex keeps in place-an ap
proach that remains as socially dominant as sex inequality-being altered 
by the law of sexual harassment, or have sexual harassment law's doctrines, 
llpplications, t1nd dynamics incemalized, replicated, and extended sexual 
morality? If the latter, the question of whether sexual injury is a recogni,ed 
wrong of discrimination is being effectively rclitigatcd in case after case, 
courts finding discrimination when injuries meet the standard moral code's 
n Jes for the "bad" and nor when they do not, even when 1he behavior is 
sex-discriminatory, while finding sexual behavior that they rate immoral to 
be sex-discriminatory even when it docs not violate sex equality standards. 
The question is, is sexual harassment law transforming social inequality 
into equality of status, or merely mutating moral prohibitions imo equlllity 
guise? 

The concern is whether sexual harassment law updates, disguising in 
civil rights skin, the same underlying moral dynamics that continue 10 drive 
sexual moraliry in the interest of male dominance and against 1he imerests 
of women and all subordinated peoples. Tf sexual harassment law has 
mapped itself onto cl,ese underlying moral dynamics, hijacking human 
rights rhetoric to fur1hcr sexual repression and sexual stigma while per• 
mining the sexual abuse of power with impunity, it is morality's wolf in 
the sheep's clothing of equality. The incomplete yet real changes sexual 
harassment law has brought about, read againsl twenty-five years of case 
law and political upheaval, suggest that this is nor the case. 

Sexual harassment law originated the recognition that sexual abuse is a 
practice of inequality of the sexes, a recognition increasingly embraced and 
expanded, even taken as given, in the laws of nations around the world 
and in international fon,ms.• 1n changing 1he understanding of sexual ha
rassment's facts from morality 10 equality-from religious to human rights 
referents, from internal psychological and ideal predicates co external ma
terial o nes- the cornerstone has been the conccptualiz.ation of the injury 
as sex discrimination. 

To qualify as a legal injury of sex discrimination, 1he challenged behavior 
must be "based on sex," meaning rhat it happened because of the victim's 
gender. Ever since the breakthrough caS<.'S of the mid-l 970s, in which facts 
of sexual harassment were first found co state a claim for sex discruninacion 
as a matter of law, the question whe1her a claim is •based on sex" has not 
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usually been extensively litigared when the alleged perpetrator is a man, 
the victim is a woman, and the accivity complained of is sexual. As a N inth 
Circuit panel put the animating understanding, "sexual harassmem is or
dinarily based on sex. What else could it be based on?"'" In practice, unless 
challenged, the individual parties are taken as exemplars of the sex groups 
of which they socially present as members, and the challenged behavior is 
understood as gendered on the usually inexplicit, perhaps not fully con
scious, view that sexual aggression is socially gendered male and sexual 
vicrimization, female. 

With the allegations thus made not by individuals as such (as they were 
in ton precursors)" but by individuals in their capacity as members of 
groups-and no longer of "bad" behavior but of practices integral 10 a 
social system of gendered group-based inequality that produce injuries of 
second-class citizenship- the typical parties become no longer bad men 
and virtuous women but dominating men and subordinated women. \Xlith 
the gravamen of the offense changed from sin 10 injury, its identification 
from moral judgment to reality perception. the questions raised change 
from whether anything is wrong to what bas occurred, in a context that 
moves from private to public and from morality 10 politics: sexual poli
tics.'' Sexual harassment doctrine squarely entrenches in law the position 
,hat moral valuations of relative personal worth and sexual propriery are 
not the point in this legal claim. Harm because of one's membership in a 
gender group is. 

In jurisdic1ions where 1he claim for sexual harassment is nor clearly lo
cated in law as a fonn of sex discrimination, as in France, 0 the doctrine 
continues in society as well as law to be confused with traditiona1 moral 
strictures, and 10 be socially delegitimated by that confusion. In this setting, 
laws against sexual hafl1ssment are likely to be misconstrued as repressive, 
as resrrictions on whar is reflexively considered the sexual freedom of per
petrators, rather than as liberating and enhancing to the sexual freedom of 
those who need no longer be their victims. Where the law construes sexual 
harassmem as a torr, bur one of sex discrirninarion, as in Japan, the un• 
dersrnnding is accordingly mixed.'" India regards sexual harassment as sex 
discdmination but in some respects continues to treat it as a moral issue, 1' 

to the detriment of effective change for women, although the judicial trend 
is in the equality and human rights direction. Much of the shape of the 
claim's development can be seen ro reflect rhe srrength and focus of the 
women's movement in each country, specifically whether that movement 
has addressed the realities of sexual abuse. Many have not. To the degree 
that voice is absent or muted, moralism fills the void 10 the detriment of 
victims and ,he legal claim's development as a force for equaliry. 
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If so-called amisex Btritudes of tradition•! male dominant moralisrn were 
dtiving the law of sexual harassment- that is, if se..xual harassment has 
been recognized as a civil right because male dominant moralists are sex
negacive-stronger prohibitions might be expected to be applied against 
expressly sexual forms of harassment because they are sexual than to other 
forms of harassment that are not sexual. 11• This has not happened. 17 So long 
as they were not expressly sexual, many forms of seemingly nonsexual 
abuse that might be construed as gender-based harassment have been in
tegral 10 sex discrimination law all •long-whee her as verbal abuse showing 
intent or motive, direct evidence shifting the burden of proof to dcfcn• 
dancs, sex stereotyping, or gender harassment itself." ln fact, it was the 
recognition that expressly sexual forms of harassment are sex-based dis
crimination chat led to expanded judicial recognition of gender-based 
forms of harassment that arc not expressly sexual. 

Of courn:, the analytical relation between sexual and not-explicitly• 
sexual-but-gendered harassment is complicated by the reality of their near 
inextricability in the world. Given that sexuality is socially gendered and 
gender socially sexualized, 19 separating the two forms of harassment is 
problematic as well as difficult. Even conceptually separable facts ahuost 
always occur together and are thus adjudicated in the same cases. Deter
mining whether aces of abuse chat are gendered but not sexual are ignored 
where the comparably severe act, if sexual, would be recognized ap~ 
proaches the in1possible. Comparing the severity of sexual with apparently• 
nonsexual-but-gendered abuse is an abstract and speculative venn,re. Dis
tinguishing between sexist abuse that is se.xual and sexist abuse thac is not 
clearly sexual has thankfully been rendered legally unnecessary by express 
judicial ret-ognition that gendered abuse need not be expressly sexual to 
be actionable as harassing, which has generally made gender harassment 
axiomatically (if not completely or always, anymore than sexual abuse is) 
covered under sex discrimination law as sexual harassment. 21> 

lf sexual harassment law were animated by an ancisexual hostility, tl1t11 
law would be unlikely to extend, as ic has, 10 gender-based abuse that, 
while demeaning or derogacory or belinling, is not expressly sexual." The 
fact that it docs so extend is more persuasively explained by equality law's 
being antiabuse. Surely it means something chat conventional morality has 
been, if fairly superficially, ancisex for easily a couple of hundred years, 
without being anriabuse (sexual or orherwise), and wirhouc seeing sexual 
harassment as wrong. \'<'hilc admitting to ndthcr, conventional morality 
and its legal regime have been both pro-sex (in the hegemonic hierarchical 
heterosexual or at lease procreative sense) and pro-abuse during chis entire 
period, as the equally long absence of effective laws against sexual forms 
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of intrusion testify. Only when the beh•vior became framed as a harm of 
unequal gender status on the basis of sex, that is. as a material injury of 
inequality, was its harm recognized as legally significant. 

Certainly courrs and agencies often fai l 10 recognize simple sex discrim
ination in particular ca.ses, such as ,,rhcn women are deprived of less fa. 
vorable work assignments or training opportunities because they are 
women.21 1bis observation hardly indicts sexual harassment law as such or 
suggests an overweening emphasis on specifically sexual forms of abuse at 
work. Tf courts and agencies are nor as sensitive as they should be ro simple 
sex discrimination, including to gendered harassment in particular cases, 
they also expressly tolerate much egregious sexual behavior in employment 
and education because it resembles cust0mary sexual practices that con
ventional morality tolerates, or because they judge the victim as morally 
bad or worthless." A law that was simply antisex would not do this. A law 
that was not yet sufficiently sensitive to abuse, tolerating it, including when 
sexual, so long as it confonns 10 traditional moraLity, would. Any emphasis 
on sexual abuse in sexual harassment case law over other fonns of gender. 
basecl abuse, shoulcl it exist, may also be due to the particularly transparent 
misogyny of much harassment that is sexual, or to a choice of sexual fonns 
of abuse by some especially misogynist perpetrators, rather than t0 a ju
dicial slighting of nonsexual forms of inequnliry in harassment cases. 

Analysis of sexual harassment law's treatment of racist sexual abuse sup• 
ports the view that sexual harassment law is not mor-alism rcd.u.x. Standing 
against rhe racist dimensions of sexual denigrarion thar traditional sexual 
morality builds in arc the early successful sexual harassment cases brought 
by women of color." Far from supporting the enforced sexual availability 
of women of color on white men's terms, sexual harassment law in these 
cases opposed the stereotyping of women of color by traditional morality 
rhar stigmatizes the.ir sexuality so as 10 make it insusceptible of being seen 
as violated. In so doing, sexual harassment law thus became a central ve• 
hide in exposing the reaLiry of, and cementing the legal claim for, race and 
sex discrimination combined. Although racisr sexual abuse is not ade
quately recognized nearly as often as ir occurs, traditional morality would 
not, and does not, support such a recognition at all. The reach of Title 
VII to racial and religious harassment was similarly preclicated on sexual 
harassment prececlents, opposing conventional morality's myriad racist and 
religious biases in borh sexual and nonsexual forms." The cases reveal that, 
while an undercurrent of traditional morality's tolerance of sexual abuse 
of women by men can be seen in some cases-and may even be an un
dertow that will have tO be fought by plaintiffs in mosr cases on some level, 
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so long as inequality exists-amisex moralism con hardly be said to be 
dtiving sexual harassment Jaw. On the contrary, sexual harassment law 
stands against traditional morality's tolerance of the sexual abuse of women 
with less power by men with more. 

Sexual harassment law also stands against the abuse of men " ; ,h less 
power by men with more . In the area of sex equality law, where precedents 
have so often been set by men claiming equality with women, rather than 
the other way around, the fact that male victims of men would be seen 10 

have the same legal rights as women ,;ctims of men would stand 10 reason. 
It was news in sexual harassment law, however. Traditional morality has 
largely suppressed the possibility of recognizing that men can be sexually 
violated or subordinated, at once making sexual violation of men incon
ceivable and naniralizing women's sexual vulnerability as biological, ob
scuring the social function of both fonns of abuse in male supremacy. 
Sexual harassment law, in recognizing that men also dominate and harm 
men through sex, took a step traditional morality never has, indeed a step 
that adherence to craditional morality largely precludes. Most cases of 
sexual harassment arc male-o n-female on their facts, but given the fixation 
of sex discrimination law with sex differentials as the method for discerning 
sex-based treatment, it was by no means obvious that sexual harassment 
in a same-sex context of man-on-man, or men-on-man, would be found to 
be sex-discriminatory. 

The Oncale case, which so found,' • marks the first time the sex equality 
principle was held violated in a same-sex focmal sening by the U.S. Su
preme Coun, and one of the precious few such findings ever. Although 
we do not yet know if the same rule will be applied when an out gay man 
is harassed, it should, al pain of violating the constitutional rule of equal 
protection of the laws as weU as sexual harassment holdings." And al
though we do not yet know if the prohibition on same-sex harassment will 
extend to protect mutually desired same-sex intimacy when that is the 
predicate for homophobic discrimination, it also should. Thus sex equality 
law, having protected 1:>eople with less 1>0wer from unwanted sex in a 
same-sex setting, may, by bui)ding on sexua) harassment precedent. come 
to protect wanted sex by groups with Jess power in a same-sex setting as 
well." 

ln paving the way for protection of gay men from specifically sexual gay
bashing as sex discriminarion (as well as for putatively nonsexual gay. 
bashing, which predictably will be easier to address by law as wcll as hard 
10 separate from the sexual fom,s), and ultimately in recognizing that sex 
discrimination prohibitions require nondiscrimination against gay men and 
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lesbian women as such, sexual harassment law, far from imemalizinA tra• 
ditional morality, will have helped produced outcomes that traditional mo
rality squarely opposes. Sexual harassmem law's counterhegemonic logic 
may conceivably be reversed or twisted backward by dominant moral 
forces," although in general it has yet to be. Bue this particular concern 
may more exemplify a re.a.sscnion of dominant moral rules"° insofar as 
sexual harnssment's equality rule tolls the bell on the sexual pk-asures of 
a sex-discriminatory gender-hiernrchical social order, speciJiaiUy on the 
eroricism of rhe rop-down unequal definition of sexualiry rhat traditional 
morality has long guarded. 

Tensions between morality and equality can also be discerned beneath 
sexual harassment law's "unwelcomeness• doctrine. The consent rule of 
traditional momlity builds inequality of power into the criminal law of 
sexual abuse by tending to authoritatively assume, under conditions of in• 
equality, that whatever sex happens is mutually dt-sired unless proven 
otherwise. Apan from statutory presumptions based on age differentials, 
usually only physical forms of force (and typically quite extreme force) are 
recognized by the rape law as making sex nonconscnsual.'1 The Vin.Jon 
case exposed how inequality between a male supervisor and a female sub
ordinate could produce sex that was consensual under this criminal law 
but unwelcome to the woman-hence unequal under sex discrimination 
law. In Mechelle Vinson's case, sex forced by inequality was found illegal." 
Morality's ""consent" was thereby exposed as consistent with inequality, 
as a fic1ional synonym for desire or choice but consistent with forced sex 
all a1ong. "'Unwelcomeness,. was correspondingly framed as consenes 
equality-based, non-double-talking, alternative. The doctrine of unwel
comeness a,u/d become what the doctrine of consent is now: a pretend 
stand-in for desire and choice that in application means its opposite, sex 
the woman does not desire and in which she hns no choice. Whe1her legal 
unwe1comeness becomes what it was created to oppose-for example in 
findings tha1 some women welcome abuse they could not refuse-thus 
becomes another face of ,he ques1ion of the continuing force of moralism 
in sexual harassment law. 

\Xlhcther a woman wants sex is a question of fact, posing the question 
of who proves what in a c-.ise that raises it. Why the so-called hypersensitive 
woman, who may simply have high dignitary standards, becomes the re
viled Puritan instead of a miners' canary or a thin-skulled plaintiff has 
never been explained. Y ct few reported sexual harassment cases reveal 
unwelcomeness as problematic in practice." After Ha"is, courts generally 
assess the substance of unwelcomeness as part of whether a hosrile envi
ronment was ~subjectively abusive,".1-4 inviting inquiry into the woman's 
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srandards •nd potenrially her moral srnrus as defined under male su
premacy, rather than remaining focused on the harasser•s actions in social 
context. Courts quite often find abusive conduct unwelcome even when 
defendants 1ry, in custom•ry morBlistic fashion, 10 smear 1he plaintiff as a 
bad woman, hence uninjurable}' It i.s surprising that this attempt to turn 
inequality into noninjury has not succeeded more often in reported cases. 
Of concern is moralism may be being smuggled into sexu,J harassment 
litigation beneath the surface pretrial,,. clawing w>welcomeness bnck 10 
consenr, potentially devascacing plainriffs and disabling their resisrnnce 10 
sex forced on them by inequality and excluding them from access to justice 
in a way that is insulated from appellate review. One creative proposal 
would require an accused harasser to prove that the woman indicated 1hm 
she wanted the sexual auention she is suing for, of which affinnative ini
tiation and statements of desire would be good evidence.n Certainly, to 
the extent unwdcomcnc .. -ss is reinterpreted in traditional consent terms
violating Vimon, regressing to traditional moralisrn, and supporting dom
inant power-sexual harassment law becomes no longer a sex equality 
instrument. 

Strong evidence that sexual harassment law to date is not merely repLi
cming male dominam morality is provided by 1he virmal nonexistence of a 
defense of sexual harassing behavior as "speech. • If che law of sexual ha
rassment was to protect this form o f abuse by protecting one form domi• 
nant power takes, sexual harassment would be protected speech, as por• 
nography is under U.S. First Amendment law, and no harm done ro 
women through it would be recognized as illegal." In Canada, by conrrast, 
pornography's harms to adult women and its destructive effects on equality 
of the sexes, as well as the illegality of hate speech as a form of inequality, 
are constitutionally recognized." G iven the absence of such recognitions in 
che United States, rhe fncc that U.S. law has so far approached che experi
ence of sexual harassment through pornography by way of its toll on the 
unequal, rather than through speech-a legally protected artifact for in
Aiccing chis abuse by the powerful-is nigh on miraculous. And given the 
exrent ro which existing law of freedom of speech in the United States 
tracks dominant morality by effectively guaranteeing that the powerful 
(whether based on race, wealth, sex, age, or a combination) get what they 
want, unlimited by legal equality guarantees, perhaps the strongest evi
dence available chat sexual harassment law does not build in power's mo
rality is the fact that calling sexual harassment "speech• has so little lrac• 
tion in sexual harassment law•• as barely to have surfaced in case law to 
date. Calling sexual harassment protected speech does not pass the 
straighr-faee test. Noc yet. Perhaps it only awairs the right facts to call it art. 
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The major clouds on , he immedime hori,.on are 1he cases on liability. 
They, too, can be read as shaped by a moralistic undertow. Under tra• 
ditional moral rules, sexual harassment qua sexual is deemed an indi
vidual and priva1e ac1, presump1ively exemp1 from public accountability, 
not an act ,hat conventional morality is comfortable referring to public 
authorities or attributing to group membership or to institutionaJ entities. 
Intimacy guarantees impunity, and the more power the perpetrator has, 
rhe more his so-called intimacy ins,dates him from accounr. By ex1ension, 
fonns of violation ,hat happen t0 women ns women, especially the inti• 
mate kind, are deemed personal and private and cultural; f01ms of vio• 
lation that happen also to men are more likely to be called public and 
instirutional and political, evenrually. Once the group-membership hurdle 
was cleared in considering sexual harassment sex-based, the accountability 
question loomed. In the last quarter of the twentieth century, the center 
of gravity in U.S. sexual harassment litigation shifted from a dispute over 
whether sexual harassment, if i1 happened, is legally sex-based co a con
test over whether, given ,hat it happened, anyone will be held responsible 
for it. 

For decades, it has been assumed in U.S. law rhat if an institutional 
acror discriminated, the institution discriminated; if the acr was discrimi• 
natory, the employer was accountable for it. In one narrowing move, many 
courts have now held that individual perpetrators cannot be held respon• 
siblc under Title VII if they are not the employer." Since Title IX arises 
under the Spending Clause, monitoring a conrracrual relation between 
Congress and recipient entities, only institutional recipients can be defen. 
dams," focusing explicitly the question of what actions put the school on 
the hook. It is no accident thaL the Title VII cases establishing that indi
viduals were not liable for discrimination under i1 were brough1 for sexual 
harassment rather than for any other kind of discriminmion: traditional 
morality dee.ms sex quintessentially personal and as such exempt from 
public accountability. 11 is also no accident tliat the hurdles sexual harass• 
menr plaintiffs must dear for instirutional liability in ei1her work or school 
are now distinct in kind and higher in height from ,hose any other kind 
of discrimination plaintiff must clear. Again, sex is morally regarded as 
quintessentially person:tl, making it uniquely difficult to attribute respon• 
sibili1y for it 10 entities. As neither Title V li nor Title IX ye1 runs 10 
individual perpetrators, and instirurional entities often do not meet the 
Court's stringent (and often unlikely) prcrcquisit<-s for so-called vicarious 
liability," current Supreme Court doctrine restricts employer or educa• 
tional ins1i1ucion accounrability so 1hat sexual harassmen1 by legal defini
tion can happen and no one will be held liable for it. Under these condi-
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tions, sexual harassment can be a violarion withom a violator, a legal injury 
without a legal remedy. 

The cases on liability thus track traditional morality in a number of ways. 
lnstimrions char are oblivious 10 what is raking place on their watch rend 
to be insulated from responsibility. The implicit assumption seems to be 
that if the institution does not know, it cannot be bad, so the victim is not 
injured, or at least no injury of inequality is attributable to the institution. 
See no evil, hear no evil, incur no liability. Apart from the disconnection 
between the morality-based intent requirement and the unequal conse
quences that flow regardless of intent, the rationale for wh)r institutions arc 
assumed not responsible for what goes on under their aegis remains murky 
and elusive-particularly in the workplace, where the existence of a lfa
bility rule for sexual harassment that is different from other fonns of em
ployment discrimination has never been explained. Giving more legal 
power to the more socially powerful, adult working women, and less legal 
power to the less socially powerful, schoolgirls, the liability cases also track 
conventional morality by making it more difficul t for children in schools 
to hold school districts accountable for their sexual harassment than it is 
for working women 10 hold their employers accountable for theirs." These 
nJes, by operacing in reaHty counter to traditional morality's proteccionist 
prorestarions, but consistent ,vich its predilecrions for power, go far to 
subvert the equality principles established in the substance of the claim, 
smuggling conventional morality's unequal power rdations in through the 
back door of liability. 

Under the guise of a liability ruling, the Supreme Court holding in the 
Ellerth case, for example, altered the substantive law of sexual harassment 
for the worse. There it held that a threat of a quid pro quo foUowed by a 
constructive discharge-a woman's having to leave her job because it was 
discriminarorily unbearable- was what the Court rem,ed an "' incomplete" 
quid pro quo.'' Under the EEOC Guidelines from 1980 through 1998, 
proposing an exchange of sex for a job indulgence was actionable in itself. 
Tn the language of the guidelines: "Unwelcome sexual advances, requests 
for sexual favors, and orher verbal or physical conduct of a sex-ual nature 
constitute sexual harassment when submission to such conduct is made 
either explicitly or in1plidtly a term or condition of an individual's em
ployment .• .,,, Most courts held accordingly, whether or not ernplo),nent 
consequences followed from having or not having sex." Before Ellerth, • 
threat of a quid pro quo, meaning an offer or a demand to exchange sex 
for employment benefits, was a quid pro quo. Ellerth rendered sexual 
threats, unless sufficiently severe or pervasive 10 create a hostile environ
ment, mere puffery. 
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Kim Ellerrh's supervisor, in • sexualized context, told her thm he could 
• make your life very hard or very easy" on the job, and followed up by 
making it very hard for the sexually recalcitrant Ms. Ellerth; later he said, 
as he rubbed her knees at her promotion interview, ,hat he hesi1a1ed abom 
promoting her because she was not "loose enough"' for him ... ~ Rather than 
recognizing such sexual conditions on work as actionable discrimination, 
hanging like Damocles' sword over only some employees because the su
pervisors' power was being he1erosexually deployed, 1he Supreme Court 
100k the view 1hat umil the quid comple1es the quo, or the environment 
is made severely or pervasively hostile, sexual threats do no harm of dis
crimination a, all. The case thus raised and disposed of, but barely con
fronted, 1he basic question of the nan,re of sexual harassment's harm
specifically of whether the employee in and at work, or only the employee's 
work, attracts the law's equality protection. It also raises the question of 
the line betwc"<:n the injury and its damages. 

One might say that a quid pro quo srate,nent is by definition a severe 
incident, making che workplace hostile. Perhaps courts wilJ take this view. 
But sexual threats by superiors arc also arguably injuries of sex discrimi
nation in themselves, whe1her or not work is affected ... It may make sense 
10 trea1 undelivered-upon sexual threais by coworkers under hostile envi
ronment rules, but with workplace superiors as perpetrators, a sexual 
threat is effectively delivered upon when uttered. As a result of the super
visor's power, the threat surro unds the worker each and every day. As 
Judge Cudahy noted concurring in )ansc11, 1he Sevemh Circuit companion 
case to Ellerth, "quid pro quo is a)ways a creature of power," presenting 
"the classic paradigm of powerful males forcing their wills on vuh1crable 
females" whereby a "supervisor acts with actual or apparent authority 
when he promises e,nployment goodies or threatens their withdrawal to 

extract sexual 1cooperation.""'° From the moment it is uuered by a super
visor, a quid pro quo statement imposes a sex-discriminatory condition of 
work. Such conditions are facially prohibited by Title Vll's language. They 
are also what makes the loss of • job when a worker leaves be considered 
a constructive discharge rather than a voluntary quit. In E/Jerth, by con
trast, it is as if only the job interest, not the person in the job, is protected 
from sex discriminatory conditions. In life, workers are harassed when 
harassed, not only when the consequences of tha1 harassmem further ma
rure. In Elkrth, the Court did not explain why women workers should 
haw to wait for the sword to fall, or fall on it themselves, before ha,•ing 
a legal claim for sex discrimination. 

T n this light, the Ellcrth ruling reflects a lapse in measuring sexual ha-
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rassment as an injury on equnliry 1enns. Tr fai ls 10 grasp 1hm sexual ha
rassment law proteccs nor only one's work (the quo) but also a person's 
equality in and at work. 111e same lapse is visible in the Court's differemial 
liobility rules tha1 favor liability for sexual harassment that creates "tangible 
employment loss.• Borh Faragher and Ellerth make employers responsible 
for losses of this kind regardless of whether the victim reports, while re
quiring reports when the incident cre-JIL"S no tangible employment loss. 
This distinction is inadequate if it is not only a person's work but a person's 
equality m work, analogously nor only their grades but 1heir learning pro
cess in education, that civil rights laws exist to protect. Ellerth may also 
be read as reflecting the moral view that sexual threats in themselves are 
no, bad enough t0 be illegal until 1hey arc delivered upon 1hrough em
ployment losses. The sraunory question, however, is whether such threats, 
executed or not, discriminate against an individual in terms or conditions 
of employment on the basis of sex. Is there any doubt that quid pro quo 
threats do? A quid pro quo direa1, from the moment unered, is arguably 
a facially discriminatory '"te.rm 9 of employment as wdl as a discriminatory 
"condition," severe by definition. After Ellerth, the statement of a super• 
visor that "I haven't forgotten your review, it's on my desk," while patting 
his crotch, is ei1her a single incident Sllfficiently severe 10 constitme a 
hosrile environment or i1 is now legally norhing.'' One wonders if a noose 
hanging over an African American's workstation now must be used be
fore it is actionable, or if a company is still liable for the fact that it is 
chere.sz 

ln the last quarter of the twentieth century. it was notably women's 
public accusations of sexual misdeeds by politically powerful men, not 
primarily cases in court, 1ha1 seismically rocked public consciousness, al
though 1hey would have been unlikely withou1 the backdrop of liability 
for sexual harassment. The Thomas-Hill hearings of 1991 and 1he Clinton
Lewinsky affair of 1998 provided a field day for moralists of all stripes and 
decisively shaped sexual harassmem thinking and adjudication. ln both 
sinrarions, men wi1h power among men were challenged by other powerful 
men for sexual misuse o f their power relative to ,vomen who had Jess 
power- far lcss,-than they did. In neither circumstance did the affected 
woman sue or say that she had been sexually harassed. In both situations, 
the fac1s may or may 001 qualify as sexual harassment under law. ln Pro
fessor Hill's case, the alleged abuse may or may nor have eonstin11ed an 
illegally hostile environment when it happened because hostile environ• 
mem law barely existed. In Ms. Lewinsky's case, die sex was apparently 
welcome, although the difference in power berween the parties was ex-
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,reme. Tn neither case wns ,he man held liable for what he was said to 
have done. Ye, both cases produced 6restorms ,hat consumed 6rst cl1e 
right in defense of Judge Thomas, then the left in defense of President 
Clinton, in • rethinking of whether sexual harassmem-formally charged 
in neither instance- should be actionable. As sympmhy for the exposed 
men surged across the political spectrum, moral outrage that their so-called 
private liv<-s could be interrogated fed a resurgent defense of the sexual as 
such. Critique of inequality in sex was submerged, drowned." The fallout 
is not over. 

Had it not been for the development of sexual harassment law, it seems 
fair to say that Professor Anita Hill's testimony, exploding national and 
global consciousness on the issue, would unlikeli• have happened. Yet the 
closest controlling case 10 hers-the break,hrough case of Sandra Bundy 
holding that sexually hostile working environments were actionable as sex 
discrimination- may well have been too fragile, isolated, and recent to 
have reliably helped Professor Hill when it was handed down around the 
time of the events to which she testi6ed in the hearings.' ' Without her 
testimony before the Senate and the nation, Bill Clinton may not have been 
elected, as women enraged at Professor Hill's treaunent by the Senate may 
have supplied his margin of victory. Without sexual harassment law, the 
impeachment of President Clinton. and the events surrounding it, would 
also not have unfolded as they did. It all began with Paula Jones's 1994 
allegations of sexual harassment and proceeded fueled by, among other 
t.hings, a heightened sensiriviry <0 rhe place of ex<reme social inequality in 
sex that the law against sexual harassment focused, although most women 
continue to have sexual rdations with men who have more power in society 
than they do. 

When Paula Jones accused Bill Clinron of sexually harassing her," and 
,he Supreme Court allowed her case to proceed while he was in office,,. 
the rules of power suddenly no longer outranked the rule of law, as they 
have since time immemorial. Droit du seigneur died, at least momentarily. 
Men could no longer rely on the infom1al (meaning real) power syS<em 
safeguarded by traditional morality to ge, cl1em om of the rules for <reat
ment of women that the formal (meaning legal) power system of equality 
law prescribed. Panic set in. What used 10 be called indecent exposure by 
one's 1Jtimate workplace superior, coupled with a demand for oral sex and 
a guarded ,hreat ro keep it all quie,-Ms. Jones's allegations-was allowed 
to proceed toward trial in a case brought by the woman subordinate sub
jected to it. The alleged perpetrator was no longer just a charming roue. 
He was • potential "iolmor of human rights. The foe< that he was the 
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P residenr of rhe United Smes did not exempr him. This represented real 
change. 

What Professor Hill's allegacions co,uributed co national consciousness 
on the subject of sexual harassment, rhe dismissal of PaulaJones's case for 
legal insuffidency'7 we:m a long way toward undermining. G iven that what 
happened to Professor Hill was publicly perceived as sexual harassment, 
and what happen<..:! to Paula Jones was legally deemed not to be, it is 
worth observing chat the acts that Paula Jones alleged-including penile 
exposure, physical contact, and threats-were arguably both more severe 
and more certainly within then-existing legal standards for sexual harass• 
ment t:han were the acts that Professor Hill alleged at t:he rime t:hat they 
occurred. 

Under existing precedent, Paula Jones's case should have been permined 
to go to trial on her quid pro quo allegations at the least, and probably 
on her hostile environment claims as well. The record documented thal 
ocher women (specifically Gerlnifer Flowers) who had sex with Governor 
Clinton had received employment benefits.'" This supported the issue of 
material fact as to whether Paula Jones was denied a job benefit as a result 
of her failure co have the sex Mr. Cli111on proposed. Of the quid pro quo, 
I observed in 1979, "men with power to affect women's careers allow 
sexual factors to make a difference. So the threats are serious: chose who 
do not comply are disadvantaged in favor of those who do. •,• Paula Jones 
allegedly did not receive a job benefit because she did not submit to sex, 
as evidenced by the fact that other women of record in the case did receive 
job benefits when they did. Although courts are not as clear as they might 
be on this question, one district court in dicta suggested that, under similar 
circumstances, if a woman plaintiff's employer "rewarded others in the 
office for their response 10 his action, she may indeed have faced an im
plied quid pro quo situation." .. Supposing E/lerth must be sarisfied, the 
failure to give the benefit "completes" the quid pro quo. 

Although Paula Jones said sexual touching was forced on her, its ac
complishment a forced submission, she did not submit t0 the particular 
sex act of fellatio demanded. She did, for a time, submit 10 the silence 
allegedly demanded of her: "You're a smart gir l. Let's keep this between 
ourselves. "61 This submission may bring her circumstances in line with 
other submission cases in which quid pro quo has been authoritatively 
found . ., Jones's case also did not present the conrraindicating foc1ors com
monly used to deny a finding of quid pro quo in otherwise similar cases. 
Unlike in those cases, in her case there were threats at the time of the 
request;" she could reasonably have believed that he had the power to 
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affect her job conditions;<• and she took the implications of threat seri
ously.6' Moreover, the crial court's conclusion to the contrary, Ms. Jones 
did allege that adverse employment consequences flowed from her rejec
tion of Bill Clinton's sexual advances: less challenging work assignments, 
a moved and less favorable work location, work by herself, an unpleasant 
working environment, and no work at all.,_ Such conditions have been 
found to be tangible enough to support a quid pro quo claim in other 
sexual harassment cases.6' Finally, Mr. Clinton's requirement that Ms. 
Jones keep silent about his ac1ions denied her access to a grievance process 
without fear of reprisals, an employment detriment in itself. A jury should 
have been perrnined 10 judge the credibility of her factual allegations on 
these quid pro quo issues. 

Arguably, Paula Jones also had a case for a hos1ile environment as a 
matter of law. Her version of the central incident included a superior's 
unwclcome touching of a subord.inatc's intimate body parts coupled with 
an attempted kiss, indecent exposure, and an unwekome sexual demand 
or proposition. The term "harassment"' may connote to some a continuing 
course of conduct, as when the Third Circuit held that hostile work en• 
vironments must be "pervasive and regular."" However, the U.S. Supreme 
Court's formulation of the hostile environment sexual harassment claim 
has squarely recognized in the disjunctive the "severe or pervasive• ha. 
rassment that makes an abusive working environment actionable. This 
leaves room for a single incident of severe harassment alone to be enough. fH 

The Coun's subsequem dicmm cha, "isolmed incidents (unless extremely 
serious) will not amount to discriminatory changes in the terms or condi• 
tions of employment,"'• while raising the bar on the severity of actionable 
isolated incidents, served further to underline the possibility that isolated 
incidents can be actionable in themselves if serious enough. Hundreds of 
acts of sexual assault were al1eged in J\ierilor; cwo on one occasion were 
alleged in Brzonkala, where the Fourth Circuit held that "the rapes them
selves created a hostile environment" for the plaintiff at school." Awaiting 
authoritative cln.rification, some lower courts have thoughc single inc-idems 
of harassment per se insufficient ro constitute hosti1e working environ• 
ments.72 Others have affirmed that a single discriminatory act can be 
enough, if it is sufficiently severe.71 The question is, how severe is severe 
enough? 

Tn Clinton v. ]011es,Judge Susan \Xleber \XI right found char the alleged in
cident. if true, "was certainly boorish and offensive" but not "one of those 
exceptional cases in which a single incident of sexual harassment, such as 
an assault, was deemed sufficient to srnce a claim of hostile work environ
ment sexua] harassment."7" Tr is as if Judge \'X'right, rather chan assessing 
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whether the acrs were unequal on rhe basis of sex, assimilated sexual ha
rassment back to tort or criminal standards. As with criminal law, the injury 
in }011es was 001 assessed in light of the relative power of the parties. As 
with ton law, i1s gravamen was moral outrage rather 1han emplo)'menr 
equality. The moralism of this framing resonares wirh cases brought as both 
sexual harassment and intentional infliction of emotional distress or sub• 
stanth•c due process IOgether. In those cases, in analytic bleed-through, 
couns often hold that se,rnal incidents, while deplorable, are 001 outrtl· 
geous and shocking enough to qualify as these torrs." Similarly, insiead of 
measuring the severity of Paula J oncs's allegations by sex equality stan• 
dards-asking whether the challenged ac1ivi1y was gendered unequal or 
whether i1 was pan of 1he context of subordination of women as a sex or 
whe[her men in that workplace had co work under similar condilions 
or whed1er sex equality at work could be achieved if such acts were tolcr• 
atcd- Judgc Wright seems 10 have asked whether the aCLs were had. 

It was 1he wrong question, and 100k place in the context of a wider and 
equally legally irrelevant social discussion of wherher Ms. Jones and her 
supporters were had. Liberal moralists in particular contended that if 
Clinton was bad in whatever he did 10 Jones, 1he motives of his accusers 
were also bad in making or pursuing the claim, so i1 all cancelled ou1. 
Liberal moralists focused on whether Jones was in the grip of the evil right 
in claiming to have been discriminated against. Conservative moralists 
tended to focus on how bad Clinton was rather than on whether the acts 
he was accused of were sex-discriminatory. Tn rhe motives rnorass, whether 
or not a woman had been discriminated against, whether or nor sexual 
harassmcnt- inequalicy on the basis of sex-had occurred, seemed not to 
maner much to either side. The impeachmen1 debates foregrounded 
Monica Lewinsky, who did not claim forced sex and raised moral but not 
legal issues of equality, rather than Paula J ones, who did raise legal issues 
of inequality and did claim a form of forced sex. In this con1ex1, in the 
recurrent reflex of judges who morally decry acts while ensuring nothing 
will he done abom them, on Judge Wright's moral scale-n01 a 1ransparen1 
one but clearly not calibrated 10 zero tolerance-the incident with Paula 
J ones became 1101 bad enough.'• 

One virtually unnoticed case makes vividly dear that Clinton u. Jones 
may be confined 10 its facts and mmed on the power of a powerful man 
rather rhan on legal standards applied to facnral allegations. Tn 200 I, the 
Eighth Circuit affirmed two rulings by J udge Susan Webber Wright in the 
sexual harassment case 1hm Sherry Moring brought under Section I 983 
against 1he Arkansas Department of Correction for the behavior of her 
supervisor, Gary Smith." Smi1h had engaged her in a conversation of a 
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sexual nature while they were on a business trip, then appeared uninvited 
at her hotel room door barely clothed, sat on her bed, touched her thigh, 
and a11emp1ed co kiss her. She asked him 10 leave and resisted his advance, 
pushed him back, leaned co 1he side 10 avoid him, and locked 1he door 
when he left. He also said she "owed" him for her position. Ms. Moring 
spoke thereafter of the incident often, avo ided him, was under stress at 
her job, and was visibly upset over the incident. She tes1iJied that she was 
afraid and considered his behavior abusive and 1hrea1ening. Judge Wright 
denied a defense mo,ion for judgmem as a mat1er of law and a motion for 
a new trial for abuse of discretion. On appeal, the Eighth Circuit affirmed 
that a reasonable jury could find 1ha1 the conduct wo,dd not have been 
directed 01 a male employee and chat i1 was objectively hostile or abusive. 
The behavior was sex-based and sufficient to create a hostile working en
vironment as a matter of law. The panel observed that "we arc unaware 
of any rule of law holding that a single incident can never be sufficiently 
severe lO be hostiJe-work-environment sexual harassment. "'8 

Same judge, same statute, same state, same legal doctrine. same appellate 
circuit. But who ever he.ard of Mr. Smith? More similar facts arc hard IO 

imagine, except 1ha1 Oincon's sexual aggression was alleged 10 have been 
more severe, and no evidence of similar exploits by Mr. Smith were noted. 
No one accused Ms. Moring of being trailer trash or a 1001 of the right. 
She got a jury <rial and no national press. She won. 

Which is nol 10 say that Clinton v. Jones did not ha\•C substantial effects. 
If, in the wake of the Hill-Thomas fiasco, sexual harassmenc was ,rans
fonned from a backroom joke into a weapon of politics as usual, after the 
Clinton-Jones-Lewinsky debacle, a cadre of liberal moralists seems to bave 
decided that sex pressured by power of position is just sex,79 not sexual 
exploitation or discrimi.na1ion. In this respect, the discussion reverted co 
square one, 10 the time before sexual harassmenc was recognized as a legal 
claim. These ctitics, like their forebears who resisted sexual harassment's 
being recognized as sex discrimination at all, and on many of 1he same 
grounds, never seem to have considered ,hat their position might imply a 
critique of sex. Rather, they argued in essence that since sexual harassment 
and sex are indistinguishable, the world should be made safe for sexual 
harassmen1. This missed the now rather obvious point that the sex they 
defend, sex chat merges with sexual harassment as if that is all the sex 
there is, is unequal. 

Epitomized by the slogan "All sex is harassment, "'M the view st.-cms to 
be that since women and men are gender unequals, all sex between them 
must, if sexual harassment law is righ,, be sex discrimination. Sexual ha
rassment law is critid 2ed in the name of sex~ sex is nor interrogated for 
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an inequali,y 1ha, it and sexual harassment might share. If sex must be 
equal to be nondiscriminatory, they suggest, voices rising, the end of sex 
is at hand. Passing over the fact that there are no sex equality laws appli
cable anywhere in civil society except the islands of workplace and school, 
the.ir point is not to try to equaJize rhe sexes in the name of sexual mu• 
tuality and intimacy, or to provide equality rights that would promote 
equality in sexual relations. It is, instt-ad, to try to make the world safe for 
sexual hamssment by purcing the political genie back into the personal 
bonle, de-exposing sexual exploitation by making it just another sexual 
practice, thus once again private, concealed, apolitical, and legally ex• 
empt." The alternative of producing real sexual equality-the poin1 of 
sexual harassment law-seems never to have crossed their minds. 

Although Clarence Thomas was appointed 10 the Supreme Coun, Anita 
Hill galvanized and inspired women. Seeing that their treatment was at 
least as egregious as hers, women swelled the nwnbcrs of complaints to 
the EEOC by coming forward by the thousands.'" Whether women whose 
treatment is as egregious as Paula Jones's, who might well interpret the 
dismissal of her case as the rcimposition of the old moral hierarchy of who 
counts and who does not, will stop resisting, turn their backs on the couns, 
and rerun, 10 silent subordina1ion and despair remains 10 be seen. 

The next twency-five years could go one of two ways. The las1 rwen<y
five could be historicized as a "sex panic," sexual harassment law trivialized 
and distorted and invalidated into a hysteria and a witch hunt, sexual 
hamssmen1 i1self diagnosed epiphenomenally for why i1 was spoken about 
rather rhan why it became possible finally to speak of it. Like all sexual 
harassment unrcmedied, prostitution could become ever more explicitly 
the model and mold for women's lives, women's life chances depending 
ever more entirely on their relation to power among men. Another possi
bili1y is 1ha1 sexual harassmem law becomes more meaningful in the do
mains to which it applies and extends to hierarchies o ther than work and 
school-perhaps 10 relationships like cleric-congregant, doctor-patient, 
lawyer-diem, even ro spouses and domestic panners and between parents 
and children. It may become more possible ,o address situations where the 
sex is the work. Understanding sexuality as a system may become standard 
intellectual equipment, its laws of mot.ion seen as be.ing as determinative, 
and as taken for granted, as, say, economics. Those who report sexual 
abuse might no longer be targeted for destruction. Tnequali<y may be er

otidzed k-ss. If so, sexual harassment law will have been a tool in !he 
liberation of women and a material forerunner-dear of today's sentimen
tality and denial-of a real equality-based se,mal momlity. 
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In 2000, in U11ited States v. Morriso11,' The Violence Against Women Act 
(VA WA)• civil remedy provision making gender-motivated violence fed
erally actionable became one of only two federal laws against discrimina
tion to that date to be invalidated by the United Stat~-s Supreme Court 
since Reconstruction .• In passing the VAWA, Congress sought co remedy 
welJ.documented inadequacies in existing laws against domestic violence 
and sexual assault- acts of which women arc the principal victims and 
men che principal perpetrators-by providing a Ceder-Ji civil cause of action 
for sex discrimination chat victims could use directly against perpetrators 
in stare or federal court. Congress passed the sranne under 1he auchority 
of bo,h the Commerce Clause' and the Enforcemem Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment.' In a one•two punch, the 5•to•4 M"rris()fl majority held 
1.ha1 neither clause constitutionally authorized che VAWA.• Congress's 
commerce power, the Coun said, reaches only those private acts that are 
"economic in nature,"7 which violence against women, despite its impact 
on interstate commerce., was deemed not to be.8 Congress's equality power, 
the Court ruled, is limited 10 addressing stnte aces, a limit che VAWA, in 
reaching what were termed private actors and privnce acts, wns found co 
transgress.9 

On its most obvious level, Morriso11 represented a high-water mark of 
1his Court's specific notion of federalism. Shield and sword, this sweeping 
doc1rine and sensibility protects states as sovereign both in domina1ing 
their traditional legal domains and in avoiding accountability for their 
acts." In M,mison, this doctrine exceeded its previous limits Lo invalidate 
a federal law passed to fill a void 1he states had left in an area of tlieir 
traditional prerogatives. When it has commanded a majority. this sensibility 
has damaged equali1y righ1s in particular, including by defining state re• 
sponsibilicy for equality violations ex1remely narrowly." Morrison wem fur· 
1her still by preveming 1he federal govemmem from legislating equality 
rights in an area chat states have inadequately protected. 

First published 114 Harvard L,w Review u, (2000). 
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8111 ,here may be • ye, more direct rela1ion between , he denial of 
equality and the Court's new view of the formal doctrine of federalism. 
On a deeper level of law and politics, and seen against a historical back
drop of 1he use of federalism to deny racial equalicy and enforce whi1e 
supremacy, Morrison can be seen 10 employ ostensibly gender-neutral 1ools 
to achieve a substantive victory for the socially unequal institution of male 
dominance .. Read substantively, Morrison is not an abstract application of 
neutral institutional priorities but a concrete refusal to allow Congress to 
redress violence agains1 women-a problem of subs1anrive sex inequality 
that the Court declined to see as one of economic salience or national 
dimension. 1n Morrison, the Court revived and deployed against women 
as such the odious "srn1es' rights• doctrine, the principal legal argumem 
couched in in.sciturional abstraction for the substantive maintenance of 
slavery that was used to deny equality rights on racial grounds well into 
the twentieth century. Combined with the Court's evolving equal protec
tion jurisprudence-the "intent" requirement, which bas made it increas
ingly difficult 10 hold states responsible for equal protection viola1ions 
committed by state actors12- Morrison leaves women who are denied the 
effective equal protection of state criminal laws against bauering and rape 
withom adequate legal recourse. 

In this wider perspecri,,e, ,he Supreme Court, having already kepi 
women from holding states to effective standards of sex equality protection 
in its equality jurisprudence, moved in JWorri.w11 to preclude Congr~-ss from 
helping to fill the gap 1he Court had lefc. Doubly sh111 om, " iolmed women 
were, in essence, told by ehe Mo";son majority-a majoricy that did no, 
mention them once- that this legal syslem not only need not, but by virtue 
of its sLructural design may noL, where gender-based violence is concerned, 
deli"er meaningful equal protection of the laws to 1hem. 

I. Backgrou nd 

The Morrison majoricy did no, comest wha1 Congress had found during 
its four years o f hearings on the VAWA: violence against women is a sex• 
based abuse that the stales have long failed adequa1cly 10 address. "Vio
lence against women," a phr-.ise used by Lhe women's movement since Lhe 
1970s, became in the name of the VA\Y/A a shorthand for "gender
motivmed violence," the legal terrn of an encompnssing violent acts di. 
rcctcd against men as well as women that arc based on gender, the social 
meaning of sex. In passing the VA\Y/A in 1994, Congress intended 10 pu1 
the ability 10 add ress sex-based violence imo the hands of its survivors, in 
order more effectively 10 remedy and s1op violence against them. 
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Crucially, for the first time in United Stares history, ,he VAWA estab
lished "zero tolerance" for sex-based violence as a matter of public policy 
when it provided that "[a)U persons ,vithin the United States shall have 
the right to be free from crimes of violence motivated by gender. •u By 
contrast, existing la,vs again.st violence chat is based on sex, by omission 
as well as by pattern of practice, seem to embody a margin of toleration, 
project an aura of lassitude:, exude a sense in enforcement that some ag• 
gression against women by men is inevitable. Legal instirutionnl processes 
of enforcement are so imprinted with denial of sexual abuse-both its 
normality and effective impunity, especially when committed by men with 
power among men-that it is as if the laws do not mean what they say. 
The VA WI A openly repudiated such systemically discriminatory habits. 

Congress funher perceived that the body of law that had pervasively 
and dramatically failed women subjected to violence by men needed not 
only a national floor of effcctivcnt-ss, a uniform standard below which it 
could not foU, but also a conceptual overhaul from the ground up. Law 
defined the crime of rape long before women were permitted to vote or 
to serve on juries. Members of the group more likely to perpetrate sexual 
assault have written its legal rules, excluding from that process those more 
likely to be victimized by it. To be effective as well as democrnric, the 
VA \YI A could not simply federalize preexisting criminal or tort law. 

In a new departure, the VA\V/A's civil rights remedy, written with 
women's direct participation. placed violence against women with.in the 
law of sex discrimination, recognizing that violence against women is 
gender-based: it happens because those who do it, and those who have it 
done to them, ate members of social groups defined by thcit sex. The 
VA \Yi A was the first legislation anywhere to rt-'C<lgnize that rape may be 
an net of sex inequality, its injury • violation of human srnrus on the basis 
of membership in a gender group. Locating acts of gender-based violence 
under the rubric of civil rights, identifying the group grounds of a socially 
based injury, freed survivors from the acontextualized and stigmatic stan
dards of prior criminal and tori law applied to these acts-laws enacted 
and interpreted when women had no public voice. After an extensive and 
detailed empirical investigation, Congress produced legislation against bat• 
tering and rape that began 10 fit the facts of violence against women for 
the first time. 

Because it was civil, Sec1ion 13981 of the VA \YI A by design placed the 
power of the state in the hands of those victimizt-d by sex-based violence. 
It made perpetrators directly accountable to survivors, potentially inter
vening in the balance of power between the sexes by empowering rather 
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than proceuing the victims of sex-based violence. The civil remedy allowed 
sunrivors to initiate and comrol their own litigation against sex.based vi• 
olation instead of leaving them at the mercy of poLice or prosecutorial 
discretion. Moving beyond incarceration as an outcome-which ofren ac
complishes little beyond the brutalization (much of it sexual) of perpetra
tors, promoting brutality rather than change- the VA \V/ A's civil remedy 
offered injunctive relief and damages: levers, resources, and authoritative 
findings to value and restore survivors and to potenciaUy alter perpetrators' 
behavior. 

In all these respects, the Violence Against \V/omen Act took a historic 
stand and hopeful step toward free and safe lives for women as equal 
citizens of this nation. Like most legislation, it also bore the marks of 
compromise. Tr did not address all sex-based violence, but only chose aces 
that met a particular mental requirement: those that could be proven to 
be gcndcr•motivat<-d, meaning wholly or partially produced by gender "an• 
imus. "" How the mental clement would have been interpreted-for in
stance, the extent to which a perpetrator's thoughts could exonerate his 
acts, or his thoughts would have been inferred from his acts- was not 
cle-M. \V/hether a mental element was even appropriate is questionable. In 
fact, the animus requirement was added only because the Judicial Confer
ence conditioned its withdrawal of oppc:,sition to the biJI on its insertion.'' 
In practice, it would have excluded many victims of rape and bane.ring 
from seeking relief in court: not because the acts against them were not 
violenr, nor because their injury was not inflicted because they were 
women, and not because adequate relief had already been provided, but 
solely because evidence of the mental clement, uniquely elusive of proof 
and under defendants' control, would foreS<.'<.>ably be unavailable in many 
cases. Thus were many women, through action required by judges even 
before the law was passed, purposefully kepr from access to relief for 
violence committed against them because they were women. In addition, 
because its reach was further Limited to acts already recogniied as felonies 
under scare or federal law,•• the VA \V/ A was constrained in advance by the 
very laws it was passed co supersede. 17 In thus building deference co fed
eralism in, cutting many violated women out, it foreshadowed rather than 
precluded its demise. 

Christy Brzonkaln's case, which became United States v. Morrison,•• ryp• 
ified rhe congressional findings on sexual assault both in the focrs of her 
assault and in her institution's r<:spons<."S to it. In 1994, Ms. Brzonkala, 
while a student at Virginia Pol>~echnic lnstitute, was allegedly gang-raped 
by two varsity football players at her school, Antonio Morrison and James 
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Crowford.•• Within half an hour of meeting her, after she twice said "no" 
t0 their proposals of sex, the men, by her account, took turns pinning her 
down and forcibly penetrating her ,,aginally. After raping her, Mr. Mor
rison said 10 her: "you berrer not have any fucking diseases." Within 
monrl,s of the rape, Mr. Morrison announced publicly that he "like[d) to 
get girls drunk and fuck the shit out of them." As often happens, the two 
men r<-ccivcd social support for what they had done. Mr. Crawford, Ms. 
Brzonkala later learned, was cold by another male student mhlete chat he 
"should have killed the bitch.",. Although the crime was reported 10 the 
police and a grand jury investigated it, no indictment issued.11 

The school held two rounds of hearings, replete-as is reasonably 
common in such serrings-with unequal creaunenc of Ms. Brzonkala com
pared with the accused perpetrators." Relying on the school officials' as
surances that they believed her, Ms. Brzonkala put herself in the hands of 
the institution and foUowcd their advice, even as they did not always fulfiU 
their promises co her and che perpetmors had their own lawyers. ln both 
hearings, Mr. Morrison testified that he had had sexual contact with Ms. 
Brzonkala although she had twice told him •no.• I-le was found to have 
sexually assaulted her. l-lis sentence co a two-semester suspension was up
held on internal appeal. After che second de novo hearing-held as if the 
firs t hearing had 1101 happened but, the school maintained, only to cover 
a procedural technicality- the charges were, without notice o r explanation 
to Ms. Brzonkala, changed from "sexual assault" to ..:using abusive Ian• 
guage." Then, again without notice to Ms. Brzonkala, Mr. Morrison's pun• 
ishment was set aside-a fact she learned in a newspaper-and he was 
welcomed back to the campus on a fuU acl1letic scholarship. Unable co 
continue with her education under these circumstances, becoming suicidal 
and depressed as many ror>ed women do, Ms. Brzonkala withdrew from 
schoo]n and sued rhe perperrorors under the Violence Againsr Women 
Act.2• 

Like Christy Brzonkala, most rape victims are women or girls." There 
are l'nany of ,hem. One in four women in America reporrs having been 
raped,"' with 44 percent reporting having been subjected 10 complered or 
attempted rape at least once in their livcs.27 Ah11ost one in ten women 
berwc-en the ages of fifteen and forty-four who has had sexwd intercourse 
reports that her first act of sexual intercourse was "not voluntary. "28 These 
figures count women ever raped, not rapes. Like Christy Brzonknla, many 
young women arc raped while they arc at a college or university. fo one 
large probability sample, eighty-three women in every thousand arcending 
college or university in a six-month period in I 987 reported being roped." 
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Again like Chrisry Brzonkala, most rape ,•ictims share a relational con
text, or some degree of acquaintance, with their rapists. The law's marital 
rape exclusion, once firmly ubiquitous and recently largely eroded but noc 
entirely extinguished,'0 is only the mosc explicit example in criminal law 
of the lacitude for force in sex that is often given to an accused rapist 
according co the degree of intimacy he has, or has had, with his victim. 
Only approximately half of the states in the United States completely abol
ished the marital rape exemption by che late 1990s." Among che other 
half, special exemptions from prosecution existed if the parties were not 
living apart, were not legally separated, or had not filed for divorce or an 
order of protect.ion. Some states exempt husbands from prosecution for 
first-degree rape; some require the wife 10 report the rape wiihin a short 
period of time. Another group exempts husbands who rape wives under 
the age of consent or wives with physical or mental disabilities." Congress 
had tl1t-sc statutes squarely in view in providing that tl,c VA WA applk-d 
co acts "that would constitute a felony .. . but for the relationship between 
the person who cakes such acrion and the indhridual against whom such 
action is taken. " H 

Unlike me rapes of Christy Brzonkala, most sexual assaults remain en
tirely unrepotted. T his is because the victims anticipate, with reason, tl1nc 
the authorities will not believe them or that they will be rc,ricrimized in 
the legal process. Sexual-abuse survivors dread the legal system. M Women 
arc routinely disbclic\'cd, humiliated, harassed, and shunned as a result of 
reporting sexual assault 10 officials. The police practice of • unfounding," 
in which police decide that a rape report is wichouc fow1dacion1 resembles 
Virginia Polytechnic's treatment of Ms. Brzonkala's allegations in changing 
Mr. Morrison's wnviction from sexual assault to verbal insult.'' Many 
women who bring rape charges feel ,,iolaced by their encounter with the 
justice system: "The second rape is exemplified most dramatically when 
the survivor is strong enough, brave enough, and even naive enough to 
believe that if she decides co prosecute her offender, justice will be done. 
Tr is a rape more devastating and despoiling than the firsr.""' 

Most rape, like Chrisry Brzonkala's, is unremedied." Most reported 
rapes are not prosecuted. Most prosecuted rapes do not result in convic
tions. Sentences for rapes are often short. The vast majority of rapists are 
never held 10 account for their acts in any way.,. 

The most arypical feature of Chrisry Brzonkala's rapes is that they were 
interracial- she is white and the men accused of raping her arc African 
American-and the assailants went unpunished. Most rapes occur wimin 
rather than across racial groups," even as the American legal system has 
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often had an ex•ggermedly punirive reaction 10 •ccusmions of rape of whire 
women by Black me.n.•0 The more typical pattern is that Black men are 
stereotyped as sexual predators and fow1d 10 have raped white women 
wheLher Lhey did or not." When it granted two African American men 
impunity for having raped a white woman, the Morrison case became ex• 
ceptional in its race.neutral application of misogyny's standard rules. 

In receiving no rd ief Lhrough the criminal justice s-ystem, Christy Brw n• 
kala was typical of most victims of rape. Social attitudes toward rape vie• 
cims may have improved subtly beginning in the 1970s," but rape law 
reform efforts in the United States in the 1970s and 1980s produced little 
or no detectable improvement in reporting, arrest, or conviction rates,"> 
akhough the seriousness with which Lhe system treats simple as opposed 
10 aggravated rape may have improved slightly." Tc was this entrenched 
lack of progress Lhat the VA WA sought to address," this tide that Christy 
Br,onkala was swimming against, this system that Chief Justice Rehnquist 
evoked for the Morrison Court when he wrote, in denying her access to a 
remedy, "[i] f the allegations here are true, no civilized system of justice 
could fail to provide her a remedy. "' 6 

11. The D e cisio n 

Chief J us rice Rehnquist, writing for the majority in an opinion joined by 
Justices O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas, cast violence against 
women as nonecono,nic, in che language of commerce, and as 1ocal, in the 
language of federalism, hence constitutionally inapproptiace for federal leg• 
islation. Justice Souter and Justice Breyer, in separate dissents, powerfully 
contested Lhe majority's Commerce Clause ruling;" only Justice Breyer, in 
brief bm deft tenns, doubted its l'ouneenLh Amendment holding." The 
Court neither questioned the congressional finding that violence againsc 
women is a major social problem inadequately addressed by state author4 

ities nor took up the issue whether the states' record in addressing gender• 
based violence constitutes sex discrimination by Fourteenth Amendment 
standards. TI,e majority expressed repeated concern for ,he face of other 
laws deemed local in nature and for the governmental balance between 
state and federal powers if Lhe VA \YI A was upheld . for Lhe fate of violated 
women if it was invalidated, no concern at all was expressed. 

A. Of Eco11011ry 011d Locality 
The Morriso11 majority found gender•motivated crimes of violence beyond 
Congress's power to regulate under the Commerce Clause because such 
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acts, in its view, were not '"economic in nanire""' and lacked "commercial 
character. • ,o The Court also held that to legislate federally against gender
based assault would violate the "distinction between what is truly national 
and what is truly local,.,, exceeding the constitutional bounds on rhe fed
eral legislative power and disturbing federal-state comity. 

\XTith respect to the Court, there is no economy in nature. The Court's 
economic essentialism devalued women's maLerial activity and contribu
tions and erased the documented financial losses caused by women's vio
lation. Its narrow notion of the economic served specifically 10 evade the 
massive congressional record evidencing the impact of gender-based vio
lence on women's economic opportunities, including lost work, lost pro
ductivity, lost mobility, and medical and other costs and expenses." Justice 
Souter strongly protested the "devaluarion" of Congress's conclusions that 
gender-based violence affected commerce in the majotity's embrace of a 
narrowly categorical approach toward what was commerce and what was 
not." 

Stripping violence against women of its amply evidenced economic im. 
pact also provided a pretext for not applying the empirical test for regu• 
lation of commerce established in I 964 in the Heart of Atlanta Motel case: 
whether the activity involves commerce in "more Stares than one"" and 
~has a real and substantial reladon to the national interest."" That satisfied, 
Congress was also allowed to lcgislare to right "a moral and social 
wrong""'-in Heart o/ Atlanta Motel, it was racial discrimination in public 
accommoda1ion-tha1 did not need to be confined 10 the commercial." 
The combined evils the VAWA sought co address are strikingly similar. As 
Justice Souter observed, gender-based violence operates much like racial 
discrimination in its substantial effect on interstate commerce." Although 
public accommodations may initially seem more inherently commercial, 
violence ngainst women has a price as well as a roll. visible once women 
are seen as active participants in the marketplace. The economic effect of 
dropping out of school, as Christy Brzonkala did because of her rape, is a 
case in poinr. 

But violence against women remained, to the Morrison Coun, noneco• 
nomic in essence no matter its economic costs or consequences. The idco• 
logically gendered lenses through which the majority viewed the factual 
record becomes apparent when comparing the facts of sex-based violence 
wich rhe focts of Wickard u. Fi/bum," a 1942 case tl,ar both Justices Souter 
and Breyer discussed in their dissents."' In \Ylickard, growing wheat at 
home for home conswnpcion, an activity purposefully outside tlie stream 
of commerce and detenninedly domestic, was found subject ro regulation 
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under 1he Commerce Clause because, when aggregn1ed, ir produced• sub
s1antial economic effect ." The Morrison Couri expressly declined to ag
gregate the docwnenred effects of violence against women inro a national 
impac1 because ir did nor see them as economic effects. h rejec1ed whar 
1he Court called "the but-for causal chain" in which "every auenuated 
effect,. of violent crime on interstate commerce would have, in the Court's 
view, permitted Congress "to regulate any crime as long as the nationwide 
aggregated impac1 of that crime has substantial effects on employment, 
production, rransic, or consumprion. ''62 

As a logically prior matter, it was unclear why, if substantiality of effect 
on commerce was what mattered, the Court confined aggregation to ac
tivity considered commercial, yet, if the commercial nanire of the activity 
were what mattered, why irs effects need to be aggregated ,,rhen they are 
direct."' The same logical slip was visible in Lopez: "[t)he possession of a 
gun in a local school zone is in no sense an economic activity that might, 
through repetition elsewhere, substantially affect any sort of interstate com
merce."""' If an activity is in no sense economic, no amount o f repetition 
makes it so. If, however, its location in the stream of commerce is recog• 
nize<l, the act itself is economic, without regard to aggregate impact. Why 
impac, can change some noneconomic aces inco economic ones is n mys
tery, as Justice Thomas seemed to imply in his concurrence in 1\lfo"iso11.'' 
Moreover, in Wickard, home wheat subtracted from the market. Beyond 
being simply noncommercial, it replaced wbat might have been commerce. 
Precisely by nor being in rhe s1ream of commerce, home wheat had a direct 
effect on commerce even without aggregation. TI1ere is nothing "attenu
ated" about the economic im pact of rapes that keep women from working 
or studying, or of battering that keeps women on welfare. Congress found 
not only thar violence against women had a cumulative effect on the na
tional economy, but also rhat gender-based violence, ac1 by act, individual 
by individual, disrupts women's lives as producers and consumers in the 
national marketplace. But women's productive activity was so marginalized 
by the Couri thar home-bound growers and ea1ers of wheat were more 
imaginably engaged in economic activity than were ,vomen removed from 
active roles in the national economy by sex-based violence. The VA WA 
record, a record that only had to re-Jsonably support Congress's actions, 
showed both direct and extended economic impac1. The Morrison Court 
snw neither. 

Converging with the Court's rejection of the national impact of violence 
against women in its discussion of the Commerce Clause was the repeated 
description of sex-based violence as " local" in the Couri's discussion of 
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federalism. The foct that violence againsr women, to rhe exrenr it has been 
legally addressed, has hisrorically been a crime addressed by each locality 
was used as a reason to refuse 10 face its society-wide uniformity and 
national scale. \Xlhen Justice Sourer comesced rhe Court's "step toward 
recapturing the prior mistakes of the pre-1937 Courts to Commerce Clause 
rcvicw.''66 speci6cally referring to its invalidations of federal laws that tem• 
percd the abuse.,; of industrialisation, he attributed the Court's revival of 
this long discredited jurisprudence to its interest in the new federalism.•' 
Since irs 1995 decision in Lopez casr doubr on half a cenmry of Commerce 
Clause jurisprudcnce,63 the Court has expressed recurring concern that 
federal enactments may endanger traditional state legislative preserves and 
disrupt federal-state relations. The VA \XI A heightened those fears. Even 
before it became law, the VA\XIA's supposed "potential 10 create needless 
friction and duplication among the state and federal systems" was publicly 
attacked by Chief Justice Rehnquist." The Morrison majority cxpr<-sscd 
concem about the Court's fumre ability to limit congressional power in 
areas "where Stares historically have been sovereign"10 if the VA\V/A was 
upheld. 

How a federal law that duplicated no state law in theory, design, or 
remedy, a law with federalism-friendly concurrent jurisdiction' ' that pro
vided merely a supplementary civil option while leaving state criminal rem
edies in place, threatened to compete with state law was not clarified. How 
it threatened the states, thirty-six of which supported the pro,•ision in the 
Supreme Court,72 w,1s also not addressed. However, the Court's slippery 
slope federalism fears, suggested by its repeated mention of family law," 
had some basis. Discrimination against women in areas of traditional state 
regulation is hardly confined to violence. State court awards in divorce 
cases, for example, on average disadvancage women subsrantiaUy on dis
solution of marriage." What both the decision below by the Fourth Circuit 
(whose concern for states' rights felt visceral) and the Supreme Court 
missed was the complicit)' of the federal courtS in this problem. L1rgely 
because of the Court's requirement that official discrimination under the 
Fourteenth Amendment be imentional," little effective constitutional sex 
equality oversight of state law exists beyond now rare instances of facial 
discrin1ination. The result for women has been to leave vast chasms of 
gender inequality unredressed in areas that "ha[ve] always been"'• state 
law.77 For women, the Fourteenth Amendrnent's "brooding omnipres• 
cncc"'111 has been more brooding than pr<.-scnt. L1 its power to interpret the 
Constitution, the Court has the means 10 address this problem without 
invading the prerogatives of states. 
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Ts ir any wonder thar women seeking sex equality, having been aban
doned by srares and the federal judiciary alike, would turn ro Congress? 
Divorcing women have no more interest in a federal remedy or forum as 
such than violated women dot it is the discrimination encountered in some 
lega] fomms chat impels \VOmen to seek justice in others. The Court,s 
federalism discussion, denying them this access, was afflicted by a nomi• 
nalism similar to that on display in its discussion of commerce. By example, 
how a rape becomes "purely intrastate""' challenges the imagination. A 
new and compelling case for reconsidering rhe federal balance was pre
sented by enfranchised mobilized women challenging violence against 
women as inequality. Women's change in status from silent chattel 10 full 
citizen called for questioning sysremic norms and substantive law alike ... 
When long ignored, urgem, and pervasive injury, predicared on historic 
exclusion of a subordinated group from the legal system, reaches the Court 
for the first time, as it did for violated women in J\.1orriso11, surely iL is 
inadequate 10 respond that the laws on the subject have been this way for 
some time. 

Short of such reconsideration, the Morri.w11 Court might ha,•e found the 
limit it desired on the commerce rationale in the VA \YI A's equality purpose 
by drawing on the Commerce Clause's history in upholding legislation for 
social equaliry. The VA \Y/ A did nor have 10 be jusrified under either the 
Commerce Clause or the Fourteenth Amendment. A rationale crafted by 
combining the two could have provided both the basis and the desired 
limiting consrrucrion consistent with the precedenrs and purposes of borh 
clauses-the Commerce Clause enabling Congress to reach private acts 
substantially affecting the economy across the nation and the equality 
clause confining this particular rationale for exercise of legislative authority 
10 e<tualiry questions recognized within Section I. On just such a theory, 
Justice Douglas, concurring in Heart of Atlanta Motel, rraced rhe "dual 
bases" in commerce and equality of the public accommodations legislation 
upheld there," observing that, "[i]n determining the reach of an exertion 
of legislative power, ir is customary to read various granred J>0wers to• 
gether.'82 The VA \Y/ A record presented borh bases at least as strongly. 
Justice Goldberg, also concurring in Hearl of Atlanta Mole/, predicated 
Title Il's constitutionality on both the Commerce Clause and Section 5 of 
the Fourteenth Amendment,•• as had Congress."' The combined rationale 
could have allayed rhc Courr's expressed worry that if Congress could 
regulate gender-based murder on grounds of its impact on commerce, it 
could regulute all murder on the same grounds. The Heart of Atlanta Motel 
majority also could have worried, bur did nor, that Congress could, on a 
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commerce rationale, prohibit all denials of public accommodation at mo
tels or restaurants. O n the combined analysis, a VA WA rationale could, 
for cases that raise both grounds, have stopped Congress's reach into state 
law's domains where its federal equaliry concern ended. Had the VA \Y/ A 
been upheld on both grounds together, the Court's dreaded slope would 
not slip fat. 

Instead, the Mo"ison majority revived a long-discredited tradition of 
striking down socially progressive legislation, a tradition chat, in Justice 
Souter's words, • comes with che pedigree of ne,,r-tragedy .• ., This tradi
tion's application to violence against women - something no lcga1 system 
has ever effectively addressed-comes closer co post-trngedy. Under the 
majority's approach, Justice Sourer predicted a standardless imerregnum 
in commerce cases like the one in obscenity law berween Redrup and 
Miller," when every sexually explicit book or film was potentially suscep
tible to Supreme Court review case by case. Strikingly supporting this 
parnUel is the utter indifference co violence against women exhibited in 
both areas of law. In both, it took violence against women in the facts, 
and ignoring it in law, to push an already questionable doctrinal structure 
into bre-akdown mode. Sex-based violence in reality may raise issues that 
legal doctrines did not have in mind but elide at their peril. 

Under every doctrine it deployed, the Court minimized and domesti
cated violence against women. Under the Commerce Oause, it had no 
national impact. Under the rubric of federalism, it was local. Under Section 
5 of the Fourteenth Amendment os well, ,he Court disringuished the 
VA \Y/ A from civil rights laws it found properly limited 10 localities." But 
unlike in those cases, violence against women and ineffectual law enforce• 
ment against it were found across the country. Moreover, Reconstruction 
legislarion against the Ku Klux Klan and kindred terrorist organi2acions, 
legislation that the VA \Y/ A more closely parallels, applied nationwide even 
though most racist terrorism at the time was confined to the South. 
Gender-based terrorism today is unconfined 10 any localiry. No legal prec
edent requires a remedy co a nationwide 1>roblem be legislated state-by
state-predsely where Morrison leaves violated women. 

The Court, in its ruling under the Commerce Clause, failed to grasp the 
gendered strut~ure of violence against women and impunity for it, as well 
as its devastating and discriminatory material consequences on both the 
social nnd legal level. The Fourth Circuit" and the Morrison majoriry alike, 
prt'OCcupied with what upholding the VA WA might do to the federal-state 
relationship, said nothing about what invalidating ,he VA \YI A would do 10 

the male-female relationship. The Court's insistence that violence against 
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women is inherently and imrinsically nonmateria} and nonnmional consti
tuted nothing less than a fa ilure to evaluate the traditional division of 
legislative prerogatives in light of the unprecedemed factual record of sys
temic gender-based inequality before the Court. 

B. Of Public and Privale 
If its Commerce Clause ruling was doctrinally uncompelled as well as 
lacking in vision, Morrison did most damage to women in the long run in 
its ruling on state action. Stressing understandings of rhe Fourteemh 
Amendment contemporaneous with its passage, the Morrison Court re• 
iterated that the Amendment historically •erects no shield against merely 
private conduct,• but prohibits only acts of states ... The VA WA record
like that in the Civil Righu Cases, according 10 the Court, in that both 
showed • [t)here were state laws on the books bespeaking equality of treat
ment, but in the administration of these laws there was discrimination.,."°
was found an insufficient basis in state action to pennit a federal remedy. 
The Court viewed the VAWA's civil remedy as insufficiently •corrective" 
of state breaches of equality rights, as legislation the Civil Rights Cases 
permined wider Section 5 had 10 be, or inadequately "prophylactic" to 
such violncions.•• Fa,dting che VA WA for visiting no consequences on state 
officials and for applying "unifonnly throughom the Nation,' the Couri 
found that the provision lacked "congruence and proportionality between 
the injury co be prevented or remedied and chc means adopted to chat 
end."" Thar is, the lie becween the predicate legislarive facts of store trear
ment of gender-based violence and the VAWA's statutory civil remedy was 
not as close as recent Section 5 cases were said to rcquirc.9> 

The Morrison majority leaves the impression that history and preccdenc 
dictate chat aU scannes arising under the Fourteenth Amendmenc do or 
musr address scate action. This issue was nor as closed as the Courr claims, 
a claim that also obscured the prior question of what is deemed public 
and privace: the quescion of how scate action is defined. As under d,e 
Commerce Clause, both hisrory and precedent on this poinr favored up
ho.lding the VA WA, implying that another explanation is needed for the 
Court's failure to do so. 

1. History. Justice Breyer, in dissenc, asked the righc question: "[w]hy 
can Congress not provide a remedy against privace actors? .. ,.. The Congress 
rhar passed the Fourreenrh Amendment clearly intended thereby to ensure 
the constitutionality of legislation designed to reach racist atrocities com
mitted by one citizen against another thac the scates were not addressing." 
Although che 1ex1 of the Fourteench Amendment addresses states, Con-
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gress incomest•bly intended 10 create •mhority for federal legislarion 
against private as weU as state acts that deprived citizens of equal rights 
on a racial basis." On this point, the Civil Rights Cases are closer 10 having 
been wrong the day they were decided-and ripe for being ovemJed 
coday-chan co being respectable for contemporaneity and longevity. 

O ne member of the Congressional Committee on Reconstruction in 
hearings on the Third Enforcement Act in 1871 put the state action point 
this way: 

The founeenth amendment of the Constitution also has vested in the 
Congress of the Uni1ed S1a1es ,he power, by proper legislation, 10 preven1 
any State from depri\!ing any cjtizen of the United States of the enjoyment 
of life, liberty, and property. But it is said tha1 this deprivation . . . is not 
done by the Srnte but by the citizens of the State. But surely, if the fact 
is as your committee believe and assen it to be, that the State is powerless 
to prevent such murders and felonies .. . from being daily and hourly 
committed in every part of the designated $,aces, and if, added 10 that, 
comes the inability of the State to punish the crimes after they arc com
mitted, then 1.he State has, by i1s neglect or want of power, deprived the 
cjcizens of the Unjted States of procectjon iil the enjoyment of life, Jjberry, 
and property as fully and completely as if it had passed a legisLitive act 
to the same effec,."' 

The act under considcrntion, called the Ku Klux Klan Act, and titled "An 
Act to enforce 1he Provisio11s of the Fourtee111h Amendmenl to the Consti
tution of the United States, and for Other Purposes, ... provided civil rem
edies in law or equity for a range of acts undertaken by anyone, official or 
not, with the goal of denying a citizen 1he equal protection of the laws. In 
this Congressman's view, expressed at the time, the failure of states to 
protect citi1..ens' civil righr.s "by ... negJecc or want of power" gave Con• 
gress authority to legislate 10 protect those rights ... 

The testimony in the congressional hearings on the Founccmh Amend
men1 and its enforcemen1 acts provides a striking parallel to the hearings 
on the VA WA. Tn bo1h ins1ances, privately executed but socially systematic 
terrorism with official impunity was documented to be directed against 
victims on a group basis. In both, witnesses spoke of many of the same 
specific acts of sexual and physical violence that had long gone unad
dressed due to systematic bias in state law enforcement. Jacobus tenBroek, 
writing of the hearings that led to and surrounded the passage of the 
Founeenth Amendment, could have been describing the VA WA hearings 
when he wrote: "Witness after witness spoke of beatings and woundings, 
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burnings and killings, as well as de1>rivmions of property and earnings and 
interference with family relations-and the impossibility of redress or pro• 
1ection except through the United States Anny and the Freedmen's Bu• 
reau.""" Except thm, for women, the Anny has ye, to intervene and there 
still is no Freed\Vomen's Bureau. 

The specific acts targeted by the VA \Y/ A were known 10 occur a, the 
time the Fourteenth Amendment was passed. One t-cmtemporaneous ac• 
count would have fit right into the VA \YI A hearings in its implicit parallel 
between race and sex and explicit comprehension that impunity for per
petrators is built into the legal system: 

If he comes home in ,he dead of the night, and because his wretched 
slave L\ asleep, or his supper is not ready at an impossible hour, or, being 
ready, is not cooked to his liking . . . he should beat and kick and pound 
his slave, why, of course nobody interferes-it is only • man licking his 
wife, and he is drunk he is not 10 blame, and ,he laws of domicile, the 
home-and.the-cllStle and so on, are so sacred that even a poHceman may 
not interfere. 101 

But women were disenfranchised, their voices unheeded or unheard. 
The connection between racist and sexist terrorism provides not only a 

conceptual and historical analogy, bu, also in many instances a single con
verged factual reality. A substantial amount of the Ku Klux Klan's violence, 
the basis for the Third Enforcement Act that became Section 1985(.3),"" 
was sexual violence 1hm was also racially biased,10• like some of the violence 
against women tha1 formed the basis for Section 13981.'°' Klan violence 
during Reconstruction, like much gender-based violence today, was often 
highly sexualized, including croticized whipping, oral rape, genital muti• 
lation, and other fonns of sexual tornire. "" "Sex was a central feanire of 
1he ,error of Reconstn,ction, a saliem marker of rhe tremendous upheaval 
witnessed during those years in relations of race, gender, and power." 106 

Not only was the VA \YI A's mental element, "animus," taken from judicial 
imerprerntions of Sec1ion 1985(3) in race cases;1• 1 fused sex-and-race
based violence was expressly actionable under Section 13981 through the 
VA\Y/A's definition of gender animus as motivating the acts "in whole or 
in part." 10• Not until the VA \Y/ A was the gender-based dimension of in• 
cima1e violence called by its name under federal law, but it was unrernedied 
violence that in facr combined sex and race 1hat provided much of the 
impetus for the Fourteenth Amendment in the first place. 

2. Precedent. Because nonstate actors inflict most of the inequality in 
society but states are legally designated as ,he primary violators and guard-
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ians of social righcs, rhe quesrion wherher federal legislation can reach 
• private" inequality implicates at once the depth of equality guarantees 
and the scope of the federal legislative power. Funher, sex equality issues 
will often push the boundaries of the law because rhose issues were only 
recently and by interprecation recognized as pare of the equality canon, 
and because so few avenues for women's rights exist. Despite the lack of 
conside.ration of sex equality in the constitutional design, Section .5 prec• 
edems had left a clear window open for upholding the VA \YI A, a window 
the Morrison Court not only closed but failed co acknowledge was open. 
Prior to Morrison, the Court had not precluded federal sex equality claims 
against nonstate actors and had permi11ed remedial uses of feder-JJ au
thority where states were not promoting equality effectively. Supporting 
che former on che laner theory was available as well: che Court had not 
ruled that private acts of sex discrimination could not be made civilly 
actionable under the Fourtcc11th Amendment's Section 5 authority when 
a record showed that those rights were not already being adequately pro• 
cected by authorities on the basis of sex. In Morrison, the Court did.'°' 

As a federal civil rights statute, the VA \YI A civil remedy raised two 
doctrinal questions: does the Fourteenth Amendment authorize congres
sional prohibition of inequality between nonstme actors, and does Section 
5 empower Congress 10 legislate against discrimination based on sex as 
well as race? G iven that nonstate actors commit most sex.based discrimi• 
nation, the qm.-stions are intertwined as a practical matter. To invalidate 
Section 13981, the Morrison Court revitalized cwo post-Reconscruccion rul
ings hostile to race and sex equality rights, the Civil Rights Cases"• and 
United States v. Harris," ' cases that had largely limited congressional ex
ercise of Section 5 to official violations. m 

The Morrison majority gave these cases particular weight because they 
were contemporaneous with the enactment of 1he Fourteenth Amend
ment."' But, as shown above, the Founee:nth Amendment's contempo• 
raries disagreed among themselves. In 1871, a federal court upholding one 
of the enforcement aces ruled that the Fourteenth Amendmem gave Con
gress che power to protect citizens' rights "against unfriendly or insufficient 
state legislation• because denial of equal protection of the laws "includes 
inaction as well as action. •u• Pointedly for the VA \YI A, that same court 
found that because " it wo,~d be unseemly for congress 10 interfere directly 
with state enacnncms, and as it cannot compel rhe activ ity of state officials, 
the only appropriate legislation it can make is that which will opcrntc di
rectly on offenders and offenses . . .. "'" Although the Four1eemh Amend
ment inconcesrobly amhorized federal legislation against discriminatory 
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stare enactments, direct actions against nonsrate perpetrators of discrimi. 
nation. this analysis suggested, intrude less on states, hence on the values of 
federalism, than claims against state actors do. The VA \YI A was precisely 
legislation operating direcily against offenders and offenses, nor states. 

Taking a similar view of the scope of Section 5, the Supreme Court in 
Uniled Stales v. Guesl"6 in 1%6 upheld the constitutionality of a crin,inal 
federal civil rights statute"' os applied to a conspimcy by six private in
dividuals."' 11,e defendants' only link with the state was one aspect of 
their conspiracy: their alleged plan 10 cause the arrest of "Negroes• by 
falsely reporting criminal acts. 119 No more official act or actor was required. 
Concurring in Cues/, Justice Brennan wrote of the power of Congress to 
legislate equality: 

Viewed in its proper perspective, § 5 of the fourteenth Amendment ap· 
pears as a positive grant of legislative power, authorizing Congress to 
exercise its discreLion in fashioning remedies to achieve civil and political 
equality for all citi2ens. No one would deny that Congress could enact 
legislation directing state officials to provide Negroes with equal access 
to s1a1e schools, parks and o,her facilities owned or opera1e<I by 1he S1a1e. 
Nor could i1 be denied tha1 Congress has the power to punish slate 
officers who, in excess of their authority and in violation of state law, 
conspire to threaten, harass and murder Negroes for attempting to use 
these facilities. And I can find no principle of federalism nor word of the 
Constitution thac denies Congress power co determine that in order ad
equately to protect the right to equaJ utilization of state facilities, it is also 
appropriate to punish other indi,~duals-not state officers themselves and 
noL acting in concerl with stale officers- who engage in the same brur.al 
conduct for the same misguided purpose. 1» 

Three Justices concurring in Guest came 10 the conclusion that a majority 
of the Court had left "no doubt that the specific language of 5 5 empowers 
the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without 
stare action-that interfere wi,h Fourreenth Amendment rights. "121 It was 
almost as though (if rape is sex discriminacion and sex discrimination vi. 
olates the Fourteenth Amendment) a fraternity gang-rape was considered 
state action by virtue of the perpetrators' plan to avoid apprehension by 
the police or to lie 10 the authorities if caught. The Guett Court also 
expressly left open •the question of what kinds of other and broader leg
islation Congrl'SS might constitutionally enact under S 5 . . . to implement 
that Clause. •,n 

To fur1her recapitulate the history of this question, the Civil Rights 
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Cases' invalidation of the J)ublic accommodations provision of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1875 for exceeding Section 5 authority by reaching private 
activity was effeecively if not doctrinally reversed in Heart of Atlanta Motel 
when the Court upheld under the Commerce Clause the prohibition on 
discrimination in public accommodations of the Civil Rights Ace of 1964.'" 
Formally, the Civil Rights Cases were distinguished; practically, nothing 
remained of their result. More of their vitality was vitiated when Jones v. 
Al/red H. Mayer Co."' held that private racial discrimination in housing 
could be constirotionnlly actionable under 42 United States Code Section 
I 982 on the authority of the Thirteenth Amendment. Since discrimination 
ln private real estale Lransactions is in no sense slavery or involuntary ser• 
vimde, chm case makes most sense when read as giving Congress authority 
co legislate against private discrimination on the theory chat ir can anack 
directly what Congress could reasonably see as the current social, political, 
and l-conomic consequences of prior official inequality. A woman is t:nti• 
tied co the same freedom from sex-based violence a man has. A woman 
should get the same srate protection from violation that a man can get. To 
adapt the language of Jones, if Congress cannot say that the Fourteenth 
Amendment "means at least this much," the Fourteenth Amendment 
"made a promise the nation cannot keep." 11 ' 

Ignoring Guest • nd out of step with civil rights precedents including the 
Jones methodology, invalidating a reasonable Section 5 response to cen
turies of of6cial state deprivation of t-qual protection of the laws for 
women, Nfo"ison thus came as a starding throwback co a line of authority 
identi6ed with bulwarks of racism that had been progressively eroded, 
undermined, sidestepped, or repudiated by the Court since the 1960s. Nor 
did the Mom:io11 majority explain why the Commerce Clause and the Thir• 
ceench Amendment need not be confine<l 10 state action but the Fourteenth 
Amendment must be, or ,,rhy a wheat grower nor caking pan in commerce 
is commerce but states' not acting is not state action. Granting the textual 
distinctions, the fact that constitutional provisions such as the Commerce 
Clause and the Thirteenth Amendment had nor previously been held ro 
apply to unofficial action did not stop later courts from so applying them 
for the first time in appropriate cases. 

The VA\Y/A's closest precursor, Section 19850), which prohibits con
spiracies to deprive of civil rights, was not even mentioned in Mo"1'son. 
Section 1985(3) prohibits purely private conspiracies •swell as those com
mitted under color of law."" Initially, in terms reminiscent of Morrison, 
the Court, citing the Civil Rights Cases, held Section 1985(3) to be limited 
co stare accors because the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment was 
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so limited. 111 Overruling this decision cwenry years later, the Court in 
Griffin v. Breckmridge upheld a Section 1985(3) action against purely pri
vate actors in pan under I.he Thirteenth Amendment. '" To pass consti• 
tmional muster, ,he Griffin Court required Section J 985(3) plaintiffs 10 
show ,hat "some racial, or perhaps othe,wise class-based, invidiously dis
criminatory animus [lay] behind the conspirators' action"129-language 
made statutory in the VA \Vl A's "animus" requirement. Some ]ower <.-Ourts 
have held this animus requirement under Section 1985(3) satisfied by sex
based behavior.'"' The Griffin Court further suggested that the Fourteenth 
Amendment might provide an additional source o f congressional power to 
enact 1985(3 ). "' The Court subsequently held in United Brotherhood of 
Carpenters, Local 610 v. Sco11"' that private conspiracies under Section 
1985(3) must be "aimed a, interfering with rights" that are "protected 
against private, as wclJ as official, encroachment. "m 

The Supreme Court has yet to rule on whether sex-based conspimcies 
are actionable under Section 1985(3) and, if so, whether they must involve 
state acts or actors. The Court came closest co the question in Bray v. 
Alexa11dria \Y/omen's Hea/Jh Cl1i1ic.'" finding only that animus against 
women seeking abortions was not sex-based"' and I.hat the right 10 tmvel, 
protected against private interference, was not properly implicated."' The 
Court did not reach the question whether the acts of the conspirators
private entities planning vio]ently to disrupt abortion clinics-would have 
had to be invol,•cd with a state for their activities to be actionable. The 
Coun's analysis, while no, encouraging on 1his point,"' did 1101 close the 
door either. After Bray, 1he Eleventh Circuit hdd, in an en bane opinion 
in a case against a public employer (1hat accordingly did not require ruling 
on I.he private action question either), I.hat &"<:tion 5 of the Fourteenth 
Amendmem gives Congress ample authority 10 i.nclude women in the pro
cection of Section 1985(3) "at least where conspiracies to discriminate 
against them through action under color of state law are involved."•)~ At 
least. Incoherent, distinguishable, or ominous after Morrison is the fact that 
,he criminal conspiracy statme with identical wording co that of civil 
1985(3) was found beyond Congress's power co enact in United States v. 
llarnSH9 because it reached private actors. Harris was one of the two cases 
resurrected in Morrison to invalidate I.he VA \YI A. 

Thus, before Morrison-and contrary 10 the Morriso11 majority's sugges
tion and the Fourth Circuit's bald statement-it was not senled that 
"wholly private acts of gender-motivated violence can never violate the 
Equal Protection Clause."'"' More accumtely, Congress's clear intem 10 
reach nonsca1e acts of discrimination under its Section 5 authority, ba11ered 
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and restricted by Ho"is and rhe Civ,J Rights Cases in rhe pasr, porentinlly 
sunrived. w Before Morrison, whether legislation enabling such claims 

could be predicated on the Fourteenth Amendment had not been decided. 
Morrison, ocher than by invoking cases largely repudiated, never addressed 
why the VA WA civil remedy could not constitutionally reach gender
motivated violence by nonstate actors under equality principles. All this 
further shows the need for an explanation of the Court's decision that is 
more than doctrinal. 

From early on, rhe relarion between Secrion 1 and Section 5 of the 
Fourteenth Amendment has also been contested along the cleavage of sep• 
aration of powers, raising questions concerning the scope, breadth, and 
bases of equality rights and their implications for intergovernmental rela
tions through the question of what instinnion takes priority in providing 
the answers. Specifically disputed has been bow close a legislative record 
used to pass legislation under Section 5 must come 10 the judicial standard 
for a violation of Section I, and which body, the Court or Congress, de
cides when ,he reeord has fallen short. O ne view has been that Congress 
has the authority to legislate to prevent and redress inequality, and courts 
may uphold wider Section 5 legislation that re-Jches beyond acts courts 
would be required 10 prohibit under Section I if states were sued for 
engaging in rhem on ,he same facnrnl record. To illustrate one aspect of 
the issue, states may or may not be susceptible to suit under the Fourteenth 
Amendment for the undcrindusiven<-ss of discrimination laws that fail 10 

guaramee lesbian and gay righrs,'" bm Congress may well be able co pass 
federal legislation guaranteeing those rights under its Section 5 powers on 
an appropriate record of harm, even though the Court has not yet ruled 
on whether sexual orientation discrimination is prohibited by the Four• 
ceenth Amendment. On chis reading, under the fourteenth Amendmem, 
the federal legislative power t0 create equality in society is broader than 
the judicial power to destroy inequality under law- at least where the 
Supreme Court has not ruled at all or has nor ruled to the contrary. 

Thus the majority in Kalzenbach v. Morgon,.. held that "[a] construcrion 
of S 5 that would require a judicial decennination that the enforcement of 
the state law precluded by Congress violated the Amendment, as a con
dition of sustaining the congressional enactment, would depreciate both 
congressional resourcef,dness and congressional responsibility for imple
menting the Amendment .. ,,,.,. This interpretation was found to be within 

the long tradition dating from M'Culf"ch v. Maryland'" of appropriate 
legislation under the Necessary and Proper Clause, language the Four
teenth Amendmem adapted."' The opposing view, articulated in Justice 
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Harlan's dissenr in Katzenbach 11. Morgan for example, has contended 1ha1 
an infringement of the Equal Protection Clause is a necessary predkate 
for valid exercise of Section 5 powers and whether an equal protection 
violation has occurred is a judicial question."' Justice Harlan poinred in 
particular to the lack of factual data supporting ,he congressional conclu
sion of discrimination on which the legislation in that case was prcdi. 
ca1ed1" - a problem the VA \VJ A rc<.-ord did not have. On the other side 
of the question, Justice Bre,inan, concurring in Guest, rejected what he 
called " reduc[ing) ,he legislative power to enforce the provisions of the 
[Fourteenth] Amendment to that of the judiciary,""' a ,•iew he found also 
rejected by the Guest majority. 

The Court comprehensively revisited these issues most recently in City 
of Boerne v. Flores,'"' which addressed a congressional attempt co overrule 
a First Amendment decision of the Supreme Court. Although Doeme 
therefore posed a question without parallel in the circumstfillces of the 
VA \VJ A, its map of the terrain could have supported that provision. ln 
Boerne, ,he Cour1 invalidated the Religious Freedom Res1oration Act 
(RFRA) because, according to the Court, Congress exercised its Section 5 
authority 10 try to change the meaning of the Free Exercise Clause of the 
F'irsc Amendment, not co enforce it. The Morrison majority did not claim 
chat the VA WA changed the meaning of Fourreemh Amendmem equality. 
Indeed, the equality theory embodied in the VA WA- that violence against 
women violates sex equality rights- had b<.·en previously embract-d by the 
Court in numerous settings and \Vas not rejec,ed in J\•forriso11. The Cour, 
has interpreted various federal civiJ rights statutes against discrimination 
to apply to gender-based violence. For example, under the rubric of sexual 
harnssment, Title \/Jl's and IX's prohibitions on sex discrimination bave 
been appJjed to rape and other instances of sexual aggression at work and 
school seemingly wirhouc offending sia,e sovereignty or impennissibly al
tering tl1e meaning of tl1e Commerce Clause or the Spending Clause.'" In 
a ruling that straddled Title VII and the Fourteenth Amendment, tl,e 
Court held that rapeability cons1irmed a woman's "very womanhood," 
such that women could be excluded from certain jobs on the basis of their 
sex.1' 2 Apparently, vulnerability to rape is sex-based, even recognized as 
sex itself under equality law. Further, although the theory was deprivation 
of liberty without due process rather than equal protection, a state court 
judge who had sexually assaulted women li1igancs and court employees wns 
permitted to be prosecuted under 18 United States Code Section 242.'" 
suggesting at least that the federal legislative power may extend to sexual 
violence ,vithout impennissibly altering the meaning of conscirutional lib-
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erry or irampling stmes' rights. And sexual harassment has been consis
tently recognized as actionable against stares directly under the Fourteenth 

Amendment,'" although the Supreme Court has yet to rule on this theory. 
These rulings bring gender-based violence clearly within the Court's ex
isting Sec,ion I equaliry jurisprudence. 

The VAWA was ,hus no, an al,era!ion of the Fourteenth Amendment's 
substantive provisions of the kind Boerne prohibited. It could readily have 
been upheld as a measure to "remedy or prevent unconstitutional ac
tions.''" precisely the kind of legislarion the Boerne Court and even The 
Civil Rights Cases allowed. Boeme specifically held that "[l]cgisla!ion which 
deters or remedies constitutional violations can fall within the sweep of 
Congress' enforcement power even if in the process it prohibits conduct 
which is not itself unconstitutional and intrudes into ' legisln,ive spheres of 
autonomy previously reserved to the States.1

"
1
"' Funher unlike RFRA and 

the Gun F«-c School Zone Act invalidated in Lopez, the VA.WA did not 
displace ocher laws, and unlike die ADA provision invalida,ed in Kimel v. 
Florida Board of Regents,'" it did not empower individuals ,o sue srntes. 
The VA WA provided an optional civil remedy in an area in which states 
had been unwilling or unable 10 act effectively, on an equality theory the 
Court has essentially accepted in many related contexts. Allowing women 
,o do for ,hemselves wha, che sta,es, under state laws, had fai led 10 do for 
them was precisely remedial in Boerne's sense. Congress did not, in passing 
the VA WA, arrogate to itself the power to decide what violated the Four• 
reemh Amendment; it enforced ir. 

Gramcd, evidence like that amassed in the VAWA's legislmive record 
has yet to be used to support a judicial finding of sex discrimination by a 
state under the Fourteenth Amendment. Little such Litigation has been 
brought, most of it chat has on records involving srnce agents' malcreaanenc 
of individuals and with mixed success. 118 But the question whether Con• 
gress's VAWA record would be sufficient to support a finding of inten
tional discrimination by Fourteenth Amendment standards was not ad
dressed in Morrison."• One of ,he few distinctions be,ween the opinions 
of ,he Fourth Circuit and ,he Supreme Court in Morrison was ,he Fourth 
Circuit's expressed view that the VA WA record did not show intentional 
discriniination under Section I standards;'"' of this, the Supreme Court 
said nothing.'" Given chat Boerne made much of the difference between 
wha, "sl,ers" the subsrnnce of the Fourteenth Amendmen, and what does 
not, such that the scope of Section 5 since Boeme and Kimel turns largely 
on the scope the Supreme Court gives co Section I, this omission is notable. 

The states' record of failure on violence against women may or may not 
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meer rhe Court's requirements for discrimination under the Four,eemh 
i\mendmem , although i1 should. The Court described the VA WA record 
as documenting "(an array of erroneous] discriminatory stereotypes [that] 
often result in insufficient invesr.igation and prosecution of gender
mo1ivaicd crime, inappropriate focus on the behavior and credibility of 
the victims of that crime, and unacceptably lenient punishments for those 
who arc actually conviCLed of gender-motivated violence. "1&1 M<Jrn"sofl does 
no, at aU foreclose the possibility that litigation could be won against srn1es 
based on evidence like tha, amassed by srn1e after state in sn,dying gender 
bias in their courts and coUcctcd in the VA \VJ A hearings. The statement 
by the Supreme Court majority in United States v. Virginia that states may 
not use sex-based categorizations "to create or perpetuate ,he legal, social, 
and economic inferiority of women ''16l strongly suggests th:n it would.'~ 
At the same time, the fact that there is any question that the practices 
documented in the VA WA congressional record might be inmnsistcnl with 
equal protection standards says a lot about those standards. 

Boeme permitted remedial measures so long as the means and ends were 
congrue111.'., The Court's suggestion in Morrison that the VAWA would 
have been more precisely congruent with its aims if it had permiued suits 
against scares'" would not only have invited likely invalidation under the 
Court's recent federalism jurisprudence, markedly hosrile co suits against 
states, as Kimel showed; it misunderstood the Vi\Wi\'s aim. Suing states 
would not remedy the discriminatory harm of the sexual assault itself, only 
1.he compounded discrimination of rhe scare's failure adequately ro address 
it. The simple truth is that the sex-discriminatory hann of violence against 
women cannot be remedied without providing direct actions that women 
harmed by men across the society c-Jn use themselves. No state bas the 
access, resources, motivation, or facilities ro address a problem on this 
scale. No law char does nor reach private action will be truly remedial, 1har 
is, cong1uent with this problem. In the VA \Y/ A, by going directly to the 
sex-discriminatory harm of sexual assault, Congress chose what harm 10 
address-one the srnres concededly are nor addressing-making a choice 
rhar is squarely within the province of a legislature. 

Of aU members of the Court, Justice O'Connor's position in Morri1on 
was most in doubt. She had joined Justice Blackmun's dissent in Carpenters 
in rejecting a state action requirement for Section 1985(3) and its obser
vation that ..icertain dass traits, such as race, religion, sex, and national 
o rigin, per sc m<..-et [the] rcquircmcnt .. 161 of defining classes of persons "in 
danger of not receiving equal protection of the laws from local authori
ties."'"' Although Carpenters was a statutory opinion, its authors plainly 
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did nor think that rheir imerpreiarion of Congress's intent in passing Sec
tion 19850) made it unconstitutional, implying that Section 19850) both 
reaches private acts and arises under the Fourteenth, not the Thirteenth, 
Amendment. Thar opinion even recognized that Harris would invalidote 
the starute as interpreted-which placed Harris, not the scature, on thin 
ice.' .. While Section 19850) is thus not likely to be subjected to the sword 
of federalism any time soon, Justice O'Connor's Carpenters views may ex• 
plain the omission of any mention of that section from the majority opinion 
in Morriso". Tt is difficult ro grasp how sex discriminarion could be con
stitutionally prohibited by Congress under a Fourteenth Amendment leg• 
islative power that is not confined 10 state action without perm.iuing the 
VA WA 10 be upheld. 

W riring for herself, Justice O'Connor also dissented in Bray, making 
clear rhat Section 19850) could constitutionally have its own standard for 
"animus11 going to sex; it did not have to conform to the Fourteenth 
Amendment iment standard rhat applies 10 discriminarory stare action.,,. 
Bray involved unofficial actors and actions. Justice O'Connor's opinion in 
Davis u. Monroe County School Board'" for a majority that included the 
Morrison dissenters pennitted schoolchildren sexually harJSse<l by other 
schoolchildren ro sue school districrs for sex discriminarion, much to the 
outrage of the other members of Morrison's new federalis t majority. She 
expressed sensitivity to the realities of gender.based domestic violence in 
the abortion context in Planned Parenthood v. Casey."' All this implied 
that she might have supported the VA\Y/A. Her plurality opinion in City 
of FJchmond u. ]. A. Croson,"' suggesting that Congress may have broader 
authority to remedy society.wide discrimination than states have in the 
exercise of rhcir police powers, favorably citing Katzenbach v. Morgan
"1he power to 'enforce' may ar rimes include the power 10 define sinrnrions 
which Congress determines threaten principles of equality and to adopt 
prophylactic rules to deal with these situation.s"17~-deepens the mystery 
of her decisive vore striking down Section 13981. 

Any remaining doubr rhat Congress is empowered to legislare against 
sex-based violence by nonstate actors could have been resolved on the basis 
of international agreements the United States has made. Half a century of 
adjudication having provided adequate conSlitutional authoriry under other 
clauses for various human righrs to be legislared federally, Congress's au
thority 10 pass lnws pursuant ro the meaty power has been seldom used 
and even more rarely questioned since 1920. However, a ratified intcma• 
tional treaty can provide Congress with a recognized independent source 
of authority 10 enact legislation. In the authoritative Missouri u. Holland,"' 
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a challenge 10 the Migra1ory Bird Treaty of 19 16, the Supreme Court held 
that even if Congress cou1d not have enacted the legislation under its enu• 
mera1ed powers, an interna1ional treaty provided a valid basis for exercise 
of the federal legislative power under the Necessary and Proper Clause. 17• 

Thus cenain subjects tha1 under domes1ic law may be exclusively within 
state authority can be brought under federal legislative authority pursuant 
to validJy enacted international tre-Jt..ies. 177 

T he lniernational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), rat
ified by the United Sta1es in 1992,17• supports congressional use of the 
legislative power to address violence against women in society and under 
law. The JCCPR obligates State Parties •to respect and 10 ensure to aU 
individuals within its territory the rights recognized in the present Cove
nant, without distinction of any kind, such as . .. sex."17' Its protections 
are not limited to official violations. Article 3 obligates governments to 
"undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment 
of aU civil and political rights" in the covenant. 180 The guaranteed rights 
violated by violence against women with official impunity include the rights 
to life, liberty and security of the person, dignity, and equality and the 
right to be free from torture.'" Article 26 specifically provides for equal 
protection of the law withom discrimination on the basis of sex, including 
"equn] and effective protection against discrimination."182 That gender• 
based violence constitutes sex discrimination is as accepted internation• 
ally'" as it was uncontestt'd by the Mcmiwn Court. The United States 
executive branch rightly presented the VA WA to the UN Human Rights 
Committee, established by the ICCPR 10 monitor ics implementation,'"' as 
legislation in compliance with its ICCPR obligations."' The IC CPR, as a 
treaty and in substance, at minimum expands the federal legislative power 
to permit passage of the VA\X/A, At maximum, it obUgates it. Under do
mestic and international Jaw alike, the Court's decision to invalidate the 
VAWA civil remedy, by turns strained, anomalous, and illogical (even in 
areas that might tl1emselves be so described), calls for further explanation. 

3. Theory. The controversy over the scope of the Section 5 power t0 

legislate equality is as much about where the line berween public and 
private is drawn as about which part of the government will draw it. His• 
torically, those forces who wanted to prevent racial equality and maintain 
white supremacy opposed laws against racial discrimination in society, so 
1hey opposed the recognition of 1he power to pass h1ws 1ha1 would guar
antt'<' equality by those bodies that would pass them. Transparently, state-,;' 
keeping the power to legislate citi.zen-tO·•Citizen equality in their hands, 
rather than permitting the federal government to give that power to 
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harmed individuals to enforce ,hemselves, wns the formal vel,icle through 
which equality rights could continue 10 be denied. White supremacy may 
be more visible behind ,he precedents of the past, federalism their foil, 
than male supremacy is behind the same fig leaf today. Whatever the 
reason. none of rhe Morrison opinions considers the impact on the possi• 
bilities for addressing women's inequality by law of the majority's choice 
of where to draw the public/private line-or exhibits any awarenc-ss that 
they are creating, not just retracing, that line. 

The Fourth Circuit drew d,e some line benveen public and privote do
mains as the Morri.roJt majority, although in more ideological and less tern• 
perate terms.'"' With deep historical resonance, the Fourth Circuit began 
its ruling sonorously: "We che People, distrustful of power, and believing 
chat government limited and dispersed proteccs freedom best, provided 
that our federal government would be one of enumerated powers, and that 
all power unenwncrnt<..-cl would be reserved to the several States and to 
ourselves ... ,., Strikingly, these judges, writing in their judicial capacity, fel t 
it appropriate to identify themselves as speaking in their per,onal capacity: 
as "we the People"' and "ourselves, .. those to whom power is rcsc1vcd that 
is not otherwise gramed co other, over them. One senses that it was not 
Christy Brzonkala with whom they were identifying. To state the obvious, 
women were not the "we che People" who decided co arrange the govem
ment along the lines described. Women had no voice in designing the 
doctrines or institutions that the Court wielded in ;\1orTl:rnn to exclude 
,hem from access co court. Women never configured the geography of 
federalism so the "private" was the domain of the "local,', for instance. 
These arrangements were made before women were even permitted to 
vote. Women, too, distrust power, but the power they have l<:'.trned to 
distrust includes chat of men being states and men li.ke "our,elves," along 
with the orher fonns that dominance cakes. The Fourth Circuit's preamble 
speaks in the voice of men who trust their own power but not the power 
of other men over them. Bue it is principally men's power over women 
,hat the VA WA civil remedy redresses. 

The experience of subordinated groups has not necessarily taught chat 
government "limited and dispersed protects freedom best." This system 
has protected their inequality, hence their lack of freedom. The experience 
of African Americans has been chat states protect chefr freedom lease; only 
the federnl government has been any match for ,he power of the scares co 
discriminate. More generally, it has been the freedom of those with power 
in society whose power is protected in the name of freedom by the federal 
system the Fourth Circuit evoked and, in so doing, enforced . This is not 
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co say cha, smes are che sole source of che maldistribution of power in 
society and its enforcemem by law, only that they have not effectivdy 
changed it and have often obstructed change in it. As a result, making the 
states the sole avenue for seeking equality can be, and has been, a means 
of preventing equality from being effeccively achieved through law. Actu
ally, because the sme at any level is far from the exclusive fountainhead 
of male power, confining constitutional sex equality iniLiativL"S to a narrow 
conception of state action is one way 10 guaramee that sex inequality will 
continue. 

Violence against women, the Fourth Circuit decided, is wholly within 
state authority yet not embrat-ed by state action, just as "family law [isl an 
area of law chat clearly rests at the heart of the traditional authority of the 
States,"188 yet what goes on in the family is "purely privare.'' 18' The Fourch 
Circuit wanted to have it both ways: the sphere of violence against women 
is for the states when the federal legislative power is involved but not of 
the states when equality is invoked. On the VA \VI A record showing, what 
states do in the vision of the federal system that the Fourth Circuit and 
the Mo"ison majority defended is monopolize the power to address vio• 
Jenee against women in order 10 do little about it. It would seem that s1.1tes 
must exclusively occupy this territory so thnt inequaliry within it will con
tinue.1')0 But the Consrirurion is a)ready involved in family law in the in. 
terest of equality. The Morri,011 and B17.011kAla courts' conception of family 
law as an inviolable prt-servc of the states blinkers rulings like Loving v. 
Virg1i1ia'" and Palmore v. Sidoti,,., nor 10 memion Orr v. On'" and Kirch
berg v. Feemtra,'" all of which assert the preeminence of constitutional 
equality over srare family statutory and case law. These decisions, although 
not per se providing prt-cedent for the VA WA under Section 5, underline 
the affirmative nature of the decision in Morrison 10 pennit unredressed 
violence againsr women in rhe name of what is called the private. The 
VA WA would hardly have been the first invasion by the Constitution in 
the name of equality imo a state legal regime denominated private. 11,e 
public, the law, the federal Consti1mion, the Fourteemh Amendment, are 
already ,here. 

Tiie Morrison majority does not simply respect a preexisting line be
tween what is private and what is public. It draws that line by abandoning 
women wherever violence against them cakes place. Morrison effectively 
defines the private as the location where effective redress for sex-based 
violCJ1cc is w1availahlc, ignoring the destruction of women's freedom and 
equality in private by ratifying the lack of public limirs on male violence. 
The private is thus constructed of public impunity. The jealous guarding 
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of rhis specific line between public and private acrs, under which exercise 
of srate power is accountable to public authority but exercise of so-called 
private power is not, thus becomes one of the cemral public means of 
maintaining a sysrem in which male power over women remains effectively 
wirhour limit.*" Christy Brzonkala was away at school when she was raped, 
paying to attend a public educational institution. She was gang-raped by 
men she had barely met in a room not her own. Public officials effectively 
condoned her violation through public legal processes, Ln what sense was 
her rape private? 

At this juncture, one might well ask: why limit equality rights to the 
narrowest of official violations if not to ensure that the private remains 
unequal? Morriso11 is an official national decision that what men do to 
women in private will be beyond the reach of a public authority. Officially 
limiting equality rights to state acts while defining state acts extremely 
narrowly, thus keeping the so-called private a sphere of impunity for vio• 
lence against women, is a public act. Ln dividing public from private along 
its chosen line-the identical line chosen by the Fourth Circuit, if with less 
overt venom- the Supreme Court failed to recognize the extent of the 
public's complicity in promoting violence against women in private by 
creating, and in constitutionally entrenching, a public standard of impunity 
for it. 

O bscuring the affirmative nature of the abdication in MornS011, as the 
majority docs1 in turn obscures the involvement of the state in impunity 
for male dominance and i1s collaborntion with the occurrence of violence 
against women society-wide. Although there are l'nany explanations for 
violence against women , few think it would take place to the degree it does 
if it were not largely and predictably exempt from effective recourse. What 
is true for violence agains, women incima,es is ,rue for mos, violence 
against women: i, is "'a relatively low-risk behavior for a perpeuator in 
terms of identification or sanctions."196 Certainly, few perpetrators have 
reason 10 think they will ever have LO answer LO the woman herself for how 
rhey rreat her. Given tha1 it is in so-called private-this private th81 is 
eve.rywhere- that men mosc often violate women, the decision chat inter
vention in the private is per se off limits to public authority, and that 
systematic state nonimervent..ion in tlie private is nOL a state act, is a public 
decision by the highest Coun of the nation 10 suppon male power, i.e., 
sex inequality, in the most violem ways in which it is socially exercised. 

Practices of inequality occupy various positions in relation to state ac
tion, calling for flexible approaches if equality is 10 be achieved. The Mor• 
riso11 Court quoted Shelley v. Kraemer'" for the proposition that the Con-
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stirocion does not cover purely private acrs. ,,s Bm racially restncuve 
housing covenants are ineffective pieces of paper if they are nor enforceable 
at law. Withdrawing legal backing from them eliminates Lheir ability to 
enforce inequality. Violence against women, by contrast, is self-enforcing. 
It is effective unless addressed by law. In defining freedom from sex-based 
violence as a federal civil right, Congress recognized what the Supreme 
Court denied: Lhe problem pervades the nation's civil society and state 
inseparably, so could only be effectively addressed by an instrument that 
distinguished neither be<Ween one stare and another nor be<Ween narrowly 
official and other acts in determining what creates an inequality problem 
and what does 001. 

Congress recognized 1h01 an effective remedy to the inequality problem 
of violence against women, a problem primarily of aggression by one sex 
against the other, called for an approach chat fit the contours of the 
prob1cm. Most violence against women is engaged in by nonstatc actors, 
people who are not public officials or acting ,vith what is recognized as 
state authority. But they do act with the virtually total assurance that, as 
statistics confirm, their acts will be officially tolerated, they themselves will 
be officially invisible, and their victims will be officially silenced. That is, 
their acrs will be kept private by exclusion from public recognition or 
public redress. They are state-exempt acts. They are done with near-coral 
impunity. Sex discrimination through sexual violence, so long as it is pub. 
lidy unrcdrt-sscd, will be a fact of public life that is no less of public 
concern when committed in so-called privare-quite ,he contrary. Violated 
women are abandoned a1one there. Discriminatory abdicacion by public 
authoriry makes private acts public. 

The U.S. government is wnstructed 10 be sensitive 10 Lhe dominance of 
some men over orher men by fonnal institutional means. It is not created 
to be WMY of the dominance of men over women, especiaily not by means 
seen as informal or noninstitutionalized. In this light, the Fourth Circuit's 
opening formulation presents Lhe question: whose freedom is protected by 
the strucrnral distribution of instirutional power rhm court defends. and 
whose power does chat court distrust? To put not too fine a point on it, 
one wonders why the Fourth Circuit and Supreme Court majorities, not 
doctrinally required to re-Jch this result, made sure Lhat women do not 
have equal rights against unofficial gender-based aggression. Whm was 
really at stake? In connection with the Fourth Circuit's opinion, it is also 
worth pondering why ensuring that nothing effective is done about vio• 
lence against women is a systemic value worthy of rhetorically refighting 
the Ci,,il War. Presumably, inflicting violence against women with official 
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impunity was not one of ..-our fundamental liberties" 1" ,hat the division 
between state and federal governmental powers was originally adopted to 
protect. O r was it? 

I II. D isp u ting Ma le Sovereign ty 

To the car of violated women, the same obligato in two different keys plays 
beneath the Morrison majority opinion: keep her at home. 1n the Morrison 
Court's view, m address violence against women federa11y was ro make a 
category mistake: to treat the local as if it were national, the noneconomic 
as if it were economic, the private as if it were public. The VA \YI A just 
felt wrong to them. These conventional reflexes were by no means univer
sally shared, just as the omcome was by no means doctrinally preordained, 
the dissenters made clear. Justice Souter could not see why wheat and corn 
arc national but women are not, or why wheat grown for consw11ption 
"right on the fann" was reachable under the commerce power but do
mestic violence was not."° Justice Breyer queried why drugs for home 
consumption and home fireplaces were federally rcgulablc hut violence 
against women in the home was not.x11 

G iven that the VA \YI A civil remedy co,Jd readily have been upheld on 
precedent, why did the Supreme Court majority prevent violated women 
from pursuing accountability for bigoted violence against them? The an
swer may lie less with the imperatives of institutional forces the majority 
invoked than with the gender relations tha, impel those forces. The ins,i
tutional doctrines on which the majori,y relied <o invalidate Section 13981 
arc obsc1vably built on underlying social arrangements of male power. That 
is, the "traditional• allocation to state authorities of the governmental re
sponse to men's violence against women, an allocation respectfully invoked 
by majoriry and dissenters alike,'"' is built on nothing more than that: a 
historical tradition of men (men who had power among men) dividing up 
power among themselves under conditions in which women had no au
thoritative say and over which no subsrantive sex equality principles 
reigned or, since Jvfon-iso11, yet reign. What "has always been, "20 i whether 
addressed from a gray stone building in Washington, D.C., or a red brick 
building upstate, is nothing more than that: two "spheres" from which 
women "halve) always been" excluded, and in which they are not yet at 
home. 

Categorical formalism may have become newly attractive in service of 
this particular federalism,"" but what explains the anraction of this partic
ular federalism? Do its categories cover substance with form? If so, what 
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substance? Analyzing subsranrivel}' the absrract insrimtion:11 commirme.nt~ 
in the name of which the VA\YJA civil remedy was invalidated requires 
asking what this fedemlism is concretely about, speciJically whose interests 
its dynamics are conmucted 10 fovor. Co,Jd it be that men keep their 
power over women by keeping it !ocal and private? ls male dominance 
served by ensuring that men keep control of certain things, including the 
terms of their relations with women , at d ose range.? If so, federalism is aa 
abstract institutional arrangement embodying judgmcrlts of those concems 
chat men wani 10 control closely, and those over which ,hey are willing ro 
share control with other men farther removed. The VAWA squarely con• 
fronted this gentlemen's agrecmellt by creating an entitlement to au 
equality for "'omen chat has not "always been." On this analysis, gender 
may be driving this federalism, explaining as sexual politics a resul, thau 
otherwise d udes satisfactory explanation. On this reading, 1\Jo"iso11 is non 
just another case in the march of the new federalism. It may be its bottom 
line. 

Put another way. doctrine requil'ed £he Court to confront, under the 
Commerce CJausc. whether the economy is hurt by violence agaiJ.1)"tt 
women, and, under the fourteenth Amend,nem, whether the sa,ces are 
hurt by 1he \I AW A. (The answers were, respectively: yes, bm that does 
nor m•ke it economic; and yes, whether 1hey think so or r,or.) Bur no 
doctrine required the Court even to ask whether women as such are hun 
by invalidating this law against violence against women. Leaving the answer 
10 the political branches, as Justice Breyer advocated."" would at long laS< 
have saved a provision like this o ne, buc is no answer when a doctrine like 
federalism. built in women1s silence: and o n women's exclusion, and the 
constitutional standards for what is and is not economic, which do non 
value women's material contributions, can sec rhe terms under which Con
gress's decis ion is nuthoriratively judged. This is not to say that the Coun 
correctly assessed the VA \VJ A's constitutionality under existing federalism, 
commerce, or equality doctrines. It did not. It is 10 observe that no doc
rrinc-not federalism, nor commerce, nor yer equalicy--requires 1ha11 
women's interest in living as equal:s free from gender.based violence be 
judicially accorded the same level of consci1urional priority as the states" 
intcr<."Sts in chd r traditional sphere of action or localitil-s' interests in their 
economic au10nomy. Nothing in the design or che system exposes che 
gender bias built imo ,he history and m1di1ion of the Consrirurion's struc
ture and doctrines. Nothing requires that women's intcrcsls as such be 
given any co□sidemtion at all. 

One woy 10 describe the process of change in women's legal siams from 
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chattel ,o citizen is as • process of leaving home. The closer ,o home 
women•s injuries are addressed, che less power and fewer rights women 
seem 10 have; the farther away from borne !he forum, !he more power and 
righ1s women have gained-and with ,hem freedom of action, resoura,s, 
and access to a larger world. In experiemial cerms, women are least equal 
a< home, in priva,e; !hey have had ,he most equality in public, far from 
home. lt is in tbe private. man's sovc£eign castle, where most women re-
main for a lifetime, where women are mos1 likely to be banered and sex
ually assaulted, and where they have no recourse because the private, by 
definition, is inviolable and recourse means intervention. For physically and 
sexually violated women, going public wi!h !heir injuries bas meant seeking 
accounrnbility and relief from higher sovereigns, men who have power over 
che men who abused ,hem because th.ey are above, removed from, hence 
less likely to be controlled by those abusers. This process has mean, en
countering systemic barriers to access a t each higher level- pressures, it L-. 
said, !hat have nothing ,o do ";1h gender but simply reflect the way the 
sys,cm works. Systemically, the preferred jurisdiction of resolution is al
ways the closest to the abuser. In effoct, at each level, women are ,old to 
go back where he rules. One way 10 <lesc::ribe this dynamic is 10 observe 
chat men ofren respect ocher men's terrain as sovereign in exchange for 
chose other men's respect for their O\Vn sovereignty on rheir own terrain. 
As a result of such balances rhat men \,dth power strike among che:m.sclvcs, 
c-cprc-scntcd in the shape of public insti tutions, men have the most freedom 
a, home, and women gain correspondingly greater equality, hence freedom, 
che farther away from home they go. 

"Why is it that women do not dispute male sovereignty?,. Simone de 
Beauvoir once asked."" Bmered and r-Jped women have disputed their 
various male sovereigns. Their advances in human status can be Lracked 
in space and time up an ascending jurisdictional ladder. After foiling for 
centuries ro stop domestic violence and marital rape in their own families, 
women sought relief outside the family in the legal sys1em. First, 1hey 
moved out from rhe home, where chey had had no righrs except by grace, 
co acquire recognition of ham1s done to chem as women under local and 
s rnte law. Achieving enforcement of state laws against domestic battering 
was a major srcp."" Applying state rape laws to rJpe in marriages was 
another step up."" When the law of se.xuaJ assault continued to fail women, 
a partial remedy for some rapes was found under civil rights laws in the 
form of claims for sexual harassmcnt,20-t achieving some national recogni• 
lio□ for i:bese injuries. lncreasingly, io1ema1ional remedies are sought by 
women claiming a h,tman righc nor ,o be violated because they are 
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wornen.2u, Thus, Bosnian women soughr re1ief from genocidal rape nor in 
their own posrgenocidal legal system, but in another country, far from 
home, under imernarional law.'" With the VA WA, women disputed male 
sovereignty itself. 

As each jurisdicrion foils them, .and when they can, women seek ac
coumability and relief in superior forums, disputing male sovereigns by 
appealing to higher male sovereigns. And at encl, k~•d. women confront 
jurisdictional and systemic barriers as they are told in various cerms thal 
chey do no, belong there and should go back home where they belong. 

Men have Jong fought over who has power over whom and what, battles 
of wb.ich institutions and doctrines like federalism and separation of 
powers ore resul1s. The women they victimize hove no srnke in whether 
their injuries are addressed by Slate or federal govemmcms, by the Coun 
or by Congress. \What women do have a stake in , so Jong as men perpetrate 
violence against them on the basis of sex, is in having those injuries ad
dressed: in effective and equal cnforcemeoc of laws against the aces thal 
injure them. This concrete and urgem need, not any position on men's 
turf battles and not a desire for positive symbolism, produced the VA \YI A. 
It is in light of ~1is concrete and urgem need thac the Morrison outcome 
is most vicious. Morrison senc women back home, co their violators. lcs 
constitutional message ro ,riol:ned women is: only che states can rake yomr 
equality rights away. and only the states can give them back to you. If cl, e 
states could have given women equality, tht.-y would bnve, and there would 
ha,•e been no VA WA because there would ha,•e been no need for one. 

As post-Rcconstn1c1ion courts obstn,cted racial equality, so the Morrison 
Court obstructed sex equality, and by the same means. The Court did nott 
C\'en do what it could. It ,educed womro claiming the most basit rights 
of c:itizenship co standing on ever narrower and shakier ground, ground 
now all but disappeared. No, one member of the Supreme Coun argued 
that the rights the VA WA civil rcruedy gave wome11 were constitutional 
wider cbe Constitution's equality guaraocee. Justice Breyer came dosest in 
,he J>ari of his dissem 1ha1 Justices Ginsburg and S0U1cr declined 10 join. 
Perhaps the Conscinnion canno, be rerrofined adequately 10 address sex
basccl violations. An Equal Rights Amendment designed co promote 
equality of the sext-s horizontally in sodet)' as well as vertically under law 
could."' lmemational law could also provide new ground for violated 
wornen ro srand on.20 Reco,gnition of Congress's expanded role pursuan, 
to the u<..-J.ty power wou1d revitalize and update the discussion, once active 
concerning slavery and segregation.'" of imemacional law's concribution 
10 ,he govemmenrnl balance by bringing higher sovereigns i.nco the picrnre. 
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After Morrison, che rime may h•ve arrived ro deploy international rreories, 
which have expanded their recognition of human rights, to enhance the 
constitutional basis for legislating domestic human rights for women fed
erally. 

U111red S1a1es v. Momson closed • crucial avenue of access ro equality 
under law and dealt a devastating blow to the development of women's 
hwnan rigbts against sex•base<l violcnc.,: .. 1\4orriso11 was a major baltle in 
women's civil war: a battle at once over the structure of the union and the 
srarus of the sexes in ci,ril sociery. Tr addressed ground 1.ero for citizen
s hip- physical security- and ground zero for women's human status
sexual inviolability."' At stake was nothing Jess than whether women are 
full citizens and full human beings: equals. The VA\'(/ A civil remedy stood 
for chc prindple chat a woman could noc, w'ich impunity, be assaulted 
anywhere in this nation simp]y hecaus-e she is a woman. le put the power 
Lo dispute male sovereignty in women .,s hands. The Morn.son majority de
cided thac the union could not permit that and be the same union it was. 
T he ruling thus raised, as no case before it has, the question whether the 
s tructure of a nation organized to preclude relief for the violation of one 
half of its people by the other should survive. 
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A Sex Equality Approach to Sexual Assault 
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Sexual assoulr is sex-based violation. T his anruysis is supported by the data 
and experience on sexual assault thar have emerged since 1970.' Among 
humans, sexual abuse is systematically inflicted by and on peopJe who are 
socially gendered unequal to one another. The gendered inferiority attrib
Uled to sexual victims, and used to target them, and the gendered supe
riority an.ached co sexual prowess, along with the erotization of subordi• 
nation and dominance, arc socially imbricatcd with established and 
inculrned notions and roles of masculinity and feminini ty respectively. A 
prominent observable reg,~aricy is rhat men more often perpetrate, women 
are more often victimized. Even more of ,he variance is explained by the 
observation that sexual atrocities are inAicted on those who have less social 
power by those who have more, among whom gender is the most signifi
cant cleavage of stratification . 

In light of the evidence. human sexual aggression is best understood as 
social-attituclinru and ideological, role-bound and identity-defined-not 
naturru. Causally speaking, nothing rnal«-s inevitable its high prevalence 
and incidence in everyday life,' or in wars or genocides, except social rank 
orderings, advantage•see.king1 inculcation. conformiry (induding ro peer 
behavior and pressure, Slafldards of prior generations, orders, media rep• 
resemtHions. and the like). These forces plainly make the behavior attrac
rjve and possible by some people against certain others, producing social 
incentives for perperrmors ro attack and pressures for victims robe ignored 
w1dcr many different conditions.* Sexual perpetrators and victims arc 
largely socially constructed males and females respectively- gendered in 
pare by societies that impel and excuse both their relative hiernrcnicru po
sitions and rhe \liolarive acts rhar express and define those positions by 
attributing both to men's and women's natures or physical bodies. 

In this liglu, as explanacion for sexual aggression, appeals co biology provt 

Tnlk to New York Ao:idcmy of SncnC"C, Gonfo:n:ncc on Undcnscanding and Man.aging Sexually 
C.OCn+.,: lndi,·idua.ls. June 8, 2002. \'<1ashingcon, D.C. Firsc published. SeX11al 0.,n<1(Jlt Under• 
ua,,Jing tJnJ Manag,:mnil 265 Hlobat Pren ti,)~, £ric jll!llh-, :inJ Michad Seto, etfs., 200J). 
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both too licrle and 100 mud,. In the fi rs, place, no, all women nre vic1ims 
and not all men are aggressors. and not only women are victims and nm 
only men are aggressors. That sexual assault is propelled, indeed motivated, 
by social hierarchy rather 1han factors or forces of narure is evidenced by 
che fact of biologically female sexual aggressors' (if few, showing how pow
erful socialization is) , as well as by the. many biologically male victims and 
the child victims of both sexes,' not to mention postmenopausal women 
victims and same-sex victims of both sexes,• against all of whom sexual as
sault is a reproducrive and, one suspecrs, e<•olu1ionary dead end. 

Further evidence for a social over a bio]ogical explanation is the n W11• 

bers of men who do not sexually aggress wbo have nothing wrong wiLh 
chem physically and the participation of race and class hierarchy in des
ignating "appropriate" victims of sexual assault.' Tn genocides, in which 
women of the group to be destroyed are systematically raped by men of 
the group intending to destroy them, nothing biological has changed from 
a prior nongenocidal era. What bas changed is that a political decision is 
made to destroy another racial or ethnic or religious group a,1d the rcali
:<ation that rape is a highly effective tool to that end.' Nor do wars change 
men's biology; I.bey do change the conditions of access, permission, and 
motivatjon for raping both women and men. l n or her words, sexual assa,Jc 
is based on social and political ineq,rnl i1y 1101 on biological distinction. 

Embodied in the ideology of the naturalness of sexual assault (whether 
it takes the form of religious fw,damcntalism, fascism, sociobiology, or 
other) is necessarily the view that gender hierarchy-male supremacy and 
female inferioriry--of which sexual aggression is n cardinaJ manifestation. 
is also natural. If the sexes are biologically different but not biologically 
superior and subordinate, sexual aggression is sociaJJy not biologically im
pelled-an act not of difference bm of dominance, not of seimal dimor
phism bm of gender hierarchy. Pur another wny, because ,·von)en are not 
men's sexual inferiors in narure, but arc so ranked in societies in which 
sexual itbuse of women in particulnr flourishes with social support, en
forcing and expressing cha, inferioriry, and because the sex roles nnd ste
reotypes rhar become realities gende.r sexual assault unequally and indel
fbly, and because gender is the social form sex takes, sexual abuse is 
properly analyzed as an act of sex inequality. 

This reali2ation is increasingly reflec-ted by diverse legal authorities. The 
Supreme Couri of Canada recognized in a 1993 rape case cha, • [s)exual 
assault is in the vast majority of cases gender based. It ... constitutes a 
denial of any concepl of equality for women."• lmcmational authorities 
,ncluding the General Assembly of the United a1ions, the Commirree on 
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rhe Elimin•rion of All Forms of Oiscriminarion Against Women, 1he Or
ganization of American States, the Beijing Conference, and the Cow1cil of 
Europe have ,tll defined and condemned sexual viole,icc as a gender-based 
function of unequal soci.al power between the sexes. 10 The law againsr 
sexual harassment in rhe United Scates, which makes sexual incursions in 
employment and education civilly actionable as sex discrimination, con
strues sexual assault in certain settings as gender4 based inequality. 11 The 
U.S. Supreme Court once found th.at women are raped because they ,ire 
women, c•lling rhe capacity 10 be l'llped a resul1 of t.he victim ·s "very 
womanhood."" In the Violence Against Women Act of 1994, rape was 
mllde civilly actio11able as sex discrimination when the violence was "be
cause of" or "on the basis of gender,' including "animus based on the 
victim's gender."" Presumably, Congress was nor making a biological factr 
inro a federal case nor standing against nature when it legislated the United 
Statc'S' first :a:ro tolerance standard for sex-based violence. Even the Su
preme Court that invalidated the VA WA on other grounds did not ques
tion the legislative conclusion £hat sexual assault is describable as a practice 
of discrimination on the basis of sex.•~ 

11,e growing consciousness of this reality is reflected virtually not at all 
in the criminal law of raJ>e in the CJnite<I Srnces. Although sexual assaulc 
is always sexual and often physically violenr, the awareness rhat rape is no, 
so much an act of violence or sex as it is an act of sex inequality- specif
ic-ally of sex eroticizcd by the dominance that inequality embodit'S and 
permits, of which physical violence is only one expression-is barely trace
able in U.S. criminal law. Remarkably, given that criminal statutes are 
mostly state law, the equalization of which the Fourteenth Amendment 
was passed 10 guarantee, the wcll-documented sex ine<Jualilies in the crim
inal law of l'llpe, from its design co most aspects of its scacc administration," 
have remained alrnost entircly free of equ::,1 protection scmtiny1 except for 
those rare rape statutes that differentiate between men and women on their 
face." Surely the legal tolerance of sexual assault" is not a foct of oarure. 
Ir is a fact of sex inequaliry in human socieries, suppone<I by ideologies 
thar explain and exonCl'llte sysremic abuses of women by • 1>peals to bio
logical 6at. And if the U.S. criminal law of rape docs not mc:ct a sex 
equality standard, as contended here, it must also be said that it has not 
beeo legally subjected to one. 

Tn fundamental aspects of its doctrine, the U.S. rape law can be seen 10 

presuppose and enforce inequality between women and men in sex. A 
central instance is tbc legal standard for consent co sex, which does no[ 
hold contested sexual interactions co a standard of sexual equality. Thac 
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is, when che law of r•pe finds consent to sex, it does not look co see if ,he 
parties were social equals in any sense, nor does it require mutuality or 
positive choice in sex," for less simultaneity of desire. The doc!J'ine of 
consent in the low of forcible rape en visions instead unilateral initiation 
(the stereotyped acced/ac,ed-upon model of male dominam sex)" followed 
by accession o r not by persons tacitly prc.!iumcd equal. Consent is usually 
proven by the acted-upon's not saying no: it can, howL-ver, even famously 
include s.1ying no."' 

A lot of not-yes-saying passes for consent to sex." The accession to 
proc<.-cding known as legal consent that makes sex not rape can, in addition 
co an express no that becomt-s a legal yes, ind ude resigned silem passive 
dissociated acquiescence in acts one despairs at stopping; fraud or pretense 
producing compliance in ince.rcourse for false reasons22 or wirh persons 
who arc not who tbcy say they arc; multiplicity triggered by terror or 
programming (so that the person who accedes to Lhc sex is just one in• 
habirnnt of the body with whom sex is had);'> and fear of abuse short of 
death or maiming or severe bodily injury (such a., loss of one's job or noc 
being able to graduate from high school, including in jurisdictions that do 
not consider rape itself a form of severe bodily injury) resulting in letting 
sex happen.'' 

Outside settings of war and genocide, and those exceptions are recent 
and slight, little 10 no legal anemion is paid to whether the pan ics enter 
sexual intercourse as social equals. Not c.-ven known hierarchies of boss/ 
worker. te,1cher/srudem. docror/ parient. deric/congregant, or lawyer/client 
formally register in the doctrine of the criminal law of rape. This law is 
indifferent to whether the sexual transactions in which assault is claimed 
occurred at (what con!J"Jct law calls) arm's length. People who could not 
sign a binding contract, under conditions of overreaching under which it 
would not be enforced, can h~1ve sex ~nd the lin.v is none the wiser. T n 
popular culture, where no one (man or woman) describes a magical mo
ment of sexual intim;cy or connectio,, or eroticism as "consensual," the 
cerm consent is nonetheless used as if it acmally means choice, mun,aliry, 
and desire. This is a fiction. Within ics legal ambit, consent can include 
sex that is wanted, but it can also include sex that is not at all wanted and 
is forced by inequality. 

Usually, consent is a dub used as a defense by n man ,11 the point a 
woman says he raped her or, in whac amounts to r.he same rhing, when 

s he says that her prostitution was not freely chosen. Consent is more at• 
nibuted than exercised. As is by now wdl known, if sexual intercourse 
cook place, particularly if 1he woman had had sex before, if the parties 
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knew each od, er, or lived rogerher, or if rhe m,m paid, consem rends ro 
be presumed or fow,d." Whether reccipr of money makes sex wanred, or 
whether knowing a man or ijving in the same household with him menos 
one wants to have sex wirh him, is, not asked because whether a person 
wants ro have sex is not all consent legally means. \'Qhccher she (or, in 
some instances, he) tolerated it, or could have appeared to the defendant 
to have gone ,~ong with it, is included. 

11,is is to say one simple thing: consent 10 sex is not the same as wanting 
it. That a woman has reasons for giving up and !erring sex happen rha• 
have nothing whatever Lo do with desire to have sex and everything to do 
with social gender hierarchy-all the way from saving one's job or future 
to placating a physically or emotionally abusive man-is irrelevant to the 
criminal law. No doubr many peo1>le think it should be. Tr fai ls to mee• 
an equality standard, however. An equality standard, such as the one ap• 
plied in the civil law that recognizes. that sc:-:ual harassment is sex discrim • 
ination, requires that sex be welcome.•• For the criminal law to change to 
this standard would require chat sex be wanted for it nor to be assaulrive. 

Awareness of social hierarchy is absent in the crimi.na1 law of rnpc's 
tre-.iunent o( force as well. 1n this area o( law, fonns of force typically 
correlated with male sex and gender-such as rhe economic dominion of 
employers, dominance in the pnrria,chal family, authority of teachers and 
religious leaders, state office of policemen and prison guards, and the cred
ibility any man has (some have much more than others based on race and 
class and age), nor 10 mcnrion the dour of male approval and the masculine 
ability to affirm and confim, feminine identity-are not regarded as fo11ns 
of force at all. But they are. Whether or not men occupy these roles, these 
fonns of p0wer are socially male in that they are not e<jually available for 
women co assert over men. Socially s peaking, women in gcnernl ,1re neither 
socialized to these fom1s of powe1· nor, as women, commonly :unhori2ed, 
entitled, socially positioned, or permitted 10 exercise them. That there are 
exceptions confirms the rule as weU as further highlights its social deter
minants. 

Of all rhe forms chat power can rake, the criminal law of rape's doctrine 
of force, similarly, registers only physical ovcrpowcring.n Some couns have 
begWl to consider that a variety of factors can constitute force, such as 
Pennsylvania's embodiment of • moral, psychological or intellecrual force 
used to compel a person ro engage in sexual imercoursc againsr thau 
person's will" in its definition of "forcible compulsion." It also includes 
"the extent to which the accused may have been in a position of authority, 
domination or custodial concrol Ol'c• 1he ,;crim, • rogerher with age, mental 
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and physical condirions, and the armosphere and physical seuing. 28 Wh"' 
even this standard, which is not the norm, does not expressly include is 
,meniioo 10 inequalities including sex and rnce (as is weU known, rncism 
cargers women of specific rncial groups for sexual incursions and in the 
Unired States ohen accords greater credibility ro white people than co 
African Americans), and other major soda.1 inequalities. Even consideration 
of physical force under standard approaches typically shows little sensitivity 
co the physical factors of height and weight, which on aver-Jge srnck the 
deck in favor of men over women.~ 

Only extreme physical force, preferably including weapons other than 
che penis, is usually credible enough 10 meet the criminal law's scnndard 
for enough force for sex 10 look like rape. Depending on how weU the 
pRrties know each orher, the amounr and type of force required ro prove 
that the sex was physically forced escalates. ~0 While resistance requirements 
have been largely modified or abolished, it is as if they have not jf a 
woman's calculation not 10 fight because she would rather be raped than 
dead, for example-an assessment some women make every day-means 
that the sexual acts arc legally determined not to have been forced. 

Typically, the only vulnerability recognized by the rape law as tanta• 
mount to an inequality is age,>• in moot places for underage girls only (in 
5ome for boys as well). The J.w of sr.rutory rnpe makes •U sex l'Rpe below 
an age line or outside certain age differentials below a cet'tain age. While 
simplifying the administration of justice, this rule (along with a similar 
result of strict prohibitions on sex between teachers and studenrs) confuses 
people by defining as rape some sex rhat some people wanr ro have. It 
also presumptively authorizes all sex above the age line whether it was 
wanted or not, unless proven nonconsensual by standards that take no 
inequalities inro account. Other inequalities. such as disparities of access 
and tn1st, that often go wirh •~e but do nor end wirh rhe age of majority, 
are also neglected above and below the line. 

If the rape law worked, there would be no need for stmuco,y rape laws. 
Abuse of power, access, misr, and exploitation of vulnerabilities 10 pres• 
5ure people inro sex that is not wanted for irs own sake would be illegal. 
Age would be one powerful inequality to be taken inro account. Instead, 
the only inequality the law will l'Ountenance is youth, whether statutory 
rape laws are justified as making consent irrelevant or force unnecessary 
or borh (the law is oddly indifferent to the actual rationale). Young age or 
age differential below a certain age is thus ossified into an absolute rule. 
This segregates out some of the most sympathccic cases for relaLive sm1c· 
rural powerlessness in sexual inreraccions and leaves rhe rest of the vie-
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rims-including in mosr srnres underoge boys who have sex wiih women 
over che age of majority-w1prorcctcd, the ir inequalities w,counted. By 
cushioning its excesses, this helps keep male dominance as • social system 
in place. One also sus1:.ects rhar de'ba,es over shifring che age of consen1 
are driven mo re by what legislaco rs (mainly men) wam in a female sex
object than by what sex women want in their lives when. 

Sex is relational; so is sexual assauh. ln unequal societies, what makes 
sexual assault sexual as well as possible is the hierarchy of relation between 
rhe par1ies. Ra1:,e is rhus • crime of sexualized dominance on the basis of 
sex (which often includes sex and age . sex and race. sex and cla.~s variously 
combined and pyrnmided) that is legally unrecognized as such. lllcquality, 
irs central dynamic, is flat-out ignored by 1he criminal law. Far from pro
moring equality bervleen women and men, the criminal law tacitly assumes 
rhat such equality already exists. O n the surface. it shows total lack of 
interest in whether equality is there: or not. '2 In other words, thc.4 law has 
refused 10 make criminal exactly what chis crime is. This misfi t between 
the law's concept of sexual assaulr and the reality of it produces legal 
standards that cannoL sec abuse in the real wo rld and encourage neglect 
or worse b)• legal actors of che dynamics chat make the abuse happen. l11is 
in rum ser\>es as sme collaboration in sexual assault and accordingly in 
the inequality of the sexes. 

In this view, until inequality is darectly addressed by the law of sexual 
assault, nothing adequate will be done about it. You cannot solve a 
problem you do not name. For rhe same reason, legal refom, th rough 
consent alone or force alone, while improvements, will intrinsically faU 
shore unless the concepts arc fundamentally rccttst in terms of inequality_ 
Requiring affirmative consent, as some states do/; for example, is an im• 
provement over existing law, but c,tn be polluted by inequality. No means 
no is a big improvemem over no meaning yes, but until equality exists: 
not even yes can reliably mean yes. Yes can be coerced. It can be tl,e 
ourcome of forced choices, precluded options, consLrained al1ema1ives, as 
well as adaprive preferences conditioned by inequaliries. This may be why 
srates chac require affirmative consent also require char ir he freely chosen . 
But whether evaluations of the facts of individual cases adequately include 
the experiences of inequalities that make choice unfree- such as having 
been sexually abused in childhood. as are ,1 third 10 a half of girls in die 
U.S.,H nor to menrion having one,s firsr sexual inrercourse being forced, 
as it is documented to be for up 10 a third of all girls in the world"
tcmains 10 be seen. 

The problem wirh consenc-0nly approaches co rape law refonn is thaf 
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sex under conditions of inequality can look consensual when it is nor 
wanted-at times because women know that sex that women wam is the 
sex men wanL from women. Men in posilions of power over women can 
thus secure sex th•t looks, even is, con sensual without that sex ever being 
wanted, without it being freely chosen fnr less desired. Consent, in other 
words, has never bce.o legally coextensive with freedom. Even if it was in 
law, if the conditions for the exercise of freedom in life are not ensured
meaning actual conditions of equality, o r a srnndard sensitive to inequalities 
between the parties so long as conditions of inequality cxisr-an autonomy 
approach to consent will not alone solve this problem in real life. Au
tonomy in sex cannot exist without equality of the sexes. Similarly, force 
approaches alone cannot address rhe problem of sexual assault in real life 
unless forms of force orher than the physical, including all of those rhar 
e nforce inequalities, are expressly recognized. 

The question therefore framed is: wbat would a rnpc law look like that 
understood sexual assault as a practice of inequality? In brief, it \l'Ould 
recognize that rape is a physical attack of a sexual nature under coercive 
conditions,>6 and inequalities are coercive conditions. The law of sexual 
assault could make it a crime to take advaornge of o relation of ineqL1ality 
( including access or trust) co force se>< on a person who does nor wanr it. 
If force were defined to include inequoLiries of power, meaning social hi
erarchies. and consent were replaced ,vith a welcomeness standard, the law 
of rape would begin to approximate the reality of forced and umvanted 
sex. Force could be defined so rhar it is sensirive t0 the vulnerabilities 
social hierarchies concretely create: age (middle over young and old); 
family (husband over wife, parent.< over children, older children over 
yoUJ1gcr children); race (in the U.S., white over people of color); authority 
(educational, medical, legal, religious among them); law (police and prison 
guards over cirizens and inmates); illegal statuses such as those crcoted by 
the law of immigration. homo.sexuality, and prostitution; and econo mics 
(poveny, and employers over employees). 

Gender 100 is a social hierarchy (masculine over fem inine), ringed wirh 
stereotype, enforced by socialization ro subordinare and superior identifi
cation as well as by physical force. Socially, it is largely fused with sex 
{male aod female). TI,e idea here is no t ro prohihit sexual contact betwee.n 
hierard1-ical unequals per se but ro legally inrerprec sex thut a hier-Jrchical 
subordinate snys was unwamed in rhe context of rhe forms of force that 
animate the hierarchy between the parties. T o counter a claim tha.t sex was 
forced by inequality, a defendant coul,d (among other defenses) prove the 
sex was wanted-affinnariveli• and freely wanred-despitc the inequ11ljry, 
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and was not forced by ,he socially emrenched forms of power that distin
guish the parties. n The assumption that money provides or shows consent 
to sex wo,dcl be replaced by the assumption that money is a form of force 
in sex. On a social level, inequalirics could also be reduced, of course. A 
recognition in law cha[ sex is made an inequality in society through gender 
tucrarchy. and sexual assault is a ccntraJ practice and expression of than: 
inequality. wowd go a long way toward ending its considerable social and 
legal impunity and toward making sexual assault obsolete. 

Tf society is strucnircd 10 promore. even encourage, sexual nssaul1, and 
the law against it <~•adcs the forces driving it so that tberc is nothing 
effective 10 stop it, oo wonder it happens. An approach designed 10 rectify 
this simation could underlie new s1n1ures, provide a set of common-law 
mies for interpreting existing scarutes. or ske1ch a set of equality standards 
for assessing the Founcenth Amendment constitutionality of existing state 
practices or confonnity of national laws and pracLicl-s with international 
obligations. As a priority, new civil righrs laws-sex equality laws-rould 
be passed for aU victims of sexual assault co use. Civil laws potentially offer 
accountability to survivors, a forum with dignity and control by them, the 
stigma of bigotry for perpetrators, a possibility of reparations, and the 
potential for social 1mnsforma1jon by empowering survivors. This is not to 
say that perperrawrs do not deserve incarceration, rmher ro say chat jail 
has not tended 10 change their behavior, indeed has often entrenched and 
escalated it. Civil rights laws offer tbc prospect of redistributing power, 
altering ,he inequalities th:n i1ivc rise ro rhc abuse. 

11,is framework for analysis provides principles of direction that are 
adaptable to diverse cultural settings and varying structures of existing law. 
The approach would embody in la,v the sexual equality that pc'<'>plc often 
say they wa111 in their lows and in their relaiionships, should anyone act 
on it. 
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Sex, Lies, and. Psychotherapy 

Reading 1he nine orcides in Jeffrey Masson's A Dark Science, drawn from 
ninereemh-cenrury l'rench and Gennan medical journals, is a lot like 
reading pornography. You feel you have come upon a secret codebook 
that you were not mc=t to sec but that has both obscurc-<l aud dctcrminc-<l 
your life. The sexual atrocities advanced here by doctors as promoting 
mental health during the nineteenth century might be beyond belief were 
they not also practiced during the Inquisition as liturgical justice, by the 
Tbird Reich as racial purity and medical experimentation, by the juntas of 
Latin Americ-d and Greece ro maimain political power, and today by por
nographers in the Unired States and worldwide as sexual entertainment. 
\Women should study these medical anicles for the same reasons rhcy 
s hould study pornography: to sec what is behind how they arc sc"Cn and 
trea1ed and ro find out whar men rearny rhink of them. 

Behind psychotherapy's guise of treatment, just as surely as beneath 
pomogrnphy's protestations of liberation, lies the sexual sadism that is at 
the core of misogyny, he.re in its medi.c,tl fonn: women's bodies are dirty, 
women's minds are polluted by 1hcir bodies, women's sexuality is diseased, 
.sex is evil because sex is women, women are evil because women are sex. 
Because men have social power over women-power as lawyers and em 

p loyers and fathers and pries1s and te-J<:hers an<l policemen and pimps and 
writers and policymakers as well as doet.ors (our bodies in their hands)
whar men rhi.nk of women is whar is done. 

Like pornography, these articles trade in half-truths. As lawyer Gerry 
Spence puts it, "The re-.11 weaponry ... is the half-truth. It's like a half 
brick .. . you can 1hrow a h,tlf brick rwice as far as a whole brick.•, The 
resulting accounrs have all ,he credibility of truth and all the dour of lies. 
Both in pornography and in mc-sc psychiatric accounts, it is very difficult 
co separate the simulated from the acirual-what did not happen 1.har the 
text says did, from wha, did happen thar ,he tex, says did n0<. The diag-

Fim puhl.ish.00 ~s an imroduC'tion to A D.Jrlt Seiem<r: W()mt>lt, Sexlldbiy, and Pr)v:bi4try ill tbe 
Ninneemh Cn,tur, xi~ii (Jeffrey Moussiaid'f Mal\SOO :tnd M:att21noe Ulrin1;, trans., 19861. 
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noses are not tnre bec,iuse rhe doctors norion of rheir etiology, in which 
mind is diseased because body is diseased because body is female, is non 
true. The dead-meat-causes-flies approacb to mental distress is not true. 
That anything was wrong with these women and girls-beyond perhaps 
having symptoms of venereal infec tion due to (undiagnosed) sexual as
sault-may also be untrue. 11,e doctors' claims of healing by their savage 
methods are also, doubtless, not true. 

Bur, as with pornography, wbm •these men write about doing to these 
women is true. They did slice off 1hese women's clitorises; they did cun 
imo them and remove tbcir ovaries: they did cut into them and aot remove 
their ovacies but said they did; tbey did tie Lhem to their beds and listen 
to their struggles and screams; they did rape them with red-hot irons. The 
acrs that psychiatry calls treatment, pomography (in its one demystifica
tion) calls sex. In both, the acts arc presented as being for her own good 
and ultimately consensual, the victim gr-Jtcful in the end, 

And. as with pomography, what these men say they d1oughr, they 
thought. They thought that personality is generically determined, than 
women and children lie about sexual abuse, that a woman's mind is sexed 
because her body is sexed, Lhat a woman's qualities can be read by whether 
the look on her face is arousing, Thus, a woman's distress over whm may 
well have been violation is amibuted to moral defect and baseness of 
character/ to ~precocious perversions,rl and diagnosed from --Jier some• 
what erotic focial expression ... ,. 

Originally• challenger of this ninereenrh-cenrury tradition, Freud at fi rs• 
believed that ad,~, women who to ld him they were sexually abused as 
children were telling the truth. When he revised his view and decided that 
the women were: not describing actual events) he becamt traclilion's heir. 
The standard clinical practice, rooced prior co Freud (but previously 
thought to be based on his work) had been ro an,,ly,.e reporrs of childhood! 
sexual abuse as mentally telling but empirically false. Jeffrey Masson has 
argued that Freud changed his min-d for reasons thac were ulcimately ob
scure but appeared for more personal, ideological, and professionally pres
sured than clinically based. In The Assault o,z Truth, Masson revealingly 
traces the documentary rr-.ril Freud left of his decision to disbelieve bis 
patients, raising anew the possibility- never abandoned by many women
that Freud's patients and millions of anguished women since were simply 
recounting something chat happened to chem: somerhing sexual they did 
nm want that hurt them in a way Lhcy could not get over. 

Either such cve111s happened or mcy did not 11 is a srudy in companuivt 
credibility that even after Freud changed his mind on the subjecc, and even 
after his reasons for doing so were revealed as dubious, the fact that Freud 
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hnd once believed 1hese women apparently gave rhem more credibiliiy rhan 
much else has before or since. In a brief moment of inscitutional free fall, 
cbc psychoanalytic cstablishmem found itself confronting the possibility 
chat the women had been teUing the truth all along. lf its rabid reaction 
co this possibility is any measure, psych oanalysis mus/ believe no, only thar 
Freud was an objcccive scicncist and right but also that childhood sexual 
abuse did not happen (at lc,,a.st not to Freud's patients) and does not 
happen now (at least not very often), Masson's book was more than icon
odasric; ir rhrenrened the ~round on which psychoanalysis stands: more 
than Freud's credibility, women's la.ck of it. Finally, the truth about 
women's lives did not maucr 10 Freud. And neither the truth about 
women's lives nor the truth about Freud now appears to mauer 10 the 
Freudians. 

\Xi'hen Freud changed his mind and declared rhat women were not 
tc:lling the trutl1 about what had happcnc-d to them, be attributed their 
accounts 10 "fantasy.• This was regarded as a theoretical breakthrough. 
\Xi'har we-rhose of us who believe thar women and children do not se• 
crctly desire and imagine sexual abuse- now know is Lhat "fantasy,, in the 
psychoanalytic sense is not what womeo, in re-.ility, imagine or desire any 
more than " fantasy" in the pornographic sense is, Both psychoanalytic and 
the pornographic .. fantasy'' worlds itre whm men imagine women imagine 
and desire, because they are whar men (raised on pornography) imagine 
and desire about women. As one doctor put it, prc .. f rcud: "Hysterics 
[meaning women] and children with a lively imagination"' falsely allege 
sexual abuse. Once one realizes that rhe abuse is real, ir is the doctors' 
elaborate alibis for rhe perpetrators, an d their fantastical theoretical recon• 
s tructions of the victim's accounts, that require the "lively imagination." 
'll'he fantasy theory is the fomasy, 

The doc1ors say 1ha1 rhe vic1ims imagine sexual abuse, whid, is fantasy, 
not real, and thar their sexuality caused iL In fact , ir is ,he doctors who, 
because of their sexuality, in1agine that sexual abuse is a fan1asy when it 
is real. The acrs 1hese scientific texts recount, like the acrs committed 
against Freud's patients in their childhoods, are no less real and no less 
harmful than the acL, committed against women and children in and be
cause <lf pornography. Inde.:-d, they are the same acts. Today, pornography 
is legitimized in the san1e way psychoanalysis is legitimized: it is all in her 
mind. Psychoanalysis, of which ,hese articles are precursors, has been used 
co legitimize pornography, calling it fantasy; and pornography bas been 
used to legitimize psychoanalysis, co show whar women really are. Pomog· 
raphy presems irselJ as rhe answer to Freud's fomous query: this is what 
women ,vant. 
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Perhaps rhe process of theory-buildin~ occurred like rhis: Men heard 
accowm of child abuse, fel t aroused by the account, and attributed their 
arousal to the child who is now a woman. Freud's comriburion was the 
fonnal theory of fanrasy and rhe unconscious. (The unconscious is where 
you put what you do not wam to own up to; the analyst is supposed co 
be an expert on it.) Perhaps men respond sexually when ,vomen give an 
account of sexual violation, in the srune way that men respond to pomog• 
raphy, which is (among other things) an account of the sexual violarion of 
a woman. Seen in this way, rherapy-and court resrimony in sexual abuse 
cases- functions as a kind of live oral pornography. Psychoanalysis attrib
Ut(-S the connection between the experience of abuse (hers) and the ex
perience of arousal (his) ro the fonmsy of rhe girl child. When he hears it, 
he is aroused, so she must be aroused. When he does it, he likes ir. so i• 
cannot be abusive m her. Because he wanes lO do il, she must wam it done. 

This peculiar process, dcfinirely [PSychoscxual and in nc-ed of analysis, 
d id not originate with Freud, these readings show. Freud and his comem
poraries appear to have shared ~ mass sexuaJ hallucination that became a 
theory that became a practice that became a scientific truth because men 
wanted it that w-Jy. They would no doubt protest that what they did was 
not ·'sexual,• just as gcniral assaulr on a child with a waxing brush was, 
according co Fournier, a mere "simrula1io11 of rape/'6 and sexual murde1·s 
are, to some today, violence, not sex. 

Consider the lengths 10 which Dr. Milne, the psychiatrist in the 
rwentiedi-cenmry case of Perer Su,cUffe, rried for rhc brutal ra1>es and 
murders of chfrtcen women, goes to insist thac the killings arc nor sexual.' 
The fact that Sutcliffe systematically killed first prostitutes ("Prostitutes 
should be exterminated .... TI1ey corrupt men."), then just any woman 
because she was a woman ("I reaLlzed she wasn't a prosrimte but at that 
cimc I wasn·c bothered. I just wamed 10 kiU a woman."), a1,parenrly indi
cated nothing sexual about the killfogs to Dr. Jllliloe. There was no sug
gestion, be testified, that Sutdiffe's habit of stabbing !tis victims through 
rhe same hole over and over "had • specific sexual symbolism." Mr. Ognall, 
the prosecmor, pressed him: "You take the view . .. there is no underlying 
sexual component in his attacks?" Dr. Milne: "In simple terms, although 
his victims were female and it might be thought 10 provide the suggestion 
that he must be a sexual killer, l am of the opinion that he is not primarily 
a sexual killer.• Mr. Ognall chcn held up • seven-inch sharpened screw
driver that had lx.-en used to atrack Josephine Whitaker. "There is abso• 
lutcly no doubt that this wicked agent was introduct-d deeµ income vagina 
with almosr no injury ro the external paris. Thar indicates che mosr fiendish 
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crueh:y deliberarely done for sexual sarisfocrion. Do you agree?" Dr. Milne: 
~It may be a most vicious and foul thing to do. bur nor necessarily for 
sexual sacisfaction," Mr. Ognall reinimded the jury of how Sutcliffe had 
srnbbed Jacqueline Hill through the breast, "Unless I'm very naive . . , 1hn1 
betrays a speci6c, clear sexual clement in his killing." Dr. Milne: "If you 
interpret it that way, it does suggest that there m::ty be a possible sexual 
component. . .. • He st.ill did not think that Sutcliffe was a sexual sadist. 
Mr. OgnaU described the killing of Helen Rydro, whom Sutcliffe had hit 
wirh a h•mmer. When she was nenr dearh, he had had sex wirh her. "Could 
you think of anything more obscenely abnormal?" Dr. Milne: "I entirely 
agree with you, but still think that this was a use of sexual behavior for 
entirely the wrong reason-to avoid detection, quieten her and ger away, 
. . . It was what the girl expected." Tt is a wonder that Dr. Milne did not 
consider Sutcliffe's acts to be therapy. 

Just as Sutcliffe did what he did as sex, Dr. Zambaco, practicing med
icine in nineteenth-century Europe,• may have enjoyed the genital muti
lation by burning he performed on the rwo little girls he "treated" for 
masturbation. I le may also have enjoyed writing what he wrote about 
chein, as many of his male l'e'Jders may enjoy reading it-sexually. Is z.u,,. 
baco the soul of a scientist playing at pornographer, or rhe soul of a por
nographer playing at science? Ahts, rhere may be no such distinction. In a 
p recise parallel to Sade's classic of pornography, /20 Days of Sodom, Zam
baco•s scxuaJ sadism moves from observation and examination through 
cremmcnr, including aversive conditioning and resrminrs, to surgery and 
cauterization, just as Sade's moves from objectlfication and molestation 
through rape, battery, bondage, and discipline, to main,ing and burning. 
Unlike Sade, Zambaco's sadomasochistic march toward death, the ultimate 
erocic acr-denth is denth whecher in f}Omography or in medicine-was 
stopped because his charges were ren,oved from his care. Both men used 
children. Both men did what they wrote. Sade had to buy or steal the 
access for wbicb Dr. Zmnbaco was presumably paid, 

The motion beneath Zambaco's account is rhe morion bene,uh many an 
exalted texc.; the motion of erection. Pornography was the exc-lusive pos• 
session of the elite until mass media democratized it. In the nineteenth 
century, men were looking at pornography, writing theology: looking at 
pornography, writing literature; looking at pornogr:iphy. writing laws and 
designing our political insrirurions. Who is to say they were nor also looking 
at pornography and writing and practicing science and medicine? 

The world of F reudinn psychology, in which everyday objem arc infused 
with se,'t1al meanings, resembles rhe world of pomography, in which 
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everyday life is tl'llnsformed imo an eroric spectacle for men and a ch•mber 
of horrors for women. In the nineteenth-century texts. when women and 
children refuse co confin11 their abusers' beliefs that they are secretly having 
a wonderful 1ime, i1 is said chai 1hey lie, congeni1ally. The early psycho
analytic belief in "the mendacious dispositions of prematurely perverted 
children"• seems to be grounded in a belief that children lie about sex. fo 
these documents, as in much law today, mothers- women- arc said to 
instigate die lies or inflate fragments of s1ories imo full accusations.'" 
Women lie about sex for money. we are often cold. and habitually use 
children to do it. In these articles, as in pornography, children arc used 
like women, so LO speak sn1eU Like women, in powerJessness1 in sex.. 

Now as then, courtrooms have often served as senings for dramas of 
credibility on questions of sexual abuse. To counter the child's likely lies, 
Auguste Motet in the nineteenth century can be observed urging a legal 
mclhodology that simply assumt-s the child lies, then inventing facts and 
designing a psychological construc1i.on of the child 's facts that is for more 
bizarre than the child's1 1-which at least came from someone who wa$ 
there. Without skipping a beat sin cc the nineteenth century, public dc
fe,iders in sexmtl assault cases today arc still mught in training courses that 
when a child •1clls a credible story . .. [t] he cheoty of defense is tha, there 
was no abuse, and rhat che child, "'ithout appreciating the consequences~ 
has adopted and incorporn1ed the suspicions of one or more adulrs . ... 
The un.rpoken theory of defense may be that . , . while the defendant may 
be guilty of indecent assault and ban ery, he's no, a rapist. •u If che defen
dam did the acts but did not force lhimself on the child, there w ,is sex bur 
no abuse: !hat is. the child wanted it. Defense lawyers arc instructed to 
phrase questions to undermine what the child said happened: "These 
things which you say happened' ; ,o show how easily led and eager to 

please the child is: "Mummy w,is mad and kept asking what happened even 
when you said nothing ... . Finally you said yes, and she was happy . .. •; to 
suggest 1ha1 the story was manipulated or conched hy the prosecutor: "You 
came to courr .. . sat in 1ha1 chair and prac1iced your story . .. . They cold 
you when your answers were wrong and co]d you the righc answers>t; and co 
establish that the child got words like •penis" from an adult: "Mummy told 
you that a ding-dong is a penis .. .. Some par ts of the story were hard to 
cell. , . , Mwnmy helped you with those words 100. • Always Mummy. De
fense lawyers are insrruc1ed 10 "arrack rhe assumption mat the child could 
only know about sex as a result of lirst-hand experience": "Establish that 
she has seen her brother's penis, anybody other than your client's; 1hat the 
family gees cable TV; rhot a friend was molested . .. 1h01 she has seen 
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HUJtlcr or a similar maga,ine or book." Exposure of• child 10 pornog• 
capby, which can be a pan of or a form of sexual assault, thus becomes a 
defense to a charge of sexual assault. When children accuse adults of sexual 
abuse, whether or nor a picture was taken, both the media and the defense 
lawyers often impugn the credibility of children because ,hey are children. 
They take the view that abusive acts arc not violations because the acts 
are sex. Where do you suppose they got an idea like that? 

Reading dim nineteenth-century children could have their genitals 
burned with irons for masrurbating and ninereemh-cenrury women could 
be eviscerated because they were upset , o ne could conceive a certain grat• 
itude to Freud for getting tlic psyduiatrisis' hands off women's bodies, 
directing their anenrion elsewhere, But the theory of women's minds he 
put in , he doctors' hands is cur from t he same cloth. It is just as a priori, 
hierarchical, asocial, sexualued, gendered, medicalized-and also dam
aging in its own way. Many scientists of the psyche continue to this day 
co deny the simple reality of sexual abuse and its fonnarive role in frac
curing women's minds, something that surely calls our to be healed as well 
as stopped. Trained to ignore systematic sexual abuse, healers of the mind 
seem seldom to have ooticed tbe striking psychological similarities between 
its survivors and survivors of other horrors and systems of rorrure, For 
survivors of sexual abuse, ns bas been said of survivors of H iroshima, "all 
feelings [cease] robe on the surface because one [can]nor exist and at the 
same time live with such feelings of abhorrence, disgust. and terror." 0 

Survivors of sexual abuse, like survivoTS of rhe Holocaust, picture a world 
that is • characterized by . .. rhe destruction of the basic landmarks on 
which the world of human beings in our civilization is based, i.e. basic 
crust in human worth, basic confidence, basic hope .• ,. With sexually 
abused girls, who grow up to become more than a third of all women," 
che simple reality of rhe experience is denied or considered victim. 
prec-ipitated. The H olocaust and Hiroshima are not considered not to have 
occurn.'Ci bet-ause their sun•ivors exhibit these sequefoe. Bur because the 
trauma of sexual torture induces anirudes and behaviors rhar in women 
are considered exaggerated expressiol!l.S of femininity-such as passivity, 
dependence, fearfulness, fawning, masochism, and promiscuity- the sexual 
abuse of women is essentially seen not to have happened, because of irs 
impact on its victims. 

Sexual abuse of women, like ocher mass persecurions, happens ro each 
victim as a member of a group. Y ct, unlike most other persecutions, it 
happens co each vit1im in urcer isolalion. Like oLher policicaJ acrocicies, 
seimal abuse is o collective experience; nil women are rargered for it and 
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live with the terror of 1his knowledge on some level. Bm unlike other 
po1idcal atrocities, each act of violation is experienced alone. Unlike any 
other catastrophe, natural or policic-.tl, it is often attributed to rbe secre[ 
desire of the victim and the affection of the perpetrocor. Although a politics 
of the e.'\'.perience o f sexual abuse lhas begun to emerge, ics inner world, 
with its effect on all women whether or not it happens to them, is as yen: 
a silent one, its psychology unwriuen. Some psychologists are now working 
with individual victims of rope, banery, sexual harassment. pomography. 
and prostinttion, as well as incest and orhcr childhood sexual abuse, with 
existing psychological tools. The exposure of the foundations of comem• 
porary psychology in the nineteenth-century writings suggests, however, 
that a fuU recognition of the realit)' of sexual abuse calls for a new para
digm of the psyche." 

Women and girls had to be Heated in certain ways for nineteenth• 
cenLUry mccUGJ texts to have lx.-c.o written. And because these texts \Vere 

wriuen, women and girls will be treated in certain ways. These articles are 
authoritative instructions on metho d. procedure. and technique. If she 
cries. Lie her down. If she screams. burn her. She wants it; it will make her 
well. Like pomography, the approaches and procedures recounted and 
recommended and erotici>.ed have been done, and will be done, to count
less other women and girls because cf these texts. To step into these pages 
is co step into a world the pornographe.rs have made and discover chat you 
arc in your doctor's office and the "image" is you. No, the patient did no[ 
orgasm while having her clitoris sliced off without anesrhesia. No, she was 
not sexually aroused by the pain or by being sexually examined in front 
of an audience of male doctors. No, she did not combine abstinence with 
nymphomania. But yc-s, Dr. Brawl did examine her sexually in front of a 
crowd of giggling medical spectators; yes, he did slice off her clitoris;" 
and, yes, T think he did fanrasi,.e about her sexuality and call it diagnosis. 
These articles, as writer John Stoltenberg said of pornography, •He about 
women but teU the truth ltbour men. "18 
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Once rhere was a women's movemenL I first heard abour it in January, 
1970, from the liberated issue of Rat, which Robin Morgan and n collecrive 
of intrepid women made by taking over the underground newspaper they 
worked on. From liberated Rot, one lc."11med that something that exclud,-d 
women from equal participation, that denigrated women's voice, that si
lenced women's contribution, that did not take women seriously, chat pa. 
tronizcd women- no matter what else: that something did or didn't do
had 10 be publicly repudiated at minimum, and <ll best taken over and 
transformed.' I heard no one say at the time 1hat feminists had censored 
Rat, although no doubt some people thought so. Libe£8Eed Rat was speech. 

Then. there was a women's moveme-nt that criticized as socially based
not naturaJ or God~givcn- acts like rape as male violence against women, 
ns a form of sexual terrorism. Ir criticized war as ejaculatory polirics. It 
criticized marriage and the family as institutional crucibles of male privi. 
lege, and the vaginal orgasm as a mass bystcrical survivaJ response. It crit• 
icized definitions of merit as implicitly sex-billSed, class-biased, and rate• 
biased. It even criticized misogyny in fairy tales. 

\\7hen chis movement critic'l2ed rap.e, it meant rapisu and the point o f 
view that saw rape as sex. When it criticized prostitution, i1 meant pimps 
and johns and the point of view that women are bom to scll sex. When it 
criticized incest, it meant those who inflicted i1, and the made children's 
vulnerability and enforced silence sexy~ When it criticized banery, it mcam 
batterers. and the notion that violence expressed the intensity of love. No
body thought that in criticizing these ideas and practices, the movement 
was criticizing their victims. 

Jr also criticized sacred concepts like choice from 1he standpoint of 
women's existence, women's reality. It was a movement that knew that 
when material conditions preclude 99 percent of your options, it is not 
T•lk ~t conference:, "The Sc:xu.-1 Ube:n,,b nnd the Atmck C"n Feminism: New York Unkc-l':9ty 
Law School. Ne,,\' York, New York, 6 April 1987. F 1.1'$& publi.shc:d in Tht:Jauq/ l.,1/x-,als ,,,,J ltt 
Au,.;&, rm F,-111mifm J (i)()rcb.en LeiJho!dt 11.nJ Jani~ C. RA)monJ, e:.l:s., 1990). 
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meaningful co call the remaining I percent-whm you are doing-your 
choice. This movement was not taken in by concepts like consent. lt knC\\I' 
chac when force is a nonnalized part of sex, when no is taken 10 mean yes, 
when fear and des1>air produce acquiescence and acquiescence is rnken to 
mean consent, consent is not a meaningfu] concept. 

This movement also criticized concepts that it claimed and transformed,. 
like equality. It knew not only that the way equality had been defined was 
premised on a meaningless symmetry, an empty equivalence, bm also that 
it was defined according 10 a male standard. Tc knew the limits of being 
told you could be either the same as men or different from men. If you 
were the saint as men, >•Ou were equal to their standards; if you were 
different from men, yon were different from their standards. This move
ment snid thac if thac was equalicy, we didn't want it. We also had • better 
idea for whac the end of inequality would look like. 

This movement criticized the ruling concept of freedom, <-spcdally 
sexual freedom. and unpacked and unmasked it as a cover for the freedom 
co abuse. When people wich power defended their oppression of women as 
freedom, chis movement knew it was the thrill of their power they were de
fe riding. This was a movement that was critical of the freedom 10 oppress, 
not one that thought women would be free when we had more of it. 

Some inrrepid spirits even critici.zed love, saying chat it was a Jusr for 
self-annihilation that bound women to their oppression. And, eventually 
and at great cost, some criticized sex, induding the institution of sexual 
incercourse as n scratcs;y and pracrice in subordinarion. 

Implicit in all these criticisms was a criticism of abstraction as a strategy 
in male hegemony. This was a movement that always wanted to know 
where Lhe women were, substantively. \V'here was women's "choice"? 
Where was women's "consent"? \'(there was equolicy as wome11 define it? 
What did freedom for 1rome11 mean? As we critici1.ed male reality in rhi$ 
movement chat was, we always looked for the prick in the piece. We found 
chm nbstracrions were a cover-up for the gendered renlity that was really 
going on. On this basis, chis movement produced a systemaric, relenrless, 
deeply marerially based and empirically rigorous critique of the male
dominated reality of women's lives and the g)ossy abstractions that made 
it seem not male-dominated. It uncovered, in this process, deep connec
tions between race. class, and scxuuJ oppression, and pursued them not as 
an afterthought, not as a foornote, not as a Ii.st, bur because they were 
csscntiaL lb.is was a movement Lhat said that every issue was a women's 
issue and eve1y place was a woman· s place. 

This was also " movement chat demonstrMed against the Miss America 
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Page•nt snd S1111/f and understood che conneetion between the two. ft 
understoOd that se.xual objectification as use and sexual objectification as 
"buse are !\VO foce1s of the sume problem, that the logic of both is making 
a person into• sexual thing. Mjss America is the foreplay, n,ming a woman 
into a thing. Sttuff is the consummation, turning that thing int.o a corpse. 

This was a movement that defaced objectifying posters. It marched, it 
peuuonc-<l, it organized, it hexed Wal!I Street and levitaK-d the Pentagon, 
i I sued, it used whatever it could get its hands on. In the words of Monique 
W ittig, foiling that, it invented. 

Why clid we do all of this? We did it, I think, because we were a 
movement that valued women. Women manered. We were 001 defensive 
about ir. When women were hun, this movemem defended rhem. [ndivid
ually •nd in groups, it organized and srnned shelters and groups of and 
for all women: raped women, battered women, incest sunrivors, prostituted 
women. We clid this not be-cause those women were thought "bad'' by 
society or considered outlaws or shunned. \V/e did it because what was 
done to chem was a systematic act of power against each one of us, al
though they were taking the brunt of it. This was not a sentimental idcn• 
tification. We knew that whatever could be Jone to them could be, was 
being, would be done ro us. \V/e ll)ere them, also. 

This was a movement that took women's side in everything. Of every
thing, it asked the question: "Is jc good for women?" Each woman was all 
women in some way. Any woman who was violated was our priority. It 
was a deeply collecrivist movement. [n this movemenc, when we said 
~women, we/ ' it had content. It didn't mean that we all had to be the 
same in order to be part of this common condition. That, in fact, was the 
genius, one of the w1ique contributions, of d1is movement: it premised 
unicy as much on diversity as on commonalicy. It did nor assume chm 
commonaliry meant sameness. 

This was a movement in which people understood the need to act with 
courage in everyday life, that feminism was not a better deal or a riskless 
guaramee bur a discipline bom of a hostile reality. To say rhat ,he 1:>ersonal 
was political meant, among other things, that what \\'C do every day 
matte.rs. It meant you become ,vhat you do not resist. TI1c personal and 
everyday was understood 10 be part or the political order we organized to 
change, part of our political agenda. To see the personal as the political 
did not mean rhm what roms you on ,grounds the policies you promme. 

\V/e also felt a responsibility to all women. We opposed women's invi
sibilicy, insisced on women's dignity, quescioned everything that advanced 
icself at women's expense. Mosr of all, this movement believed in change. 
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It inrended ro transform language, C'omrnuniry, rhe life of rhe spirir and 
the body and the mind, ,he definition of physicality and intelligence, the 
meaning of left and right, right and wrong, and the shape and nature of 
power. 

Tc was nor aH roses, this movemenr rhar we had. But ir did mean co 
change the face of this earth. It knew that this was necessary. It knew tha• 
we did not yet have what we need and believed that we could get it. 

I learned everything I know from this movement. 
Then something happened. Or smrtcd ro happen. O r maybe ir had been 

happening all along and some of us had overlooked it. The first time I 
noticed it was with the Equal Righrs Amendment. We were told that we 
could and should have this constirucional amendment because sex equalir)I 
under law was not really going 10 d'o very much, would no, really change 
anything. surely nothing basic. \Xlhar ,he movement had identified as cl,c, 
pervasive, basic opprc:ssion and exploitation of women by men became 
uansformcd into an evil called •sex-based classifications by law.'' That, 
suddenly, was what sex equality had to change. Under cl1is notion of sex 
equality, we were given the choice of being the same as men- the left's 
option for us-or different from men- t.he tight's version. We were told 
tha1 the left's choice was clearly bcner and the ortly route ro 1rue equality. 
So-called gender neutrality-ignoring whar is distinctively done lO women 
and ignoring who is doing it- became termed the feminist position. I 
heard no one challenge the fact that, wider this approach to ERA, either 
way i1 was the male standard, eithe r way i1 was not what the moven1en• 
had in mind by equality. The ERA strategy based on this analysis was, 
apparently, that sex equality can be made nonthreatening to the hierar
chical status quo and still be real. This upproach never identified male 
supremacy as what we had 10 comend with. It presented the extraordinary 
specrade of feminists ardemly dcnyini rhar sex equaliiy would make much 
difference while urgently seeking it. 

11,en this started 10 connect with what was going on with abortion. 
While 1he women's movement had critici1,ed the line between public and 
private and had identified tl, e privare as a primary sphere of the subordi
nation of women, Roe v. WadeJ had decriminalized access to abonion as 
a right Lo privacy. A movement that knew that the private was a cover for 
our public condition was suddenly being told-and saying-that the abor
tion riihr was our right In thur same privacy. If you forgor whar this move
ment knew, this seemed like a good thing, just as being the, same as men 
seemed like a good thing. Men, especially straight white ones, Uve in a 
kind of gender-neutral universe, which is a lot bener than 1he sex-specific 
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universe women live in. Men have prrivacy. Maybe if women hnd some, 
chings would be better. Then Ha"is v. McRae' came along and denied 
p ublic funding for :ill women who ca,inoL pay for abortions, playing out 
the logic of the private as we had known it all along. ff you can't pay for 
it, you can'1 get ir-or there are orhcr ways co get it, w hich are nor whar 
rights look like. A coat banger is not :a righ,. The logic was that the gov
errunem, the public, had no duty to fund publicly what the government 
was supposed to keep out of, the private. l t is not that decriminalization 
wasn't an improvement over jail. rt is that getting a right 10 abortion as 9 
privacy right without addressing the sc., inequality of and in the private 
sphere is 10 asswnc that sexual equality alre-Jdy exists. 

These suspicions about the male supremacist nanire of the privacy right 
were furthered by anocher rhing some of us noticed. Thar was chat the 
freedom of the penis to engage in anal penetration in the name of privacy 
had become a priority issue for women under the banner of "guy and 
lesbian rights," without connecting a critique of homophobia ,vith a cri
tique of misogyny. Nothing in rhe sodomy cases criticized gender, far less 
gender inequality. 

If these suspicions are pursued into sex discrintination law, further dif. 
ficulties emerge, for example, in Scars v. EEOC, a garden-,•aricty sex dis
crimination case.' There we see a drastic clispnrity be t\·veen women and 
men in some of the better-paying jobs at Scars over a Jong time, a massive 
statistical disparity, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
Slling them. A woman-a feminist-1estified 1har chis was necessarily evi
dence of discrimination by Sears because women want the same things 
from employment that men want, like money.ti Another woman- a femi• 
nist- Lestilied that this is not aecess:arily evidence of discsimination by 
Sears because women wam different things from employment than men 
do. The gender difference is consistem with this statistical disparity be
cause women choose jobs cha1 pay less because they arc women.7 

So you have a large pile of men al 1he top and a large pile of women 
at the bottom and the question is, Which of the two theories best explains 
chat: the theory tha, says women arc the same as men or the theory rhar 
says women are different from men? Obviously the la11er theory docs, 
especially if you believe that women do what they want to do and are free 
co wam anything. Even then, che women's movement was fairly dear that 
Sears's posirion, even in the mouch o-f a feminist, jusrified an oppressive 
stalus quo that kept some women on Lhc bottom, and it was perverse lo 
do !his in the name of feminism. 

Then it became o good day to go back to bed (if bed is a safe and 
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consoling place for you) rhe day 1ha1 some feminist groups said that guar
anteeing maternity leave ro women is a form of sex discrimination, and a 
statute chat does this violates Tille VU of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. No 
feminist group rhm filed a brief in the Supreme Court case on rhc subjcc1 
said rhar ir was sex discrimination not co give women maternity leave. No 
one said that if Tide VII required ma1emity leave be denied 10 women, 
that would be unconstitutional sex discrimination. Nobody said squard )I 
d1t1t if all die people hurt by this cleprivarion arc women, 1ha1 makes it 
discrimin•tion on 1he basis of sex. 11'he Supreme Court figured 1his our all 
by iL~clf. The Supreme Court, in a decision by Justice Thurgood Marshall, 
a Black man, said essentially diat granting maternity leaves by law is not 
sex discrimination, it is sex equality.• \'(/omen gening what rhey need 10 

,vork is whar sex equali1y means. Once he did it, some feminist groups 
cheered and took credit for what they had opposed. 

Then came the ck-bate over sadomasochism. If it had escaped one be
fore, it was hard 10 miss this breakdown in what the women's movement 
had meant. Tr changed the ability ro say rhe word "we• in discussions of 
sexuality, including of sexual abuse, and have it mean anything. It seems 
to me I.hat the advocacy of sadomasochism as women's first love, women's 
final destiny, what we would all do if we really did what we wanted, is 
based on the absence of a critique of why women would experience sex
uality in exactly che way in which it ha~ been shoved down our throats 
since day one: top down. Actually, women have largely rejected the politics 
of sadomasochism. Bur the residue of irs defense has been destruc1ive 
nonetheless. [n discussions of sexuality, women don't say "women" any• 
more, but "speaking only for myse.lf, I. . . ." The debate over sadomaso
chism made "women, we" taboo in the sexual area. It began in a mor-..J 
morass and leh us, politically, with an individualistic analysis of se.xualiry, 
undem1ining a col1ecthrity thar was never hased on conformity, bot on 
resistance co conformity. 

Everything some of us had siarted to ootice exploded in the discussion 
on pomography. As many of you know, Andrea Dworkin and I conceived 
and designed a law based on the p,olitics of the women's movement thar 
we thought we were part of and Gelded it with others who we.re under d1c: 
same illusion. It is a sex equality law, a civil rights law, a law Lhat says that 
sexual subordination of women through picrures and words, this sexual 
r·raffic in women, violates women's civil rights.' 

11-Us was done in feminist terms: as if women mattered; because we value 
women; because it was not enough only LO cricicizc oppression, and it was 
nor enough only to engage in guerrilla activities of resistance, although 
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rhey are cn-1cial. We wonred to ch•nRe the nonn. To change the norm, we 
looked for something we could use. We took whatever we could get our 
hands on, and when it wasn't there, we invented. We invented a sex 
equaliry law againsr pornography on women's 1enns. 

To no one's surprise (especiaUy ours) it was opposed by many people. 
It was opposed by conservatives who discovered that they disliked sex 
equality a lot more than they disliked pornography. It was opposed by 
liberals. who discovered that d1ey liked! speech-i.e., sex, i.e., women being 
used-a great deal more than they liked sex equality. Then came the op
position from a quarter that labeled itself feminist: from FACT, the Fem• 
inist Ami-Censorship Task Force. At this poim, for me, the women's move
ment chat we had known came 10 an end, 

In An act of extraordinary horizontal hosriliry, FACT fi led a brief againSt 
the ordinance in court as part of a media-based legal attack on it.•• They 
did what they could to prevent from existing, to keep out of women's 
hands, this law, wricten in women's blood, in worneo 's rears, in women's 
pain, in women's experience, out of "'omen ·s silence, this law to make acts 
against women actionable- acts like coercion, force, assauh, trafficking in 
our flesh. Pornography, they said, iJ sex equality. Women should just have 
berter access co ir. Using the debased model of equality-as-sameness dm 
the women's movement we used to know was predicated on criticizing, 
they argued that pornography must not be actionable by its victims be
cause, among other reasons. "the range of feminist imagination and ex
pression in the realm of sexuality has barely begun ro find voice. Women 
need the freedom and socially recognized space to appropriate for them
selves the robustness of what traditionally has been male language.• Men 
have it; FACT women wam it. Thus, "even pornography which is prob
lematic for women can be experienced as affinning of women's desires and 
of women's equali1y· (emphasis added). This is a subquote from Ellen 
\X'illis in the brief: "Pornography can be psychic assault," - get it, that rape 
only happened in your bead-"but for women, as for men, it C'JO also be 
a source of eroric pleasure ... . A woman who enjoys pomo~raphy, even if 
chat mea.ns enjoying a rape fantasy, is,, in a sense, a rebel."' From what is 
she rebelling? Their answer: "Insisting on an aspect of her sexuality that 
has been defined as a male preserve."" Now who can't tell the difference 
between rnpe and sex? Rape has been a male preserve. But 10 insist on 
being defined by whac one has been forced to be defined by is, ,o say the 
least, a limited notion of freedom. 1[ feminism aspires to inhabit rapist 
presetvcs, [ am pun of some other movemem. 

Equaliry in the FACT brief means equol access ro pornography by 
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wornen. That is, equn1 access hy women to rhe population of women who 
must he treaced in the ways that the ordinance makes actionable, so than
pornogmphy of them can be available. The FACT brief further objects 
chat the ordinance "makes socially invisible women who find sexually ex
plicit images of women in positions of display or penetrated by ol,jecrs to 
be erotic, Hbcrating. or educational." 1.t In other words, an entire population 
of women must continue to be lre',itcd in the ways the ordinance makes 
actionable so that this other population of women can experience irs erot
icism, liberation, or education at their expense. 

11,e FACT brief was critical of the politics of the ordinance for implying 
that in a society of sex inequality-where sex is what women have 10 sell, 
sex is whar we are, sex is what we are valued for, we aie bom sex, we die 
sex-whoever does nor recognize a.U rhat as a choice is demeaning pros
titutes and oppressing women. It said thaL when the ordinance to ld couns 
that they could not use all the excuses they have always used lo disbelieve 
women when we say we a.re sexually coerced, that it was noi respecting 
women's consent. This was ,1 movement that understood that the choice 
to be beaten by one man for economic survival was not a real choice,. 
,le-spite the appear.ince of consent a marriage contract might provide. k 
was not considered demeaning or oppressive to battered women to do 
everything possible 10 help them leave. Yer now we are supposed to be
lieve, in the name of feminism, that the choice to be sexually used by 
hundreds of men for economic survival must be af6ro1cd as a real choice, 
and if the woman signs a model release there is no coercion there." 

You might be wondering what the FACT response was to all the knowl
edge. data, understanding, and experience of women's scxua] victimjzation 
presented in support of the ordinance-to all the women who wanted to 
use the law, the women who had the courage to speak out so it could 
exist, who pm rheir lives, their reputations1 and, yes, their honor on rhe 
line for it. Mostly, FACT did not mention ,hem. They were beneath their 
notice. Coerced women. assaulted women, subordinated women became 
"some women." ln fact, 1he FACT brief did what pornography does: it 
made harm co women invisible by making it sex. Ir made harm ro women 
into ideas about sex, just like the right-wing male judge did who found 
the ordinance unconsti1uuonal. Bottom line, the FACT brief was " pure 
address ,o 1be penis. And you loio,v. it worked. Women's equality, in the 
decision rhm invalidated rhe o rdina.nce as a prohibition on ideas, became 
one "point of view" on sex.' .. Doing something about acts of inequality 
bcrame Lhe regulation of a point of view. FACT does ooL deserve all 
the credit for this, because their power came from fronting for mnle su-
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premacy. Nor do they deserve all the blame. That belongs with the por
nographers, their legitimate media coh orts, and ,he ACLU. But as an up
front antifeminist vebide in the name of feminism, FACT made it possible 
for that right-wing judge to write, as he struck down the ordinance: "Fem
inists have entered this case as amici on both sides. "' 1

' Yes: Linda Mar• 
chiano, the woman who was coerced into the pomography 61m Deep 
Throat, and Dorothy Stratten, who was in Playboy and murdered by her 
pimp, rape crisis cemers, community groups representing working-class 
neighborhoods and communities of color-they filed on one side. FACT, 
an elite group mostly of academics and lawyers, filed on the other. 

The Blaek movemem bas Uncle Toms and Oreo cookies. The labor 
movement has scabs. The women's movement has FACT. 

What is the difference between the women's movement we had and the 
one we have now, if it can be called a movcmcm? One way to describe 
the difference is liberalism. Where feminism was collective~ liberalism i-. 
individualistic. We have been reduced 10 that. Where feminism is socially 
based and critical, liberalism is naturalistic, attributing the product of 
women's oppression to women ·s natural sexuality, making iL "'ours." Where 
feminism criticizes the ways in which women have been socially determined 
in an anempt to change Lhat determination, liberalism is voluntaristic, 
meaning ir acts as if we have choices thm we do not have. Where feminism 
is based on material reality, libcra!Lsm is based on some ideal realm in the 
head. And where feminism is rclcnuessly political, about power and pow• 
crlessness, the best that can be mustered by this nouveau movement is • 
watered-down form of moralism: this is good, this is bad, no analysis of 
power or powerlessnt.-ss at all. In oth er words, members of groups, like 
women, who have no choice but to live life as members of groups are 
taken as if thC)' are unique individuals. Their socio! characteristics are then 
reduced 10 nanoral characteristics. Preclusion of choices becomes expres
s ion of &ee will. Material reality is rurned imo ideas about reality. And 
concrete positions of power and powerlessness are transformed into mere 
relative value judgments about which reasonable people can form different 
but equally valid preferences. Women's experience of abuse becomes a 
.. point of view.'" 

The way this gets itself up in law is as gender neutrality. consent, privacy, 
and speech. Gender neutrality means that you cannot take gender into 
mccounr, you cannot recognize, as we once knew we had to , char neuualiry 
e nforces a nonneutral srntus quo. Consent means that whau .. -~ver you arc 
forced co do is anribu1cd 10 your free will. Privacy pro1cm !he sphere of 
women's intimate oppression. Speech protects sexual violence agoinst 
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women and sexual use of women because 1he)' are male forms of self. 
expression. Under the First Amendment, only those who already have 
speech have protec1ed speech. Women are more likely to be men's speech. 
No one who does not already have these righrs guaranteed chem sociall)I 
gers rhem legally. 

What has been achieved for women through these politics of liberalism? 
The ERA bas been lost. Abortion funding bas Ix-en lost. Nothing very 
significant has been uccomplishcd with rape law reform. The Supreme 
Court is fashioning some progressiV'e law on sex discrimination la_rgely on 
its own. You know. it is an incrc-dib)c insult when the state docs sex 
eqrntlity beuer than me women's movement docs it. \Y/e would have lost 
srarutory m,11emity leave if chis feminism had its way. And pomography 
has been saved . 

Liberalism makes these results necessary, in pan because it cannot see 
sexual misogyny. This is because misogyny i, sexual. To be clt~Jr, it is 
sexual on the left, it is sexual on the right, it is sexual to liberals, and it is 
sexual 10 conservarives. Sexuality, as socially organized. is deeply misogy
niscic. To male dominance, of which liberalism is the current ruling ide
ology, the sexual misogyny tliat is f uindamemal 10 all these problems cannot 
be seen as a sex equality issue beaiuse its sexuality is premised on sex 
;11equolity. Equality law cannot apply to sexuality because equality is not 
sexy and inequality is. Equality cannot apply to sexuality because sexualiry 
occurs in private and nothing is supposed to interfere in the private, how• 
ever unequal it is. And equality cannot be more imporrnm than speech 
because sexual expression is sex and unequaJ sex is something men wane 
to say. 

TI,cre are more women in this room than iL took Bolsheviks 10 topple 
the czar, \'<le may have a women's movement 10 get back. Perhaps you 
wi11 chink of ways-we know many, the ordinance is one, and rnorc are 
waiting co be discovered-to mobilize women's sex.based physical and 
economic insecurity, women's vulnerability and desperation, not 10 be de
feated bi• women's sex-based 1:>ersonal indignity, women's boredom, and 
women's despair. Think about hO\\r to change women's fear, so that fear 
is oo longer the most rational emotion we fed, bow to transfom1 women's 
invisibility and exhaustion and silenl-e and self-hate. lf we loosed all o! 
that, what could srnnd against it? Also, chink about how, against all odds, 
against history, against all rhe evidence, we can create-invenr-a sex
based hope. 



21 
Does Sexuality Have a History? 

It definitely does, if history is what historians do. This history-as defined 
by Freud and his successors. who see sexualiry as • fundamemal motive 
force in history; as pursued by Foucault and his followers, who see sexu
ruity as socially crcatL-d out of disciplinary power and discourses of knowl• 
edge-has been the history of pleasure and seeking it, of repression and 
de repressing it. The history these historians of sexuality write is the history 
of desire: of the impelled, compcllcd, wanting, grasping, taking, mounting, 
peneuating, thrusting, consummating. It is a history of some people's e<:· 
srnsy and its prohibition or pem,ission. It is a history of the active, the 
s.rriving. Jr is what Niet7.scbe caUed a "nionumenral" history• (envision here 
the Washington Monument), an orgasming, ejaculating history of getting 
some. 

This ,,ersion of sexuality's past includes most but not all of what goes 
under the rubric "history of sexuality. • Taken to a partial pinnacle in the 
collections Pleasure a11d Do11ger' and The Powers of Desire,' it also animates 
sexology,inspircd retrofit versions of gay and lesbian history and the history 
of prostitution.• It is the history of what makes historians feel sexy. In it, 
prosrirures are "'agents." In law, agent means someone whose sr.rings are 
being pulled by someone else. Hjstorians of sexuality mean someone who 
is actively choosing, pulling their own strings. Prostitutes ttre the freest of 
rhosc who choose; you can tell because ,hey make such a stigmatized 
choice. Why those who become prostitutes are always those with the fewest 
choices is aot part of this history- maybe because facing this is not sexy. 
Even some gay male historians seem 10 need to know that a woman is 
being bought and sold for sex, out there somewhere, or being a man loses 
its rneaning. This same spirit lives in rhe historical analysis of rnpe law :ts 
"'surplus repression" and incest and se-xua) abuse of children as "inLcrgcn• 

eralional sex.· IL motivates the argume.nc Lha1 pornography is an instirulion 
of sexual equality and the only historical problem is rhat women are com• 

T11lk, Univt.'f'Sity of Michigllll Institute for 1he Humanities, l2 September 1990, University of 
r-.Uch~w,. Ann Arbor, Ml. First published, ;o MkhiR."" Qua,u-rly Rf'Vitw I ( l99l). 
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pararively deprived of Access to using women rhe way men use women. 
Particularly in che defenses of sadomasochism historical and current? we 
are told that hierarchy is equality arid slavery is freedom, maxims thM 
everywhere but sex are recognized ns an Orwellian mind-fuck but pass in 
this area as profound and daring. 

This history of sexuality has certain imperath-es. Here are just a few. 
Fir>t, sex is good and more sex is lbeucr. You need to know this to un
dc,:,;cand that when Foucault s,1ys rhm 10 say yes 10 sex is 10 not say no 10 

power,6 he is nor criticizing sex. In ,his history, co sexualize something~ 
like power, is to exonerate it, to urge its &ec expression. The norm is 
teleological and goal-oriented, such that as more sex occur>, history pro
gresses. Second, sex is ple.,sure. It foUows from the history of sexuality ns 
rhe history of pleasure cl,ai it cannot be the history of oppression-except 
insofar as it is a history of resistance to the oppression of pleasure and 
getting it, a history of overcoming denials of pleasure being gotten. lbird10 

this sexuality, co have a history, must go tlirough changes. It must come 
in periods: how desire is defined, how pleasure is got, who does what to 
whom, how pleasure: is restrained. how these restraints are dangerously 
and heroic.Uy broken out of. Sexuality must behave in this way or history 
is not had, at least not in the genealogical sense. O ne example is Foucault's 
analysis that sexuaJiry was in\lented ln the nineteenth century. Then it turns 
om it also existed in dassicaJ Greece, but never mind. TI,e sexuality he 
serves us is the rise and deployment of the de-siring subject, sexuality as 
the life and times of desiring man in bondage and being disciplined and 
loving every minute of it, and loving his struggle co get out of it e\'en 
morc.7 The.- upshot is that when desiring man gets more or sees more or 
feels better or worse about what he· gets or sees (and seeing sex is a form 
of getting it), hiswry is made. A new day dawns. A new period is ushered 
in. The earch moves. 

Tt actually helps this project of historidzing this sexuality that so much 
of sexuality is relational, happens between people and hence dies with 
them, so all these people are dead. There is no one around 10 cell the 
historians of sexuality thac their accoum of how it was is not what hap
pened to them. This makes it so much more indeterminate, so beautifully 
subject to endlessly varied interpretation, so Rorschach-like. Here we have 
the perfect academic subject. Now we can all have an erotic experience of 
the rext and ger renu re coo. 

Against this backdrop, my questio n is, what d0<-s any of this have to do 
with reality, or even realities? What, in panicular, docs this history of !his 
sexualiry, even sexualities, have to do with what people practice, or prac
ticed, as sex? 
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This is 11 difficult question. What really happens in sex is largely hidden. 
C onsider be.tcroscxuaJ intercourse, the dominant form of sexual practicc4 
Mostly, people do not do it in public. Whatever intimocy sometimes goes 
along with it tends ro be ephemeral. Pornography could be considered a 
nonephemeral presentation of what acrually happens in sex. This is true 
of the most abusive pomography and of written pornography, but to make 
photographic pornography out of conventional heterosexual intercourse, 
one has 10 have sex so everything shows, so that the camera can see it. 
Generally people have sex so that if yo,u look at them, you don't see much. 
And most of the essence of what goes on is not subject to external obsc.r• 
vmfon. 

Looking for sex as practiced in history, one might look for reproduction, 
which mighr be regarded as hard evidence thar sex took place in the pasr. 
But reproduction has only an occasional relation 10 what people practice 
as sex. Boys masturbating in cirdc-s seeing who can ejaculate the farthest, 
men putting money in slots to salivace over women in glass boxes with 
nothing on-that all of this is even about practicillg up for reproduction 
is not very persuasive. Technic-.tlly, ollc would only have to have had in, 
cercourse two or three tirnes in their lifetime, a few more for good measure, 
co produce most of the currem world's population. Practices of sexual 
abuse leave rracks on soft tissue and bc:mes: physical amhropologisrs might 
b e able to do s(J111ethi11g wirh that. But neither that nor irs tracks on the 
spirit is spoken of. so leaves no trace. Once one considers what poople 
acmally do as sex, it becomes clear that a great deal of its reality is inac
cessible co history. This seems especially true for sexual abuse, because irs 
victims have not been permitted to speak, far less write their own history. 
How can a history of what is practiced as sex bt' wriuen when tl,ose who 
have been used and abused through it have had no way of ceUing what 
happened to rhem? They can hardly teU it now, and the)' are all •round. 

How do we face these problems and give sexuality a history? History's 
answer-at least for che rnost pare-has been so much the worse for facing 
rhese problems. The altemotive is t0 write abour what can be gonen at, 

basing it on what e\~dence exiscs, which is paimed on vases; forget abouc 
w hat is not there. who and what are excluded, who is not pennincd to 
paint on vases. Act as if what is at hand is all there is. Forget about what 
is not there, not known, maybe even not knowable. ln other words, the 
silence of ,he silenced is filled by ,he s peech of those who have it and rhe 
fact of the silence is forgollm in this clamorous discourse about sexuality, 
which then becomes its history. 

This raises the question, Who, is known abour what is practiced as sex? 
Can it be learned with live people? Some real answers ro this quesrion arc 
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emerging, l•rgely as a resuh of rhe conremporary movemenr for rhe lib
eration of women. Ivlost of it is new· information. One thing tbat has been 
learned is that sex, as practiced, includes abuse, of women and children 
principally. They are abused in sex , in 1he course of the practice of sex, 
in order for (primarily) men co ger 'lhe pleasure rhar defines sex. There is 
a lot of this abuse, but the point here is not ilS numbers but its impact on 
the possible experience of sex and its mconing for the relationship of sexual 
pr-Jccice to bow sociru life is lived over hiscoricol time. 

\'Ile have this information because chc women's movement has, i, seems 
for the first time in history, created conditions under which the speech of 
those who ha,,e been abused and fetishized-those who have mainly no[ 
painted on vt1ses, centrally women-has been validated and legitimized_ 
The best study, by Diana Russell,' provides rhc first real information on 
the incidence of sexual abuse. Her interviewers, ethnically matched with 
the women they interviewed, went to 930 San Francisco households se
lected at random in a probability sample and asked the women about their 
experiences of sexual assauh. ln a revolutionary methodological procedure, 
what the women said was bd.icvcd., written down, and treated as though 
it were data. Among the findings were that 44 percent of :ill women had 
been victims of rape or anempted rape 31 least once in ,heir lives, and a 
great many more than once. Abuse of women of color was found to be 
more frequcm than the average for all women. Thirty-eight percent of 
young girls had b<-cn sexually molested or violated or abused in some way 
by some person in authori,y or a family member, usually someone older, 
close and trusted. before they reached the age of majority. These figures 
dwarf any reported rates of these crimes. It appears from this that about 
a tenth of rapes are reported. Women are most often sexually abused by 
men they know or with whom they are dose, from their own ethnic and 
racial groups. lf all the sexual har:=iss:ment, violarion, abuse, intrusion, being 
yelled at on the street, being subjected to flashers, obscene phone calls is 
added up, ooly 7.5 percent of women reponed experiencing none of it, 
evcr.9 

Have hisrories of sexuality seriously considered that something like this 
might have been going on before now? If not, how would it change sex
uality's histories if it were? What creitive methodologies might be de-vised 
co expose this in the past, its victims likely having taken it to their graves? 
How would the record read differently, in light of ir? How is the absence 
of a trace of something to be analy-~cd? One would think that thc-sc pos• 
siblc faces might be at least as significam as Foucault's "h)'stcrizalion o( 
women's bodies"•• (which he never really analyzes) in how sexuality, is, 
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nore rhe miliraristic tenn, deployed? If sexuality is prnc1iced agail1s1 women 
in the process of men's pursuit of pleasure, isn't thm significant? Once one 
knows that one has lx>en kept from k.nowing this information by stigma
tizing assaulted women so cha, che violation was a shameful facr abom her 
that never wcnr away inscead of a shameful fact abour what was done ro 
her such that no one rested until it was made right; once one knows this 
infomiation for the first time, wouldn' t one's amlysis of the past have lo 
change? 

Take as 1he primary historical impulse, nor forgetting wha1 hap1>ened. 
It is likely that whatever pleasuse existed in the past bas been amply doc
umented in all this elegiac writing. This leads 10 a hypothesis about 
women's experience of sexuality historicaJly, once sexual abuse is included 
wi1hin it. While ideologies about sex and sexualiry ebb and llo,v, and the 
ways they attach to gender and map o nto to women's status alccr, actual 
practicc-s of sex cbaugc little. The scxualization of aggm;sion or the ero• 
ticization of power and the fusion of that witl1 gender, such chat the one 
who is the tal'ge1 or object of sexuality is the subordinate, usually a female, 
cffcminizcd if a man or boy, are relatively constam. That hierarchy is al
ways done through gender in some w,ay, even if it is playing with gender 
or reversing gender or same-gendering, it is still using gender for sex. 
Gender hierarchy is ei1her being played with or played ouL The hypothesis 
would be that the practice of misogyn y as sex has been there all along. 
Even if pract:icccl more virulently hcrc and now, it could be found in 
history, lying there like a snake coiled on a cold day. The implici1 argumenr 
is: if the his1ory of sexuality is measur-cd by a standard of sexual equality. 
defined here as the absence of a nonn of sexuaJ force, variation may not 
be the most prominent feature of the historical landscape. The timelt.,;sness 
of the picture highlights how analyses ,equising variation swallow and pre
suppose inequality. 

For making such suggestions, feminists have been called abistorical. We 
disrespect the profound and fascinating variations in the ways men impose 
sex on women 10 emphasize 1hm however they do it, 1hey do it. And 1hey 
do it 10 us. If that has nor changed enough to fir thei,- definition of what 
a history has 10 look like, I submit that is not our faulr. 

So what has changed? If it has co change 10 make a history, what is 
differem? If the landscape has to have edges the way a 6cld bas 10 have 
walls for us to ge1 our minds around it, one needs 10 ask, what would a 
change be? This is not to dispute all tO,c changes historians have found in 
[he landscape of sexuality. 1t is 10 say [hat underneath all of these hills and 
valleys, ebbs and flows. there is 1his bedrock. this tide of the supremacy 
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of men and rhe subordinorion of women. By rhis srandard-under which 
equaliry would be a change-what has changed? 

1n the modern period, there haw been some changes for the worse, 
away from equality. \Xlomen are expected ro like sexual force bener and 
bener, partially as a product of the movement for sexual liberation. 
Preedom for women's sexuality becomes freedom for male sexual aggres• 
sion. During this period, it appeass that tbc actual level of sexual abuse to 
which women are subjected may have escalated. Age cohorrs show a 
gremer likelihood of rape for women maturing during the sixties rhan rhe 
thirties." The FBI statistics {the FBI is always the last to know) show 
increases as well." 11,ere are some indications of a drop iu the age of the 
average rapist. which would dramatically increase the pool of men thau 
,vomen might legitimately rake as a security risk. One used ro be able ro 
feel safe with thineci,- or fourteen-year-old boys. This cannot be assumed 
anymore, when five• or six-ycar•o.ld boys arc raping babit.-s.U 

It is my sense that more and more children are being sexually assaulted, 
including boys. The studies show a 6gure of 2 to 14 percent of boys are 
sexually abused as children." I think it is higher. There arc lots of reasons 
boys do not report. They include the shame and stigma of being treated 
like a girl-as such not o problem for girls, who are treated as who they 
are. For boys, there is a drop in status: raped men also experience this . 
There is rhe tendency of girls. as they grow up, 10 face as abuse their 
experiences of sexual abuse as children. Whatt-ver they experienced as 
children, by ,he 1ime of rheir lace rwenries, thirties, or forties, rhcy rend to 
remember it, and feel it was not all right with them. Even if it felt like 
scx1 even if that is all they have ever known as sex, it was abuse. Some 
boys go through the same process, in part through having le-.uncd it from 
women. Some boys make the abuse into sex. However dicy experienced 
it at the time, as adult men, it becomes a libcrm.ing, a loving educar.ion, 
what they wanted. Once abuse is sexualized. hence is not abuse, it is nor 
reporced as such.1, 

Another change is rhe explosion in rhe pornography industry. Social life 
is increasingly san1ratcd with ir and its sexualizccl misogyny. More infor
mation is available on the dynaniic of pornography: the more pornography 
one consumes, the more violent and aggressive it needs 10 be co produce 
a sexual response.•• Pornography increasingly desensitizes its consumers to 
abuse. flS it sexualizes increasingly intense violation. This mAkes more and 
more force necessary for sexual asousal. Looking for what makes things 
move, if we know there is more sexual abuse, perhaps one expla□ation 
might be the one rhing that is documented ro make people experience 
abuse as sex. 11 That is, there is a connection between 1hese changes. 
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Now go back ro 1he hiscories of sexualiry. These his1ories, on 1hc whole, 
do no1 1heorize gender. For example, Foucault in his second volume, Tbe 
Use of Pleasure, brackets male dominance, the subjugation of women, and 
the prohibition of incest at the outset :as essemially omside history. This is 
because ~the extent and constancy of these phenomena in chcir various 
forms are well known."" Having gotten the flat and unbounded out of the 
way, he can proceed with sexuality and its history. Gone with them is the 
role of misogyny in sexuality and the place of rape, sexual harassment, 
forced prostinnion, and pornography-se,1.rnl practices from objectifica
tion to murder. These practices arc not unique to the contemporary period. 
What do !hey mean for the historians" precious sexuality? 

Suppose the usual assumption that sexual abuse is exception,11 and cab
ined off and means nothing for wha1 people generally praccice as sex is 
C'cversed? I wou1d argue rhat sexuality is dte set of practices that inscribes 
gender as w1equal in social life. On this b •cl, sexual abuse and its fre
quency reveal and participate in a common structural reality with everyday 
sexual practice. 19 The erotic sexualizes power differentials; the experience 
of hierarchy is the experience of sex under unequal conditions. The his
torical tusk would be to explore and .map this location and to capture it 
as a dynamic, one that happens ibrough gender. TI,cn one would see how 
much racism, genocide, homophobia, and class exploi!J!tion could be ex
plained. This would not be a history o f who gets pleasure and how, but a 
history of who uses whom for pleasure and how they get away with it. 

Sources that help this project include a book by Eva Keuls, The Rei~11 
of 1he Phallus, which gives a rather different interpretation of classical 
Greece and those vases.'° German scholar Klaus Thcwcleit's brilliant study, 
Miinnerphantasien, analy= the deployment of male sexuality in and as 
fascism culminating in Nazism.'' The analysis and the materials are so rich, 
perceprive, and evocative, one almost forgives his Freudianism. An English 
historian, Sheila Jeffreys, has written The Spinster 011d Her Enemies on the 
suppression of the early feminist critiques of the use of sex for the subjec
rion of women in Eng.land before and after rhe l'irst World War.22 Jcf• 
freys's Anticlimax traces the development of sexology as the science of the 
suppression of women's attempts to resist exploitation through intercourse 
from the Second World War to today." Stephen Heath, ,dso English, has 
wrinen The Sexual Fix on the rise of the drivenness of male sexuality, of 
sexuality as an imper1uive. He rraces rhe thrust ro getring some and offers 
a stunning gendered ai1alysis of Charcot's clinic as a sexual spectacle and 
of the spemalization process, making sexuality a lookcd,at thing." Thomas 
Laqueur, in Making Sex, historically w,ces how models of sexual difference 
have been predicated on views of the body and the place of narure in 
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sexuality and rcproducrion. While it could use • righrer !l"'SP on male 
dominance, gender ideology is effectively disconnected from known bi
ology;'-' in his history, destiny is closer ro making anatomy than the other 
way around. Jeffrey Masson's The Ass4ult 011 Tnith gives an historical ac
coum of Freud's rejection of his original belief thar his patients were sex
ually assaulted when they said they were- giving rise to bis theories of 
fantasy, the unconscious, and repression. It seems Freud could not hold 
onto the belief tliat all those men could actually have hurt all those chil
dren." 

171c project building here, rather ithan a monumental history, is a critical 
history: in Nieti,sche's terms, the history o( those who suffer and are in 
need of liberation." Especially for women, but nor for women alone, such 
a hisrory would rely on not forgetting what you know nnd refusing to forge• 
what you cannot know. It would reject the posture of dominance in making 
the history that fed s good. It would be an insubordinate rustory. Its task 
would be to give sexuality a history so that women may have a future. 



22 
Speaking Truth to Power 

On the moming of Oc1ober 7, 1991, much of the world was suddenly 
riveted 001 debating over, galvani1.ed around a set of converged concerns
sexual harassment, pornography, racism-that many of us had been trying 
to get taken seriously for over fifteen )'Cars. Snatches of conversation 
floating by on the street, alterc-Jlions unavoidably overheard between the 
couple at the next table, steamy tones wafting up from ,he other side of 
the hot tub, grating voices dominating the planes' airspac-.: were all engaged 
with the allegations of Anita Hill against Clarence Thomas in his consid• 
eration for a position as justice of the Supreme Cour1. While I wem 
,hrough bends from going from margin co mainsrream so quickly, the 
mountain of national consciousness moved as the fimess for office of a 
Supreme Court justkc was measured by his scxua1 ma1tre-.atment of one 
woman. 

The media made this moment possible, but those hearings were less 
mediated than almost any t"Vcnt one has not seen in person. Usually, the 
media necessarily presents a highly sek><:uve reality, and what people can 
think is based on it. In this case, reactions were based on seeing the event 
with one's own eyes rhrough thar transfixed camera rhat gawked, un• 
moving, through vinually the whole thing. By contrast, the William Ken• 
nedy Smith rape tcial of around the same time was presented in the more 
usual way. Reactions to rhar trial, while telling, were less of a referendum 
on women's starus; no national ce~1ch.in on rape accompanied it, either. 

Both confrontations were agonies of public and private speech, the lan• 
guage of sexual abuse colliding with the language of public discourse, the 
distance between the rwo measured by che word "credibility." The more 
refined versions sounded like "he spoke of some ,hings he had seen in 
pornographic magazines,,.,• the rawer o nes, "\Vho put a pubic bair on my 
Coke."' More speakable words were, • He spoke about bis sexual 
prowess,"• which, when pushed, became the less speakable "Long Dong 

Sprecb, &alt Hall Law School, Uni\~tsil)' of Ca!ifomi.:i at Berkeley, 5 November 1991, and Uni• 
Vttsityo( New Mexico, }O January 1992. Some pans \\•ere published in 011/y Wttmb (199}). 
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Silver.·, The long brearh of the woman pnssing " point of no return pre
ceded "H e spoke of the pleasure he gave worne□ .. . .'' followed by the 
pause and drop in her voice before she spoke even the clinical words 
"through oral sex."• Patricia Bowman's composure broke on rhe sexually 
graphic language th rust at her on cross-examination, p-anic-ularly on the 
details of Mr. Smith's states of arousal, until she managed to say to his 
lawyer, in dire-ct addrc-ss, what women have wanted to say to rape defense 
lawyers forever; "Your diem raped me."' 

There were the big words and rhe linle words: linle words like "lie." 
big words like "mendacity," halfway-in-between words like "fantasy." On 
one side of each case, there was the woman's spokc,1 voice uttering d,e 
sound of abuse, the moment in which silence breaks on 1he unspeakabiliiy 
of che experience, the crack in the voice of the powerless, the echo of rhe 
unheard. On the other side there was ,he rearticulation of disbelief, the 
reaffirmation of silence of "Nothing happened," the attempt to push 
1he uncomfortable and insubordina1e reality back underground or into 
some pathological dismissiblc shape. In the Hillm,omas confrontation, we 
heard the fancy language of professional high concept: words like ··croto• 
mania"• and •burden of proof,"' words that seem 10 convey so much to 
so few bur ac1ually say so linle 10 so many, words 1hat aim to frame 1he 
process, that purporc to compress a complex reality but squee2e the life 
out of women, words that cost a lot of money to learn to use as your own~ 
that magnify what is not there un1il they swamp a public discourse thatt 
rakes for granted that nothing real is being said anyway. 

So, how does saying things in public change them? In particular, wha• 
happens when the powerless and the powerful speak about sexual abuse 
in public? Since the public order was not designed 10 hear tl1e 1ru1h of 
the sexual abuse of women, what happens around and beneath and beyond 
the coast-to-coast shock wave when you put the real language of sexual 
abuse in a Senate hearing on network television? How much of what makes 
sexual abuse possible Lies in the dead-certain belief du11 it will never emer. 
1he public order, will never become part of anyone's Supreme Court con
firmation hearing? Did this event change ,ha,? How much is sexual abuse 
supporccd by the equally dead-certain belief that if it ever does enter the: 
public order, i1 will be shoved back into 1he silence from which it came 
under glossy public phrases like "the 01os1 imimate parts of my priva1e 
life9 or .,.rhe sanctity of my bedroom"?11> Ho,,, much of the media's srnn• 
dards of what tht,y call taste works to cover up tl1c rc-.ilities of me□ 's abuse 
of women, making that reality publicly unspeakable, making i1 more pos
sible for 1ha1 abuse co continue in private, even as defenses of pornography, 
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including by che same medi•, •re couched in cerms of rhe necessiry of free 
public speech, especially abouc sex? In orhcr words, how much does the 
p ublic defense of the seKual abuse of women through speech-the defense 
of pornography-conrribure co the sexual abuse of women in private, in
cluding through sexual harassment in all of its words? Did this confron
tation change that? 

Is there a connection between Patricia Bowman's desire not to be pa• 
raded as a sexual spectacle of abuse in public-not to become a rape<! 
woman for che rest of her life when she still had th•t ch•nce->1nd the 
pm;s's asscrtt-d right to use her as its speech, its claim of the public's right 
to access her sexual violation by name? What do we make of the suggestion 
that it is women like her, nor men like Smith, ,vho make rape shameful? 
Ts there a connecrion berween sexual harassmenr and acquaintance r::ipe in 
the view that women sexually belong to men and the media's opinion chat 
women's sexual violation belongs to them? Is a common sense of male 
sexual entitlement co women as a class at work here that also extends co 
pornography and its defense? What does women's crcatment when they 
speak about sexual abuse in public do to their ability 10 do so? What are, 
in other words, the sexual politics of this process, and what effect did the 
Hill/Thomas hearings and the Kennedy Smith trial have on these dy
namics? 

I believe Anita Hill and Patricia Bowman. W'hat happens when they 
speak their truth to male power? 

Because it was not tried in a co,.ir,, Anita Hill's experience did nOl have 
a micdy legal frame. These are the facts as I understand them. 11 Anita 
Hill, a lawyer now law professor, accused Clarence Thomas, a former cm • 
p loyer of hers at the EEOC among od1er plat-es, of acts amounting 10 

hostile environment sexual harossment eight 10 ren years before the hear
ings. The rreatmem she •lleged included pressure for dares, nor rnking no 
for an answer, sexual assessmems of her appearance, and vile pornographic 
comments. She sruck our the job but eventun!Jy arranged 10 move 10 an
orher job. She told him she did no, like it bur did not complain officially. 
Over time, she kepc her professio nal connection with him. \'Uhen he was 
presented for confirmation for the Supreme Court, the FBI asked her 
about him in a routine investigation. She gave them the outlines of her 
experience. She asked rhem 10 investigate, 10 tell Judge Thomas and the 
orher senators on the committee about what she said, bur otherwise co 

keep it confidential. It was leaked to the press. Senator John Danforth, in 
not his most prescient comment, said, "This isn't going to be a big story. "11 

Professor Hill, when called ro the Senate hearing that was investigating 
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her "lleg,nions, testified wirh dignity, clarity, and simplicity. Her version 
of events was corroboraced in part by friends she had told contempora
neously and over time, and by an unrebuned affidavit by anotlier woman 
who recounted unwanted sexual pressure by the same man under similrut 
circumsrances. 1 ~ 

The nominee, who said he did not bother to listen to this testimony 
against him," denied all sexual improprieties both "categorically" and "un
megorically, "" He was angry, vel1emcm, and belligerem, He arcacked the 
process as a •high-tech lynching," invokinj\ co a committee composed ex
clusively of white men, the true history of the use of amorphous allegations 
of se.,ual misconduct against Black men like him. The fact that Professor 
Hill is a Black woman was a new twist on this history. Sexual treatmenc 
of African American women has not traditionally provided the prerext for 
lynchings. Judge Thomas' s invocation of race as a defense was aptly char
acterized by Kimbcrle Crenshaw as an affirmative action defense to a 
sexual harassment charge.•• 

Judge Thomas refused to discuss what he called his privacy: •J am no• 
here to put my private life on display for prurient interest or other reasons. 
I will not allow this committee or anyone else 10 probe into my private 
life . .. . I will not provide the rope for my own lynching or for further 
humiliation. I am not going to engage in discussions nor wiU T submit to 
roving questions of what goes on in the most intimate parts of my private 
life or the sant'tity of my bedroom. These arc the most intimate parts of 
my privacy and they will ,·emain just chat, private."'' To this, Senacor Jo
seph Bi den replied, "Thank you, judge, you wiU not be asked co.• " Sup
porting testimony for Judge Thomas went to whether J udgc Thomas ro11/d 
have done what he was accused by Professor Hill of doing, not to whether 
he did. 

The Senate debated, voted, and confim1ed him 52-48." The opponenrs 
of Judge Thomas's nomination needed nine more votes than they had 
originally. They got six of them. 

T saw rhe HilVfhomas hearings on live feed deep inside NBC, mostly 
on the set because whenever someQne in \-Vashingron wcm co the bath
room, Tom Brokaw had to go on the air, and T went on with hin1. As a 
result of being in dialogue with what felt like the entire country at the 
time, these events Llve in my head in dialogue form. So here is an interview 
with myself on che nine mosr frequenrly asked quesrions from that dia
logue:. 

Question one: Senator Arlen Specter observed that P rofessor Hill's story 
was inconsistent, that she kept changing it. Ts this unusual? 
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Speaking of Senator Spe<:ter, T hope he pays for his abominable rrear
menr of Professor Hill. She gave additional details when pressed. The 
reality she described was consistent throughout. Usually, when sexually 
abused women are asked more, they rell more; differenr questions elicir 
differem details. Tr is also common to forget certain pans of traumatic 
events, but when put through the account again and again, it is relived, 
and more details sometimes surface in memory. Professor Hill said she 
initially described die incidents 10 her "level of comfon. ""' Later, she went 
past ,har. Her rer:icence seems a characrerologicnl self-conrainmenr, one 
cxpr<>ssion of self-respect. She was not asking for pity or trying to put her 
troubles onto others. She also did not want those words in her mouth. 

Women do not want to become pornography. Patricia Bowman had the 
same instinct. When the se,n.1al abuse is in our ,nouths. th:n is what we 
become, because that is one thing pornography is: women performing 
men's sexually abusive scripts. Senator Grassley said, .. It was an offensive 
story."" Deborah Norville said she "left feeling dir1y somehow."22 Presi
dent Bush said he "felt unclean watching it. "'1 ) The offensiveness. the din. 
the uncleanliness sticks to the woman, the woman of color especially. 
Eleanor Holmes Norton said the account made her uncomfortable." Even 
among those who believed her, few people seemed as unsenled by the 
reality of whar Anita Hill rold abour as rhey were by her relling ir. 

The revulsion stuck ro her. I received one letter asking, "How could she 
lower hersdf lo saying those things in public?" There was no letter asking, 
"How could he have lowered himself 10 say those rhings to her in private?• 
Judge Thomas said rhat once 1hcse allegations are made, they srick to him 
indelibly.'-' The fact of the matter is, once these things arc said by a woman, 
they stick Lo her indelibly. Patricia Bowman will always be the woman who 
was fucked by a Kennedy, most invisible not behi.od the blue do, but 
behind those underpants of hers from ,hat night that 1he defense paraded 
on national television. 

Q uestion two: All right, suppose it did happen the way Anita Hill said 
i1 hap1>ened. \'(/hy didn'1 she leave? 

The real answer is probably lack of another opporruni1y as good. Mosr 
women arc employed at men's will and pleasure. When they arc sexually 
harassed, they are more likely to be damaged in their employment if they 
leave and sue than if they stick it ou1. If they fight openly, they are likely 
ro be blackballed, blacklisted, rey,arded as troublemakers •nd liars, and no, 
hired. The same question is asked of battered women. Both have a right 
to be where they are, 10 stand their ground. But there are also differences. 
Women are guaranteed equali1y at work, nm in marriage. Wives have a 
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legal righr nor to be banered bm nor 10 be married to rhat particular man. 
Anita Hill had a legal right to that particular job without being se.xually 
ha,-,.issed in it. So, ooe, she had a right to that job without discrimination .. 
Maybe she did not leave because she had a right to stay. Two, she got him 
to srop. Why should she leave? Three, she did leave. 

Third question: But if it happened, wouldn' t she have said so long be
fore? \X'hy tlid she wait ten years to complain? 

Patricia Bowman complained right away; look at 1he good it did her. 
Data suggest thar a lot more incidenrs of se.xual harassmenr happen rhat 
arc not reported than arc reported that did not happen. Besides, the la\\• 
was unclear at the time. Hostile environment sexual harassment was nol!. 
reliably illegal yet. The D.C. Circuit thought so in one case from around 
then,•• but one could not be at all sure which way ,he courts would go 
until I 986, when the Supreme Court firs, held it actionable." 

Besides, what relief could she have gotten from a court if she had com
plained back then and won? No damages; they were not scatutorily avail
able. (The Civil Rights Act of l 99 l , providing for damages in discrimina
tion cases, passed after these hearings after being stalled for )<:an<. It may 
be just one of the lasting effects of what Anita Hill did.) No back pay; 
because she stuck ir out, she had not lost significant work rime. Legally, 
rhe besr she could have gonen was an injunction ordering him to stop and 
help getting another position. She got both on her own. She lawyered ic 
for herself as effectively as any lawyer who had sued and settled for ever 
could have, and a, less cosr on every dimension. 

She probably also thought, as most women do, that she would not be 
believed. \Y/as she wrong? Even if she imagined she might be believed, 
maybe she tl1ought nothing would change as a result. Was she wrong? 
Many of the women who testified for Judge Thomas used as a credential 
that they h•d been sexually harassed by other men. No one said to them: 
tell us his name. \Y/ould they have? Presumably the women and maybe the 
harassers are still in the federttl bureaucracy. Most women do not complain 
because ,hey do not , ruse the legal system no, co hurt them worse rhan 
they have been hurt al ready. They feel they will be J>Unished for telling the 
truth. Are they wrong? 

Anyway, she tlid complain when she knew other women's lives were on 
the line, facing chis man making decisions aborn all of om lives for decades. 
When someone behaved •s though she migh, know something importan, 
enough to ask her, she told them. \'<'hen it would have b~-cn perjury not 
10 give a truthful answer, she reponed it. 

Remember cha, there was no culmre of reporting sexual harassment •~ 
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the rime. Back before rhere was a law against sexual harassmem, few 
women complained, but that did not mean they were not sexually harassed. 
ln situations like this, where the law recognizes something in the abstract, 
but ofren not in reality, the question is not why it rnkes so long for women 
to complain but why they ever complain at all. 

Q uestion four: But look, what Anita Hill said Clarence Thomas said to 
her are these "foul," "universally crude and obscene things," (this is the 
Alan Simpson voice),"' so how could she keep miking co him? 

Eleven professional calls in seven years is not what J call intimate. She 
is entitled to maintain a professional relationship with this man. These 
senators, with their delicate sensibilitic.,;, are lucky 001 10 have 10 live 
women's lives. 1f women refused co rnlk with every man who ever said vile 
sexual rhings to us. we would be talking mostly to women and unemployed. 

Q uestion five: How could Qarence Thomas be the man he seems '° be 
and have done something like this? 

\Xfbm was he supposed 10 seem like? A linle green roan from Mars? 
They are your o rdinary everyday 1'deccnt» men we all know and love, our 
bosses, our judges, our doctors. l\llen arc very different with women than 
they are with men. Specifically, men's public reputation among men and 
their private reaLi1ies with women can make them seem like two different 
people if they ever converge. A lot of women thought serial kiUer Ted 
Bundy was a great guy too. As Andrea Dworkin pm it, next time you 
defend a bank robber, bring in the ten banks he didn't rob. Courts tend 
10 have a righter sense of relevance than rhe Senate did, brn the testimony 
of three other women who were said 10 have rold of similar attacks on 
them by Smith were excluded from his trial,"' so even tl1e three other banks 
he maybe did rob may be inadmissible. The better question is, how many 
women does it take 10 make one claim against a man stick over his denial? 

Question six: Well, if J was going ro seduce a woman, wh:11 she said 
Thomas did sw·e is not the way I would do it. And if Kennedy Smith did 
only what he said he did, be's n cad and a lout, but that doesn't make him 
a rapisc. 

My job is nor to write successful seduction scripts for men. Tt is to talk 
about what men do, and men do say and do these kinds of things. Anita 
Hill fel t that Thomas wanted 10 bring her down.'• That was. for him, the 
sex; he got pleasure from it. He wanced 10 be able 10 say exactly tl1ese 
things 10 exactly this kind of woman. If so, he got out if it whar he wanted 
sexually. You know, questions like this suggest that people believe the man 
did it but do not care or think it should matter. Reducing rape and sexual 
harassment 10 bad manners suggests thar even more, 
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Seven: OK, OK, we hear what you think about her and him. Let's look 
at the Senate's process. What do you think about how ,he Commiuee 
handled it? 

Now I have a question for you: Why didn't the Democrats ask Clarence 
Thomas about his use of pornogr.phy from 198 1 to 1983? Was a decision 
made to respect this man's right to use pornography, no matter how vi• 
cious? We' re talking about sex with animals, mpc scenes. A lot of people 
who have been inve$ligaced would love co be able 10 limit the invcsrigarion. 
Why was he allowed to? "Privacy" and "pomo~raphy" became code for 
each other. \'Q'bcncver anyone went near the pornography question► down 
came the gavel and Senator Bide,, reminded us that we were not going to 
inquire into that. Tr did not have co happen that way. J wane co know how 
th0t h0ppened and why.'' 

One possibility is there was an agreement: the Republicans traded nol! 
asking her about something for the Democrats' not asking him about this. 
If so, it was a bad de-.tl. Anica Hill was not being considered for a seat on 
the Suprerne Court and appeared ready to dea] with whatC\rer came. An• 
other possibility is, perhaps the Democrats were intimidated by J udgc 
Thomas, bullied by him. The result is, we do not know if pomography is 
part of his private life or not. This is a complicated question, but docs i[ 
invade your privacy co be asked about something char is not in it? 

\1(/hatcver the reason, they failed to ask about his pornography use, the 
exclusion of experts on the qut.-stion- in the Hill/Ibomas ht.-arings as well 
as in che Kennedy Smith rrial-meam ,hat information was left om thau 
would have hdped make sense of the evidence. Pornography of women 
having sex with animals was, at that time, available mainly only in so-called 
adult or sex shows. along with peepshows where live women under glass 
are paid money by men 10 perform sexually. In chose places were booths, 
their walls we, with ejaculate, where loops of tape present women having 
sex with animals over and over and over again. Long Dong Silver was also 
in the loops at the time." This sruff was not available in nice dean home 
video. One had to go to these places or spend a great deal of money for 
one's own film. lf Judge Thomas saw this material then, he was unlikdy 
to have seen iL in the intimacy of his bcdroorn. A pornography store is noiz 
a bedroom. If this is right, this pomogrnphy was consumed in public, noE 
in private. But we will probably never know, because he was not asked. 

On the racial intimidation 1heory, maybe the Senators heard Judge 
Thomas's speech as a withdrawal speech: Enough is enough. Push me on 
chis, I will withdraw. The Senators with Black constituencies in parucula,r 
did not wam 10 look res1>0nsible for chat and be called racist. On chis 
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analysis, Judge Thomas was seen to represenr race, Anira H ill sex, which 
avoided cl, e rather peninent facts that Judge Thomas is a man, like all the 
members of the Comminee, and Anita Hill is Black, unlike any of them. 
They seemed no1 co ger chat a Black woman has sex and race and so does 
a Black man. Didn't it matter ro their constituencies how their treatment 
of her looked? 

A final theory to explain the committee's respecting of Thomas's limits 
is male bonding; die glass house effect, The Senators did no[ wam 10 be 
called co account themselves beyond those limits-a fundnmenral rule of 
male politics being that the penis gets to do what the penis wanes co do, 
and one is not permitted 10 expose it doing so. People said of Professor 
Hill that hell hach no fury like a woman scorned, but r chink that hell hath 
no fury like a man exposed. On thar analysis, this man made ir very clear 
where the penis drew the line, and the fourteen men on the committee 
respected it viscerally, sympathetically, in a same•pain sense. (I think I saw 
Senator Ted Kennedy smoorhe his tie whenever rhe word masturbation 
was mentioned.) 

If Thomas had been asked about his pornography use, he could have 
said yes, no, or I refuse 10 answer. Yes: but 1 was bctweeo marriages and 
desperate and had no woman nr hand to use so I had to use anonymous 
women. No: and then he could have been cross-examined, perhaps based 
on whatever the FBI had unearthed. They knew what was on Robert Bork's 
video c-Md. If he said no, they could have said, "On such and such a night 
did you nor go rhe Graffiri "' nonheasr and wharever and rem Big Momma 
c, cetera?" A •no" could have left open a possible perjury charge, deicing 
like a time bomb. until the Wa.1hi11gton Post got energcdc. Where did the 
press go after his confinnation? 

The pornography quescioo was relevant beyond cavil. The effects of 
eonsum1>rion of exactly this kind of pornography on anirudes and behav
iors toward women, including legaJ attitudes toward rape and women's 
equality, are well-documented." Amerkan women hod a right to kllow. 
Nominees prior 10 Clarence Thomas have no1 been confronred with the 
Anita Hills in their lives, so we do not know how many judges would fail 
this test. Just as men like Oarence Thomas have become judges, men like 
William Kennedy Smith have become doctors without ever having to go 
co a public room and be asked questions as a question like, "Was pornog
raphy part of your medical craining?""' of their fitness co hold women's 
bodit'S in their hands. 

The HilVniomas determination turned on credibility. I think many 
people believe he asked her om; many believe he sexually pressured her; 
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m,my probably believe he commenied on her appearance. Those who did 
not believe her, did not bdicve her account of the pornography. The por
nography becllllle the key evidence she was lying and at the same time was 
the one 1hing they refused 10 osk him abou1. The Commirtee proceeded 
as if ,he only way rhey could ger ro rhe botrom of the factual dispute 
berwecn the two was to destroy her credibility and see if it could recover. 
In fac1, !hey could have pw-sucd independently the facts on which her 
credibility had supposedly foundered, Ask rhe FBI. Ask his firsr wife," 

Eight: So he was confirmed. What do you 1hink rhe long.rerm impli
cations will be? 

Clarence Thomas was put on the Supreme Court, but somelhing major 
moved. Professor HiU le, om genies tha, will not go back illlo their borcles. 
One African American woman stopped rhe U.S. Senate for a week. Patricia 
Bowman's trial would likely nor have made a ripple if this had not pre
ccdt..x:I it. Women arc raped every day, even by scions of famous familiesl> 
and 1heir trials are no, seen as worth much public notice. M,tle sexual 
compartmentalization skipped a bear. Reality got loose. Many occupams 
of public office have to have perpetrated sexual abuse, but they arc never 
called to account. Professor Hill had the goods and, when asked, brought 
them our where it counted. Sexual impunity will never feel or be quite os 
perfect ngain. 

A large percentage of Americans, men as wcll as women, white as well 
as Black, were outraged when the Senate initially refused to hear her tcs• 
cimony, believed her, and were shocked and discouraged when Clarence 
Thomas was confirmed anyway. The wall of misogyny was hit by many 
wbo had denied it was there. To say the same thing anolher way, a reality 
of pornography surfaced in normal political speech. ii is easy 10 deny how 
deeply women are hared, and how the ways women are despised are sexual. 
How Professor Hill wns ireated is how women who go public about sexu•l 
abuse are treaced. This time it was on national television. Women, in par• 
ticular, saw it up close. Wbm was said abou1 her is wha1 is said about 
them: she's a liar, she's• whore. A liar because it did nor happen; a whore 
because it did, bur she wanred ir. As Patricia WiUiams put ir, she was said 
to be "'consciously lying, but fantasizing truth."so (Consistency bas never 
bc,en male supremat-y's strong point.) Women's Lraining as women is in 
forgetting whai happens 10 us, not noticing what happens 10 ocher women. 
and in denying ,here is any connecrion between rhe rwo. Misogyny canno, 
be ended until !he fact !hat it is !here is faced. With Thomas's conlirma• 
cion, many women did. 

Anica Hill spoke rruth ro power. Sometimes, power cook her mnh on 
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board. There was Senator Biden examining John Ooggert, puncmring his 
leap of " faith or ego• that Professor Hill must have been interested in 
him." There was Senator Hellin's dumbfounded articulateness that Judge 
Thomas did n01 even listen to Professor Hill's testimony." There was Sen• 
ator Byrd's moving explanation of why he changed his mind. This old 
Southern gentleman "did not see the knotted brow of satanic revenge or 
hear the voice tremulous with passion" that would have led him to think 
Anica Hill was lying.•• He snw the face of a human being and it was a 
Bh ck woman's foce. \Vie heard Senator Kennedy; actually, we did not he,ir 
Senator Kennedy quite a lot of the cime. But when he 6nally spoke, he 
criticized Judge Thomas incisively for invoking one fonn of oppr1.....sion 10 

excuse another.•• Senator Biden, in the floor debate, perceptively fonnu• 
lated how even Anita Hill's believability had been turned against her: "She 
is credible, therefore believe her, or she is credible, therefore she is crazy." 
Then he demolished the challeng<'!i to her mental condition." Barbara Mik
ulski told "the women watching this, do not lose heart, [for] we wiU lose 
ground."" In truth-telling, they rose to Anita H ill's standard. 

Last question: Are there any questions about the HilVThomas episode 
that you don't have answers to? 

There are. First, why did Professor Hill h•ve more credibility before she 
started talking? At the stage at which the Senate and the eounrry were 
incensed because it looked as though the Committee wasn't even going to 
listen to her, her credibility was at its height. Why arc disembodied alle
gations more credible than real women are? Second, why was it nor said 
that what Thomas did to HUI was protected speech? \Vlhere were the crirics 
of political correctness at the of-lice? \Vlhere were the libertarians and their 
bedfellows, the civil libertariru1s? Third, why were people so gripped by 
rhi.s? Was it just because the man had so much power? Granted, it was 
tremendous drama, high stakes, real suspense-great television, as rheysay. 
Bue equally gripping things happen in women's Jives every day. The answer 
must lie in part with the nerve of sexualized racism that made this mol'.tlity 
play a kind of prime-rime pornography. 

FinaUy, and this goes for Patricia Bowman's trial also, what does ir take 
for people to believe that something happened? Many legal cases come 
down to whether a key witness is believed, but it is only in t-asl-s of sexual 
abuse that it is thought that chis makes cbe whole claim inherently prob• 
lematic. Does it have to have happened ro you? O r, if ir does happen to 
you, are you trying so hard to live it down in your own head that you do 
not believe it the,i either? \Vlith sexual abuse, both victims and perpetrators 
have a stake in disbelief: the survivors, char they are nm surrounded by 
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,his, ,h"' ir cot1ld not happen again; ,he perpetmrors, that it is known ,ha, 
they could do this anytime they want. 

Women learned, or relearned, that powerles.~ness means not being be
lieved no maner how much sense you make or how much evidence you 
ha,•e. It means losing whether you are believed or not. And power means 
befog believed no matter how little sense you make or evidence you have 
and winning whether or not you are belk-vcd. Even as they were displayed 
in high relief in !he HilVfhomas confrontation, something shifted under 
,hese equations. Remember the old philosophical pu1.2lc; if a tree falls in 
the- forest, and no one is around to hear it, docs it make a sound? From 
the standpoint of the tree, the answer has always been yes. For women, 
abused for cenruries, with no one around but their abusers saying no tree 
fell, power stares when their truth makes a sound. Anita Hill's did. 



23 
Mediating Reality 

Two unimagiM ble things to the men who designed our governmental in
srirutions were rhe mass media and women speaking in public. T he dom• 
inancc of the media over public discourse and the presence of women's 
voices in that discourse were equally unthinkable to them. In their context, 
men's sexual treaunem of women in particular was relegated to the dis
repurable back room of politics by whispering campaign. Once women 
could vote and moved into the public sphere, including as journalists and 
lawyers, men's treatment of women, including through sex, began 10 O<:· 

cupy a more open place in polirics. The extent 10 which women ore citi,.ens 
might even be tracked by how men's sexual use of women is discussed in 
public, speci6cally by whether it is trivialized or recognized as significant, 
not only in discussions of law and policy but also in elections for public 
office and conresrs over rJ, e legitimate exercise of public au1horiry. The 
place in public discussion of men's sexual treatment of women can be 
observed to be a sensitive indicator of women's entitlement to occupy 
public space. When women speak in public in a media that is mass, h(>W 
the governmental institutions are changed that the founders did imagine is 
• question seldom asked. 

The media, which is not monolithic but does share certai.J1 common 
fearu,es, does nor simply appropriate something from one part of the world 
and place it in another. Although realism, nor fiction or fantasy, is its 
business. the mass media is not a simple conduit, a nemra] c:ransmission 
bd1 for reality. It transforms what it conveys. It selects, necessarily; its 
specific stance is r.hat of an onlooker, spectator, watcher, or bystander. on 
sexual maners, voyeur. By norms of realism, to misrepresent re-.iliry is to 
cwisr and spread ic in a way rhar is inaccurate to its source. By this srnndard, 
it seems to me that the media often makes violence, including scxua) vio• 
lence, ,uireal, falsifying its reality. 

The consequences can be traced in reports on schoolhouse massacres in 

Keynote, Joumalism and Women Symposium tjA \'QS} fulJ oamp, 12 September, 1996, Grund 
Teton N:uion:iJ P:u¼.. \'QY. 
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Arkansas and Oregon where 1he fi rs, renc1ion of schoolchildren seeing 1heic 
peers shooting at them was that i, was not real. They had seen this kind 
of thing in moving pictures, leading them to experience it as nor real even 
when i1 was acrualJy happening rn them. ' What does 1his sugges1 for the 
realiiy srams of wha1 they see in ,he media? If ir was nor real ro rhem 
when it was actually happening to them because it seemed like media~ 
what they see in the media cannot be very real 10 them either. Children 
who fired assault riftcs at !heir teachers and schoolmates said things like, 
•1 didn'r really rhink anyone was going to ge1 hurt."' Before cl,ere was the 
media to dissociate rc-.dity this way, people said it was like a bad dream. 

Under traditional norms of public discourse-the same ones that bnve 
excluded women as such from public voice-sexual use and abuse is noc 
10 be openly discussed. Today, it can be discussed some, but preferably 
without conveying that it is abusive, without admitting that it is sexual to 
the perpetrator, and obscuring that it is usual. The media sddom pm;ents 
sexual abuse in the context of its acrual severity, proportions, motive, and 
place in the unequal social status of the sexes. Specific incidents are often 
airbrushed while being treated as unusual and inexplicably exceptional, as 
if this is tl1e first time anything like this has ever happened in the history 
of chc world: news. Criticized for such de-realization, edicors ofcen respond 
,hat anything more gririy would shock and unsenle readers. One wonders 
who they think their readers are . Neither perpetrators nor victims are likely 
to be very surprised. Added up, they make a huge audience. 

Pornography, d,m mos, mass of media, even as it seems to con1radic1 
chis point, proves it in a way. Pornography in moving picrures presents 
sexual use and abuse in public, but typically as if the abuse (which is often 
real) is unreal, and always as if d1e sex (which is usually unreal in the sense 
of being mucually pleasurable for the people involved) is real. Editors who 
fear that the realities of sex\lal abuse will shock 1he pub.lie if disclosed nre 
apparently not thinking of tl,is very public disclosure of sex, which has 
more consumers than 1·11ne and Newsweek combined, whom one imagines 
are very unshocked. Sex, including sexual abuse, clearly docs belong in 
public or it would nor be in pornography. Tn both pornography and the 
mainstream media, sexual abuse is seldom presented so that the consumer 
fed s what the person being used in the materials is feeling. Similarly, the 
mainstream press often sensationali;,,es reports of sexual acrocities so that 
they, roo, become enteru,inment. i\ifost users do nor experience ,he ma• 
tcrials as conveying abuse as long as they arc enjoying themsdvcs. (Sadists 
experience abuse of others as emerrninmem; a common undercurrent of 
this 1hcme runs through both outlets 10 varying degrees,) Ac rhe same time, 
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rhe norms of distinction berween pornogr11phy, where sex is open, find the 
mainstream media where "we don't do that'" -a distinction observed in 
degree of explicimess buc otherwise more in ideology cban pracLice-belp 
keep the reality of sexual abuse. both in specific cases and in general, from 
being acknowledged in public, where accounrability lives. 

The norms that tend to censor coverage of sexual exploitation and abLLsc 
from the mainstream media, particularly from national outlets, put specific 
pressures on women in lhe media. When s1orics of sexual use of women 
by powerful men arc reported, the pressure is 10 convey 1har these matters 
are properly private and trivial. While it polices a public/private line tl1at 
pennits abuse and sexual overreaching co go on in so-called private with 
little fear chat it will be exposed as part of a man's public life, having 
women do this serves to keep norms duH support male dorn.inance from 
looking like male dominance. In the public mind, as a result of all these 
distancing and dissociating mechanisms, it becomes as if sexual use and 
abuse is noc quice real. When so much of public consciousness is fanned 
by the media, not seeing sexual abuse represented in public as it actually 
happens makes it seem to each sexually abused person as if they are the 
only one 10 whom it ever has happened. 

Alchough chere are excepcioos, the media's standard scory on issues of 
sexual abuse, which is substiruced for reality, is as follows. On battering, 
it is women do it too, and if it was that bad, they would leave. On sexual 
harassment, it is that anything anyone takes amiss can be it and it is just 
sex. On child sexual abuse, ic is chac kids make it up, chcir mothers ma
nipulate them into saying it, and children cannot tell reality from fantasy 
anyway. On rape~ it is that women make it up, the data on ils prevalence 
are invented, and some amount of it is inevitable. On prostitution, it is 
that women in prostitution like it On rimal abuse, it is chat it is so bizarre, 
who can believe it? On pornography, it is that it is harmless. rhc srudies 
are manipulated► o nly right-wing nuts care abo ut it, most of it is not violent► 
and some women like it coo. Thc.,;e scory lines become the realicy backdrop 
for law and policy, the rnken-for-granced assumptions that anyone who 
wants co do anything abour the problem has 10 counter. 

This parry line of reality as mediated makes it impossible for people to 
know what is happening to women. As a pa11ial antidoce- from the people 
who brought you banering before the FBI would admic that it exisced, 
now said co be ,he mos, frequently occurring crime; from ,he people who 
found sexual harJssment lying around in public before there had !x.-cn a 
single study documencing its existence; from the people who documented 
the harm of pornography thac has been said for decades was not chere and 
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could no1 be substantiated; from 1he people who figured out tha1 HTV was 
sexually transmitted a fuU year before that possibility even surfaced in 
public-here is some reality, un-mediated. 

Children, in large numbers, boys as well as girls, are routinely sexually 
abused. Only a fraction of the acts is ever reported t0 anyone. The effecrs 
are massive and long-lasting. About a third of people who arc sexuaUy 
abused as children do not remember a particular act of abLLse at any par
ticular point in time.' If the torture is extreme and early, it can produce, 
as a survival straregy, • self fracmred into multiple selves,• which is then 
used to convince authorities that the person is crazy rather than injured. 
Rape is an everyday cl<'.currence. The data on its prevalence-the 44 per
cent of women being raped or subjected to at1empted rope at some J>Oinc 
in their lives' that, when mentioned in public, is 1hough1 so shocking
measures how many women are ever rnped, not how many rapes occur. 
Most women in prostitution say they loathe it. They arc being pimped~ 
tortured, and wam to leave but are tntpped without alternatives . .By psy
chological measures. they arc traumatized worse than soldiers who foughr 
in Victnam,6 and that war is over. Survivors of ritual abuse describe a 
paralld universe in which sexual torture, often of very young children, is 
organized and engaged in by political or religious cults. Prosecutors usually 
do not mention it for fear of disbelief; they charge child abuse instead, so 
a public record of it never gets made. Connected to all of this is pornog
raphy, a mass-mediated fonn of sexual abuse. All these abusive acts justt 
mentioned and more can be found in it, and it contributes to making men 
imo the people who want to do, and do, all of these acts of abuse. Por
nography mass-•produccs sexual abuse. 

Although there is little serious question that all these violations com
monly happen, much reporting on them veers berween sensationalism and 
suppression, making each story seem unreal as the media lurches between 
sexplo ication and denial. The sensationalism is to attract an audience for 
the spectacle. The denial is to keep people from geuing upset enough to 
rake it seriously. One recurring rrope, of which "Even Presidents have 
private lives• is the latest rendition, keeps the public/private line firmly in 
place. In this latest instance, the "private life" being referred to is sexual 
auacks on government employees and sexual relationships with workplace 
subordinates in public office buildings. People are supposed to be titillated 
or scnndali,.ed by 1hese re1>0rrs but not to connect these so-called private 
realities with things that matter, like the exercise of public power or the: 
creation of public policies. 

As President Bill Clinton is coming under scrutiny in the Paula Jones 
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case, in which he is accused of sexual •AAn::ssion against a srnre employee 
when he was Governor, and the facts about his possible sexual relationship 
with Monica Lewinsky, a young woman about half his age who worked as 
an intern in the White House, «re beginning ro come 10 light, the tradi
tiona1 norms of discussion of men's sexua] treatment of women arc being 
challenged and defended. The public fafade is visibly ruptured. None of 
what is being said would be possible without women speaking in public, 
beginning wi1h the women involved. This moment has also been prepared 
by women journalists covering everything from White House polirics 10 

the Supreme Coult to terrorism. It has been prepared specifically by Enid 
Nemy's repolting on sexual harassment and Claire Safran's early analysis 
of it; indeed, the beginnings of public consciousness of the subject can be 
dated from Safran 's article in Redhook and Nemy's article in The New 
York Times.1 \"X'ome:n who have fought for space in newsrooms and rc4 

porting beats• and managed to get off the Style page, carry women with 
them in public. Without Nina Totenberg's landmark reporting on the HiU/ 
Thomas story. sexual harassment would not be taken as seriously as it h; 
in national politics. Without Judy Klcmcsrud's reporting of antipornog• 
raphy feminism,• that work would likely have disappeared in public. Few 
distinguish themselves reporting on 1>0rnography, it being perceived as a 
career-breaker. Cymhia McFadden's coverage of the O.J. Simpson trial and 
Christiane Amanpour's reporting of the genocide in Bosnia changed the 
way those events were seen around the world, making battering and gen• 
ocidal rape more noc less real and comribming 10 how states acted. Where 
would we be without Linda Greenhouse's legal lucidity, Maureen Dowd's 
antic political edge, 13a.rbara Walters's grace and pointed presence of mind, 
Katie Couric's accessibility and bounce, Oprah Winfrey's credibility and 
perceptiveness, and tbe women producers behiod the scenes at shops like 
60 Minutes nnd 20/20, and so many more who have put the reality of 
women's lives on che map? 

Whot women in the media c'<ln do, and sometimes win the fight to do, 
is place their stories of men's sexual misrrearmem of women in real con• 
cext. Sexual abuse is an everyday evenc-common, syste:maric, nonexccp
tional. Talk about it as if you know what you arc talking about. Women 
in the press have been abused just as vast numbers of women in every 
profession have. Report and analyze events as if you live in the world we 
know we Jive in, in ,vhich sexual use, manipulnrion, and abuse c:m be 
believed to happen because they do happen. Talk about it as if it hurts 
and as if it mauers because it does hurt and it does maner. 

Remember ,hat men, including many men ,\'ho control the mass media, 
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commonly use pornogr:iphy. Tn Minneapolis, some women reporters cov
ered the hearings on the civil rights law against pornography 10 which 
survivors of abuse through pornography came and testified. One reporter 
said co me of the scories she wrote, " I have never been so censored in my 
life.• Pornography's well-documented role in sexual violation, instead of 
befog systematically denied, could be considered in ans:wc,ring the prcss's 
frequent, agonized, and crucial question about specific sexual violatio11s: 
how could this happen? How would this approach change how stories are 
reported? Apart from changes in demeanor and tone, it directs nttention 
behind the story-for instance, behind teenage pregnancy, anorexia, bet• 
erosexually transrnined HJ V-10 sexual abuse. When nice boys kill, look 
for ritual torture, pornography. Look for multiplicity in the mother of a 
murdered litfle girl who compered in beauty pageants, in which sexual 
abuse is rampant. Remember that not only women arc sexually violated: 
men violate other men scxuall)• a lot more often than they say. It tw. 
explain a 101, including their fear of other men and certain events in in
ccmational politics. r\'tany of these men were together in prisoner of war 
camps and other aversive all-male settings like religious schools. Their 
abuse may explain their ofte.n extreme heterosexual posturing: Lbey waM 
to "be a man• so that what happened 10 them before will never h,1ppen 
ro ,hem again. Sexually abused men are women's allies; ,hey just may not 
know it yet. 

1bis perspc-ctive also framc-s a dual-track way of listening Lo the public 
acrs of public men. Consider Bill Clinton's 1998 Stare of the Union ad
dress. His possible sexual relationship with a young woman intern had jus• 
broken in the press. Those attuned to men's sexual mistreatment of women 
are used to listening 10 public men speak publicly while knowing whatt 
they do sexually 10 women. You should hear prosriruted women talk abou, 
the prominent johns in their books ,his way. As ,he men drone on in ,heir 
public speech, what he does to her plays alongside it on track two in rbeir 
he-jds, Remarkably, the wbole country seemed 10 listen 10 President 
Clinton's Srn1e of the Union address that way; women in the media re
ported his address our of tha, same dual consciousness. Clinton says, "Save 
Social Security first!" and everyone is wondering what he really did to or 
with Monica Lewinsky. The first thing the commentators say is that the 
President did 001 mention the breaking scandal. The point is, what he did 
sexually registered in how he was heard miking abour Soci>1l Security. As 
a moralistic point, this would be irrelevant, even abusi\'c. As a point of 
sexual politics-understanding that how women are treated sexually mat-
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rers, sex is a sphere of power, and personal and policical are rarely ru; 

compartmentalized as many men prefer to think-it could nor be more 
politically pertinent. 

Many public men do and have done the equivalent of what ir is said 
Presiden, Clinton did co Paula Jones, where the allegations involve un
wanted sex, and with Monka Lewinsky. where they involve wanted sex 
with a subordinate. T radilionally, following its norms, the media has 
known but said norhing abom boch kinds oi sexual infrmions, A straight 
white man being lowered by, or ro, sex is no, a preny picture. Whecher 
Bill Clinton should resign depends on whether his ability to govern can 
survive being made into sex in public. Welcome to women's livt-s, Bill, 
and co Black men 's and gay men's as well , Now that you are sex. do you 
have any auchoricy left? 

Either for your resignation speech, or to save you from having to make 
it, here is what you should do. Apologize to Monka Lewinsky in public 
for manipulating her vulnerabiHty on the b,isis of age, sex, and status, for 
using your power relative to her and pretending that it was peJ'sonal. Apo]. 
ogizc for repudiating whatever was real between the two of you when the 
going got tough and for ruining her life in a way that you should have 
been able co foresee and cared about enough nor to do. Her name will be 
rhe punch line of dirty jokes for longer ,han her lifet ime. Then apologize, 
in public, to Hillary for breaking a promise you probably made to her that 
you would never do this again, and for making her a liar for you in public. 
How could you do rhat? She did not sign on for 1ha1 kind of public 
humiliation and to be made to look like a fool. Then T want you to apol
ogize to Chelsea, in public, for diddHng with a girl only three year.; older 
than she is now. And then demand that the press stop running full body 
shots of her for the first time, 

Next, apologize co Kathleen Willey for jumping her and calling her a 
liar when she said so, and then to Paula Jones for ,he same thing, and for 
not even remembering who she was, which l do believe, And then, I wam 
you 10 apologi>.e ro all of rhe women you ever did rhis 10. Since life is 
short and airtime is precious, "You know who you are'' will have to do. 
Say you are sorry for doing this to them because of your sexual power 
needs. And ,hen I want you to apologize-on your knees would not be 
too much-10 the women of Americ-J for using women like Kleenex, and 
for betraying our belief thar you were worth our vores, because we did 
elect you. Give meaning to the term "abuse of power," so that ever aflcr 
it will me-an the exploitative use of public power for private, sexual gnin, 
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Thar is nor why we gave ir ro you. Then I w,mr you ro work hard for 
women to prove to us chat your personal limits will not be the limits of 
our politics in your hands. 

Then, Bill, as your legacy for the next cenrury, you can iake credit for 
purring men's SC:\.'Ua] use and nbuse of women in privace on che public 
agenda as relevant to 6tness for of6cc. Take credit for transforming cl1e 
public sphere into a place where this way that men keep women down 
and out is finally aired in order 10 be ended, To follow through, set up a 
national T rurh and Reconciliarion Commission with branches in every city 
and town where men can go to tell, in public, all they have <.--ver done to 
use :tnd abuse a woman, where it will be up to the swvivors, or thcir 
survivors, whether or not to give them amnesry. The men of America can 
go through the growth experience of public accountability thar you are 
going through now. 

Maybe this is what men arc afraid of when they exclude women from 
public speech: having to face the women they have used and lied to, lied 
about, and left out. Maybe that is why they de6nc this kind of talk as off
limits in public, so they can own the public and the private too. The real 
rules have been that they can do anything to a woman in private, and not 
calk abouc ir in public, so if ir escnpes into the public they are entitled ro 
lie about it, because it should not be there in the first place. So its reality 
has been the unrepresentable. They are nervous that women will not play 
by these rules, and a public record of their sexual use and abuse of women 
will undennine their ability to hold and exercise power as they have. Tf 
they give wornen a microphone or a byline, they are afraid that their sexual 
use and abuse of women will become a public issue. If women live up to 
their fears, and reprc-sent reality as we know iltld find ir, and the use of 
publjc 1>0li1ical power for privare sexual profit is opened 10 public scn1tiny, 
maybe by the end of th e next millennium the privme will be a place of 
sexual equality, politics will no longer be sexual, and sex will no longer be 
policic-Jl. 
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Civil Rights 
Against Pornography 

24 

Over rime, rhe United Scmes goven1mem has iried various appro11ches ro 
rhe problem of pomograph)•. ln 1970, the President's Commission on Ob
scenity and Pornography concluded that, although pornography may out
rage sensibilities and offend taste and morals, it was bannk-ss. 1 L, the face 
of these findings, the Supreme Court nonetheless decided that when mn
cerials violate community standards. appeal to che prurient interest, are 
patently offensive. and are otl1erwise worthless, they may be prohibited as 
obscenity.' State and local legislarures have tried, among otl1er maneuvers, 
confining obscenity by ,.oning ir.' defining it as a moral nuisance,' hiding 
it behind opaque covers in secret rooms.' or by paying rhe pornographers 
to get out of cown.6 

Despite these attempts, tl,e pornography industry has flourished. Ob
scenity law may be pan of the reason. In order ro find that somethin11 
appeals to the prurient interest, a 6nder of fact must admit to arousal by 
the material. The more violent the material, the less likely this becomes, 
because people do not tend to want to admit publicly that they are sexually 
llrousecl by violent materials. Similarly, to be patendy offended by mate
rials. it is necessary to nm be desensitized ro them. People are neither 
aroused nor offended by materials to which they are desensitized, so that 
the more pornography one sees, the less offensive it becomes. Taken to
gether, 1he tests of prurient interest and patent offensiveness hove a buik-in 
bind. Finders of fac1 are required to admit both that the materials arouse 
them sexually and that the materials offend them patently. That which 
tums them on, they must also reject as revolting. That pornography, as 
opposed to seedy Literature, is the last th.ing obscenity law has been used 
to address. may make some sense in this light. 

An even more fundamental problem is that pornography is so profit• 
able-sexually to its users and financially to its pushers-thm it effectively 
sers community standards. The more pornography exis1s in a community, 

Testimony, Auom~ • Genef:ll's C.Omm.iision on Pornogr:1.1>hy. July 25, 1985. Ch.iai,io, IL Pim 
published IIS ~Pom()jtr.aphy as Sex Discrimination," 4 Ltw fJnd Jnequ.,lity: JI Journal of Tbrory 
snd Praetir,e JS (1986). 
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,he more likely i, becomes ,hat community standards will de fac<0 come 
co correspond to it. As Edward Donnc.rstcin's data show,7 consumer pref. 
erences escalate toward tlie more violent materials-a dynamic that means 
that new markets, hence greater profits, are created through crearing com
munity standards that tolerate more and more violating macerials. 

Primarily, though, pornography has been allowed to Aourish because its 
real hann- the violation of women and children that is essential to its 
making and inevirnblc through its use-has been legaUy and socially ob
scured. This hnrm could be overlooked because the pornographers, who 
arc pimps, take people who arc already socially powerless- the poor, the: 
young, the innocent, the used and used up, the desperate, the female
and deepen rheir invisibility and their silence. Through pornography, their 
subjection is made sexually enjoyable, sexually enjoyed, sex icself. Women 
and children who arc made to pe,form for pornography arc also made to 
act as if they arc enjoying thcmsdvt,,;.• The pornography made tlus way is 
then forced on women and children who are forced to act it out, that is, 
to correspond to ,he way the pornography uses and presencs ,he women 
and children in it. It then becomes possible to point ,o what many of those 
in and oucside of it have little choice but 10 do-the world pornography 
has made-and say that it expresses their nawre because it corresponds 
co reality. This process has succeeded in making ,he victims of pornog
raphy so invisible as victims ,hat through years of inquiry, including tl1e 
1970 commission, the only harm this government could sec was sex ii! 
disapproved of seeing, rather than its mos1 powerless citizens being hurt. 
Pornography has made its victims so silent chat until che hearings on rhe 
proposed civil rights antipomogr-Jphy ordinance in Minneapolis in De
cember of I 983, no of6cial body had heard them scream, for less spe-ak.• 

111e United Stares Supreme Court recently adn1jt1ed that obscenity doc-
1rine had missed something, someone acrunlly, for whose inju ries the la,v 
had been inadequate. When it recognized in the Ferl,e,11> case (over the 
opposition of the ACLU)" th,n child pornography is a fonn of child ,ibuse, 
and some members of the Court became particularly clear ,ha, whether or 
not the materials arc obscene is beside that point," 1he Couri found ,ha, 
pornoguphy made using children could be criminally banned consistent 
with the First Amendment. Andrea Dworkin and I, with many others, have 
been working 10 expose the specific atrocities to women diac have also 
been hi.dden, and for which existing law is equally inadequate. These 
abuses were documented in Minneapolis in December 198}, for the 6rst 
time.'' Tiie abuses that were spoken in public include coercion 10 perform 
for pomogniphy," the pervasive forcing of pornography on individuals,'' 
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assnul1s directly caused by s1:>ecific pornography,•• and 1he 1argering for 
rape,11 bauery,13 sexual harassment,'~ sexual abuse as children;M forced 
prostiwtioo," and the civil denigration and inferiority cbaruc1eristic of the 
second-class civil srnms endemic to this traffic in female se,ual slavery." 

Pornography makes women what Andrea Dworkin has called "the 
sexual disappeared of this sociecy."2' Because these injuries a.re dispropor• 
tionally inJlicted on women, because they are inflicted on everyone who is 
victimized by them on the basis of their sex, because virrually nothing is 
being done about ii. and because women m::iner, we proposed a new np• 
proach: tliat pornography be civilly actionable by its victims as sex dis
crimination and recognized ilS a violation of hllDlan rights. 

I firsi want to discuss the ham, of pon1ography, then the appropriateness 
of our civil rights approach 10 tha1 harm, and finally, briefly, the Firs, 
Amendment issues, beginning with an anaJysis of the evidence showing 
how the ordina.11c<.,-s respond to the injuries in a way that existing law 
does not. 

The harm of pornography begins with the women in i1. In pornography. 
women arc seen being bound, battered, Lorturcd, humiliated, and some
times killed, or merely taken and used. For evel)' act in the visual materials, 
a woman actually had 10 be 1icd or cu1 or burned or gagged or whipped 
or chained, hung from a meat hook or from irees by ropes (as in Penihouse, 
December 1984), urinated on or defecated on, forced to eat excrement, 
penetrated by eels or rats or knives or pistols, raped deep in tbe throat 
with penises, smeared with blood, mud, feces, and ejaculate." O r merely
and chis includes the glossy 1cgitimate men's entertainment magazines
taken through <-very available orifice or posed, presented, displayed as 
though that were her fondest wish in life. Penis-into-vagina intercourse is 
a minori1y ,heme. 

Pornography sexualizes women's inequali1y. Ii makes ,he inequalil)' of 
women sexy. It sexualizes, most broadly speaking, dominance and sub
mission. Every kind of woman is used, each one's particular inequalities 
exploi,ed as deemed sexually exciting. 

Asian women are bound so they are not recognizably human, so inert 
they could be dead. Black women play plantation, struggling against their 
bonds. Jewish women orgasm in reenactments of Auschwitz. Pregnant 
women and nursing mothers arc accessible, displayed. Women are splayed 
•cross hoods of cars, 1russcd like deed prey. Ampu1ees and 01her disabled 
or ill women's injuries or wounds or stumps arc proffered as scxua1 fc.. 
tishes. Retarded girls are gratifyingly compliam. Adult women are infon
tilized as children, d 1ildren are adult women, interchangeably fusing vul-
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nel'llbiliry wi1h the slutiish eagerness said 10 be naniral ro women of all 
ages, beginning at age one. So-called lesbians, actually women se,,,ally 
arranged with other women to be watched and used, are bought and sold 
with the rest. 

Because che profit from these mass violations counts and \VOmcn do nor:, 
because these materials are valued and women are not, because the por• 
nographers have credibility and rights and powerful friends LO front for 
their incerests and women do 1101, the produm of 1hese am are protected 
and women are not. So these things arc done so ,hat pornography can be 
made of them. Everyone who has been looking high and low for a • direct 
causal link" berween pornograph)' and harm might consider this one: fo 
rakes harming some women to make it. 

The pornography industry is largely an industry of organized crime in 
which overt force is standard practice. Yet the question persists, are these 
women there because they like it? Pimps arc known for their violence, yctt 
the question persists, are these women there as an expression of freedom? 
In a society where women's opportunities are so limited that prostitution 
is many women's best economic option, even when explicit violence is 0 011 

used, as often it is," the compulsion of poverty, drugs, homelessness, fore
closed alternatives, and fear of retribution for noncoopen11ion c,m be force 
enough."' 

Every act that is exacted from the women in the pornography, who are 
typirnlly made to act as though they arc enjoying themselves, is acted out 
on yet more women inteiiral 10 the pornography's consumption. Women 
and children on whom it is acted ouc ofren are given no choice about 
seeing the pornography or performing the sex. They are held down while 
the pornography is held up. turned over as the pages are turned over. 
Pornography is forced on them 10 destroy their self-respect and resistance 
ro sexual flAAression, to pressure or rerrorize them into complinnce, to 
instruct and season them for exact replication of the scripts and postures 
and scenes, or as a sex act in itself. In these many ways, the testimony 
shows, rapes nre thereby s1imulated, inspired, fomasized. 1>lanned, •nd ac
rualized." 

TI1e evidence is consistent from social studies? ' clinicians who work with 
victims and perpeLmtors,29 battered women's shd ters,JO rape crisis cen
ters/1 groups of foffller and current prostituces,u incest survivors and their 
1herapiscs," CO\lrl c,,ses," and police." The most direc1 evidence, iypically 
given the low value of those who provide it, comes from the victims tbcm• 
selves, used on one end of pornogrnphy or the other. This evidence, LO· 

gether with the l•boratory rests in conrro!Jed experimenrs on wha, are 
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rermed nonpredisposed normals (usually men) and recem correlation•! re
sulcs, suppo11s the conclusion thar exposure ro pornography increases at• 
ritudes aJld behavior.; of aggression ood discrimination by men againsr 
women ... Depending upon how explicit the aggression in rhe pornography 
is, and how much of ir is consumed under what conditions, the resulting 
harms vary but only in degree assuming that administering electric shocks 
is behavior, and that not seeing an actow1t of a rape as an account of a 
rape is discrimination." 

Sex and violence are inextricably interwoven in che harm of pornog• 

raphy. They are interwoven in the material itself. Pornography makes sex 
iJlco a violation ood makes rnpe and torture and intrusion into sex. The 
sex and the violence ore interwoven on every other level of the pornog
raphy's socia] existence as ,veil. Over time and exposure, many viewers 
respond sexually to vio]ence against women whether it is sexualized or 
not.>• It therefore ;s sex, behaviorally spc-.iking. Viole.nee is usc-d to coerce 
women into performing for materials that show violence, but ,•iolence is 
also used to coerce women to r>erfonn for materials that are sexually ex
plicit, arc subordinating, bur do not show the violence it took to make 
them.•• In these instances, the violence tbat is recognized as violence occurs 
off-screen, excepr perhaps for the bruises the makeup fails to cover. 
Women >1re •lso forcibly compelled ro consume pornography until they 
acquiesce without further complaint or resistance in sex that violates their 
personal dignity, their desires, their bod.il-s, noL Lo mc.ntion their sexual 
preferences, withour the need for furrher violence. 

Pornography is an icon of male supremacy, the fusion of those twin 
icons, sex and speech. So legitimized, iL ndthcr appears nor needs to be 
violent all the rime. Subjection is always violating, but it is not ,tlw"ys 
violent; even less ofren is it perceived as such. 

Further effects of exposure ro pornography include the rrivinlizarion and 
objecti.6cation of women, increased acceptance of rape myths, desensiti
zation co sexual force, and spontaneous rape-foocasy generation."' These 
ere rhe so-called attitudes, so far from being generally considered violence 
that they are nor even considered behavior. Sexual arousal docs nor de
sensitize so long as the materials escalate; no one seems sure whether it is 
oo attitude or " behavior. The group results are clc-M. The only thing nor 
yet predictable (although some of the researcher.; are working on the ques
cion) is which individual woman will be next on which indiv idual man's 
list and for what specific expression of his escalated misogyny. We know 
rhat such acts will occur. \Y/e know that these materials, through the 
arousal they do cause, ,viii conrribute to these acts of misogyny, causally 
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co many. We know thnt the more pornogrt1phy is consumed in the society, 
the less harmful these acts will socially be perceived as being. We kno\\• 
that many such acts will typically occur in comex1s traditionally regarded 
as intimate--in marriages ~nd families, on dares, among acquaintances, on 
,he job, in churches, schools, doctors' offices, prosrimtion-giving the aura 
of consent. Rarely between strangers. Most often between women and men. 

On the basis of this evidence, we have concluded that pornography, no• 
alone but crucially, insci1utionalizes a subhuman, vicrimized, s~xond-dass 
stanlS for women in pnl'ticular. If a person c,in be denigrated, and doing 
that is defended and legalized as freedom; if one can be tortured and the: 
enjoyment of watching it is considered entertainment protected by d,e 
Constitution; if the pleasure that ocher people derive from one's pain is 
measure of one's social worth, one is not worth much, socially speaking. 
l egally speaking. colerancc of such practices is inconsistent with any 
serious mandate of equality and with the reasons speech is protected. The: 
civil rights approach 10 pornography cakes the position that chis remains 
true even when the means employed are words and pictures, the enjoymenr 
and pleasure gained arc sexual and economic. and the victims exploited 
and violated are women. 

Based on empirical i,wescigacion of che materials ncrnally available now 
in this country that do chis harm, the civil rights law defines pornography 
as the graphic sexually explicit subordination of women through pictures 
and words that also includes women being sexually used and abused, for 
example being dehumanized as sexual objecrs who enjoy pain, humiliation 
or rape, bound, mutilated, bmised, dismembered, in postures of servility 
or submission or display, or penetrated by objects or animals. Men, chil
dren, or transsexuals. all of whom are sometimes violated in these same 
ways in and through pornography, can sue for similar treatment." 

"Sexually explicit• is an existing renn in common legal and popular use. 
It means explicitly showing sex. Adults generally know what sex is from 
their everyday experience. Indeed, until the term was used in this proposed 
law, it was difficult lO find an aduh who had any problem knowing wha, 
sex meanr. Explicit means express, the opposite of implicir or implied or 
inchoate or suggested. "Sexually explicit,• in law, is typically used to clarify 
the mc'Ming of other descriptors for what can be regulated that are con
sidered ambiguous or problematic, like "prurient."" Jr usually refers to 
,he "X" in X-Rarcd, the line between whar is shown on nel\vork television 
and written in mainstream newspapers, and what is not. 

A subordinate is the opposite of an equal. The 1enn "subordination" in 
the ordi.nance refers to an active practice of making a person unequal or 
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placing a person in an unequal p05i1ion. The verb " 10 subordinate" refers 
to the active processes of enforcement of second-class scarus. Teacher/ 
scu<lcm, employer/employee, guard/prisoner are fixed rdacionships of t'al· 

egorically unequal scams. The idea of che law of sex equality in general is 
chat man/ woman no, be such a relationship. Subordination has long been 
used to analyze race relations under white supremacy. Again, d1c only 
problem in identifying it appears co arise when it is applied to the situation 
of women in pornography, 111is seems co be a problem of die pervasiveness 
of the subordination of women, specifically of ,he sexuali,.acion of women's 
subordination, so that a woman being subordinatc,d comes to be perceived 
as who women are and wbat sex is. This invisibility produces more harm, 
nor less. As the difficulty of seeing che hann increases, so also can ics 
severity. 

Subordination can include objecti.6carion: making a person into a thing. 
It can include hierarchy: having made a person into a thing, making them 
less, lower. It can include forced submission: ,1fter making a person a thing 
and lower and less, they better do what they are told to do. A, its extreme, 
subordination includes violence. All are fundamental to, and typical in, 
pornography." 

To be pornography, materials must be graphic and sexually explicit and 
subordinate women and also include at lease one of rhe concre[e List of 
particulars in the ordinance's definition. If the materials fit this definition, 
they do this harm. Just the fact that such materials exist docs not make 
chem actionable, however. O nly allejled victims of specific activities of co
ercion into pornography, of forcing pornography on a person, of assault 
caused by specific pornography. and of trafficking- production. sale, ex
hibition, or distr ibution of provable subordination- can sue. Some people 
believe that most if not all of these aces are already illegal. To the extent 
rhey are on paper, they are nor in realicy, and nothing even on paper, civil 
or criminal, effectively reaches the mateiials through these harms. No ex
isting law adequately re-aches the materials that are the incentive, the ac
tualization, and the realiuuion of these harms. So long as the materials are 
protected and profitable, it will be effectively impossible to reach the accs 
it took to make them. The legal protections for pornography are an incen• 
tive to molest and rape and run. 

To u1sisr on limitu1g enforcement 10 existing criminal laws while leaving 
such materials untouched requires thm rhe actS already be done before 
anything can be done about Lhcm. lt also provides an incentive for murder 
in that, the more likely ir is that the perpetrator will be criminally prose
cmed, the greater incemive there is to do away \\1th the evidence: another 
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prosrin11e OO'd in an alley, so whm? Conveniently, murde,ing women nnd 
children on camera creates snuff 6Jms, .. a very proficablc form of pornog
raphy that also ensures that the victim is not a witness. This is just one 
reason it is imponant that women other 1han those in pomogr,iphy can 
also bring claims. 

In ,heory, some of these materials could he reached by other legal ap
proaches. Much of it invades privacy, hut suits for media invasions of 
privacy through I.he media h,we not been helpful 10 the women who have 
sought relief for use of rheir sexual images without rheir permission.•• 
Calling an injury what it is, is important to effectively addressing it. 
Lynching is assault or murder but was not effectively addressed by law 
umil ir was legally called a civil rights violation on the basis of race. Sexual 
harassment in\lolves rorr.s and batteries and assaults, but it was not unril 
sexual harassment was recognized as sex discrimination that something 
began 10 be done about it by law. Existing law exists, and so docs por
nography, with its entire range of abuse. To rely on existing law 10 address 
pornography's harms is to be complacem in ,he face of human suffering, 
the legal status quo having permitted the social status quo. 

TI,e law of the First Amendment has been part of that status quo. TI,e 
First Amendment is often spoken of in absolute tem,s but it docs recognize 
exceptions. Speech imerests are sometimes oucweighed by other ime.resrs. 
The most common one is harm. Pornography as defined in the civil rights 
ordinance undcrmint.-s sex equality- a compelling state interest and a le
gitimate concern of government-by harming people, diffcremially 
women. Compared with existing exceptions a.nd counterbalances to the 
First Amendment, the harm that this law permits to be actionable meets 
a higher standard than any of them has met or has been required to meet. 

11,is ord.inance is not an obscenity law, but obscenity, on no showing or 
hann at all, is considered not speech, hence un1>ro1ec,ed by rhe Firsr 
Amendment. This is not a libel law, but il does recogni;zc, as libel law does, 
that words can do harm. On this ground, laws against libel and invasions 
of privacy, both only words, are consrimrionally permitted in some tension 
with the First Amendmem. This is not a group libel law. Unlike with group 
libel, a criminal law. under the civil rights ordinance against pornography, 
the people who are hurt by the materials could use it themselves, proving 
a direct rather than presumed connection between their scams and treat
ment nnd rhe materials it covers. And group libel laws are, if renuously, 
constitutional. \Vomcn arc not children. But on the basis of an assumption 
(not evidence) that children do not meaningfully choose to be in pornog
raphy and are hurt by being paraded having sex in public, criminal bans 
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on the producrion and distriburion of child pornography •re conscirutional. 
Although the sex equality law againsr pornography does not arise strictly 
under any prior recognized theory, each of these displays concems, sen
sitivities. and policies that provide the reason that the First Amendment 
has been oucweighed. Those same concerns, sensitivities, and policies, the 
ordinance shares. 

Expressive values have been permitted 10 be qualified when the p<.-ople 
hun are real and che imerests hanned matter; in the imerests of unwilling 
viewers, captive oudiences. young children. beleaguered neighborhoods 
(that means property values), for comfort and convenience, and to a\1oid 
that recently discovered atrocity, "visual blight." .. If speech interests can 
become comparatively less valued for constitutional purposes when the 
mateJ'ials are false. obscene, indecen[, lewd, racist, provocnti\le, dangerous, 
coercive. threatening, intrusive, inconvenient, or inaesthetic, they should 
be able to be civilly actionable when they cm be proven to be coerced, 
assaukive, and sex-discriminatory. 

Coercion, force, assault, and trafficking are not ideas. Coercion is not a 
fantasy, force is not a representation, assault is not a symbol, and trafficking 
subordination is not mere advocacy. Pornography is at the center of a cyde 
of abuse that cannot be reached or stopped without reaching and stopping 
[he pornography tha[ is itS incentive, product, stimulus, and realization. 

So for, the courts that have looked at this law have found it unconsti
tutional J udge Sarah Evans Barker, accepting the legislative findings of 
harm.'' opined that most women seem able 10 avoid being coerced into 
pornography and, since the law was not the same as any prior law, hdd it 
unconstitutional.48 Perhaps most women can avoid sexual harassment; per• 
haps most people can even avoid murder. There are still laws against them. 
Judge Frank Easterbrook of the Seventh Circuit affinncd Barker's opinion. 
He, too, accepted thsr pornography does ham,, but said that the more 
harm, the more protection. That kind of harm is the price of a free market 
in ideas even if it leads 10 genocide." 

I used ro think the Supreme Court case on rhis ordinance would be the 
Plessy v. Fe,g11so11 of the pornography issue: women can be treated as 
inferiors because they arc diffcrcnt.'0 That appears to have been optimistic. 
\Vie may be facing something more like the Dred Scott" of this issue, the 
abolitionist issue; an institution under which some people can be bought 
and sold ro others defines the meining of their freedom under the Con
stitution, and they arc not permitted access to court for rc:drc.-ss against it.:» 

The bottom line of tlie resistance 10 this ordinance is that people who 
matter enjoy pornography. That is why they defend ir. That is also why 
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,here is so much dis<ortion of rhe civil righcs approach: nor ,hm i1 would 
misfire, but that it would work as intended. 

11,e face that some people like pornography does not mean it does not 
h,m other people. As in any insrnnce of a conAict of righcs, the side one 
cakes is a choice. So long as pornography exists as it does now, women 
and children will be used and abused to make it, as they arc now. and ii!: 
will be used to abuse them, as it is now. The question is whether we are 
willing to wait for each act of victimization that we know will occur to 
occur, relying on exis1ing law to dean up afrer ,he pornographers-one 
mind, one body, oac devastated life at a time- never noticing the gender 
of the bodies, never noticing that the victimization is centrally actualized 
through pictures and words, never noticing that we encounrer che pornog
raphy in rhe atcitudes of police, in the values of laws, on juries, in courts 
every time we cry to prove that a woman has been sexually hurt. It cells 
us how much women arc worth that something few p<..'"<>ple have much 
good 10 say abouc is more imporcant than we are. 

I hope ,hat judges will see this law in court someday, in a real case in 
which a real woman who has been hurt is 6ghcing for he, life against real 
pornogmphers who are fighting to keep her, meaning all women, subjected 
in the name of freedom. Perhaps those courts will recognize that, even in 
law, things are sometimes done for the first time. 



Pornography as Defamation 
and Discrimination 

What niauerS for a leglll system is what words do, not what tl1ey say . ... 

-Ed..•al'dJ. 8JQ1,1,;t,;::in 1 

25 

Lare one night a few years back, during a referendum campaign in Cam
b,idge, Massachusetts, on the civil rights ordinance against pornography 
that Andrea Dworkin and I conceived,' a photocopied hand written leaflet 
was placed on cars and telephone poles in several neighborhoods. Over 
rhe scrawled black swastika the size of the whole page, ir said: "Help STOP 
man haring, anri sex 1ezzie kike cunts from deciding what we can re.ad!" 
This tiny triumph of economy of abuse referred to the supposed political 
attitudes, rdigious heritage. sexuality, and gender of the ordinance's pro• 
ponems, and made rhe further quaint assumption that consuming pornog
raphy is just reading. 

While the referendwn organizers absorbed this and pondered what to 
do, to our astonishment the police decided that a crime had been com• 
mined and confiscated most of the leaAers before morning. M.assochusctts 
has • law against group defamation.> Freedom of speech in Massachusercs 
appears co have survived the existence of this law and chis instance of its 
enforcement. The Cambridge ordinance did not survive its detrattors, 
however, who defended pornography in ,he name of • freedom of speech 
that would also have precluded this law. 

In discussing this Little masterpiece of vilification, one encounters widely 
differing responses 10 its elements. Part of the reason, I have come to think, 
is that real atrocities provide the vocabulary of experience that animates 
rhe concept of group defamation, and some of the simarions it refers to 
are real to p<..-oplc, and some arc not. Some are seen as threatening as wdl 
as offensive; others are regarded as perhaps insulting but comparatively 
innocuous. The comparatively more real simarions are the Holocaust 

Lecture, DistiOjtuis.hed Lec1u.rer Serie!l, 16 February 1990, Boston Unh'ef'Sity School of Law, 
Boo:on, MA. f'i:l'Sl published, 7 1 &ston Univnsizy I.Aw Rei,iew 79} (1991}. 
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•gains, the Jews under Germany's Third Reich, rhe genocide of Narive 
Americans, the slavery and segregation of Blacks in the United States and 
Soutb Africa, and the inrenunenr and atomic bombing of the Japanese: 
during World War H. The verbal and visual terms of vilificntion and den
igration that mark these e\renrs, when reiterated in r.he words and symbols 
that were used to inflict them, bring their traumas alive anew as wel1 as 
reinscribe and revivify a prejudice that did not begin or end wilh lhem. 
These experiences are 001 mere examples for application of 1be domine 
of group defamarion. They arc its life, its blood; ir exists, and is legal co 
the extent that it is, bcc-Juse they happened. 

1n discussions of these epithets and in international instruments re
solving to eradicate their doctrines,' the role of these words in systemati
cally reducing, ,•iolating, and killing people because of who they arc is 
recognized. Even when a law against group defamation is rejected as ccn• 
sorship, the defamatory words, and the ideas and attitudc-s they animate 
and actuaLize, are conceded 10 have justified, legitimated. and potemiated 
the devastation. The words are understood to construct social reality. llle 
epithets from the le.a.Act that refer to race and religion, and sometimes 
those that refer 10 sexual orientation, arc often granted to be not only 
offensive but also dangerous; the prejudices they express, mobilize. prop
agace, and imprint are seen as false and are condemned. 

In the same discussions, one encounters the sense that the reality these 
tenns represent is not happening here and now, at least not the way it was 
• there" and "then." These events, ir seems, are largely regarded os essen
tially over, lurking on1y in the isolated unpleasant or insensitive remark or 
in the occasional bizarre but impotent incident, like Magic Marker leaflets 
published by Xerox and distributed by hand by night. Nothing large or 
systematic or cumulative is happening. In the view of most imerlocmorsa 
the fonnarive experiences of group libel live on in discourse principally os 
analogy or memory, at most casting a shadow across che future i.n a tenuous 
causality. At the same time, how 10 explain these past events is a cause for 
anguished questioning: How could these atrocities have been allowed to 
happen? Whar could people have been thinking? How could they have 
not known or have looked the other way? How could the law have become 
so perverted as to legalize tl1cm? lmplidt is I.bat here and now these pas£ 
outrages would be recogllized for what they were at the time. "We" would 
have seen through them, spoken om :1gflinsc rhem, srood up ro them, done 
something lo stop them. 

Here and now, there is something virtually never included in I.be lexicon 
of group defamation. People 11re being callously dehumanized, horribly 
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bruralized, and somerimes killed. Verbal, visual, and phi•sical atrociries are 
committed, demeaning an entire group because of a condition of birth, 
targeting them for physical atrocities that ore being done. 11,is case is dis
tinctive in a number of ways, including the fact that a lor of money is being 
made from che defarnatory materials, and [hat the connections berween 
the material and specific physical abuses are far better documented than 
in any other instance.> Yet the atrocity is not acknowledged but is widely 
denied, hs ideas are neit:her widely identified as false nor gcncraUy con
demned. On the conirary, the materials are rarl,er widely celebrated, al
ternately defended as fm::dom itself and as the price "we" must pay for 
freedom. Not only is this penniued to happen, but it is defended by mru,y 
as a measure of principle itself. r refer to the • cums" of the leaBet: to 
pornography :tnd rhe sintnrion of women. 

Pan of the problem in this case is the lack of recognition that there is 
sucb a thing as tbe condition of women to which this body of materials 
could contribute. In reality, the starus and treatment of women has certain 
regularities across time and space, making gender a group experience of 
inequality on the basis of sex. Traditionally, women have been disenfran
chised, excluded from public life and denied ru, effective voice in public 
rules, denied even cbe use of lheir own names. Women are still commonly 
relegated to the least compensated and most degraded occuparions. Their 
forced dependency is exploited and venerated as woman's role; their work 
is devalued because they arc doing it, as women arc dc~•alucd through the 
devaluation of rhc work rhey do. Women remain rcproduccively colonized, 
subjected to systematic physica] and sexual insecurity and ,-riolation, and 
blamed for it. Women arc commonly raped, battered, sexually harassed, 
sexually abused as children, forced into motherhood and prostitution, de
pecsonalized, denigrmed, and objectified-then lOld this is fun and equal 
by the left and just nnd natural by the right. Women's abilities and con
tributions continue to be suppressed, their achievements denied and mar• 
ginalized and, when valued, appropriated, and their children stolen. 

In the present as well, women are used, abused, bought, sold, and si
lenced.6 The level of victimization of women varies within and across cu]. 
tures; in the contemporary United States, for example, women of color are 
hardest hit.' But no woman is exempt from this condition from the mo
ment of her binh 10 the moment of her de.uh, in the eyes of the law, or 
the memory of her children. 

This condition is imposcd- somccimcs in more coven forms of sociali• 
union, pressure, and inculcation co passiviry and femininity, sometimes in 
lhe more overt fonns of poverty and sexual violence. ln the United States, 
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lhe avernge woman does not yet h~we an income that is C\\"'O-rhirds tha~ 
of the average man. Forty~four percent of American women report rape 
or a1temp1ed rape at least once in their lives. Thirty-eight percem repon 
having been sexually abused as children. Be,ween a quarter and a third 
are banered in ,heir homes. Eighty-five percem have been, or will be, 
sexually harassed in the workplace, }5 percent of them physically. MoSl 
prostitutes arc female.• These facts are uncontested and incontestable; yett 
they are not really acknowledged or faced. Mostly this relllity is elided 
because neither women nor men like thinking about it, and because men 
like living it, or at least benefit from it. So its victims go under without a 
trace. Life and leners are unchanged. Law and politics go on as usual. 
Virrually nothing is done about any of it anywhere. 

Pornography has a central role in acmalizing this system of subordina
tion in the contemporary West, beginning with the conditions of its pro
duction. Women in pornography arc bound, battered, tortured, harassed!lo 
raped. and sometimes killed; or, in the glossy "men's entertainment" mag
azines, merely humiliated, molested, objectified, and used. Tn all pornog
raphy, women arc prostituted. This is clone because it means sexual pie.a• 
sure to pornography's consumers and profits 10 its providers, largely 
organized crime. But to those who are exploited, it means being bound, 
battered, torntred, harassed. raped, and sometimes killed, or merely hu
miliated, molested, objectified, and used. It is done because someone who 
has more power than they do, someone who matters, someone with rights:
• foll human being and a full citi1.en. gets pleasure from seeing i1, or doing 
it, or seeing it as a form of doing it.• In order to produce what the con
sumer wants to sec, it must first be done to someone, usually a woman, a 
woman with few real choices. ~ause be wants 10 see it done, it is done 
to her. 

To undersrnnd how pomography works, one must know what is there. 
In che hundreds and hundreds of magazines, pictures. 6lms, videocassettes, 
and so-mlled books now available across America in outlets from adult 
s10res 10 comer Rroceries, women's legs are splayed in posmres of sexual 
submission, display. and access. \V/e are named after men's insu1ts co pans 
of our bodies and mated with animals. \Y/e are hung like meat. Children 
are presented as adult women; adult women are prescnwd as children, 
fusing the vulnerability of a child with the sluttish cage.mess 10 be fucked 
said 10 be natural to the female of every age. Racial hatred is sexualized; 
racial s te reotypes are made into sexual fetishes. Asian women are presented 
so passive they cannot be said 10 be alive, bound so they are not recog
nizably humnn, hanging from trees and light fixrures and clothes hooks in 
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closers. Black women are presenred as animalistic bitches, bruised and 
bleeding, struggling against their bonds. Jewish women orgasm in reen
actments of actual death camp tortures. 1n so-called lesbian pomography, 
women do whn1 men imagine women do when men are not around, so 
men can warch. Pregnant women. nursing mothers, ampmees, orher di.s• 
ablcd or ill women, and retarded girls, their conditions fetishizcd, are used 
for sexual excitement. In the pornography of sadism and masochism, beuer 
tenned assault and battery, women are bound, bumed, whipped, pierced, 
flayed. and torrured. T n some pornography called snuff, women or children 
are tortured to death, murdered to make a sex film. 11,c material features 
incest, forced sex, sexual mutilation, humiliation, beatings, bondage, and 
sexual torture, in which the dominance and exploitation are directed pri
marily against women. 11> 

Hearings held by the Minneapolis City Council when our anti• 
pornography ordinance was introduced there documented the harms of 
pornography's making and use in proceedings a member of the city's Civil 
Righcs Commission likened co the Nuremberg Trials. 11 The studies of re
searchers and clinicians docwncntcd the same reality women documented 
from life: pomography increaS<."S attitudes and behaviors of aggression and 
other discrimination by men against women. Women told how pornog• 
raphy was used 10 bre,1k cheir self-esceem, irain them inro sexual submis
sion, season them to forced sex, intimidate them out of job opportunities, 
blackmail them into prostitution and kc-ep them there, terrorize and hu• 
miliate chem into sexual compliance, and silence their dissem. They mid 
of being used co make pornography under coercion, of the force thac gave 
them no choice about viewing the pornography or pcrfonuing the sex. 
They told how pornogrnphy stimulates and condones rnpe. battery, sexual 
harassment, sexual abuse of children, and forced prosti1urion. Those not 
expressly coerced imo pornography were ,here for the same reasons pros• 
titutes, are in prostitution: poverty, sexua] abuse as children, homelessness, 
hopelessness, drug addiction, and desperation. Those who say women are 
in pornography by choice should explain why women who have the fewest 
choices are in it the mosr. 

In the Minneapolis hearings, and the public events surrounding chem, 
women and men spoke in public about the devastating in1pal1 of pornog• 
raphy on cheir lives. Women spoke of being coerced into sex so that por
nography could be made of ii.12 They spoke of being raped in a way char 
was paucrncd on sped.Ge pornography that was read and referred to 
during the rape, or repeated like a manLra throughout the rape, of being 
mrned over as che pages were rumed over." They spoke of living or 
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working in neighborhoods or job sites sarurated wi1h pornography." A 
young man spoke of growing up gay, learning from heterosexual pornog
raphy that to be loved by a man meant to accept his violence, and, as a 
resul1, acce1>ring the destruc1ive brutaliiy of his firs1 male lover." Another 
young man spoke of his s1ruggle ro rejecr the thrill of sexual dominance 
he had learned from pornography and 10 find a way of loving a woman 
that was not part of it.•• A young woman spoke of her father using por
nography on her mother and, to silence her protest against her mother's 
screams, threMening 10 enact 1he scenes on rhe daughter if she 1old any
one." Another young woman spoke of the escalating use of pornography 
in her marriage, violating her physical imegrity, unraveling her self-respect 
and belief in her fumre, and destroying any possibiliiy of intimacy. And 
she spoke of finding 1hc strength to leave.•• Anorher young woman spoke 
of being gang-raped by hunters who looked up from tbeir pornography a, 
her and said: '"There's a live one." •¥ Former prostitutes spoke of being 
made 10 wmch pornography and then duplicme the acts exactly, usually 
starting when they were children.'° Many spoke of the self-revulsion, the 
erosion of imimacy, the unbearable indignity," the shattered self, and the: 
shame, anger, anguish. outrage, and despair they felt at living in a country 
where their torture is enjoycd,n and their screams nre heard only as the 
"speech• of t:heir abusers. They spoke of the silence, and ou1 of the silence, 
that pomography had imposed on them. 

Of those who could not speak for themselves, therapists told of battered 
wome.n tied in from of video sets and forced to ,vatch, and ,hen participate 
in, acts of sexual brutality." Psychologists who worked with survivors of 
incest spoke of the role of pornography in sexual tortures involving sex 
with dogs :u1d electric shocks." Another study showed t-orrelations be
tween increases in the rate of reported rape and increases in the con
sumprion fig,1res of an index of major men's emertaimnem magazines.1' 
Laboratory experimcms showed that pornography that ponrnys sexual ag• 
gression as pleasurable for the victim-as so much pornography does
increases the acceprancc of the use of coercion in sexual relations.'• They 
showed that this acceptance of coercive sexuality appears related 10 sexual 
aggression, and that exposure to violent pornography increases men's pun
ishing behavior toward women in the laboratory.n Pornography increases 
men's perception that women wam rape and are not injured by rape, tha[ 
\\'Omen are worthless. c:rivial. nonhuman, objectlike, and unequal 10 men. 

11,c testimony, taken as a whole, revealed that the more pornography 
men see, the more abusive and violem they wam it to be. The more abusive 
and violent it becomes, the more they enjoy it and the more aroused they 
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gcr. The more abusive and violenr it becomes, rhe less hann rhey see in 
what they arc seeing or doing. And the more they do what is in it. 

Evidence of the harm of pornography has only become stronger over 
time. When explicit sex and express violence against women are combined, 
particularly when rape is portrayed as pleasurable or positive for the victim, 
the risk of violence against women increases as a rcsuh of exposure. It is 
uncontroversial that exposure to such materials increases aggression against 
women in laboratory senings, increast'S rnitudes chac are related 10 violence 
a)lainst women in the re<1l world, and increases self-reported likelihood to 

rape. As a result of exposure, a significant percentage of men, many not 
otherwise predisposed, as well as the 25 10 35 percent who report some 
proclivity to rape a woman, come to believe chat violence against women 
is acceptable." Materials that combine sex with aggression also have per• 
ccprua] effects that desensitize consumers to rape trauma and co sexuaJ 
violence. In one study, simulated juries who had lx-cn exposed to such 
material were less able than real juries co perceive that an account of a 
rape was an accounc of a rape, chrough which rhe \~ctim was harmed.Z'> 

Some of the most advanced research in this area studied the effects of 
materials chat degrade and dehumanize women witl1ou1 showing violence, 
as chat cenn is defined in che research.'• Exposure co significant (hue not 
nan,ralistically unrealistic) amounts of such material has been sho,m to 
lower men's inhibitions o n aggression against women, increase their accep• 
tance of women's sexual servitude, incrc.-asc men•s sexual callousnL-ss to• 

ward women, decrease che desire of both sexes to have fem•le children. 
increase men's reported wiUingness ro rape, and increase men's belief in 
male dominance in im imate rdationships. For high-frequency consumers, 
these materials also increase self-reported sexually aggressive behavior." 

Men who use pon1ography often believe that chey do noc think or do 
rhese things. Bur the evidence shows that rhe use of pomography makes 
it difficul t to impossible for men to tell when sex is forced, that rape Ls 
rape, and that women are human. Pornogn1phy makes men hostile and 
aggressive coward women, and ir makes women silenc." While rheseeffects 
are not invariant or always immediate, and do noc affccc all men to chc 
same degree. there is no reason to think they arc not acted upon and every 
reason and much evidence to think that they are-if not right then, then 
sometime; if not violently, then through some other kind of discrimination. 

O n the basis of chis evidence and analysis, ar the request of localiries, 
Andrea Dworkin and I designed a law- the ordinance wbose advocates 
were libeled in the leaflet mentioned-chat recognizes pornography as a 
practice of sex discrimination. TI1is law defines pomography as graphic 
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sexu•lly explicir picn1rcs or words th•r subordinate women and also in
clude one or more of a number of speci6ed sccna1ios that typify pornog
raphy." Four practices arc actionable: coercion into pornography, forcing 
pornography on a person, assault due 10 specific pornography, and traf
ficking in pornography." \Y/c did not claim thar sexual atrocities never 
happen without pornography. W/e said chat sometimes they do, but when 
they are proven to have happened because of pornography, it should be 
possible 10 do something about it by law. We did not claim that sexual 
abuse is all that h:1ppens because of pomogrophy. \Vie said rhar no mmer 
what else happens, that does. Pornography is thus not so much a prog
nostication or represcnwtion of a status acted out elsewhere, but an inte
gral dynamic in thar second-class citizenship m•t is sex-based sexual abuse, 
he.nee a civil rights violation. 

In this light, pornography, through its production and distribution, is 
revealed as a traffic in sexual slavery. Tiuough its consumption, it furthcc 
inscitutionali,,es a subhuman, victimized, second-dass scatus for women by 
conditioning men's orgasm to sexual inequality. When men use pornog
raphy, they experience in their bodies, not just their minds, that one-sided 
sex-sex betwc-cn a person (tliem) aod a thing (icl-is sex, mat sexual use 
is sex, sexual abuse is sex, sexual domination is sex. This becomes the 
sexuality th,u 1hey then demand, practice, purchase, and live out in their 
everyday social relations with others. Pornography works by making sexism 
sexy. As a primal experience of gender hierarchy, pornography is a major 
way in whid, sexism is enjoyed and 1>racticed as well as learned. h is one 
way thac male supremacy is spread and made socially real. Th rough the 
use of pornography for masturbation- what the leaflet was pleased to call 
reading-power and powerlessness are experienced and inculcated as 
sexual excitement and release. Inequality berween women and men is wha; 
is sexy about pomography-1he more unequal ,he sexier. Tn o,her words, 
pornography makes sexuality into a key dynamic in gender inequality by 
viscerally defining gender Lhrough the experience of hierarchical sexuality. 
On the way, it exploits inequalities of race, class, age, religion, sexual iden
ti,y, and disability by sexualizing them ,hrough gender. 

Seen in this way, pornography is at once a concrete practice and an 
ideological statement. The concrete P<"•ctices are dL~criminatory; the ide
ological scatemenrs are defamatory as well. Construed as defamation in the 
con\1emional sense, pornography says rhar women are n low·er fonn of 
human life clcfincd by ihcir availability for sexual use. Women arc dehu
manized through the conditioning of male sexuality to their use and abuse, 
which sexualizes, he.nee lowers, women across fhe culmre, nor only in 
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express sexu•l interac:rions. Pornogrt1phy makes women a public sexual 
spectacle and common sexual property, works to lower the public standard 
of their perception and creaunenc, terrorizes and hwniliates women, and 
also at times offends their sensibilities. Like group libel's historic atrocities, 
pornography's effects are known buc denied or blinked at while being 
acted our. The abusive acts are presumptively illegal but pervasively per
miued, decried in public and savored in private. 

When pornography's realicy is examined against the tenns of group def
amation as a legal theory, some of the theory fits, but much of it does not. 
Pornography does purvey an id,-ology about all women; too, pornography 
of women and men of color scxualizes racism. It is in this sense defamatory. 
Bm its ideological impact, the prejudice it engenders, while very real, is 
only one of its effects and is not the one on which the civil righrs approach 
most centrally focuses. The deepest injury of pornography is not what it 
says but what it dot-s. 

The damage of pornography neither begins nor ends in its mental con
cent. For example, the text above says whac it says but does not do whac 
it docs: it is possible to say what pornography says without doing what it 
does. Although all discriminatory practices say as well as do, coercion is 
nor an idea; force is nor an a.rgumem; assault is not {ldvocacy, nor is naf• 
licking a discourse. On a deeper level, pornography provides direct sexual 
stimulation, the experience of which is sex, not just the idea of sex. In the 
arena of legal regulation, no adequate analogy to this exists," and no reply 
in kind is available. Pomography is not an argument about why bigotry is 
right, nor even a base appeal co bigoted interests; its pleasure is a reinforcer 
for bigotry that makes it feel natural. 

The conditions of the production of pomogrnphy further distinguish iL 
from the rest of group defamation. Nobody has co violate or use a person 
10 mnke most anri-Semiric propaganda. Nobody has to J>Ose for• lynching, 
i.e., be lynched, co ere.ate most Klan hate literature. Most cities do noc 
offer businesses where one can go and pay to abuse a Jew or a Black, 
unless she is a woman and the abuse is sex. When a live human being is 
noc used, and the materials arc not sex. it makes some sense co discuss the 
materials as representations or images and to focus on their consequences 
as the effects of ideas. Their idea <X>ntent is a substantial vehicle for the 
harm they do. But, except in a realm of abstraction divorced from reality 
(where most academics seem ro prefer 10 reside), ir covers up reolity 10 

discuss pornography in these terms. Both pornography and hate literatures 
are hateful; both propagrtte invidious group stereotypes; both promote and 
ofren instigate violence; both dehumanize. But pornography-because it is 
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be much of whac the rapist gees sexually om of rape. Wanring to have sex 
without being faced with a buman being,6> seeing women as sc.xua1 oh• 
jeers-which Posner says "in moments of sexual excitement even egali
tarian men"' do .. - is not seen as having anything 10 do with rape, as being 
hostile1 subordinating, or even dehumanizing. 

In a parallel split, Posner argues that pornography is erotic not ideolog
ical, distinguishing betwc-cn its "aphrodisiacal effect," meaning its sexual 
arousal value, and i1s "ideological effec[," meaning i1s denigrating and 
rape-promoring po,enrial.67 As he puts this, " the audience for pomography 
is interested in sexual stimulation, not in sexual politics. "t.S Again. what is 
sexually stimulating embodies or reveals no politics. Apparenliy, it can only 
be wha, the perpe,rator consciously intends it to be. Again, the possibility 
rh01 the sexual politics of pornography, meaning ics power disparities, mny 
be precisely what is sexually stimulaling abou, i,, the possibility thac the 
dehumanization of women makes pornography sexy (and helps create a 
sexuality of dehumanizing women), is not considered. He misses the fem
inist point: the politics of rape and pomography ore ,heir sexuality. Posnc, 
seems to be of the view that to be "morally indifferent:,,, to sex,~ and hence 
rational about its analysis, one must ignore its politks. A politics is not a 
morality. An analysis of power dynamics in power terms is no more morally 
based, and no less rationally descriptive of a rational syscem, thsn is an 
analysis of marker forces in market terms. 

From their books, o ne gets the impression that Richard Posner has nott 
seen much pornography and that Edward de Grazia ba,hes in it nighdy. 
From such seemingly divergent experiend.al backg ro unds. they converge 
on ignorance o/ its co11/ents as the principled state of mind in which to 
consider what, if anything, should be Jone about it. The premium on 
ignorance-de Grazia's seems studied, Posner's actual-pervades their 
legal work on the subject as well as these two books. In what other area 
of law is ignorance of whai one is regula, ing the most principled approach 
10 its regulation? J u<lge Posner, for example, wrote a decision overturning 
on appeal a conviction of Hustler for invading a woman's privacy-a 
wornan whose situation might have led him to think mo re deep)y abour 
the women in the material~ than he appears to have done in this book.7° 
Robin Douglass won at trial her claim that Hustler had published nude 
pictures of her without her authorization. She lost on appeal not because 
,he panel ,hough, she had no privacy 10 lose-a miracle, , his, as she had 
apparently consented to be in Playboy- but because the jury bad Ix-en 
shown a "best of Hustler" selection. Judge Posner thought diis may lrnve 
inflamed them against the magazine. What pomographers actually do, in 
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rhis ease rhe context in which rhey did whnr they did ro ,he plainriff, if 
known, will mnke people think badly of pornographers. With pornog
raphy, re'.ility produces bias, not realism. Only ignorance of it can produce 
the requisite rationality. At least Judge Posner recognized, for all the goo<I 
it did Robin Douglass, that pornography does something-something that 
not even a properly instructed jury can be rdicd upon rationally to control. 

When expedient, Edward de Grazia's legal work also places a prcmiwn 
on ignorance of pomogrophy, He, 100, tells us 1101 10 look when thinking 
about what to do-at least, sometimes. Tn Mishkin v. New l'ork, which 
adjudicated whether sadomasochistic verbal and visual pornography 
written by fonnula with covers showing "scantily dad women being 
whipped, beaten, tortured, or abused"" could be obscene, de Grazia rep
resented an array of illustrious publishers in an amicus brief" arguing th.r 
these materials must be protected as speech. None of the publishers had 
S<..-en the materials, so they said. Their argument was, what was in them 
did not maner; what mattered was that something of some value some
where, from ,vhich these materials were indistinguishable, would be hurc 
someday if anytlllllg was done about the materials at issue. (Their side lost 
in this case.) The materials in Mishkin are unambiguously pornography, in 
contrast with most of de Grazia's book, which does nor excerpt the 
Mishkin n-1aterials. Nor is his view rhar ignorance makes principle, so con• 
venient when the materials show oven violence, applicable in all cases. In 
his brief in Oakes, a case on the boundaries of child pornography, de 
Grnia described the photos and specificalli• referred the Court 10 them as 
exhibits in the trial record." It is an invitation to look. With photographs 
of the defendant's "partially nude and physically mature 14-year-old step
daughter" wearing only bikini pants and a long red scarf" and prominently 
displaying her breasts" -phorographs de Grazia c:1lls "child nudes" and 
rhat the young woman had tried to desrroy7•-conrenr suddenly maners. 
Violent sexual materials should be protected in spite of their content, but 
other sexual materials, including those of children, should be protected 
because of it. 

Jn their policy po6itions and ways of writing, then, Posner and de Grazia 
exemplify the two complementary strategics through which pornography 
historically has been protected. The conservative strategy is to cover it up. 
The liberal strategy is 10 parade i1. While sometimes appearing 10 dash, 
rhe approaches are in effect perfectly complementary. Keeping ir out of 
public view cnsur<."S that those who want it can have it, unaccountable to 
,myone. But the more it is seen, the more it is nonnali2e<l, the more 
women's srnms and treatment comes to corres1>0nd ro it, che more ics hann 
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merges into rhe 9ppeaNtnce of womcn>s narure and becomes invisible, and 
the more con.'iumers are hooked on it. If ic is covered up, the harm will 
not be seen; if it is made public enough, the hann will not be seen either. 
Both srraregics allow the harm to be done while protecting pomogr11phy 
from che perception rhai anyone is being hurr by it. 

Centrally, borh authors argue that pornography should be protected be
cause iL has value, or more precisely, when it has value.77 But when, ac• 
cording 10 chem, d=n't it? As a measure of value, Posner proposes 1ha1 
what is valuable is whar an anise docs." Arrists do arr: whatever rhcy do 
cannot be pornography. (This would be news to arrists like Anrus Nin who 
made pornography on purpose, knowing exactly what they were doing
and, in her case, why chey were doing it (money), how it differed from art 
("no poetry"), "murdered" writers, and descroyed sex).'• That work has 
artistic ambition is Posner's fallback position. Ile also allows value co be 
measured, in part, economically: what someone will pay for is valuable.au 
To de Grazia, too, pornography should be protected if it has value. Wha£ 
is v,1Juable to him is what anyone sees va1ue in . Anyone.81 Entcrtainmenr 
is valuable. Sexual arousal confers value. In tl1e value argwncnt, J udgc 
Posner holds down the high end, che elite end, de G raw, the low end, tl,e 
democrmic end. In pomogr11phy, left ,u1d right come co this: ma.le desire 
confers value; ,hey are just the desires of different men. What men want 
is valuable, ,md what men value, they get. This, in a nutshell, is their 
constitutional argument. 

TI, at materials are valuable because men value them is, acrually, close 
co axiomatic in che world of case law as welJ. The Scvemh Circuit decision 
in American Booksellers Ass'n v. Hudnut,82 written by Frank Easterbrook, 
another economic-libertarian judge, illustrates. (Judge Posner did not sin 
on this case.) [1 held that Indianapolis's civil rights law against pomogr11phy 
violated the First Amendment. Merel)' quoting the query •If a woman is 
harmed, why shouJd it matter that the work has other value?" was treated 
as invalidating 10 tlie tivi.l rights appr0t1cb.•1 The invisibility of the women 
harmed in and through 1>0mography was so coral, their insignificance so 
complece, cheir human status so no nexistent, that asking why the producr 
of their abuse was more valuable than they were, was taken as a rhetorical 
question. It is a question mat has yet to be answered. 

T he Hudnut decision wem furthe.r: it rook harm to women as a measure 
of the power, hence value, of pornogmphy as speech."' De Grazia would 
doubclcss find this position congenial, although it turns existing First 
Ame,1dmem law on i1s head and goes far beyond anything suggested by 
Judge Posner. For instance, J udge Posner did nor suggest that Hustler's 
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use of Robin Dougfoss was more vnluable than her privacy was, or rhar 
the speech value of using women the way Hustler did was more importam 
than cbe woman who was used without ber permission. 

Much of che left and right see pornography as what Posner calls a "vic
timless crime,""' like witchcraft or heresy.66 He is clear that in siru:nions 
in which an "adult model is physically injured." supprcs.sion of materials 
made uader Lhesc circumstances would be warranted.ai; De Grazia dcx..-s 
not give even this ground, But it is unclear whether Posner Ii.is considered 
rhe focr that physical injury 10 women can produce an artistic product. 
What if materials arc harmful and aesthetic, the artistic snuff film with the 
wonderful camera ru1gles, the original visual stylization? Or, when a woman 
is forced co have sex for pornography by a gun at her head that is nor 
fired?" If the resulring mmerials show no aggression, does this qualify as 
Posner's "physical injury," justifying doing something about the resulting 
materials? 

At this point, one wonders why coercion into pornography is not a good 
example of marker failure. The victims bear the c:osr; the consumers get 
the benefits at an artificially low price; the producers reap inflated profits 
at the victims' expense. If coerced women were compensated for their 
injuries, if the real cost of production were paid, we would see if the 
pornography industry would survive. Judge Posner's failure to apply the 
kind of economic thinking he pioneered is puzzling. 

But this is the author who writc-s that • [pl rostitution is iLsclf a consen
sual acrivity. "" lf child abuse plus abductions and homelessness and pov
erty and forced drug addiction and physical assault and stigma and no 
police protection and being bought and sold and treated as a leper in 
socieLy and being so vulnerable that anything anyone will pay to do 10 you 
can be done to you is consent, pros1jmtion is consensual.'° All of this and 
more are whnt it takes ro get women imo pornography. This kind of abuse 
supplies the missing link Judge Posner sought in one of his First Amend
ment decisions between "blood sport,• which is illeg,d although expressive, 
and eroric dancing, which, according ro him, is protected speech." Por
nography and prostitution, including erotic dancing, are blood sports of 
male supremacy. Edward de Grazia refers with a sneer to women who are 
violated througl, pornography as "victims.""' in quotes, then par-Jdes all 
rwo women he can find saying what a wonderful Lime they had with it. 
This is the pimp's line; it is iood for business. 

G iven their lack of grasp of violence against women, it is not surprising 
that both men misstate tlie research on the hann of pornography, if noL 
to the same degree. Social sn,dies, laboratory darn, and testimony from 
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real perpetrat0rs and real victims all su1>port rhe conclusion chat men's 
exposure co pornography makes women ·s lives more violent, dangerous,. 
and wiequaJ.•• lbc cor\tleclion varies in strength depe,iding upon factors 
li.ke the violence of the material, length of exposure, and predisposing 
factors, bur in a population of exposed normal men, it is never not there. 
And no population of real consumers is controlled as the experimental 
groups, by ethical fiat of the fw,dcrs of the experiments, arc coatrolled
by climioaciJ1g chose who will most certainly ace on che materials. Ye1 
Posner repeatedly entertains, without embracing, the disproved cath•rsis 
hypothesis .. and mistakenly writes as though the data on this question were 
in equipoise, or dose." This is noteworthy because Posner seldom gets 
anything descriptively wrong. 

De Grazia, for his part, mouths the press lie ,hat the Fii,al Reporf"' of 
the Attorney General's Commission on Pornography, which calmly re
viewed the research to date and concluded that it substantiated these ef. 
fects of exposure, is wild, exaggerated, and unsupported. ln foci. i1 is 
cautious and measured. That Judge Posner even leans toward exonerating 
the harmful effccLs of pornography," when the research he can usually 
read so wcU dearly establishes the opposite, teslifies 10 tbc success of the 
publk relations campaign co case doubt on the existence of pornography's 
harms by distorting ,he research findings and discrediting the commis
sion.'ill Neither writer can grasp the concrete damage done co women 
through pornography, which has been documented in testimony and has 
even been conceded by 1he courts-including, prominently, the Hudnut 
court in a dear statement de Grazia edits our." 

It is with their eva1uation of feminist work against pornography that any 
dayUgh1 between de Grazia and Posner disappears: they become indistin
guishable. Excerpted and affim1ed, Posner becomes a part of de Grazia's 
book.•00 Now who is in bed wirh the right? Posner wrongly assumes rhau 
feminist work against pornography attacks the Hterary canon. uu De Grazia 

wrongly assumes that i1 auacks all the works he has long defended. 
Common reffex is ,he ignorant assumprion chat a new civil rights definirion 
of pornography"" musr pose the same problems as the old criminal defi
nition of obscenity,*°, as if a test of matetial harm is the same as a test of 
moral contenc. Neither seems 10 have a grip even on the words of the new 
definition.'"' Neither imimt11es awareness of the common legal and social 
usage of ,he rerm •sexi1ally explicir. •••• Neither grasps ,he fact chat, undec 
the civil rights ordinance, subordination must be proved as fact, not merely 
asserted as content.""' Together or separately, these simple defini1iooal re
quirements exclude virn,ally aU the examples eicher arrempcs 10 use to 
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invalidare it. Civil rights work against J>Ornography does not belong in de 
Grazia's history of the abuses of obscenity law at all, except as a critique 
of that tradition. 107 

\Xlhile bmh authors confuse the literary canon with the civil rights stat
u1ory definition, de Grazia makes an affirmative scrategy out of conflating 
literature attacked for obscenity with pornography. in order t0 protect 
both. It is, in fact, unclear whether there is some pornography he would 
restrict and only defends the kind of writing typically published by Grove 
Press, which he has so ofren represented."' He does move from defending 
literature from false accusations of being pornography toward using liter
ature as a means of defending poniography itself. In so doing, he moves 
from denying an unreal harm to denying a real one. 

The two amhors also converge in complaining that the civil righcs ap
proach to pornography docs not take the "value" of the material, into 
account, as obscenity law docs. Because obscenity law criminalizes sexual 
materials defined as morally bad, it makes scose 10 allow their value
moral good-to outweigh it. The civil rights law, by contrast, defines por
nography in terms of the sex discrimination- the real harm-it does. It 
makes pornography civilly actionable when coercion, force, assault, defa
mation, or trafficking in sex-based subordination are proven.'°' To offset 
,he value of ,he materials against their harms. as both writers urge, would 
mean concretely that when Linda "Lovelace" proves she was coerced into 
the film Deep Throat, 11• a court should weigh its literary worth against her 
injuries before granting relief, perhaps even before allowing her to go to 
trial. When a young girl is gang-raped by her bro,her and his friends, who 
hold up and read from pornography magazines and force her to imitate 
the poses exactly,"' the value of those magazines, say in promoting anti
dericalism, should be weighed against her assault. \Xlhen a Native Amer
ican woman is gang-raped by white men who repe,uedly refer ,o the video 
game Custer's Revenge, 112 when a prostituted woman is raped by a man 
who insists she likes it because he saw it in a movie he mentions,'" the 
value of the video game (a historical satire?) and the movie (a critique of 
fascism?) should be weighed agains, these women's rapes before anything 
can be done about the materials shown to cause them. \""<'hen women prove 

that due LO pomogr-•phy trafficked in their jurisdiction, they are harassed 
at work, banered in their homes, disrespected in school, and endangered 
on rhe street,11~ the literary, arr.isric, political, or scientific value of the 
materials would have to be balanced against the women's equality they 
have been proven to destroy. 

There is something monstrous in balancing "value• against ham,, things 
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against people, this on which lef1 and right speak as one. Tr is 1101 only 
balancing the value of human righis againsr the value of products that 
violate them. It is 1101 only balancing rape, murder, sale, molestation, and 
use against pleasure and profits, or even nesthetics and politics. It is no[ 
only writing off rhc lives and dignity of human beings as if thar were a 
respectable argumem in a legal and academic debate. It is not even than: 
this position that elc,•atcs the rights of pimps and predators over their 
victims and rnrgets is supposedly pan of current law, It is prior; when 
injury 10 women and children can be balanced against the "value" of por
nography, women and children do not have human status- even though,. 
pace de Grazia, women stand up everywhere. 



From Silence to Silence 

Violence Against Women 
in America 

27 

In many forums, sexual abuse has been unspeakable unriJ receody, which 
is why it was rarely spoken about. Its victims were usually not believed, 
were blamed and punished for telling about what was done to them, and 
were told they wanted it or provoked it or fantasized it. Little good public 
infonnmion existed on how common it was, so it could not be understood 
in social context. Each victim felt alone. Perpcrrntors were sddom held 
accountable. Abuse flourished in this silence. 

This silence was broken by the women's movement. \Women's activism 
produced ra1>e crisis centers, bat1ere<l women's shelters, organiwtions of 
prosrinned women against prostimrion, incest survivor supporc groups, 
research. publications, legislative and policy changes, lawsuits. Now we 
know of tbe sexual atrocitic..-s inflicted Oil massive numbers of women and 
children. TI,is rcali,y was uncovered not by imagining that women's lives 
or men's behavio r are worse than they are. but by listening co survivor$ of 
these atrocities and believing them. 

Now, for the first wne in almost a quarter of a century of this work, 
there is a very real danger that the sexually violated are being resubmerged 
in rhe silence of disbelief, blame, ignorance, denial, stigm•, shame, and 
impunity. Sexual violence is on the way 10 becoming unspeakable again
this time in the name of freedom of speech. In retrospect, this began in 
earnest in the public trcatmen, of women's resistance ro pornography, and 
expanded inco sexual harassmem , child abuse, and rape. 

Starting in the mid-I 970s, women began speaking out about the ag• 
gression and denigration it takes to make pomography and the violence 
and discrimination thm results from its use. They said that this assault was 
not a discussion but terrorism. \Vhile they received overwhelming grass
roots support, thL-se women were publicly reviled, cidiculcd, harassed, 
fired, denied promotion, evicted, unpublished, hounded, threatened, and 
assailed with an almost h>•sterical fury. They were demonized. The por-

Sf)e(:ch, Nation:11 PNSS Oub, 22 NO'i<ember 199}. 
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nographers led che charge. Women who s1>0ke against pornography were 
made imo pornography. If pornography docs no harm co women, as por
nographers say, why do chey make pornography out of women they are 
crying co destroy? 

The mainscrcam was noc far behind, following up che sexual slander 
with book reviews full of mis.quotes and outrageous mischaractcrizacions .. 
fabrkated accounts based on false facts, planted stork.,; getting tremendous 
currency, sec-up imerviews held under false precenses, stories thuc repre
sente<I the movement accuracely that were killed, and routine refusals t0 

run retractions or corrective letters. The means varied but the end was the: 
same: to plam these women on a pike-not our heads, which still do not 
symbolize who we are, but up ou r genitals-as a warning to anyone who 
dared dissent from the culturally dominant view thai pornography muse 
be protected a., speech. 

More than anyone, this has lx.-cn done to feminist writer Andrea 
Dworkin. 'l11e vaunted protection for "ideas mat offend' docs not apply 
co hers. Against her, the organs of speech have moved wich vinually cocal 
w1animity to create personal contempt and hostility, to prevent publication 
of her work, 10 destroy what of her writing manages to see the light of 
day, and 10 bury the writer alive. This is how dissencers are treated in this 
country when the powerful feel implicated in what \\'l'icers say. 

This dynamic can be illustrated through one concrete instance. A New 
York Times blackout on factual articles covering antipornography feminist 
activism began in 1978 follo\\~ng publication of an article by Judy Kle
mesrud on a conference on pornography at NYU.' The anicle was accu• 
rate, respectful, and balanced. After it ran, managing editor Abe Rosenthal 
told Klemesrud that mere would be no more coverage of feminist work 
against pornography in the Times because it was bad for me First Amend
ment.' One edicorial and one op-ed piece came out shortly after, anacking 
che anti pornography feminise position, cargecing Andrea Dworkin's speech 
at NYU.' 

Mr. Rosenthal, reache<I at his office last week, denied saying this to 
Klemesrud and rec.alls no conversation with her on this topic. He con• 
finne<I that he docs noc favor moveme.nts against pornography but seated 
mat • the connection between what I think and whether we cover it does 
not exist." He also said there is no relation between editorial opinion and 
news policy. 

In fact, me coverage evaporated. Foe me next five years, silence fell in 
d:,e national newspaper of record. A point of view was effectively shut out, 
with m.inor exceptions, by disappearing repons of its activism. This ended, 
perhaps by mistake, in 1983 when a scringer sent in a scory from Minne-
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apolis over a weekend. Tr described hearings on a law againsc pornog.-aphy 
1ha1 Andrea Dworkin and I drafted ac the City Council's requeSt. The 
article said that it was a civil rights bill, a sex equality law that people who 
were injured through pornography could use for relief.' Other than one 
follow-up article when che bill passed,• chat was che firsc and lase time this 
legislative approach was accurately presented by that paper wnil 1991 in 
the Sw,day magazine.• 

Meanwhile.Judy Klemesrud hung in, In summer 1985, she wrocc a scory 
on Andrea Dworkin and John Scoltenberg's work against pornography and 
their life togcchcr. It ran, by careful plan, on cbe Style page' when Abe 
Rosenchal was on vacation. 

In this and other forums. women ·s accounts of the role of pornogrnphy 
in acts of forced sex against them are ediced om while ink by the barrel 
proclaims that no causal link exists. Facts on the role of pornography in 
rape, murder, and sexua1 harassment are routinely cut out of national cov
erage, appearing, if at all, in local reports. Escalating rotes of sexual abuse 
are regularly reported with puzzled alarm, while on other pages the lack 
of relation between pornography and sexual abuse is stated as fact, nJ. 
though women's experience and research overwhelmingly document their 
connection. 

Explaining this requires no conspiracy cheories. In early June 1986, when 
women had been working against pornography for over a decade and for 
civil rights laws against it for thrL-e years, the Attorney General's Commis• 
sion on Pornography was about t0 issue its F,i,al Report, telling ,he truth 
about the harms of pornography in a restrained, workmanlike summary of 
the scholarly litcrarure. To de-.J with this threat, a group of mainly prim 
publishers, pornographers and not, called the Media Coalition, whose goal 
is 10 protect sexually explicit materials, hired Gray & Company, a PR firm, 
The srracegy Gray & Company pro1>0sed, in a document leaked ro us, fays 
out a campaign "to discredit" the commission and other o rganizations and 
individuals, including those it describes as "self-styled anti-pornography 
crusaders."• The plan stressed the need 10 say that no empirical evidence 
supports the conclusion chat pornography harms women. Following the 
rule writer Renata Adler identified in her study of libel; once the false 
story was reported, all that was reported was 01ore and more of the same 
false story, This PR campaign was projected to cost upwards of a million 
dollars, which, according to Susan Trento, was largely paid for by Playboy 
and Penthouse.•• Along with the lie that women who oppose pornography 
are allied with the right, which it also recommended using, chis distortion 
of empirical foct bec,me conventional wisdom worldwide overnight. 

Pan of the impact of this discrediting campaign can be craced in one 
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example. Just prior to his execurion, Ted Bundy spoke powerfully of rhe 
role of pornography in making him a serial killer of women. The public 
did not then get panels of experrs discussing the extensive empirical sup
port for his analysis or local police officers confirming chac they regularly 
find pornography with raped and dead women or even mention of Bundy's 
own earlier consistent accown of his own devclopmenc. 11 There was none 
of the depth and detail Eugene Roberts has said is the mandate of jour• 
nalism. 12 Lmead, we gor a major and virtually unanimous damage-comrol 
sneer of ridicule and disparagemem of Bundy claiming "Porn-made-me
do,it"., reducing his account to a last-minute attempt at sclf,cxoncration 
when it was neither last-minute oor sclf-exOL1erating. All this was premised 
on the fact chat the man Bundy chose 10 discuss his life wich on videotape 
was a reJigious conservative. 

In this frantic all-stops•out atcempc to comain the risk ,bat pornography 
would look bad, Ted Bundy bec-:unc at best the exceptional, predisposed 
individual. The point of view that men are not bom serial murderers and 
pornography is part of what makes some of them that way was simply 
excluded from the discussion. So the incongruity of defaming those who 
make this argument as arguing that sexual violence is inherent in be.ing 
male could also go on-no contradiction marked. 

On November I, 1993, another convicted sex murderer's death penalty 
case was argued before the U.S. Supreme Court." Whether this man, 
Thomas Schiro, will be executed turns in part on t.-vidcnce, accepted by 
the couns. that his years of consumption of sadomasochis1ic pomography 
and snuff films made him unable co ,ell right from wrong. Since there was 
not a sing.le discussion of this issue in a mainstream o utlet, nobody pointed 
out the bind the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit had gotten itself 
imo here. In pre,fously striking down the amipomography civil rights law, 
the Sevemh Cire1.1i1 had recogni,.ed 1ha1 pomography promotes rape bu• 
said the pornography bad co be protected. Was it now going co exonerate 
the r-apes, and in Schiro's case the murder, that the pornography produced 
as well? That 1he question seemed self-answering did not address its im
plications, in rum, for chc pornographers' protection from accountability 
for its harms. 

As pomogrnphy was treated in media discourse, sexual harassmc'flt, child 
abuse. and rape foUowed. With Professor Anirn Hill's testimony againsc 
Clarence Thomas, which included her account of rhe role of pomogra1>hy 
in her sexual harassment. the stigma that had formerly attached to resis
tance co pornography began co spread to n.>sistance to sexu,d harassment. 
For most \\~10 did no, belie,•e Professor Hill, it w,1s what she said abour 
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pornography ,hat rhey did no, believe. O nce 1he issues converged, hisrory 
had 10 be revised 10 make the fighr against sexual harassmen1 appear as 
an anempt 10 restrict speech rather than the struggle for equality and 
against sexual aggression that it has always been. 

O ne experience involving this convergence says it all. I was asked by 
the New York Times to write an op-ed piece on a coun victory of Lo is 
Robinson, a woman who was sexually harassed through pornography. The 
piece was killed, although an editor fought for it, We were 1old the quo
rarions from the abuse itself were •roo graphic,• unfit 10 print, air hough 
every word of the abuse had been previously published in the judge's 
decision in the federal reporter." That Times readers cannot be told wbm 
was done 10 Lois Robinson, even as doing the same abuse, we are told by 
rhe same people, is legally protected speech-is rather hard ro rake. Once 
the evidence is eliminated from public view, it becomes easy to say the 
abuse is exaggerated and its targets should stop whining. 

All this has deared the way for the return, ever louder, of the view that 
children invent, exaggerace, fantasize, o r are manipulated into saying thac 
sexual things were done to them that were not. Once the children arc 
terrorized into silence, or will say an)'thing LO relieve the adult pressure on 
them, they are said to "recam." A "false memory synd rome• (l call it the 
"false syndrome sis1drome•) is inven1ed 10 stigmatize by phony diagnosis 
the children who speak of what was done 10 them. All this exemplifies in 
spades Susan Falucli1s observation that we get five minutc..-s of serious con• 
sideration followed by five years of backlash." 

In rhis ,here is no le& and right, only an increasingly fas, rrack from 
pornography to the mainstream, as recent discussion of rape vividly shows. 
Women's human status sinks lower in public daily. For years, Playboy bad 
spread the lie that Andrea Dworkin says all sexual intercourse is forced in 
order to trivialize her analysis of rhe role of supremacist sexuality in rape; 
this distortion was then recyded endles.s.ly in mainstream forums. Then. 
within a year or so, the lie was updated: now / say ,tll sex is rape. ln the 
blink of an eye, ir flew from Rush Limbaugh" and Playboy" co 1he Yale 
Law Joumal, if correc1ed in the la1ter." Wi1hin months, the parallel defense 
of date rape as jus1 a bad night flashed from Playboy to the National Review 
to a lousy student paper elevated to the cover of the New York Times 
Sunday Magazine," in what might be called a new trend in rape coverage: 
61just shuc up .. journalism. 

There is no left wd right in the funding consequences either. When it 
comes 10 the pornography issue, all the big money goes 10 one side: the 
pro-pomograph)' side. 1\lleanrime, the Council on Foundations has ye1 to 
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presenr informarion on w·ornen's organized resistance ro ,he h:ums of por
nography at its annual plenary sessions. 

In all these issues, those who point out that women are being victimized 
are said to victimize women. Those who resis1 the reduction of women 10 
sex are said to reduce women co sex. Subordinating women harms no one 
when pomographcrs do it, but when feminists see women being subordi
nated and say so, they are ham1ing women. Words do nothing except when 
feminists use them. Go figure. 

The resulc is to surround victims with disbelief and comemp1, chill re
porting. create a b05tile environment for adjudicating complaints, and stig
matize efforts for change. For example, one bas 10 go as far as Sweden or 
the Philippines these days to find legislators with enough courage to foce 
the inrimidation and chrears that are now srnndard for anyone who pro
poses consideration of the civil rights approach to pornography-even 
though the American pt,'<>ple want something done. Tltis happens through 
the process described, which creates the come,n that defines what counts 
as credible in families. on street corners, in the academy, in jury rooms .. 
and determines the social standard for reasonableness in and out of court. 

lt is time 10 foce the role of public rnpe in silencing women. Public rJpe 
begins in pornography, with women li1erally being raped in public. Ir ex
tends to mainstream reporcs of sexual assaults that make ,.,ictims imo sexual 
spectacles, exploited as eme.rtainment. Awareness of it encompasses my 
Bosnian client's stand that her name could be us,:d in the complaint butt 
not in a press release. She was not saying she wamed to prosecure in secret 
or to preserve her privacy; she wanted dignity in public. She ,vamcd wha1 
all women who go public want: they want back what the rapist has taken 
away from them, not more of the same taken away. One of the mostt 
imporrnnt reasons women say they do not report their rapes is fear of the 
press. Public rape also encompasses :1 recent review in The No1io11 of a 
scholarly book arguing against the banns of pornography. The review 
opens with a purntive rape of tbe autl1or-111e."' 

Then, in • vicious rurn of the screw, the fact thm any of this is 1>ublicly 
spoken is said to prove that there is no silence. there is nothing more to 
say. Breaking the barrier proves no barrier is there . If we never saw Sol
zhenitsyn's writings, would that mean he was not censored? Given what ilt 
has cakcn to get even this much out, imagine bow much-both of women's 
speech and untold atrocities-we still know no1hing abour. 

Political dissent is being suppr<-sscd by manipulating the nonns of the: 
free press. This censorship in order to protect freedom of speech belongs 
in the same ashcan as destroying villages in order 10 save them. 
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I hnve not mentioned the reasons for the vested interest in this sup
pression, but the known ones include sex, money, other forms of power, 
mnbition, approval, mid at least some ignorance. Nor have 1 spoken of 
those who see this for what it is nnd do not cave in to it, beginning with 
the reporters who repon the srory they find rather than the story they are 
told to find. They know who they are. They also know the costs. They also 
know that. in this area in particuJa.r, they are the exceptions. 

Speech about violence against women in America is not free. It can cost 
your reputation, your •bility to survive, and a lot more. The press could 
make it less expensive. When sexual abuse can be freely spoken about, it 
can be stopped. 



28 
Vindication and Resistance 

Like a Trojan horse, each new communication technology-the printing 
press, ,he camera, the moving picture, ,he rnpe recorder, the telephone, 
the television, the video recorder, the VCR, cable, and, now, the com
puter- has brought more pornography with it. As pornography has pro
liferated with each new tool, what had been a more elite possession and 
obsession is progressively democratized, spreading ever wider the sexual 
abuse required for its making and promoted through its use. 1 Ever more 
women and children have had to be used ever more abusively in ever more 
social sites and hum,in relationships to feed rhe appetite that each deveJ
opmem srimulates and profits from filling. Ever more women have had to 
live o ut ever more of their lives in environments pornography has made. 
As pornography saturates social life, it becomes more visible and legitimate, 
hence less visible as poniography. The abuse intensifies and deepens, be
coming ever more intrusivc1 hidden, unaccountable. leaving fewer islands 
of respite. And the pornography acquires the social and legal status of its 
latest technological vehicle, appearing not as pornography but as books, 
photographs, films, videotapes, television programs, and images in cyber
space. 

Pornography on computer networks is the latest wave in this tide. Por
nography in cyberspace is pornography in society-just broader, deeper, 
worse, and more of it. Pornography is a technologically sophisticmed rraf6c 
in worncn; clectronicaUy communicated pornography traffics women in a 
yet more sophisticated form. But as new technologies open new avenues 
for exploitation, they can also open new avenues for resistance. As por
nography comes ever more into tbe open, crossing new boundaries, 
opening new markets and pioneering new hanns, it also opens i1self 10 new 
scrutiny. 

Carnegie Mellon's landmark study of pornography in cyberspace is also 
the fi rsr massive swdy of the consumprion of pornography in a nawral 
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setring. Access to rhose using pornography was made possible by the same 
expanded access that computer networks provide to pornography irsclf. 
As pornography invades offices, homes, and schools through upscale com
puter technology, and the age of the average consumer potentially drops 
below irs already dropping level, rhe Carnegie Mellon study signals char 
the possibilities for exposing pornography are keeping pace with its take
over of public and private spati:-s. The pornogrnphers are clearly betting 
that d1cy can survive the light. for those who are hoping they cannot, this 
new technology. like each one before it. merely raises in a new domain the 
same qut,stions pornography has always raised: ~'hat will it take for por• 
nograpby to be seen for what it is? What will it take to stop it? 

Like each new technology before it, computer networks shift and focus 
rhe social and legal issues r>1iscd by pornography in specific ways. Like 
pornography everywhere else, before and after it becomes Carnegie 
Mellon's "images" for study in cyberspace, it is women's lives. Women 
resisted being made into pornogn1phy, being sexually violated in public 
for the pleasure and profit of others, long before the materials made using 
chem hit computer screens. And while resistance to pornography from the 
standpoint of the women in it has centered on visual materials, real women 
have often posed for the words as well, in the sense chac the men who 
wrote them often did what rhey wrore about. The Marquis de Sade, a 
seminal pornographer, was jailed for sexual atrocities he committed against 
women, acts that included the same rape and torture bis pornogmphy 
celebra1cs.' One wonders how for mos, pomo8raphers' ima8ination hns 
extended beyond their experience. 

Something is done when women arc used to make pornography, and 
then something is done again and again to those same women whenever 
their violation-their body, face, name, whatever of identit)' and dignity 
can be stolen and sold as sex-is sextrnlly enjoyed, in whatever medium. 
Most pomography, if circulated in a working environment, would be ac• 
tionable as sexual harassment.' The damage done would be clear if the 
materials were nonsexual libel or the people involved were understood co 
be people rather than prostitutes o r sex or "some women" who are "like 
that." For insisting that a woman is violated every time she is sexually 
trafficked without her permission, by word or celluloid or databyte, for 
insisting that each act of sexual consumption predicated on the unfree use 
of a person damages rhar person, those who oppose pornography's harms 
have csscntiall}' been accused of witchcraft or, at least. of a voodoo sen• 
sibility. Pornography in the marketplace of liie where there are no equality 
laws-in the world of books, photographs, fi lms, videos, phone sex, and 
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cable television everywhere bu1 work and school-has fallen inro a realiry 
warp. Harmless fantasy, it is called. 

Consider !his instance. In 1995, Michigan undergradume Jake Baker seM 
verbal snuff po111ography using a woman undergraduate's name and phys
ical description over rhe Internet.• Verbal pornographers have always had 
the tools visual pornographers are only beginning to develop that allow 
them to make pornography, including women presented being killed, 
without actually doing it to real women. Still chey use real women, pre
sumably for sexual reasons. Jake Baker did nor first commit 1he rape, 1or
turc, and murder he wrote about doing as sex. Because he .. fantasized,. 
time, place, and manner of execution into !he elher of e-mail, he was 
arrested and jailed before he could try. He did use the identity of a woman 
he had seen to make pornography of her subjected to those acts, and then 
pimped her by name on the bulletin board ale.sex.stories, if experience is 
any guide, for men to masturbate over. With its t-stimatcd 270,000 con
sumers, he had, for a pornographer manque, unprecedented access to 
spreading his harm. And the FBI had unprecedemed access to him. 

Federal authorities investigated and prosecuted Jake Baker for interstate 
transmission or a threat. He was not prosecuted for fantasizing. He was 
prosecuted for doing something, an act that embodied a dear notion of 
whai else he was going 10 do. A threat is an act in itself, the narure of 
which is a promise of further action. The fact he was prosecuted makes 
clear that a man's threat is more credible than a woman•s complaint. \Xlhatt 

he said he was going ro do was more credible than everyrhing all rhe 
women who have ever said they were used in pomography against their 
will have said that men did do to them. A trial would be based on whatt 
"he said'; no "she said' involved. And even though names are only words, 
makjng pornography of a real person's name was seen as part of doing 
real harm to ,hat person.' Tn ,his textual world , suddenly, if only momen
tarily, this injury became visible, real. It took putting pornography in cy
berspace to produce !his. 

\'<lhar makes VR (virrnal reality) more real than RL (real life)? \Xlhy is 
sexual violation in cybers1>ace taken more seriously, seen as real, when the 
same pornography dscwhere in social life has been widely passed off as 
harmless;><, Why did it take !he Internet to make the harm or coerced 
pornography real enough to produce an indictment for an act against a 
woman in i1 for the first rime? How long will it last? \Xlhat is-and will 
be-the legal and social relation bctwt-cn telt-communicatcd pornography 
on computer networks-the lnteniet, Usenet, World \Xlide Web, com
metcial and personal bulletin boards-and the rest of social life? 17,e C1r-
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negie Mellon study provides a rich context of dara and analysis in which 
to begin to consider these questions. The study also raises new possibilities 
for resistance by documenting, with unprecedemed scientific precision and 
definiciveness, who is using whom, where, when, and how, 

Thar pornography on computers is part of real life, not apart from it, is 
made indelibly dear by the Carnegie Mellon study. The content, con
sumers, and patterns documented in this study arc the same as those long 
observed in the pornography industry and in its tracks through the rest of 
society.' The research ream documenrs beyond question the simples, and 
most obvious, if some of the most contested, facts. Overwhelmingly, it is 
men who use pornography-98.9 percent of these consume.rs, co be exact.• 
Even many of the women who use ic, Carnegie Mellon found, are paid by 
pornographers to be there, in order ro give men the impression, while 
onHne, that women enjoy women being violated.9 \'Qomen a.re dispropor• 
tionately used in violating ways in pornography. More than 99 percent of 
:ill the bestiality pictures s1Udied on the "Amateur Action" bulletin board, 
for instance1 present women having sex with animals, 10 in spite of the fact 
that nearly 50 percent of the pornography studied has men in it." The 
more violating the act, the more women have it committed against them. 

Moreover, the more violating the macerial, the more ir is wanted, out of 
proportion ro supply. Sex with children is 6.9 percem by supply, 15.6 
percent by demand." The demand 10 see vaginal sex (not to be assumed 
hannlcss) approaches the vanishing point (6.9 percent by supply, 4.6 per• 
cem by demand)," while rhe demand for women vaginally penerrared by 
animals on the • Amateur Action· bulletin board approaches 50 percenr 
of ull visual bestiality material." When a woman is marketed being inten, 
sively physically banned, consumer demand doubles; fellatio gets a luke
wann response, but downloads double for "choking,'''' Amateur Action 
BBS, which distributes rhe most materials in which physical hann is shown 
being inflicted on women, is the market leader.•• The Camegie Mellon 
study disprovc.-s allegations chat u,ose who oppose the pornography in
duscry have distorted ics largely benign realiry through "rhe use of highly 
selected examples."" By focusing on pomography as used, the Carnegie 
Mellon results also counter the view that "most commercial pornography 
, , . is not violent. "111 

Pornography is a huge amonm of tbe activity on the Internet. As it 
aspires to be a universal nerwork ro unite rhe world, pornography rakes 
up much of the lmcrnct's collective brain. Over 80 percent of ull pictures 
available on the Usenet are pornography.•• ·111ree-quarters of the total 
space occupied by the visual boards, the lion's share of multimedia acciviry, 
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is pornography.20 The pornography bulletin boards, >1hhough a sm>1II per
centage of the BBS overall, ,1re disproportiooately arcessed. Use of the 
mosr violent and dehumani·zing materh1ls is not only the mosr frequent~2• 

it is also geographically widespread . The research team documents con 
sumpcion of such materials by men in at least 2.000 cities in a11 fifcy staces 
of che U.S., most Canadian provinces, where it is more clearly illegaJ, and 
thirLy-ninc:: foreign countrk:s and tcrritorics.22 \'\,'hen men make m:w com
mu11ities," they bring their pomogrnphy with them, They bou<l through 
iL Co1npulcr networks arc nol only m<::taphors ior society; they tr;.t<:k it 
,111d h,tppen with.in ir. 

\'fh}' ir was necessary ro log on to see what has been just down the street 
all along is an interesting question. The gre,1res1 ad1ievemeo1 of the Car
negie Mellon swdy lies in the fact it noticed what is there. Simply treating 
the content of pornography as a serious datahaloie for detai led empirical 
measurement is almost unprecedemed. :'\pparently the shift in frame from 
books and videos to cyberspace has had che effect of rt.·vc..1..ling to simple 
c:mpiri<:al <lonunt~ntation that what is <lone to worm:n in pon10graphy is 
001 a fact of nature or ,10 ,tct of liberMion or a private percadillo ro be 
respectfully skirted but an ongoing soti,<l atrocity. The significance of this 
recogoir.ion, implicit .in the enrite study, c,11inor be overstated. The srudy's 
refusal ro back off from rhe findings represe111.ed by the its use of at lease 
some concrete descriptive c,-ue.gode.s aod many illusm.uive quohltion.s js 
equally rema rkable. The political episcemology of th is moment is thnt cy
berspace seems to have made possible a clarity of perspective, a reframing 
of this fonn of vioJcm:c against women, a getting out of society in or<lcr 
to get into it, that no mental tdp to t\fars and back has previously accom ~ 
plished. 

Ho\',•ever, compute.r oel\vorks do not~ as the research team suggests, 
n1.1rket unusually abusive materials and thus "redefinleJ the pornogritphic 
landsr!lpe."" The.y rev<.>»l it. 11,e study expresses ocrasiooal skepticism 
about the fit between pornography in cyberspace and pornography in the 
rest of rhe world. Tr states that the most abusive pornogr!lphy (e.g., besti
ality and t0r1.ure) and child pornography nre much ensier ro get online thn11 
mhcru:ise.n This confuses what is acknowledged as being acceptable with 

what is actually a<:Ct:ptt'<l iu the sc:-nst' of being widdy available- and used. 
Abusive pornography using aduJt women is readily available, and anyone 
who wants di.ild pornography tan get it with a liule effort. Computer 
networks are romributing sign.ific,tntly to ilbuse of wom<.>n a.nd dl.ildren by 
facilitating access 10 sud1 pornography, expanding its re-Jd1. However, the 
fact that these materials become more re,,dily available, while they remain 
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illegal, even highly illegal, does nor mean thor ,hey are not, in facr, orh
erwise already there. Electronic communication makes more visible lO scru. 
tiny a reality that was already pervasive. 

Some viewers may also be skeptical thar the individuals presented as 
children in computer pornography are really children. More likely, por
nographers are using children when they say £hey arc not. This will become 
much more common after the U.S. Supreme Court's recent ruling in X
Cilemenl Video, which held Lhm, if pomographers do not know 1hat Lhe 
children they use are children, the pornography made using them is legal."' 
This accomplishes an effective drop in the age of consent for use in child 
pornography to age of physical maturation-for some girls, ten or eleven 
years old-a change that pornographers, including those on computer net• 
works, can be predicted to exploit fully. In fac1, the research ream docu
ments extensive use of children for sex in this forum.¥7 

One feature of much computer network pornography that appears to 
distinguish it from the rest of the pornography market is that it is distrib
uted free of charge. J\crually, much child pornography is traded as well as 
sold.'• A primary form of the profit in pornography is sexual, pure and 
simple. Meantime, with computer networks now being used for trafficking, 
community standards in yet another rapidly expanding elite are created 
[hat 0re toxic to women's humaniry and po[entiaring [0 male dominance, 
which has to be good for business. And the pornographers of organized 
crime arc at work. with some of the best technical minds money can buy, 
figu ring out how 10 make money pimping women in cyberspace." 

Each new technology raises anew the question of the adequacy of ex
isting legal approaches. Cyberspace makes vivid. if it was not already, the 
inefficaq• of current obscenity law, which coexists with this exploding 
market in human abuse, as it has with every other means of sexual traf
ficking. Just as the harms pornography does are no different online rhan 
anywhere else, the legal approach taken m them need be no different. It 
need only be effective, as it nowhere is. Computer networks presem a 
newli• democnuic, yer newly elite, mass forni of pomography becoming 
less elite by the minme, jusr as pornography always has. In whatever form 
pornography exists. its harms remain harms to the equality of women; it 
is through addressillg these harms that pornography rnn be t-onfromcd. 
Civil rights legislation designed ro remedy pornography's hanns at their 
point of impact is well sui1ed to this task on line as everywhere else. 1• 

Computer technology docs pose newly complex issuc.,; of anonymity and 
privacy. Unidentified speech has always presented dangers of harassment 
and repucarional desrrucrion bm never before on this scale." Privacy has 
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also an industry, because its dynamic is sexual, and also for the visual fonns 
because the camera requires live fodder-is not only often predicated on 
abuse iuid evemuates in abuse; it is abusive. lt does not only lay die 
groundwork or provide a persuasive basis or impelling racionaliwtion, 
however destructive or immediace, for consequem acts. Tt is a kind of acc. 

For this reason, pornography is most appropriatdy addressed through 
what it d<>es. as discrimination) not defamation. Defamation and d.iscrim .. 
inaiion emerge from distinct theoretical and political traditions, 'Jbe idea 
of group defamation, like the idea of obscenity, is ,hat group defama1ion 
cxprt.-sscs a hannfuJ id<."a about a g roup; discrimination, even when it ex• 
presses an attitude, as it always does, is always recognized as an act. Def
amation is a tort principally addressed 10 repmational harm co individuals; 
only derivatively and uncomfortably is it applied 10 groups. Discrimination 
is 6rst and always a group-based concept, even when applied one person 
at a time. The law of defamation since New York Times v. S11lliva11'~ has 
been explicicly circumscribed by First Amendmem safeguards because 
state laws against individual libel, and group libel even more so, have been 
thought to potentially compromise freedom of expression. But discrimi
nation that takes a verbal Conn bas never-not until pornogmphy was 
challenged as sex discrimination-been regarded as protected by the Firsc 
Arncndmenr.n 

Discrimination is commonly accomplished through words: "you're 
fue<lt "it was essential that the understudy to my Administrative Assistant 
be a man,")s ••whites only,"it "' [m)ale help wanred/ "0 "did you ger any 
over che weekend?, ... '11 /,.sleep with me and ru give you an 'A,' "•U and "walk 
more femininely, talk more feminincly, dress more femininely, wear 
makeup, have [your) hair style<l. and we-Jr jewdry. "o Nearly every time a 
refusal co hire or promote or accommodate is based on a prohibited group 
ground, some verb:1I act eirher constin1ces ,he discriminarion or proves ir. 
When words are not the discriminatory act itself, as harassing comments 
are for example," they prove that me treatment is based on a prohibited 
group ground. In rhe discrimina1ion context, verbal expressions can be 
actionable 1>er se or evidence of actionable practices, not protected speech; 
they arc smoking guns, not political opinion. No sexual harassment def en• 
dant to my knowledge has daimc'<'.I his sexually harassing remarks were 
protected expression. Not yet. 

Not even clearly symbolic conduct such as crossbuming has been con
sidered protected by the First Amendment," e,·en though, unlike pornog
raphy, it is pure expression. Crossbuming inflicts its harm through its 
meaning as an act thor promotes racial inequality through its message and 
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imp11c1, engendering ,error and effecruating segrcga1ion ... Trs d•mage to 
equalicy rights is not only symbolic bu1 also real. Crossburning docs noc 
so mucb harm a group's reputation as it effec1uaces terror, intimidation, 
and harassment on a group basis. T he Firs, Amendment frame on 1he issue, 
taken alone, would be more likely ro see whac is said than whac is done. 
\'Qhen the traditions of defamation and discrimination confront each other, 
the First Amendment question is how equali1y can exist without fr<.1: ex• 
prcssion, while the founC1:tnh Amendmem question is how expression can 
be free wi1hou1 equalicy. 

Defamation and discrin, ination address differently imagined harms. Def. 
amation law addresses harm to group repurntion; discrimination law ad• 
dresses harm to group status and rrea1ment. But to che degree scams is • 
maner of reputation, repur.acion a matter of scams~ and treatment a matter 
of ho1h, they overlap significantly." Whether ,he treatment is verbal, sym• 
bolic, or physical, being treated as a second•class citizen certainly furthers 
the second•dass reputation of the group of which one is a member. Seg
regated lunch counters or roi1ets o r water fountains were not challenged 
as defamatory symbolic expression, nor defended because of what they 
said-that is, as symbolic speech or as expressions of political opinion
allhough they were arguably both expressive and political. Raciol segre
gation in education was not regarded as protected speech to the extent it 
required verbal forms. such as laws and directives, to create and sustain 
it. Nor was it regarded as actionable defamation against African Am ericans, 
alrhough a subsrancial part of its hann was ,he message of inferiority it 
conveyed, as wcll as its negative impact on d1e sdf-concep, of Black chil
dren .411 Yet Lhe harm of segregation and other racist practices is at least as 

much what it says as wha1 it does. As with crossburning. what it says is 
indistinguishable from whm it does. Considered this way, pornography can 
be said to do substantial repmational damage ro women, bm irs harm does 
nor end d1erc. Accordingly, the civil rights approach to pornography does 
not cemer on its defamatocy aspects any more than the civil rights ap· 
proach to segregation cenrered on irs defamaiory aspec1s, ahhough rhey 
are present in both cases. 

Pornography is propaganda, an expression of male ideology, a hate lit• 
erature, an argwnent for sexual fascism. It conveys ide-.i.s just as any sys• 
tcmatic social practice does. Jr is also, Like mos, group defamation, often 
immoral, tasteless, ugly, and boring. Bu, none of chis is whar pornography 
distinctively is, how it distinctively works, o r what is most harmful about 
it. Was the evil of the Holocaust what it said about Jews? Ii the tortures 
at Dachau had been required ro make anti-Semiric propaganda, wollld its 
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hann be considered ideological only? If lampsh:1des made of women's skin 
were sold beside me road, would me law address mis practice th rough its 
impact on women's self-image or public reputation? The trade \\'Ould oi
fend, bm would its legal hann be reduced 10 its offensiveness, as opposed 
ro addressing what ir rook ro make them? 

The meory of group defamation does not adequately encompass the 
reality of pornography. One has 10 wonder whether it adequately encom
passes die reali[y of group defama[ion either. For instance, building on the 
individual libel model, some lsws of group defamation require thar the 
statements be proven false or pcnnit truth as a defense." While much of 
what pornography says about women is a pack of Lies, for the visual ma
terials at least, it actually has to happen to be made, and in that sense is 
empirically true. Much ~roup defamation contains a similar mix of lies 
with imposed realities. 11,e stereotypes defamation presents begin false and 
remain largely false, but 10 the extent the stercotypt-s are imposed on a 
group, they will accurately describe at least some of its members some
times. As when the world is made into pornography, success in forcing the 
world to correspond to a defamatory image makes defamation both more 
true and arguably more, not less, damaging. But where truth is a defense, 
the material is, for that reason, legally reg11rded as less defamatory or not 
defamatory ar all.'° Also, do we really wnnt hearings on African American 
penis size or me barbing habits of Jews? 

As another example, the law of group Libel gc-ncrally restricLs the pro• 
motion of harred, or hatred and contempr." Hatred is an extreme feeling 
of negative animus that can express itself verbally or physically." Discrim
ination law begins with an assumption of human status and focuses on 
deviations in 1re-,tmen1 from that staJ1dar<l. If a man chains his dog in his 
backyard, only a few people would SO)' ,hat the dog's civil rights are vio
lated. If a man chains a woman in his basement, more will. Tt does no• 
matter if he Joves or hates her. \Vhat matters is how he treats her and what 
that treacmem and its permissibility say about what a woman socially is." 
Perhaps, in tenns of human rights, such treatment can be considered 
hateful regsrdlcss of his subjectivity. But the bottom line of discrimination, 
I think, is less do mcy hate and more will d1ey kill. Hatred rationalizes 
and impels genocide, certainly, but so do colder things like self-interest, 
sense of superiority, or fun, and more banal things like indifference or 
system. In the case of women and men, love deals ar least as much death, 
and so do hotter things, like pleasure and passion. The fact that pornog• 
raphy so often presents i1seli as love, indeed resembles much of what passes 
for it under male dominance. makes construing it as hate l.iteran,re o cha!-
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lenging exercise. The concept of discrirnination, by disrincrion, aims nor 
at what is felt by perpetrator or victim or what is said as such, but at what 
is done, including through words. 

Defamation and discrimination law also diverge in ,he mental require
ments for the "willfulness" or knowledge of falsity required in many group 
defamation statutes.,.,. Sincere sex bigots, which the consumption of por• 
nography creates, would presumably not be covered unde.r such defama
[ion scandards, Discrimina[ion, although many pans of rhe law require a 
showing of group-based intent or motive, need not always be inrended or 
meant to be discriminatory." In reality, both in situations of group dcfa. 
mation and pornography, baving one's humanity recognized enough to 
have it willfolly degraded can be an improvement over its erasure by un
conscious bigots. 

This analysis suggests that an equaliry theory may remedy some of the 
same inadequacies for group defamation that it has for pornography. A 
discrimination theory of defrunmion would center on its hann to subor
dinate groups.St. Group Jibe) is an equality issue when its promotion un
dermines the social equality of a target group that is traditionally and sys
tematically disadvantaged. Group defrunation promotes the disadvantage 
of disadvantaged groups. Group-based enmity, ill wiU, intolerance, and 
prejudice are rhe animdinal engines of the exclusion, denigration, and sub
ordination that comprise social inequality. Without bigotry, social systems 
of enforced separation and apartheid would be unnecessary, impossible, 
and unthinkuble. Stereotyping and stigmarizmion of his1orically disadvan
taged groups through group hate propaganda shape 1heir social image and 
repu1acion, arguably controlling the opportunities of individual members 
more powerfully thru1 their individual abWties do." It is impossible for an 
individual 10 receive equality of opporruniry when surrounded by an atmo
sphere of group haired or coniem[" · 

In this light, group defamation can be seen as a spcciJic kind of discrim
inatory practice, a verbal form iL1equalicy cakes. Anti-Semitism promotes 
1he inequality of Jews on d,e basis of religion and e1hnicity. Whi1e su
premacy promotes inequality on the basis of race, color, and sometimes 
ethnic origin. G roup defamation in th.is sense is not the mere expression 
of anti-Semitic or white supremacist opinion but a practice of discrimi
nation similar to sexual harassment and od1er discriminatory acts that rnke 
verbnl forrn. It is !lrguably an integral link in systemic discrimination rluu 
keeps target groups in subordinated positions through the promotion of 
terror, intolerance, degradation, segregation, exdusio11, vilification, vio
lence, and genocide. The narure of the practice can be seen and proven 
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by che damage ir does, from immediacc psychic wounding to consequenr 
physical aggression." Where advOC11cy of genocide is pan of group def a. 
mation,,. an equality approach 10 irs regulation would observe that to be 
liquidaced because of rhe group you belong 10 is the ulrimme inequality. 

Thus, any nation that has a constirurional guaranree of equality can po
temially defend on equality grounds a group defamation statute that is 
challenged as a violation of freedom of expression.'° A law agaimt group 
defamation promotes equality and opposes inequality. It would violate any 
constirudonal equaliry provision in e"Xisrence for a legisluture to pass a la"' 
authorizing the promotion of hatred on the basis of sex, race, religion, and 
national origin. lt foUows tbat govenimental action against promoting 
group hate is protected under conscirutional equality provisions. Jusc as 
governmental action to promote group hatred would violare a constitu
tional equality provision, governmental action to prohibit group hatrecl 
promotes constitution-based equality .'' 

Once laws against group defamation can be supported as weU as chal
lenged on a constitutional level, the cension becween equality and speech 
wou1d be resolved by whatever standards constitutional conflicts arc ac• 
commodated. Typically, the courcs would decide whether the group libel 
provision burdened expression significantly or ac all, and whether its reg
ul:uion promoted equality as unintrusivel~r as possible. and in a way ~• 
legislature could have found effective . ., The balancing would be done how
ever balancing is done, but it would be two constitutional rights in tht: 
balance> not jusr one consfinuional right against a nice idea or good man
ners o r poJidcal sensitivity or standards of civility. In a conscirurjona1 tra
dition like the Uniced States, the harms arc comparatively trivialized when 
considered as defamation, the state interest obscured, disabling the con
stitutional defense of such laws againsc First Amendment snack. When the 
equality interest is recognized, focusing on lived consequences rather than 
message co111ent, practices like lynching, crossburning, and pornography 
are revealed as expressive fonns inequality takes, and tbe constitutional 
balance shifts. 

Analyzing group defamation in equality terms recasts many well .wom 
issues in the free-expression debate. Perhaps the most startling concerns 
the dogma that there is no such tbing as a false idea for purposes of 
conscirucional analysis of speech.•• \'(/hen equalicy is recognized as a ron
srimrional value and mand:ue, rhe idea chat some people are inferior ro 
others on the basis of group membership is authoritatively rcjccccd as the: 
basis for public policy, h is a false idea. This does not mean chat ideas ro 
the concrnry cannot be expressed. Ir should mean, however, thnc group-
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based social inferiority canno1 be imposed 1hrough any means, includinit 
expressive o nes.6" Because society is made of language, distinguishing talk 
about inferiority from verbal imposition of inferiority may be complicated 
at the edges bur is nonetheless ofren very clear,., Ar the very least, such 
practices would not be constimtionally insulated from regulation on the 
ground that ,he ideas ,hey express cannot be regarded as false. And at
tempts to address such prnttices should not be considered inv-.ilid because, 
in taking a posilion in favor of equalily, lhey assume lhal 1he idea of human 
equality is ,n1e. There is no requirement that rhe srme rernain nemral when 
inequality is practiced- quite the contrary. Expressive means of practicing 
inequality have never lx.-..:n recognized as exceptions to this rule."' 

In the United States, the receptivity of the law of free speech 10 an 
equality theory of group defamation can be partially assessed from courts' 
responses ,o the sex discrimination o rdinance against pornography. The 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Ameriam Book.reller., 
Amxiation v. Hudnut found that the ordinance violated the First Amend
ment guarantee of freedom of speech.•' The court reached chis conclusion 
in spite of its agreement thal pornography co ntributed materially to rape 
and oilier sexual violence, was a fonn of subordination in itself, and was 
partly responsible for second-class citizenship in various fonns, including 
economic ones ... In some 1>assages, the court conceded that pornography 
is an active practice.'-., Yet protecting pornography was held to be more 
important than avoiding or rcmL-dying its harms. Indeed, the court held 
that pornography's importance as speech can be measu red by itS effective
ness in doing the harm that it does.70 

The civil rights law against pornography was held to be a form of dis
crimination on the basis of "viewpoint" because it was not neutral on the 
subject of sex-based exploitation and abuse." By this siandard, every dis
criminatory practice and every antidiscrimination law expresses a point of 
view. Acts express ideas; yet they are legally restricted and do not have to 
be proven expressionless first. Segregation expresses the view that Blacks 
are inferior ro whites; nalings against segregation express the concr:iry view. 
Segregation is not therefore prmected speech, nor are rulings against it 
considered "thought control."" Affirmative action plans and antidiscrimi• 
nation policies are not regarded as discrinunation on the basis of viewpoint, 
although they prohibit the view that Blacks are inferior lO whites from 
being expressed by discrimin•1ing ag• inst them, including by telling them 
"you're fired.,. for the wrong reasons. This remains true even though de .. 
institutionalizing segregation does a great deal 10 undermine the poim of 
view it expresses, jusr as making pornography actionable as sex discrimi-
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nation would dclegitimize the ideas the practice advances. Under the or
dinance, misogynist attitudes toward women and sexuality can be ex• 
pressed; they just cannot be practiced in certain ways, such as when verbal 
nnd visual subordination based on sex are trafficked. Whnt the Hud11ut 
court missed is borh thar acts speak and rhat speech acrs.'' 

As an illustration of the convergence of expression with action, consider 
lynching." Lynching has a vocabulary and a message. It is a vehicle for the 
communica1ion of an ideology, It expresses a dear point of view aboul 
African Americans, one that is difficult 10 express as effecrively any other 
way. One point of lynching is that other Black people see the body. TI1c: 
idea expressed by hanging the body in public is that all Black people 
belong in a subordinate [>OSition and should stay there or they will be 
horribly brutalized, maimed, and murdered. Another point of lynching is 
that while people see the body. ks display teaches rhem that they are 
superior and deserve to live: this was done for them. In the past, photo
graphs were sometimes taken of lynchings and made available for sale for 
those who missed seeing the real thing." Compare such a photograph, or 
the recent one of a Black man hanging l)11ched from a tree sent out by 
Klanwntch in an envelope with " warning that it is highly disturbing," with 
a 1984 Pemhouse spread in which Asian women were bound, trussed, and 
hanging from crees.n One cannot tell if they are alive or dead. Tn both 
cases, individuals are tied up and hung from trees, ofrcn with genitals 
displayed. In both cases, they arc people of color. In both cases, sexual 
humiliation was im,olvcd. Bur when rhe victim is a man, 1hc phorogn,ph 
is seen to document an a[rocjcy against him and an entire peop1e. I doubt 
many masturbate to it. Be.cause the victim in Pentho111e is a woman. the 
photograph is considered entertainment, experienced as sex, called spc-ech, 
and protected as a constitutional right, 

If Black people were lynched in order to make 1>hotographs of lynchings 
on a multi.billioo•dollar•a•year scale, would that make them pro1ected 
speech? The issue here is not whether the acts of lyncb.iog are formally 
illegal or nor. As with the acrs surrounding J>0mography, on paper lynch
ings were HJegal. whi]e in reality rhcy mostly were nor, untiJ a specific law
a civil rights law- was passed against them. The issue is also not whc.ther 
lynchings or sexual atrocities can be visually documented. The issue is, 
rather, given the fact cha, someone must be lynched co make a picture of 
a lynching, what is more important, the picture or the person? If it rakes 
a lynching to show a lynching, what is the social difference, really, bctwc'<!n 
seeing a lynching and seeing a picture of one? What would it say abou[ 
the seriousness wi1h which socie1y regards lynching if lynching were illegal 
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bur picrures of lynchings were •ffirmarively prorecred and constiruted • 
highly profitable, visible, and pervasive industry, defended as a form of 
freedom and a constitutional right? What would it say about the serious
ness and effectiveness of laws against lynching if people paid good money 
ro see one, and the law looked rhe other way, so long as phorographs of 
it were mass-produced? What would it mean if the courts held that because 
lynching effectively expresses a point of view about African Americans, it 
is an "idea" whose mass expression, over and over and over again, 
thousands of pictures of ir every year, is protected speech? What would ir 
say about one's status in the community that the society permits one to be 
hanged from trees and calls it emert:iliimem-that is, protects it for those 
who enjoy it, mher than prohibits it for those it harms? 

Acrually, Hud11ut does not rule on the Indianapolis ordinance at all, bur 
on some imaginary group defamation ordinance directed toward what por• 
nography says. By turning harmful practke; into bad thoughts and acts 
into ideas about acts, Hud11ut does rule on hate speech regulation, which, 
unlike the Indianapolis ordinance, does turn on point of view. Under an
tihate laws, love is not racially defamatory; hate is. After reducing discrim• 
inatory acts to defamatory ideas, the Hudm11 court held that no amount 
of ham, from group-based speech can justify legal action by its victims.18 

This is simply legally wrong. Courts arc supposed to measure value against 
harm, not by harm. A doctrinally correct approach to tbe ordinance would 
have balanced the harms of such materials against their value, if any,79 or 
might even have considered 1he value of the materials irrelevant so lonj\ 
as they are proven to do injury tha1 states can legitimately regulate. The 
harm of pornography, as made actionable by the ordinance, is not done 
through viewpoint, even though it is done in part through con1en1. Por
nography is identified in pan through its content, but regula1ed through 
its ac1s, the acts the ordinance makes actionable. Tr must be faced that the 
Hud11ut approach is fatal for regulating racial defamation, no matter how 
much harm it does. 

Just as couns have ofren pro1ec1ed the group defomation of the pas1,80 

when the Supreme Courr summarily affim1ed H11dnu1, protecting and de
fending pornography became the official state position in tbc United States. 
So now an entire class of women can be discriminated against so tbaL 
others can have what they call freedom of speech: freedom meaning free 
access t.o women's bodies, free use of women's Jives; speech meaning 
women's bodies as a medium for others' expression. As African Americans, 
men as well as women, once were white men's propeny under the Con• 
stirution, women are now men's "speech" because our pain, humiliation, 
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torture, use, and second-class stams is something they wam to say. Thau 
they cannot say it without doing it does not matter. 

Now !hat U.S. law has adopted the point of view of !he pornographers 
on women's rights as its basis for state policy in this area, holding that the 
pornography is rnore imponant than che ,vomen they know it harms, one 
might ask the questions that are asked of the classic experiences of group 
defamation: Why the silence? Why the complicity? How can "we• le.t !his 
go on? How can ic be officially pem1incd? How can lhe law be so twisted 
as 10 collaborate in it? What are J>eople thinking? Don' t rhey know? Don'• 
they m:? Don't they care? Perhaps the lack of explanation for the success 
of past campaigns of group defamauon is connecred with the lack of rec
ognition of present ones. Why have most people not heard all !his before? 
Why have rhose who have seen the pornography not seen it in this way? 
Now that they know, why will most people find satisfying reasons to do 
nothing about it? 



26 
Pornography Left and Right 

ln a celling convergence becween lefc and righr, when Rush Limbaugh, a 
conservative commentator, sajd chat I say "all sex is rape ," he was repeating 
a lie that Pkybuy, a glossy men's sex magazine witb liberal politics and 
lirerary precensions, has been pushing for years. ' This is a lie, rather chan 
• misrake, on 1he assump1ion that ,hey bo1h read my work, which may be 
g iving them too much.' That those whose politics conventionally divide 
them are united on this point reveals the common nerve struck by ques
tioning the presumptive equality of men and women in sex. 

Wich issues othei· than sexualiiy, it has been po5sible to ask whether sex 
equality has been achieved without being slandered. In other areas of social 
life, poverty, physical coercion, socialization to passivity, and sexual abuse 
from cradle 10 grave are ooc seen 10 support freedom, consem, and choice. 
Bu, ro argue rhar these same forces may create some1hing ocher 1han 
equaliiy in sexual relaiions is to call forth an escalating liiany of increasingly 
defamatory names.' 

To say mac I-and ochers who analp .e sexual abuse as pare of gender 
inequaliiy- say all sex is rape is a political libel, a false siatemenr of fact 
that destroys repute in a community in which sex is the secular religion. 
Focusing an amorphous, visceral misogyny in sound bite, spit~out, get-her 
form, ic rnrgcts hatred by harnessing che famasy mar men are deprived of 
sex and are abour co be deprived of more sex. Sexual energy is rhus mo
bilized and displaced onto those who would supposedly deprive men of 
sex as men arc supposedly deprived of rape. For allegedly saying this, or 
whac is said to amounc co chis, women are vilified, shunned, unemployed, 
unpublished, scorned, trivialized, s1igmarized, marginali1.ed, 1hreatened, ig
nored , personally ha1ed by people we have never mer, and unread. All this 
for what we do say: sexuality occurs in a contcxl of gender inequality, a 
foci no hate propagandis1 has ye1 1ried 10 rebu1. 

A,L:lte», amfernw.ic: un .. Liw:,. :,ml N:ilu~: $h11pi11g Sex, Prefer.:n~:c , and F'Jimily," Bro,,.n Uni~ 
~ ni.ty, 6 F'ehru:ary 199), 11 nc:I Lec1u~, Sumner C.'ln.uy M~mc.,ri11I l~aun:d,ip, C..;;i* Wo.1c1n 
Rdlen.-e- U11iv~rs:iiy St:bool of Lirw, 25 ri.tureh 1993. Clevd:u,d. r io.t publi~,«I ~• Hex« R~ iew. 
30 l l.trwtrd Cit'l1,Righti Civ1UJhertiri LJJw Rn·il.'W 10 ( 1995). 
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The line be,ween ,hose who wield this libel and ,hose agains, whom i• 
is wielded cuts across left and Light. It divides those who want to maintain 
and advance under male supremacy from those who wane co end it. l• 
draws a line of sexual politics. 

The same line divides ,he real sides in the pornography debate. Much 
of the left and right together, prominently including liberals, civil libertar
iam, and libertarians, occupy the pro-pornography side. On the other side 
are chose for whom sexual abuse is real and matters, 1hose who oppose 
inequality bused on sex even in sexual relations. This alignment was visible, 
for example, in the sudden unity between the Moral Majority and some 
liberals in support of the U.S. obscenity approach to pornography,' a re
markable (if wholly unremarked) left-right consensus occasioned by the 
la,v Andrea Dworkin and T conceived ,o recognize pornography as a form 
of sex discrimination by al]owing civil actions by victims who can prove 
harm? The mJ threat to male dominance posed by this law propelled the 
liberals into the am1s of tbe conse,vatives.6 ll1e right has always supported 
obscenity law; it embodies their concept of the pornography problem. TI,e 
le.ft has always cricicized it as moralistic, anti.sex, homophobic, vague, over• 
broad, a "chilling" criminal sanction for expression of unpopular ideas, 
and a device for righ1-wing repression-indeed, as evetything the same 
forces have said, falsely, of our proposed law. Once our proposnl became 
a live possibility, this same obscenity law the liberals had long excoriated 
suddenly looked good. Now, anything that needed to be done about por
nography could be done by obscenity law. Given a law rhac, unlike ob
scenity law, would actually be effective against ,he pomography industry, 
liberals woke up to the fact that U.S. obscenity law has done nothing 
agains1 the industry and never will. Perhaps they noticed tha1 the pornog
raphy industry, unstemmed by the prosecutorial efforts of three conser
vative administ:radons, has quadrupled in size since the U.S. Supreme 
Coun announced its obsceniry rest in 197}.' Perhaps they noticed ,hatt 
obscenity doctrine is unworkable and unrealistic.' Perhaps they realized 
that no criminal law will ever be effecrive agains, a business that can be 
run from jail. The righr likes how much obscenity law says, the lefr likes 
how little it does, so everyone is satisfied except those who want the por• 
nographers, and the harm they do. stopped. 

Another charge generated in the srruggle over this proposed ordinance 
is rhat Andrea Dworkin and T are in bed ,vith the right.• This fabricarion, 
with the rcqui.site sexual innuendo, emanated from liberals who defend 
pornogmphy on the identical Firs1 Amendment grow1d conservatives do. 
hs sole function is 10 scare liberals off-which frankly does nor take 
much. The righr knows better than ,o embrace the sex equality the ordi-
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nance advances and they oppose. T n foe,, individual legisla1ors on lefi and 
right have both supported and opposed the equality approach to pornos• 
raphy, but only one individual of the scores we have worked with closely 
identifies as conservative.10 One person is nor n wing or an orgnni1..ation . 
T his Jie would be easier to su rvive if ir were true. If civil rights laws 
against pornography had the right's resources, money, access, votes1 and 
power behind them anywhere, they would have been in place for over a 
decade. 

Toge1her with poliricians, journalists, and pornographers, judges lefi and 
right in the United States have also taken a single position on the sex 
discrimination law against pornography for the same reason: to make injury 
through pornography civilly ac1ionable as sex discrimination violates the 
First Amendment." This com•ergence is not publicly decried as an unholy 
alliance or an abandonment of marginalized and powerless groups by the 
left. IL is hailed as an objective reading of the law. In other words, when 
people converge without regard 10 left and right to support diis low, their 
convergence is stigrnarized. as "strange bedfcllows, '112 sinister and unprin
cipled, and attributed by liberals to the right. When forcrs align across left 
and right 10 oppose the mc:1sure, 10 silence violoted women and to bury 
recognition of their human rights, that is seen by the lefi as a ,•ictory for 
[he Jefr, and moreover bipartisan, so it must be correct. 

Only if one assumes that lefi and right relevantly diverge is it remarkable 
to find them together. The assumption that the political spectrum is de, 
fined by 1hese polarities dates from 1he French Revolution." The left/right 
distinction, even as it makes increasingly little sense of many political cleav
ages, is nonetheless still taken as almost a natural fact, like north and south, 
and academic points are made by showing when extremes converge. But 
if left and right arc not relevantly defined by distinction, their convergence 
is unremarkable. 

Through ,he lens of a systemic analysis of sex inequality, left and right 
alignn1en1s in conventional politics share a deep, common, grounded bond, 
a common misogyny, :-1 common scxuali1.ation of inequality chat makes 
sexual abuse visible only as sex and invisible as abuse, inequality, or pol
itics. This analysis exJX>scs a new politics: recognizing these reali ties re• 
configun.>s political gc-ography." Left and right become two modes in one 
system: male dominance. ln this perspective, women as such do not inhabit 
rhe same political terrain men do. They live in • fl8l!er world of male 
authority charnctcri.zcd by possession, exclusion, diminution, violation, 
marginalization, stigmatization, and foreclosure of opportunities on the 
basis of sex packaged in a variety of distracting political guises. Whatever 
difference left and right can and do make ar rimes, the politics of neither 
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left nor right •ddresses rhe deep srn1cture of women's condirion or defines 
what must be done to change it. 

11'1.is peispeccive illwnina1es the unremarkable (and widely unremarked) 
left-right convergence in two recent books on the subject of pornography: 
on the left, Edward de Grazia, Girls Lea11 Back Everywhere: The Law of 
Obscenity at1d the Assault Off Genii,s," and on the right, Judge Richard 
Posner, Sex and Reasot1.'• Both treatments postdate the recent public ex
posure of pornography's concrere harms. Neither is pan of me academic 
coctage industry rhac has sprung up 10 exploit che anention 10 che topic 
created by this exposure, rushing to capitalize on the breaking of women's 
silence while doing everything volumes of words can do to reimpose it. 
Riuher, chese !WO books are products of two authentic lifetime commit
menrs. 

De Grazia is a lawyer practicing at the line between pornography and 
art. Judge Posner is a theorist of the legal applications of means-ends ra
cionalicy, centering on but not confined co economics. Both writers have a 
legal project as weU as theoretirnl and political agendas that include por
nography but are not limited to it. De Grazia locates on the left, which 
shows how little dass policies it takes to be t.l1ere in the United SUites; 
Judge Posner locates on the right, in the forefro111 of liberrnrinn conser
vatism. De Grazia is a modern liberal. Judge Posner correctly terms himself 
a classic liberal, 17 pursuing a diminished role for government and expansive 
liberties for those who can take them. That this charactercrntion defines 
,he right of the existing spectrum, yet also exactly describes the position 
of de Grazia and much of the left on the question of pornography, makes 
the point. On pornography, left and right arc two cogs in a single machine, 
meshing to crush women. 

Focusing on his 1rea1mem of pomography is fairer 10 de Grazia, whose 
whole book is about it, than co Posner, who sets it within a sustained rheory 
of sexuality, with one chapter on pornography and connections made 
throughout the text. The books ,tre not comparable in other ways as "'eU. 
De Grazi,i's book requires a 101 of analysis 10 get at what he is saying; his 
position emerges more from his exercise of ed.itoriaJ prerogatives than from 
what he says in his own voice. Indeed, almost d1c entire book consists of 
selections from the work of others. Posner, in contrast, says what he thinks 
directly; he even writes his own book. Posner's is more open to, and worthy 
of, theoretical eJ1gagement; de Grnia's is narrowly legal by comparison. 
De Grazia's parade of actual historical materials, and t.l1c need to search 
out his argument like the murderer in a murder mystery. makes his book 
more difficult 10 analyze, if more fun . 
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De Grnzia J>resents his argument substantially through exhibitS, relying 
on choice and placement to convey his mess.age. Interpretation of what he 
is doing is required 10 ger at what he is saying. He traces a history of 
censorship of erotic marerials from engravings through primed books, to 
photographs, films, and videos, ro che beginnings of computers, in a pre
sentation that unfolds like a documentary film. It is made of bits and cuts, 
including interviews he did, other people's briefs, magazine articles, tran
scriprs, parrs of the macerials at issue, and so on. And on, The nuchor, as 
well as much about his sources, is largely concealed this way. The materials 
arc placed in a uniform format beginning with the source's name. To find 
out when and where it was said, you have 10 dig around in che back. 

The book is organi,,ed 10 showcase de Grazia's one smart momenr: his 
defense of William Burroughs's Naked l.11nch1• and Henry Millers Tropic 
o/ Cancer. 19 The argument is: if material has value, it cannot be obscene. 
From this it follows that 001.hing <= be done about it.20 17,c reader can 
ger bogged down in the parade of marerials, fascinating in 1.hemselves, and 
think rhat de Gra,ia is not saying anything, but it is all srrategizcd to 
convince the re-J.der of this argument. 

Although he never puts it rhis way, de Grazia d early believes I.hat cen
sorship harms I.he censored. Aurhoricatively telling people that there are 
things they cannot say, or punishing them for saying rhem, destroys rhem. 
\Xlhcn the government restricts a.rt and literature-genius for short-wives 
and publishers flee, reputations crash, health fades, friends and housc-s 
vanish. \Xlriters cannot write, contemplate suicide, commit suicide.21 Cen• 
sorship causes death. One pe.rson , after losing a Supreme Court case, .i'wem 
into clothing."" Certainly the effects of silencing are re.al and serious, and 
the causal link between censoring art and hann 10 artists is real even if it 
is only proven through experience. If only de Grazia rook the harms of 
pornography-its silencing and orher devasrming consequences for 
women► whkh include murder-even a fraction as seriously. and viewed 
that causal and experiential connection balf as sympacheticaUy. 

Judge Posner is • more self-conscious rheorisr. His views on rhe larger 
issues of sexuality and politics underlie many common social attitudes, 
laws, and policies. I !is book argues that the ends of sexuality arc deter
mined genetically through evolutionary biology," and that these ends are 
pursued rationally to maximize fimess through social organization and be
havior, particularly economics. He interprets regularities of women's sexual 
status and trcatmcat as expressions of such biological imperatives pursu<.-d 
economically." His analysis of pon,ogrnphy is situated within 1.his larger 
theoretical edifice. 
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Sex and Reason is oddly reminiscent of Frederick Engels's combination 
of largely unquestioned biologism with economic detcrminism,1.> leaving 
this reader with a similarly unsatisfied sense that most of the important 
questions abouc women and men and their society were resolved before 
the curtain ,vent up. The natural base posited for sexuality docs most of 
the explanatory work. For Posner, the biology comes first, then the "theory 
of sexuality" proper. Biology is not a theory to him in this context; it is a 
focr. Bur LO locate scxualicy in nacure, and 10 see nacure as fixed, is no1 

prior to a theory of sexuality; ir is • theory of sexuality. 1t takes the theo
retical position cl1at sexuality is determined in nature. This should be jus
Lified as such, not bracketed at the outset. 

Posner characterizes the opposing view as the social constructionist po
sition of, among orhcrs, radicaJ feminisrs who are ..is,rong believers in the 
plasticity of human nature. "1• As someone who might be so described, I 
do not believe that human nature is plastic so much as that, with regard 
to the inequality of women and men, there is no such thing as human 
nanll'e except socially speaking. It is nor that human narure plays a more 
or less determinative role, not that I would put different things in tha< 
box, but rather that to posit a human nmure aod its contents is 10 both 
make and refer 10 a social determination. Namre has no such box . Or, if 
anything is in it. it is nor sex inequa1ity. 

The point of human nature theories-Posner's is oot the most rigid 
among them but is also no exception- is to attribute a fixed bottom line, 
an unchangeability thm we must live within and keep in view, a baseline 
co which all discussion must refer and that no choice or policy can alter. 
These thc:orics set limits, telling us that "there have always bccn"21 certain 
things, as if this necessarily points 10 biology and no further explanation 
is needed, cenainly not • social one. This assumption, even if not justified, 
as it is not in his text, does 1101 in itself make such theories false. But the 
variability of sexual facts across and within cultures and times, as well as 
the fact that the particular limits thus asserted reinscribe the unequal gen
dered social scams quo, tends 10 undem>ine rheir claim 10 being prior to 
society. 

Put another way. theories that attempt to explain in terms of human 
nature what are actually facts of women's inequality to men- say, rape or 
prostitution or sexual harassment or pornography-are first and last the
ories of what women must put up with. These t.heories canno1 see the 
degree to which they rationali2c social inequality as natural because they 
think chm they are scrutinizing sex difference. Tbey do not see that to do 
this, 10 assume socially situated gender behavior is natural, is to assume 
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rhar gender inequality is narural They cannot prove i, is n;:imral, because 
it has never been found outside a social comext. So chey assume, because 
it has seemingly never not existed, it must be natural. In other words, they 
assume chat the socially inferior starus of women is. at least in pan, an 
expression of the biology of gender dimorphism. The assumption this en
tails- that women arc, at least in pan. biologically inferior to men-ex
plains the insu1t of such theories to women's human status. 

Posner says we do not have 10 buy his biology 10 buy his economics." 
Formally, this is rme because his economics provides the means in a means
ends analysis. But without nature to set its particular ends, his tlm,ry would 
be radically incomplete. 

As the empirical content of his construct of human nt11Ure,Judge Posner 
adopts many social beliefs about women and seimaliry common on the 
Right but also pen,asive across political lines. One is that men have a 
stronger sex drive than wom<..-n.2' That sex is a drive is assumed; that pica• 
sure and reproduction drive men's drivenness is treated as a natural fact. 
Socially compulsive and compulsory masculinity is not considered as a 
competing explanation. Given no weight in this cakuJus, as is common for 
those who explain male sexual aggression with appeals 10 nature, is the 
clitoral orgasm, which, once it gets going, goes on for weeks, and no man 
can keep up with it, 10 no end of the frustration of some. (This underlies 
the often na'ity edge to the query 4<Did you come?. It when it me.ans," Aren't 
you done yet? I am.") This docs not figure in Judge Posner's relative sex
drive calcularion, al,hough its exisrence is recogni1.ed widely, including in 
societies that aim to control and own women through ditoridectomy."0 

Posner believes that sexual preferences are largely genetically fixed.>' He 
also uses terms like "highly sexed"» to describe individuals, as if he is 
observing a fact of an individual's genetic or characrerological endowment 
with no discussion of its potential social derem1inllnts. such as che relt1-
tionship of childhood sexual abuse to promiscuity." The judge concedes 
that what pt.'Oplc experience as the erotic varies historically, across cultures, 
and sometimes changes over rhe lifetime of an individual. He knows this 
is odd from a genetic poinr of vie-;.v."" Tc is an embarrassmem co a generic 
theory of sexual scripts that. for example, the back of a woman's neck 
routinely produces erections in Jap-.m and a flat nothing in the United 
States." (Will racial theories of genetic sexual scripts uy 10 solve this?) 

The slighting of ,he social de,em,inams of sexualiry is mosr visible in 
his trc:atmcnt of the determinants of homosexuality. In Posner's view, social 
determinants create "occasional" or "opportunistic" homosexuals; biology 
creares "rea.l" ones." Why homosexuality calls for explanation, while het-
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erosexuali1y, with all irs abuses, does nor, is unexplored. The biological 
approach 10 the explanation of homosexuality minimizes ,he social facts 
of sexuality under conditions of gender inequality: women ,1re abused, 
despised, objectified, and iarge1ed sexually through presumptively exclu
sive sexual use by men, who are socially defined as sexual aggressors and 
actors, not to be acted upon or agg-resscd against, at least not as adults. 
Many women resent the indignity of being sexually defined, wbicb, given 
the social equation of sexuali1y with he1eroseKualicy, be<:omes resentmem 
at being heterosexually defined. They wan, ro be humn.n. Being lesbian can 
be a stand against this treatment and for women's equality and humanity, 
often an intentional and conscious one, in a way an evolutionary expla
nation for sexual preference elides. Given nn opporiuni1y, they choose 
women, which does nor make their sexual preference any less real. Posner 
alludes to this in passing" (as he does to nearly every piece of evidence or 
argumcnl against bis positions) but he.re only to divide lesbians bctwc..-cn 
real ones whose sexuality is biological and less real ones whose sexuality 
comes from their lives. 

This division subordinates women's experience to a social Darwinism.'6 

It is also circular: sexual preferc11cc can be argued co be biological because 
only what biology is said co produce counts as " real" sexual preference. 
As it minimizes lesbianism as a choice for sexual equality, form of politic,,l 
resistance. and affirmation of women, his approach also ensures that no 
amount of evidence to the contrary can falsify the hypothesis that sexual 
preference is biological. By denigra1ing as "not che real thing" a sexual 
behavior and identity that is often admittedly socially and politically pro
duced- how. again , docs lesbianism protect the gene pool?"-compclling 
evidence that sexual preference itself is social, not biological for everyone, 
can be dismissed. 

Missing here, as well as elsewhere in J udge Posner's analysis, is 1.hesocial 
fact of male dominanre-both as explanation and as something to be ex
plained. Applied 10 homosexuality among men, the biological analysis 
misses che possibility that male homosexualiry might be an insrnnce of some 
men's extending to sexuality the higher soc-ia.J value placed on men in every 
other respect. Maybe some male homosexuality involves ovcrcouforming 
heterosexuality in tlie sense of affirming male dominance, including over 
other men. At che same time, maybe some gay men want more equality in 
sex and resist rhe fixed preferences ,md gender roles of heterosexuality and 
hate being made to be a man- meaning in part a sexual aggressor against 
women-by social force."' Are the laner 1101 "real" gay men? 

Most theorises of sexuality leave sexual abuse our of their theories. To 
his credit, Judge Posner does nm. This does not mean. however, that hi$ 
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sociobiologicnl theory explains ir ,idequarely. For example, what survival 
value child sexual abuse contributes is not discussed." Pursuing Judge 
Posner's sources does reveal a line of Literature on how girls fed about 
rape that suggests some of the hazards of the sociobiological approach. 
This research purports to demonsrrare that girls raped before pubeny are 
nor as traumarized by it as those raped after, beaiuse the sacred gene pool 
is unsullied.'° Emollons, it wou1d seem, are biologically deteonined too. 
Are women most traumarizcd by rape mid-momh, nor too upset during 
their J>eriods? Tr is tempring to suggesr rhat rape-murder of women after 
menopause would be less traumatic for the victims because their contri• 
bution to the gene pool is over, but someone might test it.'' 

The same tradition has investigated visual cues to sexual arousal, thought 
to anract men more than women, in studies to which Judge Posner re
peatedly refe.rs . .u The idea is that men are hard-wired to respond to por• 
nography. It is hormonal, evolutionary by now. Although this work cannot 
measure any reality that is not also social, because there is no context 
outside society, indeed oucside male dominant societies, in which this phe
nomenon has been documented to occur. these studies give a patina of 
science and inevitability 10 the same observations pomogr-apbcrs rd)• on 
and exploit to make ba11k deposits. As Penthouse pornographer Robert 
Guccione purs what this science seeks to make into a facr of n~uure: ... Men 
traditionalJy are voyeurs. '\Xlomcn craditionally are cxhibitionists.,.4, Relax 
and enjoy this happy complementarity because there is nothing you can 
do about it bm srudy it. Unconsidered is rhat men might be sexually con
ditioned to arousa] through visual possession and intrusion in sex•unequal 
societies in which pornography plays a powerful role- which then may 
even have hormonal or evolutionary consequences. In this rese-Jrch, if 
something has physical effects, it has physical causes. Similarly, it is not 
considered that the unupset raped linle girls might be rerrorized into si
lence, lacking in words, dissociated, split, or telling researchers what they 
can stand to tell them or think they want to hear." 

The same sociobiological researchers.Judge Posner cites, in other sn,dies 
he did nor use, find that women differemially respond positively to visual 
cues for dominance, such as pictures of Lamborghinis and Brooks Brothers 
suits.47 Whal a surprise: visual subordination triggers m<::n sexually, and 
visual cues 10 dominance (in which no one is actually dominated) attract 
women. This is equ•lity? When men go abo,n looking like Lamborghinis, 
women will doubtless find tl,cm irrcsisciblc. And when women go around 
raping either L'l!llborghinis or inhabitants of Brooks Brothers suits, these 
researchers will have my undivided anention. 

Srudies suggesting that men r• 1>e because of thei r biology are nor used 
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co urge che decriminnlizmion of rape, ahhough 1h11, has arguably been 
largeJy accomplished anyway:•~ No one suggests that since men are evo• 

lutionarily more aggressive, they are hard-wired to murder, and that laws 
against murder should therefore be eliminated. Nor do those who believe 
in biological theories, including Judge Posner, generally support biological 
im ervcmion against these abuses. Exonerating abuse on biological grounds 
has b<>en mostly confined to pornography. 

Once the adaptational telos is esrnblished, Judge Posner's economic 
analysis kicks in. Racionnl man pursues choices for sex. As one reviewec 
of Posner's book put it: "It is not too far wrong to characterize the theory 
he offers as one of men's rational, if fervent, se-.trcb for places to ejacu
late."" Be.ing a man in the sense of socially becoming a member of a 
dominant gender class is not among the ends that Posner's sexual man 
rationally seeks. In a reverse of de Beauvoir,'° for Posner. one is born, o ne 
does not become, a man. What amounts to male power is always already 
there in the genetic endowment. His biology of sexuality-men acting, 
women acted upon; men raping, women getting raped; men buying and 
selling, women being bought and sold- is male dominance by another 
name. His fixed sexual preferences of men for women, of women for men, 
are compulsory heterosexuality by another nnme. His objectification of 
women through visual cues :-lS the essence of heterosexual excitement is 
pornography by another name. Male dominance, in other words, is essen
tial. Sex inequality in society is not what Judge Posner sets o ut to explain 
because, as a S}'S<em of social force, he does 001 seem co know ic is there. 
It is remarkable that one can still attribute what is, in fact, male dominance 
to the genes and be taken as making a serious contribution to policy and 
scholarship." 

Borh Posner and de Gnizia embody their main theses on pomography 
in che ways they write. Judge Posner's graceful writing sryle ranges flexibly 
from the familiar co the elevated but is profoundly non-sexually explicit. 
The closest to vemacular he comes is to say that a boy will sometimes • do 
okay"" in • sexual pinch for men who are otherwise he,crosexual. He 
refers to s.exua] partners in sexual imercourse a.s "the penetrator" and "the 
penetrated,'' or to the penetrated as "the in.sertee."'J In an o bscenity case 

on which Judge Posner sat as a Seventh Circuit judge, his opinion for the 
panel observes cha, "the least unprintable of the descriptions reads tlS fol
lows: 'Magazine enticled, Let's F ... . .. ,, Edward de Grazia, by conrrasr, 
includes in his book many materials that have been litigated for obscenity, 
which also seem selected for the pu rpo,;e of clustering at a line between 
pornography and not." Judge Posner is reasonable sexual man. Edward 
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de Grozia is as sexually explicir as mainsrream publishing permirs, ar
cempting, including by moving the reader sexually, to open chc mainstream 
co more poniogrnphy. 

As for women, Judge Posner discusses rhem bur linle, while de Grazi• 
hides everything he can behind a woman, including his ride and jacker 
cover. When Jane Heap, prosecmed for obscenity for selling Uly.rse-<, said 
"Girls lean back everywhere . . . • in its de.fensc, she meant that women do 
everywhere what was challenged as obscene about the book,,. De Grazia· s 
cover shows a woman with her hand slightly o,•cr her momh, SUAAesring 
that censorship of pornography is about shutting women up (especially 
women with weU-maoicured nails). De Grazia may flOI hiow it, bec-Juse 
awareness of sexual abuse seems not 10 enter his world, but chis gesture 
is common among adulr women who begin to s1:,eak about being sexually 
abused as children, particularly when their abuse included oral penerration. 
Fronting women like this is a favorite strategy of the left when they defend 
pornography." 

Each author is gender-neutral in his way. Posner elides most social in
equality behind biological determination or market forces. De Grazia 
makes women ·s place in a tradition of sex in li1ernture seem equal, even 
egalitarian-obscuring entirely the role of sexual abuse in pornography, 
•nd of pornography in sexual abuse. Each makes ir seem impossible chat 
pornography is harmful to women in particular. 

J udgc Posner is persuaded, by contrast, that children arc harmed by 
being sexually used to m'1ke child pornography." Thar he had to carefully 
scrutinize research to reach this conclusion is a little chilling. Edward de 
Grazia openly wars against existing laws against child pomography in his 
footnotes. arguing essentially that it should be prote<.~ed speech-or, at 
least, chat high-quality child pornography should be." lf Judge Posner's 
book is preoccupied wich male homosexualiry,"' Edward de Grazia's shows 
recurrent interest in sex between adults and childrcn.61 

Judge Posner imerprets rape, intercourse, and masturbation as fungible 
in rern>s of the benefits men get from them."' Rape, he says, is "a substin11e 
for consensual sex rather than an expression of hostiliry to women. "6' For 
this, he has probably never been called antimale, or even ru1tisex. This may 
be because be does not explore the possibility that misogyny is an aph
rodisiac of male supremacy-that hostiliry co women may be common co 
some sex :-ind rape. The observation that .. most rapists wanr co have sex, 
not to make a statement about, or contribute to, the subordination of 
women• .. is seen 10 be enough 10 distinguish Lhe sex from the subordi
nation. Unconsidered is thar the experience of subordinaring women may 
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•lways been fragile, but never before has it been possible, undcrected, t0 

find our what a person is reading while they are reading it. Technical 
problems of proving Liability and measuring damages also exist, although 
now rh•t rhe pornographers are figuring out how to ger paid for pornog
raphy in cyberspace, many of these problems will be solved, as the trans
actions will leave a trace. Once a legal approach duough actual harms is 
taken, accountability for pornography on computer networks poses no ne,v 
conceptual problems. only practical problems of delivery." The legal 
problem is, women huri by 1>0rnography have no righrs against ir any
where. If circulating pornography in this new. still legitimate, forwn re• 
fr-Jmes the same old abuse ro alter that impwiity, this oew technology will 
be the firsr 10 be revolutionary. 

The Carnegie Mellon research ream has had the vision to see, the tcch
nkal acumen co capture, and the courage to expose what is there. Beyond 
further information to be analyzed and organizing opportunitk-s to be pur• 
sued, the question the study poses for pomography in cyberspace is the 
same that pornography poses everywhere else: whether anything will be 
done about it. 



The Roar on the 
Other Side of Silence 

lf we h!t<l :1 keen \~S:ioo :1nd Ceding of u.ll or<li.t\:uy human life . . . we 
should <lie of tluu roar which lies on the other side of silcn<.-c. As it is. lhe 
quickest of us walk .about ,,,di wadded with stupidity. 

-George fJiot. Mtddkmnrch 

29 

\1(/omcn spoke in public for the first time in history of the harms done to 
them through pornography in the hearings on the antipornography civil 
rights ordinance in Minneapolis, Minnesorn, on December 12 and 13, 
1983. Their lirsr-pcrson accoums of violation through pornography stand 
against the pervasive sexual violation of women and children that is aJ. 
lowed 10 be done in private and is not allowed 10 be criticized in public. 
Their publication, which came almost fifteen ye,irs' after the hearings were 
held, ended the exdusion from the public record of the information they 
contain on the way pornography works in socia1 rc-.ality. Ended was the 
censorship of these facts and voices from a debate on the social and cul
rural role of pornography that has gone on as if it could go on without 
rhem. 

Until these hearings ,ook place, pornography and its apologists had 
largely set the terms of public discussion over pornography's role in social 
life. Public, available, effectively legal, pornography has srarure: i1 is visible, 
credible, and legi,imaied. A, ,he same time, ils influence and damaging 
effects arc denied as nonexistent, indetcm1inatc. or merely academic, con• 
trary lO all the e"idence. Its victims have bad no stature at all. The h<carings 
changed the terms of this discussion by opening a space to speak for the 
real amhorities on pornography: ,he casualties of its moking and use. 
Against a backgroUJ1d of claims that the victims aJ1d the harms done to 
them <lo not exist, CC,lllOOI be beLieve<l, aod should not be given a legal 
hearing, rhe harms of pornography were exposed and 10ok shape as po-

Fim published as an introduction to ln H.trm's \l'f4t.1: Tb, Pomot,,iJpby Cicil Rit.hts l-leanNt,s > 
(C11Lhatine A. MllcKiMoo :ind Aodre:a Oi.\101¼:in. ed,;., 1997). 
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remial lei;1al injuries. These hearings were rhe momenr when 1he voices of 
those vic1imized through pornography broke the public surface. Their pub
lication gave the public unmediated and unrestricted access to this direct 
evidence for the firs t time. The authority of their experience made the 
harm of pornography undeniable: ir harmed them. 

In late 1983, legislators in Minneapolis initiated this process' by em
ploying Andrea Dworkin and me 10 write a law for the city that we had 
conceived on pomography as a civil and human rights violation. 0 1her 
jurisdictions followed, including Indianapolis, Los Angeles County, and the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,' each seeking to adapt the civil rights 
approach to local concerns. All these proposed laws recognized the con
crete violmions of civil rights done through pon1ogrnphy as practices of 
sex di.scrirninarion.i and gave the survivors access to civil coun for re.lief 
through a law they could use themselves. The hearings that resulred from 
the introduction of the legislation gave pornograpby's survivors a foruml> 
an audience, and a concrete opportunity to affect their world. Grasping 
the real chance that righ1s might be given to them, seeing that the.ir par
ticipation could make a difference to the conditions of their lives, these 
women and men became prepared to run the risks of this political ex
pression. The consequences ,1micipa1ed or that time included public hu
miliation and shame.. shunning nnd ostracism, loss of employment, threats~ 
harassment, and physical assault. 

The act of introducing the antipomography civil rights ordinances into 
the IC11islarive arena gave pornography's victims back some measure of the 
digniry and hope that the pornography, with its pervasive social and legal 
support. takes away. The ordinances, in formulating pomography's hanns 
as hwnan rights deprivations, C'Jptured a denigrated reality of women's 
experience in a legal fonn that affirmed that to be treated in these ways 
violates a human being; it does nor simply reveal and define what a woman 
is. As ending these violations and holding their perpetrators accountable 
became imaginable for the first rime, and women participated direcdy in 
making 1he rules that govern their lives, the disgrace of beini socially fe. 
male-fit only for sexual use, unfit for human life-was exposed as a 
pimp's invention. In these hca1ings. women were citi.z.e:ns. 

11, e first•person testin1ony, contextualized by expert wiu,esses as rep
resentative rather than unique or isolated, documented the material ha.nn 
pomogr-aphy does in the real world, showing 1he view that pomogra1>hy 
is harmkss fantas-y to be as false as it is clichcd. Women used for sex so 
that pornography can be made of them against their will-from Linda 
"Lovelace"' forced to fellate men so Deep Throat could be made to a young 
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girl sold as sex co Hustler's "lleaverhunr•• to Valerie Harper's face on 
another woman's naked body on a T-shirt' -refute the assumption pro
moted by the pornogr-Jphy industry chat all women are in poniography 
because they want 10 be there. The information provided by these wit• 
nesses also underlines the simplest fact of the visual mmerials: co be made, 
the acts in them had to be done to someone. In the hearings, a few who 
have escaped the sex factories describe the fonns of forc-e required. 

There, woman after woman used by consumers of pornography recounts 
its causal role in her seX1.H1l violation by a man close co her. A husband 
forces pornography on his wife and uses it to pressure her into sex acts 
she doc-s not wane.' A father threatens his children with pornography so 
they will keep silent about what he shows chem is being done, audibly. 10 

,hei r mother ar night.' A brother holds up pornography magazines as his 
friends gang.rape his sister, making her assume the poses in the materials, 
turning her as they tum the pagt.'S.1° A woman's boyfriend becomes 
aroused by watching other women being used in pornography and forces 
sexual access on her.11 A young gay man inflicts che abusive sex learned 
thro ugh using pomogra.phy on his male lover, who to lerates it because he 
leanicd from pornogr-Jphy that a man's violence is t.be price of his love.12 

Although intimate settings provide privileged access for these aces, such 
violar.ions occur thro ug hout social Jife. \1{/hite male mororists, spewing 
racist bile, rape a Native American woman at a highway rest stop in reen
actment of a pomogrnphic vid<..-o gamc.U \Xlorking men plaster women's 
crotches on the walls of workplaces." Therapists force pomography on 
clients. n Pimps use pomography to train and trap child prostitutes. 16 Men 
who buy and use women and children for sex bring pornography to show 
those prostituted what the men want them 10 do." Pomography is made 
of prostituted children co threaten chem with exposure 10 keep chem in 
prostirmion.18 Serial sexual murderers use pornography to prepare and 
impel chem to rape and kill.•• 

Grounded in these realities, the ordinance chat produced and resulted 
from ,he hearings provides civil access co court co prove the abuse and the 
role of pornography in it in each such simarion. The ordinance, with local 
variations, provides a cause of action to individuals who are coerced into 
pornogl"Jphy, forced to consume pornography, defamed by being used in 
pornography without consem, assaulted due co specific pornography, or 
subordinared as a member of a sex-based grou1> through traffic in por
nography as legally defined."' The chance Lo prove in court the harmful 
role of poniogr-Jphy in each situation is what pornography's victims have 
sought. This, co dace, is what they have been denied. 
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The opponenrs of rhe civil rights laws against pornography were amply 
represented in these hearings. They did not openly defend pomography as 
such," or address the hanns the wimesscs documemed even co deny them. 
They treated the survivor,; as if they were nor there or do nor matter. Tha• 
chose victimized by pornography arc lying or expendable is rhe upshot of 
the First Amendment defense of pornography that the opponents do pre• 
sent, proceeding as if the "speech .. o f violation matters over the violation 
of rhe viola1ed. Some opponems adop1 !he view chat any factual disputes 
over the harm of pornography should not be resolved in court-in other 
words, whatever harm may exist can be debated endlessly but the harm 
can never be stopped. As the Massachusens he-Jring shows, the issue 0£ 
whether pornography is harmful mattered co pornography's defender,; only 
as long as it was considered impossible to demonstrate thar horm. Once it 
was judicially established that pornography does the harms made action
able in this law- as it was established in the litigation on the ortlinancc in 
1985"-the ordinance's opponents lose imeresc in the question. 

Addressed nor at all by the opposition in the hearings is whether or no• 
the practices of pornography made actionable by the ordinance arc prop• 
erly conceptualized as sex-bsed discrimination. Like t.be conclusion than 
pornography causes hami, the conclusion on the nature of that hami is 
based on evidence, on fact; the hearings provide those facts. As an analytic 
matter, although many people are shown to be victimized, actually and 
potentially, if even o ne woman, man, or child is victimized because o/ their 
sex-as a member of a group defined by sex-that J>er,;on is discriminated 
againsr on rhe basis of sex~ those who testified to their experiences in the 
hearings incontestably and without dispute were hurt as members of their 
gender. Their specifically, differentially, and uncontestedly sex-based in
juries ground the srate's compelling interest in equality that the ordinance 
vindicares. 

The hearings show the ordinance in practice: it produced them. T11e 

hearings also present c-Jse after case of precisely the kinds of evidence cbe 
ordinance would introduce into couri if ir were enacted into law. These 
are the people who need co use it, who have nothing ro use without it. 
The hearings empowered individuals to speak in public, provided a forum 
for them co confrom thc.ir abuse.rs, Lo prove their violations, and to secure 
accountability and relief, as the ordinance would in couri. The hearings 
present wimcsscs to acts of abuse and injury-acts, nor ideas, like those 
acts the ordinance would redress in court. In the hearings. an industry of 
exploitation and violence that produced these acts connected inextricably 
with them, as i1 would also have co be in civil court proceedings. The 
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hearings clrnllenged 1he same concenrration of nongovernmenrnl power 
that the ordinance wouJd challenge in court, empowering the government 
no more than the hearings did. The be-.irings simply used the legislative 
process for the ends 10 which it is given 10 cirizens 10 use, just as the 
ordinance would use ,he civil judicial process for irs designed purposes: co 
resolve conflict and rectify injury. As the ordinance would in court, the 
hearings brought pornography out of a half lit underground into the public 
light of day, The hearings fr~'ed speech that was previously suppressed, So 
would the ordinance. Neither 1he hearings nor· the ordinance have anything 
in common with ccnsorship.1' 

Until the publication of the bearings, the public discussion of pornog
raphy was impoverished and deprived by often inaccurate or incomplete 
repons of victims' accounrs and experts' views.1~ Media reports of victims' 
testimony at the time of the hearings themselves were often cursory, dis
torted. or nonexistent. Some reports by journalists covering the tvlinnc
apolis bearings were rewritten by editors 10 conforn1 the testimony 10 the 
story of pornography's harmlessness that they wanted told." Of this pro• 
cess, one Minneapolis reponcr assigned to cover those hearings told me, 
in reference to the reports she 6led, • I have never been so censored in my 
life." Thus weakened, the victim testimony became easier to stigmatize as 
emotional and to dismiss as exceptional. Jrs represcmativen~ has been 
further undermined by selective or misleading reports of expert testimony 
on scientific studies. This body of scholarship predicted that the pr<"<:ise 
kinds of consequences will happen from exposure 10 pornography thar rhe 
survivors in the hearings reported did happen in their own experience. The 
two kinds of evidence converged to document the same banu in two dif
ferent ways. 

The hearings contributed additional neglected or otherwise inaccessible 
information to the public discussion over the civil rights ordinance against 
pornography. For example, the allegation that opposing points of view 
were exclud~-d from the hearings by the bills' proponenrs"' is refuted by 
the hearings on their face. Opponent after Of>ponenr of the civil righrs of 
women, mostly Jiberals. restified ad nauseam. The hearings also went some 
distance toward refuting the ubiquitous fabrication that locates the engine 
of the civil rights antipornogrnphy ordinances in an "unusual coalition of 
radical feminists and conservative women politicians. •n This invention 
originated in a false rer>ort in 1he New York Times tha, Charlee Hoyt, one 
of the bill's original sponsors in Minneapolis, opposed the Equal Rights 
Amendment. The Times published a correction affirming Ho>~'s consram 
support of ERA, buc the lie about the ordinance's alliance with the right 
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Sl\lck, always ch•nging ground but alw•ys growing.28 The s•me Times ar
ticle stared that the Indianapolis ordinance was passed with "the support 
of Lhe Rev. Greg Dixon, a fom1er Moral Majority official," who "packed 
Council henrings 10 lobby for passage of the proposed ordinance .• ,. Nei
ther Rev. Dixon nor his followers appear 10 have spoken at the Indian
apolis bearings. Enough votes for passage (the bill pas.sec! 24 to 5) existed 
prior to the meeting at which these individuals sat in tl,e audience. Ne> 
one has said rhar Rev, Dixon or his group had any other comact with the 
process. Thus it was rhat the omcome of ~ legislative vote cnme to be 
attributed to tl1e presence of some people who came to watch as other 
peoples cast it. 

Taint through innuendo has substituted for fact and analysis in much 
reporting and discussion of the ordinance. As the henrings document, of 
all the sponsors of the bill in all the cities in which it was introduced, only 
onc~ Bculah Coughenour of Indianapolis- was conservative. \\fork on 
one bill with an independent individual is hardly an alliance with a political 
wing.>0 Exacdy what is sinister about women uniting with woman across 
conventional political lines against a form of abuse whose politics arc 
sexual has remained unspecified by the critics. 

The hearings correct such widely dist0rted facrs simply by showing the 
sponsors and supporters of the ordinance in action, i11ustrating irs pro
gressive politics. In them, the ordinance's two original sponsors in Min
neapolis appear: Van White, a liberal Democratic African American man, 
and Charlcc Hoyt, a liberal Republican white ,voman. (Sharon Sa)•les 
Belton, the Democratic African American woman later mayor of Minne
apolis, sponsored the reintroduced ordinance after the first veto.) TI1e 
grassroots groups who inspired the Minneapolis ordinance by requesting 
help in their fight against pornographers' invasion of their neighborhoods 
resrified in su1>porr of it. These same groups lmer supported the Indian
apolis ordinance when it was challenged in court 11 Battered women's 
groups, rnpe crisis center workers and advocaces, organizations or survivors 
of sexual abuse in childhood, and groups of former prostitutes presented 
unanimous evidence from their experience in favor of the ordinance. They,. 
too, supported it against bter legal challenge." Members of the large, eth
nically diverse Los Angeles County Commission on Women that sponsored 
and supported the ordinance cha.ired the hearings there. 

The progression of hearings revenls rhar op1>0sition ro the ordinance 
bc'<:amc better organized over time, its strategy refined. In the Los Angeles 
hearing on April 22, 1985, in which tlie pro-pimp lobby remained, as 
always, centered in the American Civil Liberties Union, the woman card 
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was first played. There, tiny, noisy elire who defended pornography pro
fessionally contrasted with survivor after survivor whom they talked past 
and disregarded-a division of a few women from all women subsequently 
magniJied by a gleeful press. Women ·s material interest in pornography 
was presented as divided: if it huns some women, other women love it, 
and stopping it hurts women morc.n Women against women subsequently 
became the pornographers' tactic of choice- as if women's oppression by 
pornography had been argued [O be biological, as if biological females 
saying they were not hurr by it undercut that case. This choice of stnttegy 
was revealed in the orchestration of the ordinance referendum battle in 
Cambridge, Massachusens, in November 1985, in wbicb tbe ordinance 
narro\\~y lost, and even more graphically in the Boston, Massachuseus, 
hearing of March 1992. Tn Boston, speaking almost entirely through female 
mouthpieces. the corporace interests of the cme11ainmcnt industry came 
out of the woodwork to weigh in on the side of the pornography industry, 
arraying abstraction after evasion after obfuscation after self-interested, 
profic.oriented rationalization against survivors' simple, direct accounts of 
the role of pornography in their abuse." Much of the media persistently 
positioned women against women in I.heir coverage, employing the por
nographers' strategy in the way they reported events and framed issues for 
public discussion. Corrective letters showing wide solidarity among women 
on the ordinance were routinely not published!' 

The bearings on the ci,,il rights antipornography ordinances took place 
in public and on the record. The witnesses, unless they said otherwise, 
were fully identified to the governmental bodies before whom they testi
fied. Some of the consequences of testifying for them show why it took so 
long and was so hard 10 make this information public, and prefigured I.be 
onslaught that followed, Some of those who spoke in Minneapolis were 
hounded and punished for whar they said. One woman's testimony was 
published by Penthouse Forum without her knowledge or permission, 
selling her assa,dt for sexual use. A copy of Penthouse's pages with her 
tesrimony1 with "We're going to gee you, squaw" scrawled across it in red 
appeared in her mailbox. A dead rabbi, appeared there a few days later; 
she was telephoned repeatedly by a man who appeared to be watching her 
in her home. Another witness was subS<.'quently telephoned night after 
night at her unlisted telephone number: "The calls are not simply harassing 
phone calls. Tt is like someone is reading something out of the pomography 
books ... we can't get away from it. ">4 These arc techniques of terror. 

By bringing forward festering human pain that had been denied, the 
hearings unleashed an e><plosion of reports by women and men desperate 
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for help. A local organizing group formed after 1he Minneapolis hearing 
was deluged with them. Women told "about the time their boyfriend uri
nated on them while using pomography depicting 'golden showers.'" " 
Rape victims reported that "their a1rncker took pictures during the rope 
and that she's afraid he is going to sell and distribute them."" The group 
reponcd that "we have received a call from a man in Fort Collins, Colo• 
rado, terrified because a group of men were holding him captive and 
m,lking pomogrnphy with him, He has called and sem us lhe pornography 
in ho1:,es that it could be used as evidence, ,hat 1he whip lashes would 
prove that be was forced."-" Some groups held more hearings. The Na
tional Organization for Women held hearings on pornography across d,e 
nation,«i 

The Minneapolis hearings, circula1ed in pho1ocopied transcript hand 10 
hand, had a substantial impact on consciousness. politics, scholarship, 
thc-oiy, and policy." At the federal level, the first explosion of publicity 
surrounding the Minneapolis hearings revived a long-moribund proposal 
for a new national commission on pornography. Attorney General William 
French Smi1b created 1bc A11orney General's Commission on Obscenity 
and Pornography and selected its members. TI,e prior Co,nmission on 
Obscenity and Pomogr,,phy in 19i0, appointed by President Nixon, had 
exonerated "obscenity" and "erorica" of a role in "'crime,'" looking at no 
violcm materials and looking only for violent effects." The President's 
Commission beard from not a single direct victim-offended moralists arc 
not victims-and considered onJy evidence from "experts," meaning aca
demics, on the question of harm. Understanding tha1 asking the wrong 
questions of the wrong people might have produced the wrong answers, 
the Attorney Gc,1eral's Commission took extensive testimony from scores 
of survivors of real abuse and investigated the effects of violent as weU os 
nonviolenr sexual materials. In other words, it invest:igated whnt those on 
the receiving end were in a position to know about the materials chat are 
acn,ally made and marketed by the pomography industry and consumed 
by its users. TI,is commission was la1er dubbed "the Meese Commission• 
by a hostile press ro discredit it by association with an almost universally 
despised man who did announce the inquiry's formation bu1 did not <>rig• 
inate it and did virtually nothing with its results. 

The Final Reporr of the Anoniey General's Commission, which repeat• 
edly footnoted rhe Minneapolis hearings, substantially adopted 1he civil 
rights approach in its appr<>ach, findings, and recommendations. The re• 
pore included rui entire chapter on harm co "performers"-of all survivors 
the most ignored and, when noticed, blamed. It found thai "the harms a~ 
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which ,he ordin•nce is aimed are real and rhe need for • remedy for those 
harms is pressing."•> It concluded that • civil and other remedies ought to 
be available 10 those who have been in some way injured in the process 
of producing these materials. "" Tc endorsed a limi1e<l concept of civil rem
edies.'' Ir found that the civil rights approach "is the only legal 1001 sug
gested to the Commission which is spccilically designed ,o provide direcr 
relief 10 the victims of the injuries so e><haustivcly documentc-d in our 
hearings throughout the coumry. "•• ·me Commission also agreed !.hat por· 
nography, as made acrionoble in the ordinance. "constinnes a praclice of 
discrimination on the bac.is of sex.~,., In an embrace of the ordinance's 
specific causes of action M well as its approach, the Commission recom
mended that Congress "consider legislmion affording protection 10 1hose 
individuals whose civil righrs have been violated by the production or 
distribution of pornography ... . A, a minimum, claims could be provided 
against trafficking, coercion, forced viewing. defamation. and assault, 
reaching the industry as necessary 10 remedy these abuses .• ._, Unable 10 
find constitutional a legal definition of pornography that did not duplicate 
the existing obscenity definition, the Commission nonetheless found itself 
• in substantial agrc-emcnt with the motivations behind the ordinance, and 
with the goals i1 represents."" 

Nor long after ,he hearings and the release of the Commission's Report, 
parts of the ordinance were introduced as bills in Congress. Senator Arlen 
Sp<..-cler introduced a version of the ordinance's coercion provision as the 

Pomography Vicrims' Procec1ion Ac1, making rhe coercion of an 11dul1 or 
,he use of a child to make pornography civilly actionable." Senator Mitch 
McConnell introduced a rendition of the ordinance's assault provision as 
the Pornography Victims' Compensation Act, creating a dvil action for 
assaul1 or murder caused by pomography." Most stunningly, Congress in 
1994 ndopred rhe Violence Againsr Women Act, providing n federal civil 
remedy for gender-based acts of violence such as rape and battering?' In 
so doing, Congress made legally real its understanding that sexual violation 
is a practice of sex discrimin,11ion, ,he legal approach tha1 rhe amipornog
raphy civil rights ordinance pioneered in legislative form. 

More broadly, the e.xposure of pornography's harms moved the ground 
under social theory across a wide mnge of issues. The place of sex in 
speech, including Llterarure and art, and its role in social action was thrown 
open co reconsidemtion, hisrorically and in ,he present. The im1,lica1ions 
of visual and verbal pr<:scntation and representation for the creation and 
distriburioo of social power-~,e relation between the way people are im
aged and imagined co the ways they are treated-are being rethought. The 
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buying and selling of human Aesh in the form of pornography has given 
scholarship on slavery and human trafficking, including demand for it, a 
new dimension, More has been learned about the place of sexuality in 
ideology and the importance of sexual pleasure to the exercise of dominanr 
power. The hearings remain fenile ground for analyzing ,he role of visceral 
commitment to inferiority in practica1 systems of discrimination and of the 
role of denial of inequality in maintaining that inequality. The cultur-.iJ 
legitimation of sexual force, including permission for and exonerncion or 
rape and use of pros1in11es and rransformarion of sexual abuse into sexual 
pleasure and identity. was newly interrogated. New hwnan rights theories 
are being built 10 respond to t.be human righrs violations unearthed. As 
events char were hidden came ro light, the formerly unseen appeared co 
detem, ine more and more of the seen. The repercussions for theory, the 
requisite changes in thinking on all levels of society, have just begun. 

For those who survived pornography, the hearings were like coming up 
for air, 111en the water dosed over their heads once again, The ordinance 
is not law anywhere. Mayor Donald Fraser of Minneapolis vetoed it twice 
after passage by two diffcrcnt city councils. Minneapolis dithered and did 
nothing. The Indianapolis ordinance was declared unconstitutional by the 
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circui1 in a decision that inverted l'irsc 
Amendmem law, saying that the hann of pornography only proved the 
importance of protecting it as speech, and reduced equality rights, by com
parison. to a constitulional nullity." The U.S. Supreme Courl summarily 
affirmed this resulc on a divided vote without hearing argumems, re~ding 
briefs, or issuing an opinion," using a now largely obsolete legal de,rice for 
upholding a ruling without expressing a view on its reasoning." Although 
the Seventh Grcuit decision is wrong in law,"' and the summru-y affumance 
of it need not necessarily bind subsequent courts, the ordinance passed in 
Bellingham, Washington, by public referendum was invalidated by a fed
eral court citing the Indianapolis decision as controlling." The Los Angeles 
ordinance was narrowly defeated, 3 10 2, in a vote delayed in order to be 
as inconspicuous as possible. The Massachusens ordinance was maneu
vered behind the scenes out of coming to a vote at all. Senators Specter 
and McConnell compromised their bills fundamentally." Neither bill- for 
all the purported poli1ical expediency of their sponsors in gutting them
passed or even made i1 out of commincc, 

The victims have been betra)•ed. To adapt George E lior's words, "thau 
roar which lies on the other side of silcncc'"'9 about sexual violation in the: 
ordina.ry lives of women was be-Jrd in ibe hearings. Socie1y learned whan 
is being done co the vicrims and decided co t\lrn away, dose its mind, and, 
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"well wodded wirh snrpidiry.""' go back ro masrurbating ro rhe violation 
of their human rights. The debate over pornography that was reconfigured 
by I.he survivors' testimony 10 make barm to women indispensable 10 the 
discussion has increasingly regressed to its old r ighr/lefr, morality/ freedom 
rut, making sexual violence againsr women o nce again irrelevant and in. 
visib1e.f> 1 Politicians are coo cowed by the media even co introduce the bill. 
Truth be told, for survivor and expert both, it has become even more 
diflicuh than it was before 10 speak out against pomography as those in 
the hearings did. The consequences are nor merely feared bm known 10 

include professional shunning and blacklisting, attacks on employment and 
publishing and professional credibility, deprivation of resemch mcl grant 
funding, public demonization, litignrion and threars of litigation, death 
rhreats, and physical assault."' The holy rage of the pon,ographcrs at being 
publicly exposed, given legal form through ACLU lawyers at every bend 
in the road and accompanied by a relentless beat of media lies, has made 
aggression against pornography's critics normative and routine, fighting 
back unseemly, seemingly impossible. In this atmosphere, few stand up 
and say what they know. The silencing is intentional, and it is effective. 

In tl1e establishmem today, support or at least tolerance for pornog• 
raphy, if slightly shaken, remains an article of faith among liberals and 
liberrarians :llike. The liberal establishment is its chief basrion but the right 
is actively complicit, its moralistic decency crusades and useless obscenity 
laws protecting pornography while pretending to stop it, contributing its 
share of judicial and ocher misogynists co rhe ranks of pornography's de
fenders, forever defending private concentrations of power and rnistaking 
money for speech. The concerted attacks on anyone who dares to give 
even a resp<.'Ctful hearing to tl1e critique of pon1ography from this point 
of view have been reminiscent of the left's vicious trearmcnt of so-called 
premanrre amifascists during rhe period of the Hider-Stalin pnct, or of 
,hose who questioned Stalin, including after the Moscow Trials. 

Against this w1jted front, many a well-placed and secure professional, 
upon taking n seemingly obvious posirion against cxploirarion and abuse, 
or upon simply describing what is in the pornography or in the research 
on its effects, bas been startled to be screamed at by formerly rational 
colleagues, savaged by hostile mail (sometimes widely clec1ronically dissem• 
inared), defamed by arrncks on professional compe1ence, subjected ro false 
n rmors, ostracized instead of respec1ed, libeled in and our of pomogr,iphy, 
sued for sp<.-cch by those who say they oppose suits for sp<-cch, and inves• 
tigated by journalists and committees-not ro mention receiving blandisb
menrs of money from pornographers, eviction from homes, and threats 
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•gainst families. Most fold. With imellecnrnls intim id•ted, what chance do 
prostituted women and raped children have? 

In the defense of pomography against the ordinance-the first effective 
threat ro its existence-the outline of a distinctive power bloc became 
discernible in the shadows of American politics. Cmring across left and 
right, uniting sectors of journalism, entertainment, and publishing with 
organized crime, sprawling into pans of the academy and the legal pro• 
fession, t:his configurarion has emerged 10 act as a concened poli1ical force. 
Driven by sex and money, ics 1>0wer is largely hidden and insrin,tionaJly 
without lin1i1s. Most of those who could credibly criticize it either become 
part of iL or collaborate through silence. No political or legal organ is yet 
designed or equipped 10 counter ir. Existing structural restraints on excess 
power-such as the government's checks and ha.lances-are not designed 
to coumer socia1 combinations like this o ne. In western democracies, only 
governmental power is formally controlled, as if the government is the only 
entity that can cohere power or abuse it. Private in the sense of nongov
ernmenta.1 in origin, this bloc uses gove.rnrnent (such as First Amend.men, 
adjuclications) as just one tool, wiclding less visibly against clissemers a 
clout similar to the government's d out during the McCarthy era. 

Politicians who live and die by spin and image grovel before this ma
chine. Law has been largely impotent in the face of it and lacks ,he will 
and resources to resist it. Indeed, law has largely been created by it, the 
reality perceptions entrenched through the machine's distinctively de
ployed weapons of sex, money, and repmation having become largely in
delible and impervious ro comrary proof. Academic institucions a.re often 
found cowering before it and have ceded to it much of their role of cre
dentialing the intelligentsia. hs concerted power defines what is taken as 
reality and aims 10 destroy those who challenge or devime. Political sci
entists have yet ro analyze it. Almost no o ne stands up ro iL Those who 
testified in these hearings did. 

One incident exposed the workings of this machine accidenrnlly. ln 
1986, a leaked memo from the public relations firm of Gray & Company 
proposed a press campaign for the Medin Coalition, ,he group of trade 
publishers and distributors, including some pornographers, that is sub
stantially funded by Penthous<"' and was behind the litigation against the 
ordinance in lndianapolis and Bellingham. Gray & Company proposed to 
"discredi, the Commission on Pornography" and s,op "self-sryled anri
pornography crusaders" from creating •• climate of public hostility toward 
selected publications." .. They got the contract, which budgeted about a 
million dollars to pursue their recommended lines of arrack. As reflected 
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in rhe press this campaign produced, ,his 1>lanned onslaughr focused on 
two items of disinformacion contained in the proposa1. The first is char 
there is no evidence that pomography does ham,. In their euphemistic PR 
language, "there is no focrual or scientific bnsis for rhe exaggerated and 
unfounded allegations char sexua1ly-oriemed content in conrernpora.ry 
media is in any way a cause of violent or criminal behavior."~' The second 
is that the campaign to stop pornography "is being orchestrated by a group 
of religious cmemists, ... The mainstream media slavishly published 11s 
news the spewings of the groups fronting rhis smnegy, esrnblishing both 
lies as conventional wisdom. 

As a result, the false statement that scientific evidence on the harmful 
effects of exposure to pornography is mixed or inconclusive is now re
peated like a mam.ra, even in courr. Tt has become rhe official story, the 
baseline, the preestablished position against which others are evaluated, 
the standard against which deviations must defend themselves, the com• 
monsense view that needs no source and has none, the canard that indi
viduals widely believe as if they had done the research themselves. Few 
read the scholarly literature or believe they need to. No amount of evidence 
to tbe contrary-and evidence LO the contrary is all chcre is-is credible 
against the simple reassertion of what was believed, wirhour evidence, to 
begin \\rith. Associating all work againsr pomography with widely reviled 
extremists of the religious and political right, similarly without rega.rd for 
the lack of factual basis for this guilt by association, is similarly impervious 
ro contrary proof and produces a self-righteous witch-hunt menraliiy. Jn. 
dividuals strategically singled out as threatening to chc financial health of 
Gray & Company's "selected publications• arc also used in pornography," 
this cabal's ultimate wc,,Jpon. Such attack-pornography potenLiy and per• 
vasively targets sexualized hostility at pomography's critics and destroys 
cheir starus as credible speakers who have anything of value to say. The 
effect of lowering the human status of the critics is discounted under norms 
of public discourse that bold that what is done in pornography occurs 
offstage in some twiligh, zone-.coming from no\Vhere, meaning nothing, 
doing nmhing, going no place. 

Tf this cabal acts in planned and organized ways at times, usually its 
common misogyny and attachment to pornogrnphy are themselv~-s the con
spiracy. The legitimare media act in their own perceived self-interest when 
they defend pornography, making common cause with mass seX1.1al ex
ploitation by calling pornography •speech." They seem to think that any 
restcaint on pon,ography is a restraint on joumalism. Their mistaken view 
rhar mainstream media and pomography are indistingt1ishnble-1he ordi-
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nance's definition of pomographi, disringuishes rhem, as does every por
nography outlet in the world-pervasively distort.< factual and legal re
porting ... ·n,e resulting tilt is inescapable and uncorn.><:wble; other than 
one's own experience co che conrrnry, which this process makes marginal, 
readers have no access co ocher inforrnation. That mainstream journalists 
tend to sec their own power at stake in the legal trcatmcm of pornography 
is particularly worth noting because they are not pornographers. 

Sometimes 1he ax being ground is closer 10 home, as it was for joumalis1s 
ro whom Linda "'Love.lace" was pimped when she was in capriviry.69 Those 
who us<-d her sexually have a specific stake in not believing that sh<: 
was coerced LO perform for the pornography film Deep Throat. They 
remain ac large, mostly unidentified and writing. How often pornographer
manipulated news stories nre concrerely bought and planted can only be 
imagined, but how dif6cuk can pdvileged access be for the pornographers 
and their point of view, given that they arc often dealing with their own 
customers? Under these conditions, with access co informarion owned and 
controlJed for content, with sex and money as potent motivato rs, the avail• 
ability of unmediatcd original materials such as the hearings- documents 
against the deluge-is as precious as it is rare. 

The ancipomogrnphy civil rights hearings are the samiulat of a resiscnnce 
ro a sexual fascism of everyday life-a regime so pervasive, so ordinary, so 
nonnalized, so established, so condoned, that there is no underground! 
from which to fight it o r into which to get away from it. The hearings arc: 
rhc only primary source on the way pornography concretely works in every
day life thac has seen the public light of day. And they may be the last. 
Every day the pornography industry gets bigger and pcnctmtes more 
deeply and more broadly imo social life, conditioning mass sexual re
sponses co make fortunes for men and co end lives and life chances for 
women and children. Pornography's up-fronr surrog:11es swallow more 
public space daily, shaping standards of literature and an. The age of 6m 
pornogrnphy consun1ptior1 is young ,md probably dropping, and the age 
of che avcrnge rapist is ever younger."' The acceptable level of sexual force 
climbs ever higher; women•s rea.l sratus drops eve.r lower. No law is effec. 
tivc against the industry, the materials. or the acts. Because the aggressors 
have won, it is hard to believe them wrong. Wben women can <LSsert human 
rights against them, through a law the victims can use themselves, women 
will have a righr to a 1>lace in rhe world." 
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Introduction: Realizing Law 

The thc:ory skeLchc:d here w::is presc:med :it Harvar<l Law School on November 20, 
2000, in ddivering, .. Disputing Male So,·~rc:igmy," infra :u 206, in dialogue with Akhil 

Amar for the ;mnual Supreme Court issue of the J.lttn-wd I.Aw Rer-·,ew. The comments 
of Kem HaM!y, Cass Sunstein, Lisa C•rdyn, John Stoltenberg, Charlone Crosoo, and 
Marc Spiodelman helped clarify it immeasurably. 

I. · The Path of the Law." 10 Harvard Law Revi,w 457. 465 {1897). 
2. See .. TOW'llr<l a New Theory of Equalit)1." infra ut -14. 
3. Sec .. RcRections on Sex Equality Under Law," infra at l 16, as wdJ as •Sex, Lles, 

and Psychotherapy," in fr.a. at 25 l , for histo rical :ind psychosocial context, and • Unequal 
Sex; A Sex Equaliiy Approach 10 Sexual Assault," infra a, 2-10. for an ahcrn,nivc. 

4. See "Ci,.;J Rights Against Pomogrophy.' infro ai 299, "Pomography as Defa
mation and Discrimination," infra ar 309. "Pon1ogruphy Left 11.nd Righl."' infra at }27. 

5. So: .. Pros-ljlu tion and CiviJ Rights," infra at 151. 
6. So: "From Practict.' to lhtory, or Wl1at ls a \XIJ1ik Woman Anyway?" lnfra at 

22. • Keeping It Real: On Anti-'E.-.senti.alism,'" infra at 84. :md "Pornography as Dc.f
amation and Di:,.crimin:arion," infra :n 309. 

7. Se,c "Speaking Truth ro Power,• infra on 277, '1nd •Mediating RcaJicy,• infr-.1 at 
289. 

8. See "The Logic of E.-<petienre: The De\1elopmen1 of Sexual Harassment Ltl\V, • 
infru at 162. 

9. Sec: "Speaking T rUl.h to Powa," infra at 277. 
10. Sec "'Beyond f\•loralism: Directions in Sc"ual J-larassmcnt Law," infra at 184. 
11. Sec •Toward a New Theory of Equ:ilicy, .. infra at -1-1, "'Rcflccrions on Sex 

Equaliry Under Lau,,• infra at 1<,o, and "/\crounrabilicy for Sexual Harassmem." infra 
at 180. The main progress in this 11rea has registered in Canada. as discussed more full)' 
in \Ylomen'1 \florid. Men's Statet, the companion <.-oUection to come from Harvard 
Un.ive.rsity Prt$$. 

12. Sec '"Civil Rights Ag:1ins1 Pomogr:tphy;" infra at 299. and "Tite Roar on the 
Other Side of Silence," infra at J}9. For a discu.ssfon of the disrincrion between morality 
.ind harm, sec "'Beyond Mor.ifom: Dirmions in Sexual Harassmcm l,aw," infra g t 184. 
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13. See "Liberalism and the Death of Feminism." infra at 259, and "Pornography 
Left and Right," infro at }27. 

14. Sei: "Disputing Male Sovereignty: O n U1111ed S1a1e1 v. Murri:wn, .. infra at 206. 

15. See "Uni::qual $ex; A Sex Equality Approach to Sexual Assault," infra at 2-tO,, 
in particufor 1hc discussion of 1he t\kaycsu case. 

16. •Bc)•ond Moralism: Directions in Sc)(ual Harassment Law," infra at 184. and 
"'The Logic of Experience: The Deve-lopmenrofSexual Harassment Low," i.nfra at 162. 
address thjs qucsrfoo, as does "'Dispucing MaJe Scwereigncy,,. and ' Tl1e Power to 
Change," inftn :il 103. 1lic existing sjtu:itioo is aual~cd ii\ "Law in tht: £vcl)·Jay Life 
of \'({omen, .. infra a1 32, the reasons for the failure to change it in "Unt.hinking ERA 

Thinking," infra at I}. 

17. This theory is central 10 .111 my work, from Sexual Hanzssment of \Vorkht?, 
l'l'omen ( 1979) thro,~h Femmism Unr11odifi,J (1987), to Toward o Femm,sJ Thro,yo/ 
the Stale (1989), Only \fiords (199}), and Sex f¾ua/ity (2001). 

18. See "Toward• New Theory of Equruicy." infra at 44. "What Brown v. Bo,ird 
of Educarion, ShouJd Have Said,• tnf r'.1. at 72, embodies this approad1 in a mock jucUcial 
opinion on the subject of mcism. 

19. A grc.1t many published :ind unpubli$hc:d piece; \l,'C~ eliminated for length. 
20. On the loner, see •of Mice and Men: A Fragment on Animal Rights,• infra•• 

91. 
21. This is Harold Ltsswell's defini1ion of politics. See Harold D. Lasswell and 

Abraheun Kopl:u,, Power and Sociely: A Fram;work for Political Inquiry (1950). 
22. $<:<: Bush v. Gore, .5>1 U.S. 98 (2000). 
2J. Sec United Stoles v. Morri,on, .529 U.S . .598 (2000). 
24. Sec L1wrcncc "· Tcxos, 539 U.S. 558 (2003). 
25. See "Disputing Male &wereigncy." infra at 206, for fuller explication of this 

poinl. 
26. Nevada Dept. of Human Resources v. Hibbs, .5)8 U.S. 721 (200}). 
27. S<:0. e.g., Gruner v. Bolling« . .5)9 US. )06 (200}). 
28. Sec, e.g., Virginia v. Black, 5)8 U.S. J4) (200J). 
29. Thi.s theme is articulated, and this :tp1m:"'ch exemplified, in "''Freedom froin 

Unrc~I Loyalties': On Fiddiry in Cons.timtional lntcrprcrntioo,'" infra :u 6:S, 
30. Herbcn \V'cchslcr, "Toward Neutral Principles ofO:mstimrion:al Law,'" 73 Ha,-.. 

vard Law Review I (1959). 
l I. Id. 
32. Catharine A. Mac.Kinnon, 'foWtJrd a Feminist 11,eory of the State (1989) ad

dresses chis 1hC$is in philoso~,hical terms. 
JJ. For funh-er discu$$ion, sec:: Catharine A. M:acKinnon, St!x Equality, Ch:1pter L 

(2001), 
J4, TI,is is VllJ'iously shown throughout 'Pornography Left and RiJ!h1." infro a, 345. 
35. On bow gay nod lesbian issues are substaotiveJy sex equality issues. see Ca

tharine A. MncKinnon. Sex £quali1y, Ch:aptcr 7 (2001). 
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36. For discussion of abortion in sex equality terms. see "ReBecrions on Sex 
Equillity Unc.ler Law," infro at 116. 

3 7. For discusl,,.ion o ( the co1npulsion Lropc, in which judges so dt:cply regret to do 
what the)' a re $aying they have to do, sec '"Law's Story a.i; Reality and Policies," infra 
at 58. 

>8. Sec Lochner v. NC111 York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905). 
39. The laner proposition is argued in Cacharine A. MacKiMon. Toward a Fe111iniJ1 

Theory of the State (1989). 
40. Thi,; apprudth t6 oqu:!lity illtefpret4U<lii was 41gu«I to. •nd is clnbrac«I by, 

1.he Supreme Coun of Canada under the Cha.rter of Rights and Frccck,m!; equ:1Jiry 
g u.ir:an1ec in Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia, ll989] l $.C.R. l43, al
l hous;.h nor .ill subscqucm decisions of that Coun have fully sustained that commitment 
10 subsrnncc, 

41. Analogies coo (."an be substantive. but they cntl also abstract para1Je1s into un• 
realit)' and obscure substantive oon.necrions. To rominoe with dle fl.lorrison example. 
fcdc:r.t.lism i.;; also a white:: supremacist institution. But no st:ut.''S rights federalism appeal 
has invalidatctl the federal la,vs against raciilly discrimimuory violence. Subst:.mtivdy. 
as a matter of imcrprct:uion of legal outcomes, this SUR8C$[$ that group-based viole-ncc 
like thac of the Ku Klux Klan may not now occupy che same place in chc reality of 
whice racism i,, the Uniccd Srntcs that sexuaJ violence still does in sexism. Thus, race~ 
based ,'ioleoce luv;'s h:1ve beeo conscitutiooal where sex-based violence laws are 1lot )•et, 
whether or 001 they should be. Mud1 violeoce. however. is both. 

42. For the way he uses this phrase. sec Alexander ~l Bickd, 'the Morality of 
Cons,nt 3 (1975). 

I. Unthinking ERA Thinking 

This book review of Jane M•msbridgc, \Vhy \Ve Los1 tbe ERA (1986) was 6rst published 
in "'Unthinking ERA Thinking,"' 54 Umwmiy of Chicago Lm: Revit'W 759 (1987). 

I. Facr.s from a conversation with Mary Eberts /Toronto, April 13, 1987) and from 
Penney Kome. Tbe Taking of Twenty-Eight· Women Challenge 1he Constitution, 97-
105 {1983). This romp1uison is inscrucrive beatuse nodling. cross-culru.rally. is quite 
like women's equa1ity. The rompllrisoo is not based on the no1io11 that CanaJ:1 is exactly 
like t.he United States or that the C()nstitutional situations were tl1c sa.1ne. The restJting 
Canadian hmguage aL'io provides a useful st:in<lard of comparL'ion. EquaJjty Rights 
under Sooion 15 of the Can.i.dfon Charter of Righrs and Freedoms provides.: 

(I) Every indi\ficlual is equal before and under the b1w and has rhe right to 
the equal protection and equal beoc61 of the law without discrimination and, 
in parric-ular, ,vithout discriminacion based on rare. national or ethnic origin, 
colour. reHgion, sex. age or meotal or ph)'Sica.l Jisability. (2) Subsection Cl) 

does not preclude any law, program or acrivity that has os its object the ii.Int--
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lioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including chose 
that are disadvamab,ed bec11use or ruce, natiorw.l or ethnic orig.in. coJour. reli
gion. sex, age or mt.11tal or physical disability. 

Section 28 provides 1..hal sex equality rights C3J\ll()l be O\'C.Cridden by a lcg.is.l:uurc.
or Parliament: 

N()lwithstilllding anything in this Olartcr, the rights and frtedoms n:fcrre<l 
to in it arc JilUarantccd equally 10 male and female persons. 

2. Mansbridge recounts polls in whid1 a 1112;ori1y of both sexes foVQred the ERA. 

Jane .f. Mansbridge. Why \Ve Lost thr ERA 1~19 (1986). l11m ughout, while shecare
full~1 romparcs the results of various wordings of poll questions. Mansbridge cakes poll 
results as rruc expressions of people's opiniol\S on the questions 1hcy arc asked. \Xlhc11 
it comes 10 sex. people lie a lot. They also say one chiug and do ru1other- like say they 
are for the ERA and then vote against i1. Accepting poU resu.Jts ac foce value-meth• 
odology and wordinp: a.side-may be an occup:ujonal hazard of Lhc: politiaa.l scientjst, 

but 3 deq,cr order or skepUcism Sct"fllS warr:mted. 
J. For example, 1 farris v. McRae, 448 U-S. '197 (1980). holds that public funding 

of nicdkalJy necessary abortions for indigcm women i.s not ronstirudonaJly compelled. 
4. For fun.her discussion, see Catharine A. MacKinnon, ""Femhlis.m, Marxism,. 

Method and d\e State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence," 8 Signs: Journal of Women in 
Culture a11d Sode11 6}5 (198)) (discussing the law of mpe). See •lso American Book
sdlcrs A<s'n, Inc. v. Mudnul, TT I F2d }2} (7th Cir. 1985), •fl'd. 106 s.c,. 1172 (1986). 
whjch holds un<.vnstitutl0n:1l a law makjng pornography :K1ionable as a civil rights 
\-iio lation when '\l/Omen arc c:ocrccd into it, when. it is forced on ,hem, when they :ire 
assaulted because of it. Md when they are subordinated chrough cmffic-king in it. Tb.is 
n 1fo\g wraps dlc male point of vie\\• in the First Amendmenr. labeling '\~ewpoint dis .. 
crimio:uion" a l-a\Ar that makes pornographers and odiers liable for se.x-disc:riininmoJ)' 

acts. 
5. Mansbridge, x. 

6. Id. 2, 122, 132, 178-186, 1}2. 
7. This kind of 1hinking is evident in Mansbridgc's cha.racccriiarion of ERA staffers.: 

"'They differed from the rest of the American population i.n one major rcspccr-thcy 
believed in, and wonted to bring 11bout. major changes io the roles of men and women 
in Aincric..-a" (p. 121). 

8. One: p:1rticularJy startling example of this failure lo take incqualit)' of power 
seriously is Manshridgc's an:alysj$ th.at a diffcrcnre berwccn pro-ERA :ind STOP ERA 

fore~ was rhat STOP ERA only h:id to stot, $0mething while 1,m-ERA had 10 de, 
someching (p. 122). The real difference is that STOP ERA had all the power of male 
supremacy as wi.nd at its back. 

9. See Andre:1 Dworkiil, Rig,bt-iuing Wo"1en (198.3>. for .-. coge:J\t femi1U..~r analysis 
of the appeal of the Right co women as ,vomcn unda male dominance. (\,Jansbridgc:: 
bricRy displays a peculiar but nc)L unique oppositjon to calling the: victimized .,victims.· 
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•lways been fragile, but never before has it been possible, undcrected, t0 

find our what a person is reading while they are reading it. Technical 
problems of proving Liability and measuring damages also exist, although 
now rh•t rhe pornographers are figuring out how to ger paid for pornog
raphy in cyberspace, many of these problems will be solved, as the trans
actions will leave a trace. Once a legal approach duough actual harms is 
taken, accountability for pornography on computer networks poses no ne,v 
conceptual problems. only practical problems of delivery." The legal 
problem is, women huri by 1>0rnography have no righrs against ir any
where. If circulating pornography in this new. still legitimate, forwn re• 
fr-Jmes the same old abuse ro alter that impwiity, this oew technology will 
be the firsr 10 be revolutionary. 

The Carnegie Mellon research ream has had the vision to see, the tcch
nkal acumen co capture, and the courage to expose what is there. Beyond 
further information to be analyzed and organizing opportunitk-s to be pur• 
sued, the question the study poses for pomography in cyberspace is the 
same that pornography poses everywhere else: whether anything will be 
done about it. 



The Roar on the 
Other Side of Silence 

lf we h!t<l :1 keen \~S:ioo :1nd Ceding of u.ll or<li.t\:uy human life . . . we 
should <lie of tluu roar which lies on the other side of silcn<.-c. As it is. lhe 
quickest of us walk .about ,,,di wadded with stupidity. 

-George fJiot. Mtddkmnrch 

29 

\1(/omcn spoke in public for the first time in history of the harms done to 
them through pornography in the hearings on the antipornography civil 
rights ordinance in Minneapolis, Minnesorn, on December 12 and 13, 
1983. Their lirsr-pcrson accoums of violation through pornography stand 
against the pervasive sexual violation of women and children that is aJ. 
lowed 10 be done in private and is not allowed 10 be criticized in public. 
Their publication, which came almost fifteen ye,irs' after the hearings were 
held, ended the exdusion from the public record of the information they 
contain on the way pornography works in socia1 rc-.ality. Ended was the 
censorship of these facts and voices from a debate on the social and cul
rural role of pornography that has gone on as if it could go on without 
rhem. 

Until these hearings ,ook place, pornography and its apologists had 
largely set the terms of public discussion over pornography's role in social 
life. Public, available, effectively legal, pornography has srarure: i1 is visible, 
credible, and legi,imaied. A, ,he same time, ils influence and damaging 
effects arc denied as nonexistent, indetcm1inatc. or merely academic, con• 
trary lO all the e"idence. Its victims have bad no stature at all. The h<carings 
changed the terms of this discussion by opening a space to speak for the 
real amhorities on pornography: ,he casualties of its moking and use. 
Against a backgroUJ1d of claims that the victims aJ1d the harms done to 
them <lo not exist, CC,lllOOI be beLieve<l, aod should not be given a legal 
hearing, rhe harms of pornography were exposed and 10ok shape as po-

Fim published as an introduction to ln H.trm's \l'f4t.1: Tb, Pomot,,iJpby Cicil Rit.hts l-leanNt,s > 
(C11Lhatine A. MllcKiMoo :ind Aodre:a Oi.\101¼:in. ed,;., 1997). 
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remial lei;1al injuries. These hearings were rhe momenr when 1he voices of 
those vic1imized through pornography broke the public surface. Their pub
lication gave the public unmediated and unrestricted access to this direct 
evidence for the firs t time. The authority of their experience made the 
harm of pornography undeniable: ir harmed them. 

In late 1983, legislators in Minneapolis initiated this process' by em
ploying Andrea Dworkin and me 10 write a law for the city that we had 
conceived on pomography as a civil and human rights violation. 0 1her 
jurisdictions followed, including Indianapolis, Los Angeles County, and the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,' each seeking to adapt the civil rights 
approach to local concerns. All these proposed laws recognized the con
crete violmions of civil rights done through pon1ogrnphy as practices of 
sex di.scrirninarion.i and gave the survivors access to civil coun for re.lief 
through a law they could use themselves. The hearings that resulred from 
the introduction of the legislation gave pornograpby's survivors a foruml> 
an audience, and a concrete opportunity to affect their world. Grasping 
the real chance that righ1s might be given to them, seeing that the.ir par
ticipation could make a difference to the conditions of their lives, these 
women and men became prepared to run the risks of this political ex
pression. The consequences ,1micipa1ed or that time included public hu
miliation and shame.. shunning nnd ostracism, loss of employment, threats~ 
harassment, and physical assault. 

The act of introducing the antipomography civil rights ordinances into 
the IC11islarive arena gave pornography's victims back some measure of the 
digniry and hope that the pornography, with its pervasive social and legal 
support. takes away. The ordinances, in formulating pomography's hanns 
as hwnan rights deprivations, C'Jptured a denigrated reality of women's 
experience in a legal fonn that affirmed that to be treated in these ways 
violates a human being; it does nor simply reveal and define what a woman 
is. As ending these violations and holding their perpetrators accountable 
became imaginable for the first rime, and women participated direcdy in 
making 1he rules that govern their lives, the disgrace of beini socially fe. 
male-fit only for sexual use, unfit for human life-was exposed as a 
pimp's invention. In these hca1ings. women were citi.z.e:ns. 

11, e first•person testin1ony, contextualized by expert wiu,esses as rep
resentative rather than unique or isolated, documented the material ha.nn 
pomogr-aphy does in the real world, showing 1he view that pomogra1>hy 
is harmkss fantas-y to be as false as it is clichcd. Women used for sex so 
that pornography can be made of them against their will-from Linda 
"Lovelace"' forced to fellate men so Deep Throat could be made to a young 
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girl sold as sex co Hustler's "lleaverhunr•• to Valerie Harper's face on 
another woman's naked body on a T-shirt' -refute the assumption pro
moted by the pornogr-Jphy industry chat all women are in poniography 
because they want 10 be there. The information provided by these wit• 
nesses also underlines the simplest fact of the visual mmerials: co be made, 
the acts in them had to be done to someone. In the hearings, a few who 
have escaped the sex factories describe the fonns of forc-e required. 

There, woman after woman used by consumers of pornography recounts 
its causal role in her seX1.H1l violation by a man close co her. A husband 
forces pornography on his wife and uses it to pressure her into sex acts 
she doc-s not wane.' A father threatens his children with pornography so 
they will keep silent about what he shows chem is being done, audibly. 10 

,hei r mother ar night.' A brother holds up pornography magazines as his 
friends gang.rape his sister, making her assume the poses in the materials, 
turning her as they tum the pagt.'S.1° A woman's boyfriend becomes 
aroused by watching other women being used in pornography and forces 
sexual access on her.11 A young gay man inflicts che abusive sex learned 
thro ugh using pomogra.phy on his male lover, who to lerates it because he 
leanicd from pornogr-Jphy that a man's violence is t.be price of his love.12 

Although intimate settings provide privileged access for these aces, such 
violar.ions occur thro ug hout social Jife. \1{/hite male mororists, spewing 
racist bile, rape a Native American woman at a highway rest stop in reen
actment of a pomogrnphic vid<..-o gamc.U \Xlorking men plaster women's 
crotches on the walls of workplaces." Therapists force pomography on 
clients. n Pimps use pomography to train and trap child prostitutes. 16 Men 
who buy and use women and children for sex bring pornography to show 
those prostituted what the men want them 10 do." Pomography is made 
of prostituted children co threaten chem with exposure 10 keep chem in 
prostirmion.18 Serial sexual murderers use pornography to prepare and 
impel chem to rape and kill.•• 

Grounded in these realities, the ordinance chat produced and resulted 
from ,he hearings provides civil access co court co prove the abuse and the 
role of pornography in it in each such simarion. The ordinance, with local 
variations, provides a cause of action to individuals who are coerced into 
pornogl"Jphy, forced to consume pornography, defamed by being used in 
pornography without consem, assaulted due co specific pornography, or 
subordinared as a member of a sex-based grou1> through traffic in por
nography as legally defined."' The chance Lo prove in court the harmful 
role of poniogr-Jphy in each situation is what pornography's victims have 
sought. This, co dace, is what they have been denied. 
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The opponenrs of rhe civil rights laws against pornography were amply 
represented in these hearings. They did not openly defend pomography as 
such," or address the hanns the wimesscs documemed even co deny them. 
They treated the survivor,; as if they were nor there or do nor matter. Tha• 
chose victimized by pornography arc lying or expendable is rhe upshot of 
the First Amendment defense of pornography that the opponents do pre• 
sent, proceeding as if the "speech .. o f violation matters over the violation 
of rhe viola1ed. Some opponems adop1 !he view chat any factual disputes 
over the harm of pornography should not be resolved in court-in other 
words, whatever harm may exist can be debated endlessly but the harm 
can never be stopped. As the Massachusens he-Jring shows, the issue 0£ 
whether pornography is harmful mattered co pornography's defender,; only 
as long as it was considered impossible to demonstrate thar horm. Once it 
was judicially established that pornography does the harms made action
able in this law- as it was established in the litigation on the ortlinancc in 
1985"-the ordinance's opponents lose imeresc in the question. 

Addressed nor at all by the opposition in the hearings is whether or no• 
the practices of pornography made actionable by the ordinance arc prop• 
erly conceptualized as sex-bsed discrimination. Like t.be conclusion than 
pornography causes hami, the conclusion on the nature of that hami is 
based on evidence, on fact; the hearings provide those facts. As an analytic 
matter, although many people are shown to be victimized, actually and 
potentially, if even o ne woman, man, or child is victimized because o/ their 
sex-as a member of a group defined by sex-that J>er,;on is discriminated 
againsr on rhe basis of sex~ those who testified to their experiences in the 
hearings incontestably and without dispute were hurt as members of their 
gender. Their specifically, differentially, and uncontestedly sex-based in
juries ground the srate's compelling interest in equality that the ordinance 
vindicares. 

The hearings show the ordinance in practice: it produced them. T11e 

hearings also present c-Jse after case of precisely the kinds of evidence cbe 
ordinance would introduce into couri if ir were enacted into law. These 
are the people who need co use it, who have nothing ro use without it. 
The hearings empowered individuals to speak in public, provided a forum 
for them co confrom thc.ir abuse.rs, Lo prove their violations, and to secure 
accountability and relief, as the ordinance would in couri. The hearings 
present wimcsscs to acts of abuse and injury-acts, nor ideas, like those 
acts the ordinance would redress in court. In the hearings. an industry of 
exploitation and violence that produced these acts connected inextricably 
with them, as i1 would also have co be in civil court proceedings. The 
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hearings clrnllenged 1he same concenrration of nongovernmenrnl power 
that the ordinance wouJd challenge in court, empowering the government 
no more than the hearings did. The be-.irings simply used the legislative 
process for the ends 10 which it is given 10 cirizens 10 use, just as the 
ordinance would use ,he civil judicial process for irs designed purposes: co 
resolve conflict and rectify injury. As the ordinance would in court, the 
hearings brought pornography out of a half lit underground into the public 
light of day, The hearings fr~'ed speech that was previously suppressed, So 
would the ordinance. Neither 1he hearings nor· the ordinance have anything 
in common with ccnsorship.1' 

Until the publication of the bearings, the public discussion of pornog
raphy was impoverished and deprived by often inaccurate or incomplete 
repons of victims' accounrs and experts' views.1~ Media reports of victims' 
testimony at the time of the hearings themselves were often cursory, dis
torted. or nonexistent. Some reports by journalists covering the tvlinnc
apolis bearings were rewritten by editors 10 conforn1 the testimony 10 the 
story of pornography's harmlessness that they wanted told." Of this pro• 
cess, one Minneapolis reponcr assigned to cover those hearings told me, 
in reference to the reports she 6led, • I have never been so censored in my 
life." Thus weakened, the victim testimony became easier to stigmatize as 
emotional and to dismiss as exceptional. Jrs represcmativen~ has been 
further undermined by selective or misleading reports of expert testimony 
on scientific studies. This body of scholarship predicted that the pr<"<:ise 
kinds of consequences will happen from exposure 10 pornography thar rhe 
survivors in the hearings reported did happen in their own experience. The 
two kinds of evidence converged to document the same banu in two dif
ferent ways. 

The hearings contributed additional neglected or otherwise inaccessible 
information to the public discussion over the civil rights ordinance against 
pornography. For example, the allegation that opposing points of view 
were exclud~-d from the hearings by the bills' proponenrs"' is refuted by 
the hearings on their face. Opponent after Of>ponenr of the civil righrs of 
women, mostly Jiberals. restified ad nauseam. The hearings also went some 
distance toward refuting the ubiquitous fabrication that locates the engine 
of the civil rights antipornogrnphy ordinances in an "unusual coalition of 
radical feminists and conservative women politicians. •n This invention 
originated in a false rer>ort in 1he New York Times tha, Charlee Hoyt, one 
of the bill's original sponsors in Minneapolis, opposed the Equal Rights 
Amendment. The Times published a correction affirming Ho>~'s consram 
support of ERA, buc the lie about the ordinance's alliance with the right 
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Sl\lck, always ch•nging ground but alw•ys growing.28 The s•me Times ar
ticle stared that the Indianapolis ordinance was passed with "the support 
of Lhe Rev. Greg Dixon, a fom1er Moral Majority official," who "packed 
Council henrings 10 lobby for passage of the proposed ordinance .• ,. Nei
ther Rev. Dixon nor his followers appear 10 have spoken at the Indian
apolis bearings. Enough votes for passage (the bill pas.sec! 24 to 5) existed 
prior to the meeting at which these individuals sat in tl,e audience. Ne> 
one has said rhar Rev, Dixon or his group had any other comact with the 
process. Thus it was rhat the omcome of ~ legislative vote cnme to be 
attributed to tl1e presence of some people who came to watch as other 
peoples cast it. 

Taint through innuendo has substituted for fact and analysis in much 
reporting and discussion of the ordinance. As the henrings document, of 
all the sponsors of the bill in all the cities in which it was introduced, only 
onc~ Bculah Coughenour of Indianapolis- was conservative. \\fork on 
one bill with an independent individual is hardly an alliance with a political 
wing.>0 Exacdy what is sinister about women uniting with woman across 
conventional political lines against a form of abuse whose politics arc 
sexual has remained unspecified by the critics. 

The hearings correct such widely dist0rted facrs simply by showing the 
sponsors and supporters of the ordinance in action, i11ustrating irs pro
gressive politics. In them, the ordinance's two original sponsors in Min
neapolis appear: Van White, a liberal Democratic African American man, 
and Charlcc Hoyt, a liberal Republican white ,voman. (Sharon Sa)•les 
Belton, the Democratic African American woman later mayor of Minne
apolis, sponsored the reintroduced ordinance after the first veto.) TI1e 
grassroots groups who inspired the Minneapolis ordinance by requesting 
help in their fight against pornographers' invasion of their neighborhoods 
resrified in su1>porr of it. These same groups lmer supported the Indian
apolis ordinance when it was challenged in court 11 Battered women's 
groups, rnpe crisis center workers and advocaces, organizations or survivors 
of sexual abuse in childhood, and groups of former prostitutes presented 
unanimous evidence from their experience in favor of the ordinance. They,. 
too, supported it against bter legal challenge." Members of the large, eth
nically diverse Los Angeles County Commission on Women that sponsored 
and supported the ordinance cha.ired the hearings there. 

The progression of hearings revenls rhar op1>0sition ro the ordinance 
bc'<:amc better organized over time, its strategy refined. In the Los Angeles 
hearing on April 22, 1985, in which tlie pro-pimp lobby remained, as 
always, centered in the American Civil Liberties Union, the woman card 
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was first played. There, tiny, noisy elire who defended pornography pro
fessionally contrasted with survivor after survivor whom they talked past 
and disregarded-a division of a few women from all women subsequently 
magniJied by a gleeful press. Women ·s material interest in pornography 
was presented as divided: if it huns some women, other women love it, 
and stopping it hurts women morc.n Women against women subsequently 
became the pornographers' tactic of choice- as if women's oppression by 
pornography had been argued [O be biological, as if biological females 
saying they were not hurr by it undercut that case. This choice of stnttegy 
was revealed in the orchestration of the ordinance referendum battle in 
Cambridge, Massachusens, in November 1985, in wbicb tbe ordinance 
narro\\~y lost, and even more graphically in the Boston, Massachuseus, 
hearing of March 1992. Tn Boston, speaking almost entirely through female 
mouthpieces. the corporace interests of the cme11ainmcnt industry came 
out of the woodwork to weigh in on the side of the pornography industry, 
arraying abstraction after evasion after obfuscation after self-interested, 
profic.oriented rationalization against survivors' simple, direct accounts of 
the role of pornography in their abuse." Much of the media persistently 
positioned women against women in I.heir coverage, employing the por
nographers' strategy in the way they reported events and framed issues for 
public discussion. Corrective letters showing wide solidarity among women 
on the ordinance were routinely not published!' 

The bearings on the ci,,il rights antipornography ordinances took place 
in public and on the record. The witnesses, unless they said otherwise, 
were fully identified to the governmental bodies before whom they testi
fied. Some of the consequences of testifying for them show why it took so 
long and was so hard 10 make this information public, and prefigured I.be 
onslaught that followed, Some of those who spoke in Minneapolis were 
hounded and punished for whar they said. One woman's testimony was 
published by Penthouse Forum without her knowledge or permission, 
selling her assa,dt for sexual use. A copy of Penthouse's pages with her 
tesrimony1 with "We're going to gee you, squaw" scrawled across it in red 
appeared in her mailbox. A dead rabbi, appeared there a few days later; 
she was telephoned repeatedly by a man who appeared to be watching her 
in her home. Another witness was subS<.'quently telephoned night after 
night at her unlisted telephone number: "The calls are not simply harassing 
phone calls. Tt is like someone is reading something out of the pomography 
books ... we can't get away from it. ">4 These arc techniques of terror. 

By bringing forward festering human pain that had been denied, the 
hearings unleashed an e><plosion of reports by women and men desperate 
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for help. A local organizing group formed after 1he Minneapolis hearing 
was deluged with them. Women told "about the time their boyfriend uri
nated on them while using pomography depicting 'golden showers.'" " 
Rape victims reported that "their a1rncker took pictures during the rope 
and that she's afraid he is going to sell and distribute them."" The group 
reponcd that "we have received a call from a man in Fort Collins, Colo• 
rado, terrified because a group of men were holding him captive and 
m,lking pomogrnphy with him, He has called and sem us lhe pornography 
in ho1:,es that it could be used as evidence, ,hat 1he whip lashes would 
prove that be was forced."-" Some groups held more hearings. The Na
tional Organization for Women held hearings on pornography across d,e 
nation,«i 

The Minneapolis hearings, circula1ed in pho1ocopied transcript hand 10 
hand, had a substantial impact on consciousness. politics, scholarship, 
thc-oiy, and policy." At the federal level, the first explosion of publicity 
surrounding the Minneapolis hearings revived a long-moribund proposal 
for a new national commission on pornography. Attorney General William 
French Smi1b created 1bc A11orney General's Commission on Obscenity 
and Pornography and selected its members. TI,e prior Co,nmission on 
Obscenity and Pomogr,,phy in 19i0, appointed by President Nixon, had 
exonerated "obscenity" and "erorica" of a role in "'crime,'" looking at no 
violcm materials and looking only for violent effects." The President's 
Commission beard from not a single direct victim-offended moralists arc 
not victims-and considered onJy evidence from "experts," meaning aca
demics, on the question of harm. Understanding tha1 asking the wrong 
questions of the wrong people might have produced the wrong answers, 
the Attorney Gc,1eral's Commission took extensive testimony from scores 
of survivors of real abuse and investigated the effects of violent as weU os 
nonviolenr sexual materials. In other words, it invest:igated whnt those on 
the receiving end were in a position to know about the materials chat are 
acn,ally made and marketed by the pomography industry and consumed 
by its users. TI,is commission was la1er dubbed "the Meese Commission• 
by a hostile press ro discredit it by association with an almost universally 
despised man who did announce the inquiry's formation bu1 did not <>rig• 
inate it and did virtually nothing with its results. 

The Final Reporr of the Anoniey General's Commission, which repeat• 
edly footnoted rhe Minneapolis hearings, substantially adopted 1he civil 
rights approach in its appr<>ach, findings, and recommendations. The re• 
pore included rui entire chapter on harm co "performers"-of all survivors 
the most ignored and, when noticed, blamed. It found thai "the harms a~ 
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which ,he ordin•nce is aimed are real and rhe need for • remedy for those 
harms is pressing."•> It concluded that • civil and other remedies ought to 
be available 10 those who have been in some way injured in the process 
of producing these materials. "" Tc endorsed a limi1e<l concept of civil rem
edies.'' Ir found that the civil rights approach "is the only legal 1001 sug
gested to the Commission which is spccilically designed ,o provide direcr 
relief 10 the victims of the injuries so e><haustivcly documentc-d in our 
hearings throughout the coumry. "•• ·me Commission also agreed !.hat por· 
nography, as made acrionoble in the ordinance. "constinnes a praclice of 
discrimination on the bac.is of sex.~,., In an embrace of the ordinance's 
specific causes of action M well as its approach, the Commission recom
mended that Congress "consider legislmion affording protection 10 1hose 
individuals whose civil righrs have been violated by the production or 
distribution of pornography ... . A, a minimum, claims could be provided 
against trafficking, coercion, forced viewing. defamation. and assault, 
reaching the industry as necessary 10 remedy these abuses .• ._, Unable 10 
find constitutional a legal definition of pornography that did not duplicate 
the existing obscenity definition, the Commission nonetheless found itself 
• in substantial agrc-emcnt with the motivations behind the ordinance, and 
with the goals i1 represents."" 

Nor long after ,he hearings and the release of the Commission's Report, 
parts of the ordinance were introduced as bills in Congress. Senator Arlen 
Sp<..-cler introduced a version of the ordinance's coercion provision as the 

Pomography Vicrims' Procec1ion Ac1, making rhe coercion of an 11dul1 or 
,he use of a child to make pornography civilly actionable." Senator Mitch 
McConnell introduced a rendition of the ordinance's assault provision as 
the Pornography Victims' Compensation Act, creating a dvil action for 
assaul1 or murder caused by pomography." Most stunningly, Congress in 
1994 ndopred rhe Violence Againsr Women Act, providing n federal civil 
remedy for gender-based acts of violence such as rape and battering?' In 
so doing, Congress made legally real its understanding that sexual violation 
is a practice of sex discrimin,11ion, ,he legal approach tha1 rhe amipornog
raphy civil rights ordinance pioneered in legislative form. 

More broadly, the e.xposure of pornography's harms moved the ground 
under social theory across a wide mnge of issues. The place of sex in 
speech, including Llterarure and art, and its role in social action was thrown 
open co reconsidemtion, hisrorically and in ,he present. The im1,lica1ions 
of visual and verbal pr<:scntation and representation for the creation and 
distriburioo of social power-~,e relation between the way people are im
aged and imagined co the ways they are treated-are being rethought. The 
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buying and selling of human Aesh in the form of pornography has given 
scholarship on slavery and human trafficking, including demand for it, a 
new dimension, More has been learned about the place of sexuality in 
ideology and the importance of sexual pleasure to the exercise of dominanr 
power. The hearings remain fenile ground for analyzing ,he role of visceral 
commitment to inferiority in practica1 systems of discrimination and of the 
role of denial of inequality in maintaining that inequality. The cultur-.iJ 
legitimation of sexual force, including permission for and exonerncion or 
rape and use of pros1in11es and rransformarion of sexual abuse into sexual 
pleasure and identity. was newly interrogated. New hwnan rights theories 
are being built 10 respond to t.be human righrs violations unearthed. As 
events char were hidden came ro light, the formerly unseen appeared co 
detem, ine more and more of the seen. The repercussions for theory, the 
requisite changes in thinking on all levels of society, have just begun. 

For those who survived pornography, the hearings were like coming up 
for air, 111en the water dosed over their heads once again, The ordinance 
is not law anywhere. Mayor Donald Fraser of Minneapolis vetoed it twice 
after passage by two diffcrcnt city councils. Minneapolis dithered and did 
nothing. The Indianapolis ordinance was declared unconstitutional by the 
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circui1 in a decision that inverted l'irsc 
Amendmem law, saying that the hann of pornography only proved the 
importance of protecting it as speech, and reduced equality rights, by com
parison. to a constitulional nullity." The U.S. Supreme Courl summarily 
affirmed this resulc on a divided vote without hearing argumems, re~ding 
briefs, or issuing an opinion," using a now largely obsolete legal de,rice for 
upholding a ruling without expressing a view on its reasoning." Although 
the Seventh Grcuit decision is wrong in law,"' and the summru-y affumance 
of it need not necessarily bind subsequent courts, the ordinance passed in 
Bellingham, Washington, by public referendum was invalidated by a fed
eral court citing the Indianapolis decision as controlling." The Los Angeles 
ordinance was narrowly defeated, 3 10 2, in a vote delayed in order to be 
as inconspicuous as possible. The Massachusens ordinance was maneu
vered behind the scenes out of coming to a vote at all. Senators Specter 
and McConnell compromised their bills fundamentally." Neither bill- for 
all the purported poli1ical expediency of their sponsors in gutting them
passed or even made i1 out of commincc, 

The victims have been betra)•ed. To adapt George E lior's words, "thau 
roar which lies on the other side of silcncc'"'9 about sexual violation in the: 
ordina.ry lives of women was be-Jrd in ibe hearings. Socie1y learned whan 
is being done co the vicrims and decided co t\lrn away, dose its mind, and, 
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"well wodded wirh snrpidiry.""' go back ro masrurbating ro rhe violation 
of their human rights. The debate over pornography that was reconfigured 
by I.he survivors' testimony 10 make barm to women indispensable 10 the 
discussion has increasingly regressed to its old r ighr/lefr, morality/ freedom 
rut, making sexual violence againsr women o nce again irrelevant and in. 
visib1e.f> 1 Politicians are coo cowed by the media even co introduce the bill. 
Truth be told, for survivor and expert both, it has become even more 
diflicuh than it was before 10 speak out against pomography as those in 
the hearings did. The consequences are nor merely feared bm known 10 

include professional shunning and blacklisting, attacks on employment and 
publishing and professional credibility, deprivation of resemch mcl grant 
funding, public demonization, litignrion and threars of litigation, death 
rhreats, and physical assault."' The holy rage of the pon,ographcrs at being 
publicly exposed, given legal form through ACLU lawyers at every bend 
in the road and accompanied by a relentless beat of media lies, has made 
aggression against pornography's critics normative and routine, fighting 
back unseemly, seemingly impossible. In this atmosphere, few stand up 
and say what they know. The silencing is intentional, and it is effective. 

In tl1e establishmem today, support or at least tolerance for pornog• 
raphy, if slightly shaken, remains an article of faith among liberals and 
liberrarians :llike. The liberal establishment is its chief basrion but the right 
is actively complicit, its moralistic decency crusades and useless obscenity 
laws protecting pornography while pretending to stop it, contributing its 
share of judicial and ocher misogynists co rhe ranks of pornography's de
fenders, forever defending private concentrations of power and rnistaking 
money for speech. The concerted attacks on anyone who dares to give 
even a resp<.'Ctful hearing to tl1e critique of pon1ography from this point 
of view have been reminiscent of the left's vicious trearmcnt of so-called 
premanrre amifascists during rhe period of the Hider-Stalin pnct, or of 
,hose who questioned Stalin, including after the Moscow Trials. 

Against this w1jted front, many a well-placed and secure professional, 
upon taking n seemingly obvious posirion against cxploirarion and abuse, 
or upon simply describing what is in the pornography or in the research 
on its effects, bas been startled to be screamed at by formerly rational 
colleagues, savaged by hostile mail (sometimes widely clec1ronically dissem• 
inared), defamed by arrncks on professional compe1ence, subjected ro false 
n rmors, ostracized instead of respec1ed, libeled in and our of pomogr,iphy, 
sued for sp<.-cch by those who say they oppose suits for sp<-cch, and inves• 
tigated by journalists and committees-not ro mention receiving blandisb
menrs of money from pornographers, eviction from homes, and threats 
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•gainst families. Most fold. With imellecnrnls intim id•ted, what chance do 
prostituted women and raped children have? 

In the defense of pomography against the ordinance-the first effective 
threat ro its existence-the outline of a distinctive power bloc became 
discernible in the shadows of American politics. Cmring across left and 
right, uniting sectors of journalism, entertainment, and publishing with 
organized crime, sprawling into pans of the academy and the legal pro• 
fession, t:his configurarion has emerged 10 act as a concened poli1ical force. 
Driven by sex and money, ics 1>0wer is largely hidden and insrin,tionaJly 
without lin1i1s. Most of those who could credibly criticize it either become 
part of iL or collaborate through silence. No political or legal organ is yet 
designed or equipped 10 counter ir. Existing structural restraints on excess 
power-such as the government's checks and ha.lances-are not designed 
to coumer socia1 combinations like this o ne. In western democracies, only 
governmental power is formally controlled, as if the government is the only 
entity that can cohere power or abuse it. Private in the sense of nongov
ernmenta.1 in origin, this bloc uses gove.rnrnent (such as First Amend.men, 
adjuclications) as just one tool, wiclding less visibly against clissemers a 
clout similar to the government's d out during the McCarthy era. 

Politicians who live and die by spin and image grovel before this ma
chine. Law has been largely impotent in the face of it and lacks ,he will 
and resources to resist it. Indeed, law has largely been created by it, the 
reality perceptions entrenched through the machine's distinctively de
ployed weapons of sex, money, and repmation having become largely in
delible and impervious ro comrary proof. Academic institucions a.re often 
found cowering before it and have ceded to it much of their role of cre
dentialing the intelligentsia. hs concerted power defines what is taken as 
reality and aims 10 destroy those who challenge or devime. Political sci
entists have yet ro analyze it. Almost no o ne stands up ro iL Those who 
testified in these hearings did. 

One incident exposed the workings of this machine accidenrnlly. ln 
1986, a leaked memo from the public relations firm of Gray & Company 
proposed a press campaign for the Medin Coalition, ,he group of trade 
publishers and distributors, including some pornographers, that is sub
stantially funded by Penthous<"' and was behind the litigation against the 
ordinance in lndianapolis and Bellingham. Gray & Company proposed to 
"discredi, the Commission on Pornography" and s,op "self-sryled anri
pornography crusaders" from creating •• climate of public hostility toward 
selected publications." .. They got the contract, which budgeted about a 
million dollars to pursue their recommended lines of arrack. As reflected 
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in rhe press this campaign produced, ,his 1>lanned onslaughr focused on 
two items of disinformacion contained in the proposa1. The first is char 
there is no evidence that pomography does ham,. In their euphemistic PR 
language, "there is no focrual or scientific bnsis for rhe exaggerated and 
unfounded allegations char sexua1ly-oriemed content in conrernpora.ry 
media is in any way a cause of violent or criminal behavior."~' The second 
is that the campaign to stop pornography "is being orchestrated by a group 
of religious cmemists, ... The mainstream media slavishly published 11s 
news the spewings of the groups fronting rhis smnegy, esrnblishing both 
lies as conventional wisdom. 

As a result, the false statement that scientific evidence on the harmful 
effects of exposure to pornography is mixed or inconclusive is now re
peated like a mam.ra, even in courr. Tt has become rhe official story, the 
baseline, the preestablished position against which others are evaluated, 
the standard against which deviations must defend themselves, the com• 
monsense view that needs no source and has none, the canard that indi
viduals widely believe as if they had done the research themselves. Few 
read the scholarly literature or believe they need to. No amount of evidence 
to tbe contrary-and evidence LO the contrary is all chcre is-is credible 
against the simple reassertion of what was believed, wirhour evidence, to 
begin \\rith. Associating all work againsr pomography with widely reviled 
extremists of the religious and political right, similarly without rega.rd for 
the lack of factual basis for this guilt by association, is similarly impervious 
ro contrary proof and produces a self-righteous witch-hunt menraliiy. Jn. 
dividuals strategically singled out as threatening to chc financial health of 
Gray & Company's "selected publications• arc also used in pornography," 
this cabal's ultimate wc,,Jpon. Such attack-pornography potenLiy and per• 
vasively targets sexualized hostility at pomography's critics and destroys 
cheir starus as credible speakers who have anything of value to say. The 
effect of lowering the human status of the critics is discounted under norms 
of public discourse that bold that what is done in pornography occurs 
offstage in some twiligh, zone-.coming from no\Vhere, meaning nothing, 
doing nmhing, going no place. 

Tf this cabal acts in planned and organized ways at times, usually its 
common misogyny and attachment to pornogrnphy are themselv~-s the con
spiracy. The legitimare media act in their own perceived self-interest when 
they defend pornography, making common cause with mass seX1.1al ex
ploitation by calling pornography •speech." They seem to think that any 
restcaint on pon,ography is a restraint on joumalism. Their mistaken view 
rhar mainstream media and pomography are indistingt1ishnble-1he ordi-
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nance's definition of pomographi, disringuishes rhem, as does every por
nography outlet in the world-pervasively distort.< factual and legal re
porting ... ·n,e resulting tilt is inescapable and uncorn.><:wble; other than 
one's own experience co che conrrnry, which this process makes marginal, 
readers have no access co ocher inforrnation. That mainstream journalists 
tend to sec their own power at stake in the legal trcatmcm of pornography 
is particularly worth noting because they are not pornographers. 

Sometimes 1he ax being ground is closer 10 home, as it was for joumalis1s 
ro whom Linda "'Love.lace" was pimped when she was in capriviry.69 Those 
who us<-d her sexually have a specific stake in not believing that sh<: 
was coerced LO perform for the pornography film Deep Throat. They 
remain ac large, mostly unidentified and writing. How often pornographer
manipulated news stories nre concrerely bought and planted can only be 
imagined, but how dif6cuk can pdvileged access be for the pornographers 
and their point of view, given that they arc often dealing with their own 
customers? Under these conditions, with access co informarion owned and 
controlJed for content, with sex and money as potent motivato rs, the avail• 
ability of unmediatcd original materials such as the hearings- documents 
against the deluge-is as precious as it is rare. 

The ancipomogrnphy civil rights hearings are the samiulat of a resiscnnce 
ro a sexual fascism of everyday life-a regime so pervasive, so ordinary, so 
nonnalized, so established, so condoned, that there is no underground! 
from which to fight it o r into which to get away from it. The hearings arc: 
rhc only primary source on the way pornography concretely works in every
day life thac has seen the public light of day. And they may be the last. 
Every day the pornography industry gets bigger and pcnctmtes more 
deeply and more broadly imo social life, conditioning mass sexual re
sponses co make fortunes for men and co end lives and life chances for 
women and children. Pornography's up-fronr surrog:11es swallow more 
public space daily, shaping standards of literature and an. The age of 6m 
pornogrnphy consun1ptior1 is young ,md probably dropping, and the age 
of che avcrnge rapist is ever younger."' The acceptable level of sexual force 
climbs ever higher; women•s rea.l sratus drops eve.r lower. No law is effec. 
tivc against the industry, the materials. or the acts. Because the aggressors 
have won, it is hard to believe them wrong. Wben women can <LSsert human 
rights against them, through a law the victims can use themselves, women 
will have a righr to a 1>lace in rhe world." 
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Introduction: Realizing Law 

The thc:ory skeLchc:d here w::is presc:med :it Harvar<l Law School on November 20, 
2000, in ddivering, .. Disputing Male So,·~rc:igmy," infra :u 206, in dialogue with Akhil 

Amar for the ;mnual Supreme Court issue of the J.lttn-wd I.Aw Rer-·,ew. The comments 
of Kem HaM!y, Cass Sunstein, Lisa C•rdyn, John Stoltenberg, Charlone Crosoo, and 
Marc Spiodelman helped clarify it immeasurably. 

I. · The Path of the Law." 10 Harvard Law Revi,w 457. 465 {1897). 
2. See .. TOW'llr<l a New Theory of Equalit)1." infra ut -14. 
3. Sec .. RcRections on Sex Equality Under Law," infra at l 16, as wdJ as •Sex, Lles, 

and Psychotherapy," in fr.a. at 25 l , for histo rical :ind psychosocial context, and • Unequal 
Sex; A Sex Equaliiy Approach 10 Sexual Assault," infra a, 2-10. for an ahcrn,nivc. 

4. See "Ci,.;J Rights Against Pomogrophy.' infro ai 299, "Pomography as Defa
mation and Discrimination," infra ar 309. "Pon1ogruphy Left 11.nd Righl."' infra at }27. 

5. So: .. Pros-ljlu tion and CiviJ Rights," infra at 151. 
6. So: "From Practict.' to lhtory, or Wl1at ls a \XIJ1ik Woman Anyway?" lnfra at 

22. • Keeping It Real: On Anti-'E.-.senti.alism,'" infra at 84. :md "Pornography as Dc.f
amation and Di:,.crimin:arion," infra :n 309. 

7. Se,c "Speaking Truth ro Power,• infra on 277, '1nd •Mediating RcaJicy,• infr-.1 at 
289. 

8. See "The Logic of E.-<petienre: The De\1elopmen1 of Sexual Harassment Ltl\V, • 
infru at 162. 

9. Sec: "Speaking T rUl.h to Powa," infra at 277. 
10. Sec "'Beyond f\•loralism: Directions in Sc"ual J-larassmcnt Law," infra at 184. 
11. Sec •Toward a New Theory of Equ:ilicy, .. infra at -1-1, "'Rcflccrions on Sex 

Equaliry Under Lau,,• infra at 1<,o, and "/\crounrabilicy for Sexual Harassmem." infra 
at 180. The main progress in this 11rea has registered in Canada. as discussed more full)' 
in \Ylomen'1 \florid. Men's Statet, the companion <.-oUection to come from Harvard 
Un.ive.rsity Prt$$. 

12. Sec '"Civil Rights Ag:1ins1 Pomogr:tphy;" infra at 299. and "Tite Roar on the 
Other Side of Silence," infra at J}9. For a discu.ssfon of the disrincrion between morality 
.ind harm, sec "'Beyond Mor.ifom: Dirmions in Sexual Harassmcm l,aw," infra g t 184. 
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13. See "Liberalism and the Death of Feminism." infra at 259, and "Pornography 
Left and Right," infro at }27. 

14. Sei: "Disputing Male Sovereignty: O n U1111ed S1a1e1 v. Murri:wn, .. infra at 206. 

15. See "Uni::qual $ex; A Sex Equality Approach to Sexual Assault," infra at 2-tO,, 
in particufor 1hc discussion of 1he t\kaycsu case. 

16. •Bc)•ond Moralism: Directions in Sc)(ual Harassment Law," infra at 184. and 
"'The Logic of Experience: The Deve-lopmenrofSexual Harassment Low," i.nfra at 162. 
address thjs qucsrfoo, as does "'Dispucing MaJe Scwereigncy,,. and ' Tl1e Power to 
Change," inftn :il 103. 1lic existing sjtu:itioo is aual~cd ii\ "Law in tht: £vcl)·Jay Life 
of \'({omen, .. infra a1 32, the reasons for the failure to change it in "Unt.hinking ERA 

Thinking," infra at I}. 

17. This theory is central 10 .111 my work, from Sexual Hanzssment of \Vorkht?, 
l'l'omen ( 1979) thro,~h Femmism Unr11odifi,J (1987), to Toward o Femm,sJ Thro,yo/ 
the Stale (1989), Only \fiords (199}), and Sex f¾ua/ity (2001). 

18. See "Toward• New Theory of Equruicy." infra at 44. "What Brown v. Bo,ird 
of Educarion, ShouJd Have Said,• tnf r'.1. at 72, embodies this approad1 in a mock jucUcial 
opinion on the subject of mcism. 

19. A grc.1t many published :ind unpubli$hc:d piece; \l,'C~ eliminated for length. 
20. On the loner, see •of Mice and Men: A Fragment on Animal Rights,• infra•• 

91. 
21. This is Harold Ltsswell's defini1ion of politics. See Harold D. Lasswell and 

Abraheun Kopl:u,, Power and Sociely: A Fram;work for Political Inquiry (1950). 
22. $<:<: Bush v. Gore, .5>1 U.S. 98 (2000). 
2J. Sec United Stoles v. Morri,on, .529 U.S . .598 (2000). 
24. Sec L1wrcncc "· Tcxos, 539 U.S. 558 (2003). 
25. See "Disputing Male &wereigncy." infra at 206, for fuller explication of this 

poinl. 
26. Nevada Dept. of Human Resources v. Hibbs, .5)8 U.S. 721 (200}). 
27. S<:0. e.g., Gruner v. Bolling« . .5)9 US. )06 (200}). 
28. Sec, e.g., Virginia v. Black, 5)8 U.S. J4) (200J). 
29. Thi.s theme is articulated, and this :tp1m:"'ch exemplified, in "''Freedom froin 

Unrc~I Loyalties': On Fiddiry in Cons.timtional lntcrprcrntioo,'" infra :u 6:S, 
30. Herbcn \V'cchslcr, "Toward Neutral Principles ofO:mstimrion:al Law,'" 73 Ha,-.. 

vard Law Review I (1959). 
l I. Id. 
32. Catharine A. Mac.Kinnon, 'foWtJrd a Feminist 11,eory of the State (1989) ad

dresses chis 1hC$is in philoso~,hical terms. 
JJ. For funh-er discu$$ion, sec:: Catharine A. M:acKinnon, St!x Equality, Ch:1pter L 

(2001), 
J4, TI,is is VllJ'iously shown throughout 'Pornography Left and RiJ!h1." infro a, 345. 
35. On bow gay nod lesbian issues are substaotiveJy sex equality issues. see Ca

tharine A. MncKinnon. Sex £quali1y, Ch:aptcr 7 (2001). 
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36. For discussion of abortion in sex equality terms. see "ReBecrions on Sex 
Equillity Unc.ler Law," infro at 116. 

3 7. For discusl,,.ion o ( the co1npulsion Lropc, in which judges so dt:cply regret to do 
what the)' a re $aying they have to do, sec '"Law's Story a.i; Reality and Policies," infra 
at 58. 

>8. Sec Lochner v. NC111 York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905). 
39. The laner proposition is argued in Cacharine A. MacKiMon. Toward a Fe111iniJ1 

Theory of the State (1989). 
40. Thi,; apprudth t6 oqu:!lity illtefpret4U<lii was 41gu«I to. •nd is clnbrac«I by, 

1.he Supreme Coun of Canada under the Cha.rter of Rights and Frccck,m!; equ:1Jiry 
g u.ir:an1ec in Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia, ll989] l $.C.R. l43, al
l hous;.h nor .ill subscqucm decisions of that Coun have fully sustained that commitment 
10 subsrnncc, 

41. Analogies coo (."an be substantive. but they cntl also abstract para1Je1s into un• 
realit)' and obscure substantive oon.necrions. To rominoe with dle fl.lorrison example. 
fcdc:r.t.lism i.;; also a white:: supremacist institution. But no st:ut.''S rights federalism appeal 
has invalidatctl the federal la,vs against raciilly discrimimuory violence. Subst:.mtivdy. 
as a matter of imcrprct:uion of legal outcomes, this SUR8C$[$ that group-based viole-ncc 
like thac of the Ku Klux Klan may not now occupy che same place in chc reality of 
whice racism i,, the Uniccd Srntcs that sexuaJ violence still does in sexism. Thus, race~ 
based ,'ioleoce luv;'s h:1ve beeo conscitutiooal where sex-based violence laws are 1lot )•et, 
whether or 001 they should be. Mud1 violeoce. however. is both. 

42. For the way he uses this phrase. sec Alexander ~l Bickd, 'the Morality of 
Cons,nt 3 (1975). 

I. Unthinking ERA Thinking 

This book review of Jane M•msbridgc, \Vhy \Ve Los1 tbe ERA (1986) was 6rst published 
in "'Unthinking ERA Thinking,"' 54 Umwmiy of Chicago Lm: Revit'W 759 (1987). 

I. Facr.s from a conversation with Mary Eberts /Toronto, April 13, 1987) and from 
Penney Kome. Tbe Taking of Twenty-Eight· Women Challenge 1he Constitution, 97-
105 {1983). This romp1uison is inscrucrive beatuse nodling. cross-culru.rally. is quite 
like women's equa1ity. The rompllrisoo is not based on the no1io11 that CanaJ:1 is exactly 
like t.he United States or that the C()nstitutional situations were tl1c sa.1ne. The restJting 
Canadian hmguage aL'io provides a useful st:in<lard of comparL'ion. EquaJjty Rights 
under Sooion 15 of the Can.i.dfon Charter of Righrs and Freedoms provides.: 

(I) Every indi\ficlual is equal before and under the b1w and has rhe right to 
the equal protection and equal beoc61 of the law without discrimination and, 
in parric-ular, ,vithout discriminacion based on rare. national or ethnic origin, 
colour. reHgion, sex. age or meotal or ph)'Sica.l Jisability. (2) Subsection Cl) 

does not preclude any law, program or acrivity that has os its object the ii.Int--
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lioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including chose 
that are disadvamab,ed bec11use or ruce, natiorw.l or ethnic orig.in. coJour. reli
gion. sex, age or mt.11tal or physical disability. 

Section 28 provides 1..hal sex equality rights C3J\ll()l be O\'C.Cridden by a lcg.is.l:uurc.
or Parliament: 

N()lwithstilllding anything in this Olartcr, the rights and frtedoms n:fcrre<l 
to in it arc JilUarantccd equally 10 male and female persons. 

2. Mansbridge recounts polls in whid1 a 1112;ori1y of both sexes foVQred the ERA. 

Jane .f. Mansbridge. Why \Ve Lost thr ERA 1~19 (1986). l11m ughout, while shecare
full~1 romparcs the results of various wordings of poll questions. Mansbridge cakes poll 
results as rruc expressions of people's opiniol\S on the questions 1hcy arc asked. \Xlhc11 
it comes 10 sex. people lie a lot. They also say one chiug and do ru1other- like say they 
are for the ERA and then vote against i1. Accepting poU resu.Jts ac foce value-meth• 
odology and wordinp: a.side-may be an occup:ujonal hazard of Lhc: politiaa.l scientjst, 

but 3 deq,cr order or skepUcism Sct"fllS warr:mted. 
J. For example, 1 farris v. McRae, 448 U-S. '197 (1980). holds that public funding 

of nicdkalJy necessary abortions for indigcm women i.s not ronstirudonaJly compelled. 
4. For fun.her discussion, see Catharine A. MacKinnon, ""Femhlis.m, Marxism,. 

Method and d\e State: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence," 8 Signs: Journal of Women in 
Culture a11d Sode11 6}5 (198)) (discussing the law of mpe). See •lso American Book
sdlcrs A<s'n, Inc. v. Mudnul, TT I F2d }2} (7th Cir. 1985), •fl'd. 106 s.c,. 1172 (1986). 
whjch holds un<.vnstitutl0n:1l a law makjng pornography :K1ionable as a civil rights 
\-iio lation when '\l/Omen arc c:ocrccd into it, when. it is forced on ,hem, when they :ire 
assaulted because of it. Md when they are subordinated chrough cmffic-king in it. Tb.is 
n 1fo\g wraps dlc male point of vie\\• in the First Amendmenr. labeling '\~ewpoint dis .. 
crimio:uion" a l-a\Ar that makes pornographers and odiers liable for se.x-disc:riininmoJ)' 

acts. 
5. Mansbridge, x. 

6. Id. 2, 122, 132, 178-186, 1}2. 
7. This kind of 1hinking is evident in Mansbridgc's cha.racccriiarion of ERA staffers.: 

"'They differed from the rest of the American population i.n one major rcspccr-thcy 
believed in, and wonted to bring 11bout. major changes io the roles of men and women 
in Aincric..-a" (p. 121). 

8. One: p:1rticularJy startling example of this failure lo take incqualit)' of power 
seriously is Manshridgc's an:alysj$ th.at a diffcrcnre berwccn pro-ERA :ind STOP ERA 

fore~ was rhat STOP ERA only h:id to stot, $0mething while 1,m-ERA had 10 de, 
someching (p. 122). The real difference is that STOP ERA had all the power of male 
supremacy as wi.nd at its back. 

9. See Andre:1 Dworkiil, Rig,bt-iuing Wo"1en (198.3>. for .-. coge:J\t femi1U..~r analysis 
of the appeal of the Right co women as ,vomcn unda male dominance. (\,Jansbridgc:: 
bricRy displays a peculiar but nc)L unique oppositjon to calling the: victimized .,victims.· 
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Equating feminise opposhion to violence against women "1th righc~wing protectionism. 
Mansbridge couples "blame 1he \~<."Uln '" with '"'kill the messeilger" whesi she criticizes 

lhc N:ationaJ Org-.miz:1tion for Womro (NO\XI) for contending Lh:tt t.hc: victimization 

o( women, as C\iidc:nced by dal3 on violencc :tg:Un.st women, substantiated the need for 
a sex equality l:1w: 

The p rotectioni!,"1 posjtion lee.I both men and women u, expect womcn to be 

pas!ijve victims. Vic111ns they became, As the N0\1<' "'PO$ition Paper on the 

Registration and Drafrin3 of \Xfomen in 1980" pointed ()l1t1 in Amerk:i i1l rhc 
1980s, -one rape occurs e\-ery five minutes, One ouc of C\'Cry four American 
married women is a ,ictim of wife bearing •.. . \%en tl,c •1,vord protection is 
used. we know it costs woinet1 u great deo.L" Ul rejecting protection.ism. femi• 
niscs urged women to stru\d on their owll feet and wieJd power in tl'leir own 
right (p. 69) (emphasis added~ fOQtnQtc omjucd). 

It is impossible co ceU from these remarks whether Mansbridge d'lioks NOW \VOS 

exemplifying protectionism or opposing it, whether NOW !,.'()l S:am Ervin and Phyllis 
Scbla.fly into their agcncla or u1hct.hc:r Ervin an<l Schlafly got NOW into theirs, for less 
whether the ERA would address rape or battery. The most biDirrc feature underlying 
this analysis. howe\1er, is chc notion chat criticizing, chc victimization of u1omcn makts 
wome,, into vi<:lims. as if women speaking of ra1>e data makes men rape women. 

10. See. e.g .. Barbara A. Brown. Thomas L Emerson, Gail Falk, on<l Ann E. 
Freedman, •11,e Equal Rights Aineo,.lmem: A Constirutional Bosis for Equ•I Rights for 
Womc:n," 80 )'ale Law Journal 893 (1971} {i,."Lating tl1al ERA would make sex a pro• 
hibitc:d legal classifica tion). 

11, Sec case; collected in David Cole, '"Strategies of Difference: Litigaric,g for 
Women's Righ1S in • Man's World,' 2 Law and Inequality: ]011rnal of Theory and 
Practice n. H n.4 (1984). 

12. Mtuisbridge sugges1S thot the approoch of Brown, Emer,on. Falk, and 
Fret<ltl)an was explicitly scccpted by feminist lawyers and implicitly accepted by ERA 
acti\iists (p. 128). 

l}. Mansbridge, 141. 
14. This is discussed more fully in "Difference and Dominance: On Sex Discrim• 

ination," in Carh.1rinc A. MacKlnnon , FemimJ111 Ut1111odifi<-'d: Discourses on Lr/t a,,d 
Law 32-46 (1987). 

15. 1\.fonsbridg:c, ix. 
16. Harris v. McR.c, ~48 U.S. 297 (1980) (upholding denial of federal funding for 

abo11ioll$ against challenges b3$ed primarily on the righ1 10 privacy and $CCOndarily on 

discrimination based on indigcncy). 
17. Mansbridge, 124- 125. 
18. Pauline &n has charoccerized .. pregnant persons" as, in their view, a third sex. 

Pauline Ban, "In tl,e Best Interests of the Sperm: The Prt'jlllancy of Judge Sorkow: 
in rhe Sexual Liberals and lhe Auack on feminism (D<>rchc:n Lei<lholdt :.1.nd Ja.n..icc: G. 
Raymond, eds., 1990). 
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19. See Gcduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974) (equal prote<tion): Geoeral Electric 
(',0, v. G ilbert. 429 U.S. 125 (1976) (same ruling under Tide VJO. 

20. Pregnancy Oi.i;cri.mination Ac:l, 42 U.S.C. S2000c:ik} ( 1978) {ahonion exc:cp

Lion). 

21. For funher discussion, sec M.aclGnnon, "Privacy v. Equality: Beyond Roe v. 
\Tladl'," Femmism Unmodified 93. 

22. Rumor has it that even organ.ized c-rime knows, and opposed ERA because il 
wanted to make abonion illegal i&grun, having made o lot o( mone)' &om it ond ha\!Ulg 
u~ it t6 Miitr6J U'idr pMtilukS. 

23. Mansbridge, 11 8. 
24. Other :mal)'fic and infon11.:1tional lacunae exist :ts wdl. For example. in the 

discussion of discrimination in amo insurance, Mansbridge buys the insurance-lobby 
line chat sex discrimination hcndits women when she assumes chat sex-based auto 
insurance races are co women's financfaJ 11dvlllltage (pp. 41, 151. and accompanying 
notes). NOW documented in 1982. however. that sex-based auto insurance ra.ca foli 
women on:rchargcd \\'Omen by JO percent. &-cause mt:n, on 3\>cr.tgc, drive more utile,; 
than women, ~ NOW adVt:rtisc:mc:nt, New )'ark 'li·me1 (East Coast t:diLion, June 3,,. 
1982), unisex ratcs- $C'x-dcclassified, the c:onvenrio nal ERA solution-.irc C\•cn /e,.f of 
a solucion. bec-ause under chem, women pay auto insurance at the nm" at which men 
need it. Thus. unisex rates are immensely pro6rnblc for insurance compani~ and costly 
for womei1. See Perutsylvaniu NO\'<' v. Srote Farm Mucuo.l Auto Insurance Co .. No. 
R86-9-6 (1987} (challenging unisex auto rates os sex discri.rniosto1y). Further. Mans
bridge suggc:sls tl1:u Title VU was diminaLing sex discrimination in pensions and 

t.hc:n:-by m:ide ERA unnect:$.Sary in this context. But she docs not mention 1ha1 both of 
rhe major Supreme Court ~scs on this issuc--in a b reak with the usual prncticc-
refused to give reuooctive relief. lowing in ploce existing plans that had been found to 
hove discrimina1ed against women. Compare Tide Vil cases where women were harmed 
an<l denied rei.ro,uttive relief. Ari20oa Goven'l.i.ng Cornmiuee v. Norris, 463 U.S. 107} 
(198.J), and Los An~des Dep't of Water & Powe,· v. Manhort, ~}5 U.S. 702 (1978). 
with Title VII cases \\-here men were harmed and granted rcLroaaivc rdjcf, Fitzpatrick 

v. Bitzer, ~27 U.S. 445 ( 1976). 
The discussion of pornography contains egregious facnrn.l errors, although rhcy may 

not be Mansbridgc's fault, The footnote on 1he pornography ordina.nccs Andrea 
Dworkin and J conceived and drllfted states that we "tried to read [those who opposed 
our ordinance] out of the feminist mm•c:1nent"' (p. J09 n.16). \Vic did point out tha.t 
pimps arc not ferninb1s nor is defending them, which is nm the same. Cont.r:uy to 
M.imbridge'$ i:mplic:tt·ion, wc only "'pressed" (id.) municip:tlities to pa$.." ()I.Ir o rdinance

when -and \\ilic:rc <:xprcssly rcquestc:d. Our law 1..~oes not allow ,.,.·omc;n to $UC '"on a tort 
b-asi.s'-' (id,) but on a sex discrimination basis. It is said our legislation "'was expliddy 
no1 gender neutral: it addressed itself only ,o men's opp~ion of women'" (id,). Ho\\•• 

ever. the legislation expressly provides that men "1ho can show han'll may also sue. 11\e 
ordinance is t:.xprc:ssly sex-$pec:ilic in its idc:m.ification of a scx•spcc:i6c h~nn. and ex• 

press.Jy gendt:r-ncuLr:tl in its Qvcrall design. 1 am ,old, howa•c.~r. that l.his pat".tgraph was 
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edited by the publisher without Mansbridge' s kno,v]edge or pem,issioo and does not 
reflect her vie-.i.•s on the ordinan<..-e. 

25. These h:mus were <lo<.-umemed in Public Hearings on Ordinances Jo Add Por• 
nography a:; Di.Jcrimina11011 Against \Vome11. Gov't Operatians C,o1111111i1ee of 1he Min• 
neapoln Ct'ry Coum:il (Doc. 12-IJ. 1983) {statements by rc..~;m;hcrs, clinidans.,Khofars. 
viaims, and other citizens dOC'Umcnring. and debating pornograph)?s harms to women). 
lacer pub)jshed in Catharine A. MacKionon & Andrea Dworkin. eds .. In Harm's Way: 
Tbe Pornog,apby Civil Righll Hearing, (1997). 

26. Fume<, Cmbtrudion C,;rp. v. Waters. ~38 U.S. 567 (1978) (ruling Jefclid:!llt 
need merdy '"a.rtjculatc" a legitimate, nondiscriminatory rc:tson for a hiring decision 10 

defeat a prima facic casch Texa$ Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine, -'50 U.S. 248 
( 1981 ) (ruling plainriff must prove by a preponderance of ,he cvidc1lCc ,ha, the dcfcn• 
dam's proffered reason was me.rely a pretext for discrimination), 

27. Personnel Adminisrnuor of Mass. v. Feeney. 442 U.S. 256 (1979) requires cha, 
sex discrimino.tion be imemion.oJ m violate 1he equal proceetion cla.use. 

28. AmoritM Booksdl= Ass'n, Inc. v. Hudnul, n I F2d }23 (7th Cir. 1985), 
a/f'J 475 U.S. JO0J (I 986), makes wom<n spoech. 

29. S.J. Re,. 21, 68th Cong., t,, Scss. (Dec. 10, 1923), in 65 Con~. Rec. 150 (Dec. 
;, 192}-Jan. i,, 1924) (S<:nator Cunis): HJ. Res. 75, 68th Cong .. 1st Scss. (Dec. I}. 
192}), in 65 Cong. Rtt. 285 (Dec. J. 192}-Jan. 15. 1924) (Representative Anthony). 

l0. Proposed £<iual Rij;hcs Amendment New Form, 791h Cong., 2d Sess. (Feb. 2, 
1944). in 90 Cong. Re<:. JOJ9 Uan. 10--Feb. 8, 1944) (referring to die 1943 rev-ision). 

2. From Practice to TI1eory, Or What Is a White Woman Anyway? 

This address to ,he conference on Women of Color and the Lav;•, 9 Fcbro.i.ry 1991 , 
Yale Law School, New Haven. Connecticut, wos 6m published in 4 l'a/e Jounral of 
Lti.w and Ftmriftirm 13 (1991). This paper benefoed from the c::mrunents of me,nbe.rs of 
the Cc.')Uecti\!e oil \'(lomen of Color and the Law :1t vat~ Law School. 

I. The whole quotation is "Black fcminCSu speak as wome11 because we arc: women 
:md do not need (llhet'!i 10 speak for us." 

2. J detail this argumem funhcr in Carharine A. MacKinnon, "Reflections on Sex 
Equality Under La~•: 100 l'al, 1..4,v Journal 1281 (1991 ). 

}. Meritor Sav. Bank v. Vinson. 477 U.S. 57 (1986). 
4. California Fed. Sav. & LoaJ, Ass'n v. Gue,·r• . 479 U.S. 272 (1987). 
5. Rid1:ard Rorry. "'Feminism and Pragm:1Lism." .30 Michigan Quar1erl)1 Revietu 231, 

2'4 (1990 ("'MacKinnon's central point, as I read her, is that 'a ,voman' i!i. no1 ye, t:hc 
name of a w,1y of being human--not yet 1hc name of ;1 nl()r:t1 identity, but, at most, 
!he oame of a disability."), 

6. Elizabeth V, Spelman, fom,n1ial \Voman: Probkm, Of Exd,,sio• "1 Femim,1 
Thought. 158--159 (1988). 

7. '"[O]ne cno be excited about ide-os without cha.1'1.gfog at o.ll. (Olne cao cltlnk 
abo111 ideas, u lk abc.wt ideas. wiLhout clunging at all. [P]eople an- willing lo lhink 
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about many things. \\7hat people refuse ro do. or are nor permhted to do, or resist 
do"'l), is co change lhe w•y they think.• An<lr"" Dworkin. Woman Hating. 202 ( 1974L 

8. Spelman, 1Hessen110I \'Vonran, 164-166, 174, 186. Spelman dcfmes "essentialism .. 

largdy in terms of central tenets of r-.1.dical feminism, without being clear whctht:r tht:: 
experience "as a woman" Jhc idcmi6cs in radical feminism is a SO(ial or a biologica:I 
conSlmc1, Having done thi5, it becomes easy 10 conclude thin the "'wom:m" of fcminis111 
is • distilled projection or lhe penonoJ lh-es or• few compamrively po•·enul biological 
females, rncher than a congealed synchesis of the lived social siru-ation of women as 11 

doss, histotia1Uy an<l wo~<lwkk. 
9. Spelman imp lies that "differences" ought not be valori2edor used a.s a theoretical 

consuuc,, id. a1 17~. but others, building on her \\'Qrk and th:11 of Carol G illigan, In 
• Different Voice (1982), do. 

lO. The philosophical term •csscnti.alisrn" is sometimes wrong.ly applied ,o socially 
based theories thal observe and am1lyze empiricaJ rommooillities in women's coodhion" 
See e.g .. Angel• P. Harris. "Race and Essemialism in Feminist Le{;"l Theory.' 42 SJ/Jlt• 

Jard Luo Review 58l, 590-601 (1990). One: can also take: an esscntiali;;t approach to 

r:Jcc <>r da.-.s. In other u:ords. a theory docs not become: "cssent:iali.n" to the degree it 
discusses gender :t.S such nor is it saved from "'css.cnrialism" co the deg.rec it incorporates 
r-~ce or dass. 

LJ. Simone de Beau,•oir. TM Second Sex, 64 (H. M. Parshlcy, edi1or and cranslamr, 
197ll. 

l2. Susan B,ownmiller, Against Our Will: Men. \\l'omen. and Rap,, 4. 6 (1976). 
1.J. I am Lhinking in panicuhr of Spelman, Inessential Wuman, and Marlt.'t: Kline:., 

•Race, R:teism, and Feminiin Legal Theory. fl 12 Harvard Women's Law ]<>urn al J 15 ( 1989) .. 
although this .u1alys.i.s also applies to othcr1 who have made the: same argumcm, suc·h as 
Harris, • Race and Essentialism." Among ics ocher problems, much of this wot'k cends to 
make invisible the women or color who were ond are inscrumemal in de6nin.g 11nd creating 
£eminisin as a movement of women in che world. a.s well :1s a JnO\'eil\ent of mi.od. 

14. Thill is by conlr:ast with the rn;assi~ r~ninist ljlcrature on Lhe problcn1 of d !ISS~ 
whjch I discuss and summarize as a foundational problem for femjnist theory in Toward 
a Femmtfl Theory of the State ( 1989). liarris in "R.1cc an d E$sentjalism" discusses race 
but docs nothing wi,h eirhcr class or scx1.1al oricnt.nion cxccpr invoke them as dubs 
against others. Sec, for example, id. at ,sa., n.26 and acromp..'lo)iing text. 

15. LeRoi Jooes, •at•ck Doda Nihilismus." The D,,.d Lecturer. 61. 6J (1964). 
16. "'I became~ rapist. To n:,ftne my technique ~ud 1nodu$ operandi. ( Sl:.1rled out 

by practicing on black girls in the: ghetto .. . and when ( considered mysdf m1oot.h 
enough, I Cr-<)$..o;ed the tracks and SQught out white prey." Eld ridge Cle-.a,.-cr, Soul Qll Ice,. 
14 ( 1968). '"[R]aping the white girl" as an ac:tivity fo r Bbc.k men is described as o ne 
of "'the funky facts of life." in a racist context in ,;,.rhich the white girl's whire•girlness 
is sexualized- that is, made a sire of lust, halted and hostility-for the Black man 
lhrough lhe history o( lynching. Id. at 14-15. 

17. Hdmul Ne,.vton. \\'lhite Women {1976). 

18. Ntozakc: Shange, Three Pieces, 48 (1980. 
19. fn 1989, the median income of white women was approximately one-fourth IC$S 
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than that of Black men; in l 990 ic was one-fifth less.. U.S. Bumm of chc Census, Current 
Population Rt•p .• St>r. P-60, No. 174. Money lna,me of Households. Fdmili,~s. and Per1ons 
v, th, Un;ted State,: 1))90. I0-1-105 (1bl. 24) (1991). 

20. ' [1,js is ru1 insight of Dorothy Teer. 

2 1, Andrea Dworkin, PQl'Jtography: Mm Possessing Women, 2 t.5-2J6 (198 1). 

22. "Thus. ro lcnow what the conu:mp,or~ry Jew is, we musr ask ,he Christian 
conscience. And we must ask, not '\\7hat is a Jew?' but 'What hove you 1t111de of tht 
}cwst The Jew is one whom ocher men consider a Jew: that is the simple U"Uth from 
which we: ii\uSL Stitt ln thli Saile ... it is Uk d.utl-Se.mik who 111ake1 the: Jt:w." jdi\· 

Paul Sartre. Anti-Semite and Jew, 69 (George J. Becker trans., 1948). 

2}. Robin Morµn . Gomg Too For, 169 ( 1978). 
24. Personal rommunicarion ~'lrh Aodrca Dworki,, . Sec aJso Andrea Dworkin. 

Mercy, 232, 30-l-307 0991). 
2'. Perhaps a similar dynamic is a1 work io 1he acu-acrioi1 among some lesbians for 

ideruifying with '"g11y ri,gh1s"' and not. or Md not also. "women's rights," 11eg-atin.g the 
roots of the oppnssio11 of both lesbians and gay men in male dominance. 

3. Law in the Everyday Life of Women 

This essay was first published i.n Law u, E~ryday Life 109 (Auscin Sarat and Thomas 
R. Keams eds., 1993). 

J. See the evocach--e tre-.nmein by Austio Saroc. "'The Law Is All Over': Power. 
Resistanc:e, and the Legal Ideology of the Wdfare Poor," 2 Yale Jaumol of Low and 
1he 1-/umomiies }43 (1990). 

2. I learned this from working \\rith u.-omen in prison in the United States and 

Canada. spcci6cally a[ Niantic, Connccricut. and Kingston, Onrnrio. 
}. Rita J. Si.roon and Jean La.ocHs. The Crime,, \Vomen Commit the Punishments 

They Receive ( 199 U. 
4. There are striking e.xa:-ptions like \'(laorow v. State of \X'adllt1gton, 88 \'({:1:1,h. 2d 

221,559 P.2d 548 (1977). 
5. EEOC v. Sears, 839 F .2d J02 (7,h Cir. I 988). 
6. Rabiduc v. Osceola Relining, 548 F. Supp. 419 (E. D. Mich. 198-l); bm compare 

Robinsoo v. Jacksonville Shipyards. 7(:IJ F. Supp. H86 (D. Fla. 1991 ). 
7. Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (abortion decriminalized); Webster v. Re,>r<> 

due1ive He'.tl~, Services, 492 U.S. 490. 518. 529 (1989) (Ro~·, decrimi,1:ill2,11ion of 
!lbortion questioned). See also Plrumc.-cl Parenthood v. Casey, 50.5 U.S. 8J} (1992} {Roe's 

fundamental holdinjl affirmed~. 

8. Of cours;c, chis would only be effective for the defendant permitted to tC$tify in 
his own defense. a relatively r«enr dC'\·clopment. 

9. People v. Mayberry, i, Cal. 3d 143. 542 P.2d 1337 <197'); Pappajohn v. The 
Queen, II D.L.R. ld I (1980); OPP v. Morgan. 241 1 E.R. 347 (1975). 

10. Diann E. H. Russell. Sexual Exploitation. 36 (1984). ("[O]nly about I in JO 
nonmarital r-.1pcs in tl1c Ru$.SCIJ :;ampJe were c:vcr reported to the police.") 

11, The Florid., Si,r v. B.J.F., 49) U.S. 524 (1989). 
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12. See gene:rall)•, Senate Judk,Ury Commillte, The Response 10 &pe: Detours on 
the Road 10 Equal }ustic,', May 199.l. 

1.3. 'This is documcnlcd. in Catharine A. M.acKi.nnon, DRdlc<.1.ions on Sex Equality 
Under Law: JOO Yale Law Journal 1281, !JOI n.94 (1991). 

14. Sec 1..atiric Nsfoh-Jcffcrson, "Reproductive Laws. Women of Color and L0\1·
Tncomc \"X'omcn." 11 Wome11's Right.s Law Reporter 15 ( 1989), 

15. Andrea Dwo,·kin said mis in many public sp,eches in 1982 and 1984. The 
ano.J)·sis behind ir was originally de\•eloped in her Pornography: Me11 Poneuing Women,, 
7~100 (1979). 

16. Hudnut v. American Booksellers Ass'n., Inc., 771 F.2d J2J (7th Cir. 1985). 
17. Sec Dailey v. Dailey, 6J5 S.W.2d )91 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1982): Jacobson v. Ja

cobson, 314 N.W.2d 78 (N.O. 1981): L, v, 0 ., 630 S.W.2d 240 (Mo. Ct, App. 1982); 
Co,m.mt A. v, Poul C,;\,, 4% A.2d I (Pa, Super, Ct, 1985), But cf, S.N,E. v. R.L.B .• 
699 P.2d 875 (Alaska 1985); Stroman v. Williams. J53 S.E.2d 704 (S.C. App. Ct. 1987). 
See also Roe v. Roe. 324 S.£.2d 691 (Va. 1985). 

18. Sc:r Comment, "11-lt' Emerging Conslitutional ProLcct..ion of th.: Putative F'a
lh<,r's Parental Rij;hL<," 70 Michigan Law Review 1581 11972); Phyllis Chesler, Mothen 
Qn Tr;./ (1989). 

19. Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297 0980), 
20. Roberson v. Rochester Folding Box Co., 171 N,Y. 538 ( 1902): Cooley, Torts, 

4th ed. sec. I J;; (1932). See also Samuel 0. W•rren and Louis 0 . Br•ndeis, "The Right 
co Pri\'acy,,. 4 Han,·ard UJw ReviRw 193 <1890); Satnuel Ho&tiadler ;10d George Ho
rowitz. Th~ Righi to PriWl)', 1-2 (196-f). 

21. Andrea Dworkin, .. A &mered Wife Sur\'ivc:s .... Lt!t1ers from a War Zone, LOO 
(1988). 

22. On die structural level, see. e.g., Harris,,. McRae, 448 U.S. 297 (1980): Oe
shaney v. Winnebago County Dep'1. of Social Sen•ices, 489 U.S. 189 ( 1989). For further 
Jjscussion, see Catharine A. 1\fatKin.non. Toward a Fem1i1is1 11uory of the Stolt~ 
chap. 10 ( l 989). For an ;1uernpt to reconstruct tile- priva<.y right, see Anjta Allen, Uneasy 
Acces1: Priwcy /or Women in a Free SocieJy ( 1988). 

23. U.S. Equal Employment Oppot1unity Commission, Job Pal/ems for Mi1tQr1fla 
a11d \'Vomeff m Prtvate /qdurtry 1986, (1988) (oc<"upacional segrcg_arion by race and 
sex): Kevin L, Phillips, The Politics of Ruv and Poor, 202-203 f 1990), 

24. Russell, Stxual £xploi1111io11. 50. 
25. Harold Lenttner and M!trshall De.Berry, ln11i11ate Vicflim: A Study of Vi<Jle11ce 

Among Fn·ends and Re!JJtiws (8urc1u of ju.'iticc Sl!llisl.ics. U.S. Dept. of Justice. 1980). 
26. For iunhcr critique: Qf the obscenity definition and detailed citations, Stt Ca

tharine A. ti.tic.Kinnon, Fe1111imm U11111()(/ified DiJcourses on Lfe and Law, 1'2-154 
(1987). 

27. Fora vivid analysis of this point, sec Patrida J. Williams, "On Being the Obiecr 
of Property," 14 Signt: Joumol of \Y'onu:n in Cu/Jure a11d Sodt•ty 5, 5-2-t (1988). 
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4. Toward a New Theory of Equaliry 

This talk was delivered at the Institute for Ad\lanccd Srudy, Berlin, on Jul>• 12, 1994. 
A modified version was delh-ered co the Se\-emh Eost~'est Conference Honolulu. 
Hnwaii, January 9-21. 199}. 11 is published for t:he first time here. 

I. United Nation.s. The WorlJ's \V,i111cn 19i0-1990. Trends and Staris11ct (199l). 

2. Sec Edward f-1 . Levi, An lntroducticm lo Legal Reasomng 2-J 09-18). 

3. Book V iii 113 la, 11) I b, 112-116 ( \\7. Ross Lrans., 1925). 

4. Id. ai IIJ. 
,. Recd v. Recd, 404 U.S. 71 (197 1). 
6. Barbier v. Coniioll)•. Ill U.S. 27. l 0-l2 (188}). 
7. Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia. 25l U.S. 412. 415 (1920). See also Ha)>es ,,. 

Missouri, 120 U.S. 68. 7 1 (1887). 

8. 42 u.s.c. 52000....2. 
9. Sec Eliubcth V. Spclm.an, lnetsenttal \VoN1a11 37-56 (1988). 
10, Plcssy v. Ferguson. 163 U.S. Jl7 (1896). 

I I. Georg Wcippcri, D<l, p,;,,,;p ,k, Hie,-a,chie, Z9 (1932). 
12. ' Der Gleichheitsgedonke in der volkischen Verfossungoordnung: 99 Zt>ittch,ift 

f,i·, die Gesam,eS1aarswissf•nscba/t 245, 261J-267 (19)9) ("' Aus det ,-olk.ischei1 Grundlob-e 
<l~ hcuLigen dcutschcn Redus fol£t m,)twcndig djc Abson<lcrung Jer :.1.rtfrcmden Elc
mentc, insbtsc:mdere der J uck:n. aus dem dcutschcn Volkskorpc:r und ihrc . ... differ. 
cnticllc Behsndlung,' p. 267). 

13, Prengcl, .. Ckkhhcil ,'Crsus Diffcrcnz-cine falsche Ahcn,ative im feminis• 
iischen Diskurs" in Di//erenz u11d Gleichhei1 120. 121 (1990). 

14. Regents of t:he University of Californio v. Bakke. 438 U.S. 265 (1978). 
15. BVer[GE 2}. 98. at 99. 
16. Owen Fiss, •Groups and the Equal Protccti<>n Clause,., 5 Philasaph)• and Public 

A/fairs 107 (1976); Alan Freeman. "l..cgitjmizing Racial Discrimination "lhroug.h Ami• 
discriminarion l,.au-i: /\ Critical Review of Supreme Coon Docu-inc," 62 Mm11esott1 l,,1110 
R~wew 1049 (1978); KimbcrlC Crenshaw, "Race, Reform and Rcm:nchmcm; Transfor
mation and Le.g.itimation in Amid.iscriminmion Law," IO I Hanmrd Law Revf.eu, 1331 
(1988). 

17. Aris1o~c, Ethica ,'iichomachea. 112 (J. l. Adu·iU an<l J. 0. Urmson, eds .. W. 
ROS$, trans., 1980). 

18. John CoumQS, A Modem Plutarch, 27 (1928) (quoting An.arolc France). 
19. The Na1j term was So,ukrbeh(Jrtdlung, 
20. See, e.g .. Muller v. On-gon, 208 U.S. 412 (1908). 
21. Aristotle, The Po/i1ics. 19 (Stephen Everson. ed., BenjominJowen, ,rons .. 1988). 
22. See C:uh.arinc A_ M:.1cKinnon, "Rc-flections on Si:x Equality Under Law," 100 

Yalt· Llw /<mrnal 1281 (1991); c ~u.barioe A. MacKjnnon. 'faWtJrd o Femi11ist 11,£'0'70/ 
1he Stai, ( 1989). 

23. Richard Remy, .. Feminism and Pnl8m.arism, .. in The TaHne, l..eclures 011 1-luma,i 

V,lue.<: 1992. I , 7 (Grcthe B. Peterson. ed., 1992). 
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24. Da,;d Cole. "Strat"!liesof Difference: Litigating for Women's Rights in a Mans 
World." 2 I.Aw a11d /11equali,y n , 34. n.4 (1982). 

25. Andrews v. Law Society of li.C., [1989) 1 S.C.R. 143. 

26. I S.C.ll 14} at 1 IO. 
27, M. (K.) v. M. (H.), 11992] 3 S.C.R. 6. 
28. J•nc Doe v. Board of Commissioners, 126 C.C.CJd 12 (1998). 
29. R. v. Lavallee. I S.C.R. 852 (1990). 
JO. Daigle v. Tremblay. 2 S.C.R. 530 {1989). 
l I. Qu«n v. Sullivan and L:ffiay, [1991] l S.C.R 489. 
32. Queen v. C.,nadian Newspapers Cn. 11988) 2 S.C.R. 122. 

J3. The Violence Against \Vomen Act, Pub. L. No. J0J-l22, Tide IV, l08 Stat. 
1902 ( 19')4). 

H . Catharine A. M.cKinnon, Only \Vords (199}). 
35. R. v. Ke,gstro, [1990]} S.C.R. 697. 
36. R. v. Butler. [1992] I S.C.R. 4>2. EJsc,where. German law oppose, Volkvcr• 

bet:u11g (hatred o( peopli:s. or racia.l halrcd), but more it'l rt.fercncc to tht: v-.tluc of 
dignily th:m cqu.al.ity. &!stem Europe: and o ther emerging democracies defmc: Uk: S)'S.

tcmatic \'lobtio n o f women's tqlL'llity 1hrou~h pomography as an cmblt;m and spoil of 
long-sought freedom. revealing a one-sided notion of freedom predicated on the sub• 
ord:ina[ion of women. The European Parliament has recognized pornogrophy as a sys• 
tematit practice of sex <liscrimimuion. Comm. Civil liberties and lntem. Aff. Res. SJ-
0121/93 at 4- 7, U.N. Doc. Al0259/9J 124 Septembe.r 1993). but this insight has not 
bct:n d'l!lcled as law anywhere or yet rcadu:<l 1hc European legal sys-1em. 

J7. American Book.sellers Ass'n lnc. "· Hudnut, 771 F.2d 323 (71h Cir. 1985); 
R.i\.V. v. c ;,y of St. Paul, Minn., 505 U.S. 377 ( 19')2); Collin v. Smith, 578 F.2d I 197 
(7th Cir. 1978). 

5. Law's Stories as Reality and Politics 

This essay was ddivcred as a rdlcnion .summing up :1 ,1:cckcnd conference of papers 
and discussion on Narrative and Rhetoric in 1hc Law on Fcbmary 11, 199.5, :u Yale 
L.1w School, New H.ivcn, Connccr::kut. h was first published in the rcsulring \'~umc,. 

L4w's Stoni s: Narrative t11td Rht todc III the Law 232 (Peter Brooks and Paul Gewirt1., 
eds., 1996). 

l. See Elo.ine Sca.rry, "Speech Acts in Criminal Cases," in Law's Stones: Nt1mttivc 
and Rhetorie in the Law 165. 166 (Peter Brooks and P.aul Ghl.,irt.e eds. 1996) [here
inafter, Lwls Stones). 

2. David Rosen made this poin1 CX)nc;crning his own c:ases in David N. Rosen, 
'Rhetoric and Result in the Bobby Scale Trial.' i.Aw's Stoms I 10. 112. 

3. PauJ Gewinz. ''Victims and Voyeurs: Two Narrative Problems at the Criminal 
T rial." Law's Storie, 1}5, 143. 

4. RoberL A. Ferguson. "Untold Stories in the La\\t, • IA:u's Stories 84. 
5. For an example, see Alan M. Dershowit2. "Life Is Not a Dramatic NarF.11.ive.~ 

LAw's Stont-s 99, I 00, 
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6. Catharine A. MacKinnon. Feminism Unmodified. 169 (1987). See generally 
C.eoter for Wo1neo Policy Studies, Viok11ce AgoinJJ Women as Bias.M<Jtiw1t•d Hat-<' 
Crime (1991). 

7. Each year, thous:mds of American women arc killed in battering contexts by 
husbands or partners " ·ho h:avc abused them. fa•an Stark c, al., Wife Ab11se III the 
Medical Se1tt'ng, Aft 1"trod11ct1on /or l-lea/1h Personm:( Narional Clearinghouse on Do· 
mes.tic Violence, Monograph Series no. 7. USGPO. 1981. See also g:erieralJy Senate 
Judiciary Committee. Violence Against \Vomen: A \Ve,k in th, Uf, of llmeriea (Oc1000 

1992): AM Jone,, Ncxl ·1,,,,,, S/;,'/1 B, D.•ad: Bdllcring and Huw I<> Slap II (1994). 
8. Jean-Franp.lis Lyotard, "The Diffcrcncl. i.hc Referent, and the Pmpc::r Name," 4 

Diacritics {Fall 1984). 
9. Martha Minow's Verona story, in which, depending on one's religion, the idcn

rical facu arc diffcrcmially but facrually perfectly inccrprc(cd, appcalingl)1 illustrates this 
poinL See Manha. Minow. "Stories in Law." Law't Stodes. 24-25. 

10. To continue with Mo.rcha Minow's example, a.It.hough everyone in che story saw 
a difforent swry in the same facts, in foct there was only one realjLy: t.hc presence of 

Ute Jews in Verona was threuenccl and they were !I.I.lowed to stay. 
11 . Danid Farber and Manha Minow rcpon this: I larlon Dalron and Richard Dd

&ado exemplify it. See Daniel A. Farber and Suzanna Sherry. •Legal Storytelling and 
ConstirutionaJ Law"; Minow ... Stories in Law"; Harlon L. Dalton. "Storytelling on 1rs 
0\\'11 Terms," Laio'1 SuJries. 

12. The comine:nts of Louis Mkhael Seidn'lftn provide an e.xtelleot e.~.ample of this. 
Sec J..oujs Michael Sc:icLnan, '"Some Storie$ About Confessions and Conft:lisions About 
Stories,'" Law's S1ones 162. 

13. For discussion of this poim, $C'C 1-farhm Dahon, l..a,v's Stones 51. 
14. See. e.g .. Karin Obholzes. Gesprii<be mit Je,11 Wol/sma11n (1980). 
15. See, e.g .. Diana E.H. Ru""'11. •n,c Incidence and Prevalence of lmerfamilial 

and fa1mfainilial Sc.,ual Abuse of Female Q,il<lreo." 7 Child Abuse and Ncgk•t'I: The 
lntermuio11aJ/uuma/2 (198J). 

16. Peter Brooks, •Storytcmng \'(TiLlmut Fe-n? Confcssjon in Law and Literature," 
Lauls Stones l 14. Muion is the woman abo ul whose entry into prostituriQn Rousseau 
fantasizes in his Ccn/euions, chc subjocr of Pcccr Brook.s's css.1y, .'It 122 and following. 

17. As an iUus:rration, Jane, Malcolm's sidebars preserve jurors' illusions, offering 
foc1,findiog by imagion1ion. See Jaoe1 Malcolm. "The Side-Bar Confere,1ce," I.aw'r Su,. 
ries 106. 

18. Mfilcolm stt.m.'i to me Lo take t.hi.'i posit.ion at id. at 108 ( .. rh~ juror. no less 
than the reader of a no,id, needs to be protected from disbdicf, "}. 

19. For s.n.Klies, rhat document this, sc:c: Catharine A. fvlac:Kinn()fl, "Pro:stihuion and 
Civil Righ1s." I Michigan Journal of Ge,,derand Law I}, 27-28 (1993). 

20. U.S. l\ifcrit Systerns Protection Board. Sexual H'1raJsmeft.l in 1be Federal Work· 
place: /J /1 a Prohkm? (1981). 

2 1. Rus.-;dJ, "''Ille lm.-idc:ncc and Prcv-.Uam .. -c,"' supra al note 15. 

22. '(1,is discussion is brieRy opt:.11ctl in John HoU:mder, "LcgaJ Rhdoric; LJlw's 
Stories 182-ISJ. 
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23. The example of a hyµothecical Judge Calabrcsi is offered in Sanford Lesinson. 
""The Rhetoric of the Judkial Opinion," Lrw't S,oriet, 194. 

24. Collin v. Smith, 575 F.2d l 187. 1210 (1976). 
25. One c:ng.1ging and pro<lucti\~ instance can be found in Hollander, M LegaJ Rhcl

oric-," Laul s Sf<mt>s, is,. of • 11 rakes tWO to tango." 

6. "Freedom from Unreal Loyalties": On Fidelity in Constitutional 
Interpremion 

l11is css~y bcg,m as a comment on 1hc papers of Ronald Du:orlcin and Jack Balkin at 
a conference on Fidelity in Constitutional Imerprecation. Scpcember 20-21, l996 ac 
Fordham Law School. New York, New York h was originally published in LXV 
Fordham Low Review l77> (l997). The quotatioo "freedom from unreal loyu.lties" ii; 
£ro,n Virginia \'(Toolf. In her Threl! Guineas, she e.\:plains bow an orga.f1iz:1tion of wome,._ 
that she imagines wo uld both criticize and rc-crc:uc instiuufons: 

By criticizing edue11tioo the)' would help to create a civilized society wh.ich 
protects culture and i,uellec-tu.u.l liberty. By critkl2:ing religion they would at• 
tempt to free the: rdigious spirit from its present servitude and would hdp, if 
need be:, IO crdtc a OC\\' religion based it mjght wdJ be upon the New Tcst.3• 
mcnt. bm, ir might well be, very diffcrcm from the religion now erected upon 
th4t b.uis. And in all chis .. . !hey would be helped .. . by their position as out• 
siders. rh,n freedom from un.reaJ loyalties. thm freedom from inceresced mo~ 
rives which are 91 present assurtd them by the Sur.Le. 

Virginia Woolf, Thrf'e Guineas (1938), rc:primcd in A Room of On~•s Own ,mJ Three 
Guine,s 107, 2)4 (1984) (emphasis added). 

In her view. insiders have the "Uue.rested rnotives."' ones that outsiders are cert!llJ.1 
to encounter in tl1eir <le-.tlings with tbt: Stat<:-. A converSaLion with Jed Rubc:Jifeld t:tl 

courngcd the shape of chis 1alk; commcrns by Cass Sunstein and Martha Nussbaum 
helped clarify i1 .. Representing my Bos:ni:m and CrO:ltian clients, survivors of the Serbian 
genocide, with N,m1.lic Ncnadk and Asja Amunda, has deepened my understanding 
of accountabilif}'. 

I. TI,is is how I translate Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Du Contntl soa,,/ 1,5), 160 (1978) 
(1762) e•Qu'c:st-c."t" qui peut le rcndn: legitime?"'). 

2. I :un not condc..muing all moml thc<>ry by taking Ron!tld Dworlcin 's partirular 
approach 10 it as all there is. This is a critique of t.hc kind of moral theory he enp:agc.c; 

in , some features o f whid,, \\rhilc pcrh:tp$ extreme in h is work, exemplify tendencies 
common to much, if nol all. mornl philosophy. 

3. Jack M. Balkin, "Agreements with Hcl) and Other Obje<1s of Our F•ith." 65 
Fordham Law R,view 170). 1706 ( 1997 ). 

4. Jack M. Balkin. Symposium. Fidt/1i1 in umstilt1tional Theory, Fordham Univer
sity Sd1ool of Law, 127 (Sept. 2 1, 1996) (transcript on file with the Fordham LAw 
Rroiew). 
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5. Scou v. Sandford, 60 U.S. }0. 404--112 (1856); sec Patricia J. Williams. "On 
Being the Objecr of Propeny." 14 Signs: /011m•I of \Vomen in Culture and Sod<VJ• 5, 
5-6 0988) (slave :utc~sto1-s of Professor WiJliams). 

6. Br,dwcU v. Illinois, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 130, 139-142 0873) (Bradley, J.. con• 
curring). 

7. Korcm•tsu v. Uniu:d States, 323 U.S. 214, 217-219 ( 1944): sec, c.g,, Charles R. 
Lau>rence Ill & Mari J. Macsuda, We Won't Go Back: Making the Case for 1lffirmatiw 
Action xvi ( 1997) (internment of Professor Matsuda 's Okinawan family members during 
World War 11). 

8. American Booksellers Ass'n, Inc. v. I luclmu, 77 1 F.2d 32) (7th Q r. 1985) 
(finding tha1 pornography harm.$ women but holding i1 protected s1,ccch). a/f'd. 475 
U.S. 1132 (1986) (summ,ry affirmancc). 

9. Ronald Dworkin, F-,edom's l..aw: The Moral Reading of the American Con.<ti· 
tution 1- }8 (1996). 

10. See Woolf. Tb,e,• Guineas, 234. on "unreal loyalties." 
11. Sec Hcrbcn \V/c:chsJer, "Toward Neutr.U Prim.'iplt:S ofConsLitutiona.l l:.iw," 73 

Harvard Latu Review I (1959). 
12. Plc,,y v. Ferguson, l6J U.S. 537,559 ( 18%) (I larlan, J., dissenting);"'" Cass 

R. Sunstcin. •Toe Anti caste Principle,' 92 Michigan Law Review 24 IO (1994 ). 
13, This assumes, o( course, chat othc.r requisites llke stone aCTion are met, bm also 

provides a basis for iJnerrogating them. 
14. Meritor Sav. Bank, FSB v. Vin.son. 477 U.S. 57, 64-67 11986) (sexual harass. 

mt:nt is sex discrimination under ·nt1c Vllh Bohen v. City of E. Chicago. 799 F.2<l 
1180, 1185 {7th Cir. 1986) (scxuaJ harassmcm is sex discrimin:1tion under 42 U.S.C. 
Sl98J). 

15. The subtext of this disrussion is United States v. Lanier. 7} F3d 1}80 (6th 
Clr. 19%) (re\rersing sexual assault ronvicrioos of judge prosecuted under subsrnm:ive 
due pTOCelis liberty cheoiy on pounds that such a rig.ht is oot de:1.rly de.fined for pur• 
pOSeS of 18 U.S.C. S242). Sec Brief Amirut Curiae for Vivian For:.)•the-Archit! and the 
N,11ional Coalition Againsl Sexual A.f$11ul1. United State$ v. Lani<:r, I l6 S. Ct. 2522 
( 19%) (No. 95- 17 17) (granting cert.) (arguing that scxuaJ :1:ss:1:ult by judge of litigants 
and employees viol;atcs well-defined sex equality righu). 

16. Kurr Godel. "On FonnaUy Undecidable ProJ>OSi[ions of Principia ~·fo.tliematica 
ftlld Relored S)stems l,' in I Kurt G6'del: Collected Works 145. 145- 195 (Solomon 
Fd'erman ed., 1986); "'" Em<S1 N:igd,Jamc< R. Newman, Giidert Praof26-}6 (1958►. 
Reading Na.gd and Newman's dupter J oo "Absolute Proofs of Consistency," paral♦ 

lding .. the Consi-itution• to •mathematics" and "'constirucional interpretation" to 

"mct:t•m:1thcm:11ics; illu:;trntes thi$ point. 
17. Ronald Dworkin, Law's F.mpir, 228-238 ( I 986) (d~cussing law as chain novel). 
18. Jd m 381 (stating the "abstract principle"' of equality as he understands it): id, 

at 2% ('"Govemment. we say, hos an :ibstract responsibility to treat eadl citi2ei1's fate 
as equally imponant .. ). 

19. On why the object.in: St:mci:: supJ-)(>M!i power, see Catharine A. MacKinnon, 
Toward a fr•1intJI Theory, of the Stale 162-16.1, 2.11-2}4 ( 1989). 
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20. l>.v('lrkin, frn·tlom's J..m:, 2.14. 
2 1. I<l. ul 21~223, 2H-239 (ballistic discus:iiilm of Ci\'il ris)us appro~ch rn pl)r

nogrnphy). 

22. H:1lkin, Symposium, 1704, 1729. 
23. See Dworkin, Law's Empin> (c.liscussll1A 111.w tlS- ilue.i:;l'ity). 

7. What Brown v. Bo(lrd of EdtJc(ltion Should Have Said 

Otigihall>· pub)i:,hc:<l iri Wbal Braum v. Baanl rJ EJucat.:un SJ..uuM Hm,.'-' S::id, l4~ 
<Balkin, J.M. ed., 2001). Jack B<1lkin's idea fo1· ,his book, whkh began as" p,,nd 111 

th~ .American Asrodarion cl L:1w Sc:hoclls Annual Meeting on J :mt1:ll)' 9, 2000, \'(.':1sh
i11ftl01\, D.C., wa:> ail ext:rciSc- in Cl>u1uer-b.istoricul it1h1gint11io11. A bc:ud1 of niue cou
ccmpornry k,gal scholars c,1<."'h wrocc an opinion as if ,bey were on the U.S. St1prcmc 
Couu ut the time of Brtmm, usin,:; on]y· sow·ces they could have htl<l tl<X"E'SS lO at lhe 
time. s.1ying whar they chooghr the opinion shot1ld h,w~ s.aid. 

l . Brown, ct al., Appellant->, v. Hoard of Edm:i1Lim1 or Topt::k11, Shawntt Count)',, 
KanstlS, et tll.. 9S F.Suµ1>, 7')7 (D. Kao. 1951); B1·¼;~s. t l al .. Aµpelfams, v. Ellion, c!l 
al., lo.} F. Sopp. 920 (E.D.S.C. 1952); na\~S. ct .11., .A.ppell::mts v. Co onry School Koard 
of Prim:!.! Edward County, Virginia, t:l i1l., HH F.Supp. 337 {E.D . Va. 1952); Bolli.us ~ 
et al .• Peritionecs, v, Sharpe. et al., 347 U.S. 497 (1954j; Gebhar1. ec aL, Peciriouers, v. 
Helton, er ol., 91 A.2d 1.17 \Dd. 1952). 

2. Dc:stribing wby ht< "'got intl, the: :,uil wh<,lie sou) ~lml bo<.,h•," t,.fr. Fle1:u.iui;, said: 
"fMly pclint \VllS that. nm. o nl}' I 1md my children i re crnving light; the enr.irc c()lu red 
rtlct' is cnwing li,P,hl. An<l lhe only w~y LO 1-each the ll,(;lu is lO Shll'l our chjJ<lrt11 togtlher· 
in their infar1('y a.nd they ('OITle up together." R('('()rd of Trfol :,1t 109-110, Hrown tJ. 

&x;rt..lo/Edm:atim: o/Top,:ka, 9& F. Supp. 797 (D. Klln. 1951; (No. T -~ 16;. 
J. "'Plaiottf:rs" he,-e 1-efors Lo Lhe Ol'i.Aino.l t)lO'tit1g µatties in lhesl!' comolktmeJ Cllses~ 

Appcll:mts in J{roum (No. 1 ). Hrigy (No. 2), and 0mm; (No. 4), and lkspondcnts in 
Bcltan (No. 10). 

4. Defendant Topeka School Bolled, having de.te.,mined to ime.grate ,·acfolly in rhe 
inj<l..sl of lhc- lit.i.gt11!0J\, <li<l m)l resist lht dMim of lhe Brown ph1in1iffs be},onJ lri~1t 
taking .t<'q\1jC'S('(.ncr Ul the plaintiffs' position for enough ro h,wc rois(d chc qt1cs1ioo of 
mclutno-s. Sec Tr::msc:ript ot 0ml Argumc:nt. elf K()hen L. Caner on Rc:irgmncnr., Ike. 
8. 1953,. al 1-4 (responc.HJ\g to questioos b)· J u~lice Frankfurter oo 1',:"'<1.rgumffil). Top,ekr1 
sot1ght only gr.id\1;1lism in th~ rdicf ordercd. Brief for the Bo,wd of r.dt1cacion, T opcka., 
Kansas, on Q uo.Lions Propounded b}' i.ht: CourL !fl 2. 1 he SUtLe of K11nslls, while nol 

det'eudins; ~l ei.al se~t'ep,1ttion 11s 11 µolicf an<l "g.i·1un[iug] Lhal seg1-egt11ioJ1 tntly noL l>e 
the cthic:11 or politk~I ide:.11." defended i"5 star;1.1tc pcrmining IOCtl (hoice of racia 1 
s~reg,uion before the Supreme Coort on the _g..l'ound that <'Onsritution.11 J.,ur "pel'mits 
clctcrmin:ttiun of ~me :m cl lucil pcllicy tu h,...: made on st:uc and local levels." Hricf fo1· 

t.l1t> S1t11e l>l K-ai)SUS 011 Rc-a~umc1.H ~ll 14, 56. '""e rejt:('l lb.is t)rsumeot frou1 fe<le1'u.lis111. 
f,qu.llit>• in ptib1k schools is nor an crhic.ll or pofoirnl m anet· .llonc. bm one that has 
bc..--en made a matter o f constit11tion;.1] right hy the 1-<mirtecnth Amendment. 

5. Sc!e Testimon>· o( Dr. Kt1)n,:1h CJrul -w.1J D1., Dtlvi.J K.t·ech io Bri~$!S: TesliJnooy 
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o( Louisa Holt and Hugh Speer in Brotc11: Tes6mOll)' of M. Brews(cr Smith and Isidor 
Chein in Davil. 

6. Th.is wicldy known but lit.Jc acknowledged motiv-J.tion fo r and function of sq;· 
rcgation was alluded to obUqudy by the American Jewish Congress in d iscussing Lhc 
role of scg.rcg,uion srntutes by quOling a Kenrucky court's reference to '"the gcncml 
fc.cling everywhere prcv-.tilin& [rh.1t] the Negro, \Vhilc respected and protected in his 
place. is nor ond cannot be a fie associate for whhe girls." Brief of American J~ rish 
Congress as AmiCtJs Curiae at 13 (quoting Axton Fls.her Tobacco Co. v. The Evening 
Post. 169 Ky. 64 (1916)). Th, Mi~io~ p<fik)ns in ~k Kentucl<y court', anolysis-Blad, 
women in "the Negro," at least the entire Bbck community in "evcrywhere"- scrve,o 
highlight the subliminal obsession. 

7. Brief of American Jewish Congress as Amicus Curiae at 1-t argues char chc en
forced scparntion of races affirms "white dominance, .. and further diar radaJ segrcga
Lion of schools incorporates the docuine of "'white supremacy" into the provis.ion of 
focilities for citi:zens, id. tu 20. 

8. The l".tcial P'J.rticu1ars hove \':tried arbiLrariJy, sec Gong Lum v. Ric.e, 275 U.S. 78 
( l927} (pcnuiuing stale 10 define race so :.s to send srndt:nlS of Chinese.- dcstt:1.u m 
school$ for Ulack d,ildrc:n), but u,hat does not vary, in ggrcg:m:d systems, i$ the: ex
clusion of Blad< children from schools principally for whites. 

9. The discnf.tancbisemem and exclusion of women as a grou1> from 1>ublic life and 
their ofceo lower status in pdva.te life suggest that it is 1\0 t eJ\cirely due to lesser numbers 
chat so-called minority groups :1.re cliscrimioated agiiinsL or ou, be kept UJtequa.l. 

10. Treating *unlikes unalike"' in the Aristotelian language couJ<l t:'Ven h.ave ¼?One 
beyond .. separate but equal' and supported u.ncqual fuciliLlCs- justificd, for example. 
by lower performance. even if th.at lower pcrforminoc was shown due to poor facilities. 
ln reality, if not in doctrine. the Pk1sy ruJe accomplished exactly ch.is. 

11. 

\\7hor happens to• drc•m deferred~ 
Does it dry up 
Like a raisin io the sun? 
Or fester like a sore
And then nm? 
Docs it stink like roncn mc:u? 
Or crusr .-nd sugar O\"et

like a syrupy S\\'cet? 

fl.faybe it just S:lJJS 

like a he.I')' load. 
Or docs it cxpl<.>de? 

Langston Hughes. "Harlem (2].' Manlag, of a Dream Deferred (195 ll. 

8. Keeping It Real: On Anti- "Essentialism" 

Thi.i. talk was originally ddivcred as a <.vmmem on 1..he opening p:md of the Crilic.tl 
Rat..-e Theory Conference hdd at Yale Law School, November J4, 1997, a pand on 
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which Professor Kimberlc Crenshaw aod Professor Mari Matsuda also delivered papers. 
It is dedjcated to cbristi cunningha.in. who made it possible for me to say iL It wa~ first 
published in Cn.ticd! Race 'fhoory: Histories, Crm,·roadl·, Direc1io11s (Jerome Culp, An
{:Cl.a P. Har-ris, and Fr:mcjsco Valdes, eds., 2002). 

I. KimbcrlC \'v'illfams Crenshaw, .. The First Dc:cack: Critical ReAcc;1ions, or 'A Foo1 
in ,he Closing Door'"; Mari Mauuda, "Beyond and No, Bc)'ond, Black and White: 
Deroostrucdon Hos a. Politics." in (,,ritical Race Theory: Historie.t, Crossf'Odds, Dir~ 
rions. (Jerome M. Culp, Angela P. Harris, and Francisco Valdes, eds.. 2002). 

2. Patiicit J. Wilkinis, Aki;i,,,,y o/ R,,i,, and Rig,!;11 (1991). 
J. For an analysis of postmocfcmjsm that documcnL,; and expands on this point., 

sec C·uJurinc A. MacKinnon, ·Poi.ntS Against Postmodernism," 7' Chm1go-Ken/ l.AUJ 
Review 687 (2000). 

4. Aristotle's term chat is translated '"cs.sen«" is chc Greek phrase .. what it is 10 

be.,. Thus, the essence of a house ~,outd be what it js co be a house-say. providing 
shelter or a place co live or a center for family life. So some charocteristics would be 
cml.r'.J to a thing being what it i.<:; others would be more peripheral. But, t.hrou!th 
changes, the: ''essence" of a tiling is what inheres in il that makes ii be what it is. Sec 
Aristotle, Metaphysics VII, \llfl. See generally Manha N11S$ba11m, "Ari.stotfo," in An
cient \Vrilm Greec,,,,J Rome, 377--'116 (T,James Luce, ed., 1982), and Manha Nuss• 
b-aum, .. Aristotl<' on Human Namrc and the Foundations of Ethics," in J. E.J . Altha,n 
and Ross Harrison. \'fur/d, Mind, and Ethics: fawys on 1he E1hical Philou,pby of Bernard 
\Vi/liam.f. 86-1.3 1 Cl99.5). Of re.Jevance co the coo1empon1.ry discussio1l is Aristotle's 
re.jc:ction of t.hc: idea th:u a universal, such 3$ a Pl111onic fonn, is tht c:SltC.ncc: of a thing_ 
Set Metapbysicr Vil, lJ. \'(1itrgcnstein's treatment of the notion of •essential,. focuses 
on rhc notion of what things have in common that arc c.illcd by a common name. and 
the difficulii<S of doing so. See Ludwig Wiugenscein, Pbirosophical ln!lffugaiiom. 2nd 
ed., '166. %7 (G. E. M. Anscomb<, u-ans .. 1972). Thus, in challenging readers to ex• 
h!lusti\'ely define ·grunes." he said. "What is common to thein aJJ? .. • lf )'OU look at 

diem you will not see something that is comm.on to :.lH, but si.1tularities, rclationsh.ips, 
and a whole series of them at that. To repeat: don't think, but look! ... Ancl chc result 

of this cxamin:ttion is: we sec a compljcatcd netwQrk of simil.arities o\'crlapping and 
criss-crossing, sometimes overall similarities, somcrimcs simil.1ritics of detail"': id., 166. 

,. Eliz.1bah Spelman, 1"memi4/ Wom,,, , i,3 (1988). 
6. For fun.her disru.ss.ion. see Cachuine A. MacKinnon, "From Proccice to Theory,. 

Or \'(/ha l ls a \'7hite Woman Anyway?• 4 Yale J"urnal of Luv and FeminisJJJ l l) 

(1991), discus..;;ing Sus3f1 BrowmniUcr and Simone de: Bduvoir. 
7. Angda P. I larri.s, "ltacc and Es$Cnlialism in Fcmini..•n Legal Theory," 42 Sta11/ord 

Law ReviNV 581,585 ( 1990). As of 1995, this an-idc was the most widdy citc::d an-i<;le 
in law published in 1990. Fred R. Sba1>iro, "The Most-Ciied Law Rc,;,u, Articles 
Revisited.' 71 O,;c,gr,-Kcnl L,,,o &vieiu 7'1 , 777 (1995) 042 cirncions). Using 1he 
same method as Shapiro. l found Llu1t as of January 2. 19'->8. the Harris :utide had 
been referenced in L91 articles, 180 of them law joumah. 

8. For analysis, see c. christi cunningham, ··unmaddening: A R~7>onSc to Angela 
Harris.'" 4 Ya/~ )ourm1I <>/ 1...aw and Fe 1111111.s111 155. 158 ( 1991 ). 
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to. Id .. t,. 
J 1. $cc Hanis, • Race and Es.,;:eilU!lli.'im.• 588. 
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12. The issues discu:,;scd here :tre not con.fined to individuals, nor are they personal. 
l-lowcvcr, res~rch in 1999 disclosed more than one hundred law review article$ falsely 
referring ,o my work .is •essentialist .... usu.tlly based solely on cfonion to Professor 
Harris's 1990 ankle. Only a handful e,,'(1} hcs:ito.ncly questioned the label, and fewer 
still disC"USsed my \\--ork icsclf. Represema.tive examples from this 6ood of defamation 
include Ktth:lfifie T. &rtleu. ' f i:tl\ii\i;t Lq;ol Mahod,," IOl Hdrva,J Ldw Reui,w 
829, 874 0990) ( '"A theory th:tt purpon:.s 10 isolate gender as a basis for o ppression 

obs.cures lfactor$ othei° Lhan gender th:.n victimi7.c \l.'()mct1] and a•cn reinforce:$ other 
forms ()f oppression," cicing Angela H.lrris for •mak[ing] d,ls poim specific-ally about 
MocKinnon'); Kathryn Abrams, •Tide VTT and tbc Complex Female Subject." 92 Mich
igan I.Aw Review 2479. 2485 ( 1994) (" M)' use o( the lenn 1m1iessen1iaiim . . . is more 
cons.istem \\'itb tho.t of Angela Horris, who targets Cro1n che sutndpoiot of black femi• 
nists whaL s11c Jcscribcd as the 'esse.nLi:ilism' of Calharinc MacKinnon "); Linda C. 
Mt.-Clain, "'AL011:U.Stic l\fan' Rcvi.,;itcd: Liberalism, Connea.ion, and Feminist Jurii;pru• 

dc:ncc;" 6.1 Souther,, California Law Review 1171, 1186 ( 1992), hm comJ>11rc Linda C. 
McQain, •Toward a Fommive Project of Scct1rity, Freedom, nnd Equality," s, Come/I 
Lau, &view 1221 (2000) (using MucKinnon's work itsclf m rnpond to Harris's 
charges): 11)orn.as Roos. "'Despair and Redemption in the FeininisL Notnos.• 69 lndion4 
Law Review tot. 105 (199}): Eric Blumenoon. •Mopping ,be limits of Skepticism in 
Law and Morals," 74 Te.'(41' Law Review 52J, 557 ( 1996); Note, .. The Myth of Context 
in Politics and Law;" 110 1-/oroard Law Review 1292, 1295 0997) ("As 1--farris argots, 
.. • csscnrialism may be idcrnified in the ,vrirings- of Catharine MacKinnon"'): Kathryn 
Abrams, "Se., Wan Redux: Agency and Coercion in Feminist Legal Theory," 95 C,,. 

/11mbia I.Aw Review J04. Jl5, Jl6 ( 1995) (noting •cathArine MacKinnoo is frequently 
taken to be Lhe p:tr:1digmatic dominance feminist" and Sl:1ting that "[d)ominaoce theory 
shart:S s centrul flaw <>f the 'tSSeiu..ialist' fe.ministns Harris c.':ritiquc:S:,.): Nancy C. Staudt. 
·T:axing J fotlSCWQrk, H 84 Georgetown LJw Journal 1571, 157} (1996) ("Commentators 

who rnkc an cssemialist approach ro women's subordination 1cnd 10 m:ake sex based 
gcncrnlfa.-uions abom .ill women, regardless of the ratt, class, and sc.xualiry differences 
among u1onloCn," citing Harris's unidc for "Wscussing the marginalizing cff«cs o( Ca· 
tharine MocKin.noo's . . . tl1eories of se.~ual difference .. }; Susa.11 H. \'<7illiams. "A Femi
nist Rc:asscsS:J'tlt:nt of Civil Society," 72 Indiana Low Journal 4 l7. 428 (1997) (H fcmi.ni~ts 

of color have been pointing out with increasing frequency lhat lhc view of women !IS 

simply the victim5 Q( society, shaped rather than shapinft, has the effect Qf sys1ematically 

c:xduding them,"' ciring only 1 huris '"discussing the u'Qrk of Catharine l\facKinnon"): 
Daniel R. Ortiz, "CnegoricaJ Community," ,1 S14•/ord IA,v Revi,1u 769. 801 !1999): 
Zanha E. Fenton, "Domestic VioJcncc in Black and \X'h.ite: RocfaJjzed Gender Sterco
,ypes in Gender Violence." 8 Columbia /oum11/ of Genderand Law t , 17. 52 (1998): 
Peter A. Akes and Cymh.ia V. \X'ard. •Dtfc.nding T ruth Beyond All Rc-.tson: '11:ie Rad

ic:11 AsS3ult on Truth in American Law" (book review), 78 'I'exas Law Review .i93, 528 
( 1999} (citing Hanis's arridc as a •widely rcspcc:tcd example" of critic-al race theory 
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and a "welUcnown critique of feminist essentialism'" that '"foaises specificall)' on 
'gender essentittltsm• in tbe .... -ork of Catharine MacKU1non•); Jody Armour. •Critical 
Race Feminism: Old Wine in a New Bott.Jc or New Leg:1J Genre?" (book review), 7 
Southern C,ahfomio Review of Law 011d \Vomen's S1udi"es 4)1, 4J4 (1998) (quotin,; 
Professor Adrien Wing's book criricizing "'pro,nincm while feminist Catharine Mac
Kinnon .•• for using white \"i•omcn as rhc cpi1omc of all women" and ciring the Harris 
anicle); Kathryn Abmms, "The New Jurisprudence of Sexual Hamssmenr," 8l Cornell 
IA,u Review 1169, 1192, 1201 (1998) (referring 10 "MncKinnonesque cssentialism," 
citing Harril s :!fticld. 1214,Jwk W6ng. ' Tik A,1~.f.s,<:n lialisM v. & ,enrl:JisM lkbat~ 
in Feminist Lcg..J T hc:Qry: The Oc:bate and 8ey<:,nd,,. 5 \ f/11/10111 and Mary Journal of 
\Vomen and the Law 273, 284 0999). 

IJ. Srnning in the 1970s, within lhc women's movemcm sexuality was commonly 
discussed in political context as .-. social cxpcriCflcc. \\7hcn speaking and wririn& during 
chat period of "'sexuoJjry as a sociaJ construct." I had not pre\'iously heatd those v.1ord.s 
used ( O describe that com.moo understanding. The mo\'emeot J was pan of pioneered 
lhi.,; throry. 

14. Catharine A. J\'1:lcKinnou, '"Fouinism, 1\<1arxism, Method, and 1he S1atc: To
ward Feminist Juri$pmdcncc;"' 8 Signs: Jmm,al of WQ111e11 in Cu/tun- oud S<>dely 63,. 
639 (198l). This P"'"'-&' is quoted in Harris, "Race and Essentialism." }92. Another 
ex11m1>le is: "'The parcicuJarities become facets of chc collocth•e understanding within 
which differences constitute rather chrul undermine ooUecrivil)',. (Cath:uiJ)e A. J\fac
Kinfloo. Toward a Femini.sl Theory of Jbt Stau. 86 (1990)). 

15. Stt cunninglum, .. Unmad<lt:ning.,,. 164- 167. Professor c:unningh~un document.,; 

how "Harris often repeats Mac:.Kinnon's ideas when she: dc:scribcs Bl.ac:k women's c:x
pcricnc:es of dominance." 

16, After chis mlk was delivered, Professor Sallyanne Pllyt.on. as pan of an online 
discussion that folJowed, said: 

1 was not at Lht! CRT meeting ... 1 do happen to know what MacKinl'10t1 
thinks, howe\!c.r, -and J would be greatly surprised if she did not s:ay what she: 
1.hinks. I lerc is wha1 she thinks, Jiltercd through Ill)' \lray of talkini. 

The charge of '"cssc.tlcialism" gs leveled .1gainst much of feminist writing is 
fair and acamnc. That is, many \\•hire- feminists seem to chink there is some• 
thiog inherent about being fem.ale that "ccounrs for women's attitudes and be
haviors. crossculrurnlly, and lots o( them take We:stt:'m white women as lhc 

nonnative: n:presentati\lt:$ of true womanhood in the sense of truc-lo-n-aLurc 

woma.nhoocl, the rest of us being deficient or subsrnnd-ard or odd Qr whatever. 
The racist dimension of this !items from the foct 1h.n :t grc:at many white fcmi• 
1l.ists seem ro regard Western white maJc~fcrna!e relations as prorocypical of male• 
female relatiollS, which coovenicmly reinforces the \\7estcm whhe ma.le as the 
rt:'l)resetu11tive of the most ad\'anced manhood: if Jn-ale~fer:nale relo.Lioos in non
Wc:ste::m c:uhure:s ck>n't look like those in (mi<ld.le:-d:is.,"i) \'(feste::m society, it is 
only bcc:ausc t..he non-\'Q'es1em men :uc not as adv-.1.nced as the Wt:$te::m me-n. 
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le has been a long time since I ha\'t' panicipated in feminist discourse, but I 
seem to remember that in the early <lays (1970s into eo.rly 1980s) this is how 
almost all the white feminists thought: ll1c)' wc:rc intcrcstt.'d in thc:-ir rd3tion• 

ships with their men, who were 1hc powerful men. lf the rest of u.,; were not 
having their experience. iT was because our men. being inferior, h~d 001 

achieved J)()\\'Cr , So we had nothing to say: if our men C\'Cr achieved powcr in 
the sense in \\rhich \\rhite men had power. we would have the same kinds of 
experiences che white women \\'ere having. The actual experiences o( women 
of col6r were: the:rd 6k m.att:.rial for fool.i'iold :ind a~dt':it: thq u't'.'k fi61 ctll· 

1ml, not emblematic. White wom01 controlled the discussion, which was 

abom themselves. Wlc spent years fig.htin.g this kind of thinking, \\'1th only 
mixed suc<"CSs. 

11,c refreshing asl>CCI of MacKinnon ·s approach is that she docs not ,hink 
U}js w11y. She did noc scan with the situarion of the privileged whire woman 
even tho1J8h she \\'~ one: she scarred \\rith dle situation of Lhe mos, powerless 
womc:n i.n du: system, :i.nd bujJt he.r the0ry on wbaL she: saw :is Lhc: re.lationshJp 

bc:rn•c:t=n male desire and opportwlit)' where.' women were unprotet.1c:d. The 
situ:adon of rhe more privileged she then 5aw as the: consequence <>f their rda
rive sheltering from the full force of male domination, In Mac.Kinnon's \\'Orld 
the least privileged womilll {(rcquendy u woman of color) therefore becomes 
emble1n1uic: the inore privileged woman is re,-ealed to be a beneficiary of pro• 
lection. :::utd the typical white fem.Uti.i;t a victim of the delusion tlH1L the status 
of middle-class while: womc:-n is somcthing more: than an artifat.1 of male pro· 
tc:ction for some spc:ciall)' favorc.<d women , a protection t.hat is strenuously 
maintained. This line of 1hought •. . moves the middlc--dass white women off 
of center srnge and it forces the middle-class white men to look at the sexually 
griny sides of ch<mscl,,es and the sociery ,hat they ha,•e builc le moves me 
e.xperieoce of women of color to reiuer stage ao<l it accounts for our e.xperi• 
enc~ Ula w:Jy th:.u is theoretically coherent. lo Mac.Kim)on·s work, the experi
ence of women of color is i.n the text, not in the footn<>tes. 

No <>ne's work is :1.bovc criticism. but I think it cannot plausibly be a.rgucd 
rhat MacKinnon's feminism is csscmialis1~ It acrually comes closest to lxing 
essentialist in irs trcatmcm of men, not u10men, whose simarion dcp,cn~ ccn· 
tro.l.ly on context and the particular culruml wa~·s in which prOlecrioos alld 
vulncr:lbilit.icS are constructed. I Lhil').k that MocKinnon is sensitive on this 
point, not only bcl'auSc unexamined raci.:;m is a sin of ,vhich d1e is unwilling 
to stand accused inaccuratdy, bm also because she thin.ks that pooplc who bc
liC'\>t:: th:.n her feminism is t$..."-Cntialist and therefore ucist do not :t\l:lil them• 
selves of the powerful critique of male dominance t:hm might be analytically 
useful to chem in anci-radst thinking. 

This text is on 6Je with the :author. 
17. See Harris, • Race :md Essentiali.<i:m." 598. 
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18. Id .. 592. 595. 596. Compare cunningham. "Unmaddening.' 16}- 164: "Mac
Kinn.on's inclusive definjt..ioo of women is evident ... Black wome:o cat).00( be a. nuance 
of women because Black women arc women [in her work;] we are often the model. 
MacKinnon does noL m arginalize Black women, nor docs she make w; into some.thin,; 
more than women, because M.tcKinnon considers Bfack women to be women ... 

19. Saying this is not to say that the only 1>roblcms of uromc:n of color arc '-''Ol'SC 

versions of whice women's problems. Nor do I .. de.fine" Black ..-.;·omen as "differem"~ 
see Harris, "Race and Essencfo.lism ... 595. I reje<., .. differences" definitions ex-plic-idy 
lli'\d implicitly. Aiid Pr6foSs6r Hatti! is u'ic6m:l1 l6 iugscst Lliit "'fc:nill\ism wunodificd'"' 
refers to women without panicufaritics. It dearly refers to a polfrics of v:omcn unmo

dified h>• prc::exis1jng pc:,li t.ics, like libcr:1lism or socialism. 
20. Sec Harris. "Race and EsscnriaJism," }92--'94. 603. Sec a mningham, "Unmad

dcning," l~ l61: "M.1cKinnon docs nol rcle:gatc Black women ,o foomo(C'S and 
bracke~. Her theory is explicit!~• 11bout us." How foomores that document. credit. and 
eJabonue. become "guilty" is w1clear. St.>e Harris, "Ri1ce and Esset1tia.lism," 60}. 

21. Sec Harris, ·Race and &scnti.a.lism," 594. Compare: cwmingham, "Unmad
doning,' 161-16}. 

22. See, for example:. Martha 1\.1inow, "The Supreme: Court 198(, Tc:rm Forward: 
Justice Engendered,' 101 H,,,,.,d Larv Review 10, 6} (1987): "Some. for example,. 
hove expressly argued that se>cism is more fundamental chan racism," citing as the lirSt 
of three sources Cnrhari11e A. Mac.Kintioo, Fl!minism Unmodified: Dilcoursel ,>n Li/a 
and I.Aw 1~168 (1987). I never made m\y such Stiltemesu or adopted SJl)' such :tp
proach, Ulen: or anywhere, cxprelisly or OlhcN'lsc. Moreover, c.x1e11sivc e\lldc.::nce 1hat 
t.hi-; is not my ,'lew-i.nduding drawing on A&ican American women's experiences :and 
writings, discussions of racism throughout, :a ccnrral foct1.s on dass, and a pct'<a&i\'C 

combined analysis of race and ethnicity "'ith sex, much of \\ilkh is readily accessible 
through the indices of my published books- had to be ignored. It is a lot to overlook. 

Published in 1979, Si·xual Hara11111en/ of \f'orking \Vomen: A Ca1e o/Sex Diurim
inaJian. for example, explicitly builds the 001\<:t:pl of sexual b:arassmer'tl it.self on th~ 
experiences of Black women in panicuJ:ar. Sec, for example, pp. JJ .. 65 (Paulette 
Barnes); pp. JO. 73- 74 (Maxine Munford); p. 60 (Diane Willi:tms); p. 6 1 (Margaret 
Miller). p, H (referring to Pamela Price); sec also pp. 42, 48, ,2. 73-80, 84 (Ulrmita 
\Wood). Nor is rhesc worocn's ethnicity submerged in their gender. Why fr was Black 
women who had whnt it cook ro bring all the et1.d)• Sexu.lll,harassmem cases is analyzed 
ln tcnn.s of Ll1cir rare. sex, !llld class J)'.uticufo.rities: p. 53 ("Of rul women, [blt1ck 
women) are mos.L vulnerable to sexual lci.r.1Ssmc:m, bolh because or t.hc image of black 
women as ,he m~t sexually acccsi.ible and because they arc the most cconomically at 

ris.k"). Other Blac-k women'$ \'OkC$ :malrzing \\'Omen'$ oondirion :arc either q,iorcd
see. for example. p, 176 (an anonymow Black u.-oman): p. 273 CPouJj Murray): and 
p. 2} (Ntozakc Shange)-<,r their insighu arc othcNisc dl"1wn on (seep. 275 [Toni 
Morrison)). Rnce and rocism are discussed tl1r0Ujl)1out, legally and socially. os a parallel 
lo or l'Ontra!i( wilh sex: and sexjs:m: p. 129 ("'Tilc analog)• (bt:tv..·een tht: histories o f Se>J. 

and race djstinctioni.J should not be allowcxl 10 obst.,.tre the di.stinl'ti,•c comcnt :and 
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dynamics of sex and race'"); specified -.i•ithin sex and outside of it p. 176 ("The gen• 
era!icy of (women' ttnd 'men' must be qua.Jified by recognitlltg the distinctive effect of 
race"); and in interaction with and ovcrbpping wilh sex: p. JO (•Sexual harJSsment can 

be both :i sexis1 way to express racism :m<l a racist way to express scxi1m1 "). For 
:iddirio nal cxam1>lcs, sec p. 14 (" Bfock woincn arc much more likely to Ix poor than 

white women"); pp. 17-18, 23, JO-JI, 88-90, 97-98, I UH 19, 127-1~1. 169, 173, 176-
177, 189- 190, 20l. 210. 211 (Helen Hocker's work on Black people as a group and 
women os a group): p. 247 ("Presumably, block women are doubly burdened"): p. 257 

(ootlng thot ~k filing 6f ail amicus 6rid' in a C:ik by Ori;aniMcion of Black Aftlvi!t 
Women "is of special interest since both the pcrpctr:uo r and victim were b lack"); p. 267 

(noting the history of scientific racism): p . 27) (n()Ung schol:1rsl1ip in Black women's 
feminism); pr,. 273-274 (noting scholarship on the par.1llcl bawccn race and sex)~ 
p . 274 Coming co,cs ch.u point ro the parnlld between ,ace and sex); and p. 27q (an· 
alyzing an anid e comparing racism ru1d sexism). These are juSl some seJecced iostances. 

f(J111inism Unmodified, published in 1987. follows the same panem. h criticizes 
nonrepo rting of the ran- of rape \1ict.ims: pp. 81-82 ("The invisibility of women or colo r 

is s-uch t.lut if )'Ou do not Sa)' thal a woman is of color, it is assumed th-at hc:r race is
noncxistc:nt- then:forc, oddly, white"'). It locate:- women of color as active agents in 
their owo cuJturcs and in resisting ~ihite male domination: p. 69 ("'What women like 
Ju)i.1 Ma.rcinez might make cqualiry mean, no Vlhite man invented'"). )( speaks of \\.'Omen 
of color's specific races of rape (p. 82), death from Ulegal abortion (p. 25). and abuse 
in pon\ography (pp. 199-200). h refers to voices. work, insights, ond experiences of 
women induding LaDoris Cordell, P:unda Price, Mechelle Vinwn. VaneSSa \'(/illiruns, 
Gayatri Spi\l'ak, Beth Brant, and many others. ll speaks about race in rd:ition to sex 
(p. 2 ("\Xfc urgently need to comprehend the cmcrginft pattern in which gender, ,vhilc 
4 distinct inequaliry, also contributes co the social embodiment and expression o( race 
and class inequalities. ac rhe same cime as race and class are deeply imbedded in gender. 
For exruuple, the sexuali2.atioo o( rucial !llld ethnic auributes like skio color or stereo
types is no less a dyoamic within racism for being done through b,tt::nde.r" )) and on its 
own tenus; about women of color a.~ \\'Omen and as women of coJor throughout. Sec, 
for «ample, pp. 7, 9, 25. 42. 44, 56. 6}-67, 76, 81-82, 89, 101, 164-168. 178, 19}-
194, 199-200, 202, 208-2()'). 211, 220, 238 (explaining why "Black" is capitali,.c<l in 

chc book and "white" is nor!. 248, 256, 302-J0l, l05. 
The same is uue of Towud a Femini11 Tbeory of th,•S,ai,, published in 1989. The 

introduction states: .. All ,1,rofnen pOSStSS ethnic (and other J dinitive) p!l.l'tit ularitjes that 
mark thcir femaldl-=ss; a1 the same Lime their ft::malc:ncSs marks their p:utic.'t.Wlritics and 
constitutCl; one. Such :1 rccop.nition, far from undermining the feminist project, com• 
prises, define!>, and sets stan&,rds for it. It also docs not reduce: rac:c to sex. Rather. it 
sug,gescs chat comprehension and change- in rncial incqualicy a.re cssemiaJ to compre~ 
hcns:ioo and change in sex inequality. with implicatfons that link comprehending and 
changing sexism to comprehending and changing racism~ (p. xjj). Ago.in. race :tnd ra• 
cism and its impact on men anJ womi::n and thi::orizing dtcir condition are discussed 
throughout !,cc, for example, pp. xi- xiii, 6, 26, 55, 6}, 110. 125, 1}6, 1}8, 154, 172-
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17}, 181. 204 , 245,288). In addition, che words and work, among others. of Johnnie 
TilLnon, Zora NeaJe Hu,ston. Harriet J11cobs, AJjce \X' alker, ond Audre Lorde a.re used 
lo ddinc the condition of women -!ls such. 

At the conference at which the remarks in the text above were Jdivcrcd, 1..hc par
agraph preceding 1his aidno1c (minus it$ footnO(CS) u-as spoken vjr,ually as i, appears 

here. After the pand. Professor Harris rhanlccd me for the critique of her "WOrk, said 
it "-' 4S fair and right, and expressed her appreciacion for the ~mention co what she had 
said back then because my work had been imporcruu co her. Professor Crenshaw (who 

was silting: i'lcxl lo if1t: when Profcss<>r Harris uid Lhi.s) and I both a<lMircd the M u.age: 
and forthrightn~ of this statement. 

23. On April 7, !990, shonly after Pro(cs.'io r I larri$'j anick was published, Karen 
E. Davis wrote to her, analyzing many of the issues raised in the foregoing p.1r.l

s,aphs: 

I have al\\•ays read Catharine MncKinnoo ·s work os deepl)' anti-esseruiu.l:is1. 
It is dcconst..ructi\'e in the Ocrriclean scnSc, except that she considers power 
while l1c d0e$n 't. It is gcne<.Jogicul in the l~oocauJdian sense, t.xccpt Lhat she 

considtts gender while he 1..foc:sn't. MacKinnon's analysis of male power in• 
dudes an analysis of its •esscntialism" or •phallogiccntrism, .. although she 
docs not use chese terms in her critiques of mcuphysics. objectiviry, libe:r• 
fil.L;;m, a.od .. d1eory ... 1 believe )'OU introc.luce esseittfolism into Catharine M.ac
Kinnon·s work d1at is:n'1 dtere. 

ln fact, I sec in )'<.>Ur writing a pcn •asi\•c USc of mor.J t:ssentialism typical of 
1..luu which pcrv-.tde:s feminist theory. Throughou1 your anid-c, power and pow
erlessness are unders-tood in terms of guih and innocence, good and b.1d. The 
most obvious example of chis is where you aru'Lbute co MacKinnon the view 
elm Black men are not as bad os white men, •ruthough ihey are st ill bad. 
being me:n" [Harris, '"Rate :1J\J Essentfalism." 596. n. 17). The quote you ciLe, 

however. supports ooJy MacKinno1l 's p0i1H that Black men an: not as pOW· 
crfuJ as white men. Nowhere in h<:r work does l\'lacKinno n cQnAatc powcrfuJ

bad, ancl pou·crles.~-good, as many strains of feminism arc wont to do. 
Riuhcr, she explicitly rcjce:ts the morali.sin and namralism contained in the 
views chat men ttbusc women bcc.iusc they arc bad or narurnlly rapacious, and 
1.ruu #women might be rongeoitally n.icer" [Mo.cKirulon. Feminism Unmodified. 
2 19). 

WhiJc you say MaclGunon violates the paJ1jc...-ularitic:s of Lile experiences of 

womCfl of color, the standard against which )'OU measure her work is nor cm• 

bodied experic:nce hut a fonnula1fon of five attribotes of gender t:Ssenriali.sm 
as abstracted from Elizabeth SpelmM, a white feminist. You define gender cs• 
scotjalism as 'The notion that there is a monolithic "'women's experience· chac 
can be described iodependen1 of o ther faceu of experieoce like race, class. 
and sexual o rientation'" lHarris, "Race and Essencitlii;m." 588). But nothing 

you quote= in MacKinnon 's writings in any W:l)' supports your premise th:11 
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l\•lacKinnoo does this. 1n fact. lhc things you quote directly suppon lhe oppo· 
site reading. Your idea that she "'postpones the demands of black women 
until Ul t:: an-ival of a 'general Ll1t:Qry of socjal inequality'" lHarri.1;, · R:tce and 

Esscntialism," 59JJ is based incongmous.ly on her statement that such a th eory 
is prefigured in connections bclWccn race, sex and class: "gender in this 
country .1ppcars partly to comprise chc meaning of, as wdl as bisect, race and 
d~s. even as rnce and class specificilies make up, as well as cross-cm gender'" 
[quoted in Harris. "Rare and Essemuilism," }9l]. To accuse MacKinnon of a 
"col6rblill<l" approach ht:n: is lo i.tt8s hc:t <.fidqm:s of objett..ivlty, of :ibStftif. 

tion, •md of the principles of neutralit)' i.n law. The whole point of her Signs 
anicles is th.at a commitment in fcmini$11l IQ not submerging particularity imo 
universals is a mcrhodo1ogical departure from all previous theories. 

You go on here ro sugg.cs, parenthetically rhat MacKinnon is not com· 
mitted to tlle effon such n 1heory will rnke, "Cpresum11bly that is someooe 
else's work)."' This noc only belies her wol'k buL is gmruhously i11s.ultin,g. 
f\AacKinnon docs noc claim to present a finished thing but rather !I contribu• 
tion lo a larger project which s.hc: s.cxs as necessarily collabor-.1ti\1c-. To this end, 
her footnotes arc not jlJst lists, but an engaged intcn cxM1ality with shared and 
ongoing ronccms. 

The poim where you come dose to lu.ving co acknowledge her eng11gement 
,vith issues o( race a.nd cl11ss. you provide M.acl<innoo's theory with the appel
lation ""nuanced." sugsesting that nuat)Ce is essem.ialism's empt)' gesture to
ward engaging particuJurity. While thjs critjquc may be m ie of libcr-.il fcmi• 

ni.i;m, ii is no l true Q( MacK.innon's rndic:.tljsm. 1n her preface to Tow11rd 11 
Feminut Theory of the State, MacKinnon is herself quite critic.ii of liberal fem• 
inism's response co the challenge of diversicy: •co proliferate 'feminisms' (a 
white rodst femjnism?) in the face of women's di,--ersity is the latest anempt of 
liberal pluralism to ev:ade the challenge women's re<JUty poSeS to theory, 
simply bcc-.iuse the thc-()rtticaJ forms those rcalities demand have yet to ht: cre
ated" {MacKinnon, Fem1ms1 Theory, xii). And )'CS, MacKinnon counts herself 

among the femin isLS who will be crcaLi.ng such a theory. 
11lc other times )rou arc dose ro being forced ro ack.no\\•lcdge MacKinnon 's 

ancntion to rncc and class, )'OU casrigatc: her for relegating these concerns co 
foocn0<es. You mention MocKin110n's use of foornoH:s about ten times 
\l.' ithoul aoilly.ting their funct.ion in her tC.Xl. Do you hove :t mct:l•theory of 
foot.n0tcs in the same u•:ay )'OU h:avc :l. rneta•Ult:ory of nuance or of asen
tialii,.m? You secrn to be banking on a t.tcit universal agrccmcrit (•we"') that 

(()()(notes ;are alw.t)"S margin;il and dismis$jn~. lnw:ad of outlining a lcxnial c;x

amin.irion of the scruerurc of foomoccs io MacKinnon's writing. you rely 011 
the convention chat foom01es are the place of empty gestures. Yee C\·en a cur~ 
sory textual analysis of MacKit1no1\'s style wou1d suggest th'Jt her footnotes a.re 
an t:$.SCntial demcnl or a multitiert:d struc.'turc of argwm:nl .. . 

·rowa,J a Femiit1J1 rheory of 1he Statt! appc:are<l la.~t August, shortly after 
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you presented )'Our paper, bu1 \\'e!J in advance of the cime you published it. 
In the pref are to this book. MacKinnon specifically addresses me1bodological 
quc:sljons of c.'isenti.alism and toralization ths.t you and 01..hcrs ha\'e raised 
about her work (sec: especially, pp. xi-xii o n racial particularity) . It may wdl 
be that 1hc bulk of )'Our criridsm.s were prccmplcd by M-1cKinnon's ancmion 
10 them, so ch,n all that was l,cft of the substance of your critique is nuance 
and footnotes. 

Your article speculates about why essencia.lism is so appealing 10 feminjscs 
and s6 cm.y to foJJ im6, but dud i\ol t bi'ltidt'.f essent.w.ism as a str.'ikgy of 
hegemony,~ M.acKjnnon does. Al:i.-cKinnon'$ analysis of nu.le power C:tSlS cs· 

sentialism as a deliberate sm1tegy of a,nsolidating :md authorizing pofoica.l 
power. Esscmfalism i.s built into our language, our metaphysics, and our juris• 
pn.ide11cc so th.It social incqualicy appears based on namffi differences. Neu· 
i..ralicy principles in discrimination law. for insc.o.nce, syscematica.Uy reinforce ex
isting sociaJ inequalities. MacKinooo's insight fooces a reexamination o( 
Aristotle, from whom the doctrine derives that cqU!Llity me:ms t.reating likes 
mike and unlikes wl!l.like (sec Mac:Kinnon, Fentiniv11 U111nod1/ied, J7J. 

In yoor section •13<:yond EsS<:ntialis.m" you credit 10 M.irtha MinO\\.' the re• 
alizacion tbac differcn('(': and identity are noc inherent but are always relational 
[Harris, -'Race and Essentialism." 6l0]. This echoes MacKinnon's analysis in 
che first Signs article that both woinen aJtd men are socially OOl'L'itructed 
chrough poUtjca.l relations of sexul11 objectification. You ou ribute to Jo-.in \~il
li:uns the ide-.t that ~samcnc.::ssH and .. diffen:n<..-cH must be supplamed by ''a 
deeper understanding of gender as a system of po1.1.•cr rehu..ions" lquotcd in 
Harris, "Race and Esscntialism/' 612] . This insight is precisely Mac-Kinnon's 
argwnent in "Difference and Dominance: On Sex Discriminatio1l" (Feminirm 
Unmodified, 32). In face. MacKinnon articulates these ideas as early as 1979 in 
Sexual Harassment of \florking Women, particufo.rly io che se<:tioits "'Whal Is 
St:x?!t (pp. 149-157), and "Two Thc0ries of Sex Discrlminat.ioo" (pp. 10~ 
126). Only the effacement of M2cKjnnon's contribution to feminist jurispru• 
dcncc makes pos.-.ible this truly puzzling circul:arity in your ar1id e in whid1 
her text is measured up ag.ainst ,he subsrnncc of her theories .ind found 
wanting. (On file with chc author), 

After ddi\lecing the llllk p rinted he.re. J lc:t..1mcd Llrn.L Profd:sOr Ann Scald bad 
written lhc following in a <lr.tft of her article.::. "Oisappe:u·ing Medusa: The Fate of 
Feminist Legal Theory, -" 20 llon:ard Women's Law journal ) 4 ( 1997), but decided not 
ro publish this passa~c in ,hat format on that occasion: 

The anti•cssemialism literanire assencd three primary c-ritidsms. directed 
priirutrily (and coo generally) at feminism. First. chat feminism. in describing 
the mctaphenQmcnon of gender, treats the cxpcriCJ1cc of privileged white 
women as if it were: the experience of all women. Tim.-., fcrnjnism engages in 
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false unhrersalizacion. Scrond. feminism assumes gender as a meta• 
phenomenoJl, as t.he primary oppression, to which all ot.her oppressive situa
tions endured by women arc merd y ""ad<liLivc." Thus, feminism i i; reductionist. 

Third, feminism. in its de6nition of gender :as a condition of systt:m:itic !;c.su:al 
oppreJsion, c.anno1 :ukquard y explain the survi\laJ or women, panicubrly 
women of color, Thus. feminism denigrates the crcirivicy and .igcncy of 
women. forever relegating ~-omen to the category of "victim., and a.crually im• 
peding progress. Though I proudly identify myself as a radical feminist. I ha"e 
n6 thcorNicaJ pi'6blcl'n, by ind larg:<'. with Uk :ifirl-cikf1tclHsi'n critique. I 
1hink it was initially ovcrb road, :utd initially misdirected, inSQfar as it targeted 

Professor J\facKinnon. She has never posited a nccci;sarily uni\'Cl"S:ll anything, 
nc'\'et .1ssc11ed that gender W3S ,he beginning or end of 1hc SCOI')', and always 
cclcbr:ued the infin ite forms of women's resistance. parric-uJarly by potting in 
coote.'<t the dangers thereof. The O\'erbreadch ,;,vos in not djstinguishing very 
carefully berweeo radical femjilism and .. cultural" feminism. whkh relies on 
some inhcrdll female point of view as a result of biology or othcr.-.•ist.-. (" Dis• 
appc-.,1.ring Medusa: The Fate of Feminist Legal Theory st [drafl], January 25, 
1m, 14-16, on hie \\tith rhe author). 

Another account of these issues is provided by .Elizabeth Rapaport, .. Generalizing 
Gender: Reason and Esse11ce tn the Thought of Catharine M:icKionon.• io A Mind of 

One't Own 127 (Louise Antony ond Chorloue Witt, eds .. t99J). 
24. Sec Angd~ Harris, '·Categorical Rhetoric and CriLical Social Theory: Rt:vit:w of 

Catharine A. MacKinnoo, Toward II f'emi11isl Theory of the Stale;'' 2~27 (unpublished 
draft drcofotcd on Fcbn1ary 2;, 1990). The published version of the review docs not 
include thjs passage. It S4l)'S that the book "seems in tension with icsclf" bccouse it 
sometimes "seems co wa.nc to transcend categorical discourse" and .. repeated1ycalls for 
n feininisl uual~is that is h.tiitoriea.1, romextual, and ro1)cerned wid1 oorn.ra<lkciol\ and 
p:lr'.i.dox.,. Angehi Harris, "C:11egoric:nl Discourse ai'!.d Don)i.nance Thoory," .5 &rkeley 
WQme11's Low Journal 181, 181-1 8} {1990). In fact, Ill)' book never "calls for" analysis 
·concerned with contradict.ion and paradox." h does engage in :m analysis that is 
hismrical. rontcxrnal, and ,mc.nrive: to the diVC:rsc realities of power. 

25. Sec Anne C. D.ljlc)\ "Feminism's Return to Liberalism," 102 Yale Low Journal 
1265. 1271 (1993): "'As a result of the o.nri•essentw.ism crMque. 'asking the woman 
qucStiou' assumd 9 nc:w mtaning; the focus of feminiia inquiiy shifts from the differ• 
cncc between mc:n and women to the djffercnccs amon~ women themsd,·cs." Th:u is. 
divide and conquer. 

26. S«, for example, Nancy Fraser and Lind~ J. Nichol.son, "Social Criticism 
Without Philosophy," in Feminif111/Postmodemism 3l (U11dt1 J. Nicholson ed .• 1990). 
who claim that Catharine Mac-Kinoon has "oon.struocd a quasi-mecanarraci,•e" around 
sexwtlicy. wh.ith itself is said to be "':issoc::i:ued with a. biological or quasibiologicaJ need 
and is construed as functionally nc:cessary to the reproduction of societye alld •LS not 
the son of thing, then, whose historical ori~Uls nttd be in\1CSt.igatcd." The conRation 
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of the sexualicy I anaJyze wirh biology is in che mjnds or lhese wrlcers. See also Co1horine 
A. f!.'1.acKi.i\non. ""Does Sexuality Have a History?" 30 Michigan Quarterly Revit'W L 
(1991), d d i\'l: rcd on Scptemht:r 12 . 1990, cons idering sexuality's rustory. Sa: infra at _ 

27. See gcneraUy 1\bri J . M:irsud:i, Charle$ R. Ltwn:ncc UI, Richard Delgado. and 
KimberlC \Y/, C renshaw, Words That \Vouud· Cr,tk,1/ Race Theory, Anaultive Spted,> 
011d the Firs/ Amendment (1993), arid in partkul.ar the lucid an.1lysis by KimbcrlCCrcn
shaw. See also Sumi K. Cho. "Converging StereOfypes in Racialized SexuaJ Harassment: 
\X'here the Model t•,li1l0ri1y Meets Suzie \Xiong ... in Critical Ra~ Fe111i,1ism. (Adrien K. 
Win!\> od .. 1997). 203. By c6 illIBI wilh lfi& W6fks. ii is iliy iillpretsi6fl !hot ftl~t of 
those who adopt the anti--esscntialism" line c.riticizcd in this paper defend pornogr-.aphy 
and oppose measures to addrc.~s ,he h.anns tQ ci\lil rights done through it. 

28. Sec l\•1acKinnon, Toward a Fe11u'nis1 Theory of 1he SI.die 215-234, 
29. This anal)'Sis is developed more fully in Catharine A. Mac.Kinnon, Sex E,quality 

(200 1). 

JO. See. for example. Judich Butler. Gender Tmubk: Feminism ,nd the Suiw<'nion 
of Identity (1990). The conccpl of "gtnder identity" in sudi work appears to derive 
from Or. R.obcn Stollcr's l964 article on uanSScxualicy. Stt- Robert). Stoller, • A Con
tribution 10 the Study of Gender lckntity," ~, I,t1erna1io11al Jomnal Psychn-analysi.r 220 
(1964). 

9. Of Mice and Men: A Fragmcnr on Animal Rights 

Spcci-al t..hanks go to Ryan Goodman, Cass Sunstein, L~ Cardy,1, Kc:nt H:trvt!)', :.md 
most of !ill to Carol Adams for their hdpful c:onum.·nts, and to Lhe University of l\•lic:h
ig.an l;tw library sraff as al\\'.l)'S for rhcir f'CS()Urceful and responsive research assisrnnc:e. 
This talk was originally published in Ammal Rights 263 C.tSs Suns:ccin and Man ha 
Nussbaum. eds., Oxford, 2004). 

1. Recognizing th~l bwnan befogs :'Ire al.so animals, and Lhe linguistic invidiousness 
chat d..ides this fact of commo11:tlity, l SODlC:-ti.i11t::s here., for sitnplicily of communi<."atio11., 
term n onhuman animals "animals," while fccJing that chis usage gives ground l do not 
wan1 10 concede. 

2. One analysis and documcmarion of male domina1lCc is Onharinc A. Mac Kinnon, 
S,x EQu•lif) (2001 ). 

} . for discltssion of chis standard approad to equality. a.nd a. book full of e.xrunples 
of the problem discussed in th.is paragraph in the case of women. see MacKinnoo. Sex 
£qua.lily. 

4. Bradwell v. IJl;nois, S> U.S. 130, 142 ((872). 

5. Sec. e.g., Mark Thoma$ Con.ndly, The Respo,1se to Prorti11111(J11 i,, 1he Progre1siue 
Era (1980); Da,,d J. Pivar, Pu,i)y Crus,de: Sexual Morality and Social umtrol, /86$-
1900 097}). 

6. Carolyn Merch:ll'lt, TIN Dt·a1h of Na1ure: Wmnm. Ecology. and lhe Seien1ific 
Rt·volu1i011 ( 1980), and Josephine Donovan ... AnimoJ Rights and Feminist TI\oory ... 15 
Signs: Journal of \Vomen in Oillure and Soc,ely J50 ( 1990), reprimcd in Beyond Animal 
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Rights: A Feminisl Garing Elhic for 1he Tr~dJ#1e11I of Animals (Josephine Donovan and 
C.rol J. Adams. eds .. 1996). and C.rol Adams. Neither Man Nor Bea11: Feminism and 
Jbe De/~11se of Animals 0994) have thc:orized this question. 

7. James Bo,wdl, I /Jo,u,•el/'s Life of Johmon 266 {Mowbc,y Morris, ed., 1922). 
8. Sec Lea Vandcrvcldc, "The Legal Ways of Scduccion,' ~8Stall/ord Law R<V1'W 

817 (19%). 
9. See Joo.n Duna}'ct, "Sexist Words. Spedesis.1 Roots," i1l Ami1'tah and \Vomen: 

Femini<t Theoretical Explorations 11 (Carol J . Adams and Josephine Donovan, eds., 
1995). 

I 0. The parallels are documcmcd and analy:r.cd in Caro l Adams, The Por11ograpby 
of Meat (200J). 

11 . This may have begun with Fourkr, ro ,vhom ,he insight is often credited, who 
said somcrhiog somewhat diffcrcm: "As a general proposition: Soctal progreu a11d 
dianges of hiJtonial period art brought abou1 dS a result of the progress of u,.'Oml'n tcnoard 
liberty; ,md the dt-clinl! of social orders iJ brQugbt about as a re1u/J of th~ diminution of 
the liber1y a/ ux>111e11 . .. . To sum up. 1he extenriun of !he privileges of women i.s the 
basic pri11ciple of all soda! progren.'" Charles Fourier, 1'he Theory of the Pour Movements 
IJ2 {Guoh St.c<lman Jon<:$ and Ian Patterson. eds., 19%) (ir.aliC!i in original). (The 
first edition published in the Uniced Scates WttS ln 1857.) He was making an empirical 

causal observation that the condition of woman causes social progress nnd dec)jne. not 
dniwiog d)e moral conclusion that ooe ctul tell if on~•s eu is virtuous by how women 
are ueated. C'Joser 10 the usual interpretation. Fourier fllso said that "the best couJlLries 
have always been those which allowed \\'Omen the most freedom. fl p. lJO. 

12. 109 Coc,g. R.:c. 8915 (88ih Cong. 1st Scss. 196.l). Probably Senator RmJolph 
was referring ro Emerson's statement, .. Women iarc the civilizers.. Tis d ifficult to ddinc. 
What is ci\•ilizarioo? r call ir dte power of a good woman.• .. Address ,u the \1<'omon's 
Righu Con,..,,ntion, 20 September 1855, • ill 2 The Luer Leaum of RAiph \Valdo Em· 
ers<>n, /84J-/87l 15, 20 (Ronald A. llosro lltld Joel MyerSOO, eds., 2001), whid1 is 
something else again. 

13. Mahatma Gandhi quoted in Chri.<itopher C. Eck and Robert E. Bovctt, "Oregon 
Dog Control Law and Due Process," 4 A111111al LJlw 95, 9' (1998). 

14. As James Rac-hds 1>uts it. •ff the animal subjccu arc nof sufficiently like us 10 

provide a model. the experiments mny be pointless. (That is why Harlow and Suomi 
went co such lengths in scressing the similarities beru·een humans and rhesus monkeys.)" 
James &chdi, Created from A11imals: The Moral lmplicatiom of Darw1itfrn1. 220 ( 1990). 

Harlow and Suonti cksignctl horrific a*rsivt: cxperimems in an unsuc:c:cSSful 2oempl 
to crcaic psychopatholof,ty in mcmkcys b>• depriving. infant monkeys of loving mothers. 
They did , however, i;uccc:c:xl in c:reating monstrous m0thet$ throogh isolation :ind rape 
by a machine. See Harry Harlow and Stephen J. Suomi. "'Depressive Beha\-ior in Young 
Monkeys Subjec,cd to VenicaJ Chamber Confinement," 80 ]oornal of C.Omf)llrati,,.e a,,J 
Pbysiol<>gica/ P,ydx>logy 11 ( I 972). As Rachels points our. if monkeys are sufficiently 
simjJur to people to make t.he experiments applicable to hum:ms, etlucal p roblems arise: 

in using the monkeys, but if the mon.kt:)'S are sufficiently different from pc.-ople tQ make 
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the experimem ethica.l, the rcsullS are less usefuJ in their application to humans.. Rachels 
does not anoJyze the common mother~bl.runing theory of child pS)'Chopathology the 
t:xpcriment.s souiht 10 test- an antifemalc notion direc1t:d c..-quaJJy at humans and non

human animals- or the miwgyny of an experimental mc1.foxlology that wouJd. in an 
ancmp1 to create a bad mother. place female inonkcys in an isolation chamber for u1) 
to eighteen months after binh. so all they fclt was fc.ir. and thcr1 impregnate them uith 
a device they called a •rape rack." \\'lilh their mulcilayered sexism, these are experi .. 
mems in the perperuation of abuse. 

15. Eli;,b&h Aildcrsofi pr<xluaivdy explon:t aMwdi in, • Anin,:11 1¾)11> ,mJ the 
Value of Nonhuman Life," in Animal Rights 277 (Cass Sw111ein and M.anha Nu$Sb:mm., 
eds., 2004). 

16. Deep ecology m.1kcs a similar roint on the existence of animals on ,heir own 
terms, Sec Bill Dc\,all and George Sessions, Deep Erofo.gy: l..1vi11g '1.S if N,1111,~ Mall Med 
(1985); Alan Drengson aod Yuichi Inoue. eds .. Tb,, Deep Erology Movement: An Jn-
1roduciio11 (1995); George Sessions. ed .. Det•p Ea>/ogy for the TwMty-First Century 
( 1995). Howe\'cr, dttp ecology has bt:eri criticized as bcking awareness of gender is
sues. S« Val Plwnwood. FeminiJ.111 and 1he Mastery1 of Nature 0993); Joni &-lg<:r~ 
Ear1h Folltes: Co111i11g to Fe111i11is1 Term.r unih 1he Global Env1ronme11tal Crisir ( 199.3) 
(•Despite its surface overtures to feminists, the cransfo11nation of deep ccoJogy into an 
environmemal force has been characterized by deeply mjsogynistic proclivities • . , , De
spile lheir putative tilt lOwar<l fe:rninjsm, deep ecologists are uowilUng lO include gender 
11n:Uysis in their :1na.lyt.icul tool kit." p. 2)0). 

17. Alice \'qaJkc.r puts it: "The aninl:tls of the world c:::xis1 for their own reasons.. 
TI1ey were not made for humans any more than blade people were made: for whitei. Oli 

women for men." Alice \'V/alkcr, Preface ro Marjorie Spiegel, Thr Dn-aded Co111panso11: 
Hum11n a11d Animal S/,,V<'ry, 10 ( 1988). 

18. "\Vhen l see somethfog chat looks racist. I ask. '\Vhere js the patriarchy i.11 
this?' \-Vhen J see something that look.~ sexisL '\'((here is the heterosex.is:m in this?'"' 
Mari J. J\bt'iuJa, "'Sui.nding lksiJe My Sister, Facing the Enesny: Legal TI1eory out of 
Coalition," i.n .Mari J. MaLsuda, Where ls Yor;r Body? And 01her &says on Race, Gmde, 
and tb, ww 6 1, ~5 (1996). 

19. Ir figures little 10 not at 11II in the following large SUM!)'S. Cary I... Francione, 
Ammal,, Property, and tbe Ww (1995); Pamela D. Frosch, er al .. eds,. A•imal Laro 
(2000); Keith Tescer. Animal, 4nJ Socic1y: The Humanity of Animal Rights (1991); 
Emily Stt:w~.rt Lcaviu. Animals and Their Legal Rights: A Survey of AmenCtm LawJ 
from 1641 to 1990 (1990); O.nid S. Morelli, Animal Rights and the Law (1984). 

20. Sec, for cxam~,lc, Wisconsin Srntul.C$, makinp: "sexual gratification" a class A 
mi$dcmcanor for anyone who "c:ommit.s :;in :m of $CXU:t1 grnrifica1ion involvin~ his orr 
her sex organ and the sex organ, mouth or anus o( an animal." S944.17(2)(c), 

21. 76 Utah Criminal Code §76--9-J0l.8 .. Chapter 9 is •off"1scs Against Public 
Order and Decency," of which Pare J is "Cruelty 10 Animals." 

22. People in Colonial times apparciuJy abhorred intercourse with :.mimals hecmL,;c: 
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!hey ,hough, i, could produce progeny. On ,he race and gender axes. bestiality for 
whiie men was considered like interracial sex for white \i.'Omen, both in their unnotu• 
ralncss and in forfeiting of mom! superiority and privileged statu:; for 1.h c: <lomjnant 

group member. See Kjrstcn Fischer, Surped RelatiQns: Sex, Race, and Re~·1Jta11ce in 
Coloma/ North Carol,,,. 147-148, IJ(,-1,1 (2002). 

23. One of the more thorough and cnthus.iasdc invcstigarions or the subject of 
sexual contact of humans with animals. Midas Ockkers. Dearest Pet: On Be1tin/ity, 71 
(Paul Vincent. uans., 2000}, contains the follo"\\ing observation: .. [TJhose "~shing to 
have kxual liitc:rt6urst: with ehid.eM-\\~lieh have fm vagina-list the ~-On\rbt.i.fidl i:Xil 
of all t.he \\'3.Ste ch:mnds, the clo3ca. \Xfhar is large enough for -rut egg is large enough 

for a penis. Nc:venheles.s this usually proves fatal to the chiclccn, if for no Qt.her rC>ason 
1han bccomsc the height o( pleasure is achic\'cd only b)• dcc-apitatin.g the crc.inirc just 
before cjaculmion in order ro intensify the convulsions of its sphinc,cr." He also rcpon.s 
who.1 a man who has sex v.i.th female pigs claims 11re cheir sounds and mher expressions 
of desi.re for his predations. See Dekkm. 72- 7J. 

24. h is ofLc-n s:.1icl that Hitler w.L,; a \'t:gctari:m , bul some people say he ate sausages 

and squab an<l the noliQn he was a \'cgc::tari-an is Nazi prop:iganda. IL is also $3.id Lh:u 
he was gentle and kind and solicitous to h i$ dogs. Some men who abuse other pCOJllc 
also abuse anim,1ls. See Carol J. Adams, "Woman-B,mering and H,1m1 to Animals," in 
Adruru and Dono\'an, Animals a11-d Women, .55. 

25. People v. Thomason, 84 C.I. App. 41h 1064. 1068 CCL App. 2d 2000). 
26. 18 U.S.C. 548. 
27. Id. 
28. 145 Cong. Rec. H 10. 268 (daily ed. 0<,. 19, 1999) (statconcnl of lkprescntati,•c 

Scon). 
29. Id. 
JO. A.B. 1853, sec. 2. ;\mending S«tion 597 of !he Penal C.ooe at 597 (g) (I). The 

first ronvicLioo is a mis<lemeru'lor. The seoo11d is a fe.loo)'. TI1ert is an exception for a 
serious <.'01tstiluljonaUy pro1ccted pu1'~. 

) I. A..B. 185), sec. I (a), Amended in Assembly Mard, 20, 2000. 

32. The First Amendment double standard posed by those who QPPQ:SC srntutcs 
against ,he harms of pornogra1>hy but do not oppose laws a.gains, hunter harassment 
is explored by Marfa Comninou, "'Spe«h, Pornography, ond Hunting," in Adams and 
DonoVilll, Animals and \17omcn, 126-148. 

)J. People v. 11,omosoo. 84 Cal. App. 4d, 1064 (2002). 

J4. 84 Cal. App. 4th at 1067. 
3-'· • 1t dO<:$ not include conduct C'()mmittcd against a human bcing to which the 

hum:111 being has gl\icn his or her consent." A.B. 18-'.}, sec. I (a). 
36. Cal. Penal Code 5599b (West 1999). 
37. Can.1da prohibits as obSC'COC "any publication a dominant characreristic of 

which is the rnidue exploiratio,1 of sex. or of sex and . .. crime, horror, cruelly [or] 
violence."' l6J (8) Criminal Code <Canada). 
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38. Carol ;\dams, "Vegetarianism: The foedible Complex.' 4 Second Wove 36 
(1976): Carol J. Adams. Tht• Sex1111l Politics uf MeaJ: A Ft•minisr-\lege1an<Jn Cn.tical 
Theory (1990). 

39. This question is implicit in Cass R. Sunstc:in, .,SLanding for Animals (Wid, 
Notes on Animal Riglus)." 47 UCLA Latu Review IJJ) Qunc 2000}. 

40. For an .-irgumcnt. tha,. rather ,han ethology, what is needed is an anthropology 
of animals that acknowledges them as subjects .. see Batbara Noske, &_.yond &undart'et: 
Hum11n..f and Animalr (1997). 

41. Sec. e.g., Amdis Kilikstk, S1,,igbl [rum the Ht>nc'J Muuth (2001). Oil, Jo
scription is contained in the ponni)•al of EJi2,abcth in Jane Smiley. Horse I leaven (2000)_ 

42. See Stc\'C \'<lisc, "Anim..'11 Rights, One Step at a Time," i.n Amina/ Rights, 19 
supra, nt,. 

43. This of course refers m Jeremy Bcmham's famous repudiation of reason and 
speech BS the basis for oni1nal rights and Uwocation of suffering BS its b11Sis. See Jeremy 
Bench.am. Chapter XVIl 11.122 1"tffxfuction to the Pdncipks of Morals '11td LegiJ/ation 
(1907 ( 182.3) (1780)): "h may t.--omc: one day to be rt:cugnizcd, lhat the munbcr or the 
legs, the villos:ity of the skin, or the k.rmin~tion of the Ol l'acrum, arc rc<.1SOnS equally 
insufficient for -abandoning a sen.siti\•c being to the S.'lmc; fate. \Xlhat else is it 1hat shc,nlcl 
trace the insuperable line? Is it che facu1ry of reason, or, pcrhaJ>S. che faculty of dis
course? But a full.grown horse or dog is beyond comparison a more rational. as weU 
as :1 more con\'ersable n.nimill. than a.n infant of o. duy, or a week. or eveit a month old. 
But suppose the case were olhe-r.i.,ise. what would it :wail? the question is 00(, Gu1 
they retn·tm? nor, Can Lhc:y talk? hut, Can t.hcy suffer?" 

44. lllat they do is :malyze<t and documented in Jeffrey MolL'i5aieff Masson and 
Sus.1n McC.1rthy, Wh"" E/ep/)(111/s \Veep: The E.moJrom,/ Li,tes of Anim,1/s (1995). 

45. John Steinb«k. Of Mia-a11d Men 0937). 
46. For an a1lalysis of protectioni-sm, see Suzanne Kappelar, "Species.ism, Racismtt 

Na.ti01lalism ... or the Power of Scientific Subjectivity," in Adams and Dooon\n. A11-
imalf and \\?omen, 320. 322. 

10. The Power to Change 

This piece was published fi rst in SIJrerhood is Forever· The Women's Amhology for 11 

New Millennium 447-455 (Robin Morg•Jl. ed .. Washington Square Press. 2003). 
I. Tile (edeml ERA as proposed in recent times reads: .. Equalicy of righ1s under 

the law shilll no, be Jc:-:nicd or abridg.ed by tlu: United States or any $cue on actuunt 
of sc.x." 

2. See /,, I/arm's W11y: The Pornography Civ11 Rigbti lleorings (Catharine A. 
Mac Kinnon and Andrea Dworl<in, eds., I 997). 

3. In 2000, for the first time. more women lhan men applied lO law school. The 
American Bar Association estimates female enrollment in the law-schooJ class of 2004 
co be 49 pe-rcenl. See ""Law Schools' New FernaJe Face." Ted Gest. U.S. News& \Vor/d 
Report (April 9. 2001). 
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11. Sexual Harassment: The First Five Years 

O riginal!)' published as " lntrodocrion," Xxual llarassment A Symposlum ls1ue, JO Cap
itol Umvmtly Low Revie,o I ( 1981 ), 

I, To my knowledge, this is true ln the North American legal tradition. 
2. Bru,,es v. C'.osde, 561 F 2d 98J tD.C. Cir. 1977); Tomkins v. Public Serv. Elec. 

& c;., Co., 422 F. Supp. 55) (D.N.J. 1976); Miller v. Bank of America, 600 F.2d 21 1 

(9th Cir. 1979), rev'd a11d remanded, 568 F.2d 10-1-1 (}d Cir. 1977); Alexander v. Yale 
Unil'crsicy, 4,9 F. Su1ip. I CD. Conn. 1977): Alcx3ndcr v. Yale Univc,~icy, 631 F.2d 
178 (2nd Cir. 1980). On sexual harassment in cduC'tttion , sec Phyllis Crocker and Anne 
Simon. "Sexual Harassment in Education," 10 Capiu l UniveNity Law Review 54 1 
(1981). 

J. Bundy v. Jackson, No. 79-169). slip. op. at 21 (D.C. Cir .. Jan. 12, 1981): C<>n
ljnental Can Co. L1c. Y. MinntSOt.a. 297 N.\V/2d 241 (Minn. 1980): £ .E.O.C. G uidelines 
on Sexual ) larassmem, 29 CA{ I(,i)l.l l(a)(}); Caldwdl v. I loclgcman, Civ. No. )657) , 
Memorandum Decision (D. Mass., April 6, 1981). Gendcr-hasoo byplay as a discrim
in,uory condition of work b recognized as actionable sexual harassment in Wilson v. 
Nonhwest PubHC1ltio11.s, Jnc.: 

Wh:tt appears most significant in this C."3SC and what docs not appear in 
C<Jnl11te1ttal Cafl Compan,,, Inc. is the fact that Mlynarayk was intimidated by 

her male co-workers because of her sex. This had link to do u'lth sexual ad
vances or propositioning in the sense discussed in d1ose C$eS. There was 
never any physical touching in a sexuaJ sense. lnstead. comments were made 
lO, :tnd :.1c.1:ions 1:1kc::n against. 1\.Uynarc-.t.yk that were inh:ndcd 10 degrade, Jt:. 
mean or offend hc.r because she w:as a woman. Acc-ording co Moeller, they 
were the t)'J>C of things a man would no t $:ty to another man. The l)hys.ical 
abuKS-tbe throwing of pa.1xr rou•cls, p.1.pc.r clips, and the spraying of aJrohol
wcrc physical abuses "l)ainst a ph}~ically .,,-,ker person. Walking by a person 
and saying "Ho!'$CSbi1" is purely ill\ act of dis<lain. Standing around a woman 
and chanting "Fuck you. fuck you• is pure abuse. Placing u piece of Ku KJux 
KJan litcrJ.tu.rc on 1\Uynarcz)•k's dt-sk was :tl.,;o :m :m of im.imid:uion. 

Re(l()rl of Hearing Exami11er of Human Rights May 10, 1979 (144479); 4/'d., Min
nesota Supreme Court (March )0. 1981). 

4. EEOC v. Sage Realty, 521 F. Supp. 263 (S.D.N.Y. 1981) (see '11,o 87 f .R.D. 

)65 [S.D.N.Y. 1980)). 
, . Bornos v. Cosde, ,61 F.2d 98.l, 1001 (D.C. Cir. 1977). "\Y/e •re not here con• 

ccmcd with r:icial epithets or oonfosing union :mthorization cards, which serve no one'$ 
interest, but \\-.itb social pane:n\S that to some e,crem arc nonnaJ and cxpeccabJe,. 
(MacKinnon. J .• concurring). Racial cpithcu probably serve the interest of racists no 
less tha.t) coerd\'e sexual ad\lfillces-often what might be calJed sexual epitllets-iserve 
lhc imcresu of sexists. Sexual harrJSsmc:nt as a concept challcnges precisely "'the 
common attitude that sexual demands [in s1udcn1-teacller relations) an:: an ambiguous 
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and even trivial problem, me.rely a complicfrous game between 1he pO\verful and am~ 
bitious. in which 1\othing imporuant is suffered by the vk1.im or gained b)' the \1ktim
itc:r." E.rika Munk, " A Case orSc:xuaJ Abuse; The Village Voice XXJV, 45 (October 

22, 1979). The problem is moving the pcrcci,·c<l lillC.' between normal p ractices anti 
\'lctimiznion in ,he first pl:1cc. 

6. Ncdy v. American Fidelity Ass-urancc Co., 17 FEP Cases 482 (\V.0. Okla. 1978). 
7. h is much like not comprehending Blacks procesdng relegation to the back of 

the bus on the ground that they gOl where the)• were going, or giving protesters of 
lui'icli-COutUC:r Sq;n:galioii a hot dog :iS ti refiic<ly. Mttt slfe:iiu6us :ii'!d c:offly c:ffort (sc:c~ 
e.g., Crocker and Simon's account of Lhc Alexander v. Yale litigation '"Sexual E lar-.u;s
mem in Education," 10 Capua/ Umv.ersily L uv Review at 55 l), 1he legal Sf$1cm has 
become somcwh:n more responsive. Bundy v. Jackson, No. 79-1693 sli1> op. lilt 21 (D.C .. 
Cir,, January L2. 1981) (consrnnr unsoliciLcd and unrcciprooucd sexual attention is sex 
djscrim.i.n11tion in erupJoymem. even though no fonn ru index of the job is disturbed>:: 
E.E.O.C. Guidelines on Sexual Harossmem. 29 CFR 1604.1 !(al(>) (prohibiting sexual 
advances Lhat cn:•J.te an inlimiiliu..in,g. hostile, or off(.'!)sive working environment). 

8. 111i:s is the: upshol of Texas Dep~utmc:nt of Communjty Affairs v. Burdine, 450 
U.S. 248 ( 1981 ), se.'lling the implications of Furnoo Consrroction Co. v. W,tcrs, -U8 
U.S. 567 (1978), and Boord of Trustees of Keene State College v, Sm,ency. ◄39 U.S. 
2-4 (1979). Once the defendant "articulates lawful reasons for the action" on rebuttal. 
die pl.alluiff is retumed to the s1:11us quo prior to her prima focie case-Le .• to the 
(hidden) presumptfon of 11 prior nondiscriminatory socilll universe. 450 U.S. at 258. 
'l11is is not to say that t.."Ourts :;.hould hold defendants Ji:t.bJe on mt:rd y a prima facic:: 
.sl1owinJ;,. R~uhcr aUoc:uions of burden of proof should gi\·c: the plaintiff some bcndit 
of the Congressional rccog1lition that discrimination ag:ainst '-''Omen Clli.sts, as a ('Onrcxt 

wichin which co e\'aJuate daims and weigh e\'idence. Burdi1te, co the conna.ry. has the 
effect of assessing each claim with.in the comexc of a presumption thac che merit sysce1n 
generally works. nus is a. \'ery subsuunive rule on an appa.rt:ntly Lechnical point Each 
pbi.ntiff is prevt:Otcd from having her evide:n,i: heard ir) the contt:xt of die findings 
that have prompted Congrcss:ional act.ion in the sex discrimination area-that women 
have: often not been advanced according to ability. 

9. Sec Crocker and Simon, •sexual Harnssmcnt in Educacion," tO Capitol Uttiver-
rity /.,qw Review at 544. 

to. Tomkins v. Public Serv. £Jee. Gas Co .. 568 F 2d 1044 (3rd Q r. 1977) (consent 
order) •nd Bw,dy v. Jackson, No. 79-169} slip op. at 22ff (D.C. Cir .• Jru1. 12, 1981) 
(in junctio n). 

11. Sec Jo.1n Vennct,len, "Employer Liahiliry Under Title VII for Sexual 1-Iara!;s

mCflt by Supcn.iisory Emplo)'CCS/' IO Cap,tal U11iversity Luo Review ~99 0981 h Jan 
Leventer, •Sexual Harassment and Tide VD: EEOC Guidelines, Conditions Litigation. 
and the United States Supreme Court," 10 Cap,ial University L.nt0 Review48t (1981). 

l2. Heelan v. Johns-Manville Corp .. 451 F. Supp. 251 (D. Colo. 1978) (6nding fo, 
the pb.imiff at triaJ, discussing credibility in dc1aiJ); Alexander v. Yale, "Mcmornndum 
of Decision: Civil No. N-77-277 (0. Conn., July J. 1977) (6ndinit ag,unst the pbiniiff 
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at trinL making no reference to credibilicy or explicitly weighing evidence, stating only: 
~on lhe basis of all the evidence the court finds that the alleged ioddent of sexual 
proposition did not occur ... ~ (J u<lgc f::.11cn B. Bums) at J. 

I}. Compare the opinions denying motions to dismiss in, for example, Munford v. 
James T. Bamc; & Co., 441 P. Supp. 4,9 (E.D. Mkh. 1977) and Alexander v. Yale 
Uni\'crsity. 4,9 F, Supp. t (D. Corm. 1977), urilh the losses at trial in both. l\fonford 
v. James T. Barnes & Co .. "Judgmem of Dimict Coun After Trial.' (E.D. Mich. S.D .. 
April 20, (978) and Alexander\". Yale University ... Memorandum of Decision" and 
'judgmdlt_- Civil No. N-Tl-277 (D. Conn .. July J. 1979). llotil pluintiff, were Black 
women. 

14. Tcuns1crs v. U.S., 4}1 U.S. J24, >J5-))6, n.15 (1977). When a rule o r prmicc 
is diffcre:nrially applied ,o an indi\>idual on .1 prohibited bas:is, disparate m:.1tmcm oc· 
curs, McDonnell-Douglas v, Greene, 411 U.S. 792 (1973); Allxormarle Paper v. Moody, 
422 U.S. 405 (J 975). When an actioll or policy is neutral on its faee bu1 adversely 
affects 1nembers of the plaintiff's group oo a prohibited basis, disparate impact arises. 
Grij;IJS v. Duke Power, 401 U.S. 424 (1971). 

15. A similar argument v.'3.ii madt' in Price v. Yale , "t>Jaintiffs Post-Trial Memo• 
r:mdum," (March 9, 1979) at 4. Anne E. Simon hdpcd darify rh is point. The issue th is 
formufarion 1~,•cs open is whether there is also social hierarchy bcrwccn men and 
women. 

16. One ronsequente of the inroherenre of the t.reattnem/i.J.npaet distinction hos 
bee.n its ooU.apse in pr:lctice. Disparate treatment plaJmiffs seem effeccivcly to need to 
make whu amounts I.(> a disp arJ.tt= imp:u.'t sho\\~ng LO pr0\1e t.h-at their 1rc-.1tn1c:211 is sex• 

b=d (sec. e.g., Kyriati v. Wcs«m Elcetric Co., 461 F. Supp. 894 (D.N.J . 1978)) unless 
:w-aifablc atrocities .1rc unusually explicit. (Sec, e.g .. 0.avid v. Pass.man, 99 S. Ct. 22~ 
( 1979) (•[O]n acrowu of the unusually heavy work load in my Washingcon office, 
divers.icy of the job. T concluded that il was essential chat the understudy to iny Ad· 
minjslrilt.i\'i: A.1,siscant be a man." tll 2269. n.J}. ln light o( the group showi1\g needed 
to situatt: M inWvidual dai.tn. it is partituhuly disabling to confioe a discrimination 
plaintiff ro her facts a lone. Sec Crocker and Simon, •Sexual I la.-..1ssment in Educ:tl.ion," 

10 Cap110I U11ivemty Lato Review a l nJ9 and text. Dispa~tc impact caSC$ need cx
cmplarily abused individual plain1iffs, no matrcr how compelling the mni.nical disparity. 

17, Teamsters,., U.S .. 421 U.S. J24, JJJ n,15 (1977); Washington v, Da,;s, 426 
U.S. 229 (1976): Personnel Admini.mmor of Mass. v. Feeney, 99 S. Ct. 228 (1979). 

18. Recd v. R=I, 4(],j U.S. 71 (197 I); Fr<mcicro v. Rid,ardson, 411 U.S. 677 (197}); 
Craig,,. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 09761. 

19. Ex:uuplc,; where thii;, is relatively dear include: Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 4 12 

( 1908); Philips v. Martin~~·1:tricna, 400 U.S. , -42 ( 1971 ): Diaz v. Pan American \~orld 
Airlines. Inc .. J 11 F. Supp, 5'9 {S.D. Fl•. 1970): Diaz v, Pan American \''7orid Airwa)·s. 
Inc .. 442 F.2d J81 !,th Cir. 197 I) c,,1. denied, 404 U.S. 910 ( 197 I l: Geduldig v, Aiello. 
417 U.S. 484 (1974); Gilbert v. General Electric, 429 U.S. 125 (1976). h is instructive 
to compan: GcduJdig v. Aiello with Mich:.1d A•l. v. Superior Court of Sonom:1 County, 
450 U.S. -164 (1981). J,.,fichael M. chalJengctl a srnL1.nory rape law as sex discrimination. 
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Tlle Supreme Coun found the sexes .. not s.imilarly situated" coward the risks of inter• 
course (primariJy ptegnil.flcy) so thot the srntute ri.uiooally related f,>ender to a Vdlid state 
interest in prcvcnLing tecn:.1sc preg.nan(.y. ln Geduldig. a sex discrimination challtngc 
to Lhc: exdusjon of pn.~:gn:mcy djsabilities from a state emplO)'CC insur.mce plan, preg
nancy was found n()f a sex-based d istinction, iu cxdusion no, sex discrimination. be
cause: some women as well as all men arc "'non-prcp,nant persons ... 4 17 U.S. at 496-
497, n20. In Micb'1el M., becuuse "only women may berome pregnruu• (450 U.S. a, 
471 ). risk of pregnancy was• sex-based distinction. In Geduldig, because men as well 
:is w6fikn are i'iOfipreg,nant. tisk of p rq,>fi:iiK-y w:\S fic:>t :i st:x-b:He<l Jinlndioti. ln b6th 
c:iscs, the state's purpose in making the disrinction was found vsJjd; both turned upon 

pregnancy as a char;tcteristic of gender. In Michael M. it was scx-uaJly based. In Geduldig 
it was OOf, This is nor on!)' inronsisrcm; ic is. if .1nything, reversed. Not all stannorily 
underage girls are even "potentially pregnant." since many have n()( reached pubcny; 
001 all 011deroge girls who have inrett0urse coocel,•e (die plaintiff in Mich,u~t M., Cori 
example): not aU (or evetl mosd unwed mothers are underage: mfile s1erilicy is not 11 
defense; and not all unckr.1.gc <.-hildren at risk o( jmercourSc an- giris. By con.lf'.t.St, :lS ::a 

matter of r.uional fit betWttn gender, the charac..'1erist:ic, !lnd its application, all ·per
sons" ar risk o ( nonoovcragc for pregnancy di$llbilitics arc women and all who ~•0t1lcl 
retth·e beodits would be both preg1>ant and female. Michael M. suggesis a possible 
need perceived by ,he C.oun for sympathetic "rational bJsis" Jaw in .1d\iance of its 

reso1utiot'I of d1e sex discri01..inatioo challenge to the male-00Jy draft. Goldberg v. 
Rostker. 453 U.S. 57 (1981 ). ln its itnplicaciotl for se,-:u:11 hurassmem law, the Michael 
M. t..--ase {1ogc1..hcr with Dothard v. Rawlinson. 433 U.S. 321 0977) {womcn·s r:1pabifoy 
grounded a BFOQ for prison guard contact positions in aU-male prisons). strengthens 
rhc norion th.at ~'Qmcn's 2nd men's $CXu;1lity make chc sexes "oo, s:i.mil:1rly sin1atcd• 
with regard to sexual intercourse. Doing this on a purporced])• biological ground, such 
as pregnnncy pocential in MidMel M. ond "her ,-ery womanhood' (sexualicy os gender 
itself} in D01hard. sugges1s that nod1ing that makes dlis true can he cha.i\ged. 1be same 
holding on a soda.J grouod (-ou]J indict th~ co,ne.xt that makes wotnen•s Sexuality :1 

vulncrabilit)' or prcgnancy a disability (instead of an abilicy). Arguably, the practice of 
coerci\'c male sexual initiation tow:ird women, panicularly those perceived as vulner
able, targets ~·oung girls., C\'tn more ,han it docs all ~·omen. This, together with women's 
lack of access to meaningful consent, which m.ly vary with age (as ,veU as economic 
resources and other factors). wou]d criticize d1e sociaJ context of gender inequalicy tha.1 
situates women and men non..simiJarly in the sexuaJ arena. Such an argumc:m wouJd 
produce a very cliffercm conception of th~ injury of r.tpe upon which to support a sex
spccilic statutQr)' pn:>hibition than the one.,; used by either the legislature or che Court 
in this c:1._-.e. 

20. The sociaJ creation of biological differences is rons.idercd in Ci1:y of Los An
geles, Dcpanmenc of Wac~, a 1,d Power v, Manhart. 98 S. Ct. l}70, 1}76 n.17 (1978). 

21. The first case ro decide chaL gay sexual hur:lssmem is sex discrimin:tufon is 
Wrighc v. M«ho<liSI Youch, 511 F. Supp. 307 (N.D. Ul. 1981 ). ·n,e EEOC Guiddu,cs 

do noL directly address this issue but do not preclude this result. \'((hilt rccog.ni.ting 
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that same-sex discrimination cao be sex-based, this is not exactly o gay rights l'uling. 
It prot«cs a inan's right to be free from bomosexualicy. t)O< to prefer it. 

22. For discussion of this c:onfiic:t, sec: Susan Rae Pclcrson, •Coercion and Rape: 

The Si ate as a Male Protc:ction Rad..et," in Mary Vcucrling-Brnggin, Frederick Elliston. 
Jane English, Femlnt'sm and Philosophy (1977); Jana Rifk in, "Toward a Theory of l..1w 
and Patriarchy,"} Harvard Women's Law Journol 8J, 83-92 {1980). 

2l. See Alexander Bickel, The Mo,a/ity o/0:msent, Ill (1975). 
24. Herben Wechsler, "Toward Neuual Principles of Constirucional Law,• 7l H11r• 

vard Law Revil'w 1 (1959). 
25. Andrt':1 th•orkin, Woma11 Hating. 202 (1974). 

12. ReJlections on Sex Equality Under Law 

This article was first poblis.hed as ~Reffections oo Sex Equality Under Law.'" 100 Ydk 
Law Jou ma/ 128 I (1991). It benefired gtt<ldy fro,n reoomgs by Alex Aleinikoff. Susanne 
B:acr, Karer'I E. D.wis, Andrc<.J Dworkin, Owen Flss. Kem Ha.rvt:)', Yale K.amisar. flick 
Lc:m_pcn,J:mice Raymond. Deborah Rhode, Kim Scht:ppd e, Ted Sh:i.w, Anne E. Simon, 
Ca:.s Sunstein, Pcrcr We:,tcn, and JamC$ 13. White, The law librarians at Michigan, 
cspecfolly Barbara Va«aro and her staff, supported the research 1>ers-istemly and cre
ativcly. Rita Rendell sup1>0rtcd everything with tremendous 1'($Qurccfulncss and com· 
petence. The arguo)t!H on sexual assault as a form of se~ discrimii'l.lltion ,vas la.rgel)' 
shope<l in discussfons ,vith Andrea Dworkin over tl1e years. More ~'I.LI)' il was fo. 
cuscd in collaboration wiLh Elizabtth Shihon and olher cQJleagucs al tht: \'({omen's 
Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) in litigation in Canada. c~ss Sunstcin 
1houghr I $hould write my :.argument on abonion fo r years and nc,.•cr neglected an 

opponunity ,o brini it up. The appro.1ch 10 rcprodocdvc:: control .;is a sex cquafoy issue 
has also grown ,vith colleagues at LEAF through cases and legisJarh·e 1estimony. 1 hove 
tried to footnote disti.ncti\•e language by others a.nd to highlight argumeots focused and 
formulalt..'d by LEA.F's subtnb.--sions. These :111empcs ,vill ne,-essarily fall sbort of g.i,•iog 
adequate credit to 2 coUcctivc process. Di.scussic:ms :tbout reproductive rights with 
Christine Boyle, Christie Jefferson, I ldcna Onon, and Lynn Smith were formati\·c. This 
aspect of [he work owes ,he most to Mary Ebcns. Her brilliant insi,g.hts, depth of mind. 
breadth of knowledge, incisive )'Cf tactful legal fonnufotions. and her courage and tc::· 
1ladty in bearing witness co the truth or women's lives in courr. a.re written all ove r 
th0e pages. 

l. ln the Unitc:d Sw.tcs, many men were also ex duded f mm t.l1c official founding 
pnxcs:s. Afric.an American men and women were considered propeny. Indigenous J>CO· 

1111!:$ were ro he subdued and cxtermin:ucd rather th:tn consulted. Non-propertyownct'5 
were not qualified ro panicipatc in most states. Charles Be.-.rd, Art Eco,romic lnterp~· 
Wion oft-he C,,nstiJ111io11 of the UnUed S1a1es 64-72 (191}) (srotc--by-srore property 
requireinenu; for deJegates to Constirut:iontl! C0tt\·enUon}. 

2. Adams Family C,,rmp<mdenoe l70. l82 (L. Bunerfield. ed .. 1%l) (originol 
manw;cript dated 1776}. 
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3. Being bene•th notice takes many fot'ms. but often looks much like this Englisl> 
-example from a. centuf)' nfLt:r the U.S. foml<li..ng: "I pass over rnany sections puJli."llhing: 
parLicubr acts of violence to the person, ru1d in particular tlu: whole series of offenses 

relating to 1..he abduction of women, rope. and o ther such crimes. Their history possesses 
no special intcl"C$t and dOC$ ,,ot illustrate: cirhcr our political or our social history."' 
J•mcs Srcphcn, 3 H,,10,y of 1be Cm,,mal l-<11v of f.ngland 117-1 18 (1883). 

4. Thomas Hobbes, Levuithan 80-82 (Blackwell's Political Texts ed .. J'>-16) ( 165 ll 
On the sra.ce of narure. .. [n]arure hath made men so equal (Lhat] when all is reckoned 
together. the dlffen-:i\tt- bc:t\\•t:cii ififil'i, and ffiw1, it riot so c6fisjdcliible .. .. F6r M l6 

the strength of body, the weakest has strength enough to kill the strongest ... "). 

5. John U)Ckc, The Second Treatise Of CitJil GovernmeHJ 49- 50 (Thomas Pcarclc;,n 
ed. 1952) (6th ed. 1764). 

6. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Tht Social UJ11rr11t:1 Aud Disc011rse1 210 (George Cole 
Lrans. 1950) (1762). Lorenoe Clark called my :mention LO this guowcion. 

7. Barbara Babcock. Ann Freedmon. Eleonor Norton. Suson Ross. Sex DiJcrimi• 
nation and the Law 592-599 (l975). Sc:e gt:neraJly Susan Okin, \Vomen in \'(/esumr 
Polilica/ 11"mghl (1980). For an insig.lu fuJ c ritique of lhe meaning of rontra<.'tarianii,·m 

for womc:-n, sec Carole Pa1cman, The Sex-ual Contract 1-8 ( 1988). 
8. The enumeration dause reads: ""Represc-nrntives and direct Taxes shall be ap

portioned among the SC\'eral States u.ihich may be included within this Union, according 
co their respective Nwnbers. which shoJJ be detennioed by adding to the whole Nwnbeir 
of free Persons, including those bowld lO Service f~ a Tenn of Yeart, and excluding 
In dians not 1axcd. three fiftl1s of uU 01hcr Persons.~ (U.S. Const. art. 1. S2, cl. 3.) 

Modern historical accounts document th:u apport.ionmem was based o n ccnsw dat:a 
for 1he entire white population, Sec, e.g .• Mich.1d Balin.ski, H. Peyton Young, Fair 
Repllsen1osio11 7 (19&2). Laurence Schm.ecke-bier, Cong,euiott41 Apporlionmem L09 
(1941), sho~·s char •free white females including heads of families" and ·on other free 
persons .. we~ counted for oppartionmo:u purposes. 

9. See for ex:unple. the od1erwiSc lnterestit1.g Lrc-.1unent of tltis concept in Bruce 
Ackerman, "'The Sto rrs Lectures: Discovering the: Constirntio n,., 9J Yale Law Joumal 
IOIJ. IOJ2- J0,0 ( 1984). My poim also mirrors Ackerman's in the sense that consti
mtional interpretation is abom who "we, the poo1>lc" arc rn.kcn ro be. 

10. This characterization ,vould have insuhcd those who fought for a Luger prin
ciple. but the insult is done by history, not by this descriptioo of it. 

11. 111e c.xplitlt Jangu-:igc of section 2 of U1e t"'ourtcc:ntl1 Amc."lldmcnl limits the 

prohibilion on denial or abri<lgen1t:nl of lite rig.ht to vote in fedcr.J dect.ions to "male 
inhabitants" who arc <,Wcr twenty-one :md citizens. The Senate Committee on the Jlj~hr 

of \Vomcn 10 Vote rcpon-c:d to the Senate th:at "the right of female suffrage is infcr
entiaUy denied by the second section of ,he fourteenth amendmcm . .. • It is evident,.. 
from this pro\lision. th.lt females are not regarded as belonging to che voting population 
of a State." S. Rep. No. 21. 42d Cong .. 2d Sess. 4 (1872). reprinted in Alfred A,fas. 
The Recomtr11d1()11 Ame11d111e11ts' DebtJtes 571,572 (2d ed. (974). for a contempora

neous discussion of failed :utcmpts to strike .. m::Jc" from d1c Fourtct:nth Am en<lmcnL, 
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sec Elizabeth Cady Seamon. Susan B. Anthony. Matilda Gage. 2 Hi,rory Of Woma11 
Suffrag,• 90-151 (1882). 

ht dcb:ues on the raLirication of tht: Fourtetnth Amt:ucLnc:nt. congrcss:ional rcpu• 

diations of tltc notion that it \\'ou.Jd guarantc:c women's riglns centered on suffrage. 
wirh linlc consideration of whcthcr Section I would grnnr women cqu.11 prot<Xtion of 
rhc laws in areas other Ulan the \'OfC. In lhc exchanges, Scn,nor I-toward d.ii,ncd ,hat 
Madison ,vould h.o.ve gra:med suffrage co che "whole negro population as a class," 
Senator Johnson asked whether Madison would have included women, given that he 
used Ilic h.-rOI "persons.· Sen:U6r Howard responded. "I believe Mr. Mudisou "':I! old 
enough and wise enough to take it for granted there was sud1 a thing as the law of 
nature which has a ccn.ain inOuence even in political affairs, and th..1t by that law women 
and children were no, regarded M the equals of men." Cong. Globe. 39th Cong .• 1st 
Scss. 2767 (1866). /\1>01hcr cxch•nge occurred on the qucsri0<1 o( whcdicr the Four
teenth Amendmem couJd be used to in\•ali<late laws that distinguished on the basis of 
sex and marica.l status. Sena.tor Ho.le asked if the Amendmem would a.ffect tl1e common 
legal disLinction bt:t·\1.,.eer1 the property rights of married women on the one hand and 
those of unmarried women and men o n the otl1er. Senator Stevens rq,lied, "\\i'hen a 
di$tinct10n i$ made betw«n rwo married people or two f emmes 1uJ,, 1hen it is unequal 
legislation; but where all of d1c s.amc class are dealt \l.iith in the same way then there 
is no preccnsc of inequalfry.,. Sen.nor Hale noted the fallacy in this ttasonab1e-
d:assi6cotion model: '"[I)f tl1at means you shall extend to one married woman thesatne 
prore<:Lion you e."-teJ1d to anotl1tr. ru)d not the same )'OU C.'(te:nd ro unmarried women 
or mc:11, then by parity of rC'Jsoning it wilJ be suf6cit=nt if )'OU extend to one negro the 
same rights rou do to another, but not those you extend 10 a white man ... Cong. Globe. 
}9th Cong., 1st Scss. 1064 (1866). Gcncnllly, those who spoke in f.tV(lr of induding 
women under the Fourteenth Amendment confined chemsel\tes to suffrage under sec• 
Lion 2 and lose. Those few who imagined section I could apply to v:omeo seemed 10 

be using that possibility as a rheLorital devk-e to defe-Jt the Ainendmeiu altogether. 
Ono: :lgain. wocnetl wen- largely beneath notic~. A paradoxical result is th.at. because 
few $Cnously contemplated that "equal pro1.ection of the laws" might apply to sex, the 
record contains surprisingly lirt.le direct repudiation Q( the notion. 

12. h \\'M noc cffceth•dy delivered m 81.ack men cirhcr ,md h.is no1 been ro this 
day. See generally Derrick Bell. llnd \17e llre No1 Saved (1987) (analyzing why racial 
equalicy has eluded Bl•ck Amerieons). 

I} . U.S. Constitutional AlnenJmcill XLX. 
14. 110 C,mg. Ree. 2577 (1964). 

1, . Later Congresses, with w nsidCt"able su1>porting. evidence, have: shown thac rhcy 
are ~rious .tboot combating. sex discrimin~uion under Tide Vll. S«, c.g,. 11.R. Rep. 
No. 89'). 92d Cong .. 2d Sess., reprinted in 1972 U.S. Code Con?., and lldmin. New, 
2137 (repon accompru11ang Equal Employment Opponunicy i\e< o( 1972). 

16. IJO Cong. R,-.:. 2578-2580 (1964) (comments of Rep. Mar1ha Griffid,s [ D

Mich.J). 
I 7. R=I v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971). 
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18. H.RJ . Res. 208, 92d Cong .. 1st Sess .. 117 Cong. R«. J,, 326 (1971). For a,1 

illuminating history of the ERA. see Debornl, Rhode. Justia, And Gender 63-80 (1989). 
19. Men who a.re not while ha\'t: simihr records in coum ric:s lhey run, but it remains 

to be l;een what men of color would do with power in countries like the: United St.ates 
in '"1rhich rhcy h.1vc been kept subordinate on the b:tSis of race. Some pivotal momcnrs 
of progress in the law of sex cqu.tlity ha\~ been produced by American judges who 
are Black men. See, e.g .. Barnes v. Cosde, 561 F.2d 983 (D.C. Cir. 1977) (Robinson. 
J.) (recogn.izing: sexual harassmenc as sex discrimination by Courc of Appeals for the 
firit tln1e): Prihl v. Rotary, 98 F.R.D. 755 (N.D. C:11. l98J) (Hon<lerklc1.J.) (exclu<liiij; 
victim'$ sc:xu.:J ltistory from sexual harassmenl trials): California Feel. $av. and Loan v. 
Guerra, ~79 U.S. 272 {1987) (Mal'$haU, J.) (holding st.ite iniriati\'C manclati.ng un p aid 
prcg.n.tncy leave ronsistcm ~ith Tide VTI). 

20. Sec, e.g .. Bradwell v, lllinois, SJ U.S. IJ0 ( l872) (upholding cxdusiCIO of 
women from procrire of law). 

21. See, e.g. Rhode. ]uJtice lind Geuder (women's leg:al equalicy initiatives ano1yzed 
in concext of ~cx:ial moVt:mems); Patricia J. \'(rilliams, "On Being the Object of Pmp
ert)'," l4 Signs: Journal of Wamt•n in C11lt11re and Socii'Jy 5 (1988). 

22. See gcncrall)' C~tharinc A. MacKinnon, Toward a Fe11mus1 ThHJry of 1he S1a1e 
(1989). 

23. Examples include works by Andrea O\,•orkin: Our 8/ooJ ( 1976), Pornography: 
Men Ponetsing Women ( l98 1). Jct and Fire (1986), lnltrrourte (1987). lt..•Jltrt from« 
If/a, Zone (1988). and Mercy (1990); by Kate Milleu: Sexual Pol,1i<1 (1970) wid The 
&senlt!nl: MediJotiom on a Human Sacrifice (1979); by ' foni Morrison: ·rhe Blues/ £ye 

(1970) and Beloved (1987); and works edited by Barbaro $mi1h, 8111 Some of U, Are 
Braw (1982) (with Gloria Hull and P:nricfa Scort) ,md I-lame Gtrls: A 8111&. Femmist 
Anthology (t983). This is~ vast licemrure to which no selection begins co do justice. 

24. Muller,,. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412 (1908). which permined hours res1riclions ill 
cl~ workphce for women only. accompanied b)' demeaning rbetoric. w11s t.he fonn-at.ive 
trautna. the neguti\1t: bt:ndu11arl. 

25. It was not only the lawyers. A s.ig.ni6cant segment o( the women's movement 
mack a version c,( this argumcn1 as u.·cll. Susan BrownmiUer'$ Agai11s1 Our \f/11/. Men .. 
\flomen, and Ra{N' (1976) was widely adoprcd 3S lhc b.isis for gcndcr-ncm,..1lixing rape 
slarnrcs in the name of crc-c1ting rape as a crime o( violence and not o( sex. 

26. See. e.g .. Barbara Brown. Thomas Emerson. Goil Falk. Ann Freedman. "The 
~ual Ri¼tllls Amcndmt::nt.: A Const.i tutj(mal .Busis for Equal Rights for Women," 80 
Yale Law Journal 871 (1971). 

27. Ari~t<Kle, E1hiro Nichnmacbea bk. VJ , ll}la, l l) Jb (\Xt. Ross, mms., 192.5) 

(Thin~ rhat arc alike should be trt11fc:d alike:, while: 1hing$ that ~re onalikc shoulcl be 
created unalike in proportion to chcir unaliken~ ). \\7ithout explicit reference to Ar
iSlode. chis approoch was adopted \'Cry eariy in cases under the Founecnth Amend~ 
menL In a ch.1llenge ro a. mw\jtipa.l ordinance prohibicing washio.g W\d lroni.l\g in public 
laundries during «-:rt:Un hours. Lhe Supreme Court found th:u •[i]l is not legislation 
discrimi.n:1tin1;t against any one. All persons engaged in the: s~une businc.":$5 within il arc 
rrcarcd alike •... Oass legislation., . is prohibited, but legislation which ... affects alike 
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all persons similarly siruared. is nol within c.he amendment ... Barbier v. ConnoUy, 11} 
U.S. 27. 30-}2 (1885). In anolher cuse decided soon ofier. the Court found that sme 
hws Lhat d iffered in the numlxr o f peremptory challenges allowed to jurors in ctpital 

c:1scs did not viol:11c the Fourteenth Amendment: • 11 [the Fourteenth Amendment] 
merely requires rha1 all persons sub;cacd ro such lcgi.sl.adon [in each .shnc] shall be 
1rca1cd alikt, under like dr('Umstanccs and conditions . .. . " Hayes v, l\•lissouri, 120 U.S. 
68, 71 ()887). These coses pa.\led the way for the fon:nulation tho.t remains fondrunen• 
11,JJy unchaoged and unchoJJenged to this day. See, e.g.. Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71. 76 
(1971) (tiling R<,ystcr Gu:u16 Co. v. Virgi,ih!, 253 U.S. 412, ~15 (1920]). 

28. Sec, e.g., Royster Guano, 2,5.} U.S. at 415 (•[T]he cfassification must be: re-.a

sonahlc, no, arbitrnry, :md mu.st rest upon some ground o( difference h::t\>ing a fofr and 
subsrnmial rcla(ion m the objcc, of the legislation, so ,hat all pcr:sons similarty circum· 
stanccd shall be treated alike."); Joocph Tussman, Jacobus- tcnBrock, .. The Equal Pro· 
1eccion of the Laws." 37 C41i/omi4 lAw Review 341, 344 (1949). 

29. Generol Elec. Co. , . Gilben, 429 U.S. 12.5 (1976). is• pinnacle e.runple of lh.is 
!tpprooch. 

30. Actually, this concepl of equality tw.\ used wilh perfc:ct logic by a Nazi author 
to justify hicr.archy un<kr the Third Reich: .. Equality can onl)' mean relative equality, 
wbe:re an equal is treated equally and an unequal is treated unequally." (~G/eichheil 
ka,m nur v,,f,/i/,nismii/jige Gleichheit bebute,,, u--o G/eiches g/eid,, Ungleiches ungleich 
behaJJddt wird. ~) G. \V-eippert. Dat Pn'n'1ip dcr Hierarthie. ciled in Prengel. "G/eithheit 
versus Di/ft•rent.-eint fa/Jthe Alternalive im feminiltitchen Diskurt." in D,Jfi.•rt<n'J. 11nd 
Gleichheit l20, 121 (1990) (lrans.lalcd by author wilh Susanne Baer). (ln Gcm1:m, one 

word, Gle1chheit, means both cqualily and saincncss o r identity, so the !iCCond clause 
could as well be translated: '\-vhcrc like is treated a1ikc and unlike unalrke. ") The fusdst 
implications o f this approoch--whic:h readily rationalizes rrcaring Jews one way :and 
Aryans another-are embodied in a legend over the entrance to an extermination camp: 
}td~n, dt11 Seine. c.ranslaui.ble as, "'To everyone who.t he deserves" or "'To eacl1 thcir 
own." See Prengel. ttbovc:. at 121. 

3 L For a superb analysis of the s1atus and u-catment of \\'Omen in ancient Greece. 
see Eva Keuls, The Reign of the l'hall11s ( 1985), especially ar 6. 30, 98, I OS-109 (even 
women who were not sla-'tS were ,inuaUy ch•trd) and ?9, 187-203, 299, 327 (pros· 
titution flourished). For discus.sion of Aristodc's treatment of sla,•ery and the St{ltUs of 
women, see Elizabeth Spelman. fomential \'/i'oman 37- 56 (1988). 

32. Set: T wi'iS: Butltr, .. Prcgn:mcy an<l Sc:x Equalily: A ' Unique Problem for 

\Xlomen?'" 1-4 (Mar. 25, 1990) (unpublished papc:r prc:senLed :.11 Tweruy-first Natio nal 

Confcrencc on Women and the Law. on file with author) (criticizing cxc.lus.ion of th~ 

issues cogcthcr with military combat and homosexual rights from ERA'$ !>muegy). 
33, An e-arly {Ind in.novacivc sex discrimination casebook. Babcock. cc al .. Sex Dis· 

crimutation and the Lau1, abo\•e at 975-990, for example, discussed aborrion prohihi• 
dons on 1..he premise Lhat they te\'eaJed sex discriminatio n in society and the law's 

response co it. The law agaiosr se." discrimination as such was not discussed in terms 
o f its possible appljcmion 10 abonion. Legally, the line tllis drew was exactly accur-.1te. 

In c-.lrly Jitigario,, on abortion rights, sex cqu.11ity claims were: sorncrimcs indudcd 
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among the initial grounds for women's righl co abortion. but were dropped. One of 
the first iJtiliatives 18:linst crimina.l abonion 19.~-s. colJoquio.lly called \Vo,nt>n v. Con
nectimr, for example, cont.ained an aUc:gation 1.hat the abortion prohibition discrimi

nated :igainst women on i.he basis of sex. See Abele v. I\A:1rkle, 452 F.2d 1121, 112} 
(2d Cir. 1971) (discussing plaintiffi.' initial claims). This claim docs not seem ro h~we 
been purs·ucd at later st~cs in chc lirigttrion. 1\ chrcc--judgc district oourt cvcnnaally 
declared Coonecricut's antiabortion laws to be unconstirurionaJ on other grounds .. 
Abele v. Marlde, l42 F. Supp. 800 (D. Conn. 1972). wroted for reromidcratkm of 
moo/nm, ~IO U.S. 951. un remand. 369 F.Supp. 807 (D. (i>11fi. 1973) (finding aiS€ 

not mQQt :md reaffirming constitution.al holding). 

In Roe v. W:idc, the fir.st amended complain1 pleaded an equal protection violation, 
but this did no1, apparently, re.fer to sex discrimination, and ~-as not pursued. first 

Amended Complain, at IV, 1 5. Roe v. Wade, }14 F.Supp. 1217 (N.D. Tex. 1970) 
(No. CA-)- J690-B) (on file wi1b aulhor), affd in part and rt•v'd in part. 410 U.S. I !Ji 

(197l). One amirus brief in Roe•• ihe Supreme Coun level squarely argued !hOI !he 
criminal abortion statutes a.t issue "violate.- the most bas.:ic ConsritutionaJ rights of 
women" bct.'3use \\'Omen be-.u- •the disproportionate share or the de: jurt= and de foao 

burdens and J>e:nalti~ of pregnancy, child birth :and child rc.1.ring. Thus any sratute 
which denies a wornan the right to determine whether she will bear those burdens 
denies her the equal pt(l(ection of the lau->s." Brief Ami('US Curiae on Behalf of New 
\XTomen Lawyers. \X'oo.\en's Hooh..h ruld Abon.ion Proje<:L. h'K: .. National Abortion Ac
Lion Cooli,ion OL 6. Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. Ill {197J) (No. 70-18Hon filewid,au,hor). 
111i.:s brief !ISSUmt:d that while sc>:uaJ imercour$C wai; equal, its t."Ons~ut:nct:S were not: 

•Man and woman h.:1\1e tXJUal rt:$ponsibility for the act of sexual intercourse. Should 
rhc woman accidentally become pregnant 3gainst her will, however, she cndol"C$ in 
mnny iosmnces lhe entire burden or 'punishment."' Id. at 26 . ., And it is nor sufficienc 
co sa)' that the womru1 'chose' to h,we sexual imerrourse. for she did not choose to 
become pregnruu." Id. •• JI. 

In Harris v. tvkRae. the Medicaid fil>ortion-fllllding l-sk. only ont" a.ntitus brief 
mentioned sex discrimination. and that was to point out that since \\'Omen arc soda/I,, 
discriminated againsr on the basis of sex, denying them abortions is rut additionaJ hard
sh;p, Brief Amicus Curiae for NOW. c1. al, at 44. Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297 ( 1980) 
(No. 79-1268) (on 61e .. ;,h amhor). This brief did no, make the legal orgumcm thar 
when the srn1e does not pa)' for abortions. an act tho.L hun.s onl)' \\'Omen. they are 
Jt".nit:d equoJ prot«.'lion of t.hc laws on tl1c basis of sex. 

Most reccm.ly, in thc Uligation in Wcbs-tcr \'. ReproductiVt.' He-.i.lth Scrvicit$, although 
se1:ernl briefs disn1ssed ,he importance of abortion for women's social cqu:ality, only 

c,nc argued that denial of l<:gal .1bonion conftitutcs sex discrimin:uion in violation of 
equality law. Brief for the Nacional Coalition Against Domestic Violence as Amicus 

Curiae Supporting Appcllees a, 5-2'. Webstcrv. Reproductive Heal<h Ser.'S .. 109S.C.. 
l040 ( 1989) <No. 8!ki05) (on 6le wilh aulhor) [bereinaf1er NCADV's \Vebstto/ BrieO. 

}4. Andre-..t Dworkin and I discuss this Ult:me in our Pornography and Civil Rights 
l I (1988). 
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35. Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 81 0873) (Miller. J .. for che 
Court) ("\Xie doobt ,•ery n\udl whetl1er any 11ction o( a Stute no, directed by way of 
discrimination 3g:1iJ1$t 1..hc ne~rocs as a d:a.s11, o r on account of the.ir r.tcc, wilJ ever be 

held to come within the pur\'ic.-w of this pro,•i.-.ion [fifth :section of the Fourteenth 
Amendment]. It is so dcarfy a provision for ,hat race and that emergency, t:hat a strong 

case wollld be necessary for its applicarion ro any other"). 
36. Loving \I, Virginia. 388 U.S. I. 7 ( l967) (uwolidatlng antimiscegenationsrnrutcs 

as institutiona.liz.adon of .. \X'hite Supremacy"): Brown,,. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 
( 1954) (h6ldiiig rad.Uy sq;regatc<l public eJ utolioilal syslcil'i inh.:rdltly uilequ"1); 
Swann v. Boord of Educ., -I02 U.S. I ( 1971) (st:tcing that neutrality may not be enough 

10 overcome segregated $Choo! syston; "affirmati\'c action~ may be required): FuJli]QYC 
v. Kluiz,,kk. 448 U.S. 448 ( 1980) (upholding gu.,.ntee of federal funds for local public 
works projccrs to minority businesses). These rcsuh:s h.1,·c been almost ro tally vitiated 
in Washingcon v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976) (requiring proof of imem in constirutional 
discriminatio,1 cases), Regents of che Universicy of Colifomia v. Bakke. 4}8 U.S. 265 
( l978) (invalidating, in pan, affin nativc anion pbn for Jjsadvam:agcd groups in higher 

ed uc:ttion in acliOn by while man), and Cily of Richmond v. J. A. C roson Co., 488 U.S. 
469 ( 1989) (invalidating city contrac;1 prcferencxs for minority businesses). 

37. Plessy v. Ferguson. 163 U.S. 537, 551- 552 (1896). 
38. See Brown. 347 U.S. ac 494 n.I I (citing Kenncch Clark, F./lect of Prejudice and 

Discriminatir>n in Pe®nalily Devek>p11uwJ ( 1950)). I deduce this conclusion from lhe 
Brown result, whkh mandates Lhe same Lreaauent. in die form of iotegr:1tion. for Block 
and white schookhil<lrcn and from the Coun's failure to condudc Lhat Black children 
were '"different" bai;cd on their •different" response to segr14,ation. That i.s, unlike 

Plessy, the fact rhat scgrcg.ition made lll:acks feel inferior was not evidence 1har they 
were, but a measure of harm. Til t)' rouJd only be harmed by being created as inferior 

i( they had already entered liberal hwnanhy, or potemiall)• could. This is not the stune 
us saying tl'lal Lhe Brou.,.11 Court saw Blacks as equ:11 to whfres. 

39. Some ACric:1n Amt.rit:lJlS h~\'t: long questiont:d integration as tht: only or best 
su::atcgy for equality, a questioning Lhat has not gone au.-ay. Commentators have recently 

no,ed, fo r example, that hjstoricalJy Black CQl.lcges and univcrs.it-ics, although they enroll 
only 17 pcr«nt of all Black college srudcms, graduate H pcrccm of all Black collcsc 
graduates. Page, "1\ Bl.1ck Anti-integration 8.-ick.lash," OJt'cago Tr,bune, 3 (Feb. 19, 

1989): Jordan. "ls Desegregation Working for Blacks?," &sum Gfube. 89 Ouly I, 
1990). 

40. City of Ridtmond " · J. A. Croson Co .• 488 U.S. -i69 (l989). is a stunning ex• 
ample of pouring new politics (here conservative) into o ld docninal bon!Qi (here lib

crnJ). The decisfon n:YCl'SC$ 1he n::suh of e:1l'licr pn:c:cdcnts while: lc:-.aving the doctrine 
arguably undisrurbed. 

41. Even the relevance of the so-ca.lied differences to the ends in vic\l1 is often 
obscure. In Regeocs of che Uni,..,rsity of Califomi• v. Bakke. 4}8 U.S. 265 (1978), for 
example, tht: ~dmission tests that were uScd lO :assess quali!ic-.1tions for medical school 

were pre,umed valid, rather than valida1.cd. Then: was no inquiry into whether the lc:St 
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scores. which were racially dispanuc. were relevant to the goal of providing skilJed 
docwrs. 

42. This argumem is cbbomtcd and documcmed in Ch.!tptcr 12 of my Tott1t1rd a 
Femmi,sl Theory of the State {discussing sameness and difference as traditionaJ equality 
rhcory). 

43. KimbcrlC Crcnsh~w, • o cmargina1i:<lng the lntcrscetion of Race and Sex: A 
Black Feminist Critique of Ancidiscdmfriacion Doct.rine, Feminist Theory and Anciraclsc 
Politics." 1989 Univmity of Chicago ugal Forum 139, 141- 1'0: Judy Scales-Tre,ir,. 

• Bl•clc W6nkii @d the Consd1u1i6u: Finding Our Plic-.!. Ask:Hing Our Right;,' 24 
HarvarJ Cim1 Rights-Cit.•il Liberties L,w Remew 9 (1989); Note, .. Conceptualizing Bl.ack 

Women's Employment Experiences,·• 98 Yale LJ:tu, Journal 1457 (1989); P. Smith, ''Jus
ricc Denied: Blade Women and the Search for Eq-.-ili,y Under Titlc VTT" I I 990) (M.A. 
thesis, Yale Uni,.,crsity, on file with author); sec also Mari MalSuda, .. \X'hcn the firn 
Quail Calls: Multiple Consciousness as Jurisprudential Method,' II \Vomen's Rightr 
I.Aiu Reporter 7 (1989). 

44. DeGraffenreid v. Genernl Motors AsS<mbly Div., 4 1} F.Supp. 142 (E.D. Mo. 
1976), affd in part and rl!tld in part. 558 F.2d 480 (8th Cir. 1977); Jeffries v. Harris 
County Community 1\ctio n A$s'n, --f25 F.SupJ), 1208 (S. D. Tex. 1977), 4Pd in part a11d 
wm,d in part. 615 F.2d 102' 0 th Or. 1980); "" •lso Judge v. Marsh. 649 F.Supp. 
770 (D.D.C. I 986) (holding Tide VII plaintiff must pick one primary category of pro
tected discrimination thjt is d.irecred against a group sharing w1other protected d\at
acteristic). 

45. Fortun:ttdy, 1his is not now the: leading kgal view. J·Ucks v. Garc:s Rubber Co.~ 
8}} F.2d 1406. 1416 (10th Cir. 1987) (holding. in lide VU c"5e brought by Black 
woma.n. C"Videnc:c of radal and sexual harass.men, may be .. aggrcg:ucd");Jcffrics v. Harris 
County Communi,y Action Ass'n. 615 F.2d 1025, l0}2 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding tba, 
Black woman may plead combined rare and sex dis.crimioocioLl under Tide VII). While 
chis r«ognitioo is an impro\'t:inenc. if the law prOtetted people. ilOl ca.tc:gories. from his
toric subordination, oot r11tlicla..~silitation. this: s:oJution wou.Jd no, h-ave been netess:uy. 

46. Panial exceptions are lc:gal initiatives in the areas of sexual harassment, com
parable wonh, and pomography. Of these, only sexual h.arassmen1 has succeeded in 
,he courts ro dare. Sec. e.g., Meritor Sav. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986) (holding 
scX1.1al harassment actionable as sex discrimination); AFSCME v. \X'ashington, 578 
F.Supp. 846 (W.D. Wash. 198}) (permitting comparable worth as equality claim), rev'd, 
770 F.2d 1401 (9d, Cir. 1985). In American BooksdJeo; Association, .. Hudnut. 771 
F.2d }23 (7d, Cir. 1985). a/f'J, 475 U.S. 1001 (1986), :u, ordirumce malting pomog
r-.1phy actionable as $CX discrimination on an equality theory relying on neither sam enC$S 

nor (.fiffcrcncc was invalidated on First Amendment grounds. 
47. Bradwell v. TJlinois. 8} U.S. 130 (1872) (ruling that privileges or immunities 

clause does not rompcl u·omen's admission to bar); ltt re Mabel P. French► (1905) 37 
N.B.R. }59. 

48. llttd v. Reed 404 U.S. 71 (1971). As l U5" this term. the male >tandard is also 
whjtc and upper-class to a considerable extent., as evidenced by the fat.'t dial poort 
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women of color do le!ist well under it. That d1is standard. as appLied to the situations 
befog examined, is not uJtimately about race and/or class. bul gender is suggested b~• 
its sotiaJ meaning content and by the fact th:11 women of the domin:lnl race and/or 
class do not 1cs1d to do well under it either. It is acccssjble. to a degree, to men 
regardless of r:c1cc or cl.1ss. ahhoogh it greatly helps men to be white and/or rkh. It is 
also sex-specific for men of color. Finally, ir i.s of some interest 1h:u. as in R«d, the 
policies invalidated in most constirutional cases of sex cUscriminotion brought by 
women involve preferences for men and deuimenL'i to women that lack express race 
Or class Sptcifitiry. 

49. A current example is Price \'(/'a1crhoLLc;e v. Hopkins. in which Ann t-lopkjns 
was made partner in an accomning firm for meeting the male standard , a victory against 
holding her ,o .i *femininity" standard, -J90 U.S. 228 (1989) (finding sex djscriminonion 
1hrough stcrooiyping pl.1)'Cd rok in denial of partnership), on ,e,11and, 737 F. Supp, 
1202 (D.D.C. 1990) (granting relief including makiog plaintiff a paru,er). The victory 
lies in the recog.nit:ion of womeri's merits wheo they rueet the male scandard. The lirnirs 

lie in the failure lO recognize that Lhc.- standard ts a nl'.1.lc one. 
50. D:wi<l Cole, "Str::itegies of Diffc:n:-ncc:: Litigating for Women's Rights i11 ,a Man"s 

World," 2 Law u11d Inequa/;ty H, H n.4 (1984) (collecting COS<:$), 

5 1. See Catharine A. Mac Kinnon, "Unthinking ERA Thinking". infrn ot 13, for 
fun.her discussion. 

52. See. <.jl .. C:uifano v. Webster, 4JO U.S. HJ (1977) (holding provision ofSoci:u 
Security Act allowing won1en to el.i.minnte more low.e:uning yea.rs than men in caku• 
I.acing thefr retirement lx:uc6t.s comp,:nsatcs 1..hcm for p:tSt djscrimination}. 

5J. Kahn v. Shcvin, 41 6 U.S. J51 (1974) (upholding s1nut< gi.,;ng S500 tax ex• 
emption 10 widows but not widowc,.J; Schlesinger v. Ball,rd, 419 U.S. 498 (1975) 
(upholding sratucory sdteme giving women naval officers looger co be promoted than 
men before being discharged for lack of promotioo). 

54. See ~-eoenilly Carol Gilligan. In A Dif/,""'11 \loic, ( 1982). 
55. S1<1te of Washington v. Waorow, 88 Wash. 2d 221,559 P.2d 5~8 (1977): lbn

Tamas v. United States, 407 A.2d 626, 6J4 (D.C. 1979); State v. Kdly, 97 N.J 178, 
200, 478 A.2d J64, J75 (1984); State v. Nonnan, 89 N.C. App. J84, J94, J66 S.E.2d 
586,592 (1988), /lui ef, State v, Thomas, 66 Ohio S1, 2d 518, 42J N.E.2d m (1981) 
(holding cxr,cn evidence on battered women's syndrome inadmissible). Sec general!)' 
Lenore Walker, The &uer,>d \Vo=n Syndrome (1984). 

56. Sec, e.g., New York v. Libcna. 64 N.Y 2d 152, 474 N.E.2d 567 (1984), cerl. 
denied, 471 U.S. 1020 (1985); Warren v. State, 255 Ga. 151, 336 S.E.2d 221 (1985). 
ThC$e law$ typicall)' apply, hc,\\~•cr, only to women who arc separated from their 
husb:mds rather 1h.1n to the day•in, day-0111 ra1x= experienced by many while ;,, -a 

m11rriagc; they often a1so have express rohabitom exccptio~. See generally Diana E. H. 
Russell. Rape it, Marriage ( 1990). This area is changing rapidly. Sec Annonuion, *Crim• 
in:u Responsibility of Husbillld for Rape. or Assault ro Commit Rape. on Wife.' 24 
A.LR. 4th 105 (198J). 

57. Sc< fed. R. Evid. 412. 
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58. Roe v. Wade. 4LO U.S. 1 IJ (1973). 
59. See. e.g., Cal. Ci,. Proc. Code §340.1 (Wes, Supp. 1990): Petersen v. Bruen. 

792 P.2d 18 (Nev. 1990); Jone, v. Jones, 242 NJ. Super. 195,576 A2d 316 (1990), 
fummer v. Hammer, 142 Wis. 2d 257,418 N.W.2d 2J (Wis. Ct. App. 1987); sc,: also 
Mdissa Salten, "Statutes of Limitations in Civil lncc::-st Suits: Prc:$Crving rhc Victim's 
Remedy," 7 Harwrd Women's I.aw j()Jlntal 189 (1984), 

60. See. e.g., Phyllis Oesler, Mo1hmo11 T,ui/(1986); Martha Finc,nan, "Dominanc 
Disoourse, Professional Language and Legal Oange in Child Cusiody Decision• 
Miliiij;," IOI Harvard Llw R,vi,w 727 (1988). 

61. See. e.g., Thum1:an v. City of Torrington, 595 F.Supp. 1521 (0. Conn. 1984) 
(ruling on motion 10 dismiss, that f.l ilure of ~,olice :lS a m.ute.r of policy to protect 
\\'Omen oompL'lining of violence by imim,nc males violates equal pr0tccrion): l..alic 
Bender, "Feminist (Rc)Tons: Thoughts on the LiabiUty Crisis, Mass Tons, Power. and 
Responsibilities.• 1990 Duk, I.Aw Joumal 848. Recent legal scholorship has expanded 
on Thurman's implicit reoognfrion chat police nooenforreinent of laws against domescic 
viole:11cc is discrimination against women :1s a matter or b w. Nole. • B::iucn.-d Women 
and the Equal Protection Clause: \X1ill lhc ConsLi1u1ion Hdp Them \'(1hen the Police 
Won't?" 9, Yale Law ]011rnal 788 ( l9A6): Case Commc;nt, "Gender B;1scd Dis.crimi
nmion in Police Relucrancc to Respond to Domestic Assauh Com1>laints," 75 George-
10,vn l.A,o Journal 667 (1986). 

62. Oare Dalton. • An Essay in the Deconstruction of Cone.met Doctrii\e." 94 Yale 
I.Aw Journa/997, 1000-1003 (1985): Mary Joe Frug. • Re.reading Conunccs: A Feminise 
AnaJysis of a Contracts Casebook." ) 4 Amen'ca11 Uniuemiy Low Review 1065 (1985). 

63. Exceptions include Catharine A. MacKinnon. Sexual Naranmenl of Working 
\Vomen 0979); Christine Littleton, "'Reconstructing Sexual Equality," 7' Californla 
i.Aw R(lview 1279 (1987). There has been far deeper and more excensh--e criticism of 
the law of racial equality. although it stops shon of ch.aUenging the "'simi]arl)• situated'"' 
requirttnent as such. Sec:, e.g., Alan freem:Ul, ".legitimhiog Rac:ittl OiscriininaLiorl 
Tiu ough Antid.iscrimiuation Law: A Crilicu.l Revic:w or Supreme Court Doc..-irine." 62 
MumesQJa Law Review l049 (1978); Charles L.twrcnce, "The ld, the Ego, and Equal 
Protection: Reckoning with Unconscious Racism," 39 S1a11forJ Ulto Review J 17 (1987); 
tern cited note 180, 

64. Vinson v. Taylor, 7}j F.2d 141 (D,C. Cir, 1985), a/I'd sub. nom Mericor Sav. 
Bank, •. Vinson. 477 U.S. 57 (1986): C'.alifomia Fed. Sav. and Loan Ass'n v. Guerra, 
479 U.S. 272 (1987); Pregnancy Discrimination Ace of 1978, 42 U.S.C. S2000e(ki 
(1982). 

65. Meaning, all those wh,o .ire 1:ne{lnant, hence discriminated ag;ain.st, arc of one 
M:X, even choug.h wmc or th0$C who arc not pregnant, hence noE discriminated against, 
are nlso of that same sex. Note that this is no different from mos, cases of sex discrim~ 
in,nion, in whkh not all ,,,omen may be discriminated agaillst by a poliC)1 or pracdce, 
but aJJ or most of those who are. are women. 

66. Although these changes ot.-currcd 6rst unde.r Tide VU, and thus were $latutory 
not const:iLutional. it is under the Constitution Ul!lt the "similarly situated " test w:is 
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dC\'cloped and has pers.is,ed most strongly. Pregnancy discrimination has not been 
recognized as sex discrimination w1.der the Fourteenlh Amendment. Geduldig v. Aiello, 
4 17 U.S. 484 (1974). but se..xu:il harJSsmcnl has, sec. e.g., King v. Bo-.ird o f Regents, 

898 F.2d 5)}, 537 (7th Cir. 1990) (ruling environmental sexual harassment vio l.ates 
equal protcc:tion if il is intcnrional); T t;1utvcne:r v. Quick. 9 16 F.2d 1140, I 1-'1 (7th 

Cir. 1990) (holding imcntional sexual h,u~ssmcnt violates equal protection guarantee if 
daimruu shows discrimination was because of her starus as a (emale and not because 
of characteristics of her gender that are persooal 10 her). 

67. This approach ha< ll<dl cliille11gcJ iii C:lilaJa. In And.-.~·, v. low Sodety of 
Britis.h Columbia, l l989) I S.CJt 143, the Supreme Coon of C:m:1d:1, interpreting the 

new equality provision of the Canadian Ch.1rtcr of Rights and Freedoms {the Canadian 
constitution) unanimously rcicctcd the .. simifarly situated" test as "seriously deficient" 
for producing equality, id, at 166, and adopted the ,1pproach based on substantive 
historical disadva.nrn.ge advanced here. In so doing. chal Coun noted that "'the similar!)' 
situated test v:ottld have justi6ed the formalistic separate but equal doctrine of PleS.S)' 
v. Ferguson." Id.; s= al.so Regina,,. Tu.,,in, [1989] I S.C.R. 1296. 

68. U.S. Equal Empluym,111 Opp<trlunity Co111m'n, Job Patltrns For Minonlies And 
Womm I,, Priwte fodu.stry- 1986 .tt I (1988) (occupational distribution by race and 
sex); Comparabl, Wonh: New Direc1kms For R,re,rd, 3 (Heidi Hartmann. oo .. 198, J: 
Co,npar•ble Wo,ih, P•y l',quit)•. And Public Policy 32-39 (Rim Mae Kelly, Jane Bayes. 
eds .. 1988). 

69. Bradwell v. Illinois. 83 U.S. 130, 141 (1872). 

70. Id. a1 142; cf. Plc,;sy v. Ferguson. 16} U.S. 5}7, 551 (1896). 

7 1. Lemons v. Denver, 17 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) No. 906 (Apr. 17, 1978). 
,ff'J, (>20 F2 d 228 ( 10th Cir.), cert. Jemed. ~49 U.S. 888 (1980). 

72. AFSCME v. Washington, 770 F2d 1401 . 1408 (9th Cir. 198,). 
73. Ros1ker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57. 72 (1982) (holding women •not similarly 

situiue<l• for purposes of dn1fl regisLrt1tioo because Coogress has excluded women from 
ro1nbat). 

74. EEOC v. Sc,rs, 628 F.Supp.1264, 1}05 (N.D . Ill. 1986), aff'J, 8}9 F.2d }02 
(7th O r. 1988). 

7'. EEOC v Sears is the cardinal cxam1>le. Mary Becker makes this conncc{ion in 
-From Muller v. Oregon 10 Fecal Vulnerability Policies,• 53 University o/0,kas:,o 1 ... 110 

Review l219 (1986). 

76. Sec, e.g .. EEOC v. Sean. 8J9 F.2d ;02, ; IJ (7th Cir. 1988). 

77. Sec, e.g .. Priac Wa1erhou"" v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989). 
78. Sec note$ 104-107 and accompanying rcxt. 

79. A lucid analf$iS of scxu:11 .1J;Sa11h of m<::n by men is provided by Daricek $CQtt, 

' &tween Men and Women/Between Men and Men: Mille Rope and Stroighr Man's 
Law,• (unpublished paper, I 991) (on file .. ;th author). 

80. This description hos the developed \Ves-L primarily. but not exclusivdy, in mind. 
ln other cullUrc.'S, the specific means differ but the ends of scxuaJj1.eJ inferiority, use. 
and control are the s:1mc. VeiJjng and snipping both provide par.J.ld examples, as does 
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female genitoJ mmilntlOn. See Lilian Sanderson, Femak Gttti111l Mutilation, ExaSiott 
and Infibulation: A Bibliography (1986). 

As to women's economic inequality in the United Sutd, one finds that from tht: 
J950s Lo i.hc 197(}.;, the ratio of Black ,vomcn's earnings to Black mc:21's has narmwcd 
from slightly over hatf t◊ 7' percent. For whites. it has 1,1,1idcncd, Jn 195S, white women 
earned rwo-thirds. of men's carnin_gs. In ,he mid-l960s through 1980, they t',mlCd less 
than 60 percent. [n 1982, white women's earnings were 62 percent of white men's, the 
highest since 1958. Among \\'omen, clte gap between Blacks and whites narro\\·ed con• 
si<ler.ibly fr6m 1955. whcii Block womi:tl caffie<l ili6ul half <)f whit white w6mc11 

earned, to 1982, \\rhcn t.hc d ifference ,vas less than to percent. Rita Simon,Jc:m Landis., 

The Cm11es Women Co111111il, 1he P11mJhme11Js ·rhey Receive J5- .l7 0991). Even as this 
paltry progress was made in women's income rciarr\•c 10 mcfl's, men's •wc-rogc: income 
dropped. And as \l,"01ucn's share of employment has increased, so has their share of 
po\'eny. \Xfhile met) wbo a.re poor rend robe w1employed. women who are poor tend 
co be working full cime-many at marginal jobs afwr divorce. Ke,;•in Phillips, Tbt• 
Politics ,if Rich and Puor 202-20} (1990). 

81. The Women's Legal £Juc:u ion and Action fund of Can.ada advanced this de-
sc1iption as the me-,ming of substantive inequality, a concrctel)' b-a$cd definition to he 
preferred ro abstr-Jct differentiation. See Facrum of the \-Vome:n's Legal Education and 
Action Fund of Canada /LEAF) paras. 49-.53, at 21- 23, Andrews v. Law Society of 
British Columbia, (1989) I S.C.R 143 INos. 19955, 199.56). In Andrews. dle Supreme 
Coun of Canad=- ::adopted an interpretiuioo of constitutional equality consL,;tent with 
thi..,i; sub:."1:mtivc: appro.ich. 

82. Richard Rorty, "Feminism :mcl PragmatLc;m" in The 70.m,er Lectmes 011 Human 
\/a/11es· 1992 I, 7 (Grethc B. Peterson, ed., 1992) ("MacKinnon's ccntr-.al point., as J 
read her, is that 'a u•oman· is not yec the name of a way of bdnghuman .. .. "). Elizabeth 
Spelman misses th.is concrer:e meaning of the phrase "'as a womo.n" in her critique of 
its use i.n feminism. See generally Spelman, lne1ten11tJ./ \\7oman. 

8J. Amlre-.a O.vorkin provides tt superb analysis of the ioinL role of sexual abuse 
and deprivation of reproductive control in womc:n 's poljtics in Andrea Dworkin , Right
wing Women (1983). 

84. They also l~vc out of account a good deal of t'.'ldal subordin,uion. 
81. Rcoo v. Recd, 404 U.S. 71 (1971), 
86. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 0 976). 
87. Me.nacllem Amir, Forcible Rape 44 (1971), 6nds that 90 pc:rccnt of rapes ~re 

lntrarac:ial. The t'.tpist is u :,tranger in only 17 pc.rcem of all incidents, bUl in 55 pc.rci:nt 
of those reported 10 police. Dian:a E. 11. Russdl, Sexw,I Exploitation %-97 (1984); sec 
also Ro~~II, Raµ 111 Mon-,oge Mr67. A recent study for 1hc Dcp:artmcm of Ju~tice 
sho1J:s that in ropes with one offender. SC\'en of c,.•e-ry ten white victims were raped by 
a white offender, and eight of '-"'Cl')' 1cn Blad< ,;ctims "'"" raped by a Black offender. 
Caroline Hnrlow. Femalt• Viaimr of Violent Crimt• 10 (1991). 

88. Andre-.a Dworkin. fotercoursr 129 0987) (·Coment in this world of fear is sc.-, 
p:tSsive that t.l1e woman consenting could be d e-.td and somt:times is."); Susan E.Str ich., 
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Real Rape 29-41 (l 987) {origi11ally through resistance requirement, passive submission 
amounts to roo.sem in low of rape}: see also State\'. Alston. }10 N.C. }99, 3)2 S.£.2d 
470 (19$4) {woman's passi·,rit)' supports finding of insufficicm force for rape conviction). 

There is a division o f auLhority in U.S. crimjnal c:ISCS on 1.hc question whether sexual 
as~uh oi a <kad body can constitute rape. 

SCJ. Sec MacK.innon, Toward a Feminist Theory of the State J7 1-183. 
90. While women may actually have abortions for many t'eltSOOS, the fomrulacion 

in clle text. which owes much 10 Elizabeth Shilton. is a systemic polnr about "rhy 
i66ttfom :ift pt!Jfi'liuc:<l. Cons.idc:r thlt pungc:-:111 juxl:ip6Siti6i\: 

Juli Loesch. a self-styled "pro-life fcmjnist• associated wiLh Opention Rescue, s.tfS, 
· the ideia [of abonion] is that a man can use a worn.an, vacuum her out, :md she'$ 
rc:ad>• ro be used again[.]• ;\ NOW chapter :advises feminises in\'olvcd with anti-choice 

men to ·[c]omrol his ace™ to )'Our body. 'Just say no' to more sex[.]" Pro- and ami• 

choice women meec on com.moo ground. 
Judith Baer, "Book Review." 52 ]oumal of Politics 1012 (19<JO): see also o~•orkin. 

R1i),t-wing Wmnen 13~tJ9. 

91. "Compulsory Slcrili2:Ltion for cugt:njc re$0ns was lcg::iJ in .PucrlO Rico durlng 
the years 19}7 10 I 960 .. .. The rotal number of people undc-rgojng compulsory stcr• 
ilizadon for such reasons in chis period has no, been estimated.,. Harriet Pl'CSS('r, Ste,-. 
ilimtion a,u/ Fertility Dedine itt Puerto Rico. 6 n.2 (1973): see also l9J7 P.R. u,~~ 267 
(repe-Jled 1960) (providio.g for llwoluornry steriliui.cioo under ,•ariery of d rcumst!mces); 
Madrigal v. Quilligon, No. CV 75-20H. slip op. (C.D. Cal. 1978) (unpublished) !re
fusing to recognize: or rc-mcdy stcrilizat..ion of Chic:an:as at U.S.C. Los AngdcS Cotult)' 

Medical Center, alJq;e<lly wilhout their knowledge or informed consent a/fd, 639 F.2<l 
789 (9th Cir. 1981, cited in f. Vdcz •The Nonconscnting Sterilization of Mexican 
Women in Los Angeles." in Twice tJ Minarily: Mexia:n AmenCan \Vomtn 235. 242-
246. 248 n.4 {Margarito Mehille ed .. 1980). The experiences of the individual plaintiffs 
in Madn'gal are further discussed in He.rn:ltl<le2. '"Chican.o.s and t..he Issue of lll\'Olwnary 
Sterilization: &:forn1.~ Nct<led lO Protect fofonned Consent."' 3 Chicano Law Reuiew 
J, 4-9 (1976). Thirty-nine percc:nl of married women arc mncntly sterilized in Pueno 

RlcQ, some VQluntarily. Dc:p't Of lm'I E..conomic and Social Affoirs, R«enl Levels and 
Trends o/Ccmtmc~ptive Use 111 Assessed in l!J8:S :at 32 {1984). R:.1mlre1. de ;\rcllnno and 

Seipp explain th.at "'[w]hile it is difficult ,o prove that the choice made by ,housands 
o( Puerto Rican wo1nen [to be s,erilized] was 00( volunuuy, it can ne\'ertheless be 
!lTIJUc:d that tbjs choice w:is conclitiom:d :tnd OOJU.tf".1..ined by t..he surrouJ1djJ18 soci.31 
fr-.unc:,,vork. Medical authority, t:ugcnjsl idc0logy, mochis»lt), rt:Siricted employment op• 

,,ortuniries, and the Jack of other hinh C()ntrol alternatives were all focrors that limited 

women's options." Ann-c:ue Ramirez cle Arclbno, Conrad Seipp, Col,:,malis111, Cath<>fz: 
cism> and ColltrtJception l44 ( 1983) (footnote omined). 

92. In re A.C., 533 A.2d 61 I (D.C. 1987) (orderi,\il «sarom section for terminally 
ill pregnant woman). n>h'g gra11tcd and jutfg,mml vacated, 539 A.2d 20J {D.C. 1988). 
011 reb'g, 573 A.2d 1235 (D.C. 1990): Jefferson v. Griffin Spalding County Hosp. Auth .• 
247 Ga. 86, 274 S.E.2d 457 (1981) (ordering pregnant woman to submi1 to cc.-sarean 
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scruon): In re Jamaica Hosp .. 123 Misc. 2d 1006. 491 N.Y .S.2d 898 CN.Y. Sup. Ct. 
J 98.'.>) (ordering forced bl~ lransflt.~ioi1 co pregnruu woman to save her life or that 
of unborn child); Raleigh Fit.kin-Paul Morgan fl.•lcmo rial Hosp. \!. Anderson, 42 NJ. 

421,201 A.2d 537. (samc) cert. denied, >}7 U.S. 985 (1964). 
93. Sec c:iscs cited no,c 127. 
94. Bureaucratic burdclls on abo11ions enacted by St,1tC l~isfa.mrcs include, in ad

dhion to prohibitions on public funding, prohibitions on abon:ions in public faciUries, 
prohibitions on abonion counseling by public emplo)<ees, elabonne viabiUty decermi .. 
nati6n provi!ions. parcntal,onknt Ml<l-fl6tificat1ori requin-ifiditS for Mifi6i' girl'i, anti 
liccn$ing and oaher rcgufation of abortion facilities. Greenberg, "St.ate Abortion Law-s 

and the 'Webster Decision," State U'gts. Rep .• Aug. 1989. at 7-9. 
9:i. The following .'lrgumcm was dC'\-·doJ>ed in coUaborarion wirh colleagues ar 

1 .. EAF and argued in imcrvcmions. before the Supreme Court of Canada, iocludifl8 in 
the Facrum of The Women's Lego! Education and Acrioo Fund (LEAF). 11,e Queen 
,,. Canadian Newspapers Co .. [1988] 2 S.C.R 122 (No. 19298) (on file with author). 

%. RussdJ, Sexual &ploi1111io11 }5. 
97. 11,e follc,wjng percemagc:s <>f women reporl being victimized :u l~t once h)r' 

r-.1pc or attempted rape: white (non•Jcu'l$h), 4, percent: Jewish, ,o percent: Black, 44 
pcrcen~ Larina. 30 percent; Asian, 17 pcrcem; fjjjpina, l7 percent: Norivc American, 
,, pcrccm: Olhc:r, 28 1:>ercem. NOfe that these figures refer ro d,c proponions of women 
vktimi2ed ilO<l ~ y noth.i.i1g of tlie ownber of tlmes they ,\'ere victimized. Russel.I.Sexual 
Exploi1a1io11 84; see also Gail-Eljzabeth \"'v'y1.m. "The Sexual Abuse of Afro-AtneriCWl 
and White-American Women in Childhood," 9 Child Ahu.se and Neglect 507 (1985) 
(57 percent of African Americ-J11 women and 67 percent of white American women 
report :n least. one incident of sexual abuse before age dghtccn). 

98. Diana Russell made d1is ca.Jculation on her darobase ac my requcsL 
99. Margarei Gordon and Stephanie Riger, The Fem,/e Fear (1989). 
100. Brownmiller. Against Our Will 15: P"{;l,,y Sanday, "The Socio-Culrunil Con

text of Rape: A Cross-Cultunil Study: 37 Journal of Social lnu,s 5 (1981). 
IOI. Diaba Seu.Uy, Under.sla11ding Sex11al Viole11ce 47- 50. 59-92 0990) (rape as 

"'normal deviance" for mo,); John St.0hcnbe.rg, Refusing IQ Be II Man l5 (1989) (rape 
central to masculinity); James Cl1cck, Neil Malamud-., • An Empirical Assessment of 
Some Feminist H)ipolhcscs About Rape," 8 I,,1emaliom1! Journal of \Vome11's S1ud1e$ 
414 (1985) (ntpc ru,d forced sex "'despread and largely acreptable). 

102. Russell, Rap~ in Marn4g~ 64-68; sec: al.;o Peggy Sanday, Fralermiy Gang Rape 
(1990). 

10.J. Neil Mab mmh, " Rape Proclivity Among Males;" }7 Journal of Social l$.flfeJ 

138 (1981): Nci1 Malmnuth, Jam~ Chec,:lc, ''The Effccu of Ma$S Media Exp0$ure 0 11 

Ac«prnncc of Violence Againsi Women: A Field Experiment," 15 Journal of Res,ard, 
i11 Persona/it)' 436 (1981); Ncil Malamuth, "Aggression Against \\7omen: Culrural and 
lndividual Ca.uses.• Ul Pr,magrophy And Sexual Aggrmian 22- 23 CNeil l\falamuth and 
Edward Donncrstein. t=ds., 198-1); Neil Mal:unuth. James Cl1cc:k, "The Effi:c1s o ( Ag

gresiivt: 1>ornographyon Beliefs in Rape Myths: lnruvidu:al Differences,,. 19)011malo/ 
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Resea,,;h i11 Pmo,u,/il)• 299 (1985); James Check. Ted Guloien. "Reponed Proclr.;cy 
for Coerci\-e Sex Following Repeated Exposure to Sexually Violent Pornography. Non. 
violent Ot:hwnanil.ing Porn~ruphy, and Erotica,"' in Pornography: Research AduanceJ 
and Policy 0>11JideratiOns (1989); sec also [>.mid Linz, "Exposure to ScxuaUy Explicit 
Matcri.als and Attitudes Toward Rape: A Comparison of Study Rcsulr.s," 26 Journal of 
Sex Research 50 (1989): Diana E. H. Russell, "l'omo~raphy •nd Rape: A C.u;al 
Modd, • 9 PouticaJ P,ydxJkJf.y 41, 4J-45 ( 1988). Pomogrophy is also implicored in che 
domes1:ic bancring of women. £,,elyn Sommers. James Check. • An EmpiricaJ Uwesri• 
gation of d;. R6lc 6f Pornug1,1phy iii d,c Vcibal :bid Physic!al Abu,<; of \Xlomcil," 2 
Violence nnd Victims 189 (1987). 

104. Es.trich, Real Rape 15- 20 (1987) (summary of legal system's response to rape}. 
1n Oakland, California, rcccmly, after disclosure ,ha, one in four rcporccd rapes and 
ananp1cd rapes in 1989 were "unfounded" by the Oakland Police, an inVC$lig;,nion 
revealed lhar 79 of <he 112 .Ueg,:d r•pc>s re\1ewed did in facr occur. Police conceded 
I.bat some victims. many o( whom \\'ere "roca.ine users. prosc:imres, or acquaiored with 
lheir :.1ssail:1nts,,. we.re never intc:rviewed by investigators afrc.r the initial rep<>n ... Pros• 

ccution $et:"U as Unlikely in 228 R:tpc.-C3kS in Oak.land,• New York 'l'imer. 810 (Nov. 
IJ. 1990). 

105. S. Smilh)'lllM, "The Underccted Rapist" (1978) (Ph.D. disserrnrion.Claremont 
Graduate School, oo file with amhor). 

106. ~focKiono1\. Toward o Femiuirt Tlx'Ory of the State 171-183. 

107. D.P.P. v. Morg•n. [1975] 2 W.L.R 9H, 2 All E.R 347; Pappajohn v. 11,e 
Queen, (1980] 11 1 0 .L.RJd I; People v. Maybcny. 15 Cal. Jd 143, 542 P.2d UJ7. 
125 Cal. Rptr. 745 (1975). 

I 08. Rcporring races may be: higher fo r interracial rape of white \l.'Omen because 
white ·~romeo may perce.iw they are more likely 10 be believed i1l such cases. Gary 
LaFree . .. Male .Power and Female Vict.imi?.adon: Toward II TI~ory of Interracial Rape.· 
88 Almtrican Journal of Sociology 311 (1982). ltl otie study, Black men also appear to 
be slightly 0\'errepresented in the Stranger r!!pe C'Jl~Ory. Russcll. Sexual Exp/oito/J't>n 
98-99. Th.:tt the white maJc :mention 1.0 this comparativdy rare pattern in rape is a 

deadly obsessK)n is supponed by the fact tha1 almost 90 percent of those executed for 
rape from 1930 to 1980 we.re Black men convicted for the ra,pc of white women. J~ck 
Greenberg. "C.pital Punishmcnr as a System." 91 Yale /.4w Jourmil 908. 912 (1982). 

109. Midiael M. v. Superior Cour1 ofSonomo Couoty, 450 U.S. 464 (1981).Justice 
Bladunun wrOLe scpar.1td)'· adcli.ng :.1 fifth \'Ole lO uphold the statute. but did not 
mention biology as a reason. He. poimed out the tc.nsion bc.-twtcn Lhe plurality's rcc• 
ognitiQCl of sex equality issues in 1ccnage p regnancy and thc.ir failure to sec the same 
issues in the abonion contcx1. Id. at 481483 (Bl:u;kmun, J., c:oncurring in the judg· 
ment). 

11 0. RusseU,Sexual ExpWwion 184-185, 215- 2}1; Diana E. H. Russell, The Secret 
Trauma 217, 222 0986). Note that the majority of perpe(.f(ltors in all cases of se:xulll 
abuse of girls have.- been found 10 be nonstrangcr nonrd ativcs, id. a1 2 19. likt Lhc.
situation in tht Michael M. C:1$C.. 
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111. Dochard v. Rawlinson, 4H U.S. 321. H6 (1977) (usu1g women's copacicy 10 
be raped, lerme<l their .. very wom:it1.hoo<l.,. to justify s-ta.te regulacio1l disquaJifying fe
male c:mplo)'Ct.'$ from cont~1<., positions in men's prison). Male gender, then. ronstitutc:d 

:1 bona fide occupational qualific:Jtion (BFC)Q) for the ;ob. Thus clocs sexual assauJt 
de.fine p.cnder i!S suc+i. 

112, Sec tcneralJy J udicial Council Advisol')•Comm, on Gender Bias in thcCourrs, 
Achiwng F,qual Jurtice /or \Vom,n and Men in she Coum (Draft Report 1990) (Cali• 
fornia): New Jersey Supreme Coun Tosk Force on \Women in the Courcs. The First 
Yedr Rtpc,rl of !he New )t7'iej Suprt,n,• C}url 'fdl'k Furtt Un Wr>men ii, the Cm,rls 
( 1984); NC\\• J ersey Supreme Coun Task Force on \'<'omen in the Courts, The Second 
Report of 1he New Jerrey Tnsk Force on WQmen ,n tb~ CcurlJ (1986h .. Report of the 
NC\\• York T.lsk Force on \Xlorncn in rhc Coons," 1, Fordlumt Urban l..tto Joumnl 11, 
(1986-1987): soe also Lynne Schaf ran, "Documenting Gender Bias in the Couns: The 
Task Force Approach," 70 Judicature 280 (1987). Tiie California reµort documemstha, 
women \~Ccims. witnesses. ru1d expert witnesses were generally percei\'ed as less credible 
dun men, and women laW)'CJ'S as le.s compctem. Judicial CowldJ Advi:;ory Comm. on 

Gender Bias in the= Courts, above .. tab 4, :ll 59, 61. h also shows that lq;aJ a.rc:as that 
dispmportionatdy affect women and children, such as f:tmily law, arc ~1llocatcd fewer 
courc resources. Id. cab 5. I'll 82-93. 

113. Rerendy cited i1l 1estimony by NOW before the Sen.ne JudiciaryCommhtce 
11te the foUowiog cases, whkh cou1d be picked \linuallr :it ra.o<loLn Crom a oewsp~perN 
ln l982, :1 \X'iscoosin judge Wied a five•yelll'•Old victim "o.n m1us.ually sexual.I)' pro
miscuous )'OWtg lady." ln 1987, :mother Wi$COnsjn judge sentenced a dclci1&uu to only 

ninely days in jail for four fdony sexual assault convict.ions involving t\\'O 6ftcen•ye:Jr
old girls. In that c:asc. ,he judge commcn1cd f:worably on the dcfendam's appc:amnc:c 
and personality ac sentencing, scaring he "could have had the pick of the Aock: unfor
twl.ately he spread it around." ln 1986, a Pennsylvania judge declared a defeodam OOl 

guilty of :meanpted r:1pe and 2ggr:1vllted 9SS:lult despite a police wil.I)ts.~ co the attack~ 
statll1g: ~nus was ru1 unatt.ructi\'e. girl and you a.re a gooJ.lookiog fellow. You did 
something ... stupid.,. \'<'omen and Violence: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. 0 11 

the Juclici,uy on Legislation tQ Reduce che Grov:ing Problem of Violent Crime Against 
Women, JO I st Cong., 2d Scss. 66-<,7 (1990) (Statcrncm of NOW ),,<;gal Defense and 
Educ.nioo Fund). 

l 14. Most narrowly, sro1e a:ctioo traditionally is interpreced to include state criminal 
statutei. and the.ir interpretation. :JS weU as acts of govenlnicnt officials sudl as police_ 

Of the many legal nuances aJ1d consll".tinL,; co the Sl!l.te action doctrine, sec b't'nerally 
L:aurcncc Tribe, AmericaJI ConJlliutm,,al Law l(.,SS-1720 (2d ed. 1988). this facet of 
the argumc::nt raises none o f them. 

115. A pioneering attempt to advance this argument. jn spite of its fack of ques
tioning of cqulll pro(ec,ioo doctrine and its acceptance of some biologicaJ arguments-, 
is Vivia.t'l Berger, "'Man's Trial \XT01nan's Tribulation: R.'lpe in the Courtroom." 77 
Columbia Law Revie,o l (1977) (use of sexual conduct or repmat.ion evidence to show 

con$Cnt violates founc:cmh Amc::ndment sex equality). Supportive related argumt.'nt,; 
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include Comment, "Rape in Illinois: A Denial of Equol Protection,• 8 John Marshall 
Jcurnal of Praditt 1111d Pmcedurt 457 (1975) k"Onten<ling 1.hat dispanne evidentiary ruJes 
treating rnpc o( vagina less favorably than forced anal or or:tl sex constitutes sex di.'i• 
crim.ination agajnst women in violation of equal p ro tect.ion clause of lllinois Constitu• 
tion); Robin \Vest, '"Equality Theory, Marital Rape, and the Promise of the Foom:c-nrh 
;\mendmcnt, ~ .i2 Flon<h1 /.,au: Review 4.5 ( 1990) (theorizing exclusion of married 
women from coverage by ra1>e law as denial of equaJ protecrion). 

11 6. "Section 261.5 defines unfo.wful sexual i.ncercourse as 'an act of sexual inter• 
tf>uric actofuplisht:<l witl\ A fC1ri:ilc: not tlk wife: o f the perpdi:U6r, when the fcrt ... ilc is: 
under the :ige of 18 )'ens.' The statulc thus makes men alone criminally liable for the 
ac, or sexual intercourse." Michad A•J. v. Superior Court, 450 U.S. 464, 46-l (198 1). 
NOlc chat the statute docs not mention men. 

11 7, Mcri1or S.w, Bank v, Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986), 
l J 8. It is aJso arguable d1a1 men who are raped (usually b>• men) are raped 111 men. 

a.s we.U !IS femhli.zed in the process. 111us rape of men by 1nen, ruld ics unfavoroble 
trcaum:nt by bw. couJd also be seen as sc:x di.s<.Timin3tion. 

t 19. Barnes, .. Cos~e. 561 F.2d 983. 990 (O.C. Cir. 1977) (holding 1ha, "(b]u, for 
her womanhood" pl.ainriff would not have been sexually hara.~cd); cf. Orr v. Orr, 440 
U.S. 268,295 (1979) (Rehoquist,J .. disseming) (comending that "but for his sex" test 
should be used to deny standing to man challenging Law precluding alimony awards to 
men). 

120. Thjs argument woul<l support the results. aod likely a stronger statutory ex
clusion. in ca.scs like PC<Jple v. Blackburn. 56 Cal. App. 3d 685, 128 Cal. Rpir. 864 
(l976) (upholding constitutionality of rape: shid cJ statute: against fair•tri.a.l auack), an<l 
Pooplc v. McKcnna, 196 Colo. )67, 58' P.2d 275 (1978) (u1>holding rape shield st•tu1c 
against separation of powers and Sixth Amendment confronrntion anack). Tile 
\-Vomen's Legal Education and Accion Fund of Canada argues in Seaboyer v. ll"K" 
Queen ond Gayme v. TI,e Queen, No. 208)5 (Can. S.Ct. filed June 1. 1988. and Oc,. 
26. 1988, and c-onsoU<latcd for a.rgm)u.::ot) th.at Cai'Lada's sLatutory sc:xuaJ historyexdu♦ 

sion is supported by the: sex cqu:tlity guarantee of The: C.anadian Ch:mc.r of Rights and 

Freedom$. Such an argument would also be relevant !Q cases like People v. Lt.Jct$, 160 
Mich. Ap1>. 692, ~08 N.W.2d 431 (1987), cen. gr,m~d. 111 S.Ct. 507 (19'JO) (No. 90-
149} (ch.1llcngin.g constinnionality of Mkbigan ra1>e shield srnmtc thin permits judge 
to determine relevance of sexual history e\lldence in camera for purposes of admissi• 
bility). 

121. This argwncnt roul<l po1cntially produce 3 diffcrdll result in Florida Star v. 
B.J.F .. 109 S.C1. 2603 (1989). 

122, S« 136 C,,ng. Re<. S82(,) (daily ed. June 19, 19')()) (Violc,1cc Again" Women 
Act) (creating fcderul civil cause of mion for ,folaaon of civil rights through sexual 
assaul, or domestic baaering when bMOO on gender). Section 5 of the Fourteenth 
Ame11dmeo1 gives Congress authority 10 implemesn the 1tmendmem's guarantees 
1hrough legislation. Not entirely sc:tt.100 i.s the s<.-ope of this power as regards both 
pri\•:1tc (as op(X)!,cd to sute) action and g rounds for discrimination other than sex. 
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Such a law fits within rhe ,-ery restrictive reading of the Civil Rig.hu Cases, 109 U.S4 
3. 25 (188}) <•If the l:iws themselves make any unjust discrimination .... Coogress has 
(ull power to :afford a remedy under th::11 a.mc:ndmcnl and in ac:t..-ordanc:c wil11 it .. ). ln 

K::it:tc::nbach v. Morgan, )84 U.S. 641 ( 1966), the Court stated, "Correctly vic:wa:.I. S 5 
is a positive gra.rn of lcgislari\'c power authorizing Congress co exercise hs discretion 
in dc,crmini.ng whCThcr and what lcgisl.arion ls needed ro secure the gl1ar.10tccs of rhc 
Founcench Amendmem." Id. ot 651 . Such authority wouJd seem panirularly dear 
where. as in the Violence Against Women Act, no conflkc "~th scate law is involved. 

Most of the lidgoti6ii cxfi.fliining tlie Ml"ig:rt=Ssioi'ial autb6rily Lo n.::medy equality 
violations between pri,·atc panics has centered on interpreting congressional intent in 
situ2tions of ambiguity as to whether a state pGny was cn\lis:ioned or purely private 
conduct '-'~S also meant ,o be (or could bd reached. Sec Griffin,,. Breckenridge, 403 
U.S. 88 (1971) (holdi•l.g Cong,rcss had authoricy to rcoch private rollspi.radcs wich sec
tion 19850) under Thirteenth Amendmenc ru,d righ, LO tro,·el): Collins v. Hardyman .. 
341 U.S. 651 (19}1 ) (holding predere:sorro section 1985(3) reached conspiracies under 
color of srn.Lc law ooJy). r:urthe,-, whtt11cr priv:uc cor1spir-.1cics on b-.1.sc:s otht:r dmn race 

could constitutionally be.- rC'.tdicd under section 19850) has been left open by t1lt' 
Supreme Court. United Bhd. of C.q,cnt<rs & Joiner, v. Score, 463 U.S. 825, 83&-839 
(1983): Gri/fi,r, 403 U.S. at 102 n.9. Recent cas,s ha,•e imerpre,ed section 1985(3) to 
apply ,o sex-based conspiracies. New York Smee Nat'I Org. for Women v, Terry, 886 
F.2d 1JJ9. 1358-1359 (2d Cir. 1989): see also National Org. for Women v. Opemior., 
Rescue. 914 F.2d 582. 584- 586 (4di Cir. 1990) (ruling gender-based animus satisfies 
purposi\lc discrimination rcquircmt:nt for purpoScS of sect..ion 19850) cbim). ThtLS, tht:: 
constiunionality of new legislation expressly forbidding sex discrimination bcrn·een two 

private parties in ;an are.i iradirionally covered by .narc criminal law under the authority 
of section 5 of U\e foun:eemh Amendment would present a Oe\\', but not \\½lolly un• 
charted, issue. See, e.g .. Fitzpatrick ,,. Bi,..,,, 427 U.S. 445 (1976) (finding Congress 
h!!s authorit)' Lmder setcion 5 of Fourteentll AmendLt\ent 10 prohibit sex <lisc:riinin:uioo 
in cmploymcm, inclu<liog against stuteS). hs resolut..io11 would likdy tum oo 1..he extent 
to which the Coun was persuaded that the injuries CO\'crcd implicated Fourteenth 
Amendmen1 equality values, and on the lcgis:l:u..ivc record. '[here is no direcr precedent 
in its w.1y. 

l2}, FAcmm of the- fotcrvcnor Women's Leg.al Education and Action Fund para .. 
18, a, 10. Sullivan and Lemay v. Regina, No. 21494 (Can. Sup. Cc filed Feb. 22, 1989) 
(decision pen<li.1\g) (on tile with author) [hereinafter LEAF's Sulliua11 ond Le111tty 
F'actum]. 

124. Andrea Dworkin, Our BlnnJ 100 (1976). 

12'. In the origin;il c:asc treating a fetus as a \\'Oman's body part, Oliver Wenddl 
Holmes held in l884 that a cbjJd could not reco,.•cr for prenatal injuries because it was 
jus, a part of the mother at the time the injuries- \X1erc sus,ained. Thus was rhe unity 
between the fetus a.od the pregn.ont woman :tffinned as both of their hanus were ob
scurt:d. DicLrich v. InhabitanL~ of Nonhampton, IJS Msss. 14 (1884). 

126. Roe v. Wodc, 410 U.S. 113 (19731. 
127, Cases crcaring fct:11 rijil:.hts and anributing pcrsonhood to the fetu.s arc en-
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countered in the context of aUowing wrongful death actions on behalf o( stillborn 
fe1uses, see, e.g., Conunonwealdi v. Cass. }92 Moss. 799, 467 N.E2d 1}24 (1984) 
(holding visblt:: rcws is person for purposes of \·dticul:t.r homicide swtmc); Vaillancourt 

v. Medial Center liosp. of Vt .. 1}9 Vt. 1}8, 425 A.2d 92 0980) (findin8 statutory 
wrongful death liahilil)' exists for ncg.1igcntly caused de.1th of viable fctush of awarding 
custody of the fetus to others 1han ,he mother for pur~ of forcing surgc11·. s«. 
e.g .. Jeffe1Son v. Griffin Spalding Councy H06p. Amh., 247 Ga. 86, 274 S.E.Zd 457 
(1981) (per curiam) (awnrding temporary custody of fcrus 10 Deparcment of Human 
Rt-S6ums afld ordering w6ffi:in who 6b~etcd l6 c&i.h:-.Jfi S&:lioi\ l6 ~ubtnit t6 ~urgd)• ); 

:md of prmeruting mot.hers for neglect for supplying hannfuJ substances Lo their fc4 

ruses, see, e.g., In re Smith, 128 Misc. 2d 976, 492 N.Y .$. 2d H I (N.Y. Fam. CL 1985) 
(holding fems i.s person for purposes of New York Family Court Act and can be 
considered neglected child on basis of mother's drinking and failure co obtain prenatal 
care during pregnMcy). For a &scussion of the anempts to develop fotal legal righcs 
a.nd persoohood nod how thjs imn,des upon che rights of pregnant \\'Omen. see Jo.net 
Gallagher, .. Premu:aJ lnva.sliions and lntc:JVt:ntions: \'(fhat·s Wrong with fecal Righ1s," 

lO Harvard \\'/omen's Low Jmm,a/9 (1987): Note, ·Th~ Creal.ion of Fetal Rights: Con
f1ict.s with \'({o men's Constitutk,n;il Right$ to Liberty, Privac)', and Equal Prot«1ion,• 
95 Yak 1.4w Joumal 599 (1986), For a sex cqualicy a,gumenr in the Canadian comcxt 
opposing apprehension of a fems by government for purp,c»es of forcing a cesarean 
section, see Memorandum of Argument of the 'X1ol'l\eO 's Legal &!uoition an<l Atcion 
Fund (llltervenor). Re Baby R., [1988] 30 B.C.L.R.2d 237 (S.Ct.) (No. A872582). 

128. One intcrprrta1ion of Freud suggt:$tS: another reason: men might identify with 

the fetus :LS the: c:mbodjmcm of the: penis, m:iking abonjon a symbolic astr:1tion. Freud 
1houghr t:h.at the baby w.tS ;1 penis to the woman ;ind th,u women w·amcd rcnisa. 
Sigmund Freud. "'Some Psychical Coosequences of the Anatomical Distinction Berween 
1he Sexes,' in 19 Standard Edition of the Compl,,e Psyebo/ogical Works of Sig,,,uml 
Freud 256 (James S1r11cbey <rans., 1923-1925) ('the equation 'penis-child"). Luce !r
ig.tray summarizes this asp:tt of Freud's analysis 9S follows: "1'he Je,.ir£• 10 ob1t1in tht• 
penis from 1be father is repl.aced by 1be desire to have a child, this latter becoming, in 

:m equivalence that Freud analyzes. 1he pems subs111111e." Luce lrigaray, This Sex \Ylh,cb 
Is Not One 41 (1985) (cmph:ts.is in original), If penis CO\IY is re~.irdcd as ,1 male con
s:tmc,, anributcd 10 women and introjcc-1cd by men, the baby, and prcnamlly th-e fems. 
becomes o penis to meo. 

Rccnvisioned as an insight inlO male: psyd,ology, :1n<l given that :>. woman's pn-g• 
nancy and .subsequent child are sonletil.llt:S Sc:cJl 3S p roof of a man's potency, t..here may 
be $0mcthing to the Frcodian obsc1vation. Then again, the way the fee-us can overrnkc 
the female may be better described :as mcraphysic.11. h would not be the fi rt.1 time:: rh:it 
something less real chat incrca~ male power became invested wirh reafay while some• 
ihing fully real that docs not increase male power became deprived of it. In the end. 
us Kun Scheppele pointed out 10 me in the abortion romext. che male capacity for 
ahstrnction may be: more powerful than men's capacity for idc:mific-.1.Lion with anyone: 
who is not them. 

129. Se<:, e.g., fore A.C., ,,J A.Zd 61 I (D.C. 1,SiJ (dcn);"l' mo,;.,., ro srny trial 
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courc's order authorizing hospirol to deliver ferus b~1 C<'Sarean section from tem,in.ally 
ill woman withoul her toosern), reh'g gr11n1ed and judg.mt'nl vttCtJJed. 539 A.2d 20} 
(D.C. 1988} (vat-:iting judgment dc:n>•ing st.9.y foUowing ope-ration and de-.u..h of woman 
:md fetus). on reb'g. 573 A.2d l 2l5 (D.C. 1990) (requiring infonned consent o f woman 
or substirutcd judgmcnr 10 perform cesarean under such e:irc.i.1msunccs); .Minn, Stat. 
Ann. §626.556.1 (\X7cst 1990) (m.a.ndatOI')' reporting and involuntary civil oommiuncnr 
of women who abuse dn,gs during pregnancy). llrn cf. Re Baby R.. [l988) lO 
B.C.L.R.2d 2l7 (S.Ct.); Re A. (in utero). (1990) 75 O.R.2d 82 (holding parens patriae 
jutisc1icti6n il\:i<lt,,qu:ik to fok~ mother t6 have: h&.;pit!l) birth bc?du.-k of jmpoSsibility 
of prolecting child without forcing mo ther to undergo rcstuint and medical procedures 
against her will, pos.,;ibly leading 10 "abu.se of p rcgnan1 mothers"): Re F. (in utero), 
[1988) 2 \\7.L.R. 1288, 2 All E.R. 193 (ruling unborn child cannot be ward of cou~ 
bcausc of difficuhics enforcing order against mother), Sec also /11 re Troy D., 21.5 Cal. 
App. Jd 889. 26} Cal. Rptr. 869 (1990) (declaring child bon1 under influence o( drul)S 
due to moLher's drug use while pregnant dependent o( juvenile court, cour1 stating tha.l 
it would rcit:et depcndt:r1cc pd..ilion in ca.~ of unborn ft:tus). 

130. f'11ctum of The Women's Lq,;aJ Education :mcl Action Fw1d (LEAF) parJ. },,. 

at I , llorowski v. Artorncy General for C.,nada, [ 1989) I S.C.R. J42 (No. 204 11 ) (001 

file with author) [hercinaner LEAF's Borowski FacnunJ: Rosali11d Petchesky. "Fetal 
Images: The Power of Visual Cuhure in the PolitiC"S of Reproduction." 13 Feminist 
Studies 263 (1987). 

131. For furt.her <lis<.'ti.Ssfoo of this ilS mille. see Ma.cl{inJ1on. Tozvard a Feminist 
Theory of th, State 162-16}. 

132. From 1..hi.s perspecti\'e, killing the ferns on-screen produces fo.t:.1J snuff pornog
raphy. 

l33. Mary Ebens, Oral Argument in &rowf/d v. 111/omey General/or Can.ada be· 
fore the Supreme Coun o( Canada (Oct. 4, 1988). 

IJ4. See. e.g .. Griswold v. Connecticut. 381 U.S. 479 (I 965): Eisenstadt v. Baird, 
405 U.S. 438 (1972): Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. IB (197}). Some ctrly pnvacyc:,,sc< u1 

ton protec1ed women from intrusive outsiders. Sec, e.g., Demay v. Roberts. 46 Mich_ 
160, 9 N.W. 146 (1881) (doctor inv.tdcd wom:m's privacy by bringing young msn in10 

her home while she wa.s giving binh): sec also Md,in v. Reid, 11 2 Cal. App. 285, 297 
P. 91 (1931) (publicocion of film of fonncr pros1in11e held impcrmissibly invasi,'C), See 
genemlly Allit• Alle11. Unt,1S)• Access (1988). 

IJ5. Webster v. Reproductive Hcllth Scrvs .. 109 S.Ct. 3040 (1989); Deshilllcy v. 
Winod,ago u,unty Oep'l of Sociol Scrvs .. 489 U.S. 189 ( 1989); Harris v. Md ue, 448 
U.S. 297 0980). 

136. This is discusr.cd further in MacKinnon, Toward ll Fe111111ist Theory of 1he S101e 
184-194. See also a concurrence to the European Commission of Human Rights de
cision affinning the \Xlest German abortion decision requiring: criminal restrictions 011 

abortion U1 cenaUl circumsronces: .,We are awilre that the reality behind these tmdi
LionaJ views lof abonionJ is that tht: scope of prote<.1.ion o f private life has depended 
on the outlook which has been formal mainly by men, although it m:ty h:lvc been 
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shared by women as well." Brii8gemann and Schcmen v. Federal Republic of Germany, 
} E.H.R.R. 244. 256 (1977) (Opsahl, coocurring, widi Norgaard and Kellberg). 

IJ7. C.Jifornio Fed. Sav. & lmn Ass'n v. Gucm, 479 U.S. 272 (1987). 
138. Anne Hdton,Judith McFarlanc, EJjz~tbeth Anderson, •B:mered :.md Pregnant: 

A Prevalence Srudy," n Amer,c11n Journal o/Publtc Health 1337 (l987); Rich:ird GdlC$, 
F,11mly Vio/enc, 126--IJ4 (2d ed. 1987); Richard Gelles, Th, Vio/,nt Home 145-147 
( 1972); Elaine Hilberman, Kit Munson, "Sixty &mered Women," 2 \/ictimowg:, 460, 
◄62 (1977-1978): Johll Goyford. "\'(life Banering: A PrelimiJlary Survey of 100 Cases," 
1 Briliib Medial/ )6urnal 194 (1975). Oik ri:srul-her found 1h01. 6f the wivd ti\ his 
sample '-l•ho \\'ere :1ssaulted, 2J per-cent were !lttacked while pregnant. Other researchers 

have recQrdcd a range of 9 1xrccnt to 50 percent of battered women asS..tuhcd while 
pregnant, Lewis Okun, W'omau Ab11Je, ,i-52 (1986) (summarizing smdics). 

139, 1\ndrca Dworkin, Pomog,aphy-Men Possmmg \Vomen 218-22} (1981), 
140. lo an extreme instance of conditioning women's employment opporru.oities 

on !he poosibility of childbearing, the Johnson Controls Corporoaon's •fe,ol pro1ection 
po]jl.')'"' excluded all "fenile" women from work where their cxposurc lO le-Jd in bauery 

manufacture mig.ln affc<:t a fetus lhrough the placcnt3 in the: first wttks aftcT com:ep
rion. UAW v. Johnson Control•, 886 F.2d 871 (7rh Cir. 1989), «rt. granted, 110 S.Ct. 
1'22 0990) (No, 89- t2Ul. 

14 I. Having children has been documented as .-, le~ding ~use o( poverty among 
wome11 in Ca.iu,da. C110odian Advisory Council on the Status of \'(Tomeo. \Vomen and 
Lalxmr Mark£/ Pover/y 7-}5 (1990). 

142. Compan: llut.k v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200 0927) (allowing mentally incompetent 
woman w be sterilized) with Skinner ,,. O klahoma, J 16 U.S. 535 ( 1942) (djs:tllowing 

sterilization of male prisoner). 
14}, See Thon,burgb v. American College of Obsietricions & Gynecologis,s, 476 

U.S. 747 (l 986) {Sfriking down provisions requiring doctors to repon bas.is for non
viability roodusion us ineru1..,; of assuring aoy p0tentially vfa.ble fetus be born alive and 
1'ilandallng -sero11d tk)(tor's prtSe:nce at :any abortion \\1\e~ fetus tnight be born alivt:); 
Webster v. Reproductive Health Scr\'s., 109 S. Ct. 3040, 3061 (O'Connor, J., concur

ring}, 3076 (Blackmun, J., concurring in pan :1.nd dis.sentinEI in p:1.rt) (1989); Colautti 
v. Franklin, 4J9 U.S. 379 (1979) (invalidating st-anm: criminalizing dO('(ors for ncglcC"T 
of ,iabiJicy, or possible viability, of ferns as void for vagueness). 

144. See LEAF'sSullivan and Lemay Factum, paras. 19-24. at 11- 14. 
145. A case Uke UAW v. Johnson Controls, 886 F2d 871 (7ih Cir. 1989), m-1. 

gro.111ed, t 10 S.Ct. l522 ( l 990) (No. 89-12 15), collapsd this distinction. See above note 
1-10 . F()f' an incisive analysis of the :sex equality issue:$ involved in '"fetal vulnerability'" 

policiei-. sec Becker, " From Muller \I. Orc-gon.'" 
146, See above note LZ7, 
147. This is the insigh1 of Judith Jal'\is Thom1,son's celebrated hypothetical. 

Thompson. "A Defense of Abortion." I Phiwrophy and Public A/fain 47 ( 1971); s,e 
al,;o Donald Regan. ""Rewriting R,,e v. \'(lade,'" 77 Michigan Law Review 1569 (1979). 

148. f\fory £hens created this characterization. 
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149. J. Katz. "Maternal-Fetal Confliccs,' 4}-18 (Apr. 2', 1990) (unpublished man• 
uscripr oo file with author). 

150. On thi-. issue, <.."Onsickra1ion of sex inequality would add a dimension lo tht: 
perceptive anaJysis of compar:1tivc abortion laws provided by Mary Ann Clc:udc,n in 
hc-r Ahor1io11 and Di,,-orct> in \\7rstem Laui (1987). 

1, I, Adrienne Rich, 0/ Wom1Jn Born 64 09i6) ( .. The child lhat 1 carry for nine 
months can be defined neilber as me nor as not-me") (emphasis in original). Lynn 
Smith susgesced stAting Rich's definition in che affumative. 

152. TIie allolysis 6f Sylvia Law gd! 56 further tfiiil tlil, in ii! <i>il~clcniliM of 
gender in the abortion CQntcxt, although it doe$ consfrlc:r the social consequences forr 

women of being depri\'cd of the abortion right in the con1cxt of a legal sex discrimi
nation argument, Syl\11a Law. '"Rethinking. Sex and the Constinnion," 132 U11iwrsity 
of PennS)•lv,miP Lato Review 9}}. 1016-1028 (1984). 

153. This is empharica.Jly 1101 ro pennit individual detenni.nadoos of the balance of 
power in particular refotionships as a predkate to g.raotlng a right to abot't. Tbe analysis 
he.re is of a political rc:iJjty-,1xuncn's subordjnatc status in socicly-Ll1.!!t pt:m1c:atcs., 

conditions, :and tr.tn.sc:c-.nds individuals and rd.:nionships. Laun:nce T ribe: corn::ctly 
point$ out t:h..-n preclicating the abortion right on individual determin:uions \\lt:,u ld be 
an inviUion of 1>rivacy under existing law. Laurence T ribc. Aborlion: The Clash of 
Absolutes 92-99 (1990); sec also Massachusens v. Secrcmyof Hcaltb & Human Scn-s., 
899 F.2d 53 (1st Cir. 1990) (st1ne hos no compelling iJuerest in intruding ioto ronsul
rotion between womo..n and her physician). 

154. 'lbc const:qucnc."t.$ of this argument for abortion for sex k lc:ction purpost$ arc 
not cntirdy dear to me but suggC$t that such practices shouJcl not be permiucd. Se
lective :abortion of fcm:1lc fetuses b)• sratc policy or cncoura.get.1 o r pressured by pri\'ate 
entities wouJd surel)' constirute sex discrimination- both against the woman's choice 
to bear• female child and. dirough her. against the gendered ferns. If fetal gender cao 
be Ju\own for purposes of elitnination. it should be :able 10 be reoognfaed for purposes 

of preServ:ltion. Most selec:tivdy aborted focuses arc fe:l'nalc:, in societies that <lenigr..ue 
and devalue women, sec, e.g., '"India Makes Sure of B:1by Boys," New Saenlist, 8 (Dec_ 
25, l98'rJan. 1, t987), and may also practice female infanticide and dowry murder, 
for example, The question is, should ,his recognition cxre:nd to officfal blocking of 
decisions by women to abort female fcruscs? One state in India has restricted ,he 
practice o( abonions for sex selection by Law. Lakshmi Ungam, "'N~• Reproducti\ie 
T cehnologies in India: A Print Media Anillysis," J lfu,es 111 Reproductive and Genetic 
Enginttring 13, 18--19 (1990) (citing position ukcn by Jnd.i:an forwn Against Sex De
termination and Sex Prc•Sdcction, a nationwide umbrdla organization in lndia)~ 

Wei:sm.in, .. No More G uarantees of a Son's Binh/ ' New York Times, A I (July 20. 
1988). In addfrion co ocher rosls, aborting fernale fcruses may funher erode women's 
power as \\•omen make up less and less of the 1>0pu.Lnion. On the one hand, it is dif6cult 
to say why d\e reuson for the abortion decision should 01:iner until chose who prescribe 
wh~u matters Hvc with the consequences the w:1y lhc: mother dOcS, or until women cao 
make such decisions in :t comext of cqu:tlily. At the same time, in a comc:xt of m3ss 
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a.bo1'cfo1~ of female fetuses. the pressures on \\'Omen co destroy poce:nriaJ female off
spring a.re tremendous an<l oppressi\·e unless restrkcions exist. While UJ\der conditions 
o( sex incqu:ality monito ring women's re-JSOns for ckciding to abort is worrying, the 

decision is not a free ont, c,•en ab.scm go,•ernmcntal intervention, where a male life is 
v.11ucd and a female life is not. 

' '-'· Andrea O,.,;•orkin made this observation in a conV<:rs.1tion wirh me. 
156. S« NCADVs Webster Brie(, a1 2. The some realiry was hi8J,liglned by LEAF 

in Memorandum of Facrs ond Law Submined by the Intervenor, The \'7omen"s Legal 
E<lu,\itim, liil<l Adioo Fund p>nl. 58. at 16, Tremblay, .. IY.tlj!I<. [19891 2 S.C.R. 530 
(No. 2 155J), in which it was nQted that M.s. Daigle stated Mr. Trcmblay's violence 

against her contributed to her decision to abort. 
157. Rebecca Dobash, Russell Dohash, V10/e,1ce Agmmt \Vive, 14-20 (1979); Le

nore \\7alkcr, Th, 0.//ered Woman 19-20 ( 1979); Evan Srnrk, Anne F1i1craf1, William 
Frazier, "Medidoe and Pa.triarcho.l Violence: The Social Construction of a Pri\'Me 
Even1. • 9 /,,ternation•I Joumal of Hrulth Services 461-49} ( 1979). See genenilly Bureau 
o ( JusLicc Statistic:s. U.S. Oep 'l of Jusiice, Intimate Victimt: A Study of Viole11t:e AmQng 
Frie11Js aJJd Rela1ives (1980). 

1,s. Carol Gilligan's discussion of women's abortion decisions, which include ex
amples of such pressures, concludes chat women l'C$OO morally in a way that is "djf. 
forent"' from men. The discussion here suggcsu tha, sex inequality forces women 10 

re:lSOo more rclo.cion.ally (imer :1lio:) than tneJ\ 11re required to do: spedficall)•, women 
are forced to take inen·s views into accou1n in a \\ray th.o.t reflecrs the fact chat men 
ha,•c sotial power that womc:n do noL have. Gilligan, 1n a Different Voice l06-127. For 

an C'YO(.~tivr disctLSsion of foctors inYOlvcd for women who confront :1bonions, sec 

Magda Denes, In N,ms,ty .,,J Sorrow 91-127 (1976). 
159. TMs argumenc is made under the sex equaliry provision of the Unadian 

Chaner or Ris],is and Freedoms in LEAF's Sullivan and le1114y Fac1um. paras. 11- 27, 

:t[ 8-15 . 

J 60. This is not to say that Roe shoukl n~tssariJy have been argued oo St.c.x equality 
g rounds. Sex equality l:1w was in its infancy at the time. But d1en p ri\·acy law hardy 

existed either. It is to say th.at the real CQnstitmion:11 issue raised by criminal abortion 
srnnucs like that in Roe is sex equality and thar it shoold be rerogni1.cd as such. Guido 
Calabrcsi, /Jeal~ Beliefs, A11i1udes, and th, IAw 87-114 (1985); Tribe, Abortio" 105; 
Ruth Ba.der Ginsburg, "'Some Thoughts 0 1\ Autonomy a.nd Equality in Relation to R0t> 
v. Wad£': 63 North Carolina Lou, Revitw 375 (1985); Frederick Sth~ucr, ·Easy Cases," 

58 So111hem California Low Review 399, 43 l n .83 ( 1985): O,.avid Stl".tuSS, " IJiscrimi• 
natory Imem and the Taming of Brown," 56 U111w-r$tlJ of Cbuogo Low Review 9J,, 

990-9% (1989): Franc:cs Olsen, .. The Supreme Co\lrt, 1988 Tcnn- FotCWQrd.: Unr:n i. 
cling Compromise." IOl Hatvord IAw R,i,kw 105 (1989); Cass Su1,s1cin, "Why die 
Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine ls an 1\nachro1lism (\'7ith Particular Reference 
10 Religion, Speech. ruid Abortion)," 70 Boston UniwnitJ Law Reui<w 59l. 616--020 
( 1990). The preamble to lhc E:tSt German L:1w on the Jnterruplion of Pregn:mcy st.ates 

that .. (c.-Jqual rights [Gleichberech1ig1111gJ of 1..hc woman in education and 1..hc proCcs-
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sions► marriage. ruld the fa.mil)• requittS that the woman herself can decide about pre.g• 
nancy and whether co <:arry it to lerm." G,,rerz. iibi!r dit! Un1erhrechun1, der Sebwangt.,._ 
scha/t, G BU <lc:r DOR 89 0972) (translated by author with SllSannc: Baer). 

161. lf ways are foun<l for men to gestate: fetustli, this would chan~e. Extra.uterine 
gestarion would riisc additional issues. 

162, Mcdic.-iid fundin.g for abonioo has been uphdd under a sex equality rubric 
in Doe v. Maher. 40 Conn. Supp. 394, 515 A.2d I J4 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1986) (holding 
restricrion of abortion funding to life~thrcatenfog siruations violates, imer aJia. s11ne 
equal tight; :u1i.n<ln1<11t). But cf. Fis<ficr v. 0.,parlllki\t of Pub. Wdfore, 8.5 P•
Commw. 2 15, 482 A.2d JlJ7 (J984) (holding rcslriction of abortion funding to life-
threatening situations does n()( viol.ate state equal right$ amendment). The more usual 
theory is not sex equality, bm equal prOfcction for indi,gcm women, sec, e.g.., Committee 
to Defend Reproductive Rights v. M>•crs, 29 Cal. )d 2,2. 62, P.2d 779 (1981). or 
pl'ivacy. 

163. See Harris v. Mclue. 448 U.S. 297 (1980) (upholding Hyde Amendmem re
strict.ions on gm-cmmem funding of /1.,lctl.ic:Ud ®Ortions). 

164. Guam recently paSSc<l an init.ialivt LO rc:criminalizt: all abortion "aftcrimplan
t.atfon of a fel'tili1.ed ovum" unless tWQ doctor$ declare the mother's life or health to 
be at risk should she continue chc pregnancy. The law criminali7..es 5"1iciting aborriolls, 
hoving them, and pcrfom1ing them, See Guam Soc'>• of ObstcuicfaL\S & Gynecologists 
"· Ada.No. 90-00013, 1990 LEXIS 11910, 01 3-4 <D. Gwun, Aug. 23, 1990) Cquoring 
statute). 

165. Mississippi Univ. for Womc::n v. Ho11,an, 458 U.S. 718, 724 n.9 0982); Pcr
sonnd Adm'r of Mass. v. F«ney, 442 U.S. 256,273 (1979); Craig v. Jlorc,n, 429 U.S. 
190, 197 ( 1976). The rcl:ucd argument coold also be nude ,hat s,1ch smnnc:s do nc,.1 
batr a rational refocion ,o a valid sune purpose under Reed v. Reed. ◄04 U.S. 71, 76 
(197 I). 

166. Di:spar:ue treatment cases under Tide Vll and disparate impatt cases unde~ 
die Equ::J Protection Cku.1~ require a showing of iillem or purpose LO discriminate 
before the behavior will be regarded as discriminatory. Facial cases under the Equal 
Protection C l::tusc do noL Sexual har:issmcm is rre-.tted as if facial in the sense that no 
showing of 1>urposc or imem to discriminate has been generally required C\'cn lhough 
the cases arc not Mgued as Title VTI dispa.rate impact cases and otheNrisc bcncr fi, 
the differential uearmem model. See, e.g .. Ka12 v. Dole. 709 1'2d 25 1. 256 (4th Cir. 
198J) (holding intent not specifi<::llly r~uire<l as d emcnt of T i.tic: VU Sexual harassment 
caSc). Bui Sec Huebsch.a v. Dq,ann1en1 of Hctlil, an<l Soda! Servs., 716 F.2d 1167, 
1171 (7th Cir. 198.)) (holding intent required in equal prcnecc-ion sexual h:ira5,Sment 
t •S<:l; Bohc:n v. City of E. Chic,go, 799 F.2d 1180 (7th Cir. 1986) (same). 

167. Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229. 242 (I 976). I oppose die intent require
mem. as Lt focuses on mental state not consequences, on perpemnors not \rictims, and 
on individuals not members of groups. le requires perpeLr1uors to know what tl\e>• ttre 
doing ancl why. \'({hilt som~ <liscrimin~tion happens intentionally in this Sense, most of 
ic docs nol. 
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168. Feeney'. 442 U.S. at 274- 275; sec also New Yori< Sme Nac'I Org. for Women 
v. Teny, 886 F 2d 1339, B59 (2d Cir. 1989) ("[B]eeause defe,idanr.,' conspiracy [under 
section 19850)] i,; focused cntirdy on womt:n $Ccking abortions, Lhc:ir a<.1.ivities rt:\~:tl 

an attitude or animus b!lSt:<l o n gender"). 

169. Ceduldig v. Aiello, ~17 U.S. 484, 4% n.20 ( 1974). 
170. General El«. Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 12} (1976). 
171. Pregnancy Discruninotion Acr of 1978. 42 U.S.C. S2000e(k). 
172. The Pregnancy Discrimination Act provides an express exception for abortion: 

:i.This sul>lkdfoi\ shill uOl kqui.rt aft cffiploycr t6 pay fot h.d.h.h uiSuf-j_OQ?: baiclits for 
aborli<>n. exccp1 where 1hc liJe o( t.h c mother would be endangered if 1J1e fetus we.re 

carried to 1cnn, or except where medical complicu.ions have arisen from abortion . . . 
ld, 

173, Sec abc,,.•c notes 68-77 and acromp;rnying text, 

174. Newport N""~ Shipb,ulding & Drydock Co. v. EEOC. 462 U.S. 669 ( 198l). 

Justice Rehnquist. auchor of Gilbert for the Coun.. dtSsemed in NewpvrJ New1. arguing 
LhaL the: majority had thtrc.- in dTc.-ct ovc.-rrul~ Gilbert. l<l. at 686 (Rdmquisl, J., di..'i• 
soming); Stt also Na.slwille Ga, Co. v. Sauy, 4)4 U.S. 1)6. 141-142 (19n) (diSlin• 

gui$hing GJhert; policy of denying 11ccumulared S<niority ro pregnant women violate$ 
Titlc VIl. imposing on \\'Omen II burden men do "°' suffer). 

175, California Fed, Sav. & Loan Assn v. Guerra. 479 U.S. 272 (1987), 
176. Id. a, 289. 

177. Harris v. McR:le, 448 U.S. 297 (1980). could have provided !his oocosion. bu, 
the.- sex equa)jl)' argument was not made. 

178. Cales and Rochat estimate thsL the dc:o-ulHo•casc rate for illegal abortions is 
approximately eight times greater 1han for lc:g:il ~bortions. \'(fillard Cares. Roger Roe.hat. 
'Illegal Abonions in che United Sroces: 1972- 1974." 8 Family Plam1i11g Pmpeaive, S6, 
92 (1976), see also Nancy Binkin, Julian Cold, Willard Caces, "Illegal Abortion Deorns 
in the United States: Why Are 111ey Still Occurringt"' 1-1 Family Planning Penpmives 
16.l. 165-166 (1982) (pointing to lack of funding, lack of pro,·iders or att<:Ss 10 ~,em, 
desire for privacy, fear, and ignor.ince as faaors in aleg.tl abortion deuhs s:ince 1974). 

The death rate from illegal :tbortions fo r women of rolor in Ne\J.• York C ity prior tQ 

,he lcgali?..ation of abortion wias found '° be solmamially higher chan thar for white 
women. Julian Gold, Erhard1,Jacobzincr aDd Nelson. '"Therapeutic Abortions in New 
York Cicy: A 20, Yeor Review," 55 Americ," fourm1I of Public Health 964, %5 (1%5). 

179. L£A.f's &>rtnvski factum, par-l.. 54, at 17. 

180. Useful Le.xt.s urging an approach conslstc.-nl with Lhe one advanced hc:-re a.re 
Owen Fi$S, •Groups and the Equal Protection O.:tusc," ~ Ph,losopby and P11hlic Al/am 
107 (1976), and David Sun,~s. "The: Myth of 0:>lorblindn,c:sst 1986 S11pre-111e Courl 
Revinv 99 (19$6), 

181. For an illustration of thjs last category of gmdcred law, sec American Book· 
sellers Ass'n v. Hudnut. 771 F.Zd 323 17th Cir. 1985), swnm>rily •flirtned. 475 U.S. 
1001 ( 19$6). 

182. For an ex3mple in the racial comext, consiclc:r the reccm c-.1se uphol<lin.g cm• 
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ploymem practices that one dissenting Justice -apdy described as °'bea.r[ing) an unset• 
cling reseinbfo.1lce to aspects of a plan union economy."' \'(lards Cove Pack.ifi.g Co. v. 
Awnio, 490 U.S. 642, 664 n.4 (1989) (Stevens, J., dissentin.g). Justice Stevens and tht: 
three jLL'iticc:s who joined him in his dissent indiC"'.t.ted that the facts did not ex:ici..ly 61 
either Title Vn's "di.s~r.m: rrearm,cm" or its .. dispar11tcimpa<1" model. Sec id. a, 67J-
678 (citing lntcmarion.-il Bhd. of Tca.m.sccrs v. Unircd Srntcs, 43 I U.S. }24, 339-340 
n20 (L9n)). These ruro theories of discrimination find rough consrirmiona.l parallels 
in equal protection's distinction between facial classifications and faciaJJy neucraJ clas• 
silleutions i.nvkliously applied. ll a Sc~rcg:Ucd workpLtet: <lot:s fie)( fit cillitr 6( U'k tM) 

le-.1ding legal models for discrimination, perhaps a more responsive model should be 
Crt":ttcd. The Court, in creating the models in Tt!am.slers o riginally, 51a 1:ed they were n()t 

mmualJy exclusive and did ,,o, say rhcy \Vere cxh,ms[ivc, Tc-.1mstcrs, 431 U.S. in 335-
3.36 n.1,; se<:: also \Xl.1rds Cove. 490 U.S. a, 668 n.13. For an iUumioacing discussio11 
of the more realtStic Canadian concept of syscemic djscrimio:uion. see Action Travail 
des Femmes v. C.N.R., (1987) I S.C.R. 114 (Dickson. C.j.). 

18J. This i.,; p roperly rejected under current Jaw an<l social t-on<liLions. Sec. t .g.~ 
Planned P"1'cn~>ood ,,. Oanfonh, 428 U.S. 52. 69-71 (1976) (Slates c-.mno> constitu
tionally give spQ1,1.$e \tcto power over uioman's firs t-trimester 11honion decision): Wolfe 
"· Schroc.ring, 541 F.2d 523, 525-526 (61h Or. 1976) (expanding Danforth 10 second 
trimester); Poe v, Gerstein, 517 F.2d 787, 794- 7% 151h Cir. 1975) (man's right om
weighed). a/finned, Gers1ein v. Coe. 428 U.S. 901 (1976); Doe v. Rampton, 361, 
F.Supp. 18'>. 193 (C.D. Utah 1973) (individual right of wom,u> cannot be burdened by 
\'eto); Conn v. Conn. 526 N.E.2d 958 (Ind.) (refusal to reconsjdcr Danfemh's ruJjn~ 
tll'.tt putative fo.thct'$ may nOl interfere with women's abortion decisions), cc:rr. denied~ 
488 U.S. 951 (1988); Tremblay, .. o,;gJc, (198'>) 2 S.C.R. 130 (no legal bosl< for pu
tative father blocking abonion); Paion v. Uni1ed Kingdom, l E.H.R.R. 408 (1980) (r;gh, 
co respect for family life does not give putative father right to be consulced on, or to 
make applications about. wife's intended abortioJ\}. 

184. Morgenthaler "· 11>• Queen, (1988) I S.C.R. JO. I 72 (Wilson. J .. concurring) .. 
185. Webster v. Reproductive Health Scrvs., 109 $.CL JOO), 3058-3064 (1989) 

(O'Connor, J ., concurring in p:m and concurring in judgment). 
186, Td. Sc<:: also Justice O'Connor's decision in Hodgson v. Minncsorn, 11 0 S.U: .. 

2926, 2950 ( 1990), suc.,s;ng the dBemma of the ncglceted or abused g;rl seeking an 
aborcion and the inadequacy or the state's procedures for addressing her need noL to 
be required to notify her parents. 

13. Prosliwtion und Civil Rights 
Tl1is address was gi1ten to che Michigan Journal of Gender & L4w Symposium, • Pros• 
rinnion: From Academia co Activism."' October 31, 1992. University of Michigan Law 
School. Ann Arbor, Mid>ig:>n. l> w:is firsi published in I Michigan Juumol of Gend,·r 
and Law I} 0993). Comments by Dorchen Leidhold1 an<l Margaret Baldwin ~•ere 
cs~cially helpful '111c a.,;$istancc: of the c\'er resourceful Unfrcrsity of Michigan Law 
Libr.uy and Rita Rd1dc:U arc gratefully acknowlcdgc:d. ·tbjs article: is fo,- E\'e.Hna. 
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l. This discussion focuses on proscinned women and girls as che paradigm. while 
remernbering that there is also a substruuio.l sex l!:tde in boys. transse,cuals. ru1.d men. 

2. Set: generally Symposium Issue, 1 Mi,·higan Journal of Gender and I..JJw (1993)~ 

Evelina Gioblx:, "'Juvenile Prostitution: Profile of Recruitment," in Chi/J Trauma I. 
ls-111cs And Reuard, l 17 (Ann W. Burg<:$5 ed. , 1992); E\,dina Giobbc, •Prostitution: 

Buying 1he rughr 10 Rape," Rape- and Sexual Assault III: A Research Haudbook 143 
(Ann \VJ. Burgess ed., 1991); and citations throughout ibis article. 

}. See Andrea Dworkin, I.mm from a War Zone: Writing, 1976-1989 229 (1989). 
4. See gdkr..tly K,thl<eil 8:irry. Fmt4I, Sm,41 Sldvery (1979). 
5. Eli22bc-th Fry Society of Toronto, St reel work 0111reach with Adult Female Street 

Prostitutes l} (M.ay 1987) (M Approximately 90 percent of 1hc \\'omen contacted indi
cated thC)' wished ro SfOP working on rhc streets a, some J>oinr, but fel t un:able or 
undcar abom how 10 even begin rhis process."). 

6. Some lhink there is a s,,pMlte civil right to family. \Y/omen face losing their 
children tf ic is found they iU'e prostirmes. ( ha\'e never heard of a man losing: his 
chiJdn:n bc:cau.se he W'.L'> found to be a Lrick or :1 pimp. 

7. ln Lbc: s1and:1rd pos1uring of 1hc :1dvoc.1H:s o( dc:crimin!t.lization, harm is n.-cog♦ 

nizcd ro result only from criminal la\\'$ against prQSrltution, scldc;,m from prostitution 
itself. 

8. Sec generally People v. Superior Court of Alam,-da County. 56Z P.2d I} I 5 (Cal. 
1977). 

9. See generolly American Booksdlen Ass'n v. Hudnut. 771 F.2d 323 (7th Cir. 
1985). a//'d. 475 U.S. 1001 11986). 

10. WilJirun Blackstone. l Co1mnentarie~· *442. 
I I. Sec ~c,,erally John Stoltenberg, "Male ScxuaHty: Why Ownership ls Sexy." I 

Michigan Joumal of Gendcr and Law 59 (199l). 
12. State,,. DeVall. l02 So. 2d 909, 910 (La. 1974) (quoting La. Rev. Stat. AM. 

S 14:82 (\Y/es, 1986)). 
D . DeVoll. )02 So. 2d al 91) . See also Ci1y of Minneapolis v. Bu,dielle. 240 

N.W.2d 500,505 (Minn. 1976) (holding that arresting chidly female violators of pros· 
titution law is a nuional way to meet the objective o( comrolling prostitution). This 
position has noc changed signific~1ndy wh-h elevated scnuiny. Sec, e.g .. S1:ue v. Sa.ndoval. 
649 P.2d 485, 487 (N.M. Ct. App. 1982) (ruling that there is no arbitrary enforcemem 
o( prostirution s-t:trute under state equal rights omendmen.t); Bolser v. \'(Tashing1on Stille 
Liquor Control Bd., 580 P.2J 629. 63} (\Vash. 1978) (holdin~ ~l!ll male :ind fe,ruJe 
dancers arc: equally con:rcd by restrictions on lOplc~ dancing. rc:suhing in no violation 
of state equal right.ii amc:ndm~r). 

14. But cf. Fluker v. State, 282 S.E.2d 11 2, 11) (Ga. 1981) (appl)fog Michael M. 
v. Superior Court of Sonoma County, 450 U.S. 464 (1981)) (upholding a scx·speciJie 
pandcrin_g stotutc based on U.S. Supreme Coun recognition of biologicaJ differences 
between the sex€:$ when upholding a statutory rope law). Anod1er straLegy for pre
Serving scx♦spc:cific prosLitution srnwtes, a l\\'O♦wrongs♦m.akc:♦a♦rig.lu r:u..ionaJc:, w:1s ex♦ 

hibit«I in Morg,n v. City of Detroit, )89 F.2d 922, 928 (E.D. Mich. 1975) (3 pro,;ti• 
nnion statute allcg,cdly sclccti\'Cly enforced :against ,vomen was found not to ground an 
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equal protection claim because the second secrion or the challenged ordinance againsc 
pimping applied only to mruesl. Compare Plas v. State, 598 P 2d 966, 968 (Alasko 
1979) (s1riking a sex-specific prohibition but finding it st:Verablc}. 

15. I am u,ld by women police officers tha1 they loathe being deco►'S. although 
some of their \"\'Ork has rcsulrcd in SIX"ctacul.ar arrests of 1,illars of the community. No 
wom.1n should be forced to present hcrsdi as available for scxu.11 use. whether as a 
prostitute or as II police officer ordered to pose as a prostiruce as pan of her empJoy
meoL 

16. United Stidd v. M6<tt. H9 A2J ~6. 55 (D.C. 1975). Al16d1er reo!ofi offt:td 
for not using_ women police decoys is th.at, due to pa,;t sex discrimination, there are 

few or nQ WQmen to use. See People v. Burton, 4,32 N.Y.S.2d 312,315 (City Cc. of 
Buffalo 1980), 

17. People v. Superior Coun of 1\ lamcda Councy, 562 P.2d 1315, 132 1 (Cal. 1977). 
18. People,,. Nelson. 427 N.Y.S.2d 194, 195 (Cicy Ct. of Syr•cuse 1980). 
l9. Jan.ire Toner, a former prostitute. nrgued that the mon,ey she made a.s :t pros• 

tilutc "'~ not income to her because she was mcrdy a conduit to her husband/pimp~ 
who beat and threatened to kjlJ her and chcir children. Thc tax <.-ourt rejected the 
argomenr, althoogh her husband was convicted of a!i,Sauh in a separate c:asc. Tonc:r v. 
Commissioner, 60 T,C.M, (CCH) 1016, 1019 (1990). The ooun found that To11<:r did 
not shO\i' d\llt her husband's abuse was causally connected 10 her earning of an inrome 
from prostitutfon :1nd cha.racteriied her ffS rul active. voluJua.ry participant in some 
BSpeCIS of tl1e prostitution busioess. Id. at 1021 . 

20. Smc v. Tookes. 699 P.2d 98). 984 (H•w. 1985) (fin<ling no denial of due 
process when civili:m police agent had sex with woman for money before arresting hca 
for prostirurion). 

21. Sec Surm-k>r Court of Alem"'4 Cc1111ty. 562 P2d at 1320-1323. When both 
prostitute and customer are male. anecdorol evidence suggests that it is more typical to 
arrest both. Some cases alleging se.x-JifferentiaJ erUorcement fail for lack of showing of 
discrin,inatol)' iutent. Se,;. e.g .. Ptople v. Adam,, 597 N.E.2d 574. 585 (Ill. 1992); 
United $totes v. Wil,on, )42 A.2d 27, J I (D.C. C,. App. 1975). Others fail for lack of 
proof tha1 men in CQmparablc circumstances :trc t..re:ncd differently. Sec, e.g., United 
Smtc. v. Cozart, 321 A.2d 342, H4 {D,C. Ct. App. 1974) (finding rhai male homosexual 
prosecuted for solici11uion to sodomy failed to prove equal proceccion \iolnrion based 
on unequal enforcesnem because "[t]here is no indication in the record .. . as to 
wbelhcr lt:Sbbn solicil!ltion was known to the p<,li<.-e'"); Stale v. Gaither, 224 S.£.2J 
J78, }80 (G:1. 1976) (finding no c\ri<lencc that nalc: prostitutes- exist in dctc:ct.ablc num

bers); Young, .. State, 446 N.E.2d 624, 626 n.4 (Ind. Ct. App. 1983); Commonwc-•lth 

v. King. 372 N.E.2d 196, 20, (Sup. Jud. C t. 1\lass. 19n) (finding no c,•idcncc ch~t 
male prostitutes are not prosecuted); Cicy of Minn-eapotis v. Buschcttc, 2-10 N.\1<7.2d 
500, 504 CMinn. 1976), 

22. See S11p,-rio, Ccur1 of Alamt'd4 County. 562 P.2d :u I J2J. See also Morgan v. 
City of Detroit, J89 F. Supp. 922, 928 (E.D. Mich. 1975/. 

2.). One cQurt rc:jt:cted this dcci$.ively in the: 1920s: ~ Men caugh1 with womc:n in 
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an act of prosrirution arc equally guihy. and should he arrested and held for ,rial with 
the woll\en. The law is clear. and the duty or the police is co act in pursu:ulce of d1e 
h w. 1hc practical application of the law as ht:rc:toforc: enforced is an unjust discrimi
nation again.st women in the m:mcr of an offense which, in its very nature, if completed. 
rc:q-uircs rhc 1>:articip:uion of men .•.. As long as rhc law is upon rhc statute books, it 
muse be impartially c1dmmisccrcd ,irithom sex diS<"riminac-ion ... People v. Edwards. 180 
N.Y.S. 631 , 6l5 (Cc Gen. Sess. 1920). In 1980, ,he Ciry Court of Syracuse. endorsing 
this reasoning, funhcr rejected the dodge arguing that prostitute and patron are "'not 
siMiJari), situdte<l" for equal pf6ttd..i6n pu~s bctaus.t: Lhcy Vi6l:itc stcPilftik ~ lion! 

of the penal code. Th:u court found that "the only signi6c:mt difference in t.hc pn,
scrihed beh:tvior is that the prostitute $Cll5 sex and the patron buys it. Neither gender 
nor solic:irnrio.n is .i differcmiaring factor," People v, Nelson, 427 N.Y.S,2d 194, 197 
(City Coun of Syracuse 1980) (finding 1l0 evidence of intent to djscrimin.-nc. rhcrcforc 
no Wscrimin1uion shown), One ooun upheld a g:ender,neutrol prost.irutioo law from 
equal protection a.nack by pointing out chat "'[w]hat would be pros.citution fora female 
would be equally prohibited an<l punished :as lewdness for a male." State v. Price, 2.37 
N.W.2d 81}, 815 {low, 1976). appeal dismis,cd, 426 U.S. 916 (1976). h """ app,ucntly 
inconcciv:1bk th:at a male: could be a pros:tit\11c. Most couns that have com;idercd sex• 
differential cnforceme.m challengt>S on equal protection grounds have relied, for re-
jecting chem. oo the distinction in S[arutcs under which prosdrutes and patrons fall. 
See. e.g., Mone, of Doro P .. 418 N.Y.S.Zd 597.604 (N.Y. App. Div. 1979) (prostirution 
ao<l pat..roni2ing a prostitute are discrete crin:ies ma.king different..i.a.l 1reocmc.1.n of women 
and men under them nQI discriminatory}~ Commonwealth v. King, }72 N.E2d 196 

(Sup. Jud. Ct. Mass. 1977) (finding Lhat the lack of a statute: against patronage does 
oot viol.afc cqu.-tl protection rights of pros.titutcs). S« also Garren v. United States, 339 
A.Zd l7Z (D.C. Cc. App. 1975) (holding dm o stare's failure ,o require corrobonuion 
in prostitution coses, although requiring it in homosexualicy cases, is not uncooscitu-
tional sex <li...11critnination because it is not base<l on geJ\der). A ruy of reality is provided 
by one rcee.nt ruling holding tbat wonu:n's equ:.llity right$ wen: violated wben female 
performers, and 1tQC male patrons, were sclcctivd)• prosecuted for sexual acti\'ity at a 
private dub. 1 lowcver, it u•as imponani to 1.he ndi.na 1h:a1 the sexes were •simiJarly 
siruatcd" because the women and rhc men could have bccfl charged under the same 
srarurory provision. See generally Srntc <. McCollum, 464 N.W.2d 44 (Wis. C1. App. 
1990). 

24. Sec Superior U>urJ of Alameda Cmmly, 562 P.2d :.11 1.32}. 
25. Sec Rqoolds v. McNichols, 488 F.2d 1}78, 1}8) (IOtl, Cir. 197}) (fimliog no 

equal protection viol:ation in :arresting only the prostirutc when she is rcg11rdcd as •the 
potenti:al source" Q( vcncrc:il disease:: and 1.hc customer is not). 

26. One significam dcpanure from this line of C'ilSCS, from the standpoim of equality 
analysis. is represented by the Seventh Circuit's invalidation of a strip·scarch policy for 
prostiruted women only, whjch ignored "similarly situated mill.es ... This policy \\1as 

found not to be val.idly b3Sed on gender and t.l1creforc in viol:ujon of 1.hc equal pro• 

Leet.ion guarJJ1tec w1der c:urrcnl st:mda.rds of scrutiny. Mary Be1.h G. ,,. Oty of Chicago, 
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723 F.2d 1263, 1273- 1274 (7th Cir. 1983). See also White v. Acming. 522 F.2d 730 
(7th Cir. 1975) (6nding di,u a smute prohibiting female. bu, not male. bar employ.es 
from s.itting or standing at or behind the b:1r viohu~ equal protection). 

27. As Margan=t Baldwin has stressed, part of the e<>mplexity of thi.s situation is 
that jail sometimes provides compar.uivc s.1.fcty for the women. and rhc criminal starus 
of prosritution provides so1nc barrier to rccn1irmcnt and validation for the u.·omcn's 
sense of viofo.cion. These concerns might be met without making women criminals. 

28. For a vivid description of cJ1e inequality between pimp and J)rostirute. see 
Oofchci\ Ld<llloldt. ' PrnnihlliM: A Viol&~on of Womci\'s Hum,m Rights,' 1 G,,Jo,a 
\Vomen's LJ. I>} (199J). 

29. U.S. Const. amend. XJ II. S l ("Ncithers.la\•ery norinvoluntaryscrvitude,cxccpt 
as a puni.shmcm for crime whereof chc p,my shall h<lVC been duly convicted, shall cxisr 
wilhin the United States, or any place subject to lhc.ir jurisdiction."). See also Robcroo11 
"· Baldwin. 165 U.S. 275. 282 (1897) (Justice Brown said mat • involuntary seivirude" 
was added to "slavery• to CO\'er the peonage of MexicMs Md the trade in Chinese 
labor); Bude, v. Perry. 240 U.S. }28, J}2 (1916) ("[T)he tern, in\'oluntary servitude 
was intended to co\·c:r those forms or <.-Ompulsory labor akin to African slavery which 
in pra<:ti0tl opcrarion would tend to produce like undesirable results."), Sec generally 
Howard D. Hamilton, "The Legjslative and Judkial History of the Thinecnth Amend~ 
mem." 9 Nat'/ B.}. 7 (19, U (rui illuminating history of the carlyyears of 1hc Thim:entb 
Amendmeod. 

lO. See Blliley v. Al•bam•. 219 U.S. 219. 241 (1911) ("[Tlhe words i,wolunrnry 
servitude: have a 'larger meaning Limn s.la\1cry'~) (quoting 'lhc: SlaughLc:r-Housc Cases,, 
SJ U.S. (16 Wall.) }6. 69 (1872)). Also the Nintl, Circuit has sw1cd: "lYJcsterday's 
slave may be tocfay's migrant worker or domestic scrvam. Toda)"'$ involunta11· scr,..itor 
is not always black; he or she 1nay just as well be Asian, Hispanic. or a member of 
some other minority group. Also. the methods of subjugating people's wills ha\'€' 
cha.o.ged from blataJ\t slaveiy to more subde-, if equally t:lf«tivt. forto.s of ooercio11."' 
United States v. Mussry. 726 f 2d 1448, 1451-1452 (9th Cir. 1984) (citation and fo01-
no1cs omitted). cerl. denied, 469 U.S. 855 (1984). 

JI. Sec Vcdnita Ndson, "Prosti11.1Lion: Where R.:tci$m :md Sexism Intersect,• IJ 
Michigan Joumal of Ge11der and L,,w 81, 84, s, ( 1993), 

}2. Prosccmions ui1dcr the Thinccnth Amendment arc typically broug,hr under L8 
U.S.C. section 1584 (1988), whicb makes it a crime knowingly and willfully to hold o• 
sell :mother ~rson "to involuntary Sc:.rvitudc,'"' and 18 U.S.C. se<:tfon 241 t 1988), which 
prohibiLS conspiracy m imc:rfc.rc wiLh :1Jl individual's 11lina:ntll Amc:ndmcnt right to 
be free from ""involuntary servitude." 

J.3. I lamihon, above note 29. at 7, 
34. Sec, e.g .. Uni1od States v. Ancarola. 1 F. 676,683 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1880) (con

sidering the case of an eleven-year-old Italian boy held in Uwolunmry servitude by a 
p3drone due ro his )'Outh and dependence. which left him incapabJe of choosing aJ
tema1ivcs). 

J5. Uni1cd S101c:s v. Kozminski, 487 U.S. 9JI. 949-950 (1988). For :,n analysis of 
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combined psychological aod economic coercion, see United States v. Shackney. 333 
F 2d 475 (2d Cir. 1964). 

J6. Kozmjn.i;ki, 487 U.S. at 9.52. 
37. Sec Kozminski, -487 U.S. al 952 (mental retardation); United States v. King, 

840 F.2d 1276 (6th Cir.), ccn. denied, 483 U.S. 89-1 ( 1988) (chadrcn); United Srntc, 
v. M\lssry, 726 F.2d 1448, 14,0 (9,h Cir.), ccn. denied, 469 U.S. a,, (1984) {non
English speaking. passpons wichheld, paid licde money for services); Bernal v. Uniced 
Scores, 241 F. 339, 341 (5ch Cir. 1917). cerc. denied, 245 U.S. 672 (1918) {alienoge. no 
fficlfu; of suppoH. "did not know hct way ab6ut lown"); Andirola, I F. al 676 (child). 

JS. No cases of in\'oluntary sc.r'\'itude involve wealthy or solvent victjm.s. For cx

:tmples where the poverty of the victims i5, emphasized :is both a prcconclitjc,n of rhc 
scMrudc and a product of ii. scc Kozminski. 487 U.S. at 935 ("'rvtolitoris wiis living on 
1hc srr«u of Ann Arbor, Michigan, in the early 1970s when Ike Kozmio.ski brought 
him co work .. ."): Uniced Scoces v. Warren. 772 F.2d 827. 832 (11th Cir. 1985). cen. 
denied. 47.5 U.S. 1022 (1986) ("Gascon could not leave becau.se be had ,x, money .... 
These at(.-OUnt.s . .. l't"Vcalcd an OpCl".1tion where individuals \l.'crc picked up wtder foJse 
prclcii.;;c:s, delivered to a labor camp to work long hours for little or no pay, and kept 
in the fields by ()O\·cny, aloohol, thrc.1ts, and 2cts of violence.") (citarions omitted): 
MuJJry. 726 F .2d ac 1450 (poor Indonesians paid little for service,); Uniced Scaccs v. 
Booker, 655 F.2d ,62. 566 (4ch Cir. 1981) (findi,18 chac migrant labor comp. inco which 
laborers were abducted, 6ts visioo of fotttd la.bor under stacutes tha.t protected "per• 
sons wit.bout property and without skHJs save those in teilding the fields. With JhtJe 
education, Jjtdc money and liulc hope . . . "); Pierce v. United States, 146 f.2d 84, 84 
(5th Cir. 1944), «n. denied, 324 U.S. 87) (1945) (women who could not IY-'Y their 
own finC$ were released when pimp paid their fines, then forced ,hem ro work ,n his 
roadhouse); Bernal. 241 F. ac 34 I (low-paid woman fraudulencly induced by promise 
of hetcer pay co go to brod,el where '[s]be had no money•). 

39. See generally Mussry, 726 F .2d 1448. 
40. Mussry. 726 F.2d sc 1450, 1453. 
4 1. Kozminski, 487 U.S. •t 952 (O'Connor, J., for the pluralicy); id., at 956 

(Brennan, J ., cQncurring). 
42. Case of Ma,y Clark, l Blackf. 122 (Ind. 1821 ). Sec generally Hamilton, above 

OOIC 29, 
43. See, e.g .. Mussry, 726 F.Zd 1448. The lacer ruliilj! by che Supreme Coun in 

Koiminski. 487 U.S. 9Jl, rc:Stricting Musr-ry doctJ·ine:s: docs 110l cut back on t.bi$ aspt."Ct 
of lhc c.."Ourts' (."UStoma.ry approach to thjs i..<;sue. 

44. United Scace, "· Kin~, 840 F.2d 1276, 1281 (6th Cir. 1988), cerc. denied, 488 
U.S. 894 ( 1988} {finding a conspiracy to deprive children living in :i religious oommunc 
of rights under Thinecnch Amendment, in part because of a belief by chc children cliat 
1hcy "bad no viable alternative bm to perform sc.r\'icc for the defendants"). When 
physical fon-e is also present. Kovnimki poses no b:urier to prosecution. Id. at L281. 

45. United$"""'"· Bibbs. 564 F.2d 1165. J 168 (5th Cir. 1977). Cert. denied, 435 
U.S. 1007 (1978). 
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46. Hamilton. above note 29. at 7. 
47. This terin wns appareody used originally to p!l.ralleJ Md distinguish prostitution 

of all women, including womc11 of color, from slavery of Africansa.o; such. 'J·raitedes No-

ires. Lrade in Black$, referred to sfa.vcry of Afric:m people: in 1905, Tra,ie des Bla11che$~ 
trade in whites, uras used a, an intcrn.nional confcrc:ncc to refer co sexual s.1lc and pur
chase: of women and children. Marlene 0 . Seckman, "The \\1hitc Sfove Traffic J\ct~ The 
Historical lm1>act of a Criminal Law Policy on Woroen," 72 GMrgeJOwn l.4tv Journal 
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ploited in proscinuion. Barr)'. above noH: 4. at 32. Kathleen Barry funher observes cha., 
the 192 l substitution of tl1e ,enn •Trof.6c io \X'omen and Chiklm1., for white sla\'ery 
worked lo scparJle imemationaJ l.r'.tfficking in women from local prosti1ution, "lllc:~by 
d.isu·,.tc:t ing ~Ulc:ntion from the conlinuing enslavement of wo1nen in lo<..-aJ prostitution . .. 

Barry, above note 4 , at )2-J}. Recognizing. prostitution ll.S unconsritution:il slavery would 
hclp restore attention to their indisci-nguishability in most sig-ni6cam rtSpeccs. 

48. Here I draw oo Akhil Amar's and Daniel WidaW1ky's proposed working defini• 
cion of sloveiy. Akhil Amllrand Doniel \\7idawsky. "Child Abuse as Slaveiy: A Thirteen lb 
Amendmeot Response to D,Sha11ey." 105 Harvt1rd Law R,..,;ew B59, B 65 (l 992). 

49. Sc::e generally Lddhold1, ubovc: note 28; Barty, above no1e 4, at J-5; •Activities 

for the: Advancement of Women: Equality, Devdopmem and Peace," U.N. ESCOR .. 
1st Scss., P,o-;,;onal Agenda hem 12, a, 7-8, U.N. Doc. E/198,n (198)). 

50. For anologous simacions. secJaremillo v. Romero, I N.M. 190, 197- 199 (1857) 

(i.twolunt1uy se-niitude form.ally sanctioned by law). See also Taylor v. Georgia, 315 U.S. 
2.5, 29-} J 0942) (striking down state hmts that di<l not sanction in\'oluntury servitude 

dinectly, bot played • key role in it). 
5 I. 'Tbi.s r:tise!i a civil d :t.im under -12 U.S.C. section 1983 (198 0 and potcn1ial 

criminal p rosecution under 18 U.S.C. section 242 (Supp. 1992). 
52 • .. Acrivitics for chc Ad\~nccmcnt of Women: Equality. Development and 

Peace." .1bo\rc note 49. at 8 (quoting testimony by three •coUcctives"' of women pros
cirures given co d1e CA>ngress of Nice on September 8. 1981). 

5}. 11,e P<on"lle Cru1es. 12} F. 67 1,681 (M.D . Ala. 190)) {stating that tl,e trier of 
fact "must COJt.Sickr the situation of the: parties. the: relative inf~riority or inequality 
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force or influence m compd its pcrformanc:c • .. "). 
54. Sec, e.g .. Piere,, v. United Srntes, 146 F.2d ~ (51h Cir. 1944), cert. denied. 324 

U.S. 87l 0945); llern•l v. United Siaces, 24 1 F. 339 Och Cir. 1917), cert. denied, 245 
U.S. 672 (1918). See also United S1ates v. Harris, 534 F 2d 207, 214 {10th Cir. 1975), 
cc:rl. denied, 429 U.S. 9-U (l 976) (upholJing com•iction for 1m•olunl:ll)' serviwde in. 
prostitution COlllC:Xl). 

55. Pierce, 146 F.2d ar 84. 
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,6. Bernal. 241 F. a< 341. 
57. A grand jury in Austin, Texils. failed Lo ioditt a man for rape where tlte victim 

!l.Sked hjm LO wc::ir a con<lom. ApJYJremly, the woman's requoil somehow implied her 
consent. Ross E. Milloy. "Furor over a Occisjon Not to lndic1 in a Rape: Ca.<ie," New 
York Times. Oct. 2,, 19'>2, S I a, JO. A SC<.'Ond g~nd jury did indict r.he man for rape 
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40 Ye•rs." Neto Yo,k Time,, M•y JJ. 1993, S I at 6. 

58. For da[Q on rape in proscirucion, see Leidhold1, above note 28. ac 1}8; Mjmi 
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roph), a,,d PMJtitutron, Volume II 3'0 ( 198.,) (finding that in Canada rhc mortality rare 
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at l38 n.15 (chc Juscicc Dcpan:mcm cs.rim.ices that Q third of rhc O\'et ◄.000 \\.'Omen 
killed b)' serial murderers in 1982 were prostitutes). 

59. See Mimi H. Silhen & A)'fila M. Pioes. "Em.raoce into Prostirutioo," 0 Youth 
& Sociely 47 I, 479 0982) (60 percent of prosti1utcs were sexually abused in childhood); 
Lt.i<lholdt., abovt note: 28, at 136 n.4 (quoting fl.1im.i Silbert, Sexual AJ$ou/J of Prosli4 
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emry imo prostitution): Roberta Perkins. W'o,king Girls: Prostilut.t'S. This LfeandSocial 
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before age 20, and over 80 pc:rc.·em before age 25); l\Aimi H. SiJbc:rt :md Ay.tla M. Pines. 
'"Occupati<,nal I lazard5 of Street Prostitutes," 8 Cn'mrnal Ju1tice a11d Behaviour 395, 396 

(1981) (68 percent were sixto;n ~ ri. or y<>ungcrwhcn Q"ltcrcd prostitution). 
61. For a superb discussion of chc "choice"' illusion, see Leidholdt, Qbo\'C ooce 28. 

at 136-138. 
62. For an argument that doine.--iic bttnet)• of women is involumo.ry se.rv.itude. see 

Joyce E. McConnell, "Beyond Metaphor. Bmered \'(Toman. lnvolumory Servi1ude, and 
the 'Jl,inccmh Amendment,~ 4 Yole Joun1t1I of Law oJJd Feminitm 207 (1992). 

63. Bray v. Alcxandri• \\7omcn's Hc,lth Clinic, 122 L. f.d. 2d 34, 46. 47 n.2 (1993), 
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Sexual Liberals and 1be Al tack 011 Fc•miniJm 67. 77 (Dorchen l..ei<lholdc and Janice G. 
Raymond t:dl> .• 1990). 

65. Lcidholdt. above noce 28, •t 138-1)9. 
66. Sec Andrea Dworkin and Catharine A. l\facKinnon. Pomograpby affd Civ,/ 

Rights: A New Day for Womer,•s Eq1U1lity apps. ,\, 8, & C (1988); Andrea Dworkin & 
Catharine A. MacKjnnon, In Harm's \flay: Tbe Pornog,raphyCivi/ Rig/Jts Hearings( 19'J7}. 

67. Fla. Scac ch. 796.09 (1992) (providing• couse of acdon for those coerced into 
prmtitutiofi l6 sm: thl:ir pimps for c6i'npcfm1tOfy :ifiJ punitive: <l.aul:lgt:S). J,'l' Milf'g:ird 
A. BaJdwin, "Smucgics of Connccti()Cl: Prosti1ution and Feminist Politics,"' I Miclnga11 
Journal of G,11der and Lnv 65, 70 (199}). 

68. Sec Gayle Kirshcnb.lum, "'A Porcnfial Landmark for Female Human Rights," 
Ms .. Sepe/ Oct, 1991 , ac 13 (report on propoocd U.N, Convcorion Against All Fonns 
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69. A proposed sexual exploitation coo,•enrion would require Slates parties 10 adopt 
lc:gi.,;btion to "'hold l.i:thlc.-" traffickers in pornography. lntt:mational Convention to 

£foui.n.:11c All Mm1s of St:xual Exploiuuion, Sept. 1993, Arl. 6(d). 

14. The Logic of Experience: The Development of Sexual 
1-larassmcnr Law 

111is address WdS delivered to lhe Bicemennia.l Celebr:ttion for the Couru of the Distrkc 
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1979) fou crna1 qoot:ition marks omitted). 

;4_ BuitJy, 641 F.2J "' 944. 
55. 477 U.S. 57 U986J. 
5(,. Id. at (,4 (ahc.:r:u;ion in original> (quoting 42 U.S.<.:. S 2()0(lc-2(a)(1)). A simiLw 

lrnje<.'tOry. if loogef and more: tl»oplex, cru.1 be tn1ct-d 011 die er.nplop:t liubility issue_, 
alchougb there the D.C. Circuj1's Vinson ,visdom was less fr~ly cmbrnocd b>• the Su
µre.011: Cout'l in its opioions ill Ftuugber v. City of BoCil R.tuoo, 524 U.S. 775 (llfJ8)~ 
and B\irlington lnd\1srrics, Inc. v. Ellcrrh, 524 U.S. 742 0998;-promoring cqll.iliry 
lcsi;. sccurdy as l'l result. fo its attention to lOrt slandard:-- for liability, 1-Uraghcr m it)' bt: 
seen as the heir mot'e of the Dilmes coucuuence than of the majol'ity. The emµloyea
liability issoc also marks the 1.irgcsr dC'-iation from D.C. Circuit holdings, w-hkh, how
t:\·c:.r , tl1ankiully iudu<lc:d 11,~ SuprC'ute Coun 's n::jc:t:tjo n l) f tl1c D .C. Cir<:uit~s paucl 

opinion in Gary v, Long. 59 f.3d J:191 (D.C. Cir. 1995). See f.1rogb,r, }24 U.S. "' 
79.3- 794 (1998) (c;rir.ici?:ing t.h:n coun ::ind others for h.iving °'typic:1lly hd d, m a~nmccL 
{hat coodt1c, sU:nilar to the subjoct of lf.uag,h.cr·sj compfo iM faUs outside the sco1>c of 
employment~). 

57. Viosoo v. Ttlylor, 753 F 2 J 141, 146 n.36 {D.C. G r. 1985) {drntioos 01nineJt 

58. Id. " 150. 
59. 1\.1eritor, 477 U.S. I'l l ()9, 72-7t 

60. Fan,gher, 524 U.S. a1 802 805: Ellerth. 524 U.S. a1 764-766. The EEOC En 
forccmcnt Gt1idancc may mitig::irc rhis effect somc;wh:lf. Sec 1 ·,r,:oc Enfurccmc::nt Gt1id
lt11t:c:.: Vicarious Emplo}·C!r L iability ior UnluwfuJ H a rasSutt:lll b}' Supervisors-;, EEOC 
Compl. Man. (llN A) N:4075 (June IS. 1999). 

61. Sec .gc-uenillf Janine- Bcnedc-1, '·Hostile E.o\'iroomenl Sc-xuaJ H~u11.ss111ent Chw:ns 
and the Umvclromc lnflticn<:'e of R.11>c Law," 3 Micbif,(ltl .lotmllil of Gende, and L,mJ 
12.5, 165-1()7 ( 199.5); Louise r. f-'it7.gt,r::ild and S1mmm: Sw:m, "W h;- Didn't Shc:Jusr 
Re1,>l)rt Him? The PsycholoA{cill tuid Le,:;tll Im1,>lku1ions of ~'omen's Res1,oosc-s co 
Scxu.il H.irnssmcnr.··51 Jcwn1a:'o/S-<XJatlssue; 117, 120-12} (199:H. 

62. Unsucc:t:ssfu l prior a ttt:rnpts wt:re Tumkins v. Public: St:n,ic:c E.lt:c:tric: & CrJ.s 
Co., 422 F. Suµµ . 553 CD.N.J. 1976j; Miller v. Bnnk of i\mecicn, 418 F. Suµ µ. 2H 
<N.D. Cal. 1976); Corne v. Bausd.1 & Lc,mb, Int., ;90 F. Supp. H)J (D. Ari-'. 1?75); 

and, of course Barnes v. Train, lJ Pnir Empl. Prnc. Cw. (BNA) 123 {D.D.C. 1\UJ\. 9, 
1974). 

63. Baroc-s v. Costlc. 56 1 F.2J 983, 989 n .49 (D.C. Cir. 1977j. T11e :;eme.ncc Cl)n 

dnuOO "bt1t from the foct that he imposed upon her tCll\U'C in her thc.n position a 
condition which .-~ccnsihly he would not h:t\'e fostem:d upcm a male employee." Id. 
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64. See Holmes. above no<e I, at 4- 5. 10-11, 37; Oliver Wendell Holmes, •t..w 
in Science and Science in Law." 12 Han"Ord Law Review 4 43 , 450-452 (l&W). 

65. ·11,js i.,; nol to imply tltat sexual harassment cases arc dispar.1lc trcument cases 

o r that dispar:uc treatment straitjackets should be applied Lo 1hc1n more .stringently 
than they haYC been. Far from it- sexual har.is.o;mcnt c;-ascs illustrate ho,v lhc disparate 
1rcauncn1-di.sparatc impaCT division, in concept and proof, dOC$ not adcqmnclycncom• 
pass much discrimination as it is socially procriced, 

66. As diS('USsed ea.rlier Ln this essay, an instance o( this test was ort.iculated by 
Junia:- Rut:h Badt:f Ginsburg. Mfiturrliig in Ht1rris. and t:Mbtatc:d by d1e fi\ajdfiC::v in 
OHcale . .. 11tc critical issue, Title VJl's text indic:ues, is whether members of one sex 

are exposed to di$:tdvanUfteous tenns or cQnditions of employment to which members 
of the other sex .1rc noc cxJ)(l'SC:d." Oncale v, Sundowner Offshore Scrvs., Inc .. 523 
U.S. n. 80 (1998) (quoting Harris v. Forklifr Systems, Inc .. 51 0 U.S. 17, 25 (1993) 
(Ginsburg. J .. concurring}) (ime:rnal quorntioo marks omined). Exacdy wh-ar in Title 
Vll's texl so i.ndkates is unclear. Nolhing in Tille Vffs text indjaues thu lhe term 
.. di.<i<.Tlluination" is so limjtcd. Both scxeS al't' routinely exposed to pomograph)' at work 
wld10ut vilialing iL'i Jiscriminatory efft:et oo women, for example. See, e.g., .Robinson 
v. JackS(l<lville Shipyard.<, 7«1 F. Supp. 148(,, 152.l (M.D. Fla. 1991 ). Certainly, when 
01lc sex is exposed to disadvruuagoous cenns or conditiorts of employment and the 
other sex is nor, discrimination has unquestionably occurred. \'7hether this is always 
"the <.'ritfoo.l issue., u11<ler Title VU. or e\'en whether it is always necessary. is Jess cJear. 
Perhaps d'le onswer here is that ooe sex can be d.iffereoti-ally exposed to disodvantage 
in c:onditions because: of sex, e\--cn if both $C'Xt:S arc exposed tO 1hc s:ame condition. 

67. Sec Oncale, 523 U.S. at 7&-S:I. 
68. Rogers v. EEOC, 454 F.2d 234 !5th Cir. 1971). 
69. See, e.g .. Bolden v. PRC Inc., 4l F.,d 545 (10th Cir. 199-IJ: Snell v. Suffolk 

County. 782 F 2d 1094 (2d Cir. 1986): Walker v. Ford Motor Co., 68.f F.2d ll55 (1 llh 
Cir. 1982); Harris v. lm'I Paper Co., 765 F. Supp. 1509 (D. Me. 1991). 

70. For a f•w ins!Jlnces, see TorrtS v. Pisano, 116 F.Jd 625 (2d Cir. 1997); Waduns 
v. Bowden, 105 F.Jd IJ44 (1 1,h Cir. 1997); and llicks v. C.tcs Rubber Co .. 83J F.2d 
1406 (10th Cir. 1987). 

71. Example$ of gendered terms as evidence of sex stcrooryping as djscrimin,uion 
arc abundant, for example, in Prkc Wotcrhousc v, Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989), 
Quoting from <he record before Judge (',esell iu <he D.C. district court. the Coun 
noted. ·One partnc-r <lcscribed her as 'math<>,; rutodier suggcst.:d that she 'overcom♦ 

pc.·n$:atc:d for being a womw1'; a third advi.;;etl hc-r to take 'a <..-oursc- :i.t dt::1.m1 school."' 
Id. at 235 {citations omfr1cd )~ sec al.so Nadine Taub, "'Keeping \'(/'omen in Their Place: 

Stcrcoryping Per Se as a Form of Employment Oiscrimin:u-ion,"' 21 Bo.,1011 College Law 
Revieto H, (1980) (pro,;ding more examples}. 

72. See McKinney v. Dole, 765 F.2d 1129, 1138- 1139 (D.C. Cir. 1985). Cases 
routinely hold accordingly. See. e.g .. Hall,,. Gus Coostr. Co .. 842 F.2d 1010, 1014 
(8th Cir. 1988) (·[O)ther courts of appc.-al<i ha\'e held that d1e prcdic:-ate ac..'ts underlying 

a sexual harassment claim need not be clearly sexuaJ in nature .. .. [N)one of our pre• 
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\iious cases hold tba.i the offensive conduct muSl ha\'e explidt sexual overtones"); Cline 
v. Gen. Elec. Capital Auto Lease. Inc.. 757 F. Supp. 923. 9Jl-9ll (N.D. Ul. 199H 
(finding what iL calls gender harassment to be lr.tsed on sex as a form of sexual ha
rassment o( plaintiff "bccaust: she was a woman;.); Acc.1rdi v. Superior Court, 2 l CaL 
Rprr. 2d 292, 29J (C,. App. 1993) (finding •[sJcxual h,1rass.mcnt docs nor n<X'CSs.uily 
involve sexual conduct •.. , [\X']e hold thar sc:xual harassment occurs when rm employer 
creates a hostile environment for an employee because 0£ 1h01 employee's sex•). 

73. 510 U.S. 17 (19'JJ). 
74. Id. :it 19 (internal quotatidii !ilarb oii,in«l). 
75. Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Sen~ .• Inc., 52) U.S. 75, 80 ( 1998). 
76. See Nichols v. A7.teca Rest. Enters., Inc., 256 F.Jd 864 (9th Cir. 2()()1). 
77. Sec. e.g., Dasos v. Monroe County Bd. of Educ .. 526 U.S. 629 (199'J) (holding 

schools liable m snidcnts for peer harnssmcm under Tide [X v.1lcn .'lut:horirics .ire 
delibero.tely indifferent 10 known aces IUld hamser is under the school's cliscipJincuy 
authority); United Stotes v. Virginia. 518 U.S. n, (1996) (stodng d,at se.x-based "clas
sifications may not be used, as they once were, lo cTCate or perpetuate the lc::gal. social., 
and cconorn..ic inferiority of women" (citation omitted); see also Planned Parenthood 
v. Casey, 505 U.S. S}J, 892-l\95 ( 1992) (plurnlity opinion) (rtje<:ting spou,al notifiwi<,n 
requirement because of abuse of wi,·cs by some husbands as undue burden on righ1 
ro abordon), 

78. See, e.g .. Genera.I Recominen<latioo No. 19. Coovei1tion oo the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination Agllinst Women (CEDAW). 11th Sess .. Agenda hem 7. 
at 2, U.N. Doc. CEOA\WC/1992/L.I/ Add. 15 (1992). 

79. Although 10 date less promincnL, other cogent D.C. Circuit sexual l1arassment 
decisions also bdong in 1his tradition, including Judge Harry Edw.trds's decision in 
King v. Palmer, 778 F.2d 878. 881 (D.C. Cir. 198,) (holding that unlawful sex dis• 
criminacion occurs whenever sex is a substantial factor in lhe promOlion of one cm• 
plO)tt over rowoikers); and Judge John Pnm's decision i.tl Broderick v. Ruder. 685 F_ 
Supp. 1269. 1260 (D.D.C. 1988) (holding that cxchru,ge of con,en.sual se.,ual relations 
for tangible employment benefits can and did create sexually hos-tile:: working environ
ment for o ther WQrkc::rs). 

80. Fukuoka Chiho Sainbansho, 783 Hanrci Taimuiu 60 (Fukuoka DiM, Cr., Apr_ 
16, 1992). 

81. Vishllka v. State o( Rajosthao. (1997) 6 S.C.C. 241. 
82. C. Pi:n. art. 222-2JJ Titre II; C. Trav. art. L. 122-146 (criminal provision, 

cquility not mentioned). 
SJ. Prewntion of Sexual J-larass,,uwt Law, 1998, SJ I. l66 (predicating civil ancl 

criminal provisions on cqu:ality ancl dignity). 
84. The D.C. Circuit handed down its decision in Bundy v. Juckson. 641 F.2d 934 

(D.C. Cir. 1981), on January l2. l98 l; the distric1 coun opinion in the case, 19 Fair 
Empl. Pnic. Cas. (BNAl 828 <D.D.C. Apr. 25, 1979), is dated April 2.5. 1979. In he. 
testimony be.fore the Senate Judiciary Couunittee, Anita Hill dcscribt:d being sexually 
hamssed at various points in 1981. when she was empJoyed at the Dcp-J.rtment of 
Education, and rhroughout the fall and winter months of 1982, after she had tt.1nsfcrrccl 
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10 die EEOC. See Nomination o( Judge Clarence Thomas 10 Be Associate Justice of 
the Supreme Court of tlle United States: Hearings Before lhe Senate Comm. on d\e 
Judiciary, 102d (.ong., lsi Scss., pt. 4, at }<r41 (1991) (tcStimony of Ani"1 F. ~WI). 

85. Sec Jones v. O inton, 990 F. Supp. 657 (E.D. Ark. 1998). 
86. Sec EEOC, Trends in H:m1ssmem Charge, Filed with the EEOC During the 

1980s and 1990s. at hnp;//\\'W\l.',«oc.gov/statslharassmcm.html. 
87. Holmes. "The Pad, o( Law" at 466. 
88. See Prrve,11ion of Sexual Harassment Law, 1998. S.H. 166. 
89. Baldwi~. Hirla1J al 17. 
90. Jd. at t I (defining the Ang.lo-American commQn law :tS "a history of public 

custom"). 
91, Holmes, "The Pad, of l..aw" at 472. 

15. On Accountability for Sexual Harassment 

This analysis was published in iLS original form by Lhc American 8!1.r Association !IS 

"New Oi:,.•clopmems in Sexual Har:.11'smcnl Ulw," 7 Perrpectives 8 (FaH 1998). 
l. Barne$ v. Costle, 56 1 F.2d 983 (D.C. Cir. 19n); Meritor Savings Bank, FSB v. 

Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986). 
2. Alexander v, Yale University, 6} I F.2d 178 (2d Cir. 1980): Franklu1 v. Gwinnen 

County Public ScllOOls. 50> U.S. 60 0992>. 
,. 524 U.S. 775 ( 1998). 
4. 524 U.S. 742 0998). 
5. 524 U.S. 274 (1998). 
6. Docs v. eo.,;ngton County Sch. Bd., %9 F. Supp. 126-l (M.D. Ala. 19701: Pell 

v. Tmstccs of Columbia University. No. 97 Civ. 0 19.H),), 1998 \\7L 19989, at *14 
(S.D.N.Y. Jan. 21. 1998) (*[!]here is no question that plaimiff hos pied o prima facie 
c:ase- of quid pro [quo] hurassrnenL H11usmaJ) was pla.intiff's th,esis advisor and in du.u 
c:apacity had supervisory authority ovc:r plaintiff."): Lawrcn(-c v. Ceinral Co!'l.ne(."ticut 
Smc Uni,•CTSiry, 1997 WL 527356 (D. Conn. 1997); Mary M. v. Nonh Lawrence Com• 
munity School Corp., U I F.Jd 1220 (7th Cir. 1997); Pstricia IL v. Berkeley Unified 
School Dist., 8}0 F. Supp. 1288 (N.D. Cal, 199}) ("[t]hc ,·ery severity of the moles• 
rn.tion, and the gr,wc disparity ln age and power between the ,girls and Hamilton, sug
gests that a reasonable student having experienced such an assault. would be intimi• 
<lated ai1d fcufu) of Hruuilton's presence~, her sdu:,ol, so much so th!!t her fe-.ir would 
intc:rfere wit.It htr ability to learn, and lO enjoy all aspcc.1.s of her cduc:u..ion fully. e\ltn 
though the alleged molestations were isolated in time and OCCt,Jrrcd outside of the sdlOOl 
$<:tting"); Marsh v. Dallas [ndcpc:ndcm School Dist., 1997 WL 11 8416 (N,D. Tex, 
1997); Doe v. Berkeley County School Dist .. 989 F. Supp, 768 (D.S.C. 1997): Deborah 
0 . v. Lake Centrnl School eo.,,., No. 94- }80-I, 1995 WL4Jl414 (unreported). 61 F.Jd 
905 (7th Cir. 1995) (per curiam) (table): Davis ex rel. Doe v. DeKalb County School 
Dist., 996 F. Supp. 1478 (N.D. Go. 1998); Rosa H. v. San Eli2•rio Independent School 
Dest., 106 F.}d 648 (5th Cir. 1997); Kracurnis v. Iona College, 119 FJd 80, 89 (2d Cir. 
1997} ("he exploited his professorial authority by asking Kt.1cunas to come with bim ,o 
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his office co retrie-;•e reading material and chen harassing her'"); Smirh v. Met.ropolhao 
School Dist. of Peny Twp .. 128 F.Jd !014 (7th Cir. 1997' ('11,Ls occurred in his office 
in Lhc sd1ool building <luring the d:.1ss period in which she was assigned as his student 
assisunt. . . . Throughout 1..he sch<>OI year, the two had sex about twice a week, ahv·.tys 
(except for two occasions) on school prcmiscs:"'h \Vcnfz v. Park County Sdiool Dist. 
No. 16, %8 F.2d 22, 1992 \\7L 149914, at ••1 (10th Cir. 1992) (unpublished) (male 
teacher allegedly entered male former studem's room. "told Rodman what he was doing 
was · educotiooaJ,' and proceeded to sexually assault Rodman"); Sene-.Jrll)' v. Canon Mc
MillAil Sd16ol Oi,,1.. 969 I'. Supp. J25 (W.D. Pa. 1997). St:e alw Midrl v. Mann. 481 
N.Y.S.2d 967,972 (Sup. Ct. 1984) (in state tort action, '"defendant, a person with a dis
tingui...i;hcd reputation as ~m acting tc:tChcr, abused the rdationship which he, ai; a 
teacher 1,vhh overpowering influence O\'"Cr his snidcm:s. pos...~sscd"). 

7. Cath.1rinc 1\, Mac.Kinnon, .. The Logic o( Experience: RcBccrions on the [)c,\,cJ

opmem of Sexual Harossmem Law; 90 Georgetown 1.4w Jouma/81 J. 821 n.4.5 (20021 
(collecting cases). 

8. G,·h,,,, .524 U.S. "' 290--291. 
9. Meritor, 4n U.S. "' 60, 68; Nichol, v. Frank, 42 F.Jd .50J (9,h Cir. 1994); 

Karibi:m \•, Columbia University, 14 FJd 77J (2d Cir, 199-1): 11lorcson v, Penthouse 
Int'I. Magazine. Ltd .. 563 N.Y.S.2d %8 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1990); Gilardi v. Schroeder, 
672 F. Supp. 1043 (N.D. Ill. 1986); Moylan v. Maries Co., 792 F.2d 746 (8th Cir. 
1986); Chamberlin v. IOI Reillty, 915 F.2d 777 (Is, Cir. 1990): Phillips v. Smalley 
Maintenance Servs .. 711 F.2d 1.524 (I Ith Cir. 198J); Showalter v. Allison Reed Group. 
56 FEP C= 989 (D.R.!. 1991); Cwnming, v. Walsh Cons<r. Co., 561 F. Supp. 872 
(S.D. Ga. t9SJ); \Xlcstmordand Coal Co. ,,. \X'cst Vir!tlnja Human Ri~ ts Comm•n~ 
)82 S.1'..2d j62 (\XI. Va. 1989). 

10. Keµpler v. Hinsdale Twp. H.S. Dist. 86, 715 F. Supp. 862 (N.D. Ill. 1989); 
Babcock v. Frank. 729 F. Supp. 279 (S.D.N.Y. 1990); Boddy v. Dean, 821 F.2d J46 
(6th Cir. 1987); Pricb:lrd v. Ledford, 55 FEP Cases 755 (E.D. Tenn. 1990): Shrout v. 
Black Clawson Co .. 689 F. Supp. 774 (S.D. Ohio 1988): \'(l iJJfanis v. Civiletti. 487 F. 
Supp. IJ87 (D.D.C. 1980). 

11. Wilson v. Wayne Co., 856 F. Supp. 1254, 1261 (M.D. Tenn. 1994) (so holding 
and re,,C\\,ng coses); Gram v, Lone Star Co .. 21 FJd 649 (5th Cir, 1994): Miller v. 
Maxwdl's lmemacional, lnc .. 991 F.2d ,sJ (9th Cir, 1991 ): Czupih v. Card Pak Inc .• 
916 F. Supp. 687 (N.D. Ohio 1996); Jobnsoo v. Northern fodiana Public Ser\ice C',0 .• 
844 F. Supp. 466 (N.D. Ind. 1994); Lowry v. Clark, 84J f'. Supp. 228 (E.D. Ky. 1994). 

16. Beyond Moralism: Directions in Sexual Harassment Law 
Originally published as the afterword to Directions in Sexual Haras.1,ne,,t Law (Ca~ 
d,arine A. MacKinnon and Reva B. Siegel, eds .. 2003) (Dimtrons). Insightful readings 
by Kein Harvey. Cnss Sunstein, Marc Spindehnan, M<lJohn Stoltenberg i.n1pro\led this 
essa>•· Tite resourrefuJ ru\d creative resetar<:h aod tedtnical assistanre of Kristitl Ono~ 
Jennifer TI1om1on, and J:me Yoon are itr-JLt:fulJy :ickuowlcclgcd. 

I. Places in which sexual harassment occurs but is gcncr:all)' not action:1blc include 
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doctors• and lawyers• offices, religious seuings. t1.od on £he street. See Nan D. Steir,. 
C/auroomt and Courtrrx>ms: Facing Sexual Hamnmenl in K-12 Sch.O(>ls ( 1999); Cynd1ia 
Gr.ult Bowman, .. Strt.'Ct HarJSsment and Lhe lnfonu:J G hcuoi2.alion of Women," 106 

Harvard l.Atv Review 517 (l99}). 
2. Louise Fitzgcrnld ct al., " \Vhy Didn't She Just Report Him?," 51 Journal of Social 

1,,,,e, 11 7 (199}). 
). U.S. Merit Systems Proteccion Board, Sexual HflraJ1ment in the Federal Work

p'4ce: Trends. Progrm. Con1in11ing Challenger 14 (1995) (42 percent of wome,i federal 
enipl6yed srudie<I lii 1980, 42 percef,1 ifi 1987, 4~ pe!tei11 ifi 1994 rtj>Oite<l expeii• 
cncjng sexual harassment). 

4. See generally l.m Shapin:;,, Democratic }ttstt'ce ()999~. for crc:u i\fc ideas on this 
subject, 

5. This being chc language of Tide Vil, 42 U.S.C. S2000c·2 <West 1994). 
6. Even the assessmem of punitive damages is noc simply b11Sed Oil :a judgment of 

inoral reprehensibility. but i1wolv-es a more precise assessment that an emplo~'er was 
malicious or recklessly indifferent in knowingly viobling federal 6:w. Ste, e.g., Kolstad 
v. American Dc:ntal Assoc.i:nion, 527 U.S. 526 (199')) (rejecting Tt:quircmenl that cm• 
ploycr conduc.-1 must be: •cgrc::giou~" and clarifying ntalicc and rccklcS$ indifference to 
f«leml law as punitive damages tesc under 42 U.S.C. Sl981a(b)(I)); EEOC v. \Val· 
Marc Scores. lnc., 187 F.Jd l241 , 1244 (10th Cir. 19'.19) (holding chac punitive damages 
are availoble under Tit.le VII where emplO)<er engaged lo intentional. <lis<.':rimin.ation wilh 
m:tli<..-e or reckless U1differeoce to federolly protected rights. dting Kt)Utad>. 

7. Sec Di.an:i E. H. Ru$scll, The Secret 'trauma: Incest in the Liver- of Girls and 
\'(!omen 61 (1986) ("Thirty•c:ight pc-rccnt (357) of the 930 women rcponcd at least one 
experience of incestuous and/or c:xtr-J familial scxu:il abuse before reaching ihc a.gc of 
eighteen years"). Similarly, because rape is inconsistent with the con,ientional idea of 
marriage and ought not h.oppen by ics moral rules, rape in marriage has craditionall)' 
b,ee.n extrnpted from coverage by the rape law. And. where rape in Lnarriage can be 
formally d1argc:d, actual f"J.pd in marriage are not Ttt"og.n.i.zed as haviJ.\g occurred in 
case after case. 

8. The invalidation in 2000 of the ci\'ll remedy prOYi..c;jon of the Violence Against 
\Women Act because i1 re.Jchcd the "priv.nc"' is just one or countless examples. S« 
Unit«! Sc.ues ,,. Morrison. '29 U.S. 598 12000). 

9. See Genera.I Recomflletldatioo No 19. Convention on the Elirnioation or All 
Fomls of Discriminalion Aga.inst Womcil (CEDA W), I Ith Scss .. Agenda ht:n'l 7, U.N. 
Doc. CEDA \V/C/1992/L.J/Add. 15 (19')2), u,duding at U 2} and 2-1. and undernec• 
cssary measures, Sl (a). Sec also Europe·$ binding directive, Dirccti\'e 2002n}/EC 
Amending the 1976 Dirt::cri\'C on Equal Tre-.ument of Men :and Womc:n, 11rt. I. 

10. Nichols v. Frank, 42 F.3d 503. 511 (9th Cir. 199-1); Fafl)ella-Crosby v. Horizon 
Health Care, 'J7 F.3d 803. 806 n.2 (5th Cir. 1996) (deeming hecerosexual sexual ha· 
n1ssment "unques-ciooably based on gender"). 

I J. $cc Catharine A. 1\.1:icKinnon, Sexual 1-Jaranment of Working \Vomen: A Cm! 
<>/ Sex Di:scrimin111io11 164-174 0979); CQmc v. B3u.sch & Lomb lnc .• }90 F. Supp. 
161, 162- 163 (D. Ar;z, 197'). 
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12. See Kate Millen, S.xual Poutict (1970). 
IJ. See Abigail S"IJUY, "French and American Lawyers Deline Sexual Harassmem." 

in Direclion.r 602. 
14. See Yukiko Tsunoda, .. Sexual H~u assmcnl in Jap:101 "' in Directions 618. 
15. Sec Manha Nussbaum, .. 111<: ModCJt)' of Mrs. &jaj: India's Problcm:uic Roote 

co Sexual 1-fariL~mcnt La\\1," in Dirtctt'ons 633. 
16. Presumably, coo. if croditional moralicy acrually opposed abuse through "" 

beause it was sexual, rape Laws would be effective and se.:nial harassmenc would ha\.-e 
bccu h!<!<,~d as :I log.! claiffi loi'ij; bcfon: it was. 

17. ln one s1udy of .tlmost 650 federal opinions from 1986 to 1995, physical ha
r-.as.sment of a "sexual nature" is found ro have a lower win rate at uiaJ than dQC:S 
physic.ti har~smcnt of a "nonsexual nan1rc," a diffcrcnrial Ulac climbs to 24.4 per
cent on appeal, where ◄6.2 percent of sexual cases arc v.--on romp.1rcd uith 70.6 per
cent or non.sexu.o.l cases illvolving ph>-s:ical ronrac1. Ann Juliano and Stevxi.n J. 
Schwab, "The Sweep of Sexual Harassmem Cases,· 86 O,rn,•/1 Law R,.,,,ew 548. 596 
App. A (2001). Oral cornmc:nts aboul individual;;; Lhat urc nousexual similarly showed 
a s:ligbtl)• l1ighcr win rate: al trial llum did oral commdlls about individuals that fire 
sexual. while the win rate on ap1>C31 for 1hc nont1¢xulll commcnu is over 10 pc;rc:cn1 
higher. Id. le is oo)y through the con.Ration of group-based comments wich nonsexual 
bcha\'lors that the authors are able 10 suggest that they found thac couns ha\•C n0t 
acknowledged harassment premised up00 nonsexual beh1wior. See. e.g. .. id. tll 555. 
TI1eir data documem the opposite. Less farora.ble work itSsignmeoL;;; do show 11 

slightly lower win rate (55.9 percent) than do 1..hc more sexualized forms of abuse~ 
but requests for dates, regarded by the authors as sexual, is lower still (5).0 percent) .. 
Actually. most cases for less favorable work assignmentS :ire properly litig•ncd as sex 
discrimination per se or under labor a,g.reemems; \1nually no sexu.aJ harassment cases 
claim such beh,ivior alone. The meaningfulness of dara lhat separates such f11ctors is 
dtus questionable. Some individll!l.l. ju~oes, seeming LO miss che doctrinal reo.lity that 
the tenn "'stxuat• in equalit)' law rc:foN to Sexuality and gt:nde.r alike:. do \\/rongly be
liC\'C 1hat gender-based brn nonsexual ha.rnssmc:nt is not covered by Title VU. An il
lu,tnuion is W;lliams v. General Mo<on Corp., 187 FJd 55J. 569 (6th Cir. 1999) 
(R)'lln, J .. disscming). 

l8, Examples of sex stereotyping as discrimjnation arc abrn"Kfant in Price Water
house v. Hopkins. 490 U.S. 228 (1989). which also held chac direct evidence shif1ed 
t11e burden of disproving Ji.,;criminalion to the &:fondant. The D.C. Oi:Rrict Court 
opinion by Judge Gc:Sell notd 1.hat, <k.-pilc considcr.1.b!c posit.i\'c feedback, "'(t]hcn: 
we.re de.tr si~ns .. . that some of the p11.nnc:rs reacted negl!tivdy to Hopkin!\' personality 
b«au$C $he \\':I...'- a woman. One pMmcr described her as 'm.tcho' •.. i ;mother suggestccl 
cha, she '0\-errompcns.ated for being a woman• ••• ~ a third advised her to rake 'a course 
ac charm school." 490 U.S. ac 2}5. See also Robinson v. Jocksonvillc Shipyards, 760 
F. Supp. 1486 (M.D. Fla. 1991); Nichols v. A:ctec• Rescaurwu Em .. 256 F.Jd 864 (9cl, 
Cir. 2001) (holding gay sexual harassment tO be sex stereotyping hence sex djscrimi
nation); Nadine Taub, .. Keepjng Women io Thcir Pl!tcc: Stereotyping as a form of 
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Employment Discrimination." 21 &mo" College Law Revieiv 345 (1980); 2 EEOC 
Compliance Monua/5615.6 (October 1981) (distinguishingse,rual harassment from non
Sexual St:x•basc:<l hamssme:nt. :tf6nning the Lauer is illcgah. 

19. For funhc-r dlscusliion, St:e Catharine A. MacKinnon. •Feminism. Marxism, 
Method and ,he State: An Agenda for Theory," 7 SignJ: joumal of \flome11 ,n Culture 
and Soa.ety 5 1-' ( 1982); Catharine A. MacKinnon, '"Feminism. Marxism, Method and 
the Seate: Toward Feminist Jurisprudence," 8 Signs: Journal of \VotM,, in Culture and 
Society 6n (1983). 

20. The lciding ciiSe is McKiMey v. Dole, 765 F.2J 1129. lll&-1139 (D.C. Cir. 
1985). 10c obviousness of t.hi.s position animated the U.S. Supreme Court decision in 

llarris. Sec flarris v. f orklift Systems, Inc., ) 10 U.S. 17 (1993) (rc\rcn;ing a lower 
coun ruling, No. J:89--05'7, 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20115 at *5-"7, that found com
ments including .. You're a dumb ass woman'" nOl actionable .is sexual harnssmcm). 
The Coun oJso could 001 have been more clear rhat sexu.oJ desire. at le11st. is 001 reg• 
uisite for a sexual haro.ssrnenc cl.o.im than it was in Onrole. "hara.ssing conduct need not 
be moc.i:\!JUal by sexual JC).ire to support an infert:nce of discrlmination on the b::isis of 
sex." Oncale v. Sundowr>cr Offshore Services, Inc., 52J U.S. 75. 80 (1998). On d.e 
clear coverage of gcndcr-b:-scd hut not scxu:11 forms of hara:55mem under SC"Xua l ha• 
rassment law, sec HaU v. Gus Conmuction Co .. 842 P.2d IOIO. IOl4 (8th Cir. 1988) 
("[O]chcr rourts of a1>pcal.s have hcld that the predicate acu underlying " sc.xu.al ha• 
rassmenl claim 1-ieed 11ot be dea.rly sexuaJ i.t\ nature .. .. [N]one of our pre\lious cases 
bold th-at the offe.nsi\·e conduct must h:we explicit seX'ual overtooes'"): Hicks v. Crates 
Rubber Co., 8JJ F.2d 1406, 1414 (IOd, Cir. 1987); O ine v. General Electric u,pital 
Auto L=se. Inc., 757 F. Supp. 92J, 9J l-9J2 (N.D. Ill. 1991) (finding uohat it calls 
gender harassmcm to be b.ascd on sex as a form of sexual harassment of 1>hiintiff •be· 
cause she was a woman"); Accardi v. Superior Coun of California. 21 Cal Rptr. 2d 
292, 293 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993) (finding "[s]exual bo.rassmem does not necessarily in
YOJ\le sexual conduct ... . [\V]e hold 1..hat sexual hllta.Ssment oc<:un when an employer 
Crdtes a houile c.nvin:uunent for ::ail employee becauSe of t.bat cmpl<>ytt's sex"). Case:S 
so hold in the First Circuit, Lipsett v. Uni\!Crsity of Puerto Rico, 864 F.2d 88J, 905 
(1st Cir. 1988); Elevcnd, Circuit, I lenson v. City of Dundee, 682 F.2d 897,904 (I Ith 
Cir. 1982): Third Circuit, Andreu~ v. City of Phil•dclphia, 895 F.2d 1~9. 1485 (3d 
Cir. 1990); and Si.ih Circuit, Williams v. General M0<ors Cori> .. 187 F.Jd 55). ,65 
(6th Cir. 1999) ("conduct underlying • sexu.J harassment claim need not be ovenly 
sexual in nature . .. h9.!:.issit1g beht1vior that i.~ not sexually e.xplici1 but is dire<:tc:d at 
women an<l motiva1ctl by discrimin:uory animus against women sati..'i/ic:s 1..he 'bad on 
sex' requirement"). Sec al,., EEOC Dcc~ion No. 7 1-272,. 197.l EEOC Dec. (CCH) 
(,290 (June }0, 1971). 

21. Vicki Schultz, "Reronceprnolizin,g Sexual Harassment." 107 YtJ{e Lato JourntJI 
1683 (1998>. ad\'"anccs the conu-ary view, arguing that sexuol harassment law's focus 
on sexuaJ fonns of harossment has fostered neglect of gender-ba-sed but not se:xulll 
forms. At once minimizing lhc darity of precedents that squardy and rcpeate<lJy holJ 
both actionable. whjJe missiJl!I: the consider.able: abuse th.at is sexual th:u couru permit. 
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the anicle, in its zeal co recoup the sexual and expand legal ancncion 10 gendc.red but 
not sexuo.1 abuse, becomes what it criticizes. as gende.r is di~ggregate<l from se.\:. It 
also becomes a purix,rtcd auLhority fo r the proposition i1 oppoSd, tha1 ,!?tndcr ha.rass

mcm is not widely recognitcd as scxuaJ harassmcn14 
Some cases cited by Schultz as excluding nonsexual but scx-b:,1,scd acts acnaally 

indudc them. Bo.trman v. Sulliw;m, 769 F, Supp. 904 (D. Md. L991), for example, is 
cited as revealing Schultz's critidzed "disag,g.reg.atioo of che sexuaJ from the oon• 
sexual." Id. at 17JJ- 1714. The case fow,d the acts alleged were insuffidendy severe to 
t:6fiS'(ituk ari :1busi,1c working cm ,itonMdil. One allc:gc:<l ~ct w:is n61iSC::xual r•on 6ii:~ 

occasion her supcr,.,isor remarked that a woman's film urhich she intended to show was 
siupid, ,md l:ept people frQm the-ir work"); the other, however, was sexual (he .. asked 
her 10 dose his office door and remove all of her d0<hing"). 769 F. Supp. at 910. 
Whether or nor 1hc court w.tS correct ro find 1hcsc .i.crs insuffidcndy sc.,·crc to be 
actionable. bolh sexual and noosexua.l aces were so found. If the oourc was insensici\·e 
co gender, il \\~ also i.nsensiti\'e co sex. 

Similarly, Raley v. Boord of S1. Mary's County Commissioner, 752 J':". Supp. 1272 
(D. Md. 1990). is cited !IS authority for Lhc propos..ition that .;nonlk'xua.l forms of hos
tility escape judicial scnariny altogether . . .. I !armful acts of hazing and h.1111$.Sment fre
quently fall between the cracks of legoJ aoolysis altcscther.' Schulcz, 107 Yak Lau, 
Joul'1UII at 1721. The Raky assignment of clericol work outside rhe plaintiffs job de· 
scription. wl:satisfoctol)' job evo.h.tations. and tt leccer of repri.rnru1d a.re cited as e."wnples 
of nonsexual occ.s chat nehher rose to the level of hostile e:ovirooment oor ronstituted 
disparate treaunent. Id. at 172J n. 182. WholJy apart from ,heir nonsexual n.awre, such 
ac:tions may or may not be based on sex, and they may or may not constitute harassment 
by a variety of other n1easun:s. But inddcn1.s of sn:.ual t0\1ching of Lhc plaimiff were 
also found by the Raiey courc 10 be "isoJated.'" hence insufficioody se,:ere or pervas.ive 
to be actiooable. 752 F. Supp. at 1280. unrema.rked by Schultz. No doubt much ha• 
rossmem is not caught by courts. but the foult m:'ly be so,nething Schulu sh:'.Lres with 
the cases she cri1ici:i:eS: not seeing se.xu-a.l abuse that is there. 

Some cases cited b)• Schultz in support of the proPQSition thal "[ m):my other cases 

have hdd expressly that conduct tha1 is not scxua.l in nature does not- and cann()t
constimtc hostile work cnvironmcm sc>.1.utl h:missmcm," Schulu., 107 Yale f,,ato Journal 
at 1718. the rorc thesis of the article, do no, so hold. ln Holmes v. Ra7.0, No. 9-1 C 
50405. 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXJS 10599 (N.D. Ill.July 18. 1995), for example, lo response 
to the <ld'c:n<lant's ar_gumenl that the allegations do "'not a.lleie behavior of :l sexual 
nature." the court finds, referring to pb.intiffs aUegalion of pn:ssure for dotes, that 
.. ,here is no deficiency in the sexual content of 1hc discrimin.atory acrions alleged in 

the comp1ainr," id. at •ts.That particular fuel$ arc fQ1;1nd sdecpi.atdy ~llcu:tl for :i i;cxu:al 
horass.mcm claim docs not necessarily mean chat only sexual faces wiJJ be found OOe
quatc.. Moreover, this ruling goes only to the plaimiffs quid pro quo daim. ·mere is 
no way co cell whkh a1Jeg:u.ioos-\\'hid1 include threats regarding scheduling ronfficts 
tltat arose from plaintifrs prcgna.ncy-n:i:adc the hostile environment claim adequate_ 
11tc:re is no express holding of the son Schultz conu::11ds. 
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Some cases say che opposite of what they are cited for. Morrison v. Carleton \Xloolen 
Mills. Inc .. 108 F. Jd 429 (ls1 Gr. 1997), for example. cited for 1he propa,ition Iha, 
"some courts haVt.' ruJed against pl:1intiffa after trial on tl1c ground tJut the ch:Jllenged 
conduct i.-; nol sufficit:ntly sexual to comprise a hostile work environment . ., Sd1t1hz, 
107 Yale Law ]m,rnal ar 1718, holds rhar frequency of discrimin:nory trcarmcnt (a 
"sing.le. brief cnooume:r," 108 FJd cu ◄39) rather 1h.1.n iu narurc as nonsexual or its 
gro,ity as lnsufficiendy se"e:re (pla.Lllciff addressed as "girlie,. and lOld co go see die 
•nursie,' id. •• 4J9), rendered the fsm insufficient to be actionable. Strikingly. the 
plaintiff argu&.I th:.n she did i'i6L tli\&:d to show th:it m:1nagcii1cnt's oon<luct . .. " ':iS 
'expressly sexual' in order to establish a sexually hO!itile U'Or.k owironmcm based on 

gender discrimination • ., id. at 4-J 1, and the coun :agreed: •we acccp1 that many dif
ferent forms of offensive behavior may be included within the definition of hostile 
cnvironmcm sexual harassment. HowC'\--cr, the oven-ones of such behavior must be, at 
the very least, sex~based. so as rn be a recognizable form of se." discrimination.'" Id. 
Nonsexoal-bu1,ses-based aces we.re thus not only 11or excluded from cJie actiono.bl)'seX• 
based ronduct: they were potentially included in it. 

22. Such !lets, when based C>n sex, hav<." long bt-cn rca)gnja-J as dJscrimiuatory. 
An .,.arly cx"mplc ;, EEOC Dcc;,ion N<>. 7 1-2725, 10 73 EEOC Doc. (CCH) (,290 
(June 30, 1971 t '1rhich found that refusal to instnm or assist or roope.rate i11 work 
requiring team effort, U directed u an individual because of sex. rons.titutcs sex dis· 
criinfoation. This is not co say that courts have always a<lequ.aceJy sustaioed this for any 
ocJ'ler) rerognicion of sex discrim.in11ti0t\. 

2). M:my couns tha1 mi$S gendered harassrni::nt that is not sexual aJso miss cxplic
it..ly sexual forms of harassment. CourLS routindy gi\'c short shrift to sc.-xu.al acts at least 
as often or more often r.han to nonsexual gender-based abuse--induding in ca$C$ 
Schulrz. 1100\·e note 21. cites 10 lhe contrary. Sometimes she misses I.hat sexual acts a.re 
sexual. Missed. for example, is I.he Harris district coun•s minimiMdon of spedficalh• 
sexual acts, such as the e:mplo)ier's asking. the pl!Unt..i.ff am.I other femfile employees to 
retrie,..-e coins from h.is front pant:. pOCket, and throwing objects on Uk ground for 
women to bend over and pick up as he watched. These acts were recognized by the 
district CQlll't as sexual brn wttc not found tQ rise to ,he level of :1 hostile sexual 
cnvironmcm; they were, instead, characterized in customary moral vocabulary as •an· 
noying and inSC'nsitive" or "in.inc and adolescent," not sex-discriminatory. Sec Harris 
v. Forklift Si~tems, lnc .. No. J:89--0557, 1990 U.S. Dis,. LEXIS 20115, m •16 (M.D. 
T cnfl. Nov. 28. 1990). The fact 1.:h:11. the acts wen: sexual did not g.i\'C tl,ern any specW 
legal status in this court's eyts. And whc:n the Harris Supreme Court reversed, it re• 
Vct$Cd for both sexual and nonsexual harassment equally. 

Simil:uly, in Recd v. Shepard, 939 F.2d 484 (7th Cir. 1991), viQlcm $CXist abl1SC 
such as cbain.ing che pfaintiff to a toikc and shming her head into it was moralistically 
condemned as "repulsive" by the Seventh Grcui1 pailCI, id. ac 486. bur found nonac· 
tionabJe-no, bc<:ause it was seen to be nonsexual. but because Reed wos seen as the 
kind of woman who did not mind such trtatmtt1L. who even "rd.is.heel reciprocating in 
kind.~ Id. This was becausi:: she told "diny jokes." Id. at 487. The Seventh Circuit, 
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which exooeraced the defendants, and Schuhz. abo\'c note 21 , who is rightly critical of 
dtat court's djsmiss.al of plaintiffs daims. alike 1niss the se&uill n11ture of this abuse
which c::ven the bricfe;t acquaintance with, say, Hustler wouJd rcvc:11. 111c irony of usin~ 

the Reed coun·s failure to find thi~ abuse anion:tblc as supPQrt fo r the critique of what 
Schultz terms the •scxu.11 dcsirc-domin.1ncc paradigm" of scxu.-il harassment bw, sec 
Schultz., above note 2 1, at 1729-li30, is thus losr on her. \Vhc1hcr she would have 
been as critical of the ooun•s failure to perceive the harassment if she had grasped the 
sexual nature of the a.buse is on open question. 

24. For u few inst:likd. ""'Torres v. Pisoiio, J 16 FJ<l 62.5 (2d Cir. 1997). Watkins 
,,. llowdcn, 105 FJd 13+1 (I Ith Cir. 1997), and I lidcs v. Gates Rubber Co., 8JJ F.2d 
1406 (10th Cir. 1987). 

25. Hostile environment sexual harassmcm law, initially drawing on a lone Fifth 
Circuit precedent that prohibited racially hostile awironmcms, Rogers v. EEOC, 454 
F.2d 2J4 (5d1 Cir. 1971). then became precedent for equality claims agains1 racist 
bigotry in the wor'king eovironmenL Tile number of those cl.alms then grew. Race cases 
indude Snell v. SuffoJk County. 782 f'.2d I094 {2d Cir. 1986); Harris\'. lnLemation!l'.I 
Paper Co., 765 F. Supp. 1509 (D. Me 1991); Bolden v. PRC Inc .• 4J F.Jd 545 (IOd, 
Cir. 199-l); Walker v. Ford Motor Co .• (,84 F.2d u,, (I Ith Cir. 1982). Religion c,ses 
include Venters v. City of Delphi. 12} FJd 956. 974-978 (7th Cir. 1997); Del Erdmano 
v. Tronquiliry. Inc., 155 F. Supp. 2d 1159- 1164 (N.D. Cal. 2001). 

26. Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Servic,s. Inc., 52} U.S. 75 (1998). 
27. The lea<ling authority for th.is proposilio11 is the en bane tuling in Renev. MGM 

Grand Mo1d. Inc .• J05 F.Jd 1061 (9th Cir. 2002), cert. d,11iet!, J002 WL 144659J, 
which hdd th~t a gay man, scxu::iJly har.tssed as (t:t)', can sue for sex discrimin:uioo 
under lidc VTI. The plurality held that conduct of a sexual namrc is conduct bcc11u;5c 
of sex. A coocun-ing opinion agreed for che reason that discrimination boscd on sexual 
oriemar..ion is a form or gender srereotyping. Other (ederal courts o( appeals have ruled::
in l'ny view erroneousJy, lO the contrary. See, e.g., Bibby v. Philadelphia Coca.Colo 
llouling Co., 260 F.}J 257. 265 (Jd Cir. 2001); Spc.,.nnan v. Ford Mo10r Co .. 2H F.hl 
1080, 1084-1085 (7th Cir. 2000); I liggins v. New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc., 194 F.Jd 
252,259 (1st Cir. 199')); Simonton v. Runyon, 2J2 F.Jd JJ, )6 (2d Cir. 2000). 

28. This argument is fun her developed in Catharine A. MacKinnon, Sex Equality 
76(,...1056 (2001). 

29. See Janee Halley. "Se..xualiry Ha.rassmenc." in Directions in St>xua/ H111amnMt 
lAw 182 (MacKinnon :1nd Siegd, eds.). 

JO. Sec M:1rc Spindelman, "Discrimin~tin_g Plcu,'tm::s," in Directions in Sexual Ha
mss11u•111 /..aw 201 (MacKjnnon llnd Siqd, eds.) . 

.3 t. See St(;phcn S<::hulhofor, Untttanied Sex, Tht- Cu/tun: of fo111111d111io11 ,md the 
Failure of Law (1998). 

}2. Meritor Savin115 Bank v. Vinson. 477 U.S. 57 (1986). 
33. Orie case chat raises che issue i.s Trau1z.•e11er, but Otl appeal the majority heJd 

tltat Ms. Tr.1.ut\'cUcr's sexual harassment claim ,ws not "b;lScd on ScxH bcc-.u.asc the: 
sexual n:-fatioriship she had \\~lh her supc:rior w:as "'persona.I, - r-.uh~r than holding that 
it was unactionablc because welcome. Traucvencr \'. Quic·k, 9 16 F.2d l 140 (7th Cir. 
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1990). Others that notably 6nd the challenged behavior u,welcomed include Carr v. 
Allison Gos Turbine Division General Motors Corp .. 32 F.Jd 1007 (7th Cir. 1994): 
Burns \I. McGn.-gor E.l«tronjc Lndustric:s, lnc., 989 f .2d 959 (8th Cir. 199)); Jenson 

v. E\felc:th Taconite Co., 824 F. Supp. S-17 (D. Minn. 199.l)~ Cuesta v. Texa.,; Dcp;lrt• 
ment of Criminal Justice, so, F. Supp. 4,1 (W.D. Tex. 1991). Case& finding 1hc chal
lenged behavior welcome include Recd v. Shepard, 939 F.2d 484 (7th Cir. 1991) and 
Balleui v. Sun Sencinal Co., 909 F. Supp. 1539 (S.D. Fla .. 199}), that lmer of which 
may have been inspired by homophobia. 

J4. k Harri< at 20 119931 (•[]Jf lh< viclin, <loo.l ool subi<,eti,,dy percdv. the 
environment tQ be abusive, the conduct has not actualJy altered the conditions of the 
victim's employment.., and there is not a Title VH violation"), 

35. One good example i& Flockhart v. low• llc<:f Procasors, Inc., 192 F, Supp. 2d 
947. 967 (N.D. fa, 2001), in which ;1 harassed woman's ocrasional response to abuse 
by strong language "'does not demoostrace th.at the conduct was not uowelcome, • 
le11vi1lg dle jury free to so condude. Some cou.rts have held that e\'idence that a worna.n 
.. 'cng:igccl in bc.-havior similar to thm which she claiined was w1wdcomcd or offonsive • 

is evidence that the behavior was nol unwelcome."' Beard v. t1ying J, 266 J':'Jd 792. 
798 (8th Cir. 2001) (quoring Set"'• v. Nestle U.S.A. Co .. 181 F.2d 9,8, 966 (8th Cir. 
1999)), See, e.g .. Bums v, McGregor Electronic lndusrrics. Inc., 989 F .ld 959 (8th Cir. 
1993) (holding that pfajmiffs posing for nude pictures for magazine did not indic1uc 
chat sexu~ adv:1oc:es at work were welcome); Ga.l.Llgher "· DeJru1ey. 139 F.3d 338. 346 
(2d Gr. l998) (holding d1:u plaintiffs e~:uama.riw.l office o.ffoir did not permit rourt to 
find plaintiff wa$ open to sexual ac.hranccs). Some t·a:st:$ kc:cp c:videi1tc of $1!Xual activity 
outside the workplace out of workplace sexual hsrassmen1 cases under Rult 4 12. Sec 
8 .K.B, v. Maui Police Deparrmenr, 276 F.}d IO'JI, 1106 (9m Cir. 2002) (rcm,111ding 
for new uia.l for failure of correctional instruction 10 dispel lurid prejudkial oonpro
bathie testimoll)' concerning \iictim's fancasies or autocrotic sexual practices in an at• 
tempt to establi:..~h tha1 Sexual h.arass:mem at work wa.~ not unwelcome}. For further 
discussion. see Wolak v. Spucci. 217 F.Jd 157. 160-161 (2d Cir. 2000) (holding that 
plaintiff's ou1-of4 \\'0rk vie\\~ng of pomogrnphy did not mean pornography at work did 

noc ahcr her status at work, a msing iniury rcg:ardJcss of trnuma inAic1cd by the images 
alone). 

Of some conccm are rnscs like Mosher v, Dollar Tree Stores, Inc., 240 F.}d 662, 
668 (7ch Cir. 2001 ). ill which an emplo)-et was gra.nted smnmary judgment for a Jong• 
lerm uncomplaincd-of Jjve-io rdationship with ~ supervisor that continued ftftc:r she 
left her job, a rd:itionship that Utt: coun thought "'can only be re-.tSombly described !IS 

consensual." The \\'Oman, dcs-cribcd by 1hc coun as .. a willing partidpam ,• 1>ajd she 

was afraid, that the rd.ationship w:as <:ntircly invohmt:uy, and she a.greed to rhe sex only 
because she needed to keep her job. Id. Another is Stephens v. Rhem Manufacturing 
Co., 220 F.3d 882 (3th Cir. 2000), in whicl, evidence of rumors of sexual affairs •moog 
company employees was excluded at trial under Rule 412, and die defendant's se:xulll 
beh.avlor was foun<l wdcome to t.he pl:t.intiff, although sl1e argut:d that she tolcr.ttc.-<l i1 
as long ::tS she did onl)• because:: the rumors l<."d her to believe she had no recourse. 

36. Sec Louise F. Fir1.gcra1d, "Who Says? Lc~I and P$ycholog.ical Constmctions 
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of Women's Resiscance to Sexual Harassment,"' in Direcliom 94. 
J7. Janine Beoedet. "Hostile Environment Sexua.l Harass.ineot Cla.ims and the Un

u.•ekomc: lnRuence of Rape- Law," 3 Michiga11 Joumal of Gender and Lw.: 125 (1995}. 
11tis proposal is. an improvement o,·cr th:u o(Sm;an Estrich, ·Sex al Work," -0 StaJt/ord 
Law Rev1etJJ 813 (1991 ), which rcoommcnds c1iminating um.,--eloomcncss fro m scxt1al 
harassmcm dOC1ri1lC, apparently making it possible for a woman to sue for a sexual 
relacionship she affirmacively wa.nced, whether or nOl it was forced by inequalicy. lb.is 
is not co say that if a ,vanced sexual relationship ends badl)• and an employee is punL~hed 
for it iit ,\'Ork, t.lk pW'liihittc:rit l-aMOt 6t: sc.::x-bakd. 

JS. for funher d iscuss.ion, sec Catharine A. MacKinnon, Fem1111s111 Unmodified 
146--162 (1987). 

39. Sec Janine Bc-ncdc1. "'Pomogr.-iphy .iS Sexual H,uassmcnt in Canada.,. in Dlr«
tkJns in Sexual Harassmtnt Latu -1 17 (MacKinnon and Sicgcl, eds.). 

40. In •ddition ro Frederick Schauer. •rhe Speeding o( Sexual Hanissment." }47: 
Jack M. Balkin. "Free Spee<h and Hostile Environments." 4H: and Dorothy Robens, 
""The CoUertivc injury of SexuaJ Har..t..i;sment, .. J65, in Direction$ in Sexual HaraJJtm'llt 

Law, (MacKim10n and Siege.I, eds.), sec Cad1arine A. 1\1.acKinnon, Sex Equalil) 973-
97-1 n .46, 162fr16-'1 (2001): Richard 11. Fallon Jr., •SelQml I larassmem, Content Neu
traliry, and the First Amendment Dog That Did.n'c Bark," 1994 Supreme Court Re
view I , 

41. Grant v. UlOe S1>r Co .. 21 F.l <l 649 15th Cir. 1994); Miller v. M•xwelrs ln
temo1iorutl. lnc .. 991 F.Zd :;g3 (9di Cir. 1991); McBride v. Routh. :;1 F. Supp. 2d 151' 
(D. Conn. 19991; C2upih v. c.,d Pak Inc., 9 16 F. Supp. 687 (N.D. Ohio 1996); Wilson 
v. Wayne County, 856 I'. Supp. 12:;4, 1261 (M.D. Tenn. 1994);Johnson v. Nonhem 
Indiana Public Service Co., 844 F. Supp. 466 (N.D. Ind. 1994): towry v. Cl,,rk, 84J 
F. Supp. 228 (E.D. Ky. 1994). Immunities and 01her qUAli6cmions on pe,sonnl and 
instimtiona.l respons.ibiJiry co s.i.milor effec, also operated under the Equal Prorecrioo 
Oa:use. 

42. For discussion of ,his Slructurc:, see Gebscr v. Lago Vista lndcpc:ndent School 
Dist .• 524 U.S. 274, 285- 29> ( 1998). 

43. The css:t)'S of Deborah Rhode. "Sex in Schools: Who's Minding the Adults?.~ 
Dir«tions 2'90, and David B. 0 1>p,cnhcimcr, "Employer Uability for Sexual Harassmcnr 
by Supervisors," Direc.ti'ons 272 anal)'tt dl-Csc rulings. 

44. Compare Faragher•· City of Boca Raton. n◄ U.S. 775 (1998) (holding em
ployt-r vic--J.riously linble for hostile environmenL crc1ted by supervisor but allowing 
emp!O)'Cr Lo demonstr:ue 1..hat i1 reasonably acted 1.0 corrct:t or prt:\'cnt the lu.ra~mcnt 
and 1hat the plaintiff \mrc:ason:ably failed 10 correct or prevent harm through channels 
offered by employer) and Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellcnh, -'24 U.S. 742 (1998) 
(same), with Gebscr v. Lago Vista Independent School Dist., '24 U.S. 274 (1998) 
Oioldiog dun plaintiff, a female high school smdenr who was sexually harassed by he, 
tellCht:r. may not recover damages ag4iost a school district where retevruu sd1ool offi
cials do not have actual notice and arc not ddiber-.ucly indifferent to tC:lcher's m..iscon
duct), an<l Da,'ls v. MQnroc Couruy Board of Educ:~Ljon, 526 U.S. 629 ( J 999) (holdin~ 
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schools Liable to studenr.s for peer harossmem under Tide D< only where omhorities 
are <lcliberatd)• indifferent to acts repon.ed to proper aut.hority in control and harasser 
is under the sd1ool's disciplinary autl1ority). 

45. Burlington lndumics, Inc. v. Ellcnh, 524 U.S. 742 (1998). 
46. 29 C.F.R. S 1604.11 (al (2001) (emphasis added). 
47, Sc<:, for example, Sparks v. Pilor Freight Carriers, In<., 8>0 F.2d 1554, 1559 

(11th Cir. 1987): Robinson v. City of Pinsburgh. 120 F.}d 1286, 1296-1297 (ld Cir. 
1997); ]llllsell v. Packaging Corp. o( America, 12} F.Jd 490 (7th Cir. 1997). Nichols 
v. Frank. 42 FJd 50J . .5 l l (9th Cir. 1994), afid Karibi:m v. Colun1bia Ur.ive«i1y. 14 
F.)d 77J, 777- 778 (2d Cir. 1994), found a quid pro quo where S<exually ha.rassed 
women submitted 10 sex in cmploymem in exchange for job benefit$. Sec also Cr:am 
v. l.amson & Sessions Co .. 49 F.3d 466, 47J (8th Cir, 1995) (dr•";"8 clcmems of quid 
pro quo proof from EEOC Guidelines); Kauffman v, 1\llied Signal, Inc,, 970 F.2J 178, 
186 (6th Cir. 1992) (same). 11,e Fourth Circuit hod no, ruled our the possibility that 
a lhrea.1 alone was enough co mo.ke out a quid pro quo case. Reinhold v. Virginia. I }5 

F.Jd 920, 9J>-9J4 n.J (4th Cir. 1998). 
48. 524 U.S. a, 748. 
49. J brri$, ,10 U.S. 17 ( 199}), holds thllt whether or not a worker is SC\'crdy 

psychologically affocred by sexual harassment, she CJJ1 be deemed injured by ir. 
,o. Jansen v, Packaging Corp. of America. 123 F .Jd 490, 504 (7th Cir. 1997) 

(Cudal1y. J., concurring). 
51. 111e facts are from Jansen. 123 F.3d at 503. which settled be-fore Ellerth was 

-arguc<l in the Supn:mc Court. 
52. F-act.s art: from Vance v. Southt::m Bd l T d ephone and Tdcgraph Co., 863 F.2<l 

1503 ( I Im Cir. 1989). 
53. For further rommemary, see Andrea Dworkin, "'Dear Bill and Hillary,"' 

Gu4rdian (London) (January 29, 1998). 

54. The D.C. Circuit handed down ilS decision in Bundy v. Jackson. 641 F2d 934 
(D.C. Cir. 1981), on Jtu1u:1ry 12, 198 1; the district court opinion in the: case:., 19 fair 
Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCH} 9154 (Apr. 25, 1979), is dat.c:d April 25, 19)9. In her lestimony 
before the Senate Judiciary Committee. Anita I (ill described being sexually h:a.ra$scd at 
V.lrious poim,s in 198 t , uih<:n she \\'<lS cmplorcd at the Dcpanmcnr of Educadoo, and 
1hroughou1 ,he fall ,md '1ri.ntcr months of 1982, after she had transferred co chc EEOC 
with Thomas. See Nomt'nalkm of Judge Clarenet: Thomas ID Be Assodate )ttJ.lt'ce of tfx> 

Supreme Court of Jhe United S1t11et: Hearing Be/ore the Senate U>mmillee on !he )udi4 

ciar)', I02d Cong. )6-48 ( 1991). 
,,. J lcr d.1im \\' ll!t brought under section 198J. effc;:ctuating the EquaJ Protection 

Clause of the: Con$1itution, which in scxu:al harassment aises has been interpreccd tlie 
same as. and together with► Tide VU, Presumably, she sued under secrion 1983 rather 
1hao (or also under) Tide VD because che sramte of limiuuioos had run on her po1emial 
Tide Vil claim. 

56. Sec Clinton v. Jones, 520 U.S. 681 (199)). 

57. Sec Jones v. Clinton, 990 F. Supp. 657 (E.D. Ark. 1998). 
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,s. Flowers Declaration. HI.,. 6 (March 12. 1998), Ci,il Action No. LR-C-94-
290, Jones v. Climon. 990 F. Supp. 657 (E.D. Ark. 1998). 

59. Catharine A. MacKinnon. Stxual Harass111enl of \flarking W'omen: A Ul!;e of 
Sex Discriminotio11 }9 (1979). 

60. Keppler v. Hinsdale Tou•nship High School District, 715 F. Sopp. 862, 868 
(N.D. Ill. 1989). 

61. Jones Oeclanuioo, '117 (Morch 11. 1998), Civil Action No. LR,C-94-290, Jooes 
v. Climon, 990 F. Supp. 657 (E.O. Ark. 1998). 

62. Sec. for oxAillplo, Nichol,, .. ff'.u1k, 42 FJd 503 (9th Cir. 1994), and KMibiall 
v. Columbia University, 14 FJd 773 (2d Cir. 1994). 

(,J. Sec Sanders v. C.1Sa View Baptis1 Church, 134 FJd J} 1 (5th Cir. 1998). 
64. Sec B<mcnbcrgc, v. Plymouth Townshi1>, 132 F.}d 20 Od Cir. 1997), 
65. His),lander , .• K.F.C. Nai'I Managc,ncm Co., so, F.2d 644 (6th Cir. 1986). 
66. Jones Oeclorotioo. 'l.l2 (March 11. 1998). Ch•il Action No. LR-C-94-290,Jones 

v. Climon. 990 F. Supp. 657 (E.D. Ark. 1998). 
67. See D-svis v. Palm« Dodgo West. Inc., 977 F. Supp. 917 (S.D. Ind. 1997) 

(altering workfr,.g conditions); Hawthorne v. SL Joseph's Caronddct Child Center, 982 
r. Supp. 586 (N.D. Ill. 1997) (moved work location and working by hco,df): Reinhold 
v. Virginio, I 3' F.}d 920 (4th Cir. 1998) (change in work assignments, Jess work, 
different ducics). The place of these gcodcr-b.u:ed bm not exprtssly sexual conditions 
in sexual har:lssmetu cases is also worth nochlg. 

68. Andrews, .. City of Philadelphia, 895 F2d 1469. 1483 (3d Cir. 19901. 
69. For P3" of its test, thc.- Suprc.-mc.- Coon citc.-d an Elt.'Vt'nth Circui1 case that hac! 

limited acLionahilicy to "pervasive" harnss.mcnt . . Mcrilor Savings Bank v. Vin.son. -lTT 
U.S. 57, 67 (1986) ('"For scxua1 harassment ro slate a d.-iim under Title Vlf, ir mus1 be 
sufficiently peNnsive co aher the conditions of employment and create an abushse 
working eovironmem") (quociJ1g Henson v. City of Dundee. 682 F.Zd 897, 904 (l lcn 
Cir. 1982)). 

70. Fa""l!her v. City of Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775, 788 (1998). 
71. 8r.t..()nkala v. Virginia Polytechnic Lnscitutc and $Late Univcrs:icy, 1.32 F.Jd 949,, 

959 Heh Cir. l997) (holding claim could be founded on chis sho'1iing of s.evcrirywithout 
any showing: of J)Cf'\'.lshrcncss). 

72. Examples include Rush v. Seo« Specialty Gases, I I 3 FJd 476, 482 (Jd Cir. 
1997) (stating "isolated or single incidents of harassmem are insufficient to constitute 
a hostile c.rwironmenc" but finding plaintifr's chim constituted a continuous pattc.-n1)~ 
Moylan v. Maries Coomy. 729 f'2d 746, 749 (8111 Cir. 1986) (holding prior to Vimou 
that '"the plaintiff must show a practice or pattern of harassment against her or him; a 

single inc-ident or isol:itcd incident$ gencrntly \viii not Ix sufficient" in c:t.Se in which 
plaintiff was raped); Rabidue v. Osceola Relining Co., 805 F.2d 611 , 620 (6th Cir. 
1986); Highlander v. K.F.C. Nat'! Management Co .. 805 F.2d 644. 649-650 (6th Cir. 
1986) (dismissit)g, hostile tnvirooJneot cl.aim as not subje<:cively perrei\'ed to alter 
working environment, reiterating frequency requirement)~ sc:c also Wahman v. lm'I 
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Paper, 87' F.2d 468, 48} (5d1 Cir. 1989) (Jones. ) .. dissenting) ("a hostile enviro,unem 
c:1use of action is comprised of more than one alleged offense'"). 

7}. AuthoriLies include Bohcn v. City of East Chkngo. lndiana. 799 F.2d 1180, 
I 186-t 187 (7th C ir. 1986} (srnting in sexual harassment cas,c that "'!IS a gencr.t.l matter, 
a single dis-criminatory act 3gainst one individoa1 c.an amCHmt ro intcnrional discrimi• 

nation for cqu.il protccrion jurispruckncc"); Kjng. v. Board of Regents, 898 F.2d ,JJ. 
5}7 (7th Cir. 1990) ("a single act can be enough"); Smith v. Sheahan. 189 F.}d 529. 
5H 0th Cir. 1999) ("The Supreme Coun has repeatedly said. using the disjunctive 
'or,' that :i daiffi of di~tim11:uiofi b~ d 6n Llk inlliliion <>fa hostile \\'Ofklngt:rWit<>fl ♦ 
ment cxis1s if the CQnduct is ·se\'cre or petvas.ivc'•); Tomb v. Seiler Corp., 66 FJd 
1295 (2d Cir. 1995); Bn:onbla v. Virgini.:1 Polytechnic Jnstitute, IJ2 FJd 949 (4th Cir. 
1997) (under Title IX); Lockard v. Pi1.z• Hut , Inc., 162 F.}d 1062 (10,h Cir. 1998); 
Vance v. Somhern Bell Tdcphone & Tdcgrnph Co., 86} F.2d 150} ( I Ith Cir. 1989) 
(holding noose hung o\'er African American \\'OOlan's work suuions on cwo separate 

occasions sufficiendt severe for bostHe environment claim, reversing on grounds of 
iucorrcc.1 applic:.1Lion of Hemon and Meritor the distritl courL'$ judg1'nem nolwiLh• 
standing the \'t'r<lict for the company). 

74. 990 F. Supp. 657, 675 (E.D. Ark. 1998). 
n . See. for example. LiDMd v. Shelby Counl)' Board of F.<lucacioo. 76 F3d 716, 

726 (1996) ("mhe incident in the hallway, while deplorable. simply is not of rhe 
outrogeous aod shocldug charoccer that is required for a substa.nLive due process vio• 
lo.cion. Levemh;1J's rubbing of Little's stomach. 11;tOOmp:1nied by a remark Lhat could 
reasonably be intt:rp rc-tcd as :;uggestive, was wholly inappropriate, and. if proved. 
should have serious disciplin:.uy t.-onsequc:nccs for Leventhal. But without more, it is 
oo, condoc, lhat creates .1 cons,imrional claim'"); Chancey v. Somhwcst Florida Wa1cr 
Management District, 1997 WL 158312, •1 r (M.D. Fla. Mar. 17, 1997) (finding hostile 
eO\•ironmem sexuaJ harassment sufficiently -alleged co overcome summary judgment 
inotioo but also stating that "'[t)he C...ourt fu\ds such behavior. while: repreheitsible:, does 
not approad\ the c.xtrei:ne dq;n=c of 0Utf"-4,>00usne:ss required to show Uuen.Lional in
fliction of emotjonal distress"). Sec aJso Leibowitz v. Bank Leumi Trust Company, 152 
A.D.2d 169. 181-182 (N.Y. App. Div. 1989), dismjssing plaintiff's cau.se of action for 
imcmional inAiction of cmo,ior1al distress :md of "'hara..~mcnt'" where it w.1s "nothing 
more than componcm pans of her claim for wrongful discharge'"" undc.r New York 
Labor Law 7-10 ( .. \\7hjJe we share in the io<lignatiOJl of our djsseslting coUeague over 
tbt: uk of the religious and ethnic slurs 'Hebe' and 'k:ike.' the parLicular<'<.m<luc::t C()m• 

plained of in this case did not rise: to such an cxtn:-mc or ouLragcous lc\•cl as to meet 
the threshold requircmcms for the ron .. .. Ccnainly. the use <>f any religious, ethnic 

or r;ic;ial dur must lx :-trongly dis:app«)'V('d and condcmnc:d. However, the facr that we 

view the alleged conduct as being deplorable and reprehensible does not necessarily 
lead co the conclusion chat ic arose co such a IC\1cl chat lhe law muse pro,-ide a remedy"). 

76. One '-"'Ould lhll\k duu if courts were !l.Otisex but Utsuffidendy opposed co gender 
harassment, a c.-asc in which a plaintiff was called a "dumb bitch" and •shoved ... so 
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hord chat she fell backward and hie che Roor, sustaining injuries from which she has 
~'et co fully reet'>\'er" would not be-as il was-found sufficiently se,.-ere 10 cre:ue a 
hostile cnviromnc:nt, See Crisonino v. New York City Housing Authority. 985 F. Supp_ 

385, J88 tS.D.N.\'. 1997), u•hilc PauJaJoncs's :illeg:.uions. no1hjn,g if not sexual, would 
not have been-as they wcrc--dism isscd as nor SC\tcr c enough. 

77. Moring v. Arlcansas Dcpanmcnt of Corrc«ion. 243 F.Jd 4}2 (8th Cir. 2001). 
17,e faces and law in the resr of chis paragroph are drown from this decision. 

78. 20 F.Jd at 456. 
79. Sec. e.g.,JdTrey T0obi6. A Va,1 Ct>nlftir,1C)•: Th; R.•al S1ory u/ 11,;, S,. Seandal 

Th.al Nearly Brough/ Down 1he Pres1denl 172- 176 (1999). 
80. Id. at 174. 
8 I. This is ,he agenda of the likes of Jeffrey Rosen. Sec his The Unwanted Gaze: 

The Destruction of Privacy ;,, America (2000). That women h,n-c been subjected co 
cenru.ri~ of unwanted g:azes in who.t is defended as che privace is noc meocioned. 

82. See EEOC. Trend, in Horassmem Charges Filed wi1h 1he EEOC During 1h~ 
19801 011J 19901. Available: at hup://www.tt."OC.gov/suus/lur-JssmenL.hunl. 

17. Disputing Male Sovereii,'llty: On United States v. Morrow 

Origin.all)• published as "'Disputing: Male Sovereignty: Oo Unilf!d States tJ. Morrison,"" 
114 HartJt1rd Law Rev,,w I )5 (2000). I was involved in formuluting the Violence 
Againsc Women Act ftod also signed the Brief of L!lw Professors as Amici Curio.e it1. 
Suppon of Petitioners. Mom$Qn, 529 U.S. 598 (2000) (Nos.. 99- 5, 99-29), wrillc:n by 
others. for their generous suppon and insights, 1 am gr.ucful to Cass Suns:tcin, Laur
cnc-e T ribe, Frank Michelman, Lisa C:ardyn. Sally Goldfarb. and Burke Marshall, who 
dropped everything to comment on a drafr of this article virmally ovcmight. These 
thoughts took their initial public form in a dialogue with Chorles Fried and Diane 
Roseofcld, from whoo, I le:1..rt1ed a g~t <leaJ. Lisa Cu<lyn, Victoria BrescoU. u11<l th~ 
staff of Lhe Uni\'c:-rSily of Michigun Law Library, in particular Barbara Vat'.'c-.1ro and 
Nancy Veuordlo, provided su1>erb rC$Carch assjs1..:mce for whic-h they cmno1 be: 
th.·mkcd enough. ( also tbank Victoria Noul"$C and Bonnie Campbell for their intdligem 
and sialu'<'lrt commitmcm in chis cause. 

I. 529 U.S. ,98 (2000). 
2. Violence Against Women Act of 1994. Pub. L. No. IOJ- )22, 108 S 101. 1941 

(codified as amend«! at 42 U.S.C. 513981 (1994)). 
J. 1n J2.l'luary 2000, the Supreme: (.oun invaJjd3tcd lht: Age: Di.,;crimin:uion i11 

E.mploymcn1 Act'$ provision aurhoriz.ing suits ag:1in$t ~,ublic employers for age discrim
ina1ion a!; an imi,1lid :abrogation of Eleventh Amendment immunity in excess of Con
gress's powers under Section 5 of the Fourceeoth Amendment. Kimel v. FJa. Bd, of 
Regents, '28 U.S. 62. 66 (2000). 

4. U.S. Const. an. I. 58. cl. l. 
5. Id. amend. XIV. 55. 
6. Morrison, 529 U.$. at 627. 
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7. ld. a16L2. 
8. Id. ai 613-615. 
9. Id. a, 625. 

10. Sec, e.g., Kimel, 528 U.S. a1 66; Coll. Sav. Bank v. Fla. Prepaid Postsecondary 
Educ. Expense Bd., 527 U.S. 666, 691 (1999) (holding thai the Tradem•rk Remedy 

Clariflcation Act did nm validly \\l';l.ivc srntc sovereign immuniry ~rnd that Florida did 
noc ronstn.1crively waive its immunify by engaging in imerstate commerce); Ciry of 
Boerne v. Flores. 521 U.S. 507. 532- 536 (1997) (holding dsu the Religious Freedom 
Rcstonttioi'i Aet of 1993 ~waded stak pfdt•:r.·o in exa:si fl Coogtess's: d'lfotc.."&iktlt 

power uncler S5 of Lhe Founecnth AmencLnent by changing Lhe meaning the Supreme 

Coun had gi,·en 10 d1e First Amenclmen1); Seminole Tribe v. Florida,) 17 U.S. 44, 47 
( 1996) {holding thar Congress may not abrog.uc states' sovcrci,gn immunicy from suit 
in federal coun pursuant 10 tbc Indian CommC:tCc Cl.rnsc): Unircd Srntcs v. Lopez.,, 14 
U.S. 549. 567-568 < 1995) (holding that die Gun,Free School Zones Act exceeded 
Congress's authority under ch(- C..ommerce Clause}; see also Gatda. \f. San Antonio 
Mcuo. Tr.nsit Auih .• 469 U.S. 528. 579 (1985) (Powell, J., disseming) (arguing tha1 
!tpplic:ation of the Fair Labor Standar<ls At1 to stak t:tnployees violated stale .sovcn:ign 
immunity); id. at ,ss (O'Connor, J., dii-sciuing) ("h is insuffidc::nt, in 2S5CS.'iing rhc 
validity of congression,,J regularfon of a it.ne pursuant to the commerce power, co ask 
only whedler the s.amc regulacion would be valid if enforced ag.ainst a private parcy, h 
remains rele\ftUH that a S1a1e is being regulated .. ... ). 

11. See. e.g., Gebser v. Lago Vis1a lndependem School Distri<L, 524 U.S. 274. 277 
( 1998) {holding that a student may not recover fo r te-.tcher-studcnt sexual harassment 

under Tide: lX of the: Education AmcndmenL Act.., 20 U.S.C. S1681 (1994). t:n:icted 
under rhc Spending Clause, unless a 5ehool distrkt official u.•ith :nnhority to ac, had 
acmaJ notice and uia.s deliberately indifferent). 

12. See. e.g .. Pers. f\dm·r v. Fee,,ei•, 442 U.S. 256. 279 (1979) (confining the Four
teenth AmeodJ'nent's equality protection to intentional sra1e v:iola1ioos>; Soto v. Flores. 
!OJ F.Jd 1056, 1067 (1st Cir. 1997) (•A domestic violence victim seeking 10 prove an 
equal protection violation must thu.~ show that the rdc:van1 J>Qliq •m:t.kc:rs :md actof5i 
were motivated, :at least in pan , by a d iscrimina1ory purpose•). cen. demed, ,22 U.S. 
819 (1997), 

13. 42 U.S.C. St3981{b) (199-0. 
14. Under the VAWA, "the renn 'crime of violei1ce moliva.ied by gender' means a 

crin)c:- of violence tommjtted becuusc:- of gender or on the b~is of gcnc.lcr, and due, al 

le.1st in part. to an animus basc:<l on the victim ·s gender ... . " Id. §1}98 l(d). 
1,. Sec MorrlS()fl, 529 U.S. at 636 n.10 (Souter, J., dissenting) (noting that the 

Judicial Conference withe!~, it$ opposition :tficr anim11 .. ,; w-.t.s addc:d). 
16. 42 U.S.C. 5IJ981 {d)(2)(A) (1994), 
17. A Gender Violence Act introduced in [llinois did 001 have either of these 

dntwbocks. After finding that "[elxisting Stoic and fedenil laws do not adequa1dy 
prt".'ent and remedy gc:nder-rd..!ttc..-<l vioJencc:," tht: Ulinois legislature pn,po.,;c:d defining 
"sex discrimination '" as "'any of 1he following: (l) O ne o r more ac:rs of violence or 
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physical aggression on rhe basis of sex. gender. or sexuality[;] (2) A ph;sicru intrusion 
or ph>•sioil invas:io11 or a sexual nature un<ler coercive rondic:iot'L1lr;1 0) A threat of a11 
a<1 dc:,;cribcd in i1em (I) Qr (2).· H.B. -1407, 91s, (';,on. Asscmb., Reg. Scss. (UJ. 2000). 

18. The C".JSC w-.1.s original!)' brough1 as Bn:onkala v. Virginia Polytechnic lns1..itutc: 
& St.ate University. 9.l5 F. Supp. 772 (\1<1.0. Va. 1996)-; the cHstric1 judge ruled against 
Ms. Brwnkala's daims. 1t rctllincd this caption duo\1g.h 1hc Fourth Cir('\lit p,md de
cision w·ening. BrzonkALi v. Va. Polytechnic Inst. & Scace Univ., I l2 F.ld 949 (4tl> 
Cir. 1997). and ~,e en bane decision rewrsing the pond, Brwnkala v. Va. Polytechnic 
liiSl & Stil< Univ .. 169 FJ<l 920 (4th Cir. 1999), wi~l Mr. Morrison @d Mr. Crawford 
as joint defendants throughout. The Foun.h Circuit remanded Ms. Brwnkala 's Title DC 
d:aim agains1 the University, leaving only the VA\V/A daim against Mr. Ivtorrison and 
Mr. Craurford. Sec Mormo11, 529 U.S . .it 604. Both rhe Unircd Stares and Ms. Brronkala 
applied for ccn:iorarL The Supreme Coun consolidated 1hc two ("MCS under the c.iprio11 
United Scates ,,. Morrison {which was 6Jed first) when it granted review. See United 
States ,,. Mol'Tison. 527 U.S. 1068 ( 1999) (mem.). Thus did Chriscy Brzonkalo become 
Lhe Unitccl States and Vir¼tinia Polytechnic ln.o;titutc bt:rome Mr. Morrison. 
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76. Morn""', 529 U.S. ai 617. 
n. Sec Ca1harinc A. MacKinnon, Sex Eq1111l,1y chs. 6-7 (2001). 

78. Ka1zcnbad, v, Morgan. 384 U.S. 641, 670 (I 966) (Harlan, J .. disscn1ing). 
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99. for a solid historical dcmonstradon ,hat both chc congressional framers o( the 

Founccmh Amoodmem and those who rarific-d it in the states comprc:hcndcd that the 
Founee:nth Amendment was not confined co addressing scace action. see Fra .. nk J. Sea• 
turro. 1"he Supreme Court's Retreat /,0111 Reronstruction: A Disu>rtion of Comtilutional 
furisprudenc, 85-89 (2000). 

100. Ten8rQCk, note 9(, above. at 203- 204. 
IOI. "Killing No Murder," Woodhull and Ct.jlin', \Ve,k/y, June l l, 1870, at 8. 
102. Act of Apr. 20, 1871, ch. 22. S2. 17 Stm. 13. 13-14 (codified. at 42 U.S.C. 

§1985(3) (1994)). 
IOJ. See, e.g .. Lisa CarJyn. 'Sexualized Racism/Gendered Violence: Outraging cl,e 

Body Politic in the Reconstruction South," ch. 5. at 18-20 {2000) (unpublished Ph.O_ 
dissert~tion, Yule Uni\'crsity) (cm file with the Harvard Law SchooJ Lihr"Jry). 
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104. See. e.g., "Crimes of Violence Motivated by Gooder: Hearins Before the Sub
comm. on Ovil and Constitutiona.J Rights of the House Comu'l. on the Judiciary. It JO}d 
Cong. 10-11 (199J) (smemcnt of Sally Goldfarb, senior sialf •11omcy, NOW Legal 
Def. & Educ. Fund). 

Io,. S« Cardyn, note 103 above, at 28. ,2- 53, ,~. 64-<;,. 
106. Id . ., 151. 
107. For che Coun's animus requirement under Section 1985(3), see Griffin v. 

Breckenridge, 403 U.S. 88. IOJ (1971). 
108. 42 U.S.C. S!J89J(d). 
109. Morrison, 529 U.S. "' 61~7. 
I IO. 109 U.S. 3 (1883). 
11 1. J06 U.S. 629 (1883). 
I 12. Morrison, 529 U.S. • t 621-{,22, 
Ill. Id. 
114. United Srntesv. Hall. 26 F. C..s. 79, 81 (C.C.S.D. Ala. 1871) (No. 15,282). 
115. Id. 
116. 38J U.S. 745 (19661. 
I 17. 18 U.S.C. S241 (19?4 & Supp. II 19'.J6). 
I 18. Guest. 383 U.S. at 7'3- 760. 
I 19. Id. at 747 n.l, 7'7. 
120. Id. ot 784 ffirennon. j.. conct.trring) (cit.ocions omitted). 
121. Id. o, 762 (Clarie. J .. concurring). 
122. Cues~ JBJ U.S. at 755. 
12J. J·k,rt or Atlanta Motd, lnc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241, 261 (19641. 
124. 392 U.S. 40'J (1%8). 
125. Id. o, 443 ("If Congress cannot say tho, being a free man means at leas, th.is 

much. 1.hen die Thineemh Amendment made a promise the Natioo cannot keep"). 
126. Griffin v. Breckenridge, 403 U.S. 88. 104-105 ( 1971). 
127. Collins v. Hardyman. 341 U.S. 651. 658 (1951). 
128. Grif6n, 40} U.S. at 104-105. 
129. Id . ., 102. 
130. S« Lyes v. City of Riviera lkach, 166 FJd 1.332, 1339 (I Ith Cir. 1999) (en 

bane} («Of the cirruits lhm have squarely confronted and decided the issue. seven have 
held tl1ac women ore• protected class of persons under 51985(31. and non, have held 
lhal they arc not. If bolh bol<lings s.nd dkta are c.-ow1te<l. eigltl of the circuitS that have 
Laken a position lu.vc said Lh:1l wtlllltn :m: a protected dass under St985(J); only two 
ha,•c said ,hat they arc not"); i-ee aJso id . .it LH8--l3J9. 

UI. Grif6n, 40J U.S. at 107. 
132. 463 U.S. 825 (1983). 
133. Id. a, 833. 
IJ4. 506 U.S. 263 (19931. 
1.35. Id.•• 274. 
IJ6. Id. "' 2n. 
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137. Id. at 274-278. 
1}8. Lyes v. City of Riviera Beach, 166 FJd 1}}2, ll40 (I Ith Cir. l999) (en bane>. 
1}9. United States v. Harri,, 106 U.S. 629, 644 0 88}). 

140. Br..t0nkala \I. Va. Polytechnic lnst. & St:1te Univ., 169 F.Jd 820,874 (-Ith Cir. 
1999) (en bane). 

141. ~use Scc,ion 198,0) is a separate st,m1tc rhat rhc Court has not discussed, 
its use against unofficial \folaclons of sex equa.lfry rights under the Fourteenth Amend• 
mem is 1l0c conclusively precluded. 

142. Gii\aJa has found its provil'lcial hu.iruin rights: lc:gL,;lation w1LUi'\slilutionally 
undcrinclusi,•e, hence unequal, Qn precisely this ground. Sec Eg~n \I. The Queen,, 

[ 1995] 2 S.C.R. 51J (Can.): Vricnd ,,. Alberta. ( 1998) I S.C.R. ~9J (Can.). 
14}. J84 U.S. 6'11 (1966). 
144. Id. at 6'18. 
L45. 17 U.S. (4 \Vbeat.) JL6. 421 (1819). 
146. Morgall, 384 U.S. m 6,5o-65I. See also Ex pane Virginia. 100 U.S. }}9. J~5-

J~6 (1879); Straudcr v. Wc>L Virginio, 100 U.S. }OJ. J 11 (1879); United Suues v. 
Crosby. 2.5 f. C'.as. 701 (C.C.0 .$.C. 1871) (No. l 489J); Pmceeding, in 1h, Ku Klw, 
Trials, al Columbia, S.C III the U11ited S/.lltes Cirmit Court, November Term, 1871, :U 

90 0872); Swinney, note 96 above, at 166. 
147. Morgon, 384 U.S. at 666 (Harlan,}., dissenting). 
148. Id. at 669-671. 
149. United States v. Guest, l8l U.S. 745. 78l (1966) (Brennan, J .. c-oncurringl. 
150 . .521 U.S . .507 0997). 

15 1. f ranklin v. Gwinnett. 503 U.S. 60 ( 1992)~ Meritor Sav. Bank \'. Vin.son, -lTT 
U.S. 57 ( I 986). 

152. Dothard v. Ra~iinsoo. 4ll U.S. l21 , ll6 (1977) (holding that capacity to be 
raped was o bona fide occupational gu11li6c1uion excluding women on the bas.is of se:>: 
from contact p00itions i.11 male-only, high-security prisons). 

153. Un.i1ed States \'. Ulnie.r, 520 U.S. 259 (1997). This provi...:;io11 "in<.--orp0r:ues 
constitutional law by reference," id. :tt 259, because the statute requires willfully ancl 
under color of law •depriv[ing] a person of rights pl'Olect:ed by the Constitution oir 
laws of the United Slates, .. id. ar 264. Judge Lanier was not allo\"\'C<f ,o daim immunity 
based on the fact tb.1t sexual ~sault had nOf been mlcd on with sufficicm particul~rity 
as prohibited by the liberty compooem of the Due Process Oause of the Fourteenth 
Ame:ndmem. 

154. Annis v. Coumy of \X1c:stdtcstcr, 36 FJ<l 251 (2<l Cir. l994)~ Pontarelli v. 
Srone, 930 F.2d 104, IIJ ( 1st Cir. 1991): ll<>hen v. Ci!}' of Ea<1 Chicago, 799 F2d 
1180, 1185 (7th Cir. 1986): Woerner v. BrZ<;czck, 519 F. Supp. 517,5 19-20 (N.O. Ill. 
198L). 

155. Boerne, 521 U.S. ar 508. 
156. Id. at 518 (quoting Fil2J>atrick v. Bitzer. 427 U.S. 445. 455 (1976)1. 
1.57. 120 S. Ct. 6J I (2000). 

158. 1lic most acti,·c auempt to hold statc:S rcsponsib.lc for equa.l protect.ion vio-
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lario11s in their ueacmem of \;olence against women h~ OC'C'llfl'ed in the context of 
poUce 11onresponsivenes:s to domestic violenc:e. In Thunnan v. City of Torrington. 595 
F. Supp. 1521 (D. (.onn. 1984), 'fntc"C"y 1'hunu:ln was rcnckrc:d paraplq;jc and ncarl)' 

killed by her husband as the police ignored her many rcpons of his violence, and, in 
<me inst;incc, looked on as he kicked her in ,he head and ran away after srnbbing her 
repeatedly with a knife, Id. at 152,-1,26. She was awarded $2.3 million in her suit 
against d1e of6rers. See Amy Eppler, Nore. "Banered Women and lhe Equal Protection 
Clause: Will lhe Cooscitution Help Them When the Polic,, Won't?,' 9} Yale Law 
Journal 788, 795 iiJ l (1986). Allcilipls lo aS,.:ft 60111:r<:<l w6mcil't rij;lm lo equal 
pm1eajon of the l.aws after Thurman have produced mixed results. The Supreme 

Conn's decision in DcShancy v. \Xfinnebago C.Ounty Dep;inment of $Qcial Service$, 
489 U.S. 189 (1989). recognized lhar •,he State may nor, of course. seloccivclydc,,y irs 
protective services to certain disfavored minorities wilhout viol:adng the Equal Protec· 
tion Onuse." Jd. at 1% o.3. Coun.s h:ave required showings tha.c discrimiruuionagrufis.1 
women was imeocionaJ in police policies that provide Jess protectioo co victims of 
Jomcstic vio lc:nt.-e th~m m victims o r other types of ,~olc:occ. Sec Hynson v. C ity of 
Chester Lc:gal Oep't. 864 J'.2d 1026 (3d Cir. 1988). Compare Bolistrcri v. PadlicaPoUce 
Dep't, 90 I F.2d 6% (91h Cir. 1988), and War,on v. City of Kansas City, 8,7 F .2d 690, 
696-697 (10th Cir. 1988). with Soto v. Aores, I0J F.Jd 10,6 (1st Cit. 1997l. 

159. The Coun's tream1em of the facts in Morriro11 as suffidem co establish gender· 
bfased y:JJ1i.J.nus~ for statutory purposes may be sig11i60:uu io ligbt of its holdiitg of 
~animus• as equivalent co Fourteeilth Ameo<linent intent in Bray. 

160. BmlClkala v. Va. Polytechnic 1,m. & State Univ .. 169 FJd 820, 852 (4th Cir. 
1999) (en bane). 

161. The Court noted, on its \\ray to crit:iciz:in~ rhc VA\VJA's f:tilun:: to oon~nc it.self 
to sta.te action . .that d1e VA \Y/ A 'is not !limed at proscribing djscrimination by officiills 
which the Founcemh Amendment might 1l0t it.self proscribe.• Morrison, ,529 U.S. at 

626. This obstn·ation ,nay 1:nean trukt. LO lhe extttlt the VA\Y/A is ronstitut..iooal. it is 
rc<lund:uu-th:u scx-<liscriminJLOl)' assault like that by J udge Lanier i.,; already pro
scribed by the: Foun.c:cmh Amendment. Or it could mc~n th:u. to the degree it i..~ not 
aimed at officials. the VA\Y!A is not aimed beyond the Fourteenth AmC11dmcnt'$ pur
view. That the VA\VJA remains constinnional as applied to state actors seems possible. 

162. Id. at 620. 
16l. United States v. Virgillia. }18 U.S. :;1:;, :;,4 (1996). 
164. for holdings t..l~t sex stereotyping is sex discrimination, see United SL:ttes v. 

Virginia, 518 U.S. al 541; Price Wolcrhou,e v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228. 25~251. 256 
(1989); and Mississippi Univcrsicy for Women\!. Hogan, 458 U.S. 7 18. 725 (1982). 

16'. City of llc,ernc v. Flo,.., ,21 U.S. 507, ,Jo (1997). 
166. Morrison. 529 U.S.•• 62.5-626. 
167. United Bhd. of Carpemcrs, Local 610 v. Scott, 46} U.S. 82.5. 85} (198}) 

(Blac.k.roun, J .. dissenting). For a contrasting reading of the authorities 011 the priv1uc 
action question. stc Bra:mbla v. Virginia Polytechnic institute & State Univcn.ity.169 
FJd 820, 869 n.26 (4th Cir. 1999) (en bane). 
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168. Carµemers, 463 U.S. ar 853 (Blackmun, J .. dissenting). 
169. Id. at 848 n.11. 
170. Br,y v. Alcxsndris Women's Hosh.h Clinic. 506 U.S. 26}, J45 (199J) 

(O'Connor, J., dissenting). 
17 1. 526 U.S. 629 (1999). 
172, 505 U.S. 833 0992). 
17J. 488 U.S. 469 (1989). 
174, Id. at 490. TI,e Croson ruling was built on Fullilove v. Klutznick's holding 

tlwt Section ; w6u1d tupp6rl ii fcJ<=:r:11 mifiorily sd-i!i<lc pr<,gfaih bakd Oi'i c."6figrt:t
sional findings of society-wide discrimination. Fullilc)\'c v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 47~ 

478 (1980). 
175, 252 U.S. 4 16 (1920). 
176, Sec id. ai 432. 
177. See id.: Neely v. Henkel. 180 U.S. 109. 121- 122 (1901): United Scores v. Lue, 

134 F.Jd 79, 82-84 (2d Cir. 1998) (holding me Hostage Taking Act to be • ,,oJid 
cxcrci...e of cougn:ssional power unJc:r the Nccc.-ssa.ry :md Proper Ct:ausc:: pursuant to 

an imernational trc:uy nither than unconsUtuLions.l under the Tenth Amendment); 
Lot1i..._ 1 lcnkin, Fo-reig11 Af/t1in and the Uni1ed States V.,m111utim1 191 and n.** (2d ed. 
1996) (noting thi.n many matters under the Tenth Amendment •are. one might say. left 
co the st~tcs subjoct to 'dcfeasancc' if the United States should decide to make a treaty 
about them"); David M. Golooe, "Treaty-Making and the Nation: The Hisrori"'1 Foun
dalioos of tlle Nationalist Conception of the Treacy Power," 98 Michigan l.Aw Review 
1075. 1099 (2000) (·Under the Necessary :md Proper Clause, it is quilt: d e<.tr that 
Congress has t.hc power Lo adopt legislation executing the provisions or any \'al.id 
rrc:.ny"). 

178, lmemarional Covenant on Cioil ond Political Ri;lhts, 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (1%61 
[11ereinafter ICCPRJ. The United States raci6ed me ICCPR oo September 8, 1992. U.S. 
Dep't of State, Treatit"t Ii, Forl'e: A Ult <>/ Treutit'i and Other lnternotioruJI Agrt•emenls 
,>/ the United Stalt's in Force 011 Ja11uary I. 1999 at 389 (1999). 

179. ICCPR, note 178 above, art. 2( 1), 9')9 U.N.T.S." 173. 
180. Id. art.;, 999 U.N.T.S. s t 174. 
18 1, ld. arts. 6, 9, 10, 14, 7. 999 U,N,T,S. ai 17-1-177. 
182, ld. art, 26, 999 U.N.T.S, at 179. 
183. See. e.g .. Dedaration on the Eliruinarion of Violeoc..-e Againsc \Xfomen, G.A. 

Res. IOl, U.N. GAOR. 48th Scss., U.N. Doc. 1/49/104 (199Jl; U.N. GAOR,48th Sess_ 
85th plcn. mtg. at 5, U.N. Dl,c. N48/PV.85 (1994) !adopting resolution). 

184. ICCPR, note 178 above, arts. 28, 40, 999 U.N.T.S. st 179, 181-1 82. 

is,. Summary Record of the 1401st f\•lccting, U.N. 1 lum. Rts.. Comm .• ,Jrd Sc$!\., 
U,N, Doc. CCPR/C/SR.1401 (1995), 

186, For a J>erc-eptive analysis of .. the priv,ue .. in che VA \'ii A setting. including its 
role in che Founh Cim.t.il opinion. see Sally F. Goldfaib, "'Violeoce Against Wometl 
and the Persi.stcncc of Privacy," 61 Ohio State I.Aw Journal 1. 45-85 (2000}. 

187. Br.t0nkala v. Va. Polytechnic lns1j1u1e & S1ate Unjversity 169 FJ<l 820. 825-
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826 (4th Cir. 1999) (en band (holding rhar the challenged seclion of the VAWA could 
1)0l be upheld under lhe Commerce Oause a.od that the section was ooc a consrhu
lionally lcgilimate cxcrci.iic of Congress's power un<lc:r the cnforccmc:nt scction of the 

fountt11th Amcnclmcntt 
188. Id. ot 842. 
I 89. Id. ot 853. 
190. One wonders about the fare of i:he federal Defense of Marriage Act. Pub. L. 

No. 104-199. I 10 Sm. 2419 (1996) (codi6cd at 1 U.S.C. S7, 28 U.S.C. SI7J8C (Supp. 
11 1996)). ir, this pi<lure. 

191. 388 U.S. J ( 1967) (strikin,a down a Virg.inia miscegenation satutc.- as an un

constitutional institutionalization of \\-hitc supremacy under the Fourteenth Amend
ment). 

I 92. 466 U.S. 409 0984) (holding 1h,i fear of stigma,iwtion was •n uncoosrim• 
lioool tellSOO to .rein-O\'e u child from the cust<xl~• of his white mother after she rem.anied 
• Black man). 

19). 440 U.S. 268 (1979) (striking down as sc:-: iliscrimin:alion under tht: Fourteenth 

Amendment an Alabama s~1u1ory scheme lhat provide.J thal only husbands. and nol 
wive;$, he required to pay alimony). 

194. 450 U.S. 45' (1981) (holding uoconsritlllional under the Founeemh Amend· 
menc a Louisiana stannc giving a husb,u1d chc unilatcraJ ri.ghc to dispose of marital 
propeny jou,~y held by him •n<l his wife). 

195. for critiques of the public-privace line us pro1noting subo!'din.ation of women 
to men, see Susan MoUer Okin, .. Gcndc:r, Lhc Public and the Pri,111.Le," in Political 
Theory Today 67 (David Hdd. ed., 1990: and Carole Patcm:m, " Fcmjnist Critiques of 
the Pub1ic/Pri\•,nc Dichocomy," in Pub/" and Pnwlle i'n Socud /.,,fe 281-303 (S. 1. Benn 
& G. F. Gaus, eds., 1983). 

196. Mary P. Koss, Lisa A. Goodmon, Angela Browne, Louise F. Fitzgerald. Gwen• 
do]yil Puryear Keihl & Nancy Felipe Russo, No Safe Haul·n: Male Violt11ce Agaimt 
\'Vomtu at Homt•, at Wlork, and in the U>mmunity 41 (1994). 

197. JJ4 U.S. I (1948). 
198. J\<lorrisQn, 529 U.S. at 621 ("'[The Founecnth] Amendment erects no shidd 

ag.ainst mcrdy privacc conduct, however discriminatory or wrongful,.) (quoting She/fey. 
H4 U.S. •• 13 and n. 12). 

199. Garci• v. Sao Antonio Metro. Transit Aurh .. 469 U.S. 528. 572 (1985) (Powcll. 
J., ilisscnling). 

200. Morrison, 529 U.S. :lt 64} (Souter, J., dissenting). 
201. See id. 111 6'7 (Ilr"C)'Ct, J ., d issenting). 

202. Momson. ,29 U.S. :tt 611: sec id. at 636 n.10 (Souter,J., dis$COting). 
20}. Morrison. 529 U.S. at 618. 
20-I. See id. ar 64<H>45 (Sourer. J., dissenting) (so nsscnin~ in addressing the ma· 

joriry's approath to commerce). 
205. Se< id . ., 65~ (llrcycr, J., dis.«n1ing). 

206. Simone Jc.. fkau\'Oir. 1"'be Seco11d Sex x.xj 0974). 
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207. Brw10 v. Codd. 3% N.Y.5.2d 974 (Sup. Ct. 1977). reversed. 407 N.Y .S.2d 
165 (App. Div. 1978). offir,ned. }93 N.E.2d 976 CN.Y. 1979). 

208. Soc. e.g., People v. Llher"1, 474 N.E2d 567. 575, 578 (N.Y. 1984) (invali
&uing a state m.arit:tl rape law 3$ a viol:njon o f equal protection of lhc laws). 

209. See Meritor Sov. Bonk v. Vinson. 477 U.S. ,1, 6}-67 (1986) (holding that• 
cJ3im of "h0$tilc environmental" sexual harassment is a form of sex discrtmination 1h,n 
is actionuble under Title Vil): Barnes v. Costle. 561 F .2d 98}. 994 (D.C. Cir. 1977) 
U1olding that o male •uperior ,folated the Equal Opponunity Act of 1972 when he 
abolished :i foru~le onpl6yet: \~ ic>b aftc:r die n·it=tkd hji sc:xu:il udvw1l-d). 

210. Joan Fitzpatrick, ''The Use of lmcmational Human Righr.s Norms to Combat 

Violence Against \1Cfomen," in lluman Righ/J of Women, 5)2 (Rcbccc:a J. Cook , ed.,, 
1994); sec gc:ncrally United Notions World eo,,/ert'IICe ott Hu,11a11 Rig/us· Vtenna D«-
'4mion and Pmgromme of Action. U.N. Doc. NCONF.157/2} (199}); LJ,,u,d Natio,,, 
Fourth World Con/er,•nce o,, lflomen: Be,ji·ng DedaraJion t1nd Plat/om, for Action. U.N. 
Doc. NCONF.177/20, 11 96. 112- 141. 224 (1995). 

211. Sec Kodic v. Kar-,d:tic, 70 FJd 232, 2}6 (2d Cir. 19951 (r«:ognizing jurisdic

t.it)n O\'cr 3 nonstate actor for ~"t:nocidaJ 1"'.tpc, among other atrocities, wufor the Alien 
Ton Act). 

212. See, e.g .. 5. Afr. Const. ch. 2. S 9(4) (odopted May 8. 19%: •mended Oct. 
II, 19%). 

213. Adoption of the CoMem.ion on the Elim.in:uioo of All Forms of Discrimina
tion A&'llinst Women, U.N. Doc. A/RES/)4/ 180 (1979), would help. 

214. Scc Golovc, note 177 above, at 1077-1078, 1210-12}8. 
215. The latt.cr is argued to be the c-.J.Sc in Catharine A. MacKinnon, Toward a 

F,mmiJt Th,ory of tbe S/Jlt, (1989). 

18. Unequal Sex: A Sex Equality Approach to Sexual Assault 

Tili.s address was given w the New York At.~demy <>f Science, Co.oference on Under
standing and Managing Sexually Coerci\'e Jndividuals.Junc 8, 2002, Washington, D.C. 
h was 6rs1 published at 989 A1111als of the New York Academy of Science I (2003) in 
a volume ddcd Sexual V>erciow Undt>nta,,ding and Mauagement 265 (Rohen Prcmky, 
Eric Janus, and Mkhacl Seto, eds .. June, 2003). TilC research .1ssistancc and thoughts 
of u .. Card)'ll and Candice Aloisi are gmefully odmowledged. Stephen Schulhofers 
work wos e.,eep1iooa1Jy helpful. 

1. Data is summarized in C!tt.harinc A. MacKinnon, Sex Equality 776-778 
(2001). 

2. See Mar)' P. Koss ct al.. No Safe Haven: Male Vinl.ence Against \Vnmen ,11 l-lo111e, 
at \Vork. and in the C,,mmunity 167-671 (199~) (analy?.ing major srudies on rape prev
alence done as of 1994, many s.howing approximatcl)• 20 percem of women subject to 
completed rape, some numbers lower. some higher); Dial)a E. H. Russell. Sexual Ex
ploilnlion: Rap,, Child Sexual AhuJe. and \Vorkp/ace Harastmettt J 1. } 5 ( 1984) (finding 
9.5 percent of rapes reported and 24 percent of women experiencing rape in lifetime:: 
in large prob3bility Sllmplc). 
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3. The work of Diana E. H. Russell, David Finkelhor, Peggy Reeves Sanday, Diana 
Scully, aJ\d many other$ converges on this conclusion. 

4. Andrea J. Sedlak :md Diane D. Broadhurst, U.S. Dcp't o f Heal.th and Human 
Servs., Executive Summary of 1be "f}urd Natlt)nal l,1cit!ence Study of Child Abuse and 

Neglect 14 ( 1996) found th.u 12 percent of all scxi.1ally .1buscd children arc abused by 
a fcm3lc. 

~- Before chey reach the oge of majority, 38 percent of girls report having been 
sexually abused, most by men close co them or in authority O\'Cr them. The 11verage 
a~c c)f f1rst abu~ is an>un<l lt::n. Diana £. H. Rusk.ii, "Tht- lndddiec :md Pr~vtJciiec 
o( lntrafomiJial and .Extr:tfumili:al Sexual Abuse of Female Children," in llandbookon 
Sexual Abuse o/Childm, 19, 2~ (Lenore E. Walker, ed., 1986): Dian• E.1 1. Russell, 
Tbe Sem-t Tr,wma 99-100 (1986): Cail E. Wyan, "The Sexual Abuse of Mro-1\morican 
aod White Amcri= Women in Childhood." 9 Chi/J Ahute and Neglect 50i (1985) 
(finding 57 percent of srunple of AfriC'41t American women lltld 67 percent of white 
Americ11n women repon at least one incident of sexual abuse before age eighteen). 

6. Data on sexually ass.aulled men indudo: documentation showing that 6 percent 
o( the r-Jpts reported to a survey of \'ictims ngc twdve ru,d over in 1996 were r-.1.pes of 

men by men. Sec Bure.tu of Jus1icc Statistics, 200 1 N11tional Crime Victimiz,nion 
Survey, Bureau of Justic, StatisJics 8111/eti'I, Table 2, Table 38 (2001), Sexu.u abuse of 
boys has been found co be- •common, undcrrcporced, underrecognized. lllld under· 
1reoted. • Willirun C. Holmes and Gail 8. Slap, ·Sexual Abuse of Boys: Definition, 
Prevalence. Correlu1es. S<quelue. and Mun•gemem.' 280 JAMA: Journal of the Arna
icon Mediail Auocia1io11 1855, 1855 (19')8). 

7. Afric:.m American womm arc gene.rally consiclc-rcd to be sub;ectcd to a higher 
incidence of ra1,c thnn white women in the American poJ>ularion, $cc- Diana E. H. 
Russell, Sexual Exp/(HI/Jtfon 82 ( 1984) (reporting • ll studies 10 date). Professor Russell's 
srudy found ch.at the highest percentage of "'omen to be subjected to at leas, one rape 
or ancntpted rape were Nath·e American women (.5.5 percent). followed by Jewish 
wome.n (50 perct1u). white non-Jewish womeo (45 perrent). AfriC"".m J\Jnerican wornen 
(44 percent), La1in.t$ 00 percent), Asian women (17 percent), Filipinas (17 percen1), 

:md other cthnici1ies (28 percent). See id. a1 8}-84. No1c that 1hcse nr<: 6gura: for 
women ever roped or victimiicd by attempted rape, no, ,he number of ropes. According; 
lO recent srntistics. people from households wilh low incomes experienced higher ,io· 
lem crime \•ictim..iurioll rates than people from u·eahhier households. for insra.nce. 
people frotn households with annual income$ below $7,500 were twc:nty-six links 9S 

likely as those Crom housdio lds witl1 incomes of S75 ,(X)() to be rape and sexual assauh 
victim$ and have significandy higher rates of r.ai,c, sexual 3$$auh, and aAAra\•a1ed itS$auh 

compared wirh people in all O(her inoomc group$. &c Burc:au o( J ustice Statistics, 
Cnmi11al \Tictimir.ation in the United Swtes 2(}(/(/, Table 14 (2000), 

8. Sec, e.g .. Sinai/er Nowrojcc, Shattered Live,: S,xual Viol,,,ce During the 
Rwandan G,>nOCide and /tr A/tem,ath 1-2 {19%). 

9. R. v. Osolin ( l99JJ 4 S.C.R. 595, 669 (Cory.).). 
10. The ('-,ener'.tl As.'>cmbly of the United Nations in 1994 ado plcd a resolution 

oondcmning sexual violence th.:11 defined it as gender-based violence. G .A. Res. 48/ 
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104, U.N. GAOR, 481h Sess .. 01 art. 4, U.N. Doc. N48149 (1994); 33 I.L.M. 1049. 
GeneraJ Rerommendatioil No. 19, Comminee Otl the Elimfrlation of Discriinin:nioo 
Ag•inn Women, lhh Sess., U.N. Doc. CEDAW/C/1992/L.I/Add. 15 (1992). To., 

mosL fo r-rcadUng intcmaLionaJ convention to date, the Convention or Belem do P~u-:1 
adopted by the O rg.tni7.,nion of American St:ucs in 1994, rccogni7.ed in its preamble 

chat violcntt a1ain.s1 women •i.s ... a m-anifcst:uion of rhc historically unequal power 
relniions beiween women and men." Cnn"entioo of Belem do Para. 3.l I.L.M. 1994. 11 
declares thl'lt "every woman has dte right to be free from vio1e-nce in both the public 
ai'\d pih'ak spbt:rci," id. :U art. 3. an<l tequjfed in ddiit Lh:it sf:lk!l parties and Wcit:Lies 
take action "'to p ro1ect dtc right o f every WQman to be free from violence," id. a.t an_ 

JO. The Beijing Oeclar:uion and Pl,nform of Act.ion in 1995 exprcss1y embraced the 
right of women "to have control OYcr and decide freely and rcsp()nsibly on mane.rs 

related to their sexuality" as a human ri,gh11 Bcijing Dccla.rntion and Platfom1 for Anio11 
oftlie Uni1ed Notions Fourth World Conference on Women. U.N. Doc. NCONF.177/ 
20 (1995) at 196. and condemned violence against women us "a mo.nifes1ation of lhe 
historically uncquaJ power rdutions between men and women. which ha\'c.- lcd lo Jom

im1tion o\'cr and dist.Timin:uion agaios1 womt'n by men;" all expressly analy-lcd as social 
realities. Id. at 1 118. The Commiucc of i\·1inistCI'$ of the Council of Euro1x recc:ntly 
"re1.tffirm[ed] that violence tO\\rards women is the resuh of an imbalance of poweli' 
between men nnd women and is leading to serious discrimination against the female 
sex. both within society and wilhi11 the frunily." Council o( Europe. Commjuee of 
Ministers, Re(.-ommen<latiOt) Red2002)5 of the Commiaee ol Ministers to meinbeir 
states on the protet..i.ion of women again:.1 violence 00 April 2002). 

11. See 1\.tcritor Sav. Bank v. Vinson, 4n U.S. 57 0986) (recognizing hostile en
vironment sexual harassment o n facts: of repe.ucd r.ii,c :JS sex discrimination in cm
ploymem); Alexander v. Yale Uni,-ersiiy, 6H F.2d 178 (2d Cir. 1980) (recogni2ing 
sexual harassment in educarioll ~ prohibited under Tide IX prohibition 01, sex dis .. 
crimina1ionl; Fronklin v. Gwinn« C..oumy Public Schools, 503 U.S. 50 (1992) (penni1-
ting <l:un3ges for Title IX sexual harassment). 

12. Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 336 (1977) (permitting women 10 be 
excluded from CQntact positions in high•$CC:'Urity prison cmploymcm on Lhc b.-isfa of 
sex bcc-.iusc of capacity to be raped►. The Coun may have been ,hinking of sexual 
biology, bu, rhc sexed reolizy was noncihelcss observed, 

ll. 42 U.S.C. Sll981 (1994). 
14. Sc0 United S1<ues v. Morrison, 529 US. 598, 635-6)6 (2000). 
15. Most sexual :asss.ulu; rc:main unrepc,rtc:<l, unpn)Sd;uted, anJ unn::mcdied. Sec~ 

c.i., National Victim Center, C rime Victims Rc$carch and Tm umcnt Center, R11pe ti• 

Am,:nca 5 ( 1992) (finding th:it 16 pc:rC-'Cllt of mpes arc reported): S1.1ff o ( Senate Comm~ 
on 1hc Judiciary, 103rd Cong., The Response to R,,p,: D,wu,s on t.he Road 10 f¾ual 
Justice iii (Comm, Prim 1993) (dro\ving on data from 5e\'etal jurisdictions, concluding 
chat 98 percent of rape victims ''nh·er See their attacker caughc, tried and imprisoned.•} 

16. An t'Xatnplc i:, Mid1-ac:I M. \! . Superior Court of Sonoma County, 450 U.S. 464 
(1981). 
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17. The manifest ineffecriveness of existing laws against sexual assault was amply 
dernonstroled before the Congress that possed the Violence Ago.inst \'Qome11 Act. See 
Women and Violence: I-Ieoring$ Before the Senote U>n1111. on the Judidary. JOI Cong. 
(1990). Estimates arc: that the likelihood of a rapt.' complainr's ending in convict.io n is 
2 to .S pcrccnr of ~pe5, Sc::c Jo:m McGregor, "'lmroducrion to SymJ)Osh11n on Philo
sophical Issues in R.,pe l,aw," 11 Law and Philosophy I, 2 (1992), 

18. The Antioch College Sexual Offense Prevention PoLicy (June 8, 19%). re,:,ro
duced in MacKinnon, Sex /¾uality 8}6-8l7. does. 

19. The nlo<ld W"-' reffi\Uy puilgeatly <lcstribed by • fc111:1k-Lo-i!i:ilc lioli$se.,ed 
pc:rson and longtime advocate of S/1\•t (sadism and masochism ) in sex, when asked why 
he rr:ms..-.cxed: •Lr]unning the fuck is :t.n integral pan of m:1lencss in our SQCiety." 
Patrick Califia, "Transman Seeks Sex Life: T 4 U." Villai, \loice,June 26-July 2, 2002, 

20. Sec, e.g., Commonwealth v. lkrkowiti. 609 A.2d 1338 (Pa. Super, Ci.), 4/'d 
641 A.2d 1161 (P•. 1994). The Pennsylvania le~lanue anempred ro address the 
problem after public outcry, see, e.g .. 18 P11. C.OU.S. StaL Ann. SJ 124. l, but it is unclear 
if Lhc:y Jid. One better approach can be Sct:rl in R. v. £wanchuk. ( 1999) l69 D.L R 
4t.h I 9J (Can.) (holding that c.·onsem i.'i a purely subjct.'tive fact to be: dett:rminal by 
trial judge; by 3$Cerlllining compl.aioant'$ 5hltc of mind toward sexual touching when it 
occurred and that consent out of foar is not freely given, hence ineffecti\i'c). 

21. Women are no, alone in this. Sec. e.g .. R v. RJ.S. (1994] 12} Nfld & P.E.I.R 
317 (fuM1ing tluu erection Ohl)1 be suf6dent evidence of con.sent to sex). 

22. Examples ore Boro v. Superior Cnurc 16J Cal. App. }d 1224. 210 Clll. Rpu. 
122 (1985), and People v. Ogunmola. 2}8 Cal. Rpu. JOO (Cal. C,. App. 2d DL,t. 1987). 
involving doctors and patients. ln Boro, the patient, who had pem1itted sex in the gujsc 
Q( trtlumon. was found to h.t\'C consented. In Og,mmo/a, rwo paricms ,,.,ho consented 
to an examjnafion but ,,,ere periemued by the doctor's penis instead were found not 
to ha,,e consemed. California partially addressed the Boro shuation by statute prohi'b-
iti.ng Sexual imerrourse '"procured by fal-i;e or Cruudulem represent:.uion or pretense chat 
is m3dc with the intenl to create ft.ar, and which does i.ndut'e fear'" with o spousal 
cxcepLio n. C al. Penal Code S266C. (The spousal cxccp1iQn \\'ll.,. removed by amcncLncnt 

in 1994, $CC Cal. Penal Code SU,6C.) Reccm <la•dopmcm.s in ,he law or rape by fraud 
arc discussed in Pa,ricfa J. Falk. "R•pe by Fc.,ud and Rape by Cocrdon." 6-1 Brook{yq 
Law Reu,ero 39, 89-IJJ (1998), Sec alsoJaoc E. Larson, "Women UndcmandSo Little. 
They Gill My Good Narure 'Deceit': A Feminist Rethioking of Seduction." 9} 0,.. 

lumhia I.Aw R£-'view .37.J 099}). 
23. For gc::ncral discussion of multipJjcity, sec 0:lllid Brown, Ahn \V/. Sduillin, and 

D. Corydon I lammond c1 a l., MemQf")', Tr1111111a Treatmmt, and the l.4tv (1998); fo r a 

brilliam tr~tmcnt of the subject, sec I lan-cy Sc;hw·anz, Dialogues w,Jh Forgollm VQices 
(2000). Sec also Carole Goettman, George 8. Greaves. and Philip M. Coons, Multipk 
Pmona/ity and Dissociatio", 1791- 1992, A Comp/et, Bibliogrnpby 0994), and Sabra 
Owens, Criminal Retptmsihili1y and Mu/tip/(! PerSo111Jbly De/endantJ (American Bar A.,;. 
social.ion, 1997). 

24. See, e.g .. Sw1c "· Thompson. 792 P.2d 11 0} (Mon!. 1990) (defendant high 
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school prindpaJ allegedly forced scudem co submit ,o sexual incercourse by thre1uening 
co prevent her froin gradu:u:it'lg from high school: roun affirmed dismiss.ti of sexual 
a$$auh c.lttrgcs because of lack of physical fo rce). The Supreme Coun of Can.ad:t founcl 
a rape threat to be a threat of severe bodiJy harm in R. v. Mt.-Cr:iw, [1991J J S.C.R. 
72, a conclusion far from obvious to man)' coorts in the world. 

25. See Morrison Tort'C)', •when wm We Be lldi<YCd? R•pc Myths and ,he Idea 
of a Fair Trial in Rape Prosecutions,"' 24 Vniversily of Cali/ornia at Davis Low Review 
101 3 (1991); Robin West. 'Equality Theory, Marital Rape. and the Promise of the 
fourkclllfi AnkmlfI1cill." 42 Uniwmiy u/ Florida Law 11.tvi,w 45, 66-70 (1990). 5...., 
also Jaye Sitton, Comment, "Old \Vine in New Bottles: The 'Marital' Rape Allowance,• 

72 North Carol.ma Late Review 261, 280-281 ( 1993) (dci;crihing extension of traditional 
m.1rirnl r.1pc law's d(X'trinc of implied consent ,o cohahirnms and •·voluntary social 
companions"), 

26. For the standard's iJlitial articulation. see Meritor Savings Bank"· Vinson. 477 
U.S. 57, 69 (1986). a sexual h•rassmem case distinguishing between the crimirutl law 
standard of '"voluntary" sex :1nd the civil equality SUUtd.ard of "'unwe.kome" sex. Foir 
further discussion, sec: MaclGnnon, Sex Equabiy 9TT-989. 

27. An cxcc.llcnt examination or this 1opic is Stephen Schulhofcr, U11wo111ed Sex: 
The Culture of /n1imiddli<m and the fa,Jur, of l.4w (I 998). 

28. Commonwealth v. Rhodes. 5IO A.2d 1217, 1226 (Pa. 1986). 
29. See People v. Wnne,. 446 N.E.2d 591 rut App. Ct. 1983) (6nding of strllllger

rape allegations 1hot 6-foot-3-inch 185-pouod defendam. "opilrt from picking up 1.5-
foot•2• inch 100,pound wonunJ complainant and carrying her imo :md out of the: 
woocl-;" \\~1erc he had sc.x with her, showed in.suf6cicnt force. and faulting complainant 
for fo iling t0 resist). An.1lys.is or 1he role oi \\'Omen's and men's different average hcig,'11 
and weighc in the comext of potem.ial rape can be found in Dothard v. Rtl\\rlinson, 43J 
U.S. 321 (1977) <holding that a particular minimum heightlwcigln standard for prison 
guards at maJe-.only prisons dL,:c-ri.tnio:ued nga.inst women Ol'l the lxtsis of se.x). 

30. My impression of rna.rital r.:tpe C'JSc:S where t.l:,ey are prose<:uted is that ch~ 
amount of force required for a com·iction is orten cxLrcme, compared with what i.s 
required in stranger•r:tpc uses in the same jurisdictions. 

} I . Some srntcs htn'C 1>rohibicions similar to s:rnnnory rape for prison guards, e.g .• 
Conn. Pei,al Code S,Ja-71. 

32. One of d1e few legal discussions of this question cook pl;ice in the Mid,oel M. 
caSc. Michad M. v. Superior Court of Sonom:.1 County. 450 U.S. 46-1 (1981), Lite Su
preme Court justices:, majority and dissenting :alik!!, fo.lling :aU O\'t:r e-ad1 other not to 
quC$tion \},•hcthcr women and men were equal in $CX in the name of scxu.11 ~ litari

anis.:m. 
33. Sec. e.g .. State in d1e !merest of M.T.S .. 6CIJ A.2d 1266 (N.J. 1992). 
}4. Before rhey reach chc age of majority. 38 percent of girls rcporc having been 

sexuiill)• ab.used, most by men close to them or in aud1ority over thein. See Diana E. H_ 
Russdl, "The incidence and Prtvalencc of lntrJfamili:il and ExtrafamiJjal Sexual AbuSt: 
of female Children,'" in Handbtx.,k 011 Sexual AbuJe of Chi/Jren 19, 24 (Lenore E. 



Walker, ed .. 1998) (also finding 16 percen1 of girls abused by • family member); Diana 
E. H. Russell. The S,·cret Trauma 99-100 (1986). 

35. World Health O rgan.izalion, \florid Report <»1 Violence dnd I-lea/th 149 (Etic:.Ju1e 
G. Krug, ct al.. eds .• Geneva 2002) (finding "up w one-third of adolescent girls report 
their 6rst sexual experience as being forced"). 

36. This is a v~ui.am on the test in Prosecutor v . Akaycsu. C.1sc No. fCfR 96 4 T 
( 1998). addressing rape in the Rwandan genocide. 11,ere, the coercive conditions were 
provided by the other jurisdictional requisites under the tribunal's scanue, which in
dutk crime; <ij;oh111 liumllllily :inJ gei1ociJ,. II is :ils6 efia(1c<l iii C.t. Ov. C6<lc 
52.4(c)(2) :LS s civil cl:ajm for gender-based discriminatiQn. 

37. This arrangement could make a re<:Qns1ructod ddinitfon of CQfl.Scnt into an 
affirmative defense. 

19. Sex, Lies, and Psychorhcrapy 

O riginml)' publisht:d in Jeffrey tvloussaieff 1\-losson, A Dark Science: \rlamen, Sex11ali1y1 

and Psychiatry in !he Nine/eenth Century xi-xvii (Jc::ffrey Mouss::tieff l\<lasscm :and M:ir4 

i.:mnc Loring trans .• 1986), this essay ""A$ the preface to a compil.aci()n of translations 
o( psychialric publications from the nincteench-cenmry French and Gennan chat pro4 

vide the professional context in which Freud practiced and theorized. 
J. Gerry Spence. Trial by Fire: The T me Story1 of a \Y'oma11'1 Ordeal at the Hand1 

of 1h, /..4w l 74 (1986). 

2. Masson. A Dark Sdem·e 162 (Sch rcnck4 Not:ring referring to case~ potcnti:tll)' 

among 1..hosc of "simulouors, people who lie, h)•stcric.,;, ramasy4 liars, and those whose: 
instinct coward dishoncsry lies deeply roorcd in their ch::iractcr, as a result of which 
they \"Cry often make false acc;usarions'"), 

l . Id. a, 125 {Foumier). 
4. Id. a1 55 {Flechsig). 
5. ld. a, 157 (Schrcnck-No12ing). 
6. Id. at 11~1 JI (italics in original). 

7. All 1he references to thi.s c:asc are (r()m G-Ordon Burn, " . . , SQ1t1ebody's husband, 
somebody', sM'· The S10,y of Pe,er s,,rdi/fe 2,J-2,1 ( 1984) (emphasis added). 

8. Masson. A Dork Science 61-$9. 
9. Massoo. A Dark Science 127 (Fournier). 
10. Sec Phyllis CheSI«. Mo1hm 011 Trial (1986). 
l l. Mm."'Son, A Dark Science 90--105. 
12. All 1hc quot,uion$ in thl$ p:trngraph are fro m "Cros.scxamination of a Child," 

disrr ihu1cd by the Coounitrcc for Public Coungl of the Commonwealth of M .tS$."lch114 

setts. appearing in duplicarcd materials prepared for the Bar Advocacy Program, \'7cst• 

ford Regency Inn. Westford, Massacbusens. May 2, 1986 (emphasis in original). 
n. WilliW'll: Nieder1aod. ·PosHrawnatlC Symptomology," in Ma.u-ive Psychic 

Tro11ma 67 (Henry Kr)'St:.t1. ed., 1968). discussing Robert Ufton's theory of "~--ycho. 
logical d osu rc." 
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14. Gustav Bycbowski. "Pemlanenr Otarocrer Changes as an Aftereffect of Perse
cution,,. itl Mo.uive Psychic Trauma at SJ . 

15. Diana E. H. Russell. iJ1 'Ille Seer,,., 'f'ra11111a: Incest in the LiveJ of \VomeN and 
Girls 70 ( 1986), documents 4} percent o f girls 3S victims of incestuous and/or exm1-

familial seX1.1al abuse involving sexual conrnct. 
16. fn ,his project. hdpful sources include Phyllis Chesler, \'flomen and Matbt<'SJ 

(1972); Alire Miller, For Your O,un Good: Hidden Cnt<ltJ• in Child-Rearing and the 
Roots of \fwlen~ (198)) and Tbou Shalt Not & Aware: Society's &1royal of 1he c.hild 
(1984); and Klaus Thewdcit, Mli11nerphant4Jien {1977). 

17. Masson, A Dark Sa'ence 128-138 ("'[he Ampmation of the O irori.s and Labi:a 
Minora: A (.c;mtributfon to the Treatmcm of Vaginismus"'). 

18. John Stoltenberg, "'The Forbidden Language of Sex," speech ,o Amcrica11 
Writers' Congress (New York October 10. 1981), published in John Stoltenberg, "The 
Forb;ddco Language o( Sex." in Refusing 10 & a Man 107 (2000 edition) (" Pon><>g• 
raphy tells lies about women. But pornography tells die trudi about mco.") The ins;gh, 
refers lo Andrc:a Oworlun, Pornography: .Men Pom.-s,ing Wome11 (1981), who said that 
pomography tdl,; lies ubouL women. 

20. Liberalism and the Death of Feminism 

Delivered April 6, 1987. :u et conference m New York Unh-ersity Law School tided 
"The Sexual Liberals and the Ac,ack on Feminism.• Published in The Sexual Liberals 
and 1he Allack on Feminism 3 (Dorchc.n Lc.idholdt and Janie.: G. Raymond eds., 1990). 

1. For Robin Morgan's "Goodh)'c to All That," which appearc:<l in that issue of 
rhc magazine, sec Gomg Too For The Personal Chronicle of a Rad,a,/ Fe111ims1 12 1 
(1978). 

2. An example of this transformation is the anaJysis in Barbaro Brown, Thom.as 
Emer.;on, Gail Falk, Ann Freedman, ·Toe Equal Rights Amendmall: A C<,o,titutionol 
Basis for Equal Rights for Women." 80 Yale Law /oumal 871 (1971). 

J. RQc v. Wade, 410 U.S. 1 IJ (197J). 
4. llarr;s v. McR.-.,, 448 U.S. 297 (1980). 
, . EEOC, .. Scars, Roebuck & Co,, 839 F.2d 302 (7th Cir. 1988), 
6. Offer of Proof C,,ncerning the Tet11111o•y of Dr. Rosalind Rounkrg ro,d Wmu" 

Rebuttal Testi111ony of D,. Rosalind Rownberg before the United Smes Disuict Coun 
for the: Northern District of lllin<,is in E.EOC \'. Se-.u-s. Rot:buck & Co .. 504 f . Supp. 
241 (N.D. Ill. 1988). 

7. Wn't1e11 T tslt'mo11J of Alice Keuler-I !orris before the United Srarci; District Court 
for the Nonhcrn District of fllinois in EEOC v. Scars, Roebuck &. Co., '°"' F. Sup~" 
W (N,D, 111. 1988). 

8. California Federal Sa,angs & l.oon, ct al. v. Guerra, 479 US 272 ( 1987). 
9. An Ordinance fur 1he Ci1y of Minneapolis. Ameiiding Title 7, Chapter 139 o( 1.he 

Minoeup0lis Code of Ordinances rtfating to Qvil Rights, section 139.10 et seq .. re
primed in Andre.1 Dworkin and Gttharine A. MacKinnon, PornogrtJpby 011d Civil 
Rights, A Neto Day for \Vomen's Equality (1988). 
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10. "Brief Amici Curiae of Feminist Anti-Censorship Task Force et al. in American 
Booksdlers Associlldon v. Hudnut.• 2 I },mmal of I.Aw Reform 69 ( 1988). 

I I. Id. st 121. 
12. Id. st 129. 
13. Id. at 122, 127- 128, 130, 131. 
14. ,\merkan Booksellers v. Hud,n ot, 771 F.2d J2J, 327 (7th Cir. 198,), 
i,, Id. at 324. 

21. Does Sexuality Have a History? 

Presen1ed September 12, 1990, as :a lecture sponsored by the University of Michigan 
lnstin1tc for the Humanities and 1hc University of Michigan l.,.:iw School, this essay \\-as 
first published in Discourses of Sexualr1y: From Ari1101/, 10 AIDS 117 (Dooma C. 
Suunon, ed .. 1992) and ac JO Mithiga11 Quarterly R,·view I (1991). 

I. Friedrich Nie12sche, The Advon1ages and Disadwn1ages of HistOT)! for Ufe 14-
15 (Pctcr Preuss, trans., 1980). 

2. Plea.JUre ond Danger: Expk.m'ng female Sexual,iy {Carole S. Vance, ed .. 1984). 
There arc cxccption.s to rhi.s characterization in 1-he oollcction. notably the essay by K:arc 
Mmett on sex between adults and children. \\7hcn she asks, • Adults c.tn rum around 
and bit >'Ou at any momenl. They can send )'OU off to bed. \1<7bo vtams a relationship 
widl a lover \\tho h:k.~ this sort o( authority?"' it is cleo.r slle is in lhe wrong book. 

3. PuweTS of Derirt·: The Po/.ititt of Sexuality (Ann Snirow, Christine SL:1.nselt ond 
Sharon Thompson, eds .• 198)). Ag.:ijn, no l aU of 1..he comribrn.ions fil th is charaL1cri• 

xation. 
4. Sec, for example, Jeffrey Weeks, Sex, Politics a11d Soct,ry, The RegulalH.>n of 

Se.xua/111 Si,,ce 1800 { 1981 h John O'Emilio, Se)(IM/ Politics, Sex11al Communities: T~ 
MaJdng of the Homosexual Mi11ority in lhe United Stares, 1940-1970 0983): Judith R. 
Walkowiu. Prottitu1io11 and Vic«>n'an S«it•ly (1980) and •Ma.le Vice and fem:ale Virtue: 
Feminism tuid the Politics of .ProstiLutjo Ji In Nint:teenth-Century BriuUn • ., in Pou.,"'n u/ 
De,ire 4 IH)S. 

5. Sec, for example, George Batiaille, Death nnd Sensuality ( 1%2): S:unois, Commg 
10 P01«r (1982): Pac C.1lifia, "Feminism and Sadom.isochi.sm," Coevolutiott Q11<Jrre,ly. 
H, 33-10 (Spring 19821. 

6, ,,.We muse not chink chat by saying yes co sex, one says no to power ... Michel: 
Foucauh. The History of Sexuality, \IQ/ume 1: A,, lntrod11dion 157 (Robert Hurle)•, 
trans➔ , 1980). lndecd. 

7. Th~rc scent.~ to me a deep underlying. continuity of s:idomasochism in Foucault's 

work bcn1,,-cxn his :malysis both of 1orturc and its repbn:::ment with cli.sciplinary po,ver, 
sec ~·1khel Foucault, Discipline <Jnd P10,ish. (Alan Sheridan trans .• 1979), and his ver· 
sion of "rhat sexualiry, per sc, is about, 

8. Works from the study include DiMa E. H. Russell. Sexual Exp/oiwion: Rapt•, 
Child Sexual Abuse. •nd S,xuol Harassment (198,11, Rap, in Marriage (19821. and Th.• 
St"O'el ·r,auma: lnc.:sltlOIIS Abuse of W'o111en ond Girls (1986}. 

9. Diana Rus.scll did this calculation at my request on her database. 
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10. Foucault,His1oryo/S,xuality 1:104. 
11. Russell, Sexual Explo,iation 55-57. ("The t.rogic finding of this sun,ey is rut 

alarming incn::!ISC in the true rape rate over Lhe years.,.) h is true that women fed more 

able to repon now, but this comP',lrl:$ women reporting under the: same conditions 
alxnu being assaulted during d iffcrcnr rimC$. It is also possible that )'oungcr women 
are more likely co report rape ,han older women. 

12. In 1987, the forcible rope 10rol rose 15 percent over 1982 and 42 percent over 
1977. according: 10 the Justice Deparunem. ln 1989. ic rose 7 percent o,-er 1985 and 
14 pertcat over 1980. From 1983 10 19&7. d,e fdf,alc fotdblc r:lp<J:11:1 rok II percd\l.. 

Uniform Cnme Reports (1987, 1988. 1989, 1990). Note ,hesc are repcr1ed r:tpes. Lhosc 
that are not "unfounded" by Lhe police. 

IJ. FJi:;;.iheth Holtzman. "Rape-The Silence ls Crimin~I," New York Tunl's, sec .. 
1, 35 (May,. 1989). f\•1s. Holtzman n::pons "srnrding increases in r-.lpc by cccnl:lgcrs"" 
such thal in New York Ci()'. in d\e rv;•o years before her article, saw a 27 pe.rcern 
increase in rape arrests of boys under eighteen and a 200 perrent increase of boys 
under thin«n. No such trend has yet rt:gi!itcred in federal c.Timc statistics. 

14. Da,;d Finkdhor, Child Sexual Ab11se: l'hrory and Res,arch (19S4). 

15. This is an impr~S:5ion, a sense influenced by discussions of rhc suhj~t with 
Andrea Dworkin, not an interpretation for which evidence is ye, availabJc. 

16. Sec citations ot 06, p. 304 in my Toward 11 Fem,itist Tbt-0,,1 of Jbe Sl4te ( 1989). 
17. Dian•£. H. Russell, • Pornogrophy ru,d Rope A Cousal Model.' 9 Politiral 

Psychology 41, 4 1-74 (1988). 

18. Mkhd Fou<-.ult, Tbe Uses of Pleasur, 14 (Robcn J-lurlc:y tr:,ns .. 1985). 
19. This is uguc<l in more depth in Chapter 7, ""Sexuality, .. in 1·oward a Feminist 

Theory of tbe State ( 1989). 
20. Eva C. Keuls- The Reign of the Phallus: Sexual Politicr in Ancient Athem ( 1985). 
21. In English. it is Klaus Th~•eleit. Male Famasles, Volume 1: Women. Floods~ 

&di11s~ Hi.fmry, (Slepheit Conway, tntJ'l:S •• with Erica C:trter and Otris Turner 1987). 
22. Sheila Jeffreys, The Spin.\ll!T and Her Ene111if!s: feminirm and Sexuality, 1880--

19)0 (1985). 
23. Sheila Jeffreys, An11clim11x: A Feminist Per,f'«IJ.ue on the Sexual Ret:olutiOJt 

(1990). 
24. Stephen Heath. Th, Sex11/ll Fix (1982). 
25. Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender /mm the c,..,,-1,s to F.-eud 

(1990). 
26. Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson. "J'he AsSllult on 'fruth: Freud's Suppresrion of the 

Sedue1io11 The,,ry (1984). 

27. Critic:al his.tory "belongs to the living man . , , so far 3 $ he suffers :and is in need 
of liberorion.' Nic12schc. History /or Life 14. 

22. Speaking Truth 10 Power 

11tis .speed, was gi\'tn firs, at Boa.IL Hall Law School, the Uni\'crsity of C:J ifornia at 
Berkeley, o n Novt'.mbcr 5. 1991 . and agajn at the University of New Mexico. 011 
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January 30. 1992, under the tide it bears here. Special ,hanks go co Ann Seales and 
Lauren Baldwin for arranging t..be New Me..xiro event. The piece is pubUshed here for 
lhc 6n.t.. lime. 

I. The Complete Tramcr,pts of the Gorence ThomJJi-Anito Hill J-leon·ngs, October 
11, IZ, IJ, Z.1, 1991 (An;,. M;llcr, ed., 1994) (T cstimony of An;ta F. I-WI) (•He ,poke 

about .icts thac he had seen in pornographic films involving such mancrs as women 
having sex with animals. and films showing group sex or rape scenes. He talked about 
pornographic materials depicting L1ldMduals with large penjses-, or forge breasts in
vohr~ iii 1/ar iOu.'i Sc:.x atts "). 

2. Id. at 24 ("'One of the oddest episodes I remember ,va.i; an occasion in which 

Thomas w:.1s drinking a Coke in his Qfficc. I le got up from the tahlc, at which we were 
working, \\'Cnt over ro his desk to gcr the Coke. looked a1 the: can and asked, 'Who 
has pm pubic hair on my Coltc~'"), S« also id. at 33. 

3. Id. at 23 ("On severo.l occasions Thomas 10ld me graphically of hjs own sexual 
prowess,.). 

4. Id . :ti 3} ("'This was a n:fc:rence to an individual u~10 had a very large penis and 

he usc<l the- name that he had referred to in the pOmQgtaphic m:.uc:r i:d . .. 11lc name 
that was rc:Jcrrc:d ro \l.l'a!> Long John lsk] Silver"). 

, . Id. at 24 c•and he al,o spoke on some occasions of ,he plea,ures he had given 
to wo,nen with oral sex"). 

6. Id. 
7. Quoted in David Margolick • .,Smith Lawyers Assail Ace-user's Memory," New 

York J'im,s, Al6 (December 6. 1991). 
8. For lL'tC of the word ·croto nunia" in press accounts, sec Fdicjty &.trring.er, •·111<~ 

Thomas Nomin:u-ion: Ps>•chologi.s~ Try 10 Explain \Xlhy Thom~ and Hill Offer Op
posing Views: NNo York J'imer. AI0 (Ckcober 14, 1991); Frank Rieb, "Joumal:Justiee 
for Nooe." New York Times. All (NO\,..mber }, 1991): Andrew Rosenthal, "Psychi• 
ntr>•'s Use in Tiio1nas Batt.le Raises Ethics Issues,'" New York Time!., sec. 1, p. 2} (Oc4 

cober 20. 199ll; Al«<lrtdro Scanley. "Ideas and Trends, Erocomania: A Rare Disorder 
Runs Riot in Men's Minds,"' New York T1111e1, sec. 4, p. 2 (No\'cmbcr JO, 1990; " I low 

Memory M:t)' Figure In Thom:as-1 lill Debate: Experts Say They May be Lying to Them• 
sdvcs," San Francisco Chrontde, At (Oetolx:r H. 1991) from Th, Neto York Tunes, 

quoring ps)•chiatrisr Johnathan H, Segal: '"'M05t pttticms treau:d for crotomanfa a.re 
young. single women ~,hose scenario concerns an older male. often a boss.,' Segal sajd. 
'But thst is also the most l"Otnm<,n rdationslt.ip im11.'>lvcd in c-.istS of scxuill h:.ll"JSS:mem. "' 

For further attack.-: on ProfdSOr Hill's mtntaJ stak, Sec S~tc.Jlx:nt o f Sen. Strom 
Thurmond, 137 Co11grem'o11al Record 14649 (October 15, 1991) f" I have been con• 

t:icred by sc:vcral p$ychi:atrists, suMCsting that it is entirely possible she [Professor I !ill] 
is suffering from ddusiot\S. Perh~1)S she is living in a fumasy world"}; "letter of FJiz. 
abe,h Brodie. M.D. ,o Sen. Bidcn," IJ7 C,,ngreJ1io11al &cord 14676 (entered into che 
record by Sen. Alan Simpson). Senator Simpson had previously -alluded to thjs letter 
saying .. bt: w~s getting swff O\'c.r Lhe trJ..llSom .•• s3ying ·warch out for thi-; u.•oman' 

but offered no funl1c:r explanation." John E. Vang. "Sc::s1. Simpson Shows Lcucrs 
Faulting I fill;" The \Vashmgton Post, A22 (October 16, J9'Jl). 
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9. U'Jmpll'l~ TranscriplJ at J66 (Sra.rcmem by Sen. Orrin Hatch) ("I also want to 
say d1at d\e burde11 of proof is cer1:1inly OOf OJ\ Judge TI:lOmas. 111is is America. TI1e 
burden of pfOQf is on those who use statements that arc stereotypic:J statements"'). 

10. Complete Transcriphi at 18 (Further Testimony of Hon. Oarcncc 111omas). Set:: 
also id. at I-J9-l!S0, 21 l (•Scn;itor, t u:•i11 not get into any discussions 1h:.u l might h,we 
abom my pcrson,1,l life or my sex life wi,h ,rny pcrso1, outside the u.·orkpkt«'"; " f didn'1 
want my persona.I life or allegations abouc my sexual habits or anything eJse broadcasc 
in every living room in d\e United State.i"). 

11. Id. at22-l.5 (Tostlrul>liyof Anita F. Hill). 
12. Quoted in Adam Oymcr, ""The Thom-as Nomination; Ddaying the VoLc: How 

Senators Reached Accord," New York Times, 815 (Ociober 10, 1991). 
IJ. Comp/et~ Tran,cr1p!J at app, A, 471-472 ("Lcctcr and Affida\11( from Sokari 

Hardncn, Formcr Special Assinam. EEOC, \\7ashington O.C,"). Letter from Sukari 
Hardneu olso ot ll7 Congrmiona/ Rerord 26327 (Occobe, 15. 1991). Sttalso cesrimony 
of Angelo WriJll,c. Complek Tran.,eripts or 376-407 and testimony or Rose Jourdllin, 
id. a, 408-425. 

14. V'Jmplete 1'rnnscripts al 120 (Further Ti::sUmouy of Ho n. O:uencc TI10mas). 
1.5. Jcl. at 117, 121, t.53 ("Sen:uor, I would like co !itan by !ia)•ing unc::quivoc:ally, 

uncarcgorically that I deny each and every single a!Jeg:arion against me today that sug• 
gestcd in any way that I had cooYersacions of a sexual namrc or ebout pornographic 
mo.terial with An.ita Hill, that I ever !laempted to date her. that I ever had any person:ll 
sexual interest in her. or that I i.fl: !lit)' ,vay ever harassed her.": .. \"'(i'ha1 I have said to 
}'OU is categorical 1.hat any aJJegat.ions that I cng~g..:d in :my conduct invclving sexual 
ac:tivity, pornographic movies, attempted to elate her, any allcg•Hions, I deny"; •Senator~ 
my l'C$ponsc is that I catcgori~lly. uncq\1ivoc:~1lly deny them."). 

16, IGmberle Crenshaw. "Whose Story is it Anyway? Feminjst Md Anciracis1 Ap· 
propriacion of Anita Hill." in RMe-ing Jussi~. £,,- gendering Power: Essays on Anita 
Hill, Clarente Tlx>mliJ, and the Con.f/ruuion o/Stx:ial Rt•obiy 421 (Ton.i Morrison. ed.,, 
1992). 

17. Ccmplete Transcripts at 18 (Funher Testimony of Mo n. Clarence 11l0mas). 

18. Id. 
19. 137 Cong,mional Record 263'4 (Oc,obcr 15, 1991). 
20. Comp/,te Tramcrip1s ac 40 (Testimony of Anita F. Hill) ("He [FBI agcnc] asked 

me ro dese1ibe tl1e incidents. and rather thon decline to make any sta.te:snem at all, I 
Jc..-scrihe<l them to my levd of <:omfon "). 

21. My notes a1 the lime recorded Sen~tor Grassley uuc:ring these words on a 
national tdcvi.,;ion $how in October 1991 in commentary on Anita J Jill's rcscimony. 

22. My nore.,; at the time recorded Deborah Norville making chi!i st.;1tcmcnt on hc1r 
radio sho\\• in Oc:tober 1991 in commentary on Anita Hill's tcscim011>'· 

23. Quoccd in Cbriscophcr Connell, •sush S.i~ His Heart 'Aches' for Thomas,• 
San Franci,ro Cbronid,, Al (October 14, 1991). 

24. • J'm too dark to blush, but it m:1.kes you so uncomfor1:1ble," Eleanor Holmes 
Norton, quoted in Pt:tcr G. C-os!)Clin, "Dignity a Casually or Hearing Subjects, Emo
tions Equal Bizarre Theater," tor Ange/ts Do,/y News, Nl6 (October 1.3. 1991). 
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25. Comp/eie T,anscript, or 155. 157, 158 <Further Testimony of Hon. Clarence 
Thomas) ( .. [l]n thjs country when it comes co sexual conduct we stiU hove underlyillg 
racial au itudcs about black men !lnd their views of sex. And once you p in th3 L on me. 

I can't get it off";" ... in the 19th and 20th ccn1urics, the lynchings of black men, you 
will sec th,u rhcrc is invariably or in many in.nanccs a relations.hip wiih sex-an ac
cus..,tion lhat that person cannot $hake off ..•. 1 cannot shake off these accusations 
because they play to the worst stereotypes ,ve hove about black men in this councry": 
' I feel as though something hos been lodged against ,ne and painted on me and it will 
lea,ie ai\ indelible u\:irk oft fue't). 

26. The D.C. Circuit handed down its decision in Bundy v. Jackson, 64 l F 2<l 9}4 

(D.C. Cir. 1981}, on January 12, 1981; the disrrict coun opinion in the case, 19 Fair 
Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCH) 9154 (/\pr. 25, 1979), is doted April 25, 1979. In her testimony 
before rhc Scn,ic Judiciary Commin«:, t\nita Hill described being sexually harassed ar 
various poims in 1981. when she was employed a1 che Departrxn.··m of Education. and 
throughout the fall and winter months of 1982, after she hod LrOosferred co the EEOC 
with Thomas. Stt :abo..-c, note 11. 

27. Meritor Sav. Bank FSB v. Vinson, 4n U.S. 57 (1986). 
28. Compklt' Transcripts :u 257, Srntcmcnt by Sen. Simpson ("So, here is chis foul 

stack of stench"), 
29. S« Mortin D)~kman, •smith Judge Ga,•e Him Big Break.' St. Petmbu,g 

TimM. A27 ID<:<ember 5. 1991): Ed Cafasso. "Pro&ecutioo is Dealt S.tback os Judge 
811ns Od1er Assau1t arums," Boston Herald, J (Decem.be.r 3. 1991) (discussing l'uling 
b::irrintz. '"similar fac1 evidence" including in contt:xt of Smith case). 

30. Cumple.te Tranuriplr at 67 (Testimon)' of Anita F. Hill). 1n response 10 quC!i• 
tions from Sen. 1-lowdl Heflin, PfQf. Hill st.ucd: 

Mr. Hill: \Xldl, it w-.i.s :1Jmost ~ though he wamc:<l me at a dis:iJ..•ainogc::, to put me 
at a disadwnr.age. so that I would concede (Q whatever his .... tishcs were. 

Jen. J..l~flm: Do you think rh:u he got some pleasure om of seeing you ill at e,\S-C and 
vulnerable? 

i\1,. Hill: I think so. yes. 
Sen. Hc/li11: W•s this feeling more so thru, • feeling dm he might be seeking some 

type.- of dating or social rdat..ion.ship wi1..h you? 
Ms. H11l: I think il \\"35 a combination of factors. I think he wanted Lo sec me:: , ,ulner• 

able ;1nd tha1. if I "'ere \111l1lCr.ible, then he could extract from me whatever he 
wanted, whe1hcr it was sexual or otherwise-. rhar 1 would be under his control. 

Sen. Heflin: As a psychologs major, what elements of human nature seem to go imo 

th•t cype of • siru•tion? 
Ms. Hill: \Xlell, l <.':1..n•l s!ly ex!tclly. I can say th:u 1 foll ht: was using his power and 

authority O\ttr me, he wa,; exerting a levd of power and attempting to make sure 
tha1 that power \\Ill$ exencd. J think it was the hi.ct th:11 I had said nQ to him that 
caused him ro want ro do rhis. 

J L '(1,js is nol hindsight. \X111en askt:d b)' the Co1nmiutt in advance. I suggested 

1 hi$ line of questioning. 
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32. Joseph Gclmis, "The Demand is There; n ,e Pom Film Isn't.' Newtdtl)'. I 9 
(October 15, l<J<JI) (" Long Dong Silver is reportedly ~,e name of a character played 
by an anonymous actor in one: o r more 8- nun. 61m loops, runnjng about 15 minutes 
each and shown a decade ago in pttp-style vending machines. ·n1e film loops appar
ently bore the srar's nl)mc"): Jesse Hamlin. "Tracking Dow11 Long Dong SilYcr." San 
Fmnasco Chronicle, f.2 (October 1,-, 1991) ("'.-iccording 10 informed sources in the 
dircy picrure world, Long Dong never made t1.lly fuJJ.Jength rnovies. ln the 1970s, he 
appeared in a few umicJed 8mm shon films-loops. as they're called in the indusuy
that rafi in IX-'t'P~show ar<.-aJcs'"}. 

JJ. On -attitudes toward \1.'Qmcn's equality, see L1.rry Baron and (\!lurray A. Straus:, 

"'Sexual Stratification, Pomography, and Rape in the United Sraces," in Pornography 
and Sexual Au.msio11 186 (Neil M. Malammh and Edward Donncrsrcin, eds., 1984). 
On anirudcs toward raJ)c, sec Daniel Linz, c1 al .. "The Effects of Multiple Exposures 
co Filmed VioJence Against Women." 34 ]oumnl of U>mmuniClllion 1}0, 142 (Summer,. 
1984) (doc-u1ne01ing chal men exposed to filmed violence against women judged a rape 
victim lO be less injun.-d t..h:m did the t.'Ontrol group); Dolf Zillman, "Effce1s of Pro-
longcrl Consumplion of Pornography," in Pornography: Research Adcancl!l and PoliC')I 
Co11s1Jeratio11s 121 (Dolf Zi"llman and Jenning$ Bryant, c:<b., 1989); D<,lf Zillm~m and 
James B. \Weaver, "Pomog:raphy and Men's Sexual Callousness To~,.ard \Vomen," in 
Rese,rch Advancer 95; ] runes V, P, Check and Ted H. Guloien, "Reported Prodi,;,y 
for Coercive Sex FoU0~11Jlg Repeated Exposure to Sexually Violetn Pomography, Noo
,1iolent Oehull'liltl:izing Pornography, and Erotica.." in Rerearch Advancts 159. 

}4. lt was n:b.1ivdy usual in latc thc 1970s, early 1980s, Lo w,c pornography to 
Lrain doctors. See ·Letter of Michelle Harrison. M.D., December 9, 1983 • ., in /11 Han11'¥ 
\Vay The Pornography C,.v,/ Rights Hearings 220 (Cath:,1rinc A. MacKinnon and Andrea 
Dworkin, eds .• l997). It is Jess usual today. 

35. The failure lO invescigale hjs use of pornography al lease displ'O\--es the con .. 
spi.r:1cy theory dull the c:stublishmem was out to do 9Jlyt.hitl:g they t.-ould to destroy hi.r:n. 
Apparently there: 9.r<' limits. 

J6. Patricill J. Williams, • A Rare Case Study of Mulehc:adcdness :md Men:· in 
Race- ing Jmt1ce 169. 

H. Comp/et~ TrgusCYT"pts at 433 (St-amncm of Sen. Joseph Bidcn) ("'h seems 10 me: 
chat is a true leap in faich or ego, one of the rn·o"), 

18. C.Ompl,•te Trunscnpts ac l20. 
J9. 1)7 C,mgm,fr>nal Reco,J 2627~26279 !October 15, 1991) (Statemem of Sen. 

Ruben Byrd ). 

40. Id. at 26289 (Statement of Sen. Eclw:.ird Kennedy) ("The $1nigglc for racial 

junic;e, in its tn1est scn$C, wa$ me:mt 10 wipe out :111 form$ of op1,rcssion. No one, least 
of all Judge Thomas, is entitled co invoke one fonn of oppression to excwe another., 
Tllc deliberate provOOltive use of a tenn like lynching is not only wrong Ul fact; it is 
a gross misuse of Ameri01 's most historic c..ragedy and p:tln to buy a politiatl adv:tn
r.age. "). 

4 1. ld. at 26299 (St:uc.nlc:nl of !>en. JOSt:ph Bidcn). 
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42. Id. a, 26299 (Sroie,nem of Sen. Baibaro Mikulski) ("To ,he women watching 
chis, do noc lose heart. but we wilt lose ground."). 

2.3. Mediating Realit)' 

This addf'(Ss keynoted the JournaUsm and \X'omc.n Symposium UA \X'S) fall Camp on 
Sep<erober 12. 1998. in Grand Teton National Park. Wyoming. Many thanks to Sharon 
Walsh and Ritn Henley Jenson for their supporL The pieee is published for d,e 6rs, 
tjrn.e ifl this v<,luint:. 

I. Shooting at Thur.non H. S., Spring6dd, 0"'8')n, May 21, 1998: ••1 thought it 
was fake. J had nc:,:e.r heard a gun go off; [Stcph:mjc) Quimby said. ' It \li'as like a 
movie and you '1.'Ctt there. I fch so c~1lm. 1 knew it was real when I s.aw him poim the 
gun ac someone aud hc.ird a girl yell "Tressa!" 1 knew she wouldn't joke.'"' Associated 
Press, "One Dead io Oregon School Shooting." {May 2 I. 1998); "L<trissa Rybka, a 16-
year-old sophomore. so.id Thursd:I)' morning was 'Jjke a rnovie. ft keeps playing over 
an<l O\'er again. 1n slow motion.' '' Bill Gravcs,Stc!'\•e Ca.rte:r,Jc:ny BoooeandJ:me Filips. 
"Whirlwind o( Emotions UoJeashcd at Scene,'" Por1/a11d Oregonia11, A20 (May 22, 

1998); •\Xfhcn A.J. saw report$ of the !ihootinp, on television, he said it seemed like a 
movie. Now. it will always be 'really real.'" Kate Ta)1or and Laura Tmjillo, "Students 
Allowed Baek in Repaired Cafeteria,' Portwnd Or,gonian. Al (May 26, 1998). From a 
newsp!tper 11rticle on Small So/dieN, a children's movie about toy soldiers going 10 \\'Or. 
the director.Joe Otloce said: ..-(17hjs is f:inrosy vioJence. Kids know wheo it's 1)('.)t re~l .. 
Marcus Hammond, age twdvc. said: " I thought it W"JS r~al]y hard to Ldl the special 
effects from Ll1c: real action .. . . .- Claudia Puig, "Unexpe<.i.cd Skirmishes." USA ·roday, 
IE Uuly tO. 1998). 

2. Shooting at Westside Middle School. Jone;boro. Arkansas, March 24, 1998: 
eleven-year-old shooter says nr thought we \\'ere going to shoot ovex their heads ... 
\Y/e didn't think anybody was ~,oio~ to get hurl." Rick Br::igg, •Two Boys Convicted in 
School Shoo1j11g," Atdlin-A»u'ncan Stalesman. Al (August l2. 19()8). 

3. Linda Meyer \'(lilliams, " Recall of Childhood Tmuma: A Pf06pecti\lc Study of 

\'(/omen'$ Memories o( Child Sexual Abuse.·· 62 Journal of Consultmg and Clinical 
Psyd,o/otJ' 11 67 (199-1) (finding38 percent of women whose childhood rapes had been 
medically documcmcd a, rhc dmc "-ere nor recalled by victims $CVCmcCfl years lacer), 

4. See Ha.r\ley L. Schwan.z, Dialogues with Forgotten Voices: R,'Ultional PerSpeaives 
011 Child Abme Trauma And Trealmenl Of Dissociariw Disordc.•rs {2000). 

5. Diana E. H. Russell, Sexual Expl()itatio11. Rape, Child Sexual AbuJe and Work
place l-laraume111 J$ (1984). 

6 . Sec Mdi$S3 Farley, lsin lhral, Mc:mh Kiremin: and Uf11k Sezgin, •Prostirution 
in Five Countries: Violence and PosMNum.aric Stress Disorder." 8 Feminism 41,d Psy
d,o/ogy 40, (1998). 

7. □•ire Safran. R,dhook MagltZJnt· (November 1976): Enid Nemy, "W<>ma, Begin 
to Speak Out A£1,ains-1 Sexual H3rass:mcnt at Work;" Nt'W York 'fimel·, }8 (August 19, 

1975). 
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8. Nun Robenson , The Girls in the &/a,ny: Women, Mei,, and the "New York 
Times• {1992). 

9. Judy Klemcsrud, •Womc11, Pornography, Free Speech: A Fierce Debate at 
N.Y.U .• " New )'ork Tuner, 010 (December 4, 1978); "'Joinjng f-13nds in the Fight 
Against Pomography," New York TimtJ, 87 (A1.1gust 26. 1985). 

24. Civil Rights Against Pornography 

TI1i.s speech was give'J1 :il die s~n:mh Ar1i'ilt'.il C6ii.fdt:t1C'e of the N:uiou:il ASY,ci:iti6fi 
of Women Judges, University of MinnC$0l:i L1w SchQOI, M:t)' 1986. An earlier \'crsiort 

was ddi\'crcd 10 a hearing or the Attorney General's Commission on Pornography.July 
25, 1985, Chkaio, Jllinois. The Chaffer of ,he Commission was •to dc,crmin<: the 
nature, cxtc.nt, and imp.ic,: on society of pornogra1>hy in lhc United States and ro make 
specific recom.meoda.tions 10 the Attorney Gen,erol concemh'lg more effecrh,-e ways Ll1 
which the spread of pornography could be conrn.iiled. ro11siscenL with roostituciono'.1 
guaranlees." Auomc.-y Gc:ncruJ's Commission o n Pomogr-Jphy, Fino/ Report 1957 (July 
1986). It was Ori!tinally publi.-.hed :t.'i "Pornography as Sc.-x Oisc-rimin:u..io n" in 4 Law 
1111d lnequalil),: A Joumal of Theory 011J Practice JS (1986). 

I. The Report of the C,,r11missio11 on Obscenity a.d Pornography (1970). 
2. Miller v. California. 413 U.S. i,. 24 (1973). 
l. Young, .. American Mini Theocres. Inc., 427 U.S, 50 (1976), An example enun

ciated after thjs speech wos delivered is City of Renton \I. Playtime TI1:e~u.res. loc., L06 
$. CL 925 (1986). whid1 penniued a zoning schc:mc.- tha1 banished ad ult tbe:11ers t() 

industri~J areas. 
4. Brockm V, Spokane: tl rcad<:$, lnc,. ,o, s. c,, 2794 (19s,1. 
5. Upper Mi,lwc:,t Booksellers A"'" v. Cicy of Minn"'1polis, 780 F.2d 1389 (8d-. 

Cir, 1985). 
6. St. P11ul. Minnesota. is an e.xrunple. 
7. A lucid pre.enLatioo of Professor Doone:cstdn':r. <lat.a can ht! found in 1n Han11's 

\Vay. 1b e Pornography Civil Right.s /-lean·ngs ~ (Cath:1rine A. !VlacKinnon ancl 

Andrea D.1:orkin, eds., 1997). Sec also Edward Donncf'$tein, "Pomography: Its Effect. 
on Violence A.gainst Women," in Pornog,rr:1ph,1 and Sexual Agg~u,011 53 (Ndl M. rvla
lamuth and Edward Donncrstcin, eds., 1984). 

8. Linda Lovelace and Midtael McG,,dy. Ordeal (1980): Midiael A Gershel , 
"Ev<.tluating a Proposed Civil RighL~ Appr()'Jth lO Pomograph)•: l q;al Anal)•sis as if 
Womc:n M.!tllert=d." l l William Miiehell Law Review 41, 55 ( 1985); (\farg:.lfet Baldwin .. 

.. The Sexuality of Inequality! The Minneapolis Pornogr-.iphy Ordinance," 2 Ltw and 

Inequality A Journal of Theory and PraCJ,a- 629, 636-637 (1984). 
9. In Ha,,,, ·, 117,y at 39-268: sec Baldll;n, 2 Ln,o and ln,qualitJ• 629; Catharine A. 

MacKinnon, "Pornography, Civil Righu, and Speech." 20 Ha,.,,.rd Civil Rightt•Civil 
Uh.!rtius Lntv Revi,•w I. 22-60 (1985). 

10. New Yori< v. Ferber, 458 U,S, 747 H982i. 
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11. Brie/ on &"41/ of American Book,el/m Assodalion, Associ,11km of Ameri0111 
PubliJbt'f'l. Inc .. Council for Periodil'tJI Distributon A1soci11tion1, Fretdo111 to Read Faun• 
dalion, lntema1io11al Pttriadical Distributors ;Us(JCIO./t(m, Inc., Nafi()nal Asmciotion of 

College Stores, Ille., A111eri'can Civ,1 Liber1ies U11io11, 1he Asuxi.aJioJJ of Amerfo,n Uni• 
wnJJy Prt>SSPS, Inc., Net.u York Civil i.Jlxrt1t'S Union ,md St M,1111"n's Press, lncorpcrated 
as Amu;i C11rtae, New York v, Ferber, 4J8 U.S. 747 (1982), 

12. Ferber. 47 U.S. at 77~- 775. (concurring opinion. O'Connor, JJ: •1 write sep
armely to stress that che Coun does not hold that Nev., York must excepc 'material 
with scrlOt.1$ )jLt:rufy', scienillie. or cdufati6na1 value.' frun1 jg Sl1Huk. The Coutt i'fidcl)' 
holds that, even if the fil"$t Amendment shdtcrs such material, Ne\lt York's current 
statute is not sufficiently overhf'Q3d to S\tppon respondent's faci;1I attack. The compel· 
ling intcrcstS identified in roda}•'s opinion S\1ggen thllf the Consrimrion might in fact 
permit NC'W York to b:ul knO\\ring distribution of works dci>icting minors engaged in 
explicit sexual oonducl, reg11tdless of lhe social value or the depictions. For example. 
• l2-year,old child photographed while mosrurbating surely suffers the same p,,-ycho
log.ic:al 11:1.nn whether lhe communjty labds the pl101ogr:1ph 'edif>•ing· or't.astdc:ss.'The 
!ludiem.-e's appreciation of the dcpicliOn is simply irrelevant lo New York's :tSscned 
interest in protecting children from psychologic:al, emotional, and mental harm." 

I}. fo Har,,,'s \Va)': The Pornography Civil Righ11 Hearings (Catharine A. Mac• 
Kinnon and Andrea Dworkin, eds., 1997). 

14. Id. at 60--06. 
15. Id. at 44-oO. 
16. Id. at 98-99. 
17. Dian:i Russell later documented a r.ate of 16,000 rape.s per m.illion \!.'Omen that 

the vic:tims attributed dire<1ly to pornography. Di.Ina E.. H. Russell, The l111p,1a of 
Porno,,raphy on Women (cesdmonr prepared for the Attorney General's Commission 
on Pomogrnphy Hearings, Hooston, Texos, Sept. II , 1985). See also MadGnnon. 20 
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberti~l Ulw Review at 12 n20. 

18. In Hann'J \flay at 17~17l. 
19. Id. a1 104-107. 

20. Id. a1 99-100. 
2 1. ld, at 44-60, 
22. ltt Harm's \V4Y. above note 7. Karhlttn Barry describes lhe larger romcxl in 

which womeo 11re u::ip_ped into selling their sexuality for survival in Female Sexual 
Slavery (1979). The Modd Ordinon« cmcrs«l from this work os • whole: 

MODEL ANTIPQRNOGRAPI fY C fVll.-RJGI ITS O RDINANCE 

Section I. STATEMENT OF POLICY 
1. Pornography is a practice of sex discrimination. l1 exists in {place], 

lhre:atening the hc11lth. safety, peace, wclfo.re~ and equalhy of cilizens in our 
conunuJtity. Existing la.ws ore inadequate LO solve these problems i.n [placel. 

2. Pornography is 2 syste:111:atic prJcLice of exploitation and subordination 
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based on sex that differenrially hanns and disndva.nro.ges women. The ham1 o( 
pomography includes dehumaniz:uion, psychic assau.Jl, sexual exploirnrjos1, 
forced sex, forced prostitu tion, physic-.1! injury, ~md social and scxu:J terrorism 
and inferiority prcSentcd as entertainment. TI1c bigotry and contempt pornog• 
raphy promotes. \\ith rhc acts of aggression it fosters., diminish opporrunitics 
for cqualhy of rip.his in employment, cducarion, pro1>cny, public accommoda
rions, and public scr.-i«s; create public and private harassment, perserutfon, 
and denigrotion: promote injury and degrodation such as rape, banery, sexual 
abu~ of thildrdl. snJ pr6stituti611. and lnhihit just ...,,fo,tenknt of l:!ws 
:ag:1in.st these acts.; expose individuals who appear in pornography agajn.$t their 
will to comcmpL, ridicule, hatred, humiliation, and emb2rrassment imd target 
such women in particular for abuse and physical aggression~ demean the rcpu· 
tations and diminish the occupational oppominitics of indjviduals and groups 
on 1..he basis of sex: contribute significantly to resu icting women in panicuJar 
from full exercise of citizenship itnd parcicipation in the life of the community; 
lowt,. the human dignity, worth. :m<l civil s taLUS of women -and damage mutual 
respect between the sexes; and uudcnnine womcn•s equal cxerci-sc of rights to 

speech :and :action guaranteed 10 all citizens under 1he (Constitutions] and 
[laws) of [place). 

Section 2. DEFINITTONS 
l. 'Pomogrophy' meaos the graphk sexual.I)' explicit subordin:ufon of 

,votnen through pictures and/or words that :also includes one or more of the 
following: 

a. women :.m: prcsc:med ddi.umanl'zcd as sexual ob;ecis. things or commodi• 
tics; or 

b. women are presented as sexual ob;ccts who enjoy humiliation or pain: or 
c. women are presented as sexua] objeccs experiencing sexual pleasure io 

rape, incest, o,. other sexufil assault; or 
d. \\•01nen ttre pr-esenkd as i.t:xu.al objects tied up or tut up or mut..iluteJ or 

bruised or physically hun; or 
e. women are pre.'ierlled in postures or positions of sexu:al submission, .ser• 

vilit}'. or display; or 
f. women's body pans-including bm nof limited to \-ag.inas, breasts. or 

buttocks-a.re exhibited such chat women a.re reduced to those pans; or 
g. womo\ arc pn:semcc.l being penet..r:i ted b)' obj~s or animals; or 
h. wo1:ncn arc: presented in scenarios of dcgrndation, hwniliation, injul)', lOT· 

turc, shown as filthy or inferior, bleeding, bniised or hun in a C'Qfltcxt that 

mak~ these oonditions !tcxual. 
2. The use- of mm~ children, or transsexuals in cbc place of \li·omc:n in ( l} of 

this dcfu1irion is also pomog.raphy for pul'poses of chis fo\\,, 
J. 'Person• sha.lJ i.J1clude child or crm'ISse.'<ual. 
S<:<.-tion J. CAUSES OF ACTION 
I. Coercion inlo pomt>graphy. lL is ScX discrimination to coerce, intimidate, 
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or frou<lulendy induce (hereafter. 'coerce') -any person imo performing for por• 
nography, which fojury may da.te from Ul\)' appearance or sale of ru1y 

product(s) of such pcrfonn am.-e(s). 'Iltc: makcr(s), sd lcr(s). cxhjbitor(s) ancVor 

distributor(s) of said pornog1-aphy m:ay be sued for damages and for m i.njunc• 
tion, including to eliminate the producr(s) of the pc1form:mcc(s) from ,he 
public view. 

Proor of one or more of the following facrs or conditions shall 1l0c, wichouc 
more, preclude a finding of coercion: 

a. lhM tlit: person is a w6ifuti\: or 
b . that the person is o r has been a prostiuuc; or 

c. thal the person has auaincd the age of majoritr, or 
d . th:n the person is ronncetcd by blood or marriage to anyone involved in 

or related 10 lhc making of the pornography: or 
e. that dle person has previousJy had, or been thought to ha\•e had. sesual 

relations with anyone. including anyone involved in or relare<l 10 the making 
of t.hc: pomogrJphy; or 

f. thtu the pcrsoo has prt."\•ious.l>• p0$cd for s.t=xually c.xplici1 picturc:s with or 
for anyone. including anyone in\'olvcd in or related to the m .. -iking of the por• 
nography; or 

g. that atl)'One else. induding a spouse or other relative, has given 1:>C.m1j5. 
sio11 on the person's behaJf; or 

h. 1h01 the perSon actualJy consented co a use of a pedonMl\<..-e that is then 
changed into pomograpl1y~ or 

i. that lhc person knew that t..he purpose of the acts or c:\'(!{lts in question 
'1.1-a.s to make J>Omography; o r 

j. chat the 1>ets0n showeti no resismnce or opr>eared to cooperote actively Lil 

the photographic sessions or events chat produced che pomogniphy: or 
k. th11t t..he person s4;ned 3 contract, or made statements uffimtin& " willing

ness to coopc:ra.tc: in the J>roduc..'1..ion of the pomogropby; or 
I. that no ph>'!;ial force, thre~Hs, or weapons were used in Ll1e making of the 

pornography; or 
m. cha, the person was paid or otherwise compcns,ucd. 
2. Forcmg pornoirapby on 11 ~rw,, h is sex discrimination to force pomog· 

rophy 0 1) 11 person in any place of eo1plO)~t, educarioo. home. or any 
pub)jc pl:ice. Compbi.f1lS may bc: brought only sg:iinsl the pcrpetrntor of the 

fon."C and/or the entity or institution responsible for the force. 
3. Assau/J or ph)isical af/ack dm· Jo pornography. 11 is $CX discriminiation ro 

a$,Sauh, ph~ically :it1aclc:, or injure any person in a ui.1y 1h:n is directly caused 
by specific 1>0mography, Complaints may be brought against the perpetrator 
of the assault or attack, and/or against the maker(s), djstributor(s). scller(s), 
and/or exhibilor{s) of ~ie specific poniogrtiphy. 

4. De/amaflQII ,J,,ough pornogr-aphy. h is sex <li.o;crimination to dc:fomc: any 
person Lhrough the: un:authol'Ut:d use in pornography of their proper name. 
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image, and/or recognizable personal likeness. For purposes of chis section, 
public figures shall be tre~ue<l us pri\lnte persons. Amhorlzation once given can. 
be re\.'Okal in writing any 1imc.- prior lO any publication . 

.5. Trafficking in pomography. It is sex <liscrimin.!ttion to produce. sell, ex• 
hihit, or distribmc pomogr.iphy. including through priv:m: clubs. 

a. Municipal, Sf3tC, and federally funded public libraries or priv,uc and 
public universicy and rolJege libraries in \\rhich pomogrophy is a\•oi1ab1e for 
study. including on opes, shelves bur excluding special disploy presentations. 
shall fiot Ix, c6Mlfud to Ix traflitl<lng lo p6riiography. 

b. Isolated passages or isolated pans shall not be the sole basis fo r com• 

plaints ,mder this section. 
c. Any \\'Oman may bring a romplaim hereunder as :a woman .teeing against 

the subordination of \\'Omen, Any man, child, or iransscxual who alleges injury 
by pomogmphy in the way women are injured by it may also complain. 

Section 4 . DEFENSES 
I. h shall not be: a ckft.'nsc lO a complaint under this bw that the rcspon• 

dent did not know or intend that the materi9.ls 'lit issue were pOmogrJphy or 
$CX discrimination. 

2. No damages or compensation for )(»ses shaU be recoverable under Sec-. 
J(:5) or ocher than against the perpetrator o( the ass:a.uh or attack in Sec. JO} 
w'dess the defendwn knew or had reason to know that the nuuerials were por-
11ography. 

J. ln actions under S«. 3(5) or other than :igainst the perpctrator of dtc 
as.,;ault or attack in Sec. JO), fl<) dantages or c.vmpcn.s:ition for losses shaJJ be 
recoverable ag.1inst makcr(s) for pornography made. against distributor(s} for 
pornography distribmed, against seller(s) for pornography sold. or asainst ex• 
hibitor(s) for pornography exhibited, prior 10 the effecti,., dare of this law. 

S<xtion 5. ENFORCEMENT 
1. Civil Actt(>11. An)' person who h:.as a cau.o;c of ~ctjon under d1is bw inay 

CQmpbin directly to a court of compe1cnt .iurisdiction for rdjcf. 

2. Damages. 
a. Any person who has a cause of iacrion under rhis lav.1 , or their cstitC, may 

seek nominal, compensatory, an<Vor puniti\'C dama~cs withom limitation, in• 
cludillg for loss. pain, suffering, reduced enjoyment ol li/e, ond special dam• 
ages, as wdJ as for re-.tSonablc tosts, including !ltlOrr'lc)'S

1 fees :.1nd costs of in
vestigation. 

b. In daims under Sec . .)~), or other 1han again$( (he perpctr:uor of 1hc 
as..-.auh or anac;k under Sec:. 3(3}, llQ damages or CQmpc::ns.ation for IO$SC$ $hall 
be recoverable against maker(s) for pomog.raphy made, against distrlbmor(s) 
for pomography distributed. ogainsr seller(s) for pornography sold. or agfilnst 
e:xhibitor(s) for pomog.rophy e.xhibite<l. prior co tlle effective date of this law. 

J. lnjundions. Any pc:rson who ,~obtcS this law may be enjoined cxt.-cp1 

that: 
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a. In actions under Sec-. 3(~). and other than against the perpetrator of the 
as:s:mll or att:1ck under Sec. 3(3), no Le1nporary or perinaneot iJ\juncrion sh:a.11 
issue prior to a fmaJ judicial dtLe.rmination that the: challc:ngctl aclivit.ie.s consli• 

lute a viol.ation of this law. 
b. No tcmpor:uy o r pcrm:ancnt injunction shall extend beyond such pornog

raphy that, h,ni ng been described with n:.1sonablc specificity by said ordcr(s), 
is dctennined to be validly proscribed under this la,\·. 

5. Other Remedi~t. The availobiliry of relief under this law is not intended 
16 be exdusrve .,,J sh.U Ml pn,duck. (,r b., precluded by. Ike ;dung 6f :lily 
other relief, whether civ~ or criminal. 

6. L1111itation cf Aclion, Complaincs under 1hjs law shall be brought \\~thin 
six years of the accn1al of the cause of l.letion or from \\•hen the complainant 
rc:achcs the age of majority, whichever is later, 

7. Severability. Should any pan(s) ol this law be found legally invalid. the 
remainfog pan(s} remo.i.tl valid. A judiciaJ declarocioJl 1h01 any part(s) of this 
law canno l be:: applictl validl)• in o particular lll:lllntr or too p:1rticul:1r cssc or 

catCi,'Ory' of cosc:s shall not affect the validity of that p!Lrt or JY.i fts as o t.hcrwiSc 
ai:)plicd, unless such o ther ap1, lic;ation would d~rly fnis1ratc the [lcgislati,•e 
body's] intent in adopting this law. 

2}. EJ/,•t·/ of Pornography tm \\7omen and Children: Htan·ngs &Jore the Sub-<.0111111. 

on Juw·ni/e }111tice of the Comm. on the Judiciary. 98th Cong .. 2d Sess. 227-255 (1984) 
(tc;stimony of And rc::.1 Dworkin). 

24. Such mater ials are readily avaiJable at any pornography store. Some materials 
in urhkh women arc trc~ucd in these way$ arc on fi le with Organi:,ing Ag.;iin.s1 Pomog· 
r11phy/ A Resource Center for Education and Action. Minne-apolis, lvlinnCSO{a. The)' 
include Black Tit a11d Body Torture. c:bdir &nd,,ge, Hard &ss, Hard uather. Penthous, 
l 19-127 (Oct. 1984), Slave Aut:1i<>11, and Tit Tor11m• Phott>t. 

25. Set: ln Harm't Way at 101-106. 
26. Sec id. at 4~. 
27. Sec generally id. at 98-106, !08-109, 111 - 112. 
28. Sec Pornography and S,xual Aun'mo,r (Neil M. Malamurh and Edward Don· 

ncrstein, eds., t984), 
29. In Hann't \flay at 157- 159 (lescimony of Daryl O.hlheimer. psychotherapist). 
JO. Id. a l 149-155 (testimo n)' of Wanda Riduard.-.on, H:arriet 1'ubman \'(/omen's 

Shelter, and Sharon Rice Vaughn, Minnesota Coalition for & uercd Women). 
J I. Id. at 15$- 1,6 (testimony of Barbara Chester, dircaor of the Rape and Sexual 

Ass.:mh Cenrcr). 
32. Id. ot 175--176 (testimony of Sue Sama. Minneapolis Yomh Division). 
33. Id. at 161- 165 (testimony of Cheryl Champion. Washington Councy• Human 

Services. !Jlc.). 

34. $cc MacKinnon, 20 Harvard Civil Rrgho•Civil Libertie:,· Low Review at 46-50 

nn.!07-108. 
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}5. I,, Horm'r \flay at 143- J4j (testimony of Bill Neiman, assisrnm county anomey. 
Hennepin Count)' Auomey's Office); see generall)• Ann Jones. "A Linle Ki\owledge,"' 
in 'fake &ck the .Wght: WQme11 ()11 Pornography 179, 181 (Laura Lc:dcrc1·, ed., 1980). 

36. See generally Donnerstcin, •Pornography: Its Effect on Violence Ag.:iinst 
Women."; MacKinnon, 20 Harvard Clt)r/ Rlghts-Cwi/ Liber1ies Lug Review at ,2-,3 
nn.116-118 (colkcdng studies). 

37. Neil M. Malamuth. • t'8gression Agains1 Women: Culrural and Individual 
Causes," in Pornography and Sexual Aggmsion 19. 3◄-39: Daniel Linz, et al. "The 
Eifeti; of Multiple Expo<urcs Lo Fdmc<l Vi,,les1te Ai;:tln.sl Woffi<ll. • 34 }011mal v/ 
Comm1micatio11.s IJO, 142 (Summer, 198-0. 

JS. Prorcssor [)Qnnerstein to ld me in conversation Ll1at it was proving impossjble 
co make a film for laborot0ry pur~cs of only violence against '-lromcn in which a 
significant number of s.ubjccu did not sec sex. 

19. See. i.e., Lovelace and McGrady. Ord,,./. 
40. See Ptirnography and Sc•xual Aggressk>11; In Han11's Way at 46-60 (testimony of 

Dr. Don.nerstcin); ~ also ab<wt: note JJ. 
41. lndian.apolis, Indiana, Ci1y-CowHy Geneml O rdinance J5 (June 11 , 1984) 

(amending ch. 1() of the Code of Indianapolis and 1\.larion County). Sc:c al:)()\'C, note 
22 for 1hc ddinitloo of •pornography' in the Model Ordinance. 

42. See, e.g .. U.S. v. Smi1h, 794 F.2d 841,848 n.7 (9th Cir. 1986) (•An assertion 
chat cert.:1in pk'tures depict 'sexu:1Uy explicit conduct' prohibited by (18 U.S.C.] sec
tions 225 1 aod 2252 does ool require of Lhe affiruu extensive knowledge of 1..he prurienc 
lnterest of the avt'.rage person, of what poruayals of sexuaJ conduct are patent1y offen
sive, or of literary. ani.'ilic, poHtic-.J, or scientific critcri:i for 'serious merit.· ·n,e af6ant 
need onl>• be able to identify ,he specific. dearly defined acn lis.1cd in section 22:,:, .••• 
1l1is identi6carion is cen.ainJy 'condusory' to II cen.ain cxtenc, bur it is a condusioo 
based on observarion and nor. as in the cnse of 'obscenity.' one based on evalu.uion .. 
Tite srotem~tll Lh:u the: phot0g:r11phs depict sexually explidt ronduct is similar co man)' 
otl1er factual conclusion .. i: routinely ~ttepLed by ,uurts: in applic:1tions for wamtnts")·: 
Pcnn.s)•lvania Liquor Control Bd. v. J .P.\'(1.G., Inc., -189 A.2d 992, 994 (P:.1. Cmwlth. 
1985) (•LI !Jere the face-finder spccific::1.IJy found that the activity de$Cribcd by the 
Board's llgC-nt w.tS "()I. lewd, immoral or improper. There was no testimony of sexually 
explicit gyrations or badinage with patrons and no evidence of appeal fO pmricnr 
interest ocher thon bare breasts,.); Pennsylvania Llquor Control Board v. Ronnie's 
Lounge, Inc .. JSJ A.2d 544 (P"- Comwhh. 1978) !•f6rming • trial coun fmding th>t 
dru1c.-ers haJ performtd in :.1 lewd :md immoraJ manner when they c:nga~ed in sc."<ually 
explicit gyratk)n:;, simul.:tting sexual inrcrcoul'$C \l,rhilc on the st:igd: In Interest of 

K.L.M., 4% N.E2d 1262 (Ill. App. 1986) (forher chorged with neglect tcs1i6ed th•t 
he hOO not aJJO\J.•cd his daugh,er to watch sexually explicit or X·rated movicsh SwoJ>e: 
"· Lubbers. 560 F. Supp. ll28 (D.C. Mich. 1983) (challenge 10College policy directing 
chat "no instilUcion:tl funds of this College shall be used b)' studenL orga.ni211tioos foir 
the acquic;icion of X-r.ued films, such 6.Jms being the type:: which, by their nature show 
exces..;.ive violence amJ/or sexually cxplic.-j1 m;1terfal'"); Walnut PropenieS, lnc. \'. City 
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o( Whittier. 808 F2d 1331, 1336 (9th Cir, 1986) (•There is no drum that distrib<11ors 
or e,chibitors of adult films are denied utcess lO the 1n11rket or, ro1werseJy, thot the 
viewing public is un:able to s;.11..is-fy iLS appetite for scxuaUy explicit fa.re"); Moses v. 
Kenosha County, 649 F. Supp. 451, 45} (E.D. Wis. 1986) ("The OJyssey is in the 
business of selling and rcmini scxu.illy explicit books, magazines and fi lms, c-uphcmis• 
1ically caJlcd ';1dult booksrorcs'H); Bmurn v. Po rnography Com'n o f lower Somh
ampton Tp .• 620 F. Supp, 1199, 1209-1210 (D.C. Pa. 1985) ("It is clear under Penn• 
sy]vania law that the words 'adult products' refer to sexually explicit materials rather 
th:in lo products romnwnly u..,;ctl by :i<lulu .. . . FurthcriUON=, in t:ht: 00.i'itht of OfJi. 

n:mccs dealing with zoning and pornography the word 'adult' i.s commonly us.cd t0 

mean scxu.1Uy cxpJjcit or cr01ic"). 
4J.. The foregoing discussion of subordinarion draws dir«dy on Andrea Dworkin's 

lucid conccpmal.izarion in Andrea Dworkin, "Against the i\·1alc f1ood: Censorship, Por· 
nography, and Equality." 8 Haroard Women's Law Joumal I (1985), 

44. See i.e .. ·Two Accused of Murder in Snuff Fdm: Ouk/and T rih,me, A6 (August 
6, 198J} (two teenage girk reported murdered in the making of a pomogruphic movie). 

45. Sec Ruth C,olkc.r. • f>omog:mphy :1.t'1d Privac.-y: Tow:1rds t.hc Devdopmc::nt of a 
Group Based Thoory for Sex &$Cd Intrusions of Privacy," I LJlw anJ Inequality 191 
(1983), 

46. Members of chc City Council of Los Angeles ,,. Taxpayers for Vincent, 466 
U.S. 789. 794 (1984). The legal argumem ma<le here is discussed and documented 
more folly U1 l\'1acKitmo1\. 20 Harvard Civil Rigbts..Civil Ubt'Ttit•t I.Aw Review 1 ( 1985). 

47. The finding of hann by the:: Minne.1pol.is City CounciJ: 

Special Findings on Pornography: 11,e Council finds that pornography is 
ce1)tuJ in cre:.1ting and m:1i1nainlng the d\'il inequalil)' of I.he sext:S. Pomog• 
1"'.tph)' is a S)'Stcm:uic practice of exploitatio n and subordinaliOn baSt:d on sex 
which d ifferentially h:anns women. 11lc: bigo try and contempt it promotes. 

with the acts of aggression if fosters;. ham1 women's opponunirics for equality 
of rights in employment, education, property righm, public accommodations 
o.od public services; <:reote public harossmern and private denigmtion; promote 
injury a.nd degr:ada.tfoo sudl as rape. banery aod prostirut.ioo aJ\d inhib it just 
enforcement of Jaws :tg:ti.ns-1 tho,c acts; contribute significandy 10 restricting 

women from full excr~ of cituc:nship and participation in public life, in
duding in neighborhoods~ damage rdarions hcJWccn ,he scxc:s; and tmderminc 

women's equal exercise of rights to speech and :mion gu.1ran,ced to all dri
zens under the constitutions and Jaws of d1e United Srntes and l.he State of 
1',linnesott. 

These findings, ~1s p:.m of the Minnc-Jpolis Hearings. we.re entered inm the legislative 
record in fodiana1>0lis.. 

48. American Booksellers Ass'o v. Hudnut. ,98 F. Supp. 1}16 (S.D. b,d. 1984). 

49. Americon Book.dim Ass'n v. Hudnut. 771 F.2d }2} (7th Cir. 1985). 
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50. Plcssy v. Ferguson. 163 U.S. 537 (1896). 
51. Dre<! Soon v. Sandford, 60 U.S. Cl9 How.> 393 (1856). 
52. On February 24, 1986, true to th is prediction, the United $1:ucs Sup reme Coun 

sununarily affirmed Lhc Sc:vcnth Circuit's opinion • .;75 U.S. JOOL (1986), on a 28 U.S.C
Sl254(2) direct appeal, without .:tr~unl<:nr. opinion, or cit:nion-s:u~tcsting, inter a.lia .. 

chat power is not having co AiV<: reasons, 

25. Pornography as Defamation and Discrimination 

TI1i.s fc(tu.rt: w!'ls given in tb(!" Boston Un.iversily School of Law Distinguishe<l lt.'Ctuit:r 

Series on Febru.:uy 16, 1990; it was ddi\lered in a prior form, t<t the I lofora University 
Conference on Group Dcfonurion and Freedom of Speech, April, 1988. le u1as orginally 
published in 71 Boston Univen11y L,,w Review 79} (19')1) and. in part. in Only Word; 
(1993). 11,e commenu of Owen Fiss and Burke Marshall were espedoJI)' helpful. as 
was che research assiSlance of Cannela CasteUa.no. The contributions of Andrea 
Dworkin, as alw:l)'S, were fom1ative. 

1. &I ward J. Bloustein, "Holmes: His First Am.:ndmcn.L Theory :m<l His Pr.ignuuist 
13¢m," 40 R1111,er$ L.1110 Rer:1ew 28), 299 (l988) (discussing Oliver \Vcnddl I lolmes's 
approo<:h co freedom of speech). 

2. llle ordinance received ◄2 percent of the \'ote. 11te Nation, LA Timer, 2 (No
,•e:inber 12. 1985) (reporting iJ:iac 9,4 19 people voted for the tt1eo.sure nod J }.0} I :1gains:c 
it. while 1,9}1 voters absta.ioed). 

3. -'Wl1oever publishes :my fiJSt: written or primed material with intent to mali
ciously promote hatred of any group of persons in Lhe commonwealth because of race., 
color or religion $hall be guilty of libel and shall be punished by a fine of 1lQt more 
than one chous.~nd dollars or by imprisonment for 001 more ch.1n one year, or both .. 
17,e defendant may pro"e in defense chat the publication wlls privileged or was nOl 
maJk:ious. Prosecuc:io11s ui1der this section shall be instituted 001>• by the anorney gen
eral or by the district attorney for Lh~ district in which the aUeged libd was pubJjshc:d. -& 

Mass. Gen. l •ws Ann. ch. 272, S98C (We,;t 1990). 
4. See, e.g., International Com·enrion on the Elimination of AU fom1s of Racial 

Discrimin:uion. opentd for rrg11111ure Mar. 7, 1966, 660 U.N.T.S. l95, 218-220, rc
princcd in 5 l.L.M. 352 0%6) (cnccrcd into force Jan. 4, 1%9) (•Smee parties •• . shall 
declare an offence punish(lble b>• law a]J disseminaciOL\ of ideas bosed oo racial supe• 
riorily or hatred .. . '"); see also Positive Measurer Derigned To EradiCote All lndlement 

ru, Or Acts 0/, Rocio/ Dinn·minatio11, lmpU!mentotio,1 0/Tbe lntemaJional CA>1tve11Ji<Ju 
On The E!11Jtma1io11 0/ All Formi Of Racial Dircrimi11otio11, 1986, U.N. Doc. CERD/ 
2, U.N. $.,lcs No. E.85.XTV .2 ( 1986). 

5. Examples of its official docurncmation include Fi1t8l Report Of The 111/omey 
General's Commission o,, Pornography (1986) (U.S.); Pornography And Pro11iJu1io111,, 
Cattada: Report Of The Special G>mm1i1t.•e On Pomogr11phy And Prortitutu>11 (1985) 

(Can.); Rep,>rt 0/Tbe Joi111 Sele<t Commiure On Vid,>o Mat,'rial (1988) (Aust!.): S,-x11al 
0//enJes AgaimJ Children: Report 0/ The Commillee On Sexual Offences Against Chi/-
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dren AJ1d Youth, ch. 5' (1984) (Can.). For nirther analysis. see Diano E. H. Russell. 
'Pornographyand Rape: A Causol Model." 9 Po/i1ica/ P,ycho/ogy4t (]988) (anoly-,ing 
how pornography causes F.ipc by w1dermining inhibitions to 1".tping :in<l facilitaling its 
social acccpr:tnce). 

6. For citations from which this description is draurn, sec Catharine A. MacKinnon. 
Toward a Fe,,,;n,st Thcof)• of the State 2i6 n.2 ( 1989). 

7. For sources, see C:nha.rine A. Mo.cKinnon, "Re8ecrioos on Sex Equalhy Under 
Law." JOO Yale Latu JournAI 1281. 1298 n.8}. 1301 n.100 (1991). See supra ar 116. 

8. Si:<: Mae!Unnoo. Tuward a Fm,ini,1 Theory 01 17. 
9. Andrea Dworkjn and t dis.cuss these issues, and thO&C in the paragraphs foJ. 

IQWing, in tl1esc 1erms in Andrea Dworkin and (3Lharine A. M:tcKinnon, PQrnQgraphy 
Aud Civil Righ/J· A New Day For Women's F.q11a/;1y 2'-26 (1988). 

I 0. Sec Gloria Cowan, Carol l..cc. Daniella Levy, and Debra Snyder, "Dominance 
and lnequ,iliry u1 X-Rated Videocassenes. • 12 P,ychology of Wome,s Quart,-rly 299, 
306-307 ( 1988) (6nding tha1 pornography comains abuse and \<iolence that is directed 
primariJy agaio.o;t women): Park E.. Dit::U and Abn E. Scars, "Pornography and Ob
scenity Sol<l in Adult Booksl(m:s: A Survey t'>( 51}2 Books, Magazint.'S, and l~ilnu; in 
Four American Ci1ies," 21 Univmity of M,cbigpn ]Qurnnl of Law Re/<mn 7, 38-43 
( 1987- 1988) (documenting violence, bondage. sado·masochism. and gender differences 
in pornography): Neil M. MoJamUlh and Barry Spinner, .. A Longin1dinal Comem A.naJ
ysis o( Sexual Violent--e in the Best SeUiag Erotic M.agll2:ineS, • 16 }tmrnal of Sex Retca,d:, 
226. 226-227 (1980) (documeming in<:re:ises in violent se.\: in pomogr11phy}. 

I J. Andrc:-.1 Dworkin and J discuss th.is in thi::st: tcnn.s in 0\\-'0rkjn and t\ilacKinnon. 
Pornography and c;vil RightJ a.t 32-35. 

12. Sec 111 H,m,ls \\'lay; The Pornogn,pby C,uil R,ghtJ 1-le"ri,,gs (.,()...68 (C:.athari1)C 
A. MacKin,100 and Andrea Dworkin, eds .. 1997) (tescimon1• of Linda Marchiano). 

I 3. Id. at 264-265. 
14. Id. a, 125-128 (1estimooy or Shaunon McCanhy Bicha): id. at 88-89 (1estimony 

of Commissioner \X'11nda Laurenet: <lde:ribing ht'T neighborhood '"it1.nw)d::ned" with 
pornogr:aphy); id. at (21-1 24 (testimony of J. B. ck:scribing. pornography in her work
plm:). 

15. ld, at 107-108 (testimony of G . C,), 
16, Id. at 181-182 (testimony of r.-Uchacl L•slcn), 
17. Id. at 146 (testimony of S. G.). 
18. Id. a, 108-114 (te<timony of R.M.M.). 
19. Id. at IO I (1cstimony of R. M.). 
20. Id. at 11 4-120 (tc:,;timony of T. S.). 
2 1. Id. :u 10(~107 (testimony of N. C. (" I le pm his genit:tl-. in my fac;e and he s:aid, 

'Take it all.' Then he nicked me on the couch in the livins room. All this took abom 
6\'C minutes. And \"\ihcn he \\'RS 6.nis.hcd he dressed and went bock to the party. I felt 
ashamed and numb. and I also felt very used.")). 

22. Id. !lt 65 (tcstimon)' of Linda Marchiano). 
2J. Id. :tt 15 1 (to;timony of \'qand-a Richarch;on). 
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24. Id. at 179 (testimony of Sue Schafer). 
25. kl. at 70 Ctesti.mt)oy o( Pauline 83ft, dting to a study by Larry Barron and 

Murr.1y Su·•.tuss, la1c,r publi.-.hed a:s "Sexual Stf".ttific:ation, Pomography :md R:tpe in tht: 
United St..atcs." in Pornography and Sexual Aggression 185 (Neil M. Malamuth anti 
Edward Donner-stein, eds., 19fW)). 

26. Td. ar 44-60 (testimony of Edwnrd Donncrstcin). 
27. Id. ot 4~. 290-H0 (testimony of Edward Donnerstein). See also Neil M. 

Mahunuth, "'Aggression Against \'qomen: Cultural and Individual Causes," in Pomog• 
rapby and Sexual AglrdJi11n 19, 34-39; Mk-haclJ. McM:mus. L1uodueti6n, Firlal R,parl 
of Allorney General's Com1111Js-,on on Pornography xvi- xviii ( 1986) (rc(>Qrting consensus 
amQng pornography rcSe:1rchc1'$). 

28. See )runes V. P. O,cck and TcJ H, Gttloien, "Reported Proclivity for Coercive 
Sex Following Rcpc,ncd Exposure 10 Sexually Violcm Pornography, Nonviolent De
humanizing Pomog:raphy and Erotica, .. in Pornography: Research Advancet And Policy 
Ctmsider41ion, 159,171. 177 (Dol{Zillmaiu, and Jennings B,yam, eds .. 1989): Edward 
Donncrstc:in, "'PomogrJphy: CL-. Effc:ct on Violence Against Women," in Pornography 
and Sexual Aggression 5}, 78-79 (Neil M. Mabmuth and Edward Oonne.rstc:in, eds.,,. 
1984); Edward Donncl'$tCin and Lcon!lrd Berkowitz, "'Victim Rtacrion.s in AAArCS$i\'e 
Erotic Films as a Paccor in Violence Against \Women,'" 41 j ournal of Ptrso,,a/ity and 
Social Ps)'chology 7IO, 720-72} (1981): Ncil M. Malamuth, "Predictors ofNamralistic 
Sexual Aggression.• 50 Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 953. 960 <1986); 
Neil M. Malamutb. "Factors Associated with Rape as Predictors of LaLortuory Ag
gre!:iSion Against Won1t:n,'" 45 jm,mal of Personal,ly and Social Psyt:hology 432, ~40--

44 l (198}); Neil M. Malamuth and James V. P. Check, "The Effects of Aggrcssi,•c:: 
Pomograph)' on Beliefs in Rape Myths: Individual Differences,"" 19 ]osmtal of Rett>arch 
i11 Personality 299,} U-3 14 (1985): Neil M. Malommh and James V, P. Cheek. "The 
Effects of Mass Media Exposure on Acceprnnce of Violence Against \Xtomen: A Field 
faperuneot," 15 Journal of Rm.,,ch in Pmo11ality 4)6. 442-443 (1981). 

29. Danjel Lint.. Edward Donnerstein, aod Steven Penrod, "'11:te Effe,ts or Multiple: 
Exposures to Filmed Violence AgajJ\St Women," }-I Journal of CommumcallQH.t IJO,,. 

142 (Summer 1984) (documenting that men exposed to fi lmed vio lence agains1 women 
judged ;1 rape victim to be less injured than did ,he: control group}; sec also Ncil M. 
Malamuth and James V, P, Check, "Penile Tumescence and Perccprual RcsJ)<lnscs to 
Rape os Q Ful\ccion of the Victin.l~S Perceived Retlctioos," JO Journ4/ of Applied Social 
P:.ychology 528, 5-12-54} (1980) (docwnc:nting that exposure to rape dq>i(.1.ions aficttcd 
futur~ reactions to r-apd. 

JO. MO$t of the rC$C3rchen define sex\lal violence as requiring the appearance of 

the use of physical force. Pornography rcs~rc:he~ commonly dc6ne the term to indude 
raJ>e when the mo.cerials expressly presem sex chey call rape. or v.ihen the women in 
the materials M C shown co rcsis, sexual imerrourse ,hac is then imposed on Lhem. See 
James V. P. Chedt alld Neil M. MaLunuth. •Pomogrophy and Sexual Aggression: A 
Social Leaming 11tcory AnaJysis;" 9 Communications Year J3«,k 181, 189 0986). The: 
problem is 1.hat not all force is physic-.11 and nuny women are eoc:rccd offstage. A1101.her 
problem i.s chat not all forced sex in\'olvcs convention.ii sex :1as 
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31. Oteck and Malamucb. 9 Co111111u,1irotiom Yt'ar Book 181; Russell. 9 Politi(:4/ 
Psytbolol/J' 41; Dolf Zillinann and JennintlS Bryant, -Eff ec"' of Prolonged Consumption 
o( Pornography oo Family Values," 9 Joumal of Family Issue.s 518 (1988); Dolf Zi.llmann 
and Jcnnjngs Bryant, ~Effect$ Q( Ma..ss.ive Exposure to Pornography," in Pornography 
and Sexual Aggrtsslo11 :u 11,, 13~131~ Dol(Zillm.1nn and James B. \XTcavcr. "Pomog· 
raphy and Men's Scxu.11 Callousness Toward Women;' in Pornography· Rese(Jrch Ad
vanct1 at 95: James G. Buchman, •Effects of Nonviolent Adult Erotica on Sexual Child 
Abuse Actimdes," paper presented ar a meeting of the American Psychological Asso
c:iUiM (Aug. 1990) {Bo.ton. Mas;.) (6ft file with outhot). 

32. ·n,c effect on women of consumption of pornography is jusl beginning to be 
srod.ied 5YSlcmatically. The bcs1 work tQ date i.~ Charlene Y. Senn. Tbe Impact of Par
nogmphy 111 \ffomtn's IJoes (19')1} (unpublished Ph.D. di5SC:n.,nion, York University) 
(on file ,vi1h amhor}. Prior useful srudics include Charlene Y. Senn and H. Lorraine 
Radtke, "\'-Q'omeo's Eva.lun1joos of and Affective Reactions to M.o.ii:istreain Violent Por, 
nography. Nonviolenr Pornography, •nd Erotico." 5 Vio/enCt> and Victims 143 (1990); 
Carol L. Krafka. Sexually f.xplici1, Sexually Viole11t, and \liole111 Medi11: E//et:ls of Muf-
1ip/e Nat.urali11ic Exposures a.fld Debriefing 011 Female VieWf!rS 0985) (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of \X'isconsin ([MadisonJ)} (on lilc with author); Charlene 
Y. Senn. Women's RNaions to Vio/e,tl Pornog,11{H1y, Nonvioleut Pomogr11phy and 
froriro (19851 (unpublished master's thesis, Univenicy of C.,lgi,.ry) (on file wirh •urhor); 
Charlene Y. Senn and H. Lorraine Rodtke, .. A CoinpariSOll o( \\'lome.o·s Reactions: to 
Violeol Pornog.ruphy. Nooviole.nt PortN'.>g:t:tphy. and Erotica,"' paper presented tlt the 
Annual Convention of the Canadian Psychological AsSQCiation (1986} <Toronto, Can.} 
(on 6Je with author). 

3J. The Model Ordinance defines "'pornography" as: 

t.!1e graphic sexually expljcil subo rdjnation of women through pi(.'tUtt:S am.Vor 

word-. 1h:u also indudes one or more of the foJlowing: a. women arc p re• 

scntcd dchumanizc<i as sexual objects, lhings or commodities; or h. women 
are presented as sexual ob;ccu \\-ho enjoy humiliation or l>ain: or c. women 
ore presented tlS sexual objects experieocing sexual pleasure in rape. incesL, or 
other sexuul asS4lttlt; or d wo1neo are presented as sexual objects tied up or 
cut up or mu1ilatt:d or bruised or physically hurt; ore. women are prc:Scmcd 

in postures or positions of sexual submission, servility, or display; or f. 
women'$ body JX1rts-1nduding b1.11 not limited to \'agina,s, breasts, or bu1• 
tocks-arc exhibited such that women arc reduced to those parts; or g. 
women are presented being penetrated by objects or animals: or h. women are 
p~oted in Sft:nllfl~ of degraddlion. humiMrion, injury. torrurt. shown M 

filthy or inferior, bleeding. bruised or hurt in :1 c."Ontext thal makes these c<>n· 
ditions sexual 

n,e use of "men, children, or tfilnssexu.als in d1e plllC'e of womeri .. in tllis definition 
is also pornography. Modd Ordinance. reprinted in Dworkin and 1\tacKinnon, Por-
110graphy and Civil Rights at 1}8-139. For the entire Modd Ordinance, sec supra at 
-l9J n22. The Cambridge ordinance contained a similar ddinition. Sec Bill 10 Amend 
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SE. ch. 25, "Human Rights" of Gry of Cambridge. Mass., reprinted in MacKinnon and 
DworkiJl, In Harm's Way at 457-461. 

}4. Mo<ld Ordinance, above nolc J}. 1n the Indianapolis ordinance, by contr-.1st.., 

the scenarios were Hmited by a specific defense so thaL only ,11c.i.ims of coercion or; 
assauh could sue for marcrfals that did n0t show violence. Sec lndia1lapolis ,md Marion 
County, Ind., Code ch. 16, Sl6-3(g)(8) (1984), reprinted in M•cKinnon and Dworkin , 
In Harm's Way at 44}....:f-44. In the Bellingham "ersion of d,e ordinance. defAmatioo 
through pornography was also included as a cause of ac[ion. 

35. h fil:iy be t.h:it much of the: plc:a!urt: of dofiti.iiaflct: CO,O)·c:d in ruci:iJ dclamati6fi 
is also sex, but funher evidence and :,utal)•sjs would be required to sustain this argu

me:ri t . 

J6. J76 U.S. 254 (1964). 
H . llrn compare. Doc,. Unh•crsiry of Mich., 721 F. Supp. 852,868 (E.D. Mich. 

1989) (holding that the Uni,.e,siry of MidiiJlon's policy "8"inst discriminatory haross
mem of students was invalid because it covered "verbal conduct .. protected as speech 
under the Fina Amendment). 

}8. Da,-is v. Pu,m:m, 442 U.S. 228,230 (1971). 
J9. Palmer v. Thompson, 40) U.S. 217 (1971) (holding that the clos,1rc by the city 

of Jac-kson. l\•lississippi, of public swimming pools formerly available to "whites only• 
did not \~ol.ue Equal Protection Clause of the Founcench Amendment because both 
Blacks and whites were denied access): Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409 
(1968) (prohib iting discrim.i11:1tory sale or rental of property 10 "whites on.ly"): BJowv. 
Nori.h Carolina, J79 U.S. 684 {1965) (holding thm rc:st:mranl si::r ving "u•hitcs only"" 

violated Civil Rights Act of 1%4): Watson v. Mcmphc,, J7> U.S. 526 (196J) (holdini, 
rhat city's operation of large perccnt:a_ge of publicly owned rccrc.1tional focilit.ics for 
'"whices only" due to delays in implementing desegregation violated the Fourteenth 
Amendment): see also Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. Uni1ed Sum.>s. 4JJ U.S. 299, )02- }Qj 
(1977) (stating that, in e:inplormt'!'lt <liscriminat..ioll claim against school dLljtrict, plain• 
tiffs alleged that district's newspaper advt-:rtisetne:nt for tdlther applicants sprtifit:d 
•white only"); PiersQn ,,. Ray, J86 U.S. 547,558 (1967) (holding that Black wd white 
clergymen did not consent to their arrest b)' pcaccfuJ.ly entering the "White Only,. 
designated w-aiting arc3 of bus terminal), 

40. Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pinsburgh Comm'n on Human Rcl,nions. ◄ 13 U.S. 376~ 
}91 ( )973) (holding th.at sex-segregated job advercisemems viol11ce human rights fows 
and arc not protected under the First Amen<lmcnt). 

41. Morgan v. Hcru Corp., 542 I'. Supp. 12J, 128 (W.D. Tom. 1981) (issuing 
injunctio n in sc:xu:al ha.ra$$mcnt case again.st making tuch statements), nffd, 72' F.2d 

1070 (6th Cir. 1984). 
42. In Alexander v. Yale Universil)', 459 F. Supp, I, J-4 (D. Conn. 1977). a//'d. 

6JI F.2d 178 (2d Cir, 1980), 'Plaintiff Pamda Prire assen, that she received a poo< 
grade . .. not due to any 'fair e\lfilu:uion of her !K-Udemic work.' but as a consequence 
of her rejecting a professor's outrigbt proposfrion 'to g.ivc: her a grade of .. A· ... i.r1 

cxch.an~,e for her compl.i:mc:c with his ~xual demands.'"' Allegations that Lhe univcn.:ity 
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lacked o g.riC"\rance procedure for sexual harassment romploims were found co scacc a 
c:1use of action for sex dLi,crimina.Lion under Tit.le CX. 

4J. Price \'(/':ucrllousc \'. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228, 2J5 0989) (quoting suucmcnis as 
evidence o f scx-<liscrimin:uory slcrcotyping in promotion e\".Jwuion). 

44. Mcrit0r Sav. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. $7, 6' (1986) (holdini;t that unwdcomc 
vcrba1 cond\lCl of -1 sexual nature constiuitcs sexual harassment creating a hostile 
worki118 environmem). 

45. Noc until very recendy was this possibilit)' even raised. S<e In re RA.V .. 464 
N.W.2J 507, 511 (Minn. 1991) (uphol<lins eOnvietiM for burning cross under cit)• 
ordinance Lhat prohibits bias-motivated disorderly conduct on the ground trult the 
ordinance could be interpreted to prohibit only exprt$Sl\'C conduct that fal ls outside 
of Firs1 Amendment 1>ro1caion), cert. gnmted sub 110111 R.t\,V, v. S,. Paul, 59 U.S.L \'VJ, 
)823 (U.S. June 10, 1991) (No. <)()...7675); sec also Srntc ,,, Miller, 398 S.E.2d ,47, '5 1-
552 (G•. 1990) {bolding mftt wearing a Klan hood is not prn1ected expression). 

46. S<e Uni1ed States v. Lee. 9)5 F.2d 952. 956 (8~> Cir. 1991) (conduding tha, 
lhc act of crossbuming is an O"'-"rl act of inLimidmion tl1:u, bt:c:.1uk of its hisLorical 
context, is often considered: 2 pn::cursor ro violence, an<l thus im•:Jdc:S the vicLim's 
priv:,cy intc::fUt$). In oor amicui; curiae bric::f for the Nationll1 Black \'Vomen's 1 lcahh 
Project in RA. V. v, St. Paul, Burke Marshall and I make this argument, offering an 
equality defense for a Minnesota scanne prohibrr.ing c.rossbuming. Brie-/ /or Jbt~ National 
Black If/omen's He.lib Proj,·ct, R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S. J77 (1992). 

47. U>n\lergeoce is implid l in dte design of Uuemationo.1 ii)struments for the teg· 
ulation of r.i.ci.~t speech, whid1 casts group defamation as a p ractice or discrimination, 

lntemationaJ Con\•cmicm on the Elimination of All Fonns of Racial Dl!icrimination, 
above note 4. and the cxten-Sive ,, :nional legislation that parallels ,his conw:-ntion. S«, 
e.g .. 1988 E.D.L.A. 11 4, leg. 2).592 (Arg.); Act of July I, 1972, No. 72-546 (amending 
C. Pen, an. 24, 15) (Fr.); Laws of Oc<0ber tl. 1975. arc 654 (ratif)ing convention), 
Ga22. Uff. art. 3)7. Dec. 2}, 1975. Pune I. 1976 Lex, p. 6, Law No. 654 •rt. }(b) 
Uuuy). 

48. Sec BfQWll v. Board of Educ., ) 47 U.S. 48), 494 11954) ("To separate 1hcm 
from others of sjmilat age and qualifications 50ldy because of their race generates a 
feeling of infcriorit)' as to their srnnis in the communicy that may aff«t rhcir hc.uts and 
miods in a way unlikely to C\'Cr be undone"), Brown thus did not decide chat these 
children were offended by segregation. and that the hann \\'as dlerefore subjective. and 
h1..-ncc irre1~•.ull or nonexistent. Rather, iL dctided Lhat the: chil<lrcn were harmed by it 
in their fo:lings and sdf-concepL hence in their ability LO learn. Sec !ll'io Charles R. 
Lawrence J II, .. I( J le I (oilers Let I lim Go: Regulating Racist S~,eech on Campus," 1990 
Duke Law Joumal 43 l , 4J~ (!,rguinp. thnt Bmum may be read as regulating chc 
content of racist s1>eech). 

49. See, e.g., R.S.C., ch. C.46, SJ 19(,})(a) (1985) (Can.) (providing under the Ca· 
nadian Criminal Code d1:u no one who willfully promotes hatred 11.gaii1s1 a.ny identifiable 
group shall be convicted "if he csLahlisJ1cs th.al 1.hc statements communicated we.re 
true"). 
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50. The question whether the onus should be on the speaker to prove truth or 0 11 

the victim to pro\•e fo.lsity, or whether truth is 00< rela•:im, is subject to v1uying legal 
Lrt:atmen ts worldwide. 

51. Soc, e.g., UI. Rev. Stat. ch. JS, 1471 (1949) (repealed 1961) ($1"ttue litigated ir1 
6c;luharnais v. Illinois, JO U.S. 2'0, 2S I ( 19'2), which ourl<rW¢d publications ,ha1 

cx~c "the citizens of any race. color, creed or religion ro contempt"); R.S.C., ch. C-46. 
S3 l 9( I) ( 1985) (Can.) (proscribing 1>ublic commun..ication that incites hatred against a11 

identifiable group). 
52. Tht: n'iOSl illuMinatin~ JiscusSiofi of tlk subjea I h:1\le s~ 1 is Parritk Lawl6r~ 

.. Group Dcfamat-ion: Submission$ to the Attorney General of Ontario" (Mar. 1984) 
(on 61c ,vith author). 

53. Animal rightS advoc.ncs and de.fenders of sadomasochism among humans 
would likdy se<:: , his example differently from me and from each ocher, 

54. See. e.g.. R.S.C .. ch. C--46. SH9(2) (198, l (Can.) (creating under theCanadi:lll 
Criminal Code au offense for the willful promOfion or incitement of ha.rred against ill\ 
identifiablt- group through statcu1t:nts other than in private convcrs.at.ion); SIJO-LJ l 
StGB (1987) (Ger.) . 

.55. In the United Srnrcs, violations of the Equal Pn:ttcction Clau$C and disp:mue 
treatment violations of Title VII must be intentional to be discriminatory. Pcrson.ncl 
Adm'r v. Feeney. 412 U.S. 256. 274 (1979); lncemarional Bhd. of Teimsten v. Uni1«1 
Siates, 4}1 U.S. 324. H5-H 6 (1977); Woshington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 2)8-24 L 

(1976). But disp!l.r1ne impact viol:ttions of litk: VII need not be intentional to be 
ac:tionahlc as disc:rimina1ory. Griggs v. Duke Power. 40 1 US. 424, 4.3 1 (1971). Undeli 

imemat.ional I.aw. dissemination of ideas ~.1scd on racial superiority and racial h~11rcd 
is prohibircd .. ckspirc lack of intention to commit 11n offense and irrespective of the 
consequences of the dissemination, whether they be gra\fe or insigni6cam." Pos,JWe 

MeoJures, above oote 4, 183. 
56. The W"omeo's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF}. with my particip-J

t.ion. successfull)' made Lhc: argun1ent outlli\t:d in d1e followin.g paragraphs or lh<-" text 
in defense of the con.caimt:ionality of the hate propaganda p ro\iis:ion of the Criminal 
Code of Canada under which the defendant h:ad been co1wlC1cd in R. v. Kcq;s1ra., 
[1991] 2 W.W.R. l, 6 \S.C.C.). Kccgsrrn w•s prosecuted for teaching Holocausr denial 
to schookhi.ld rcn under .t law tha1 criminalized \li'lUfuJ propag..1rion of racial and 
religious-based hotted. In response to the defen<l1uu's argwnem t.hat crimino.lizing ba
temon!,>eri.ng viol:ated his constitutionally pl"Olettc:d freedom of c:xpress:ic,n, LEAF ar
gued that the provisions we.re protected undc:r Lhe Charter's equality prcwisions. r::ound 
t0 limit freedom of cx~,rcssion, the provisi<>ns were noncdx:lm upheld by the Supreme 
Coun of C:mada :3$ justified in :i free and dc:mocr-.atic society largdy on :in equ:ility 
rationale. 

57. The U.S. Supreme Coun. in Beauhamais v. IUinois saw this clearly. upholding 
Dlinois's libel S-l:ltute outlawing publications tho.L denigrate a class o f citizens by virtue 

of their race or rdigion: "[A) man's job and his cdue1t.ional oppon unitic:s and the: 
d ignity acc:orJ ccl him may depend :as much on the rt=putation of the racial and religious 
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group co which he ~~lly-nilly belongs, 11s on his O\\'l'l merits.,. Be-auharnais v. llJinols. 
,43 U.S. 250, 263 0952). 

58. Sec They 0,,11'1 All Wear Sh,·els: A Chro1tology 0/ Racisr And Far Kigh1 v,;,. 
lence-1980-86 (Chris Lutz comp. 1987) kompiJjng d.:ua on incidents of nicial, rt:li
gioos. -and homophobic violence); Richard Dclg:ado, "\'vords Thai \X'o\md: A Ton 
Ac,ion for Racfal lnsult"S, EpithclS. and N;amc-Calling." 17 Harvard Civil Rights-Civil 
Lib,,rJies Law Review t H. 14 3- J 49 0 982) (discussing the emotional and psychological 
harm., of racial insults): Mari Matsuda. "Public Response to Racist Speech: Considering 
the Vidit!l's Story: 87 Mithigan Ld,v Review 2320. 2335-2341 (1989) (del,lilinj; neg
ative effects of t"".tcist h:ue mess.ages). 

59. For example. as defined in d1c Canadian Criminal Code, RS.C., ch. C-46, 
S3 18(2)(a)-.{b) (1985) (Cm.). 

60. Of course, to suoc«d, this approach requires chat co1,stitutionaJ cqualicyman
<lares be incerpreted propcr]y. For an example of an approach oonduci\·e co protecr.ing: 
gsoup libel laws. see die equality approach under ,he Canadian Choner of Rights and 
Frecdt)ms in Andrews v. 111c Law Socicty, [ 1989) I S.C.R. 143, 171 (interpreting lhe 

purpose of Sl5(t) cqu-ality guarantees of the Charter as ensuring equality in 1..h~ for
mulation and :appliation of rhe Jaw, induding promoting :a society in whic-h all of ir$ 
members are recognized by law as equally deserving of concem, respect. and consid
ernrioo). as applied in Kccgstra. 3 S.C.R. 697. 

6 1. See Keegs<r•. 2 W.W.R at 50 (quoting LEAF's foctum to thi.s effect). 
62. 'Jrus generMly describes Lhe resp«tive tests in the United Srn.tes ao<l \..anada. 

In Lhe United States, 1..he two steps an.- collapsed inl.o one: docs the: provision violate 
frttdom of exprcss:ion? Sec. e.g., Bcauhamais. }-I} U.S. al 2~267. ln Urutda. whether 
fr«dom of expression is violated is one step : whether ii ("lln be justi6ccl as a limit on 
expression in a free and dernocrotic society is dccennioed separateJy. See, e.g .• Keegstra. 
2 W.W.R. I: !,win Toy Ltd. v. Quebec (1989] I S.C.R. 927, 991- 1001: R. v. Oakes. 
( 19861 t S.C.R 10}, 1.39. Ge:rmm\y provides an inSlruct.ive coinparisoo. See Eric Slein, 
"Hi,uory Against Free Speech: Gcnnan l3w in E-ur()pean an<l Aincrican Pers-pe<.'tiv~ . .. 
in \lerfanungsred,1 1111d Volkerredil: Gedach1nisschrift fiir W,1he/,n Karl Geck, \VilfneJ 

Fu•ller und Georg Rm 855--856 (I Lrsg.) (Carl I lcymsnn, Vcrbrg K.C.) (1989). 
63. Cera v. Rohen Weld,, Inc .. 418 U.S. 323, 339 09741 (*Under the First 

Amendment there is no such dling .JS a false idcn"). 
64. Compare. lmemational Convention on lhe EUm.in1uion of All Fonns of Racial 

Discrimination, above note 4 (requiring Sl!llc partie!i to criminWe · all dissemination 
of ideas based on racial superiority or haucd"). 

6'. This seems to be what is at stake in d1e disc;ussion about camptL'i hate speech 
codes, most of ,vhich, in essence, cx(end sexual harai;smem prohibitioM m r:u;iaJ and 
ethnic: slurs and insults, and some ro sexual orientation as wdJ. Lirerarurc in this area 
includes Kent GreCflawaJr. ''lnsults and Epithets: Are They Protected Speech?" 42 
Rutgt-rJ Law Review 287 (1990) kooside.ring leglll dairns aga.insl those who engage in 
harmful spc:cch); Rodney Smolb. "'Rcthinlcing First Amendment A.,;sumpLions About 
Rat.-iSL and Sexist Speech,"" 47 \flasbing/011 and Lee Law Review 171 ( 1990) (:a<lvot.-ating 
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narrowly drawn restrictions on Ncist and sexist speech); a1xJ ~pecially d1e insightfu] 
Lawrence. 1990 D11kt· Law ]t>umal 4) 1. I do oot think d1:1t die discrimin11Lio1l rationale 
on which sexual lu.r.1s.,;ment law is based, and the sexual n:Hurc of the: h:tr-.1s:smCllL 

which nukes it so act•like, can be so simply tran.Sp(lSCd into the mcial and ethnic 
dcfomarion context. h is equally dear, however, that \\-hat is harassment in the gender 

context docs n()( suddenly become pure idea in the r.tcial conrc,o and th.n an equality 
theory can suppon such codes when properly drawn. 

66. See Norwood v. Horrison, 4B U.S. 451. 470 (197l) ("Invidious private dis• 
erim.inali<>n may be ch!ti:ictcili<..<d AS a form <J° ext:n.'isitig fr~Offi of a£soci:1tion pro
tected by 1hc: first Amendment, but it has never been accorded affirmative constiw 

tional protection"). 
67. American llookscllm Ass'n v. Hudnui, 77 1 F.2d 323 (7,h Cir. 198.l), off'd 

"""'·· 47} U.S. 1001 (1986). 
68. Hudnu~ 77 1 F .2d m 328-329. 

69. Id. oc 329. 
70. Id. 
7J. Id. "J28. 
72. In I l11d,m1, rhc coon hdd ,hat the ordinance prohibiting pornogral)hy, defined 

as "ls]peech rhat 'subordinates' women," "establishes an '.1pprovcd' view of women,• 
and was there.by "'thought control.,. Id. L, so holding. the coun mjssed thot "subor
di.itah!S" is ii verb, W'l ll<!t, not a thought about :lfl. :let. 

73. For a discussion of "the Utseparobility of the idea ruMJ the practice of rodsm,"" 
sec Lawrent-e., t m Duke Lllw Journal at -14J~44. 

74. Andrea Dworkin and I discuss this example in t.hcsc terms in our book Por
nogf(lpby and Civ,I Rights :u 60-61. 

75. See. e.g.. James R. McCovem. Ana,omy of• Lynching 84 (1982) (srncing tba, 
"disappouned loce,eomers were willing ,o pay fifty cenis for a phocogroph" of Claude 
Neo!'s lynching). 

76. Morris Dees:. A Si-01011 fi>r }u.ttice. pbo togr-Jph reproduced at p:.tge facing 181 
(199 1). 

77. 16 P,111houre 11 8 (Dec. 1984). 
78. Hudnui. 771 F.Zd ac 329. On February 27, 1992, the Supreme Courr of Canad• 

cxpBcidy held co che conrr•ry in Buder v. The Queen. (1992) I S.C.R. ◄52 (S.C.C.J, 
adopting LEAFs argument that pon1ography domages social equolicy. The Coun ruled 
unanimous!)' lhul p0mogr.1.phy's hann to women justifies its trim.inal prohibition as 

obsccnjty. The Cow·t recognized the subst:u'ltial body of opinion hoJJiug LhaL pomog
r-.1phy "rC$u1ts in harm, pania,hrly to wQmen :.1:nd therefore to sociery :t!i a whole." in 

concluding that h arm to women violated community standards. In 01ddition to :lJ>l)lying 
to violent materials. the Court's opinion found that "degrading and dehumanizing'" 
mmcria.ls can be prohibited bcomsc they "plaC<': women (and sometimes men) in po
sitiOtlS of subordination, servile subm..issioo or humiliation. They run against the prin
ciples of equality and digniLy of all human beings." Butler, J S.CJt at 479 (Sopinka., 

J .. majority opinion). 
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79. See New Yo,·k v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747. 758 (1982) (holding dm child por• 
1)ograph)l1S h4nn outweigh .. .:; its vaJue a.-s expression. if any). 

80. Oa\lld lljc:sman, in "Democrocy ::tnd Dt-famatiou: Control of G roup Llbd," 42 

Columbia Law Review 727 (1942), explains how Gc:rman couns espoused a general 
doctrin,c rhat o nly an individual could be defamed, thereby prolccting favored groups. 

Id. at 76,-7~. Ricsm.an recounts chc use of defamation and manipuJatioo of 1hc l.i\\• 
ag:ai.nsr defamation as a major weapon in the Nazi rise to power. making it possible 
systematically to defame Jews in a wa)' cnlculmed to lower cheir public esteem and co 
lun- dkm into rlW16lt-: lawsuhi. Jd. al 728--729. Mernkrs of the gOVt:rflfik:flt wen: 
exempt from lcg:al rcsponsibilit)' for defamation. Sec also David Ricsman, "Ocin QC.r.tcy 

:md Defamation: F:ijr Game and Fafr Comment ll," 42 Cdu.mbia Low Review l282, 
IJ 10-1}1 I (1942) (arguing 1h31 American couns of rhc period failed 10 use rhc low of 
dcfamarion ro "'protea those weaker groups and weaker critics 'll.rho cannot rely on 
wealth or power over public opinion as Lheir safeguard•). By concrasr, the Hudnut 
courr equates the role of Nazi propaganda in the Nazi rise (O power with the role of 
pomo_g.raphy in the.- status of w<,men as an 1rgumc.-m for p rOlci.-ting porno~r:1phy. 

Hudnul. 771 1' 2d at J29. 

26. Pornography Left and Right 

This book review of Richard Posner, Sex and Rearon, and Edward de Graz.itl. Gir/J 
Lean &t.k E«•rywhere. w•s originolly published in JO Harvard Civil Righis.Civil Ub
erliRs LmJ Review 143 ( 1995). lt was gi\'dl as :1 talk at the: conference: •L:1ws and 
Nature: Shaping Sex, Preference, and Family .. at Brown University (Feb. 6, 1993) 
and as ,he Sumner C.-.nary Memorial Lccturcship, Case Wcstcm Reserve University 

School of Law (Mar. :V, 1993). 
I. The original attribution of this statement or ,-iew to me seems to be P'4yb<>y's. 

James R. Petersen, "Poli1icolly Correct Sex," Playboy. 66, 67 (Oct. 1986) ("d,e•otiporn 

feminists h:\\'e Lheir own bf".tnd of Jnt:rcurial l:angu~e: Sex is Rape: . . . '"). Su bsequent 
,•c:nions include: As:1 Baber, • A Signific:mt Shih,"' Playboy. 30 (Apr. 1992) (claiming 
my New Yark Tunes o p-cd piece on r3pc: implies that '"all men arc rapists"');Jamcs R 
Percrscn, "Mixed Company." Playboy, 47, 137 (Feb. 19'>2) ("The Catharine Mac
Kinnons of the world viC".\1 all sexuality ;.1s hoscik "), h was subscqucmly published by 
Rush Limbaugb in its mosr pirby form. Rush Limbaugh. The Way Thin//yf Oughl To 
Be 126 {1992) ("Ms. M:1cKinnon teaches, and I ~<\Swnc therefore bdje\'C:S, tb:tt all St=X 

is rape, c.•.,.cn the sex in marriage: . .. . You b ugh o r you <lishdicvc, but J 3SSUrt: ) 'OU t.his 
is true. I don'1 make th ing, up"). Limbaugh often stat~ words to rhis effect on h is 

radio progr-.am. S<:c also James R. Petersen, .. Catharine MacKinnon: Again: Playboy, 
37, 38 (Aug. 1992) kucting and us.in,g quotations of my work out of context ,o anempt. 
among ()(her things, to substantiate this lie). This false charncteri.zation has undoubtcdl)' 
been given momemuo,, e.levolio o. and credibilicy by reperhio1l in legicin1ate venues, 
such :is \X1eody Kaminer, "Feminises Against the first Amendmem," Atlan1ie. J 10, I 14 
(No\•. 1992) (d-aimjng_ that Andrea Dworkin :utd I suggest 1..har, due to sex inequality. 
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•there can be no consensual sex beN•ecn men and women . • • "). For an attempt to 
take Playbuy's concept as articuJaced in Rush Limbaugh ·s precise words co the foc-ticity 
of a leg.al ci1ation, see Sus:1n Estrich. ·Te-.K-hing lllpc Law,., 102 Yale Luu Journal 509,, 

512 n.10 0992) (•for the position th:.11 aU sex is rape, sec, e.g .• Catharine A. Mac
Kinoon . • . " ). This :mribmkm w-as corrccrcd by an errata sheet 10 indi~te th:11 this was 

ch,c author's opinion. Id. lit crr.na ( .. Replace with 'For an analysis 1h,1t seems co me to 
imply that all sex is rape. see Guharine A. Moc-Kinnon .. , '"). 

1t is. of course, difficult to pro,-ide citations to pages on whidl something is not 
saitl. Discus~-OflS of Scxu:tlity in the:- tuntC:xl 6f an at1:ilyslS of gdider iu-.:qu.aliry ct.m be: 
found in C;atharinc A. ~acKinnon, Toward A Fe11111t1JI Theory of 1he State 126-154,, 
171- 183 (1 989). 

2. Pomographcrs and the mainstream media have told rhc same lie far longer 
about Andre:a l)i.\1orlcin, beginnin,g in the late l970s. Rcccn1 examples include Round
table. "A New Sexuol E,hics for Judaism?" Tikkun, 6 1. 62 (Sepc.-<x,. 199}) (Kim
melman: "Andrea. Dworkin suggesled that all helecosexuaJ intercourse is rape .. . "); 
John Casey, "Tht: Gse that Changes I-low We Sec Rape," Evening S1andard. 9 (Oct_ 
20, 199J} ("The c:xlrt.'me t'.tdical wing of dte fe.ininisl movement has long insislcd tb~t 
all men arc rapists. One of its chief ideologues, Andrc.1 Dworkin, argue:$, in effect that 
all heterosexual imercoursc is rape."); Ridiard Cohe,,, "The Wide Net of Sexuol H•· 
rassmem," W,11hi11gro11 Post. J\2 1 (June 15, 199}) ("ln the lexicon of some radical 
feminists sucb as Andrea Dworkin, even willing sexual imercourse iu ,narriage is a fonn 
of rope.'): Ridtard Eder, "The Left and l¾lll May O,eer Willy Deba,e of Culture.• 
Los A11geles Timt>S, E2 (Apr. 15, 199J) (book re\riew) ('"Andrea Dworkin's insjste.11ct: 

on using r:apc for hcccroscxuaJ intercourse in general .. . #); Suunnc Fields., "'Tyson 
Jury Sends Strong Mcss•g,:, • Ch1C4go Sun-T;,ne,, 40 (Feb. 13, 1992) (cditori;tl) (" An
drea ~-orkin .. . stops jus, short of calling every episode of intercourse rape.•}: \'(Tendy 
Kaminer, • Feminism's Identity Crisis." AJ'4nlk, 51. 67 (Oc,. 1993) ( .. Dworkin devoted 
an entire book to tl1e romeotion tlt.at inten."Our..e js essentially a euphemism for rape"')~ 
Charles Krnuthwnmer, "'Dcfinlltg lx-\,iancy Up: TI1i: New Ass.nu!t on Bourgeois Life,"' 
New Rep11blic, 20, 24 (Nov. 22, 199)) (including, in partial reference to Dworkin's 
work, •jf there is no such thing as real CQO$Cnt, then the radical feminist idcil i!i- realized: 
all intercourse is t';l.pc"); Da\'1d Rubenstein, "Feminism ,hat Degrades \\7omcn," Chi(.tlgo 
Tribune, l:S Uan, 31 , 1992) (discussing 1\ndrca Dworkin's \i cw·s: "[i]f imcrcourse is 
vjnual mpe. women who seek it virtually seek 10 be raped"); David Sexton. "Focus 
u1e Sex War: l<"s So Bad Being • Man.'' Sunday Telegraph 1.Jd .. (London) 21 (Nov. 7, 
199J) ("'ln Americ.-:i.. An<l.rc:1 Dworkin proclaims di:n alJ sexual intercourse whalsoevcr 
is cxploit.-nion -and violarion and must stop if WQmen arc to become cqu11I"). Stripping 

these false stau:mcnts of their qw1lificrs, thi$ campaign of dcf:tm:uion '1.".3S then ~
ponded by Time magazine: • Andrea Dworkin bos simpli6ed the discussion by assening 
dl.1t C\'e.ry act of sex between a man and a woman, no matter wh,u. is rape." Lance 
Morrow, "Men: Are They Really ,ha, Bod?' Time. 58 (Feb. 14. 1994). Challenged ott 
the \'erncity of this statc:mem, head of Time's rcSc:arch dep:.1rtmenl Bc:uy Sauerwhilt: 
asscncd the ma~azine'l\ .. confidence" in lht: sUttcmem and her assisl3nt referred tQ 
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Andrea Dworkin's lmmourse at pages 122, 126, and llJ. When confronted with che 
fact that lntl!rco11ne. apart from being a work of literory criticism. is about intercourse, 
nol •all sex," and th:11 those pab"CS did nor support this statement in :my C'.lse, Ms. 

Satterwhite: stated th:u T1111e's characteriution was tmc of "he.r work as a whole. i. She 
remained, however, unable w point co a single example that substanri;ircd it. Ms. Sat
terwhite .1lso st:itcd that Time's .. policy" gave t,hcm no obligation co dcmonsrratc chat 
,1.,hat they published is true. Conversation with Betty Saccc.rwhhe, chief or Time's re.. 
search department (approx. Mar. }, l994). No funher willingness ro correct. or citation 
l6 Suppofti~ p!iSbf;d, w:is 6bt:Uii~d fr6iil Timif. lq;aJ <lc:ptiilfiit:rU. 

J. A certain crescendo W!lS rc.1chcd in C.:unille Paglia, .. The Rerum of Carry Na
tion,' Playboy, 36 (Oa. 1992). 

4. The Moml Majori,y has long supponcd obscenity law. Sec frt l-lt,rm's Woy: TM 
Pornography Civil Rights Heari•gs 96-97 (Ca,harinc A, MacKinnon and Andrea 
Dworkin. eds., 1997) (statement of Eugene Conway. Morality in Media) (discussing 
obSt.'eniry law while say'Ulg he sup_pon.s the ordinonce. support he later withdrew lo an 
unrcconkd session. st:u.ing that obsceuiLy law W'.ts e!lou~). 

5. Sec genc-JY.t.1.ly Andrea Dworkin and Catharine.- A. MacKinncm, Pornography and 
Civil Righis. A New Day/or \Ylome11's Equality (l988). 

6. At least, they warmed to obscenity law consider,bly. See, e.g .. Appcllce's Mo· 
don to Affim, or Dismiss at 16-L7. Hod.nm v. American Booksellers Ass'a. Inc .. 475 
U.S. l ll2 (1986) (No. 85-1090). I have participated in scores of diseussions in which 
libemls who criticil.ed the ordin-aoce asserted that !lt))' real problem pomog.ro.phy poses 
is adcqmudy addrt:S.St:CI by omccnicy law. 

7. MilJer •· C.Jifomia, 41) U.S. 15, 24-26 (197}). 
8. Sec C.nth;irinc A, MacKinnon, .. Not .1 Morn I Jssuc," in Fe,mnism Unmod,fied 

146 ( 1987). 
9. This charge began as a political critique by pornography's defenden;. trans• 

inuted into a.1'1 :issertion of foc.,t-the right opp0s,es pon-.ograpb)'. so whoever opposes 
pornography must be allied "~th lhe right. It was applied lO lhe orc.li.t1ante-.. fttninisu 
allied wi1h rig.ht-wing mor:.1lists,. - in an article in the Village Vmce. Lisa Duggan, ·•Cen• 

sorship in the Name of fcmini.-.m, .. Village Voice, 1J (Oc1. 16, 1984) {purponing ,o 
rcpon on 1he circumsrnnccs of passage of 1hc Indianapolis ordinance). This .'IC'COUnt, 

full of fabrications (from stating that Andrea Dworkin played no pan ln the ordinanc.-c 
wod< chere to reponing chat I wore "gold jewelry") and distortions. credited the passage 
of the lndi~u~polis ordinance to the "'political ucti\1ism" of Reverend G rq; Dixon. 2 

fundruu~ntalist preacher. I-le had nolh ing to do with il. After the hc--..1rings on tbc law, 
:u which Duggan admits that no right-wing support surfaced (i$n'1 inventing dark con• 

spiracics baJeJ on absence of cvic\enc;e a right-wing methodology?), Duggan &a)'lt its 
main sponsor called Dixon and "asked for his help" because the ordinance was .. in 
trouble."' Id. The bill was noc in trouble a:nd its sponsor did not ask for his help, Based 
on Oixoo·s presence with a group of parisMoners in the public !ludience at t1te fu'lal 
vote on the bill. Duggan invented his "decii;ive role in passing Ule anti-porn law in 
ln<li;mapolis. ~ Id. IL seems Lh:u ·<luring the final discu$$.ion he.fore Lhe vme many 
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council members were equh10cating ... Id. Supponers of the bill were expressh·e during 
d'le <leb1ue. legislators "'felt the pressure." and the mt'$ure passed. Id. This post hoc 
ergo propter hoc fan tasy is based on ignorance o f the leglslat.ive process both in gcner;.11 

and in pani<.-uJar. Political scientist Donald Alexander Downs credited this fal!ie ac
count. Donald Alexander Downs. The New Poltllcs of Pornography 124 098M. 1-fod 
either bothered to ask, they would h.-ive learned 1h:1t enough votes for pas.1agc existed 
prior co che 6nal vote. This ri.ghc-femfoisc •atJfo.nce" did not exist. so pornography's 
defenders had to invent it. By force of endJ~ repetition, it has become considered the 
deus ex ffiachina of dnt..i_p6mograpli>• feminism. Sct-.. c.~ .. Pfk H@illl, "\X16ifulfl Ofi th~ 
Verge of • Legal Brc•kdown," Playboy, IJ8 U•n. 199)); Marci• Pally, •Mi,.Jbnce 

Against Pomograph)';' Sacramento Bee. F l (feb. 2J , 199)); J ames R. Petersen, "Ca
tharine M,cKinnon, A!l"in,' Playboy, 37 (Aug. 1992). It is repeated by Judge Posner, 
in a pass.,ge excerpted by Edward de Grazia, in Edward de GmJa, Girls Lean Back 
Everywhere: The Latu of Obrceni,y and the Asj/JuU on G,.,,ius 614 (!992). My favorite 
t"eSpoose co ic isJ. C. Smith's.. who repon.edl)•said. "mf right•wing women wouldspeod 
more Lime in bed wilh [Annj Scales, MacKinnon. and Dworkin, and less Lime in bc::d 
with lhcir right-wing husbands, the world would be a bcncr p fo.cc.'J Ann Scales., 

•A\'oidin~ Constitutional Deprc:s.sion: Bad Attitudes :incl the F:1te of 8111/d." ( 19~) 7:2 
Canad;,,,, Journal of Women and 1he Law, 349-492: sec aJso Ann Scales. •feminise 
Legal Mcmod, Not So Scary,' 2 UCLA \'flom,n's Law ]011m11l I. 1-10 (1992). 

10. She is Beul"11 Coughenour. me Indianapolis legislu1or sdected for her politic.J 
skills. whicll were e,cceptit)nal by cJ1e moderate Republican (pro.affu'l'native action. pro

choicc) Afa)•or \XliUCun Hudnut, sec \Villi:1m 1-L H udnut JU and J udy Keene, Minis/er/ 
Mayor l-1~ 147 (1987). to $.hepbcrd the ordinance through the City~County Council_ 
Beulah Coughenour supported ,his hum.1n righ1s fow out of an undcrsrnnding ,h.11 
pornography banned women and violaced cJ1cir equalicy. Even Downs. learned chis 
about her. See Downs, The New PoliliCJ at 110- 112. ln Indianapolis the ordinance was 
modified sig:nifiCill.1dy, mos, imporundy b)' exanptit-ig froin Lhe trafficking provi.sioo, 
materials that did not show what is considered violence, ~ feature we tenned th~ 
•pfa')•boy exception." The fact that the Indianapolis ordinance CO\lers only molenals 

that were mode from, show, or are proven to cause violence, Indianapolis and Marion 
County. Ind., Code ch. 16, Sl6--3(g)(8) (19&4) (defense from ,he ,.-.fncking pro,1sio11 

for so-called nonviolent materials) rcprimcd in Mad<innon and Dworkin, /11 Harm's Way 
Ill 443-4-44, hi.s beeo rou1il1cly ignored in che press and case law. frotn Hudnul on. Oli 
mis-rq,ortec.L even in sd,olarly Jitcr.uure. See, e.g., Dcbomh Rhoe.le, }tdlia and Ciender 
26tr-27 l (1989). 11te definition of pornogrnphy is also routind)' garblct.l and simply 
mi$Cfuo,cd. Sec, e.g .• Downs, The New P<Jliiia at I 1-f~ Rhode, abo,ic, at 266. Th.1t a 

conservative lcgisla1or would prcsiclc over a compromis,e designed to save Playboy, 
certain.I)' a lefc-right convergence, has produced no public comment whatsoever. 

Using "consen,.acive" as epithet. in effect re-quiring thm on1y women \\tho 6rSt 
prese-iu liberal credemio.ls ciu) \1r'Ork for women, s:ho\\ts. no respect for the process of 

consciouimi::ss and organizing that has defined the women's movement. :and no com

pft.'hension of the resuhing politics of which Lhc ordinance iii a pan. Downs is 50 
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dumbfounded at the "unusual alliance, .. Downs, The New Po/ilia at lO'). of u•omen 
uniting agaii1st their oonunon oppression Lhat he simply cannot see the organi:ting of 
womc.n as WQMU'II dut facing scxuaJ violence as sex inequality makes pos..o;ible. But then. 
he also misses the: sexual violence :md the sex inequality. 

Enrircly obscured in rhc dcs:pcrarion ro car thi$ ci\'il righu initiative wid1 ;a rig.ht• 
wing brush have lxcn the prop.rCS$ivC politics of irs 6rsr defenders and longest and 
strongest supponers. Completely ignored :a.re the AfriOln American Ube-ral Democr11cic 
man "''ho was one of the bill's first rn·o sponsors in Minneapolis and the lesbians and 
gay fikfi aiid Aftit--.m Amt:rltati wtnut:ri who havt: spoiBOred it. fought fot it. :Hid \-Okc.l 

for it in lcgi...,Jati\lC scuings. Their invisjbility in thc.o;e :1ccounts 1s politics :tS uswl. 
11. Comp:irc, e.g., American Bc,okselJers v. I ludnut, 598 F. Supp. 13 16 (S.D. Ind. 

1984) (B,rkcr, J.), uith American Booksellers v. Hudnut, 771 F.2d 323 (71h Cir. 1985) 
(Easterbrook, J,) (holding th,n lndiana1>0lis :uu ipornography st.1n11c dc6ning pomog· 
raphy and prohibiting coercion. force., assault, and trafficking io pon1ography as sex 
discrimjnaciou is a violation of first Ainendmem right to free speech). af/'d mem., 47.5 
U.S. 1001 (1986) (~J summary of6rmancc). 

12. Sec Jean B. Elshl!lin, •The New Porn \Vian," New Republic, 15 (June 25, 1984); 
I [a.mill, above note 19, at 1}8; Franklin E. Lmring, .. Sex, Violence and the Law," New 
York Timer, 18 (Jan, 28, 1990) (reviewing Dou•ns, The New Politics) (uncritic,illy re• 
pealing "scrange bedfellows" as facl); sec also Downs. The New Po/ilia, generally and 
at 97. l09 ("strange bedfellows•; ""unusual alliance"). 

ll. Thomos Carlyle. The Fm,ch R<'IX>lu1ion: ,t Hiilory 174 (19J4). 
14. These politics arc powerfully arlicul-atcd in Andrea D,1,-orkin, ·Woman-Haling 

Right ,md Left,., in 'fhe Sexual Libero.4 and the Alfoc.k QII Femi11m11 28 (Dorchen 
Leidholdt and Janice G . R.1)'mond, eds., 1990); s« .ilso Andrea Dworkin, Pornography: 
Men Poss,s#ng \\70111rn 98-99, 207-209 (1981) (arriculnting ,he lef,'s anachmem 10 

pornography); Andrea Dworkin, "\Y/hy So-Called Radical ~!en Love and Need Por• 
nography." inLmm/rom• \VurZone 214 (1989). 

15. De Gr:ttia. Girls Le1111 Back Euerywbl'Te, above note 9. 
16. Richard A. Posner, Sex and ReaSQn (1992). 
17. Id. at 441. 
18. See 1\nomcy Ccncrnl v. 1\ Book Named "N•ked Lunch.' 218 N.E.2d 57 1 

(Mass. 1966) (Edward de Grazia for intcr.·cnor GfO\·c Press, f.nc,), 
19. See Crol'e Press, lnc. v. Gerstein. 378 U.S. }77 (19641 (Edward de Grazia for 

Grol'c Press, Inc.); see .Jso Jacobellis v. Ohio. 378 U.S. 184 (1%4) (applying reasons 
given for re\•ersal of judgmt:nl of obm::-nity convic.1.ion by several justic.:s in compru1ion 
caliC to Grovc Press v. Gerstein). 

20. S« de Grazia, Girls Lran Back Everywhere at 42 l-42,. 
21. Seeid. ,i9 l. 109,477. 
22. Id. a, 524. 
2}. '"I see bioJogy as e,cpl.o.ining the drives llf'l<l preferences Lhuc estabHsh the per. 

ccivcd benefits of different sexual pmttices to diffcn:-m people.,. Posner. Jex and Rea.son 
at 7. 
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24. See. e.g .• id. ar 106-107. 
25. See Frederick Engels. The Origin of 1hc Family, Privale Prop<-N)' and 1he S10,e 

Untc-rnational Publisl1ers Co. 19-12) (1892). 

26. Pos:ncr, Sex and Reas()n :u 438. Posner's theory of the rd:uion between tht: 
biologic:-al and social in sex i.s well l.1id out on page 87. There, he OJ)J~ "'a gi\'cn'"' 
co •choice," as if biology is a given, a constraint, and society provides choices. fd. a, 
87. That sociery may be as, or even more, constraining tho.n biology is not considered .. 

27. Id. ac 29. 
28. JJ. al 7. 88. 
29. Id . at 99 (•[TJhe stronger male sex d ri\'e requires more spillways

8

); id. at }54--

355. 
JO. Clitorid«t◊my was pracriccd in the past in Europe as l>S)-cho1he:ra1>Y, sec •5cx~ 

Ucs, and Psychotherapy." sec infra ac 3 33 and continues ro be practiced today .is fern-ale 
genical mu1ifo.tion (FGM> in man)' parts of the worJd. Posner does oorice some literature 
on the clitoral orgosm but says it does not suppon a sll'Onger (never equal?) sex drive 
in women bc.::c.-ausc: '"ctp3ciLy for orgasms :.md dt."Sirc for them are two different things. 19 

Posner, .Sex and Rea:w11 al 92. How he knows women have less desire for orgasms is 
unspccifiOO. ( le scpar:ucly no1cs the reality of dimridecromy and its rQlc in rontrolling 
women. Id. at 214. 

J l. See id. ai 100--102. 106, 295-298 
32. Id. ac 125. 
3 3. He does meiuioo in passing that sexuaJ abuse of cMldren can produce proi-n

isc.-uity, id. at J96, but without conm:cting it to his discrn;sion of in<lividuills' being 
'"highly sexe<.I" as a prcsumpti\'d)' genetic t.rait. 

J4. Id. ar 3'9. 
35. For iJlustrative literarure. see id. -at 37 n. l. 359- 360. 
36. Id. ac 179--180, 299--JOO. 
37. Id. ftl 180, 299--)00. 
38. The common epithet that feminism is lesbi!l.l'liiim it1 disguiSie contains an im

pomuu tnnh. lf a woman resists se~'tlal subordination by men, her heterosexuality i.s 
often called into question. This i.s idling as to what hcterQSexualiry is seen to be about., 
but it docs noc tell .'I biological srory, unless (,wain) 1hc subordination of womcn 10 

men is sup1>0scd biological. It is a fu,thcr problem for Posner's lhcory lhat the bio
logical d.ota on homosexu.olity be uses relies entirely on evidence ooUecced on men. 

J9. Posner concedes thut the genctic ~plan~tion for lesbianism ii weak. PC>sner~ 
Sex and Reasr,n :u 102. He.- auribulcs much .. opponunistic"' lc.-sbianism tO deprivation 

of male :iCXual c()Cllpanionship, icl. at 137, meaning rhc old canard that lc~ian:s "'oulcl 
not be lesbians if ,hey could h:1vc a man, '-l•hich SCtveli to keep mc:n central to women's 
sexual definition. He also notes the ~sible contribution of sexual abuse by men to 
\\'Omen's choice to be sexual with women. but again sees this RS producing .. opportun
istic" rather th.an "rear lesbians. Id. at 299-300. 

40. For a stunning cx:unpli: of thjs critique, srt John Stoltenberg, Re/using to Ek a 
Man (1989). 
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41. Posner says it makes "biological seose." Posne.r, Sex 4nd RtllJOtf at 401, 
chat stepfathers would be more likely to engage in it1ces-t than biological fa,he.rs, 
but he nc\•er ad<lrc:SSdi why an adult's Sexually abusing any child makes C\'olutionary 

sense. 
42. Nancy \YI. Thomhi11 ~nd Randy ThornhiU, • An fa·olurion;try Analysis of Psy

chologic.1I Pain Following I-Tuman (Homo sapicns) R.lpc: JV. The Effect of the Namrc 
of the Sexual Assault." 05 Journal of ComP4roliue P,ychology 24l. 247, 25 I (1991). 

43. I thought I made this up in its emire,y until l read Nancy \YI. ThomhiU and 
Randy Thornhill, • Ail Evolution:1,y An:ilysis of Pilychologit:il Poin Following Rap,: I. 
The Effects of Victim's Age :md Marital Sui.nis," II Ethology aud Sociob10/ogy 155 
( 1990) (as.,;ercing that reproducti\•c-agcd \\'Omen are more severely tr.aumonized by rape 
1han older women or girls). 

44. Posner. Sex and Rea,on ar 92 n.H, 94. 106. 123,354, 

45. De Gmia. Girl, Lean Back Everywhere at 577. 
46. As it turns out. the d1ild \fictims may not have told the researchers anything. 

Their caretakers may ha\'c .. hdpcd the child interpret the imc.rview quonic,ns. or with 

"'cry young victims 1..hc carct:1ker gave tltc responses to quest.ion$ based on Lhc care• 
1:ikcr's pcrcq)tion o f the c;-ffcc;r of the ass.1.ult on the ch ild." Thom hill and Thorn.hill, 
11 Erhol,,gy ,,,J Sodobiowgy ar 245. The children were previously interviewed by social 
workers. The researchers thcmsel\'es did not even acternpt to inU.'l'\'iew the children. 
but 41rerei\'ed Lhe d:ua ill the Conn of computer p rintouts." Id Ul 243. 245. 

47. Douglas T. Keoritk et a.L, "£\.'Olutioo 11o<l Social C..ognJtio11: Controst Effecrs 
'!lS a Function of St:x, Dominance, and Physical Attrac.1.ivcncss.,. 20 PersoJJa!ity and 
Social PsydxJ<>gy 8111/,11,, 210 (1994). 

48. No changes in d1c rape law, or anything else, ha\~ :iddrcsscd the d rastic: di.s
p~U'ity beN•tt:n rape as o pervasi\'e fact i1l women's li\'es and the legal system's inade
quate response ro it. See Catharine A. MacKinnon, "'Reflections on Sex Equalhy Under 
L2w." JOO l'a/e Law Joumal 1281. 1298-1308 (1991), reprimed supra at 116. As to 
rape ratd, PosJ'le.r cond u<les thal r'.tpe is decreasing based on one sample interview 
study th:.1t contr.idicts e\'cry other stud y on the subject, a smdy that has not been 
replicated. Sec Posner, Sex and Reaso11 at .H nJ9. Age cohons studies and annual FBI 
rcporu. s\lpponcd by the experience of rape crisis ccme:rs, none of which Judge Posner 
mentions, documem both that rap,c is fur more prevalent than has been knov."O and 
I.bat numbers of rapes rnay be increasing. Diana E. H. Russell. Sexual Exploitation: 
Rape, Child Se."cual Abuse. and Workplace Haranmenl 52-57 (1984); Women and V1Q-. 

fence: Hearing Before the Senate O>n11n. 011 1he Judidary 011 Lrgirlation IQ Redua the 
Cmw,i,g Problem of\liolent Cru11e Agamsl \Vome11, 10 1st Cong.,2d Sess. 27-16, 67-68 

( 1990) (testimony of Mary Koss). Posner's choice of stud y is panicubrly bizarre in light 
o( the repeated cautions in the source he dtes for it that its odd resuJts are unrcliable. 
Sec Tamar Lewin► '"25% of Ass.aults Against Women Are by the Men in their Lives.," 
New l'ork Times, Al2 (Jan. 17. 1991) (staring that Bureau of Justire Suuisticssample 
study showing rape rate dropped from 197.3 to 1987 •should noL be c.-on_,:;idcrcd con
clusive" as ag:.1inst FBI repon.'i showing large annuaJ increases, particularly as the sample 
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population (64 ropes in 1987. IJ6 in 1974) was 100 small a number from which 10 

genenili2e). 
49. Gillian K. Hadfidd, "flining with St;c.uce: Richard PosJtcs- on lhc.- Bi0econ

omics of Sexual Man," 106 llarwrd Law l~euiew 479, 490 (1992) (book review). 

}0. Sec Simone de Bcau\'oir, Th, Se,;ond S, x (1%1). 
51. Although not cxrinct, sociobiology of r::tcc rh.tt offers generic or C\'olurionary 

explanations for \\.fljte supremacy or racial inequality in society is generally criUc.izecl 
as science for bigots and raises tremendous controversy. It is not a recognized special~ 
lzati6n in roci:il sdcfltc.. No fc:<leriJ judge has yd wrille:fi i book ar~uing for iL 

52. Po~tcr, Sex 011d Rearon at 11-t 

}J. Id. "' 4). 
54. Sequoia Books, Inc. v. McDonald. 72} F.Zd 10'.l l , 10'.IJ (7,h Cir. 1983) (Posner, 

] .), c,,t d,nied. 469 U.S. 817 (1984). 
5,. The definition of me word pomogrophy used here and mroughou1 is from me 

Model Amipornography Ci,•il-Rights Ordinance, Sec1ion 2, reprimed supra a, 49J n22. 
56. De: Gr:t.tia, Girls Leon Baek Everywhere, frontispit:t.-e. 

57. \'{then womc:n dclcnd pornography, it Sct:ms ~ lhough pornogr:.1phy coul<l not 
~ hun-ing ,vomcn. Fronting women thus has obvious strategic h<:1lcfits for pornogra
phers--and also makes women who are ,1tilling to perfonn 1hjs role comparatively 
\'aluable. The fac, that some women are bun less by pornogrophy than others, and the 
fact th:u sotnt women stand to gab\ h>• S!l)'ing 110 women 11re. does oot meo.u that many 
odter womeo are ilot badly hun b)' it~r. that :111 wotnen, because they a.re "''onteo~ 
arc not limited and d.i.minjshcd by its exjs-ttnc:c in socit:ty. 

58. Posner, Se.x 011d Reosan at 395-}98. 
,:9. De Grazia, G11h Lt:,m Bt1ck Et:e,ywhere at 5'7, ,82, 607,609 (Mt:icking li1,vs 

against C'hild pomography and defending sex photographs of children in artistic terms)_ 
60. For ll discussion of this aspect of Judge Posner's theory, see William N. Es

kridge Jr .. .. A Social Cons1ructionjs1 Cridquc: of Posner's Sex an<l Reasoo: Step& Toward 
• Gay l cgol Agenda." 102 Yale Ulw Journ11/ )JJ (1992) (book review): Pamel,, S. 
Karlan, .. Richard Posner's J u.st•So Stories: The PhaU:tc ies of Sex and Reason," l Virgm1a 
Journal of S«u,I Po/icy and I.Aw 229. 24} (199}) (book =•c:wl <•sse,ting tha, male 
homosexuality is .'I •central prcoocupadoo" of Sex ,md Reason), 

61. De Grazi•. Girl, /..eon Bad, Ev,rywhere •• }57, 582, 607, 60'.I. 
62. See Posner. me and R,.,011 a, J66, 369, }73. }74. }84. J85 ("since rape is a 

form of intercourse .. . "). Tiljs is :tlso the import of his view 1.hat mc:11 who C'.tnnot gc:t 

women LO have sex with I.hem beco me r:.1plsts .. lei. at 106, 107. 107 n54, 368. 
6.3. Id. at J66; see also id. at }70, JS,. 
(,4. Id. al }85. 
65. Id, ai J67. 
66. Id.aiJ71. 
67. Id. a1 J66. J67, J71. 

68. Id. at ) 71. 
69. Id. :11 85. 
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70. Douglass v. Husder, 769 F.2d 1128 (7th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 47' U.S. 1094 
(1986). 

7 1. Mishkin v. New York, J83 U.S. 502,505 (1966) (finding tha1 instructions to 
the author includ~ that he "deal very graphically with ... the daritening of l11c Rt:ffl 
under A:1Acll..u:ion., ."). For the titlC$, $CC id . .at .SU-S I.S. 

72. Brki Amicus Curiae of M.'lrshall Cohen Cf .al. in supJX)rt of Ap1>dlant, ~•tishkin 
v. New York. 383 U.S. 502 (1966) (No. 49) (represeming Marshall Cohen. Jasoo Ep• 
steln (Random House), Paul Goodman, \Varren Hinckle (Ramparts), Eric Larrubec. 
\Xlo!td MintM (G. P. Pumolil's S6M), N6mlllil Po<lhordi (Commentary), Richard 
Poirier (Pn,11saJ1 Review). Barney Ro$$Ct (Grove PrC$S). Robert SiJvcrs ('f/,e New York 
R,we,c of Book,), and William Siyron). 

73. Brief J\micus Curiae of the Law and Humanhfos lnstirutc in Sup1>0n of Re· 
spondcnr at 29, Massadmscns v. Oakes, 491 U.S. 576 (1989) (No. 87-1651), 

74. Massachusetts "· Oakes, 49 l U.S. :;76. 580 (1989). 
75. Commonwealth v. Oakes, }51 N.E2d 9 IO. 912 (Mass. 1990). 
76. Id. ot 912; John H. Kennedy, • High Court Set lo H= Moss. Child-Porn Ap· 

pcu," Boston Gl,>h,. u Uan. t6, 1989). 
77. Posner. Sex and R~asott ;U 381. 
78. Id, at 378, 
79. Anois Nin, T~ Joumal.r of Annis Nin /19.19-1944) 56-60, 66, 69-70, 72, 176-

178 C1966). Pa&ner 11otes dtat 1n:1ny legitimo.h~ artists have m11de pontQ8filphy, Posoer. 
Sex and Rea.fon al 360, but seens to be of t.he view, bu.sic to obsre11ity Jaw. that 
at:sthetic-J.lly superior materials cannot be pomogr-.1.phy. 

80. Posner. Sex and Reas()J1 at J76. 
8 1, De Grazia, Girls Lea.11 B"c.le E.uerytohere iu 441. 
82. 771 F.2d m (7th Cir. 1985), a//'d, 475 U.S. 1001 (1986). 
83. Id. at 325. 
84. Id. at J29. 
85. Posner,Sex a11J R(;·asr>n at 371. Posner makes a qualifictl cxccpt.iot1 fordtlld.ren. 

Id. al )95. 
86. Id. a1 )81. 
87. Id, 
88. This happened co Linda •Lo,•clacc,' among others, Sec Linda Lovelace and 

Michael McGrady, Ordeal (1990). 
89. Posner, Sex and Re11Jo11 at J80. 
90. Sec ~>enc.rally Gth:uinc A. A1acK.u1uon, "ProstiwLion and CiviJ Rights," s-upt".t 

at 1.5 I. 

9 1. Miller v. Civil CityofSomh Bend, 904 F.2d 1081, 1100 (71h Cir. 1990) (Po,ncr, 
J., concw-ring), rev'd sub nom Sames v. Glen Thcotre, 501 U.S. 560 (1991). 

92. De Grazia. Girl.r Leo,i &u:k F.verywbere at 584- 585, 
9}. M.ocKinnoo aod O\\'0l'k.i.Jl. In Ha,m11 Way; see also Auome,y Genera.l's Com. 

mission on Pornogr:.1phy, Final RepQr/ J 1~6, 197-290 0986) lbc:rcinaftcr Final Re
port]; Pt>TJ1ography: Wumen, Violence ,md Cillil Liberties (Catherine Ill.in, ed .. 1993) 
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[hereinafter luin]; Diana E. H. Russell, "Pomography and Ra1,c: A Causal Model," 9 
Po/i1ical Ps>~halogy 41 (1988). 

94. Posner, Sex ond Rea.son at 366 (" lB]y facilitating masturbation, pornogr.tphy 

may :tctually reduce the demand for r:ape . . . "). 
9-'. Td. at 366, J6$-.l7 1. Pan of the problem here seems 10 be th.at, inexplicably, 

Judge Posner docs nor discuss ,he best research on J>0mography's harm, including ,h,n 
on the effects of non\~olem materials. See MacKinnon o.od Dworkin, 1Jt Harm's Way: 
Fin11l Reporl. abo\'e note 93; ltzin, above note 9}. 

96. Final R,pori, above Mk 9J. 
97. Posner, Sex and Rea.J:on at 370-}71. I fe also discttsse.c; pornogr:iphy :t.<i a .ivic

timless crime," ~•hi.le apparently having considered the ordinance, which makes coer
cion, force, assauh, and trafficking subordination ci\'llly ac1ion.ablc. ·1d. at 371. Judge 
Pos.ner, in a decision on nude d."lndn,g ,hat prcdau~d his book, noccd of the ruling 0 11 

the or<llnanre in Hudnut. '"\Y/c held that the ordinance violated the Fitsc Amendmcnl 
because it was an effon to concrol the way people think about women and sex." Miller 
v. Civil City of South Bend, 904 F.2d IOSI, 1092 (7th Cir. 1990) (Posner, J., <-oncur
ring), rt•v'd sub nom. Bamco; v. Glen TI1t:::urc, 501 U.S. 560 (1991). 1-JudJJut <lid so ruk. 

I lowcvcr, coercion, force, assm1h, and sulxwdinarion are neither victiml<:$$ norr 

rhoughu. 
98. This is disrussed and dOOJ.mentcd in hzin, above note 93, 111 11- 12. 
99. De Grazia.. Girls Lea,, Back Evt'rywht.,-e at 617. See Ainerkm.1 Bookselle~ Ass'n~ 

Inc. v. Hudnut, 77 1 F.2d 323. }28-329 (7th Cir. 1985) ("(W]e accept the premises of 
thi_.,; legislation. Oepictio n!i of subordirnuion tend 10 perpetuate subordination. "l11t: sub

ordinate statu.'i of women in tum lcitds to affront and lower pay at work, insult and 
injury at home, battery and rape on the streets, In the l.1nguagc of the: leg.is.laturc, 
'[1>Jomography is cenrTal in cre1uing and maimaining sex as a basis of discrimination, 
Pomog.raph)• is a synemacic praccice of exploitation and subordination based on se,: 

which differentially llllnns women. TI1e bigotry an<l contempt il produces, with the acts 
of aggression il fosters:, h~11n wornen's opp0rtunities: for equality un<l rights [of all 
kind.,]."); = also Village Books, ct al. v. The C ity of Bellingham, No. C88-1470D, 
Memorandum and Order at 9 (D. \'({ash. Feb. 9, 1989) (in l.itigation on civil rights 
ordinance agains-1 pomogr.iphy pa~cd by referendum, ., , , . it is: undi.spmcd chat many 
societal harms arc caused by pornography"); Schiro v, Clark, 963 F.2d 962, 971-973 
(7th Cir. 19'12) (•This Court pre,iously addressed d,e issue of pon>ogrophy u, 
(HudnutJ. There we ucccptcd the premise of :Ulti-pomogrophy lc:gislati<m d1.at porno

graphic <lcpiction.'i of tht" subordin~tion of women perpetuate Lhe subordination of 
women and \liolcncc against women . . . l11c recogni1jo n in I lud11ut that J>Qrnogr~phy 
leads to violcnc;c: again$t women dQCS not require Indiana to csrnblish a defense of 
insanicy by pornography•). 4/'d sub no111. Schiro v, Farley, 114 S. Cr. 1341 (1994), 

100, De Grazia, Girls Le• 11 &ck Everywhere at 614-<>l5 (qllO{ing Richard A. 
Posner. Law and Literatur(': A MUunden1ood Relt11ion }.34- 335 (1988)). 

101. kl at 615 (raWcal feminist movcmem against pornography a "danger to lit
erary \1aluc:s"). 
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l02. See de Grazia, Girls Lean &ck Everywhere, frontispi..,c. 
IO}. Miller v. Cnliforni•. 4 ll U.S. 15, 24 (1973) (delinin~ obscene works as ,hose 

·which, lakcn ai; a whole, appC'.t.l to the prurient interest in sex, ,vhic:h portray se."<u :il 

conduct in a patcntl)· offensive way, and which. taken as a whole, do no1 han: serious 
literary, artistic. political, or scientific; value"). 

104. E.g., Jud.ilc Posner, in the cxccrp, de Graiia uses, describes the project of 
"(a] group of radical feminists [that] invites us to consider the obscene less as a inaner 
of excess.ive frankness in che port.rayal of sex than as a point of view hannful 10 

w6i!ldi . . .. " Pilsilcr, Li,v dnd Liltrd/u,e •I Jl4. Obste,1ily is olkady ddio.d; the 61-
din.ance define$ pomography. Obscenity is about a point of view; the ordinance makes 

actual harm civilly actionable. Judge Posner goes o n to diso.1$5 the .. $CXU:tlly gr3phic," 
whk-h is no, 1hc s.tannory language, Id. a1 JH-336. 

10.5. "Sexually explicit" is a tcnn in common use, sec. c.g,, Posner. above note 104, 
ac ,H◄, referring co a.o explicit presentation of sex. Por example, in litigation by women 
whose photographs were used by Pen1hous~ without their pennlssion. Penthouse is 
referred lO 3S "!I sc:xwilly explicit men's magazine:." Fu<4_.te v. Pct1t.hou.sc: lnt'l, 840 F.2<l 
l012, 1014 Ust Cir. l988), urt. denied, 488 U.S. 821 (1988). ln litig.:alion concerning 
prisoners' :'(CCSS to pornography, one coun found that "'$Cxually <::xplicit publications" 
posed• d.rnger ,o rdiabili<ation. Dawson, .. Scun-, 986 F.2d 257, 262 (8,h Cir. 1993) 

(finding that the prison's rule provided "'access to sexually explicit materials while 
advanCU\g tl1e legiciJ't'l:lte penological Uuerests iii reha.bilitinioo and security"}. cert. de~ 
nied, Shearon v. Lynch, 510 U.S. 884 (199)): see also Carpe,ner v. Sou<h O.ko,a. 5)6 

F.2d 759 (8,h Cir. 1976), art. dmied, 431 U.S. 931 ((977). In a ,.,,ual harassmem 
c:1sc, one: court. said, "'Ah.hough Romero's actions wen- nol l)exu-ally cxplicil, Lhcy we.re 
attemptS 10 pressure and inrimid.irc plaintiff imo rcnC\ving their sexual n:lafionship and 
thus his actions oonninue conduct of a sexual namre ... Fuller v. City of Oakland. No. 
C-89--0116. 1992 U.S. Dis,. LEXIS 2546, •• "J I (N.D. Cal. Feb. 10, 1992). CoortS 
thus haVt no trouble dist.U1guishing the se..xu:illy explicit froru mere rooducr of a sexual 
nature:. Obscenit)' law similarly d c:-J.rl)' distin~uis.hcs ..istxually explicit nudity" from 
mere nudi<y. Sec Erznoznik v. Ci<y of Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205, 21J (1975). 

Often, "sexually explicit" is deemed so clear th:11 it i.s employed tQ define other 
undcar 1cm1.s. Sec United Srntcs v. \'Qcstcrn FJcctric, No. 82~192, 1989 U.S. Dist, 
LEXIS 12513, a< "I CD.D.C. June 26, 1989) ( .. [A]duh' audio<ex programs (arc] de
fined by Bell ArLmtic •s 'obscene. sexually explici1, lewd or inderent'); Young v. 
Abroms. 698 F.2<l Ul. IJ4 (2d Cir. 1983) (•Young Jcfmed X-ro1ed films .s <hose 
having ·more violence and more sexually explicit sccnt:S t.han :m R film [Restricted 10 

adult$] would have'"); $CC also I leisc \', Gates, 197 CaJ. Rptr. ~. 407 ~ 1984) (using 
"sexually explicit" to clarify "obscene" and •1,omographic"), R-.rdy is the term de~ncd 
itself, and ,hen mos, onen in la~•• criminalizing abuse of children. See 18 U.S.C. 
S22'6(2)(a)-{e) (1988) (sexually explici, coodue<). W. Va. Code St\l-8C-l(c) (1994): 
or to limh access by children co sexual mated..o.ls using adults, for example. Ga. Code 
Ann. Sl6-12-IOO{a)(4) (1994); Mid,. Comp. Laws S722.673, sec. 3(b) (1992): Wash. 
Rev. Co<lc S9.68A.OI l (J) 0994}. 
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The cerm is commonly used to describe that larger <\1tegory of materiaJs of which 
a smaller part inay be obscene. in t.he s:ime way that the Model Antipomography Gvil 
Rights Ordinance U!>d "Sexually explicit" 10 describe 3 larger catcgol)1 of materials, of 
which a smaller par, may be sex-discriminatory. For example, one coun noted. ybcforc 

a person may be four~d guilty of promoting obscenity, the materials he promotes mus1 
be more than sexually explicit, they must be obscene under rhc sr-amtory dc6nition.e 
People v. P.J. Video. 68 N.Y 2d 296, JOO (Cc App. 1986). "-"'· denied, 479 U.S. I09L 
(1987). Coum often noie chat "sexually explicit as de6ned by !he Supreme Court in 
Renton Iii] cxpn.ssion that dk Court hdd e<>u.Jd b~ toiistitutioail.ly rq;ulat&l.'I' MD 
n En1ertainmcn1, l llc. v. City of Dallas, No. )-92-CV-1090-H, 199) U.S. D~,. LEXIS 
8487 at *27 (N.D. Tex. Apr. 15, 199.3) (citlng Ren1on v. Playtime The:urcs. 475 U.S. 
41, 49 (1986)). 11lc 1cm1 .. sexually c>tplicit" is merely uscd1 "°' defined, in Renton.., 
475 U.S. at '49. by reference 10 the decision in Young v. Ame:ric.in Mini Theatres. in 
which. also undefined, "'sexually explicil,. designated a category of materials presump
tively encided 10 less First Amendmem protection. 427 U.S. 50. 51 (I 976). 

106. The ordinance docs nol dc6nc pornography as graphic sexually explicit .. de

picliOO$ of" subordination, bul :.1s a p ractice of subordination. \'(1omen arc oft.en sub
ordinated to make ckpictions of subordination, :mcl :LS a l"C$ult of the wnsumption of 
such depictions; but che subordinacion still must be proven to be doMt, oot only shown_ 

J.n addition, if mareriaJs criticize subordin:acion, h ,vil.l be difficult or impossible to prove 
chat diey subordinate. 

L07. Bolh also see us as obsessed wilh Playboy. See de G"'2ia, Gid, Lean Bad! 
Eve')1l1.,--here a l 58J; Posner, Sex and Reaso11 al JJ. 365 n..33, 371-372. Discuss murdcli 

as Lhc ulLimatc sex act in pornography. the sc.xualization of death and 10.mm:. tht: 
clements of objectification common ,o all pornogrophy, and mention Pltl)·boy as !)an 
of it, and it "'ill be said )'Ou are obsessed with Playboy. Playboy is such an icon, one 
of left and rig.In's rom.mon llerves, that one need onJy touch it ,o be charged with 
obsession. For :1 discussion of .. the Pl:i>•boy stan<l-!lrd. • see Catltarine A. M.atK.iJ).OOC'I., 

'"More Th:U\ Simply~• M:igttti.ne: Playboy's i<toocy/' i.o Feminism Unmudified 1J4. 138 
( 1987). Both writers sc:em unable a•c:n to perceive 1ha1 it is Lhe harm Pla)'boy does 1hat 

is documented, analyzed, and m:1.de ci\'illy actionable. 
108. Grove Press, Inc. v. M.,-i•land Slate Board of Censo,s, 401 U.S. 480 (1971); 

Gro,·c Press, Inc. v. Maryland State Board of Censors, 397 U.S. 984 (1970); Grove 
Press. Joe. v. Brockett. 396 U.S. 882 (I 969); Gro,,e Press. Inc. v. Gerstein, J78 U.S. 
577 (1964). 

109. For texts uf the ordinance wi1h its Cl.uses of action, sc-e J\'1.acKi.nnon :md 

Dworkin , In Harm's Way at 426--461. 
110. Lovelace and McGrady, Ordeal. 
111. M.ocKinnon and Dworkin. 111 Hqrm's \Vay at 265 hcstimony of Ms. J.) c•rn1 

15 and in the 9th grade ••.. Many of my friends and 1 have been a1t•cked in and ou, 
of our homes wicJ1 the use of pornography"). On questionjng by the press. sJ1e de
scribed the events in the tt:xt. 
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11 2. Id. 01 147- 149 (ceS<imon)' of Carole laFavor). 
J JJ. Mimi H. Silber, and Ayala M. Pines, "Pornography :m<l Sexual Abuse of 

Women," IO Sex Role, 861, 865 (1984). 
114 . Final Reporl, above nolc 9}: MacKinnon and Dwol'4-jn, In J-lorm~s \\'lay at 39-

160 (Minneapolis Hell rings} (sec: also Massacbu.setts S1111e Henr,'ngs on 1311/ 1-l J 194, 
Lcgislaturc'sJoim Comm. on ,he Judiciary (M.ir. 16, 1992). id. it 361-42'). 

27. From Silence co Silence 

This spcceh \\'US given to the Na1jonfil Press Oub on No-.:e:mber 22, 1993. h is pub
ljshed for the 6rst l'imc here. 

I. Judy Klcmcsn1d, "\\'!omen, Pornography, Free Speech: A Fierce Debate 111 

N.Y.U.; Netu York Ti•m, 0 10 (December 4. 1978). 
2. Judy Klemesrud cold John Scohenberg o( chis cooversacion wich Mr. Roseo~1al. 

John Scohenberg cold me. 
J. Alan M. Ders.howitz, '"°f'rt:c-F,ee-Spttd.1," New Y,>rk Times, JI (February 9, 

1979}; ()pinion, "How N()t 10 Fight Pomogf".tp'1y," New York Times, IOE (December 
24 , 1978). 

4. •Minneapolis Righcs Anack on Pornography Weighed." New York Times. 44 
(December 18. 1983). This headline is from the physical oopysold in Minneapolis d1a, 
day. The online head.line for 1he same 11rticle is ·• Minneapolis Asked 10 Au.nck Pontog
raphy as Righcs Issue." 

5. •Minneapolis Gt:ts a Stalulc on Smul, .. New York 'rimes. 24 {December 31. 

1983). This headline is from i.hc ph)•sical copy soJd in Minnc:apolis that d:ay. The onJjnc 
headline for the ~me artidc is •~·1inncapolis Geis Rights Law ,o &n Pornography." 

6. Fred Sm:bcigh, "'Defining Law on the Feminist Fronricr." Tl,e New York T1111es 
Matazine, 28 (Occober 6, 19911. 

7. Judy Klerne<ru<l, •Joining Hands in !he Figh1 J\gllinsc Pornogr•phy," N;w York 
Tim>.<, 87 (Augusc 26, 1985). 

8. Sec Catharine A. MacKinnon, ''The Roar o n Lhe Other Side of Silence/' sec infra 

at }59. 
9. Renate Adlc.r, Retkless Disreg,,rd· Weslmon:bmd u. CBS, el al, Sharon u, Time 

17 (1986). (•tOJnce a joumalisl has been the first ro publis.h certain 'faca• a.mouming 
to a 'story• all other journalists tend to go after the .\4111~ story .... ml is excepcionally 
r:ue for :l .story in one publi<."Slion to tont r-.i.di<..'t. or even to take Lilt.' mildest exception 
to, a slOry publishctl in 3tlochcr .... [\X']hatc\'er ri\'alry exists ... it is the riv'.l.1£)' of 2 
pack $Oing in one direction . . . and journalists arc notoriously vindicti\•e when the \1.IQrk 
o ( an)• o( their number is criticized in prinL. ") 

IO. Susa.n B. Trcnco, The Power Hou,e 192 0992). 
I I. ScC\'cn G. Michaud and Hi,gh A)'ncsworch, The Only LM"8 \'Vime,s: 11 T,r,e 

AcrounJ of Homicidal Jnsani1y (198}). 
12. Eug,e11e L. Robercs, from a speech given :u tbe National Press Club. No\iember. 
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1993. See Eugene L. Roberts, "N0<hing Suc<eeds Like Subs,ance." Amerirtm Jour
nalism Review (December 1993); Eugene L Robens. "Newsl"'pers' Thin Grucl." The 
Ba/Jimore Evening Sun, Eclilorial Page (December 10, 199}}. 

13. Schiro v. Farley, 510 U.S. 222 (1994). 
14. RobinS<>n v. Jadcsomillc Ship1,.rds, Inc., 760 F. Sopp. H86 (M.D. Ra. 1991). 
11. Susan Fafudi. Backwsh: The U11decl.t,red \\7a, Agains1 America,r \\70111en (19'J2). 
16. See Rosh Limbough. The Way Thing.< Ought To Be 126 (1992) ("Ms. Mac-

Kjnnon cedches. ond 1 ossume the.ref ore believes, that al.I sex is rape, even the sex lit 
Miirri:igt: . ... Vou laugh Or you illsbdic\'t:, bul I :i~un: you tlii.s is trm:. [ J<m.'t 111ake 
things up."). This reference is :t lie. 

17. See James Jl Pctericn, "Politically Correct Sex," Pl11ybqy. 66, 67 (Oct. 1986) 
('"'IT]he amipom feminists have lhc.ir o~,i brand of mc.rcurial language: Sex is 
Rape • .. ">. Subsequent versions include Asa Babcr. • A Significanr Shih," Pkyboy, 30 
(Apr. 1992) (claiming my New York Times op-ed piere on rope iniplies dm "all men 
are rapists"):James R. Petersen. "Mi,ed Company,' Pla>bo)'.47. IJ7 (Feb. 1992) ("The 
C:1tharim: M.ac.Kinnons of the world view all se.xualily as hostile."); James R. Pe1erscn,, 
"'C:uharinc Mac.Kinnon: Again," Playboy, )7, 38 {Aug. 1992) ((.·uttlng and using quo
t.arion.s of my work out of rontC)(l to 11ttcmpt, among other 1hings, to subsranri.arc rhiR 
lie). 

18. See Susan Escrich, "Teaching Rape Law." 102 Y,le IAw Jouf11'1I 509. 512 n.10 
(1992) ("For the p0<ition that oil sex is rope,""'· e.g., Catharine A. MacKiMon .. ."I. 
This auribucion was oorrected by an e-rrara she.et to i.ndk:ite thu this was the :1uchor's 
opinion. Id. at errata (" Replace with •r-or an anal)'Sili that Stt.01$ to me to imply that 

all sex is rape. see Catharine A. M:tcKin.llQn ... '"). People arc entitled to inaccur.1.1~ 
opinions. 

19. See K11tie Roiphe, '"Date Rape's Other Victim," The Neu; York Times Magazine., 
26 (June 13 , 1993). 

20. See Otrlin Romano, "Only Words" (book m •iew). Th, Na1ion, 56} (November 
14, 1993). 

28. Vindication and Resistance 

This an.ilysis w,s first published in 83 Grorgrtown /..410 Joum,I 19'9 (1995). Ii is 
dedicated ro Ma11y Rimm. 

I. F'or documemation of the ham, of pomogrophy, see generally U.S. Dep't o( 

Just.ice. Au·y Gen. Comm'n on Pornography: Final Rep<>rl (1986); Diana E. H. Russdl .. 
•Pornog,.phy ,nd Rape: A Causal Mocld," 9 Po/,),ca/ Psychok,gy 41 ( 1988): Mimi 11. 
Silh<;n :.md Ayala 1\>I. Pines, •Pornography and Sexual Abuse of \'\l'omen,'" IO Sex Rnle, 
857 (1984); Evelyn K. Sommers and James V. P. Chock. • An Empirical l,wcsdgarioo 
of the Role of Pornography in the Verbal ond Physical ,\bu.se of \17om,n." 2 Vio/e•ce 
and VictiJm 189 0987): C.uh.arine- A. MacKinnon ru)d And.re:a Dworkin. In Han11's 
\Vay: The Pomog,aph1 Civil Righlf Hearings (1997). 

2. See Andf'C".t Dworkin, P<tmography: Men Poss~ning \Vomen 7~100 (1989)_ 
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Dworicin writes. "[Sade's] lffe and writing were of a piece► a whole cloth soaked in che 
blood of women imagined and real." Id. at 70. Sade's pornography also relebnues 
murde.r. One new dt=\-'Clopmc:nt in computer 1echnology will s:hed some light on t.he 
centrality of the use of re-..t.l women to pornography's sexual cffccti,·eness. " lntcractivc· 

pornography .allows cusromCf'S 10 cusiomizc on screen the desired stimuli, both visual 
and audico1)', without rhc aru' first being pcrfom1cd on a live woman. If c-his form of 
pornography works sexually, pornography could end as a slo\'C tNde, whiJe its harms 
10 other women throughou, sociecy continue. The more active rclation of d1e user to 

lht: M!i.krilil, (·6Mbffi&i with ftttlng produttion from the limitation 6f bt.tm:in Roh, 
CQuld escalate the harms done through consumption. Taking this a step further, do we 

want "mim:n ~.rorld" pornogrophy? See gcnernlJy David 11. Gdemrcr, Mirror Worlds, 
Or, the 0.y Software Puts th, Univ,,,, in a Shoebox ( 1991 ). 

3. Sec Robinson •· Jacksonville Shipyard,, Inc.. 760 F. Supp. 1486, 1'26-L,27 
(M.D. Fla. 199 L) (pomogrophy at work actionable as sexual harassment). Rohimon wns 
settled after appeAI was ttrgued before the Eleventh Circuit. But oomP4re Rabidue v. 
Os<c0ls Refining Co .. 805 F2d 61 I. 622 (6th Cir. L986). cert. dmi,d. 481 U.S. 1041 
( l987) (pornography al work n<H actionable as sexual harJS.'inlcflt ~use ·[t]hc sex
ually oriented poster clisplayi; h.1.d a 1..~e minimi$ cffc::ct on dtc plaimifr$ work environ• 
menc when considered in the roncext of a socict)' t.hat condones and pubUcly features 
and commerdally exploits open displays •• ,"' of such mate.rials). 

4. Indic:tmenL :1od Supe.rse<li.ng lod.iccmen1. Crimin11I No. 95-80106. Utlited St.ates 
District Court. Eastern DisLJ'itt of Michigan, Southem Di\fis.ion. Feb. 14, 1995. ond 
March 15, 1995. Sa: also KacLht Hoffer, '"Jake Baker'$ Pomography 1s a Rt:al 'llm:·.n 
to lkal Women/ Detroit Free Press, A t I (Mar. 20, 1995). The indjctmcnt against Jake 
Baker was di.smis.scd because chc foc:,s were not oon.sidcrcd 10 pose a tnJc threat by 
legal standards. United States v. Baker, 890 F. Supp. IJ7' (1995) (opinion of Cohn. 
J.). judgmem affirmed United States v. Alkhabaz. 104 F.3d 1492 (6th Cir. 1997). 

5. It may be di!lt it was: more possible to see this womru1 us harmed because she 
was noJ physically kX:u~y violated. Women (0$e hum:1J) stal l.IS when sexwilly ammlte<l. 
hence 1c-nd to be i;eeit not as harmed but as ueued appropriately to their less-than• 
human condition. O n this analysis, this \\'Oman's name, having been made imo por• 
nog.raphy, lost its human srnms, but she herself did not. 

6. One episode illusmucs this. A digital rnpin took over a woman'sonline identity, 
raped and otherwise tortured her. and made her behave us though slte enjoyed iL This 
was wiJd)' tcnnc-d "'a rape in cybecspace.,. nOl a fantasy of a f'Jpe. or a stoty of :l ~pe. 
or :l discussion of a rape in cyberspace.Julian Dibbdl, "A Rape in Cybcrspat.-c,"' Village 
Vou:t', 36 {Doc. 21, 199}). Netnik$ h;we suggested 10 me th:u \1erbal rspc is taken 

sc:rioui.ly whc:n it occ:uri. in cyberspace: because the oommonity itself is con$trnctcd of 
words. I am not sure what they think other human communities are constructed of, or 
why whatC\'e:r rhey arc constructed of is not violated when a woman is raped. The)' 
have also suggested that in a virtual community. all are wim~ to r11pe. But consumers 
of \1isual pomogf".tphy arc also witnesses 10 rape. only they enjoy it. \'\''hy \'irtu-al rape 
can be more re-.1.I thnn actu:J rnpe rcnuin.s Lhc question. 
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7. Sec genenilly Dworkin. Pornography; Calharine A. MacKinnon, Only Words 
(1993). 

8. Sec M:.my Rimm, "Marketing Pornography on the information Superhighw:iy, -
8) Gwrgetmcn Law }011mol t8-19, 1904-1905 (1995) [hercinof1er CMU Study]. 

9. Id. at 1857 n.17. 
10. Id. at 1900: see also id. Fiiure 10. 
11. Id. at 1901. 
12. Sec id. at 1891 Table 5; see also id. a, 1891 Figure 7. 
lJ. JJ. :ii 1892. 
14. Id. "' 1900 Figure 10. 
15. Id. at 1899. 
16. Hopefully, furore &rudics of the s•mc dat0base will pursue me longi1udina1 

dimension of us.ct pattcnis, likely confirming what cxpcrimcnu have found and 1>rc
dk1ed: men ooter the market :u the .. soft" end and quickly e.'!rolace sexllfill)' to using 
the "harder" or more intrusive llrld ,folating maceriJlls.. See Dolf Zillman, "Effects of 
Prolonged Consumption of PornogF.tphy," in Pornography 127, l -1-1-145 (DolfZillm:m 
and Jennings Bry.ml, eds., 1989) (l\vo wa:k.-. into pomogr:1ph)' Study, participants wOO 
had heen watching "c:ommon" pornQgraphy, largely ckfincd as not showing sexual 
agg.ression, regularly chose to wacch "less common" and more violent forms). See also 

William O'Donahue and James Geer. Ham/book of Sexual Dys/unctions 67-68. 8U 
(1993). The C'.an,egie Mellon study •lso poses Lhe po1e,uial. with oil irs dilllgers "' 
privacy, chat 1..he prior p0mography ccmsurnptioo of a co.mpus r11pist might be able co 
be studied after the: facto( the rape. See CMU Study m 19 1 J-19 12. 

17. Nan D. Hunter & Sylvia A. Law, .. Brief Amici Curiae of Feminist Anti
Censorship Tas.kforcc, ct :al. in American B<Joksellers ilssooatlon u. I.Judnut."' 21 U111-
vers,1y of Michignn }otmutl of Law Re/om, 69. JOO n.2 ( 1987). 

18. Id. 
19. CMU Study a, 1867. 1914. 
20. l<l. at 1874. h is unfonuoatd y typical of lq;aJ discussions to manage to overlook 

such huge proportions of reality when that reality is pornography. Sec, e.g., Sympos.ium., 
""Emerging Medi.1. Technology and the First Amendment," 104 Yale Lato Journal 161, 
(1995) (discussing romputcr nerworks cxtcns:ivcly and pornography on them virmally 
nm at all, die doscst being, :1 passin& reference at 1695 n.43), 

21. This is deducible from Lhe daia in Table 5. ahhough Lhe categories used make 
t.hL.:; lcSS dian condus.ive. 

22. CMU Study m 1854. 1895. 
2). See gencrnlJy I loward Rheingold, The V,.r1uol Com11nmi'Jy. IJomesteading 0,1 

thl' Electro111c Fron her {199}) (dC!>cribing the social aggreg:nc of rdation$hips that forms 
out of webs of exchanges in cybmpacc). 

24. CMU Study•• 1906; see also id. n<>.13(HJ I. 
25. See id. at 1857, 1892. 1906. 
26. Uni,«! Stales v. X-Ci1c1ne111 Video, 51) U.S. 64, 75-77 (199-1). 
27. See CMU Study•• 1902-190): sec also id. Figures 7, 8. 9, 11. 
28. Sec •1£.x-ploitcd and Missing O,ildrcn: Hearing Before chc Subromm. on Ju-
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venile Justire of the Senate Comm. on die Judiciory.' 97ch Cong .. 2nd Sess. 19 11982) 
(scatemem of Dana E. Caro. CriminaJ Investigative Div., FBI) (" h has been detennined 
lh:u the largcs-1 percc:nt3gc of child pomog:raph)' availabk in th.: Unj1ed. States today 

was o rigin.ally p roduced fo r the sdf-gmtification of the members of th is culture and 
W3S not noccss.in1y produced for any commercial purpose. Pedophiles maintain cor• 

rcspondcncc and cxchail.gc scx,rnl [sic] explicit pho1ogn1phs with other members of 
1his subculture"): Alben H. Belonger et al .. "Typology of Sex Rings Exploiting Chil• 
dren, • in Child Pomogr11pby and Sex Rings 79 (Ann \'<!, Burgess and Marieanne L. 
Oatl. «k. 191,4) (thirty-two of thiny-.:i~ht thild pomOgniphy rings studied were dther 
strialy or panially producing matcri:!Js for pcrson:tl use); Grego!")' Loken, "lbc Federal 

Battle Against Child Scx-ual Explo itation: ProPQSals for Reform," 9 1 larvard \Vomen's 
La,a Jo11m•I 105, 112 (1986). 

29. Sec "South Pointe, The Aduh Entcrtainmcm Company Adds Software Dc\'cl• 
opmem Team wid1 Acqujsicion: Pr Newswire (Nov. 3. 1994) (chronicling South 
Poinies purchase of lono"'""' Da!A Conrepts. • high-tech sofiware d""'loper);John 
R. Wilke, "'Porn Brokt:r: A Publid>• Hdd Finn Tums X-Rated Videos imo a Hot 
Business,' Wall Stree/ Journal, Al Uuly 11. 1994) (describilljl Kenncth Guarino. South 
Poinrc•~ fo rgc:s1 shareholder (and until July 28, 1994, irs chairman, CEO, and director) 
and longtime pomog.rapher. urith go,•e.mmcm-alleged links to the Gambino crime 
family). 

30. See Andrea Dworkin and Catha.rine A Mac.Kinnon, Porm>graphy and Civ,1 
Rights: A Neia Day for Wom,,,r EqU1Jlity (1988). for • det:liled discussion of ibis 
approach and examples of ci,'11 lawi; th.at could be used a,gainst injurit:s provt:n to be 
produced by pornography, however trafficked. 

3 1, Sec McIntyre v. Ohio Elccrion Comm'n, 115 S. Ct. 15 11 (1995) (spc«h v;1luc 
o( anonymicy): Comment, "'\Xlho Are You? Identity and Anonymity in Cyberspace,"' 
55 U•iverrity of Pimh,,rt), Law Revieia t 177. 1185- 1194 ( 1994) (discussing the he<• 
toric:J protection of anonymity in law and the clifficulcies of continuing thjt prot«tion 
in C)'berSpace); Linds:)y Van Gelder, "The Strange C!ISe of the Elcttronic Lo\•er,• Ms. 
Magaiine, 94 (Oct. 1985) (dccepLion through anonymity). Anonymou!i rcmailcr!i r.aisc 
special difficulties. 

32. This seems implicit in Eugene Volokh's observation rhar while "the advcnr of 
electronic communications may change how child pornography is distribmcd . •. T 
don't see how it wouJd change the rules relating co child pomography." Eugene Volokh. 
"Chc-,p Speech and What It Will Do," 104 Yale Law Journal 1805. 1844 { 1995) (foo,. 
note omitted) . TI1.is is because existing child pomog;mphy laws. like the sex cqu:.l!ity 
approach, address. rhc harm done by the materials, making how they :arc crafficked 

incidental. Vololch does nQt disC'USS pornography of adult WQmcn. 

29. The Rem on rhe Other Side of Silence 

This t!S.Say wa!i fo'St published as an introduction 10 In Harm's Way: 'fhe Pornography 
Civil Righ1s Hearings J (Catharine A. MacKinnon and Andre-.a Dworkin, eels., 1997). 
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I. Eve,ywoman published only the Minneapolis bearing.,. and th05e only in Britain. 
in 1988. Pornogrt1phy and Sexual \lioh•na:: Euidenct of tht• Links (1988). Ever)'\\'OO\llfl 
noted in its imroduction, 

Publica.tioo of this material . . . is an historic evem becau.~e strenuous effon.s 
ha~1e been m11de . . . to persuade a publisher in the United States co make thelll 
publicly available. It has proved impossible to pe.rsua<lt: any publisher, in the 
, -cry country where pornography is itself proteetcd as "freedom of speech". co 

risk any association wit.h C\lidcncc abou1 its harmful cffccu on society-and 

especially on women and chjJdren. This ts one of many indiC'(lrions that in the 

United States, freedom of speech is available onl)• co the mailancs and not to 
the vietio.1s. TI1e p0wer ru1d wealth o( the pon\ogruphy industry, and interro1\• 
11ectioos with "respeecable" publishin.g, disLribudo11. ru1d Sdle outlets, mean tJ1e 
power to censor those who do not partK:ip-.uc, &:, not agree with what i:s being 
5,aid, amd scxk to CXl)QLSC the h;1rm they .1rc doing (p. I). 

2. As wilh all social moveme:itts, the procc:ss began substami!tlJy e:ll'Hcr-here with 

Uk: women"s movement as a whole. and more panic:ularly with the femini"it movcmt'nl 
against pornogriaph)', "'Take Baek the Night" demon.smuions and rallies, Women 
Against Pornography in New Yori< Ciiy, and formatively "ith ,\ndrca Dworlcin's path• 
breaking Pomograpby: Men PoNessing \Vo,nen (1981). 

J. 111e ordi.i)IU)Ce has been actively considered io many other jurisdicrions in tJ1-e 
United States a.nd w:tli im roduced before legisl:uive bodies lll Germany. Sweden, and 
Uk: IJhiJippint:s. No C:u:udian Jc.gisfocure or court has C01uidercd the: civil rights ordi
nance. The Supreme Coun of Canada uphdd Canada's preexisting critmnol obscenil')J 
law on rhc constirutionaJ ground 1h:1t pornography harm$ women and tq\l;tliry. R. v. 
Buder, {1992] I S.C.R. 452 (S.C.C.). Widely circulated false repons of the role of 
Baller in customs seizures of g.ay and lesbian pornography in Canada. and an analysis 
of Lhe ronlribu1:io11 of tl\e civil rights approach to pornogr-Jphy to promoting g11y lib
cr'.1.tion. ru·t! <liscus:sed in C'l1risr0pher N. Kendall . .. Gay Male Pon\<>gtitphy After Lillie 
Sislers Boak and Art Emponum. A CaJJ fo r Gay MaJe Cooper;1tion in the Struggle fotr 
Sex EquaJiry," 12 \Viscvnsin Women's Law Jo11n,a/ 2 1 0997). 

4. \Y/c nlso \\'Orkcd with the cities and citizen$ of Bellingham, Washington, and 
Cambridge, Mass.1chuscns. to pass these ordinances by referendum on direct V(){C of 
the pc>ople. The ordinru1ee in Bellingham passed \\ith 62 percem of the voce. The 
ordinance in C:unbridge failed to p9SS but received 42 pcxccsH of the vOlc. A bast:ard
izt:d version W''.lS inlr(x:luced in Suffolk County, New York, which we hdpt:d LO defe::u_ 

5. Testimony of Linda Marchiano, Minneapolis I learings, pp. 60-6,. 
6 . Letter <:tf \'(!omen Against Pomography, l\•linne.1polis I lc:-;1rings, pJ>. l}l-1 )}. 
7. Letter from Valerie Harper, Minnca1>0lis Hearings. pp. 140-142. 
8. Tcsrimonyof R. M. M .. Minneapolis Hearings. pp, 108-112, 
9. Testimony of S. G .. Minneapolis Hearings, pp. 145- 147. 
10. 1lie det:ai.ls of this ac.:coum were pl'O\·ideJ :at the press ronfercnc:c on July 25,, 

1984. by t11t: young woman whose st:uemc:m appears on p. 265. 
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11. Tesdmony of N. C .. Minnea-1>olis Hearings. pp. 106-107. 
12. Tes1imony of G. C., Minneapolis Hearings. pp. l07-108. 
l}. Testimony of Carole lafavor, 1'Ainne-.1poli.s Hearings, pp. 147-149. 
14. Testimony of J.B., .Minncapoljs J--lc--.1.rings, pp. 121-1 2-4. 
' -'· Minncapoli..'i E.xhih it 11, lertcr of Marvin 1..cwis, p. 227. 
16. Testimony of T. S., Mlnne1polis Hearings, pp. J 14-120, 
17. Id. 
18. Id. 
19. Miiliieopolii £., liibit 16. pp. 230-232. 
20. The ordinance.Ii all appeir in In Harm's \Vay , above note I , at 42~61. 
2 1. Jncreas:ingly, since then, they do. Sex E.xpore.J. Sexuality and the PornQgrt1pby 

Deb,1,-, (Lynne Segal a.nd Mary Mclmooh, eds,, 1992); Nadine Strosscn, De/endmg 
Pornography: Fr« Speech, Sex, and tbe Fiu,1 /or \Vomen's Rights (1995); Wendy 
McElroy, XXX: A Woman's Right 10 Pornogrnph)' (199,l. 

22. American Booksellers v. Hudnut. 77 1 F.2d 32l (7th Cir. I 985). "Therefore we 
!ltc:q>t the premises of Lhis lt:gi.slation. Ocpic.1.ions of subordination ttn<l to perpetuate 
subordination. The subordinate st:1tus of womt:n in turn Jc:3Js to affront and lo\\rtr pay 
at work, i,isuh and injury :at home. battery and rape on the streets." llud1111t, 771 F,2d 
at 328. Gh•en that its author Judge Easterbrook strongly concludes tha, pornograph)' 
as defined does the harms the ordinance makes ocrionabJe, some srntemems in its 
foo1no1e 2 (see MocKinnon ruid Dworkin. In H•rm's \Vay, Appe!ldix. p. 481) 
('" M:1c.Kinoon •s anicle coUeccs empirical work thru supports this proposition. The social 
sc:icncc studies arc vc:ry diffic:uh 10 interpret. howc\.'t:.1', and thq conflict. Because much 
of the effect of spc:c.-ch c.-omes through a process of socialization, it i.s dif6cult to measure: 
inc-rcmcmal benefits and injuric:::s caused b)• particular SJ>eech. SC\·cral J:l6ydiologists have 
found. for example, that those who see violent, sexually explicit 61ms rend co hove 
more violem rhoughcs. But how ofcen does this lead to actual ,iiolence? Na1iono.l com• 
1niss.ions oo obs.cenit)' here, in the U1tlted Kingdom, and i.o C:t0ada. huve found th:n it 
is 1'lOL p<>S:$ible to Jeu)OJ'IStr:lk u <li.rec:t link between obsrenity and rape or t:xh.ibi♦ 

tiQnism. The Se\'Cral opinions in Miller v. California discuss the U.S. commissiQn. Sec 
:tlSQ Re/J(.m of the V>mmillu on Obscemty and Film Cens<>rsh1p 61 -9, (I tome Office. 
Her Majcscy's Srntionery Office, 1979); Special Committee on Pornography and Pros· 
1itution. I Pornography attd Pros111111io11 m G,,111d.<J i 1-73, 9'-103 (Canadian Govern♦ 
mem Publishing Centre 1985). In saying diac we acrep< the finding chm pornography 
!ls the ordinftll<:e Jdines it leads to unhappy consc:tiuen<:cS:, we mean only that there: is 
evidence to th.is effect, th:1.1 this evidence is consistent with much human experience. 
and th.at as judges we mma accept the leg.isl.ative resolution <>f such disputed empirical 

questions") h.ave gcncrau::d c;onfi,sion. Contrary to footnote 2, rhc cmpirie1l smdics on 
the effects of exposure to pornography do not "conflict"; the older studies have me.rel)' 
been superseded, as often happens when science progresses.. The Jcgislath.se record did 
not "'roofli<:t .. either. 1be legisLu..ive record before the Seventh Circuit contained only 
empiricaJ studies a.nd vic.1.ims' 1cstimony docume.nlin.g harm. There were no c:.mpiriC'.11 
studies tha1 showed: no harm. Legal briefs before the: Seventh CircuiL by or<linancc 
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opponents did comain ln their argumcms references ,o prior go,.•emmcmal bodies else
where that. b:1sed on the i.uperSeded empirical studies and oo testimony by victims~ 
had condudecl dut the t:mpirit."fil. record on harm was dividc:d. "tbis, llowc\'cr, prc:$tl1tcd 
no conllict in d1c legislative facts of record. FurLhcr, comr:.uy to the suggestion imp!icit 
in foomo,c 2, no court is consmuncd ,o conclude thnt a legislature's facmal record 
adcquatdy supports its lcgishuion if that record is no, su(mg enough, That is, there 
was no empirical conflict of Jegislacive fac1 before the Seventh Circui1 on Lhe question 
of hnrm, and the s.,,,.,,,h Circuit wru not compelled 10 6nd that Indianapolis was 
pcri'llitt&l lo legisl•k 6n the ba!is 6f die fott! it hod. 

23. The hearings also show some differences :unong LllC o r<linMces in speci6c lo
calities, distinctions tha1 have been prcvious1y obscured. Unlike the fvtinne..apolis c,rdi
nantt, the Indianapolis ordinance requires ,hat violence be shO'ilirn or done for ,he 
materials m be actionable, Ma<"Kinnon and Dworkin, 111 H<1rm's \Vay at 444 (defense 
10 uaf6cking daim 1hot m.ierials •re only subsection [6] of de6ni1ion). The Massachu
setts or<liuru1ce effecrive1y Hmics ics crafficking pro\liS:ion co visuaJ materials. Id. at 460. 
Boch of thest= ftY.ttu.res wen- thought by p<>litid:ms 10 make the bills more acceptable 
to the ordin~ce's opposition, but they did not hd p it in that respect a.I all. 17le jutlb'C' 
who inwlid,ued the Indianapolis ordinance did not even noricc rhat it was limited to 
\liolence. and the Massachuscns ord.inantt WM juSl as 1>0litiC-'Jly unrouchabk-: as if it 
hod also made words-only materials actionable. 

24. Notable examples <.'all be fouo<l in uccow1cs of the lndia1tap0Us hearings i.t'l. 
Donald Ale.,ander Do"""· The New Politics of Pomog,.phy (1989) (" Downs'). whicb 
was no1 based on a transcript, but on a document footnoted by him as .. Admjnisu..atioo 
Commiuee Notes.,. Errors resultc:c.L For ex:unple, Edward Donnc:rstcin's appc',mmcc:: 
before ,he Council ~t:ls not. as Downs asserts. a "surprise mc:wc" (Downs, p. 123). h 
had h""'1 clearly announced before by Deborah Daniels. MacKinnon and Dworkin. In 
Hdrm's \Vay, Indianapolis Hearings~ at 28}, Downs states fun.her: • As at Minneapolis, 
1\-lacKu1.00n questioned Dol'ulen.teio. eliciting testimOO)' on his resea.rch to support bett" 
lesal pOints• (l)ow1,s, p. 12}). l was not present when Don1\erstCU\ testified in btdi
anapolis. The ordinance's proponents did not manipufo.tc these: C\'Ctl lS, a.'> Downs im
plies. Downs did. Presumably, the publication of the hearing$ makes distonions like 
these less possible. h should be norcd ,hit 1he offici.tl , idootapc on which 1he rranscripr 
of the l11dianapolis hearings published in MacKinnon and Dworkin, In H111m's \Vay ar 
269-3 }1, is based WliS inoomplere wbeo received. Attempts to locate sources for the 
hc1rit1gs be)'ond the: p:.llt .ca.l \ricfcotapc pro\'c<l fruitlt$S. A'>ked for the S()w«- docwnents 
he referenced, Downs $:.U<l he no longer bad t.hc~m (Letter of Donald A. Downs to 
author, July 19, 19%>. John \'(l'ood and Sheila Seuss Kennedy, asked for written copies 

of their tC$tinlQny, said the), c:ould no, find rhem. The Records office at the Oty-County 
Council in Indianapolis said the)' kec1) official documents for sc,-en years on.ly (,vhich 
is legalJy standard}. Mcdfa sources who videotaped the hearings independently sajd 
dtey did no, ke<>p the tapes. 

25. Altering the r«ord to weaken the case on causality is iJlustr:ucd by comparin,; 
N:o editions of the 6rst nation~tl story the: New York '/'imel r.m cm-cring 1..hc Minne-
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apolis hearings. One included in its repon of the rescimooy of R. M. her direcc how
to caus:tl sentence: .i\Xlhen he rot)viote<l me to be bound, when he finally convinced 
me to do it. he rt'.td in a magazine how to t.ic the knoL-;. '' ;, .M.innc--.1polis Rig h1s Attack 

on Pornography \'(1cighed," the New Yt>rk Times, Sunday, December 18, 198J, p. 22. 
A different edition of the same artick, hc:1t.11incd '"Minneapolis Asked 10 Art.1C'k Por• 
nog.raph)' as RightS lss\lc;" omincd only 1hit sen.ten«, leaving the \\l1tncss with only her 
testimony stating by simile a weaker relation between using 1>0mog:n1phy o.nd his ac-• 
lions: •My husband would read the pornography like it was a textbook.' Sunday. 
D.ea,ibl:f 18, 1983. p. 44. 

26. For example, \X1cndy McElroy, XXX. A Woman's Right to Pornography ( 1995) 
st:ucd: • 1)\-\,orkin and Mac Kinnon orchestrated the public hearings a.t which the ordi
nance"~•• aired. They called only the witnesses ,hey wished 10 hear from" (p. 92). In 
f\1.inncapolis., Andrea Dworkin and l were hired as expert consulcanrs to prcscm rclc· 
vant witnesses, As the lrtUl.Script amp!)• shows, we did 001 ronuol who was otll-ed or 

who was allowed to speak. MacKinnon and Dworkin. In Harm's \Vay at l9-268. Every
where. tile hearings ,vcrc pubHc. NornbJy. \'<l'cn<ly Mc.Elroy w•JS li,;,cd Ulird of thOSe 
who were to speak against the ordjn:mcc al the Los Angdcs h~1.ring, but she djJ not 
prcsem hersc.Jf to $peak. 

27. E. R Shipp . .. A Feminist Offensive Against Exploitation." the New York Tinu!J, 
sec. 4 p. 2 Uune 10, 1984). 

28. Minus the daim about Chiuiee Hoyt :1nd p]us many addition.al false or rni.s
lea<ling demits, essentially 1.he same GI report" was ret.)·ded six momhs l:11.er ilt Lisa. 
Duggan, -<:ensorsfljp in 1.hc: Name: of Feminism,• Vi1/age Voice, 1} (October 16, 1984). 

as if it were news. 
29. The Nt10 York Times, note 27 above. 
l0. Beulah Coughmour was chosen by Mayor William Hudnut to shepherd d,e 

bill through the process largely on the basis or her political skills. which were exrep• 
cioo:tl. She also ch:1jrecJ 1.he A<lininisttiltioo Comntinee, through whkh tl)e bill had to 
pm in order to be vocec.l on by the! City~County C'.t0uJ1ci.l. 

31. Brief of 1he Nr,gbbo,hood Pomography Task Fora, A111ic11s Curi'ae, m Supporl 
of Appellant, Americin Booksellers v. l ludnut (No. 84- } 147), 771 F.2d }2} (7th Cir. 
198,). 

32. Brt'e/ Amici Curiae of Women Against Pornography t i al.. American Booksellers 
Association. Inc. v. Hudnut (Docket No. 84- } 147). 77 t F.2d }2} (7th Cir. 1985) (brief 
for groups i..nduding The Minnesota C.oa.liti<>n for Battered Women, 11

:t c:ofilj1ion of 
fifty-thr«: local regionaJ, and sLatc•wjdt:: organj2ations that provide services and ad,·o• 

cacy to bancred women and their f:amilics"); Brief of Amici Cunae Trudtt Able

Pl't;:rson, \VJ./LSPER el al i,, mpport of Defenda111 a,1J ln1ervenQr•De/enda1111, Village 
Books v, City of Bellingham, No. C88--1470D Memorandum and Order (D, Wash., 
Feb. 9. 1989) (unpublished) (brief or organizations of and for formerly prostituted 
women); Memorandum of Amid Curiae lnttitute for Youth AdvoaJcy. \loltt't in Action, 
el al, Village Book..,; v. Cit)' of Bellingham, No. CSS-1470D Memora.ndwn and Order 
(D. W•sh., Feb. 9. 19891 (unpublished) (brief on harms of pomogr,phy to children). 
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33. That this was a conccned strategic decis.ion is dear from the fact that the FACT 
brief, a<loptin~ 1.h.is same tactic. was filed on April 8. 1985. See Nan D. Humer and 
S)•l,•ia A. Law, • Brief Amici Curiae of feminfal Anti-Censorship Task.force, ct al.." 21 

U11iversity of Michigan Journdl of LAw Reform 69 ( 198711988). 
J4. fn conrrast. many Holl)'\\1ood actors, producers. and directors h.1d actively lob

bied for rhc p.1.ss..1gc of rhc Minnc.ipolis ordinance, .1nd some supported the~ Angeles 
one. 

35. Time m"8ozine. for one example, refused 10 publish ,he following later signed 
by Gloria Stdncm. K.1; Millen, Alic,; Walker, Sus:iii BrownMillor, Diana£. H. ~dl, 
and Robin Morgan: 

TI1e reASOOS feminists oppose pon\ogruphy us a pro.trice of sex discriminil• 
tion [were] i,wisible in your sio,y (S.•x-bu.,lerS. July 14. 1985). We oppose 1he 
harm pomogmphy docs LO th0$C who arc coerced to make it, forced to con• 
some it. ck-famed 1hrough involuntary ;.1ppear-J1nccs in it, assauhcd because of 

it, and rnrgc,cd for abuse and cxploitirion rhroug.h its cig.ht billion do llar a 
year traffic. \xrhen pomography's victims- mosdy women and child.rec- are 
believed. i,s harm is amply d=emed. Unlike che righ1 wing's approaches. 
the civil rights approach to p0mogr:.1phy was crci.Led to pen·uit Lhc injured ac
<.."t:SS to courL to try LO prove that p0n1c,gr:iphy did hann tl1em in these ways. 
Inflicting such devastation on human beings is no one's civil liberty. 

This unanimity was particularly remarkable i..11 light of Kate Milieu 's signature Ol'l 

the FACT brief, although many wJ10 signed the FAC I' brief sttnt not to have n:-.1d it. 
36. Task Forre Hean·ng ()II O,J,iwnas I<> Add Pornography as Discninination 

Agamsl Women, ]unt' 7, 1984, p. 81 (TC$timony of E. M,). This rnik force was set UJ~ 
by Mayor Fn1ser to look respons:i\·e ofter his second ordinance ,oeto. Nothing came of 
it. 

37. Tosk Fortt Hearings an Ordi11an~1 w Add Pr>mograpby as Discr1i11ination 
Againrl \Vomt·n, June 7, 1984. p. 45 ('f c:stiroony o( The.re.se Stan Loo). 

JS. Id. 
J9. lei., p. 46. 
40. Sec NOW Hearings 011 Pornograpby1 Ma1er,al1 on the Pm oHal Testitflony of 

NOW Ac1,v1Sts on Pornography O ... ois Rcckiu, Twiss Buder. and Melanie Gilbert, eds.) .. 
NotiooaJ Organization for Women. Inc .. May 2}. 1986. NOW also adopted a national 
rdO!ution thal pornography ,•iofo.tcs: tl1c civil rights o ( women and d1ildrt:n and testified 
against pornography in C.Ongress. NO\'C' Resolution of June 1984 National Conference; 
Testimony of the National Organization fo r Women, prescn1cd by Judy Gold.smith, 

President, on ,he (mp;u;l of Pornogr-.1phy on \X1omcn before ,he Subcommittee 0 11 

Juvenile Justice. Commiuec on the Judicia,y (September 12, 1984). It has done little 
ro nochiog ro implement this positio1l since. 

41. See. for example. Diana E. H. Russell, "Pon,ogrophy and R.pe: A Causal 
Mock!." 9 Political Psychology I, ~l- 7J (1988); Gloria Cow-,n, Carole Lee. O,niolla 
Levy, and Ocbr-J Sn)•dcr-. ·· Dominance and lncqualily in X-Ralcd Viclcoctsscttc:s," Ll 
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Psychoi,,gi, of Women Quarter/)' 299-} t I ( 1988); \\7endy S,ock, •n,e Effeets of Por
nography on \\7omen,' in The Price W, P•y 80-88 !Lau .. u:derer and Richard Del
gado, eds., 1995); James Ott:ck and Ted G uJoicn. ·Reported Proclivity for C,oercj\-c 

Sex Following Rcpc:.ued Exposure to Sexually Vio lcnl Pornography, Nonviolent De
humanizing Pornography. and E.rotica."' in Pornogruph}•: Research Advances 411J Policy 
Con1idera11ons (Dolf Z,illm..1nn and Jennings Bryant, eds., l989); E. Som,ncrs a.nd James 
Check, • An Empiricru ln,-es,igation of die Role of Pornography in the Verbal and 
Physieal Abuse of Women." 2 Violence and Victims 189--209 (1987); Pornography: 
Wb1tien, Violence dnd Civil LibcrlieJ (C:11.fitr~k ltzin. t:d., 1W2): Andrea Dworkln. 
"Against the Ma.le Flood: Ccnsor.;hip, Pornography, and Equality," 8 J-lorvard \Vo111en's 
UIID )011rnal I ( 198!1): c .~,.rine A, MacKinnon, Only Words (1993). 

42. Commission on Obs«:nity and Pornograph)1, Tbt Rtporl of 1/N CommiSsio,, or, 
Obs« mly and Pornography (1970), 

4}. Attorney General's Com..rn.iss-ion on Pomography, Final Report (U.S. Depart 4 

mem of Jusrire.July 1986) (hereafter <i,ed as f;,,,/ Report), p. }9}. 
44. Final Retxm, p. 396. 11tt:: Conuni.ssfon also s.aid t.flat no remedy cot.Jd n:ach 

e<:,cn:cd m.:ucrials thm were not also legally obscene (p. 396)--'JJl unnct.-e.,,;sary rcstrittion 
o n relief for l>tQVCn injtu)'· 

45, Fmal Report, pp, }93-}95. 
46, Fmal Repo,J, p. 749, New Zealand's Pomograpby: Report of rhe Mi11i,.erlal 

Commillee of Inquiry Ua.nua.ry 1989) adopted the ordinaoce's definition of poroogr:aph)• 
for its own invescigatioo, on p. 28. and rolled the ordino.oce •a brilliont s-crinegy for 
expungin(I. pornography from the face o f any society that might adopt i1" (p. 152). It 
rcrommcuded that Lhc Human Rights Commission Act be reviewed and •that pomog• 
mph)' be considered a pr:ictic:c of sex diS('rimination which can be expressly identified" 
by die Ac, (p. 155), The Hwnan Rights Commission of New Zealand, before die Com
minee. recom.n.,ended thot the coercion. forcing. assault, and defamation provisions be 
added to the caus.es for complain, under the a~t (p. 153). 

47. Final Rt-port, p. 756. 
48. Id. Accordingly, Carole Vance's claim, in reference to Andrea Dworkin's and 

m)• u ·ork.. that the Commi.ssfon • decisively rejected their remedies" and th:at "the Com• 
mission's Rcpon summarily rcicctcd MinncapoHs style ordin.1nccs" is false, Carole S. 
Vance. "Negotiating Sex and Gclldcr in the Attorney General's Commission on Por

nography." in Sex Exposed: Sexuality •nd 1he Pornography Debates l7 (Lynne Segal and 
Mary McIntosh, eds .• 1992). Her charge that we pub)jd y misrepresented the Commis
sion's results wh(.'fl we said it supported our appro-.ich-"'EVt:n mo re stru-tJing were 
MacKinnon's and Dworkin'.s siatemans to Lhc p ress that rhc Commis&ion 'has rec

o mmended to Congr<:$$ the civil rights legislation women ha\'e sou~ht,"' p. 38--is de
famatory as weU as false. 

49, FrnaJ Report, p. 39}, 
50. 98"' Cong. 2d Sess .. SLJ I91-IJl9J, S. 3063 (October 3. 1984) and S13838-

13839 (Ocroher 9, 1984): $. 1187 0985), 99th Cong. ISi Scss., S6853-6$55 Cong. R«. 
(May 22. 1985). The biU proposed to "'allow \'ictims of child pornography and 
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aduJts who are coerced, intimidated. or frauduJendy induced into posing or performing 
in pornography co institute Federal civil actions aga.inst producers a.nd dislributors ... 
56853 Cong. Ike. (May 22, 1985). 

5 t. Originally S. 1226. the McConndl b ill gave :t civil right of aCUo n to victims of 
sci.ual crimes against p()rnographcq if the vktims could prove t:h:u "sexually explicit 

materials" influenced or incited the assault, 101st Cong. Isl Scss.., S7281-7283 Cong.. 
Rec. Uune 22, 1989). In 1991. as S. 1'21, che bill addressed "obscene materials and 
child pornography" instead. Tes purpose was to require chat chose who trafficked s.uch: 
i'i1d.kriil .,.be jointly and st:\'cr:illy liable for all <l:ifriagd ksu.lting from any kxua1 off disc: 

that was foreseeably caused, in substaniiaJ part, by tl1e sexual offender's esposure tQ 

the o bscene m:.uerial or child pornography ... $. l.52 1, 102d Cong. lst Ses:s. Uuly 22~ 
19'JI), Sec. 2(b). 

12, 108 St.n. 1796 0994), In one c.irly c,isc, the performer L., Toya Jackson sued 
her former husband under the VAWA for systemmicnlly beacing her until she per• 
formed for Playboy ru,d odier pornography. Complaim,Jackson v. Gordon. D. Ne"ada, 
Ca,;c No. CV S 0056} DWH (l~J). 

5). Amcric:u1 Book,dlcr, v. Hudnut, 771 F.2J }2} (7th Cir. 1985). 
54. I hidnm v. American Bcx>ksc-llers, 106 S. Ct. 11 72 (1986) (affirming without 

opinion). For the dissent see It, Harm's Way. Appendix, at 482. 
55. Roben L. Stem, Eugene Gressman, Stephen J\'1. Shapiro, and Kenneth S. 

Getler, Supreme Co1«J Prattiee, 7th ed. (BNA. 1993). 264-268 . 
.56. In JOJ\uary 1984. <.'.'Oostin..1tiooa] sc-hol:ir L::iureore Tribe wrote Minneapolis City 

Council Pr~idcnL Alice W. Rainville ·to express dissent and dismay at l\'1:a)'Or Don~J d 
Fraser's veto o ( your ordinance to dc6nc pomog:r:aphy a-; a violation of civil rights ... _ 

\Xlhilc many hard questions o ( conAkting rip;hts wiJI face any OO\rrt ,hat oonfroms 
ch!i.Uenges to the ordinance, as drafted it rests on II rationale that closely parallels many 
pm1ously accepted exceptions to jusdy stringent First Amendment guarantees. \Xlhile 
rtm!lining uncertain myself GS to tl1e uh.ift\tlte OUlOOL'ne of tt judicial test. I urge you oot 

to :tllow an executive to p reveot the oourt.s from adjudicating what may t:VetlluaUy ~ 
found IQ be the 6rs1 sensible approach to an area which has vexed some o( the best 

legal minds for dce:tdCli." (Letter of Lauro,ce Tribe to The I lonor:ab lc Alice W/. R:ain
,,lle, Jam,ary 8, 1984,) Sec also Catharine A. MacKinnon, Only \fiords ( 19')3); Cass R. 
Sunstein, "Pornography and the First Amendment," 1986 D11/u U1w }Ollmal 589 
(1986); Frank I. Michelman, •eoncepcions of Democracy in American Constitutional 
Argwncnt: Tbe C:rsc of Po rnograph)• Rc:gulation," 56 Tennessee Law Review 291 

(1989); °"-·en M. F'rss, "Freedom and Feminism," 80 'rhe George/own Low Journal 
20H (1992). 

57. VilJ.gc Book• <t al. v. City of Bdlingham, C83-1470D (W.D. \\7ash. 1989). 
58. Sena.tor Sp,cc:cer. under imcnse pressure from liberols1 exemp,ed rraffidc:ers in 

rocrced adult materillls. Sena.tor McConnell ► under 1>ressure from ocross the political 
spectrum, adopted the obscenity defmicion for d1e materiaJs his bill e<wered. Sei1ator 
Specter's b ill thus left the material inc:cnt..ivc: for coercion into pomog.r:tphy squarely in. 
place. penniuing pornographers lQ coerce wumt:J1 into Sex for pomogr:iphy and nut 
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with the produces and pro6ts. He was told this. Scnalor McConnell's bill was rendered 
useless for victims because the legal de-fu1icion of obsrenity mukes ham\ to victims 
irrdcvant and is nearly impossible to prove. He W'.lS told 1hjs. 

59. "If we had a keen vision and fcding of all ordinary human life, it would be 
like hearing die 1tr.1ss g.row and the squirrel's heart be.at, and we should die of that ro;ir 
which lies on the orhcr side of silcna:, As it is, the quick.est of us walk about well 
wadded with stupidity." George Elioc, Middkmarch 177 (&mam Books, 1985 ed. 
[from 1874 ed.)). 

60. Id. 
6 1. Sec C:uharinc A. MacKinnon. "Pornography Lefc and Right,'' 30 1/aroard Cim1 

R1gbts-C,u1/ L1ber1tes Law Review 1-U ( 1995), reprinted infra at 327~ Andrea Dworkin. 
"\Voman-Haring Rig.ht and Left," in The Sexual Libe1wl1 1111d the Attack 011 Feminism 
28 (Dorchcn Lcidhold1 and Janice G. Raymond, eds .. 1990), 

62. To docwueru specifically most instooces of the trealment tha1 forms I.be basis 
for dtis Wld che oex1 paragraphs would fun.her target d1ose subjected 10 iL Here a.re a 
r~ examples that C:lJl be mcntic,ncd. 

The Attorney Genera.l's Commission on Pornogr.tphy W'.lS sued as a whole:, and its 
membC:1"$ indi\tidually, on the basi$ of a letter $Ctlt by rhe cxecuti\'c directo r .iskin{' 
distributors of adult magazines whether they \\'ere selling pomogra1>hy, Pet1rhouse ln
ierna,ional, Ltd. v. Meese ct al .. 939 F.2d 1011 (1991), The fact that ,he=• wns 
thrown oul on appeal as baseless did not pre\'enL it Crom opemcin.g as an iostrurnent 
or i.ntiinidaUon a.nd siJencing of the com,nissionerS. 

AJ Goldstein, editor of Screw, a pomogmphy magazi.i1c:, sucd Women Against Por
nography and Frances Patai, an individual member of \V/AP, for libd for Patai's sta.te• 
mcm on \\7CBS-TV 1ha1 Screw "champion(cd] 3busc of children." Goldstein s.1id he 
did not champion or defend abuse of children. Goldstein and Milky \V/a)' Pmduciions. 
Inc. ct al. v. Pacai and Women Against Pomograph)', Summons and Complaint (Su• 
preme Court of the Sme of New York. Cowuy of New York, Oc1ober 10, 1984). 11-, 

defendants produced cxti:11..~ive examples of erotic::i2:1tion of iocest and other stxual use 
o( children in Screw m.igazine O\'er Lime. J l~l\'ing seriousJy damaged those sued, the 
('3$C W:t.$ settled. 

Many Rimm, undcrgNtduatc -1mhor of a sound and methodologically creative snidy, 
"Marketing Pornography on rhc lllformation Superhighway,"' 83 Georgeioum l.,illiJ 
Journal 18~9 (1995), as analyud in "Vindication and Resistance.' infru a, 352. Je. 
scribed accurotdy the po.rnogr:iphy tl1al is a.v:.Ufo.blc: on compu1cr networks rui:d nlt:9· 
sured p-.tttc:ms of its a.cLual LL'i~ He docwnc:mc:d the simple truth, for example tl1at 1..he 
more violating the materials arc ro women, the more popular they are. Once some of 
hi$ findings \\'CfC given visibility 11nd c-rc;:dihility in a Titttr ntag_llzine cover story, he \l~S 

hounded, har~sscd, probed by journalists. and anacked in Playboy-. excoriated as a 
censor and subjected to an intense rumor campaign of vilification oo the ln rcroet; likely 
deprived of a scholar.iliip offer for graduate school :n MIT~ ca.oceled before a: con
grcs1>jonal committee:, where he was to testify; and thrc'.tLcnc:d. with the loss of hi1> de-gr« 
by his sponsoring insti1utioo, Camegje Mdlon University, which convcnt:d a fonnal 
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inquiry into bogus charges that went on for )'C~lrs, ahhou,gh he was evenrually cleattd 
of all che serious charges. His inhio.Uy soughL book proposal. ao analysis of cl1e :tp
p roximatdy 85 pc.rct:flt of h is data Lhat "-'3.5 no t disc~scd in the arlidc1 suddenly cou ld 

not 6nd a publisher. No lawyer could be found to defend his academic freedom. 
Shots were fi red into the windows of ,he office of Org:mizing Against Pornography 

in l\•fomcapolis when the o rdinance was pending there. 
Andrea Dworkin and I have each been onacked in mosr of the ways described in 

this and subsequcm paragraphs. and in orbers ias well. Andrea 0\-,;·ol'kiil discusses some 
of hcr exper icflti:$ ifl Lldltr1,/rom a \rla, 'Zt>n-t1 (1988). 

Exploring the attacks on Martin Garbus, a wdl-known defender of rights of free 
speech, for c.hc sin of .suing the p ress for a plaintiff in a libel ct.SC, The New Yorke,,
said this: "Robert Sack, \"\rho rcprcscms (he \Vall S1reet Journal, likens First J\mcndmcnr 
law to a rcHgion, 'Swiech.ins sides.' he concludes, 'is dose to apostasy,"' RcJlcctlng ,he 
pressure brou,ghl on hfrn, Garbus was also qoored as Sd)'ing: "Tve told my coUeag:ues 
within the First Amendmem world that 1 wou]d never lake anotbet plaintiffs case.~ 
The Neu,• )'orke, author commented, •Undoubtc:JJy, mc:mbenhip in the club docs ha\'c 
its p rivil~d ... . " Susie: Linfdd, "Exile: on Cc:ntre St.rt:ct."' The New )'orker, 40, 42 
(Morch I I, I 996). 

63. SuS.lll B. Trento, The Pow<'r House 192 ( 1992). 
64. Lc1ter from Steve Jobnsoo to John M. Harrington. June 5, 1986, pp. 2. l. 
65. Id .. p. 4. 
66. Id. 
67. Hustler magazine: has ofren at1.ackc:d critiC$ of pornography in their "Ai;fflolc 

of Ulc Month" feature. Pc:sgy Ault. Dorchen Lcidhold t., and And rea Dworkin sued 
rhem for la,cl. /\ulr v, Husr/,r Mag.1zinc, Inc,. 8(,() F 2d IP7 (9rh Cir. 1988); Lcidholdt 
v. L.F .P. Inc .. 8(,() F.2d 890 (9th Cir. 1988); Dworkin v. HuSJ!er Magazine Inc .. 867 
F.2d 1188 (9th Cir. 1989). /\II chree cases were held legally insufficicnc before reaching 
cbe fatti , the rowts holding in esseoce lrutt pornography is w:i.rt-a.l. hence not factual 
in nature. hc::ncc: pr<>tttted opinion. Both Gloria Std nt-m ao<l Susan Browomillt'r \\'Cr~ 

used in pornogr2phy b)' Hustler. Sec Brief qf Amia Omae in Suppon of PJaintiff
/\ppdJ.m , Dworkin v. 1/u,tler Magazine Inc., 867 F.2d 1188 (9th C ir. 1989) (App. 
No. 87-6393) (porr,ography of both women in appendix). Andre• Dworkin and I have 
been used in \>isual pornography. 

68. This is parricularJy upparem in ret)OMS of ropes and sexual murdets (ill which, 
dlc: p.reSellct' of pornography is usually jusc left out. parLicularly of nation:J cm-erogt')., 
on child pornograph)'. and on the tcdmological frontie.n; of t.hc pomogr.1phcrs' COVtted 

new madcets, $Uc:h 3$ computer neturorks. 
69. Linda Lovcfacc and Mike McGrnd)•, OrJ,a/ 177- 179 (1980). 
70. James V, P, Chcclc and D. K, Maxwell. •Pornography and Pro-Rape Attimdcs 

in Children." paper delivered ac 25ch lmernacional Congress of Psychology, Brussel" 
July 19-24. 1992. Cheek and MAxwell found, in• sun,ey of 276 ninch-grade scudencs 
in C:mada, dtat nine out of ten boys and six out of lt:n gir-ls had vicwtd vidtlO por
nogr..1phy. The mean a~c of firs t exposure was just under twd \•c:.. Boys who were: fre-
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quenc consumers of pornography and/or reporced lenrning useful infomlarion about 
sex f roin pon1ography \Vere more accepting of rape myths and v:ioJe:nce against women. 
F<>rty-lhrcc pcrc:em o f Lhc lx))'S in o ne or both of these categories agrttd that it was 

"at least maybe OK• to force a girl to have sexual intercourse "if she gel$ hjm sexu:dl)' 
excited ... 

Examination of the Ocp:mmcnt of j t1Sricc's Uniform Cr1111e Rt'ports from 1991 ,o 
1995 shows a stead)' increase in the double digits in the number of arrests for se,-: 
crimes reponedly commirced by perpetrators under eighteen years of age up to 1993. 
then• iM.JI decrease therclftcr. FBI. U.S. Oep,irli!kill 6f Justke, Uni/arm Cri,;,; R,. 
p,orts/or1heU111tedS1a1es, 1991, 1992, 199J, 1994, l995. Closcr scruriny ofthe:tffected 

groups, beyond simply reported crime, sug,:.csts that sexual a5,Sau1ts arc increasingly 
being committed by younger and younger pcrpcmnors. Melinda Hcrmcbcrg,cr, "Now 
Sex .and Violence Link ar an E.1rlicr Age/' The New York Times. sec. 4. p. 6 Uuly ~. 
199}); Claudia Morain, "\Vhen Children Molest Children: San Fra,dJCO O,,,mic/e. F7 
(May ◄, 1994). "The 'portrait' o( the AmeriCllll se., offender incrensingly 'bears the face' 
o ( a jm-cnllc:." Sander RotbdliJd. •Beyond U1can.-cration: Juvenile Sex Offender T re!tl · 

mem Programs Offer Youlhs a Second CJ:wn<.-e:, .. 4 Journal of L.uw and Polity 7 19 
( 1996). In ,h~ same publicatl(ln, sc:c a rcpon of a I 992 study :u the Univcr$.ity of New 
Hampshire's Family Research Laboratory concluding 1har "forry-onc 1,ercem of sexual 
assaults on children ages 10 to 16 were done by other children." p. 720. 

71. Tilis passoge was inspired by Louis Begley, •At Age 12, A Life Begins," N,w 
Yark Times Maga,inc, 101 (May 7. 1995): "Hitler was dead and the 10 da)'lo[ miracles 
had begun . .. finalJy l c:ould bc-Jjt'.'\•t: the C-enu:ms had been wrong. I had not, after all, 
been marked al binh as unfit 10 li \'e. My disgl"'.tc:e was not inside me; it was their 
invcnrion. I had the right to a place in the world." 
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